PATIENT AND CAREGIVER
SURVEY
Fall 2020

www.medicalmarijuana.ohio.gov

Dear Medical Marijuana Advisory Committee Members,
The Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP), specifically the State of Ohio Board of
Pharmacy, sent out a survey in July of this year to all registered patients and caregivers. The
intent of the survey was to capture relevant feedback on the operation of the program.
The full results of the survey are included in this report, with freeform comments included
separately (see Attachments I & II). The survey received 11,936 responses, which is 10.77% of the
patient/caregiver population.
The survey results closely mirrored the demographics of the patient population, with two
exceptions. Approximately 4.9% of the survey respondents indicated they were over 70 years of
age and 25.0% were between the ages of 30-39. Of the current patient population, approximately
8.3% of the patient population is over 70 years of age and 21.2% of the patient population is
between 30-39 years of age.
Notable results from the survey include:
Traveling Distance - 81.5% of respondents indicated they travel less than 30 miles (one way) when
visiting a dispensary, with 38.3% traveling 10 miles or less.
Costs - A majority of respondents (65.7%) indicated spending between $0 - $299 on medical
marijuana products per month. This is similar to what patients and caregivers in Pennsylvania
reported in a 2020 survey conducted by the Pennsylvania Department of Health’s Office of
Medical Marijuana. A majority of Ohio respondents did indicate they were either “somewhat
dissatisfied” or “very dissatisfied” with the price of products.
Product Variety - 71.3% of patients indicated they “strongly agree” or “agree” that they had a
variety of medical marijuana products from which to choose.
COVID-19 Waivers - As part of the program's response to coronavirus, the Board of Pharmacy
issued waivers to allow patients the ability to use curbside pickup and to place advance orders
online or over the phone. 49.7% of patients indicated they have used curbside pickup to obtain
their medical marijuana products and a majority of patients indicated they either placed an
advance order via telephone (53.2%) or online (58.2%).
COVID-19 Patient Protection - Patients were asked if they believe the dispensary (or dispensaries)
they have visited have adequate protections to protect their health during the COVID-19
pandemic, 86.6% indicated “strongly agree” or “agree.”
The State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy, in coordination with our sister agencies at the Ohio
Department of Commerce and State Medical Board of Ohio, is in the process of reviewing this
important feedback from the patient and caregiver community. This valuable information will
be considered when determining possible expansion of the program and administrative rule
changes currently under review.
Sincerely,

Steven W. Schierholt, Esq.
Executive Director
State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy
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Please select your preferred medical marijuana product forms:
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In the last six months, what is the average distance traveled to visit a dispensary
(one way)?

In the last six months, how many times have you traveled to a dispensary?
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Costs
On average, how much do you spend on medical marijuana products per month?
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Product Education
I would like to have education on:
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Dispensary Experience
In the last six months, have you purchased your medical
marijuana products:

In the last six months, have you left a dispensary
without being served due to excessive wait time?
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In the last six months, I feel that I have had a variety of medical marijuana products to choose from.
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Covid-19
I feel that the dispensary or dispensaries I visit have adequate protections in place
to protect my health during the COVID-19 crisis

I have used curbside pickup to obtain my medical marijuana products.
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Other
If you stopped using medical marijuana, please explain why?
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See Appendix II for Question 26 responses (please share any additional
comments or concerns you have regarding the Medical Marijuana Control
Program).
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The Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program is committed to
operating a program that ensures the safety of the public and
access to a safe medical product.
For more information on the program, visit:
www.medicalmarijuana.ohio.gov
The Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program Toll-Free Helpline
responds to inquiries from patients, caregivers, and health
professionals regarding adverse reactions to medical marijuana,
and provides information about available services. To contact the
helpline, please dial: 1-833-4OH-MMCP (1-833-464-6627)
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Appendix I - Question 13 - Other (Additional Comments for Patient and Caregiver Education Needs)
Question13 - Other
1) How do I become a processor? I&#39;m a chef and I know how to make all sorts of fatty treats. 2) Why are not all dispensaries mandated to take HSA? |
1.)Legality of use and it&#39;s impact on employment.2.)Ways I can vape for my condition without getting the smell on my clothes and in my home. |
A better way to keep track of days left. And better explanation on how tier 1 &amp; tier 2 reduce the days. |
A way to track my points on my own |
All new education materials- Please &amp; Thank You |
All of them |
allergies and allergic reaction to marijuana |
And if I do I feel comfortable with the knowledge of the dispensary employees |
Any additional information is great. |
Any information you have available |
Any new information is always needed |
Asking questions at the dispensary is very defeating. Being told to google the answer because they aren’t forced to learn the product. |
Availability of same product is poor. Find strain that works for pain control . not available next visit |
Available days |
Best method for specific illnesses |
Best strain and form to use for the symptoms and issues I have with my illness. |
Best strains for pain |
Better be understanding of how much you can purchase in the 90 time frame |
better dispensary menus, more detailed info on strains and products on menus |
Better tracking system of days&#39;s supply |
Budtenders don’t know anything all they say is good choice. |
cannabinoid hyperemesis syndrome |
Careers in the industry |
Chemicals used in production of marijuana such as vape cartridges and pesticides. |
CHS Cannabanoid Hyperemisis Syndrome |
Clear information on product type, what it’s used for, and why some prefer a tincture over a ointment and vice versa. |
Condition specific strains |
Cooking |
Cultivators:provide info sheet or on product label the conditions/symptoms it&#39;s cultivated for/or intended to mitigate symptoms of. Eliminate GUESSING |
Daily limits How Tier 1 and Tier 2 are calculated Buying 5/10 increments how does it calculate compared to 1/10 increments as far as days used |
Daily supply limits. |
Day Calculation (tiers are confusing for day usage calculations) |
Day supply equation |
Days and how it’s calculated |
Days are very confusing and stressful. I avoid something’s because the day count |
Days available for my license |
Days calculation |
Days left on prescription dispensary says they can’t tell and pharmacy ohio . Gov wont answer phone and never have emailed me back that makes it hard |
Days remaining and how many days each product represents. |
Dealing with tolerance and how to reset things. Was advised “48 hrs abstinence” by several dispensaries but that didn’t yield any measurable change |
didn&#39;t find product to address pain issues (&amp; relaxing). Not impressed with staff knowledge - more effective edibles got me too high (not my goal) |
Difference between the costs??? I think some of these cost are ridiculous and there close to the same product but the price is so different!!! |
differences between routes cannabis routes of administration, Rosin, solvent based concentrate, RSO, topical, edible.Shelf life, How to store and us |
Different kinds of products and what their effects are. What places have deals. What new products are coming out |
Different types of vapes/ how to use |
Different ways to consume |
Dispensary personnel need to be extremely knowledgeable on above points. |
Dosage |
Dosage and tolerance |
dosage without being the researcher and ginny pig. |
dsafsadfsdaf |
Easier way to track my day&#39;s bought. |
Easy price per dose like 2.99 lb |
Edible processes pertaining to onset, efficacy, &amp; side effects in digestive system. |
Edibles &amp; how to use vape pens.I’m confused about why I can’t buy a new cartridge for the pens (batteries) I already bought.Too costly for me. |
Edibles |
education on equipment needed for types |
Education on use of the many vaping devices / gadgets available and different methods for consuming flower and concentrates. |
Efficacy and bio-availability of cannaboids, when to consume for maximum effectiveness. |
Employment law in Ohio regarding medical marijuana (e.g. drug screening, can you be terminated) |
Extraction methods and break downs of differences. Would be helpful for using concentrates. |
Extraction methods for oils/tinctures /concentrates |
fdsfafsdafas dfadfasfdsa |
Federal approval, covered under insurance. |
Financial assistance |
fix websites cant compare products |
Fuck you, you money grabbing whore. |
Further expanding the understanding of natural medicinal plants such as Ayahuasca, Psycilocibe, Kratom, etc. |
Gardening/ growth and consumption of raw, leafy material |
Getting involved with the business side of the industry |
Government guidelines and laws |
growing and owning a dispensary |
Growth location |
Gun purchasing and ownership with a medical marijuana card. I was unaware my right to purchase them would be taken away and was not given any warning. |
Help Pain management understand and couple with Doctors.This would do two things.One protect the patient rights.Supports data.Insurance covered!!! |
home grow availability |
How days add up. I was told a very basic system, that each jar costs 2 days. But Reddit tells me that’s wrong Not much info/help at the Dispensary |
How days are tracked. Was very hazy concept until spoke and talked to in detail about it. |
How different cannabinoids interact with foods and other nutrients. How pharmaceuticals deplete certain nutrients. How cannabis regulates hormones. |
How dispensary come up with price to much for poor people |
How does pricing get evaluated? Considering you know street price. |
How does the point system work? Why can&#39;t i see how many points are left in my account on the website? No one ever explained this to us. |
How in the heck you all think your making a difference or helping others disqustted at the program so ultimately disqusted at ypur job preference |
how is Live Resin made? How does it become the form/consistency that is the end product I buy?Are chemicals used in processing fresh frozen live resin |
How long the product is supposed to last |
How many days available at any given time. |
How MM works in relieving chronic pain associated with Rheumatoid Arthritis. Is stronger better? Why does it only relieve pain sometimes? |
How much can safely be used in a 24 hour day? How much is prescribed per month? |
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How much is a day?Don’t understand system.. |
How my days work and be told in a much easier way as to when ill be reloaded more days |
How Ohio can limit &amp; cap my amounts. How do YOU know how much I intake to feel relief? |
How products are grown/produced in facilities. Cultivating at home? |
How the day system works and the best ways to purchase |
How the days work |
How the number of days work. It is ridiculous how the state tracks and counts the amount of medicine I&#39;m able to obtain! |
How the point system works, it can be very misleading |
How the prescription size you buy and how long it lasts you or is supposed to last you is confusing. |
How they go from having 18 days to 0 days when you haven’t used it. They wrote it down and I always ask but somehow 18 days disappeared. Not happy |
how tinctures are made |
How to become involved in the industry. |
How to calculate days remaining |
How to calculate the number of days left and amount of product I qualify for but |
How to check my days |
How to choose appropriate vaporizing medical equipment(for indigent people); some sort of &quot;medication management&quot; as it relates to the marijuana plant |
How to consume (for all the different types), how much to consume, what to do if consume too much, etc. Real world video help. |
How to consume some products such as how to use a dabbing rig. |
How to determine days |
How to figure out 90 day supply. |
How to figure out how many days I have before I go to the dispensary. The website needs to be updated to reflect the new 45 day rule. |
How to get laws pass so we the patient can grow our own r got to cheaper states the prices and the ohio 8th is too much. Much rather grow my own. |
How to get ohip recreational |
How to ingest the different types of mmj, also more info listed (uniformly) for the products, i.e. typical expected results (energized, sleepy, etc.) |
How to keep track of days used and days left |
How to read label &amp; dosing info |
How to test the thc % in flower I feel like dispensary always saying it&#39;s stronger then what It really is |
How to track |
how to track days |
How to track days worth of medication in the various forms. It’s very confusing. |
How to track how much meds I have left. |
How to track how much you have left on the 45 days. And how they calculate how much a product will take away from your days. Like honey is 5 days. |
how to track my days, how the day system works. |
How to track the days&#39; supplies I have remaining. The dispensary can give me that info, but I would like to be able to take control of it myself. |
How to track this crazy days system. |
How to track your remaining days. |
How to travel with meds. |
How to understand about how many days I have to get marijuana. I don&#39;t understand how it works. Tried to ask but still don&#39;t get it. |
How to use knowledge to get a job in the industry. |
How to use products |
How to use some of the products. |
how to use the different forms available |
How to use the different types vape / syringe cartridges / crumb etc |
how to use the various forms of med mj, how they compare in price/effect, how to tell which form would be the least expensive while giving best relief |
how to use the wax dabs shatter the stronger forms... |
How you came up with same dosage for every Ohio Patient.. that’s what I’d like to see |
http://chng.it/nV6SDQcgPlease read. This program is the worst at of all the states in the USA. Our board of pharmacy lacks recognition of the good |
I always want to learn more. |
I am good |
I am interested in tinctures and other ways than smoking or eating, but the cost deters me from trying something i don’t know enough about. |
I am not well educated on the best bang for my buck and rely on the advice of the employees. This has worked out well for everyone polite/helpful. |
I am okay but I notice most Cannabis Salepeople &quot;budtenders&quot; in Ohio most people pushing the product don&#39;t even know what a compound is. |
I am on probation and the courts are denying me access to medicinal products. It needs to be federally legalized |
I am well versed in Marijuana no need for info |
I am wondering how they calculate the amount you are prescribed |
I can acquire info online. |
I discontinued taking med. marijuana. I always needed more ,my body always craved for more .went cold turkey with drawl symptoms are terrible !!! |
I don&#39;t NEED any additional education but believe things are always changing (e.g. new products/strains/research) so it&#39;s important to stay up to date |
I don&#39;t understand how my maximum or daily use vs what&#39;s left on my prescription is calculated. |
I don’t need info |
I don’t need none |
I feel as if you can’t even ask them a question. It’s like “what do you want? They give you a feeling like your an idiot (age:64). No people skills. |
I have a unique situation. I have no large intestine and only part of my small intestine which creates short gut syndrome, and I don&#39;t vape or smoke |
I have been using cannabis for 30 years, the things I want to better understand about cannabis are the same things we all want to better understand |
I have chronic pain and I feel like I&#39;m not guided. It&#39;s trial and error. It would be nice to have some consistent guidelines. |
I have wasted much money coming up with the best way to use MMJ. It would be helpful to have a better understanding of maximizing usuage. |
I just started smoking 12 months ago. I&#39;ve never smoked or did drugs so this is all new for me. Every time I go there I learned something new |
I keep a watchful eye on scholarly articles pertaining to CBD/THC medical value, as I would any other health maintenance prescriptions. |
I love all information that y&#39;all provide. Unlike pain doctors the Medical marijuana community cares about their patients. |
I need to know when I can grow my own medical marijuana I can&#39;t afford dispensarys. |
I never got a recommendation on what and how much was a proper dosing. |
I never got an update on my digital license and I have been refused a couple times couple dispensaries some dispensaries accept it some don&#39;t |
I no longer use medical marijuana and I got rid of my medical marijuana card this stuff is dangerous. |
I sort of know what will work but the expense makes me choose different things because of price |
I the prices is crazy |
I think there needs to be classes on things like cannabis 101 and new patient/caregiver orientations to go over and answer all questions re: OMMCP |
I want a pharmacist to confer with me every time I visit dispensary. Clerks are not well informed. |
I want an expert in Cannabis or a software to truly find my every day strains. Pain is 1 but I have anxiety, stomach prob, diabetes, &amp; neuropathy too |
I want info on amount ofMmj I can purchase, days I must wait till I canPurchase again - it’s so confusing - seem arbitrary and intentionally unfaI |
I want to know everything i don&#39;t know already |
I wish the refill system was easier to understand. I have no way of knowing quantities and conversions for varying products or when I can refill. |
I wonder about how medical marijuana interacts with medications for depression &amp; other mood disorders? At best they could be fairly complimentary. |
I would like an education on why the state has made a simple transaction of a plant product, so difficult intrusive time consuming and stifling. |
I would like an online form with information that is approved by the medical board or the board of pharmacy. |
I would like testing to show terpenoid profiles in a clear and easy to understand manner. |
I would like the products to actually list cannabinoids and terpenes so that I can use the knowledge I already have to select the proper products. |
I would like to know how to use marijuana to protect me from seizures. How much and how often should I be taking it.How does it work? |
I would like to know if any products are organic. I think more resources in general about ohio cannabis would be helpful. I&#39;ve never seen a pamphlet. |
I would like to know more about the origin of the MMJ products available. Also, what to do if we need to travel out of state with our meds medicine |
I would like to know more how Ohio product is grown and what chemicals have been used. Ohio flower resembles those grown with PGR’s which is toxic. |
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I would like to know the effects of each individual product.. ie : helps focus, mellow, uplifting et |
I would like to know why Ohio doesn’t have a good selection and why it’s so expensive??? I’ll keep going out of state. |
I would like to know why Ohio is charging us so much money at the dispensaries. Ohio is sometimes triple the price of Michigan. |
I would like to know why only rich people in Ohio can legally grow cannabis... this is HIGHLY counterproductive and unfair in many ways. |
I would like to learn about how I can support BIPOC when I buy this expensive medication. |
I would like to see a easyer way to track my days. Maybe you could send tracking materials to card holders. |
I would like to see and smell the plant material. if you look at the website before you go they have what online. Price is TOO high.Need more CBD prod |
I would like to see more robust descriptions on the menus. I never know if I am buying something that is going to make me drowsy or not. |
I would like to smell product before buying and would like some product to come in clear containers. |
I would like to understand dosage better. |
I would love it if someone could explain to me how the supplies are split up and how to calculate the remaining days |
I would love more information on how to make this industry more efficient and cohesive with all areas; dispensaries, cultivators and doctors offices. |
I&#39;d like the descriptions to tell me which are better for pain, relaxation, energy, anxiety, etc. I currently use a time consuming app to get that inf |
I&#39;d like to know who thinks all the child proof packaging is needed? As someone with arthritis - the packaging for most products are painful to open. |
I&#39;d like to see more state communications. I&#39;ve seen commercial products in other states that would do wonders for me that aren&#39;t available in Ohio. |
I&#39;m a new patient and have limited income. I would like info on cost per unit of THC to find most cost effective delivery medium. |
I&#39;m in alot of pain I&#39;m paraplegic and I don&#39;t want to be in another just want to manage pain I&#39;m a nurse and I live on a limited income i do with t |
I&#39;m sick of driving to Michigan due to Ohio&#39;s inability to figure out how this works. |
I&#39;ve been in the program over a year, and I still have no idea what a &quot;day&quot; equates to in regard to quantity of product.. |
I’d like to know more about how we can help lower costs and expand on use for the medical marijuana. |
I’m always open to all forms of education, you can always learn something new, even if it’s just old information bing presented in a different way. |
I’m good on the information |
I’m trying medical to replace some of my medications that are pills. I ask a lot of questions when I go. |
Id like to know how to make your 45 days last since 2 grams of flower is 2 days supply but for some that isn’t realistic |
If we can&#39;t lower the prices then we need to allow patients to grow there own. These prices are too high. In MI you get the same pot but half price. |
In general I think that the program needs to highlight what strains are best for certain conditions and whats the best way to buy enough product? |
Indigenous status requirements in easy to understand plain english |
Info on how much product is allowable and how amounts are calculated. One day&#39;s worth of flower is way different from one day&#39;s worth of edibles. |
information on the state of black ownership of dispensaries in the state of Ohio. none in Columbus. That&#39;s ridiculous at best, intentional at worst. |
Information on the way the rx amount is calculated. |
Information on what is best for my particular needs at my age. Specific information about how much I need to take to get pain relief. |
insurance coverage by medicaide? attorney that will represent for state medicaide hearing. |
Interactions between thc and the human body |
Interactions between traditional medications and medical marijuana. I haven&#39;t found one doctor who can answer this for us. It seems unsafe. |
Interactions with other prescriptions. |
Interested in not only different forms of the medicine, but also very interested in supplementing treatment of other conditions with medical marijuana |
It would be better to tell patients that this isn’t an end all pain killer, my mom is out $$$ with no results, but we need recreational dope, Or not |
It would be nice to be able to see what you’re buying before you buy it |
Jobs |
Just personal |
Keef &amp;hash |
Keeping track of my days |
Know when it&#39;s working and how to get off the meds cause the cannibus is working. Dosage and how many times a day.? I need someone to work with me |
Knowing if the strains are male or female. |
Knowing the quality of the product before buying. |
Knowledge wisdom power |
Labeling all products if any pesticide or if any ethanol is being used to grow the flower..I believe this is a health factor... |
Laws about having it in your home and traveling |
Laws pertaining to use |
Learn about how to legally use/transport medicine |
Legally |
limitations. I run out of credits a month early every 90 days.I use 3-4g daily. 2x more then allowed allowance of flower. up the credits. |
List of all nutrients, pesticides, or ANY product used to grow or extract. We especially need to know any residual grow chemicals still present. |
Make it like Leafly so I can see the tastes and more info about the strain. Reviews too. |
Make me pay more for junk over the fake pandemic . |
Marijuana drug test being a fireable offense when it&#39;s prescribed. |
medical follow up |
Menu and price of all the types of flower avaliable .and description. |
MM helps me sleep... it helps me deal with Lupus symptoms |
More details on each strain on menu&#39;s (more than just thc and cbd) |
More details on product ingredients online. |
More education on the extraction processes and why they yield different results |
More info about the supply chain of Ohio&#39;s products, Info on the source: Buckeye Relief, Standard Wellness, Grow Ohio, etc. |
more information about the percentages of the contents. the dispensaries provide spuratic information on their menus. |
More information on how to get involved in the legalization process.Changing policies for employers to allow medical marijuana,etc. |
More input regarding types of vape pens; how they charge; that they DO charge. I got one and had no idea till I got it home. It had no instructions. |
More points!!! 45 points is a fucking joke!!!! Fuck Ohio medical that’s why half the state gives there money to Michigan . U all are dumb fucks . CHEA |
More precise &amp; understandable on THC/CBD levels. Much more info on strains. For Hybrids, more complete info on % Indica vs Sativa |
More transparency from growers as to what exactly each strain is. Every item on any menu should have pictures online. |
More transparency on the cultivation, harvesting, and curing practices utilized by licensees. Informed treatment choices demand this. |
More transparent test results. I want to be able to see the lab&#39;s COA regarding that product, perhaps as a QR code leading to online test results. |
My days available never add up I&#39;ll go in thinking I have so many days but I always have less and i just don&#39;t understand way |
My legal rights. |
N/A |
NA |
Name difference makes it hard to utilize the great volume of reviews and advice from other patients |
Needs more education on how to use the products correctly |
NO COMMENTS |
No education needed, legalize for all! |
No one can satisfactorily explain or dispense the product. I received contradictory information consistently. I never achieved any relief or help. |
None |
Not currently interested in learning more about these topics |
Not enough information on doses, THC levels, etc. The % menu options at the dispensary are confusing and inconsistent. |
Nothing |
Ohio strains are not searchable and have random given names that gives little to know what you are gonna get. |
On pediatric uses |
on the matter go heart disease, it is little known that smoking medical marijuana constricts arteries, were vaping relaxes them? correct? thank you |
on why we can not grow our own medicine beside the board being scared of loosing the cash from the WAY over priced products |
Once i leave the dispensary how do i properly transport my medicine legally ? If I have a driver does my medicine have to be in my pocket? |
Organizations that offer treatment and products |
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Others could use all that additional information |
Over all knowing more about it. In my case It works great for my condition but your body becomes immune and you need more and it gets really costly! |
Patient is deceased. |
Perhaps a way to tell the &quot;strength&quot; of the strain used for vaporization? The vapes can be hit or miss due to the strain natures. |
Pesticides used |
Points charged when buying |
Preferences of dispensary. I would add another Ohio cannabis company in Mansfield Ohio. You force me to use the worst dispensary, Verdant, Marion. |
Price Changes / Career Options / Certifications and Classes |
Prices are WAY too expensive and there is next to no official documentation on the strain differences, some give heart palpitations and anxiety. |
Pricing breakdown explanation, the pricing in Ohio is UNREASONABLE! I would atleast like a justification. |
Printable days left added to recipes,( t1 or t2 count differently on days available) confusing |
Proper dealing with days supply |
Purchasing time frames |
Quantities and limits |
Recommended dosing for my condition; also whether or not to take ongoing to try and reduce inflammation v. just PRN trying to manage active symptoms |
Regulations |
Restrictions |
safasf,&#39;;{}\&#39;&#39; |
Safe dosage and side effects |
Same quality strains , all growers using cheap nutrients with PK boosters, equals bad quality plants with heavy metals |
SIDE EFFECTS OF ALL PRODUCTS. STRENGTH OF PRODUCTS AND HOW IT AFFECTS THE PERSON USING. (WHAT TO EXPECT) ALLERGIES TO INGREDIENTS. |
Side effects of different types of medical marijuana. |
Simplification of the days supply. |
so many products (3 pages of fine print products) to choose from!? 1st time very confusing |
Specifics on the Ohio program and how the days work. |
Starting home gardens. |
state laws regarding employment, driving, housing, travel etc. for medical marijuana patients |
Strain names, please make em not have to change. Thanks. Helps with the patient understanding so much more. |
Studies on uses in teenagers with TBI acquired at birth. |
Technical terms on cultivation. |
Terpenes due to a citrus allergy |
Terpenes need to be listed on dispensery menus. Price after tax should be represented from the start |
Terpines found in cannabis. I think there needs to be more information listed. |
testing to see who can successfully process eddibles vs wasting money |
THC &amp; CBD levels |
Thc potency |
THCV |
The absolute ORIGIN of the marijuana that I procure from my Ohio Dispensaries. I am confused by the myriad of names that the companies come up with. |
The amount daily is different when there is a pandemic. Also when a good working strain comes out that works noone can keep it stocked. Guessing wtd |
The constitution, because I feel this program is unconstitutional in its execution. |
The difference between different types of products |
The differences between products ,brands n how long each lasts approximately. Good by dates n dosing... |
The EXACT % amount in each gram, NOT the entire amount of product. |
The laws surrounding the medical marijuana program. |
The laws that control the programWho&#39;s makes the decisions More testing results |
The manufacturer will label product indica but the dispensary will have it hybrid. |
The patient has has passed away |
The point system |
The pricing on products, and the amount you get with such a high price for so little. |
The product information or minimal explanation or which strains do what are non existent on my ohio menus chek Michigan&#39;s. Great for pain anxiety ect. |
The products at Ohio dispensaries, are not truly designed for people who are chronic and suffering!!?? If so cannibis oil extract would be available!? |
The Terpene and Cannabinoid information needs to be on every product that contains them.If they are using botanical terpenes, that needs to be on |
There are still many forms not approved by Ohio that would likely be very beneficial to patients. |
there is a decent baseline of information, its piecemeal and can be hard to find. dispensary staff are always well meaning, not always well informed. |
There is no education lol, the websites, are awful, the whole thing is just a giant price gauge for the consumer, bad overalBiggest problem is price!! |
There is no information that is not helpful |
There needs to be a better system for tracking the amount that is allowed to be purchased and regular updates so there is no confusion. |
There needs to be an easier way to track one&#39;s day&#39;s supply, in real time. An app is the obvious solution. |
There needs to be much more patient information. This is why the program is failing here. |
There should be a lot more info on everything from devices, dosage, product and how different terpenes and strains work together. This is medicine! |
Tinctures |
To understand the dosage better. And how long the product will last. I know it depends on individuals |
Tracking a d finding information on what material is worth 1 day , 2 day etc |
Tracking days of supply that I have. |
Tracking days supply. |
Transparency with the pharmacy board. Better access to quality product that isn&#39;t inflated in price |
Traveling with cannabis |
Understanding days, remaining days and how its calculated. |
Understanding how to properly and effectively use extract products. Instructions would be nice. |
Understanding purchasing then depending how much I buy on that visit when am I allowed to return, should be made clear upon leaving. |
Understanding specif. how to use each type of product; how to vape, use &quot;butter&quot;, &quot;crackle&quot;, &quot;flower&quot;, &quot;topicals&quot;, etc. &amp; how long each takes to work. |
Understanding the quality and side effects of extraction methods and making sure that there is no interactions with other medications. |
Understanding when it kicks in, |
Updates on ongoing legislative meetings and proposals regarding changes to the program. |
Use with over-the-counter hemp products (CBD oil, Hemp creams) |
Very helpful at my dispensary with helping to explain information. |
Very little info available. I was advised to try 2 strains, which are the only 2 strains the dispensary I use carry. Neither have helped my pain. |
Wanted to try a certain pain cream that was made in Colorado but never found it locally so I did not renew my license since it was a waste of money |
Weather products are produced with GMOs or non GMOs or other actual ingredients and on edibles nutritional facts and information better broken down |
What helps get rid of migraines |
What is the best option for my symptoms; seems I only get generic answers, so hard to figure out what is the best solution via trial and error |
What marijuana strain works on what such as migraine headaches, depression and pain. |
What plant will benefit my disease |
What products and strains work for lower back pain |
What products are best for pain and still allows me to be able to function. |
What products are useful for chronic back pain.? |
what products can be substituted when something is not available. |
what the effects of products are, which is best for my conditions do they have a taste ie. cloves which I dislike immensely. strength differences |
what the various numbers mean they are so busy it is hard to ask and with social distancing its more of a challenge |
What&#39;s good for different problems sleep pain anxiety est. |
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When I got my card till now no member has explained what constitutes what for days |
When u label &quot;hybrid&quot;, you list what it is |
which companys are hydroponic and which are not!! hydro grown definitely the best |
Which strains work best for pain, which for cancer |
Which terpenes are in a product so I can narrow down the selection to which terpenes I prefer. |
Who is testing these percentages. I grew medicinally for over ten years in a different state and know with zero uncertainty their percents are wrong. |
Whose idea was it for this Ohio unit? Who&#39;s coming up with these ideas for popcorn, ground and shake? It&#39;s complete joke and they should be fired! |
Why are days and 1/10th oz used when these are not used in ANY other system in the states. These attempts to control are too overreaching |
Why are these products so expensive? Does Ohio realize that those prescribed mmj often deal with symptoms that make working fulltime difficult? |
Why are we selling eights for 2.85g and not the standard 3.5g? |
Why different locations can sell the same product at different prices, and also how they can offer specials at certain stores. There’s obvious profit |
Why do sandwiches taste so good after using? |
Why does it cost so much in Ohio compared to other places . |
Why I can buy medical grade marijuana better than what&#39;s grown here off the streets at a much cheaper price. The dispensaries are severly overpriced. |
Why is it cheaper to buy on the street? |
Why is the flower so adulterated? By the time patients get it there&#39;s no way the percentages are correct except companies that hand trim their flower. |
Why is the product so bad the Ohio companies r terrible. They suck at there job. It’s pathetic. Y are other state product way better. |
Why it cost so much. |
Why it costs so much |
Why it&#39;s so expensive compared to other areas and other ways of buying it? |
why products are less expensive in other states, also better products |
Why some employment doesn&#39;t accept it but they accept other prescription medications and why is it controversial with children services and courts? |
Why the growers are allowed to rename plants, it&#39;s stupid as hell. |
Why the OMMCP puts out Instagram info on flowers they have never sold Also why limit grow # if we always need (x)strains No opportunity 4 rare seeds |
Why the same stain is never available. No consistency with a product a patient can re purchase. |
Why the strain sold here have no info to do proper research to make the best informed decisions. I don;t want to be high, I want to be pain free |
Why there are few black owned cannabis brands...please do better and stop making obstacles for black people to own businesses |
Why those in charge of the program do not learn from other states and remove silly restrictions? |
Why vape cartridges are so expensive. Its made from trim and sugar leaf. Which is left over from trimming flower |
Why we can’t grow our own medication like every other state |
Would like to be able to Smell and see product first |
Would like to see detailed growing methods and all products used for every cultivator. Would like information on proper storage and how to cure. |
Would love to be able to see the product I am getting. Second be able to smell the product, I am getting not just told what it should smell like. |
You need classes or instruction on making your own products from flowers. |
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Appendix II ‐ Question 26 ‐ Please share any additional comments or concerns you have regarding the Medical Marijuana Control Program
Question 26
sdfdsaf
asfsadfsdaf
Everyone is really great and very helpful in answering all the questions I had.
Variety is lacking. I want to be able to buy vape cartridges.
I would use More MMJ and less prescription medication if I could afford it. I have fewer side effects from MMJ than the muscle relaxer I take
during the workday. I have been able to almost completely eliminate the need for GabapentinI have had fewer pain related doctor visits
since using mmj.I work full time and pay out of pocket , but it is pricey and not covered by insurance.
Gun ownershipMore dispensaries neededWait time is excessive
It would be nice if you could track days dispensed from the registry website.
I hope the prices would come down and products would not run out.
Michigan the prices are 1/2 (at least) of what they are in OH. Particularly with vaporizers, edibles, etc. It is really a disservice to the people
this is supposed to help.
Please allow us to combust and use marijuana while operating a vehicle or be medicated while utilizing a vehicle, it will help many drivers
impairments to make quick decisions and focus plus many more things.
I would like to see more vape pens at lower prices
guns but this was irresponsible and in the very least should be easily identifiable as security. I did not feel unsafe but thought its can be done
better
Why aren’t we protected from our employers while using medical marijuana?
Lots of people going out of state I hear. My first visit I got poor quality, and the second and last the tinctures were not saying: how much thc,
how much cbd, etc. Last time I looked dispensaries I went to did not have their menus shown. ??????? The cost is high also.
N/A
It’s concerning that despite being licensed, Many employers Can (and will) fire you for a positive Marijuana test..
I think more clarity into what is found during testing and what each grower adds to their products would be helpful. Most labels I’ve seen
have been blank in this regards. It’s especially important for things like vape pens and cartridges.
towards the vendors/growers. I can buy tier 1 flower from the same brand and it cost me 6 days for a 14.15 grams. However, if I chose 14.15
grams from all different suppliers, it now costs me 10 days of use? I understand the need for profit, but this program needs tweaks. .5 grams
of concentrate(which is a lot stronger than flower) costs me 1 day of my script but will last me a week of use. The program has flaws in its
calculation of days for the products being purchased. I would love to talk with someone on this and have a good conversation as I am a
regular dispensary patron and this is a state of Ohio medical marijuana program problem. Not dispensary program problem. They are only
abiding by the policies set forth. There definitely needs change to the amounts, day calculations and product calculation for days. Thanks
be so worthless.
No more teirs, they rob patients of days and cost state money
so why not??
No use in being in the program. Overpriced, cannot smoke it, and it does not protect against being charged with parephenalia. Literally
useless so I am not renewing my license and gave up on medical marijuana in Ohio. Michigan and California put you to shame. ‐ US Veteran
I think we should get more days in the time span they give us. Im still trying to understand it but I run out of days faster than I think and
it&#39;s very disappointing going in to get something and can&#39;t cuz you don&#39;t have enough days.
I love the main dispensary that I visit but I feel they are not the best at keeping the common products in stock.
Wish there was a dispensary in Clermont County so I didn’t have to drive so far.
Too expensive with out sales.
none.
that&#39;s like telling someone to only take half of their blood pressure pill because it has to last them 2 days, please undo this and allow us
to properly medicate, Thank you
I&#39;m liking how the program is going so far. But since there is online ordering of marijuana, I REALLY HOPE there is action being done to
lobby to get low level marijuana crimes released from any type of incarceration.
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to high, it sucks when folks can get the same products in a neighboring state for a quarter of the cost. Dispenseries have been good although
more need expedited ordering and pickup. It takes far to long for transactions at local shop, this is even knowing exactly what I going to
purchase.
The prices are way too high and as a patient I would love a better edible selection such as cookies and treats. I also wish all cultivators were
required to use see‐thru packaging to ensure the product is in good condition and so I know exactly what I am buying
Supply and prices the only problems and sometimes the wait
I have 3 main issues with the program.1. The dispensaries are too far away. Trips take a couple hours to complete.2. The selection needs to
be improved. Maybe that can be achieved with more growers and processors.3. I buy oil and flower mainly but the price is my largest
concern. The flower honestly is pretty fair pricing but the oils for vaporization are way to expensive.
personally.
strains available. Too many T2 high THC strains. System needs to cover Patients against Work Place discrimination and termination like other
states medical programs. No enough information available for strains on any dispensary website. Not enough informed employees in regards
to strains. More Desktop Dry Herb Vaporizors need to be available in dispensaries which would probably help with the no smoking of
cannabis rule with patients. Medical Marijuana doctors need to be heavier regulated and controlled.
after work, the wait times are
It has been a life saver for me
There needs to be something in place so I can get hired. Got turned down from multiple good jobs due to my usage. I would like to be able to
be honest with employers and still get hired. I also feel the prices are way too high. I can get much cheaper and better quality on the street. I
chose not to for the legality issue, but its something the state should work on.
to buy it off the streets where they can see the medicine for themselves before they buy it. You not allowing dispensary&#39;s to weigh the
medicine in front of the patient makes the whole system feel untrust worthy. More then once i have purchased medicine only to discover
once home that it doesn&#39;t weigh the amount i paid for by an obvious amount both visually and weighed on a scale. This problem is
easily and correctly solved by the proven method used in all states it is legal. Allow the medicine to be weighed in front of the patient so they
know what they are getting and not some mystery jar that leaves them no way of knowing if the medicine they are getting is good quality
and above all else the amount they are paying for.
Higher tier 2 limit purchase limit
strains or products that works best for my pain and brain injury. This program they way its set up is to utilize one product to obtain alloted
amount of medical marijuana. The dispensary does not continually carry the same products and strains leaving the patient forced to try new
stains and products loosing the valuable days and quantity available which has led me to have no medical marijuana a few days a month
causing pain relapses. I feel the set amount should be just that not depending on getting all one strain to max out days. The 45 days
allowance works better than the system before. Easier also to call order ahead of time for pick up.
bankruptcy for it.2. Forcing companies to sell vape pens every single purchase is wasteful for the environment &amp; expensive for the
patient3. It&#39;s outrageous that Ohio charges extra for a caregiver card. I don&#39;t drive and had to pay more than a patient who does
because I can&#39;t pick up the medicine for myself. That&#39;s objectively wrong and discriminatory towards people w/limited abilities.
The cost could also be a burden to those with limited income.
I live in Brown county. I am hopeful that a dispensary will open in my county, ir at least closer to home. I drive about 30 miles either direction
to get to either of the 2 dispensaries closest to me
Can we have free samples of products? It&#39;s expensive to find the product that works, Especially edibles.
Better pricing less extravagant packaging.
Opacity of product differentiation (inability to tell what’s what based on product brand and strain) and one instance of moldy flower at Pure
Ohio Wellness Dayton. But it’s the only halfway affordable flower in town, though. I would like to see greater competition drive down prices.
I wish it was a bit more affordable, the products are amazing and truly help me but I just can&#39;t afford it
Would love to see the website to show avaible days left.
I am 77 years of age and the products are too expensive for my budget besides the visits to the doctor for recertifcation,so I use the
prescription meds my doctor prescribes and my insurance pays for it.
Need clearer information on how much you have left to purchase after each transaction. Never know what my limits are.
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products (Since Doctors are not writing RX for pain). Now a person like myself, makes a purchase for one product at $37.00 because I qualify
for indigent (poor;impecunious) the products is taken 2 days away (My thoughts is they’re saying it should last 2 days) equivalents to
$111.00 a week. That’s equivalent to $400.00 a month that we need to set aside a month for our daily pain relief on top of our other
medication cost. Along with how the days are set up, this is a horrible way to offer a system in place to help. I am in pain everyday, yet I
stretch what relief I can with my only option (Marijuana). Not to mention how much more marijuana has help with my pain verses pills. Yet
I’m still limited. Please help.Thank you, [REDACTED]
Keep up the good work.
Looser restrictions on days supply. Cheaper products
I wish the products were cheaper as it’s expensive. Also needs more selection as it’s limited
Should have more variety and adequate stock of edible hard candies. Always seem to run out in one to two days.. Due to COVID19 I prefer
the candy to keep lungs clear.
Prices are still to much. A pound of lettuce costs 99 cents. You created a monster for the rich class to get richer.
Costs of distillate cartridges are far too high. Also, the fact that each cartridge comes with it&#39;s own battery is foolish. This is very
wasteful, and impractical. Not only does it cause distillate cartridges to cost more, but one individual does not require excessive amounts of
rechargable cartridge batteries. I feel this could be improved very easily.
It’s too expensive
Too expensive.
‐‐
I LOVE MY MEDICAL MARIJUANA THANKS BABY SO MUCH IT REALLY HELPS MY PAIN A LOT BABY
allowance than a gram of oil for vaporization. (It also should be based on 1/8, not 1/10). I also strongly think that you should reconsider the
potency cap on some products. Solventless products for example should not have to be Diluted with something else to get under the 70%.
It is the most natural way to consume the true spectrum of the plant but in many cases has to be adulterated to get under the limit. Other
than that, the program is fantastic and I am incredibly appreciative to be able to utilize a natural product to treat my medical issues legally.
Thank you for the work that you do to provide us with the safe alternatives to traditional medicine.
It is expensive
is great, but it shouldn’t be that we have to start figure it into our budget. I understand why insurance isn’t an option but there has to be
something that can be done about how expensive everything is. If we’re lucky enough to find something discounted, it’s still a good 20%
more expensive than you pay recreationally in places like Nevada and Michigan. Charge whatever you want when it becomes legal
recreationally but can’t the medical users catch a break?
Certain strains help different issues. Despensaries rarely stock strains for everything going on. I don&#39;t use it to get high. I want help. Let
us grow and I&#39;ll always have medical strains for myself that help.
Price point being lower on products would ease my mind on future financial concerns, after retirement for example. I strongly believe that
health insurance should cover at least a percentage of the cost as it does other medicine.
I only have two concerns:First being that I am disappointed that there are no policies set in place with workplace drug screens to protect my
employment. And secondly, the cost is a little out of my budget.
Hoping the pricing comes down. A lot of people aren’t working or on limited incomes. Bringing the price down would help out a lot.
My main concern is the pricing in the program. The lack of price cuts over this duration of time is just disappointing as a patient that depends
on this method of medicating instead of becoming a victim to the effects of regular pharmaceuticals. I don&#39;t believe it&#39;s fair for
patients to have to scrape by month to month due to lack of funds and lack of interest by the state to make the appropriate changes. There
is so much money being siphoned from this program into the state to say price cuts aren&#39;t possible would be an untrue statement.
The plant material is not as effective as from the west coast states or Canada.
Needs to be some protections for medical marijuana users and their employment. Being a person with a chronic illness should not be
worried about their job because of the medication they use.
make it affordable
I&#39;m indigent. I live off $783 a month. How are we supposed to afford our medicine.? This must be taken seriously. Some places give u
20%‐30% off, $107.00 ‐30%=$74.90, that&#39;s just for Shake. Now don&#39;t forget that I have to live off $783 a month. How in the World
am I supposed to get the amount of medicine I need. I have car payment, phone payment, utilities, etc.. Theres just no way to get the
amount of medicine I need with these prices with me being indigent. Please look into this. Thank You.
Why am i paying the board of pharmacy to &quot;oversee&quot; my treatment but my employer considers it illegal... if i could smell the pi;;s
(which are worse) we&#39;d all be fired... end workplace medical discrimination or we will
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I am very thankful to be able to have a medication that works without making me feel like a zombie
I have not fully stopped but prices are very high comparatively in other states. Supply of strains is sometimes lacking. Oil cartridges are far
too expensive to consistently purchase.
Overall I feel the program is not bad, but day costs are still difficult to track, and an option for growing a limited number of plants at home
should be an option. Thanks!
I believe that if a patient has a valid card then it should be held against the patient for employment
I was on Norco for 3 years. The benefits of medical marijuana has helped with multiple ailments
It seems the rules and requirements are beyond what’s needed. I do appreciate knowing the content of the various active ingredients.
It is still kind of pricey. I’d like to see the prices come down just a little bit more
patients to travel out of state to obtain more medicine and most of the time it is way cheaper out of state. Big changes should happen or
expect patients to leave the program.
I appreciate dispensaries’ veterans discounts for my father.
It needs to be totally legal
I think that my medical insurance should treat medical marijuana the same as other medications that I am required to take.
Pricing it out of line with product.
Prices are way higher in Ohio than Michigan. Not fair I have to pay so much more than my neighbors up north.
other patients to wait multiple weeks without our medicine. The state should do away with the day system and give patients the ability to
look at their days. This system is a joke.
product appear to only be about a teaspoon and also appeared to BD formed when I went back and spoke with a manager the manager
throw down a little scrap piece of paper the name of a company that made it made no effort to reimburse me or replace the product that
very situation discourage me enough to not want to go back. I feel a dispensary who distributes the medical products needs to stand behind
them. I have not been able to find the manufacturer of since thrown it away which is like $40 out the window. I was told according to the
control program they were not able to replace it. Thank you for your time and consideration with the survey
It can be very expensive for obtain Medical Marijuana . Not enough selection as well.
None
I am happy with how more product types are available compared to last year ,
There should be pamphlets explaining the types and how it all affects the user. Or papers with a good online resource to visit and look things
up but with real examples of pharmacy products instead of generalizations that already can be found online.
Na
Lower prices
it when I am out? Am I going to get in trouble? What are the laws/rules? I do not use much because I am afraid for anyone to know. Too
much stigma.
The daily amounts of 2.83 is ridiculous. Please get rid of this policy. They should be sold by 8ths like every other state.
been to Michigan and the offerings are so much better, I can see what I&#39;m getting, and it&#39;s cheaper to drive there to buy than to
purchase within the state. There are far too many restrictions on dispensaries in Ohio compared to other state I&#39;ve visited. Quit micro
managing and allow recreational use.
Daily dosage, i.e., how much I can buy at a time, is very hard to understand...
While the dispensaries always have a variety, they are not always consistently the same product.
I would love to see Ohio out a law in place that protects people from getting fired by their employer for using their medical marijuana. I
would also like to see the prices go down. Especially on edibles. $45 for 100 mg is insane!
Drop the price, quit trying to be consistent with the price of street marijuana. There is no way people who our poor can afford any of these
products. They’re overpriced and there is no good way to track your own days
I wish there was a Dispensary in Clermont County. It&#39;s a struggle to get to the locations. I live in Bethel. Also I wish there was a way for
me to provide my proof of military service to the dispensary to get the discount rather than having to turn it into the state first.
Prices are 4 times the amount of Michigan. Ohio is the worst listed prices.
The prices are outrageously high. Its not right, insurance doesn&#39;t cover it.
I feel that the packaging for some products is a bit too elaborate. I cannot imagine that it could be reduced to eliminate so much waste and
possibly lower the end cost.Also, the disposable batteries seem quite wasteful. While I do not want to exist with life limiting pain, I do not
want to single handedly ruin our planet. Thank you for sending this survey; it is nice to know you are listening.
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Need to offer ounces on all strains. And cheaper prices.
None.
remaining days easier.
Dispensary runs out of preferred product within 1/2 hour of opening.
be an app for phone or at least something on the patient&#39;s profile online , so we can easily check our balance. Or do away with the day
system all together.
Prices are way to high...and bag sizes are ridiculously small and way to expensive
also ask that a delivery service be an option. I do not have a person I trust to make a care giver and leaving the home is very difficult from
time to time.
I’m on disability and even with the discount I was getting it’s just to high of price. I can’t believe with all the trash pills that medical pays for
that we can’t get help with medical marijuana. It got to the point I didn’t even renew my card and went back to my family doctor and pain
management just because my medical will pay for it. This is supposed to be medical not recreational
But I do fear I will at some point be forced to go back to Tramadol because of the cost. Even getting indigent reduction it’s still costly with my
fixed income of $750 monthly. I use 3 chocolate bars a month. Approximately 1 1/2 pieces an evening to reduce pain
Prices need to drop, I can’t afford what I need, and I have a job that pays well, it wine great if you guys truly treated it as medical
cheaper. I still go to dispensory just not as often as i would like. Please bring prices way down. The product only works if people are able to
afford to use it!!!
Too high &amp; too dry! It&#39;s produce, like lettuce. It&#39;s not like a pill. Stop treating it like one. Allow home grow!!
entire world. How much longer can you restrict people the use of it and the price spiking just to receive adequate supply of medicine!! Some
people REQUIRE more attention and more assistance and those people who cannot get the help they need CANNABIS provides! It’s
unAmerican to deny simple freedoms and we are now nearly 70 years behind the curve. The simplicity of it comes down to if you lack
knowledge on it keep your mouth closed and don’t oppose.
Thank you for making this an option to help so many! I have gotten great relief for my chronic pain with medical marijuana
Prices are outrageous, however the medicine is top notch.
My dispensaries are helpful and informed. The State of Ohio is not. The amount of concrete information available about the program from
the state is vastly inadequate. The prices are disgustingly high, locking many people out of this program who would otherwise benefit. There
is literally no way to find out the information on how to track your days because the state of Ohio has yet to create a page for this. This
program has a long way to go before it is a patient centered and patient friendly program.
Great staff all around. Always educated and a great experience!
I wish there were more brands to choose from.
My mother is now off her prescription opiates. No longer need
Lack of education provided
I&#39;m grateful for the program. It has been an immense help for my well being.
There has to be something done about the price. It’s still ridiculouslyexpensive and now w all that is going on it’s impossible.
My PTSD and anxiety have significantly reduced since being able to purchase medical marijuana. I believe that I have become a better
husband, employee, and student now that my days aren’t consumed by anxiety, and panic attacks.
My quality of life has improved.
People high on weed move so slow. We need more stores to shop in and with more supply the price will come down.
The prices are way too expensive
I feel that Ohio needs to open up to more types of edibles, possibly more strains and reduce some of the limitations for patients.We are
losing a good deal of money to Michigan based dispensaries simply because they have more to offer at lower prices.We need to make sure
the regulations are absolutely understood, and also make sure that the dispensary operators are able to cite them when asked.I strongly
believe Ohio could be doing so much better if we get past the stigma of the last generation and allow people a genuine option in their care.
Difficult to determine how many days are left in my cycle. Would like the option to purchase an actual medical card to fit in a wallet. Prices
are high and inconsistent between dispensaries. Board website is not informative regarding purchases and available days. Thank you for all
your effort in allowing us to medicate effectively and responsibly!
Glad more product are available.
We need lower prices, and more strains of flower available.
Woodward is the only good flower producer.
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I have noticed past six months not many products available. Therefore there is a limited amount of product available.
date and be able to detail what does strain is what it&#39;s used for the turpins Etc. I have to search all over the Internet to try to find out
any information about the products and I think it&#39;s unnecessary. You should be able to go online or call ahead and know exactly what
they have what it&#39;s used for what the strain is and have some detailed information. It would make it much easier to just order and get
in and out
I believe the cost of products from Ohio dispensaries is not competitive to other states.
Should not be a tier 1 or 2 All flower should be the same amount of units across the board, a lot of the tier 1 do not work for me, there for
I’m using more units for tier 2 and always run out before my scheduled date to renew them
the top two complaints by myself and other medical patients are the prices and the &quot;days&quot; system.The prices are ridiculous,
easily double what they should be for flower and extracts. The nicest flower is only sold in the smallest increments for over $400 an ounce,
insane! Extracts should never be more than $40 a gram, flower should be $200 an ounce without having to ship around for a deal.The days
system makes no sense and is another barrier to finding affordable medicine.Dispensaries mess days up, etc. It all needs to be online and
patient accessable, full purchase history and days remaining so that I know a careless dispensary worker didn&#39;t mess my days up, which
happened on my most recent 45 days. Bottom line: it needs to be easier for patients to get medicine. I could get a prescription for opiates
and not have to deal with all this hassle, you guys need to remember that we are patients and this is our medicine.This program is for us, not
Can’t afford recertification and my certification expired before my card did.
I would like info on a marijuana dispensary near me that has curbside but I can only find ones far away
I am scared of being fired.
Always have to wait in long lines. I’ve tried many times to order on line or over the phone and can never get through. I prefer to buy bigger
amounts but never find anything with a high thc content.
I wished I would know how much taxes is being charged so I would know how much money I need to bring with me. Instead of just a dollar
amount but the actual percentage.
The prices are too high, and there is NO INFORMATION before I buy.
The cost is too high
We need more and bigger dispensaries in Ohio!!
Please bring the prices down, and add more dispensaries, state wide. Allow interstate purchasing with, Michigan and Pennsylvania.
tracks day “consumption” in parallel to the MMJ database so one can immediately see how many days are left. Analogous to and as easy as
checking a debit card account via a banking app.
limitations on the concentrates are terrible, how are you going to market a product that’s a “concentrate” that’s limited on the amount of
THC in a vapeable/smokable/edible products. No one wants a 1 gram distillate/concentrate that is isn’t even 20‐30% THC at such high prices.
It would be nice to understand more of what the processors limitations are.... is it that they are incapable of producing a higher purity
product or is that regulated by government?
something with the overpriced prices. We just need to get with the program &amp; do the right thing......MORE PRODUCT CHOICES &amp;
LOWER PRICES. STOP THE GREED!
The impoverished can’t afford this medicine
It is cheaper in Michigan.
I always run out of days because of how it’s set up
The no combustion law makes no sense. It would be nice to be able to buy pre‐rolls and things of that nature. Also selling it by the 10th
instead of the 8th make no sense. I think the state would benefit greatly if it would just go Recreational. The amount of money the state
would make off taxes alone qould help the state tremendously!!!
Products should be A LOT less expensive !
The days need to make more sense.
Wish it was less experensive and legalized completely
I&#39;m glad we are able to get products
between how much I can afford and rent and utilities. In my personal opinion and the opinion of others having more competition within the
industry such as cultivators and dispensaries, prices will drop dramatically. Also, with patients restricted by Covid‐19 health and safety
guidelines, traveling to the dispensary is a dangerous task. I recommend allowing for dispensary delivery as an option for this allows immune‐
compromised patients to receive their medication. Finally, as the industry is still at an early age in Ohio I recommend discourse between the
Ohio Board of Pharmacy and patients. This will help everyone have a better understanding of the current medical marijuana industry and the
needs of the patients.
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Very well run program....the group at Terrasan in Garfield is top notch...always friendly and very knowledgeable
My anxiety spikes when I go to the store because I have very poor vision and my boyfriend isn’t allowed in with me. Also, online ordering
and questions would be awesome!!!!
It would be nice to have an app to track days
that got screwed. I like many others go to Michigan for said meds. Main reason I go to Michigan is because there are organic farms over
there. Ohio bud is drowned and swamped with chems. I cant smoke that as I have a spinal cord disorder. Organic growing needs to be the
standard if you&#39;re to call MMJ truly medicinal...
Need more locations mansfeild ohio
Nothing to claim just wish the prices where cheeper!
Please allow us to buy unlimited amounts. It’s our money, which then turns into YOUR money. Also we need you to get the sizing with the
rest of the world. 1/8=3.5 grams 1/4=7 ect. Your already killing us on prices, let us start growing. Patients CAN NOT afford your Ohio Plan.
They need more product with lower costs to even make a dent in there physical relief.
Prices are to high
The prices make choosing mmj very difficult. I already have high expense medical bills which leaves me with a limited income.
Prices need to go wayyy down. Budtenders need to be more educated. Other flavors should be offered. Ohio is sitting on a gold mine having
approved medical marijuana, yet everyone goes to Michigan dispensaries for the reasons stated above.
When will it be able to get on medical insurance. Or will always have to pay cash for it ?
Prices are too high. Days are too hard to calculate.
None
Products are too costly. I do not like standing at a window in heat waiting for service from the rude people. 2.83grams is one days use not 2.
Expand amount available for 90 days. Make dispensaries use true curbside service to protect during Covid pandemic. More product variety
and availability. Online ordering would be more efficient. Let medical patients grow their own plants.
More dispensaries in Clermont County would be nice. Some states allow patient to grow their own plants, up to 3 or 5. That could help those
that are unable to afford this helpful and medicinal plant otherwise.
I am always satisfied with the quality but always have a hard time swallowing the price. Other than being a bit pricey, I have had no issues or
complaints since getting my medical card. It has helped me tremendously.
that the results are positive in the quest for pain management. Additionally, as a medically diagnosed chronic insomniac, the benefits of THC
may be understated.
Products are great. The price is very high though which is a slight deterrent. I also wish there was a dispensary closer to me. I live in Medina
county but I travel to Garfield Heights to purchase which is pretty far.
The state&#39;s handling of the program for lack of better words sucks.
That’s when I have to stop. It seems like the whole system is setup for huge profits. Less about medicine and healing and more about profits.
Many patients I have spoke with are experiencing this..And prices are out of this world. A lot of people still go to the streets because of the
prices
I do wish it were less expensive or covered by insurance
I feel like the person assisting me needs some/or more training.
Expensive, to keep license,doctor appointments then medicine itself.
The program is great, medicine could be a little less expensive but it’s better than taking pills. HOOYAH
I think the cost is ludicrous. It will not be long before the cost is too much to continue.I am in chronic low back pain and the medical
marijuana makes life better for me.Please try to bring the cost down.
Please consider allowing people to grow their own medical marijuana for personal use. This would really help people out.
I have no complaints other than I know the cost of marijuana from traveling to California and Colorado and the prices are at least half the
cost that it is here and in most cases even cheaper. It’s hard to afford it especially with my wife and I both having conditions. I’d love to see
the prices drop. The quality has been great, no complaints in that category. More selection and more availability would be nice. We love the
Fire Rock brand and their products seem to work the best for us but it’s sold out at the dispensary in a few days or less.
infused foods.
For it being medicine it is very expensive just to try to relieve pain
Prices could definitely improve and are extremely unfair.
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it doesn&#39;t make sense to not allow any dispensaries to show pictures of their products when all anyone does is click on another tab and
search for pictures of the product....
feeds and sprays their plants in order to know what I am medicating with is free of neem oil and PGR’s. The cost of vaporization oils is too
high for me to be able to afford them as well and the product itself is not quite worth it in my opinion. I have had my medical card in
California and tried plenty of high terpene Live resin extractions, and the “live wax” I have seen from buckeye relief and standard wellness is
not the same as high terpene solutions from companies like moxie
The state license in addition to the doctors is way over priced. It’s a shame that people who have to depend on marijuana for treatment have
to spend hundreds of dollars to get set up. The prices of the products itself are way over priced compared to other states. It’s the
onlyMedicine that has proven to work against my Crohns after 10 major surgeries and years of trying every medication out there. I feel like
I’m held hostage by my health issues and the overwhelming cost to keep up with them.
Please make prices more affordable.
I feel since this is a medicine that’s needed it should be covered by our medical insurance. I had to quit program because I’m a poor human
being who is in need of this product because I can’t take any kind of opioid pain medication. I suffer with my pain due to affordability of
doctors costs, pharmaceutical board fees, &amp;amp;amp; product costs. I was a patient in this program last yr 2019 but due to all the rising
costs I couldn’t afford to pay to help with my medical condition... thank you for your time &amp;amp;amp; listening to my situation
The prices are WAY WAY WAY TOO HIGH
The cartel‐like ownership of the medical cannabis industry in Ohio is deeply flawed, as are the ways in which days are accounted.
The prices are too high... still! The choice to rename the strains makes it next to impossible to research strains properly. The 45 day system
isn’t working they way it is set up. Counting flower by tier should not be happening. If it is a 1 day supply, it shouldn’t take 2 days away!
Prices are too high especially if you’re on a ss income it’s very very hard to try and stretch the marijuana to last for my pain and cancer I
cannot afford to actually help me on a daily basis
Curbside should STAY an option. Plus the cost are way to high as a Disabled Veteran I can barely pay my bills and coming up with money to
buy products as I have NEVER used cannabis is very hard. I do not want to vape/smoke so edibles and tincture basic only options as patches
would only last a day at the price point. It seems as of you want people to turn to street drugs on the cost or me to go back to narcotics as
my insurance will pay for them. So why can&#39;t insurance help with this medicine?
Flowers cost way to much. Cost the same to grow tier 1 as it does tier 2.Tier 2 patients pay more and use more days. Tier 1 does little for
some patients. Cannot find oz. Of tier 2..Pricing is way to high.When dispensary closed for covid what do we do?
I strongly suggest looking into other states and how they use their allotment
Have none
availability
they need.the amount of days is never enough. And the biggest problem is that you have broke the ounce down in tenths. Wth. Every single
time I buy a bag I feel like it has been pinched. Needs to be broke down in eights. It is leading the dispensaries take advantage of us. Please
stop
We need more dispensary. It is too far to travel to my nearest one.
dispensaries, not being able to check my days SUCKS, more concentrate can be purchased than Flower, Flower limits too low, edible limits
also too low and cost too Much. We should be able to do simple things like cook with our cannabis flower as well as make concentrates like
rosin from a home press. Also having the option to grow a plant or 2 wood be great because sometimes you cant find a strain that really
works well. Delivery would be a great option for mobility challenged individuals. The legal limit of THC metabolites allowed for DUI is
RIDICULOUS, especially since metabolites DONT measure if the person is CURRENTLY under the influence, it only shows if the person
DID(PAST TENSE) use it. Should he treated more like coffee than like beer.
This is ridiculous. Please create more dispensaries and add more products at better prices. The prices are absolutely out of touch with the
reality of the medicine. I understand that some people with compromised immune systems need different degrees of quality but there’s no
room for patients that don’t. I served In combat roles overseas for 8 years, I can tolerate a brown leaf or two. I’m not alone in this. There are
21 or so conditions on that list and more than half have little or nothing to do with the pharmaceuticality of marijuana.
that can have access to MMJ as a recommended treatment. Like Anxiety, nausea, insomnia for example. Thank you for offering this
questionnaire.
Fix income
Michigan is cheaper
Need more tier 2 cultivators, I feel sometimes the supply is way less than the demand..wish ir would do full gram carts..
Hopefully one day soon there can be one closer to my county so I don&#39;t have to travel far to get my medicine.
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I would like larger amounts to be allowed to be distributed due to the amount of time I have to wait before I can buy more.
I am laid off do to the pandemic. I have to stop using medical marijuana so that I can find employment again because of how the law is
written in favor of the employers , and there drug testing policies. Allowing them to choose against hiring of a state legal patient for testing
positive for THC in their urine. After shelling out my money and taking my time to legally obtain my right to medically use marijuana. So in
order to maneuver around this , I will have to revert back to using opioids again while operating heavy machinery just because employers see
this as a legal prescription usage to pass drug screening. This is absurd. I can legally use my opioids at a job while on the clock working with
machinery , but I can&#39;t legally use medical marijuana after I&#39;m off the clock and before bed to control my pain instead of opioids
on the clock at a job? It needs to change in favor of the employees! If I have a medical card , or what&#39;s the use of being a legal user with
The amount you can get is far too limited. My wife is unable to make with the amount she is able to get. 3 qualifying conditions, same
number of days. PTSD needs different strains then fibro. This forces her to find aid in one area and not then other for example.
Would like to see more higher quality product better curing process
The prices are still high in Ohio. I have to go days without medication simply because of the cost.
security?
really don’t like how it is all pre packed 6 months before it’s even gotten to my hand. It sits in the container and gets dry because companies
are too cheap to provide a bovida packet in the container. The prices are absolutely ridiculous. This is a healthy method to many ailments
and I feel like we are being price gouged. I was in Colorado For a couple weeks a while back and you can literally get an ounce for 50 in
Denver. If Ohio wants to REALLY help their people choose medicine that works for them, maybe you should really look at what you’re
charging people for a healthy alternative to painkillers and benzos and heroin. It disgusts me what corporate greed does to America. People
are dying out here because of it, and you are making healthy medicine unaffordable for many.
you need to change the amount per day 2.83 grams is not enough for one day
Prices could be better. You are just letting the black market steal your customers. That is a lot of potential tax money gone. I would also like
to thank all the employees that kept the businesses running and your patients pain free through these trying times.
I believe the cost is outrageous for this medicine. I can&#39;t afford all that I need. The supply limit needs to be raised as well. You should
be able to get more grams for a day supply. Thank you.
Pricing is OUTRAGEOUS
short Education videos would be good.
I am unemployed and uncertain if a new employer would honor Ohio Medical Marijuana.So I have stopped using medical marijuana for
pain..... and subbed in alcohol and ibuprofen ‐ not the best choice, but should pass any employment test.
Prices are not competitive with the black market.
Not using due to not receiving chemotherapy/in remission at this time.
purchase flower vs. lotion due to price differences). However, my local dispensary offers sales and discounts on certain days which have
helped the affordability of my medicine immensely.
patients as well
I believe that you should be able to use insurance for the Dr. Visit and the product it self. Most of the marijuana is very high priced. It would
be cheaper in most cases to buy it off the street but that is illegal.
what I want when I want and not be limited by what day it is In some 90 day window where I have no idea where I am in it. The 90 day thing
is redundant When you claim I can buy multiple ounces of flower in 90 days yet I can’t...I’m sure you have some explanation of why..
Shouldn’t matter ridiculousJust my opinion A patient knows what and how much they need and should be allowed to purchase As
neededMarijuana is not opiates or methamphetamineThere’s no addiction of that magnitude with marijuana of any strength form.It should
be as legal And available as wine or as beer
The prices in Ohio are very expensive compared to other states
A little to expensive
They are always out of the strains that help me most due to the high demand of anything with above average quality in this program. At
these prices I can&#39;t afford to buy very much when it is in stock and by the next week, it&#39;s always gone. I feel if this program was
really for the patient and not just in it for the money, we would be allowed to home grow as other states do.
Your fees are too high‐your products are very limited‐your prices are high!
It’s a great an awesome program
This plant has helped me a lot in my daily life. I have quit drinking alcohol and my anxieties have gone way down.
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medicine, as there are certain strains that some patients desire that arnt currently on the market, and a lot of patients including myself are
not able to always afford medical cannabis so being able to grow our own would help a lot. Woodward needs to expand ASAP. Get rid of the
whole 45 day allotment and give us a bigger allotment and able to actually purchase 8ths and such. Most importantly tho, I am in need of a
homegrow program to assist patients with the cost of obtaining medicine. Products could be a lot better in the state especially the
concentrates and vape pens. Way too much cbd in all products, and the 70% limit for concentrates is silly. We need to be able to look online
to see how many days we have left without having to call the dispensary or make the trip.
I’ve had great success with using patches and tinctures. It’s quite unfortunate that I cannot stop taking certain medications and replace it
with medical marijuana because of the cost even though it works better.
Pricing is a bit high, like 10$ off wouldn’t be that bad. I’d also like to see better selections of CBD:THC 5:2 gummies for bowel inflamtion.
documented on ingredients and side effects‐ why not this? People with conditions like anxiety or asthma deserve to know if a strain is prone
to anxiety or paranoia side effects. The price is almost criminal with how high it is in Ohio. Other states do not charge as much as we do, and
for people like me who use this as DAILY PAIN MANAGEMENT it is expensive and makes it more difficult to choose during this pandemic
between being in pain or paying bills. This is the only medicine that gives relief to many people. Be considerate. ALSO LET PEOPLE PAY WITH
CARD ALREADY.
I want the prices lower and more days more chances to get more pot then just 45 days worth
changed Florida
the system is with days it pushes the concentrates such as waxes or edibles. I typically can’t get enough medicine because flower uses up all
my days fast but has a lower THC level than concentrates which doesn’t make sense. I also don’t understand why we can’t see how many
days we have without going to the dispensary.
Wonder if medical card will ever pay for dr appt or the medical marijuana
has extremely impacted that status. I am unable to comprehend how, I am not eligible for indigent status according to your definition. I
need my medical marijuana and I am unable to afford it. Currently, the rules are working against assisting me. Can you give me any
information that will assist me in these circumstances?
the Over priced products.
The prices are too high. I cant afford to stay in therapeutic range and have to keep prescriptions anyhow
Prices too high ! The limits are not enough Would be cheaper and better on the street, or other.states where legal.
I’m hoping that eventually as more dispensaries may open that prices will go down, it’s a bit on the pricey side
Just super high prices and confusion about the amount of days left.
than the limit.Also, the non‐standard measurements (1/10 vs 1/8) and seemingly random day values assigned to the flower vs. concentrate
etc ‐ these lead to major confusion.
Bro please drop the f!@#?/@ prices......
I am 69 years old and I also have underlying conditions. I only leave my home to pick up food curb side or for doctors appointments. I have
been isolated for months. I let my card expire because I no plans to go into a dispensary or any store until I get a COVID 19 vaccine! I am very
scared of getting infected with COVID 19. I would die for sure!
i think the amount for 45 days or even 90 days is absurd. The amounts per day show me someone who never smoked before determined
what the normal smoker would smoke. It&#39;s impossible to determine amount one consumes daily based on every strain is different every
person is different. But medical grade i should never go through a 90 day supply in 30 days or a 45 day supply in 15 some of us run out weeks
before next refill dates and not our faults we have higher tollerance please stop punishing us for that.
headache. Not sure why but I wish there was more information on why things happen. I believe in the medical marijuana program and feel it
has made a huge difference in my life.
Need a dispensary in Ashtabula county so I don&#39;t have to go to a different county to get medical marijuana.It turns into a big trip that
cost more money than it should.
Medical marijuana is so expensive. It’s cost prohibitive for a lot of people.
Every employee at the dispensary is very helpful, calm and knowledgeable.
I would like to see a dispensary in my county. I have to drive almost 45 minutes to an hour away and that&#39;s hard on me.
enough to calculate how days are figured. A half ounce of tier one flower should be 5 days, since it&#39;s 5 tenths not six. Also, the price is
way to high. Half of the growers have weed that smells like hay. It shouldn&#39;t cost over 150$ an ounce. Even the flower from the
growers that know what their doing shouldn&#39;t cost anymore than 250$ an ounce. Also, we should be able to grow some flower for
personal use. Even a small limited number plants could help lower income patients be able to afford the amount of medicine they need. It
would also help stop dispensaries from price gouging.
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It’s a great start, but there’s definitely room for improvement. There is a lack of selection, a supply chain issue, and most products are way
overpriced as compared to other states (i.e.., Colorado)
The Prices are still way too high. The counting of days is also confusing and 1/8 oz of material should be 3.5 grams and 7.00 grams.. So either
lower the prices or adjust the weight to balance it out.
This program has greatly improved my quality of life. The cannabis products offered are expensive, but worth it. The lack of dispensaries in
the area is a moderate problem.
always Orange 43. Sativa smokers have little to no variety to choose from while indica smokers always have plenty. If that&#39;s the way
it&#39;s going to stay then why should I have to pay the same as them when they&#39;re getting all the choices. Also, don&#39;t just tell
me it&#39;s a hybrid strain. I want to know the percentage. Is it sativa dominant in indica dominant. 80/20, 40/60, 70/30. That&#39;s really
important to know. Lastly, stop letting growers name strains whatever they want. I&#39;ll see a strain, look it up online, and it&#39;ll be an
indica or hybrid, and you&#39;ll have it listed as a sativa. Strains have names for a reason, if you&#39;re not growing that strain, don&#39;t
name it that. Because that&#39;s false advertising.
It would be nice if people on disability would receive a much higher discount. I honestly have a lot of trouble affording my medical marijuana
as times it takes away from my bill money. But that is the only thing I have for pain relief .
The GM at my store has gone above and beyond to exceed my expectations
&quot;rso&quot; made in ohio is a joke and does not help the patients that actually need it. the day supply for flower, vape pens, and
concentrates all need to be reviewed because they are ass backwards as well as the day supply system itself. everyone is different in their
treatment and require different types of treatment just as in regular medicine and the way you have everything setup now does not let us
help all of our patients.
the lack of empathy the government and politicians have regarding cannabis.WHY WOULD I USE A HABIT FORMING PILL AND RISK
OVERDOSE, ADDICTION ETC ETC ETC..INSTEAD OF CANNABIS?
because it is very expensive. The sales are great I get to try new strains and a little less costly. I highly reccomend to anyone who asks about
it. The employees at Gleaf in Warren are exceptional. They are kind patient and knowledgable. They always explain the details, the days, the
discounts, recommendations about new products. The pharmacist, he always takes time out if you have questions. If there was an APP I
wouldn&#39;t have to bother them if I forgot. Going to the website isn&#39;t the easiest and if there is one and I haven&#39;t seen it yet
then j retract my last statement. . .
seem to have the same limitation. I worry about them running out, because the THC content in most other flowers is too high for me.
Having more high‐ CBD/low‐THC options would be great.
I feel as though the prices need to be cheaper. Prices in dispensary are much higher than on the streets and you get less. The pro is I get
more choices from the dispensary and I can choose from Sativa, Indica, or Hybrid. I also wish it was so pricey to renew every year. I hope
prices come down a bit, sometimes I can&#39;t afford it. I used to lose days, bit since the change I have lost any just yet. I would like to be
able to see how many days i jave left, i can only find out from dispensary when I ask them.
price
quite a bit.
dispensary’s. Michigan is definitely less cost effective. I don’t understand the fluctuation of price between two states that boarder one
another.
The daily limit needs to go. How can u determine how much any one person should smoke. All conditions are different. Prices prices
prices!!!! Way too high even after veteran discount. Tje greed is sickening
edible product I love and invariably that item is never again available at that dispensary, and usually not any other local dispensary either (it
is backordered or we just cannot seem to get any more of that in stock). Also even though I receive the indigent discount of 25 percent off, I
am always shocked by the total cost of each visit to the dispensary.To pay over 400 dollars each visit/month WITH the discount is about one
third of my social security disability check each month. So far I can only afford it because I have some savings that I have been dipping into to
help pay for it. Once my savings is gone, my ability to purchase medical marijuana will also be gone.
illegal.
Would like to see lower prices and more selection
Greater selection of edibles and vape pens would be nice.
I am off 2 high blood pressure. I am alot more calm.
Prices are way to high! Michigan sells their medical way way way cheaper!!
Was satisfied with the dispensary employees were very knowledgeable and very friendly and helpful would recommend
Cost of product makes is causing difficulties
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Need to increase the amount we are allowed to get
The amount it costs is crazy. I only started smoking when I was able to get dispensary marijuana and I can’t afford the proper medication
because it’s extremely over priced. I would purchase more otherwise
small selection
Should be covered by insurance
Lack of dispensaries ‐ need more. Pricing of product in Ohio is easy 2X to 3X of states where legal.
I would go more if I could afford it....it really does help me.Thank you...
I feel the prices are still out of line because you can still buy street weed about 30% cheaper and receive a similar product
It is very hard to find an employer that will cooperate with a medical patient and let alone when you do find employment I have to choose
between my mortgage and my medication a lot of times so do I go through life feeling like shit or do I pay bills. All dispensaries are about 60
minutes from me which I don’t mind but I’ve done several people around at the dispensaries that do.
The price should be more affordable. Emails or information on new products should be sent.
Efficiently and adequately provides professional services. Staff is professional knowledgeable and polite.
Biggest problem is the price , I had medical marijuana for 3 years when I lived in Arizona and the cost in Ohio is double . this means I have
some days I cant medicate ,,, it is really hard to choose between what I can cut out from my budgeting . When you live on 1000.00 a month
its hard to make house pmnt and utilities and food , and still try to get meds.
have an MS in medical science and 20 years of hospital administration behind me and I have trouble understanding your ridiculous law.
Please look at a successful program and come up with something that looks like intelligent adults were involved. Instead of this nightmare
that seems like it was written by a 10 year old who has no idea how things actually work. Like seriously I&#39;d be so embarrassed if I or any
of my colleagues were part of this monstrosity of a program that takes such advantage of patients. I don&#39;t know how any of you can
sleep at night knowing people are suffering greatly both physically and financially because of your incompetence and refusal to take a clue
from one of the MANY successful programs in our country. You should ALL be removed from your office and replaced with actual intelligent
would be even better!
Obviously like many others, the day system is a hinderance to my ability to keep a supply instead of needing to spend a large amount of time
in dispensaries with Covid present. I understand the idea, the government doesn’t want us hoarding and selling cannabis. Do you think some
silly day system stops people from selling days, trading days, or selling cannabis? It does not. The day system is a hinderance and has
stopped me from obtaining medicine when I desperately needed it. Honestly it’s a messed up way to control people who really need meds.
Honestly how do you possibly think you can put anything like, oh this is worth two days... you do not know patients and their individual
needs. You are stopping us from having the freedom to use this medication as an individual needs. It’s really the only awful thing in this
system. And just to be clear, I do not even use that much, I am just plugged in to the people, and some of them are going without meds
This program has improved my sleep immensely.
The only struggle is the law that only allows transactions in the dispensary only in form of cash. I hope this can change soon as with COVID 19
handling cash doesn’t feel safe regardless all the precautions the dispensary has implemented. In addition with the shortage of coins in the
US the government should change the law and encourage the use of transactions with debit cards.
right to tell its employees which medicine they can take and which medicines they are not allowed to take. This is outrageous and
authoritarian. Not acceptable by any means. Please change this: that the medical cannabis patient is a protected status. * More grow sites.
More dispensaries. The current dispensaries are unable to keep up with the demand. Thank you for your service. I do appreciate it. Kindly,
[REDACTED]
to be an online process for me to see what I&#39;ve used and how much I have remaining. The State of Ohio method of prescribing and
tracking use is very confusing to consumers like me.
I have nothing to say about the program except Ohio does not have enough dispensaries or enough product to choose from.
Consistent product is rare. If it&#39;s medicine, then why do I have trouble getting the same product consistently? Trial and error to find
something that works well for me, then next time at the dispensary I find it unavailable. Always searching for the proper
&quot;medicine&quot; is a real shortcoming of this program. And the prices? Exorbitantly excessive.
The prices and extremely to high for what is offered. The strains are weaker that what is available on the street.
I would like to see the price reductions on all products
Just extremely over priced which is just causing patients and caregivers to look elsewhere. So it’s either Ohio comes down to everyone else’s
prices or you are going to be fighting a losing battle from other states cartridge and edible prices.
to 3.5 grams to make the prices fair, like every other state. Also the board should look at patients being able to grow their own medicine for
their own use.
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I feel there should be no limit on what you get. Sometimes product is used up faster when in more pain.
The 45 day change is b.s that mean i have to go the dispensaries multiple times insead of evey 90 days i have to go every 45. Makes no sense
Curbside service should be continued until COVID is resolved.
gram cart in MI and in OH it would be anywhere from 70 to 100 dollars per 1 gram cart. Also, start selling meds in appropriate weights that I
feel people are comfortable with. This 2.5 gram versus 3.5 gram [aka 1/8 of an ounce] is just silly. I would love to buy my medical cannabis in
my home state but unfortunately the prices must be at the same level [or within the same general price level] as neighboring states in which
I am also a medical patient for this to occur. Honestly I am on a fixed budget, have had some financial issues with CV19 and cannot afford
meds at current Ohio prices. I hope to see these issues fixed by the state soon.
None so far...
get what they need . They did before this started and will continue until big profits get out of this industry. You know when you think about
it the dispensary are just as bad as the drug cartels that supplied this nation for decades. The only difference is you made it legal for your
gain. I think it is very wrong for people to pay a fee to be qualified for medicine , and I can’t think of any other medicine that we have to pay
a licensing fee to buy. Get out of the way and let doctors prescribe to patience . This is also a violation of hippa laws as you should not have
any access to confidently medicines or records of a patient. This belongs in a doctors care.
up on the plant material &quot;days&quot; so that I can decide what is best for me instead of being forced to use thing that I don&#39;t
prefer. Also, since the nearest dispensary is a 45 minute drive away, it would be nice to know how many days I have before I go. Or you
could just do like AZ and give us a revolving 2.5 oz every 14 days. That seems easier and better. Please fix this awful program. At least
pretend your doing this for the patients...
I am happy and relieved that I have this as another option when I am in so much pain and nothing touches or diminished the migraine.
The days system is joke and should be reformed. It doesn’t work. Some people are in more pain and need more cannabis . The current
system ties a doctors hands and doesn’t let them give a patient what they really need. There aren’t enough dispensaries especially in the city
of Dayton . Wait times are always ridiculously long 1 1/2 to 2 hours . A lot needs to change in my eyes
meds but yet my insurance pays for them and not the medical marijuana. Makes no since to me. Those of us who it truly helps could use
help from the government.
Prices are outrageously expensive. Finding another way to ease my symptoms.
tolerances. The 2.85 measurement for flower is ridiculous And expensive and should be like every other state using 3.5, 7, 14, etc. The prices
are way more expensive then any other state and should be adjusted especially in a state that the cost of living is very low compared to most
states in the US. Cannabis Flower should be allowed to be smoked and not just vaporized. It’s no different then smoking a cigarette and
there’s no law for tobacco smokers to only be vaporizing tobacco. Patients shouldn’t also have to buy batteries every time they purchase a
cartridge, it’s a waste of money and not good for the environment.
i used to throw up every morning and my stomach hurt bad.the medical marijuana doctor that i seen recommended for me tincture and it
has changed my life.i no longer throw up in the morning and my stomach does not hurt.
The locally grown varieties can’t be researched like national strains to know what terpenes and cannabinoids are contained. More info would
be nice. Also more cbd strains.
Cost is way too high. It forces people to still buy products illegally, even though they have a medical recommendation.
I think all dispensaries should offer a curbside pick up. This would represent the strongest possible infection control for COVID‐19. Overall I
am pleased with the program and I am thankful that I can obtain my medication safely and legally.
simply for being mmj patients. I understand those who operate heavy machinery shouldn’t be using but the majority of people can do their
jobs just fine.
the dispensary. The Lebanon dispensary is wonderful. I also am grateful to the State of Ohio for making cannabis available for medical
conditions. Thanks for all you do.
The day/ amount calculation is very confusing and needs a better system to calculate.
Better price would be appropriate during the world pandemic!
have questions, most of the employees are no help because they use/recommend flower or edibles. I also wish that tincture ingredients
were available online or in the store for customers to look at. This has been an issue in the past, especially with the flavored tinctures. I like
to see what is in the product I&#39;m going to buy. If i&#39;m going to put down nearly $50‐100 on something I cannot return, I would like
to be able to know all about it before I buy it. I know the program isn&#39;t perfect, and I don&#39;t expect it to be, but it&#39;s so rigid
and not customer centric at all. I realize the state has requirements they have to follow, although some of them are so arbitrary, especially
during the pandemic.
Should all just be easier processes in place!
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out of pocket and I&#39;m on a limited income. Even the cost to be recommended is A LOT! $350 to have a Dr look at your records and
prescribe.My prescriber has been my Dr for over 10 years.
The cost of everything and how it infects employment. Just lost my job to dirty urine.
Need access to oil cartridges without purchasing a disposable pen.
and I am glad it’s an option.
Medical marijuana controls my chronic pain symptoms the best. It controls the pain and allows me to sleep. I like the control program as the
products are always high quality and safe. I do hope for lower prices though. Thank you.
I just feel it&#39;s entirely to expensive and I may have to stop it. Between the price of product and renewal with doctor and state costs.
I&#39;m getting less every month because of cost.
was more accessible trustworthy info available. I also would like to know if volunteers are needed for clinical trials/tests done with med.
Marijuana. I feel like so rushed when im at the dispensary, patient education is laking, but covid is making it all so difficult. Even with
phone/online order i still wait at least an hour everytime i go to dispensary and there is nothing stating that on website. Seems there are
nore clients than workers in the med. Marijuana program. Prob be easier to just legalize recreation. Also am curious when/if we can access
out of state goods with out ohio card.
purchase more within the 45 days. This doesn&#39;t really apply to me, but I am sure it does to others. Another thing that needs to change
is price of the products. For example, most dispensaries in Ohio charge $40‐$45 for a pack of Wana Gummies. Those same gummies can be
found in Michigan dispensaries for under $15. Some patients might be incentivised to drive to Michigan and purchase these products due to
the price. The last suggestion I have is to make it illegal for employers to terminate medical marijuana patients for failed drug tests. People
shouldn&#39;t have to risk losing their jobs/not being able to obtain a job due to legal medicine they are taking.
income like social security.
I wont stop no matter what your prices are insanely expensive you hurt more people then you help by charging so much makes people have
to go without needed medications just so yall can make a buck of the poor
I’ve had my card for 3 months and the results are amazing! I only wish it were more affordable.
read up before visiting. I think the price for products is still outrageous and out of line with other legal states. I dislike the lack of strain
information because of the unique names used in Ohio. I want to know the lineage and terpene profile of each product. This tells me
whether a product is medicine for me and my unique medical needs. All this being said, I am so grateful to have access to legal marijuana
products to help me heal and improve my life.
The prices for some of the items are very expensive
it again. That is ridiculous! Would you go to a commercial pharmacy (such as Drug Mart, Walgreens etc.) if each time they gave you
different medicine to fill your prescription? That&#39;s exactly how it is at the dispensaries! There is absolutely no consistency in the the
strains offered.I find that a horrible way to to conduct a business that is supposed to be able to help people with medical issues!To me the
program is terribly mismanaged. Labeling the products with terpene content or having suggested uses a certain strain is helpful with should
be added to product. The way the system is now I feel I need to do all the homework in determining which stain will be good for my
condition. Of course, once I do that it may not be available for purchase again!
but I also need to work.
Not only helps my ptsd it also helps with my anxiety/depression and sleep
I think you should be able to smoke it if you want
Helps my pain but is too expensive to use as much as needed
I wish there was a dispensary closer to me. I live in Strongsville and drive to rise in Cleveland or Lakewood. I would love one closer. RISE is
amazing, I would love them to be closer!
Tracking my days and amount of product I can buy seems impossible. I wish there was an online resource.
Price is way too high.
print. The lids need to be easier to open. They need to offer more strains in bulk. Menus should match the store inventory. You also should
be able to use your indigent discount when ordering on line. Very happy with the program and love watching it grow. We should be able to
home grow as well.
Verilife is the only store that provides great Covid protection. Very spacious &amp; the friendliest staff.
product, less pesticides and chemicals as well as save money. Prices are high for people on a fixed income. I would like to see the tier system
removed.
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The price is way to much. My hope is that the quality is inspected. I do not use all the time just when needed. It takes the edge off especially
in uncertain times. My pain has been relieved and I appreciate this program. I would rather be upfront and honest rather than be buying off
the streets. The employees/people/guard at the dispensary are all trying to help and serve the people.
I think it is a great program, I can get the help I need from the marijuana and not have all the side effects from pills .,I have found more help
with the marijuana when with the pills from drs
I am eternally grateful for Ohio&#39;s Medical Marijuana Program. My spinal stenosis and 3 different types of arthritis is so painful that I
cannot indulge in any physical activities without some kind of pain management. I refuse to take opioids and have allergies to most. Thank
you to all the growers and dispensary representatives. I feel safe and confident that the products available are high quality.
potencies. If this is a product used for medical purposes, and it is novel to many of us, simple dosage information would be sufficient.
Dispensary workers are helpful in spirit but cannot really address personal issues (which is impossible anyway). We are on a path of
experimentation to find a product and dosage that best addresses pain issues. I can see the $325.00 out of the pocket costs to receive a card
would limit many people I know that have limited finances. The initial $80+ cost to experiment with 2 products (which were being marketed
as 30% off) for a month is another ding. It feels like state sanctioned drug dealing with a smile. I don&#39;t know if that is good or bad, but
this is a survey.
My only real concern is still the price of marijuana in Ohio. The price needs badly to come down and be similar to the prices in other states.
The 1/10 oz weight system is also terrible.
Legalize marijuana. There are so many people afraid to get the help they desperately need out of fear of society and losing their jobs. I am a
younger person and it makes me so happy seeing older folks at the stores getting the help they need.
while waiting for service.
have had.
town. So I would have to get my son or daughter to drive me. Every 45 days makes thing a little harder with their work and family
schedules. its always painful for me riding that far and now have to do it every 45 days. After this last time I got my son and daughter
registered as caregivers so they can run up by themselves. Alot of people in my area ,Hicksville,Ohio ( we are 5 miles from the Indiana state
line, have been asking for a dispensary closer to us. Presently the closest Maumee, Ohio
Should allow the sale and production of hashish.
The patient who phones order ahead should not have to wait on walk ins that’s why we phone in ahead to assure quicker service.
vape cartridges, how to vaporize flower, etc.). Some patients need some handholding and shouldn&#39;t have to rely on recreational use
educators.
The prices are a little high ! So can I only get so much Because I don’t have the money
Wish the prices were a little cheaper but oh well.....
ashamed
My card/products have been lifesaving... thank you.
The prices in Ohio are completely ridiculous. Living in Columbus I willingly drive to Michigan because of the prices in Ohio.
I think an hour long wait time is too long every time I go. Maybe they need a bigger store or more locations in Franklin county
change comes soon
The price for medicine is really out of control. There is no reason that marijuana cost more than opiates for a 30 day supply. And we need
more store fronts. I’m cities where there are multiple stores the prices are much cheaper and more competitive. Wapakoneta should not
have let a loan shark company open a store that knows its customers are there out of necessities not by choice.
I am so glad it is available in Ohio. I wish it were more affordable.
absolutely ridiculous. I thought when the 45days thing went into affect that it would take a week or two, nope, its been months. ‐‐Please
insist on the lowering of prices. Look at any other states medical or recreational prices. These prices are extremely prohibitive. ‐‐Please insist
on more dispensaries. I need one in Hancock county. Having to travel 45minutes to the closest dispensary is ridiculous and adds to the cost
of purchasing my medicine. Many dispensaries do sales based on day of the week. That means to get different types of medicine on sale, I
have to make multiple trips on different days of the week, not possible with the distance. ‐‐Please continue telemedicine beyond covid. It has
proven incredibly useful for many people, and clearly it works. Again, doctors are 45min away from me. I need either closer doctors or
Much needed to help others seek an alternative to a more beneficial ..solution to health care product s
In recent months the amount of choice seems to have gone down. Unsure if this is due to the pandemic, greater demand, or something else.
I&#39;m concerned about this continuing.
The prices! Especially now during pandemic. Please reduce to Michigan prices. They are taking funds from Ohio!!!!!!
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On one occasion I placed a over the phone order, the lady reiterated my order confirming it was ready to be picked up, when I checked in I
notified them of my call ahead order they said yes they had it. Sent me back, the guy behind the counter brought the order to me which was
only half of my order, said they were mistaken and they didn&#39;t have any more of what i ordered and the person that took my order was
ill‐informed...? No, she herself told me it was the last one and I had called just in time?... so what did they do give it to someone else?
I feel the Ohio mmj program Is only geared for dispensary owners &amp; cultivators to profit as much$ as they possibly can!! To the point
that EVERYONE WITH A CARD is feeling gouged! Not one part of this program is set up to help the patient. If it really was for the patient,
we&#39;d be allowed to grow our own! That&#39;s the only way to get the cost even near manageable FOR THE PATIENT! Cultivators and
dispensaries are selling scraps as premium flower, then HIDING behind the &quot;no returns&quot; policy. (Klutch&amp; Eagle disp.) It
makes no sense to not give us the right to grow our own. That alone shows who this program is designed to benefit! What the state calls 3
days worth of cannabis, is barely one day&#39;s worth to most ppl. In my opinion, almost every aspect of this program seems as if it was
designed by someone who doesn&#39;t even use cannabis. Yet The ones spending ALL their money, making Cultivators&amp; disp. owners
the cleanest places ever. before the pandemic i entered the dispensary with another non‐patient in the waiting room, but obviously i was
only allowed in the back to view products, which is helpful for physical distancing even now, but since renewing my card, i have only
shopped curbside and it&#39;s been a breeze. i have other underlying conditions and prefer someone to come to me at my car for the time
being. thankful for the responsibility specifically at verdant creations in Kennedy heights.
The medical marijuana program has saved my life and has reduced the need for half of my other prescribed medications that were toxic and
were hurting my body. I had to have constant blood work to make sure the levels were not toxic. I have 3 different autoimmune diseases and
am immune compromised. Nothing has helped control my pain and inflammation like the high dose CBD, and now I am completely off of the
other toxic meds thanks to the MM program and no more constant blood work. I am very grateful to have a better quality of life now.
travel to Michigan for my supply. It’s cheaper and my HIPPA rights are not violated by sharing my purchases with any provider that looks on
the state website.
have preexisting conditions that could be fatal if they contract Covid‐19. It would create jobs like DoorDash is currently doing during this
pandemic.
Not enough selection to satisfy my dosage requirements
I feel the price for edibles is way too high. It should be the same as where edibles are legal for recreational use.
away days is a joke.
Every time that I go into a disp. they never have the same strands twice. The growers have to keep the dispensaries stocked with the same
products all of the time. That means GROWING MORE. I would of thought that they could of figured out the supply and demand by now !!
The prices are outrageous. $200 in a dispensary will get me two tenths (2/10) of an ounce. $200 on the street will get me a whole ounce.
well for me it&#39;s twofold the back fusion is constant pain but MM has helped me it also has helped my bipolar problem to the extent I
have stopped taking seraquel over 1 1/2 yr ago as well as ambien and also stopped seeing the wellness center i went to for 14 yrs over 1 1/2
yrs ago. Never felt better than I do now mentally and the constant pain is bearable
Ohio prices are outrageous. Easier to go to Michigan
Patients should get a discount, just like indigenous and veterans
Pricing too high!
dollars buying flower that I still have because I don&#39;t get any relief from them. Because of this I only trust one cultivator and that&#39;s
Fire Rock. I only buy their products. However it&#39;s hard to medicate consistently because their products sell out fast and are expensive..
Maybe if the program allowed 1g flower purchases I would gamble with other cultivators like I did in the past. I&#39;m tired of wasting
money for subpar medicine. If things don&#39;t change I&#39;m not going to renew my card next time that I&#39;ve had for 2yrs.
Ohio&#39;s made up strain names makes it extremely hard to research products effects and origins of flower strains. Requiring linage to be
listed on menus with flower strains would help patients (myself) immensely. The people in charge of the program should construct a Patient
I have had severe allergic reactions to every product I have tried, and am no longer using medical marijuana.
Ohio&#39;s prices are 2‐3x higher compared to other states. Insurance doesn&#39;t cover it so its all out of pocket.The people
&quot;assisting&quot; patients are rude and condescending. If you try to ask questions they make you feel bad almost like a criminal. There
is no empathy. The people working at dispensary talk and make fun of patients after they leave. Ive witnessed it. The pharmacy board should
not control medical Marijuana because they can&#39;t get big pharmas kick backs. Its a conflict of interest. No one really cares about
patients wanting to use Marijuana as an alternative to opiates or other toxic medications. Ohio wants to keep making money at the peoples
expense. But I&#39;m sure this survey won&#39;t matter anyway because the governor doesn&#39;t agree with Marijuana. If a patient cant
afford it, they&#39;ll get prescriptions that way ohio or pharmacies can get money from insurance companies. This survey won&#39;t
Prices are way too high..I believe patients would like to understand the allowed days in conjunction with better understanding how many
days are used with the products we buy
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Prices need to be lower. Also would like to see the products I have to choose from rather than a piece of paper with a list.
The price is too high for the small amount you get. In other states you get more product for less cost. I think that the amount of product you
get or the cost of product should change to reflect this to be more equal to other states.
and how much I can purchase could be simplified because honestly I dont have any clue how it works. Luckily I haven`t ran out before but I
don`t even know if I have ever come close or not.
The dispensery I go to is fabulous. Always kind and courteous. Always very helpful an informative. I would like to see prices come down
some. But very satisfied. Just wish it was closer to me.
Items are expensive for the average income person
I don’t like that I have to go to Detroit because Ohio charges way to much
Best pain meds for arthritis and Fibro
None
this information but others it is impossible. The price of products is a little high. Michigan edibles and concentrates are much cheaper. It is
hard for patients to know how many days they have remaining unless we contact a dispensary. I also wish Ohio would do away with the tiers
on flower. Patients always think they need a tier two which is not the case. They need to be selecting flower based on the flowers lineage,
terpenes and cultivator.
Thanx for medical marijuana waited a long time not to worry about getting busted for getting relief
Cost is extremely expensive in comparison with other states. The selection is also very lacking compared with other states near by.
There are so many flaws in the system. My dispensaries never have enough products, enough weight of products and only want to sell small
amounts because it costs more to buy that way. The waiting to get my products is ridiculously excessive. The prices are ridiculous as well.
There needs to online ordering, debit card payments and more selection at these dispensarys.
I’m on a fixed income in my medicine can be very expensive! I hope one day that our insurance will pay for it because it really is a great
healthy medicine of Choice!!
Ohio needs to open their eyes and realize patients have choices. OHIO&#39;S PRICES ARE COMPLETELY RIDICULOUS! OHIOANS DESERVE
BETTER!
It’s still cheaper to get it on the street than to purchase by these outrageous prices. Sad because it helps so much with seizures. Such a
shame. I had hopes for this program.
so I can afford it.
Hello, I feel this has been a great program so far and has so much more potential. Thanks for your time, energy and concerns.
dispensary. Other than that and the cost a little high most of the time, it has become a wonderful way for me to deal with pain, anxiety,
nausea, and my inability to sleep.
I feel dispensaries should have the same prices for the same product. they have to many inconsistencies
medical condition the medical marijuana is helping them with (or did NOT help them with). These results could be used to help prospective
or current users and their doctors make more educated recommendations. These results could be put on the State website. I especially see
a danger in the elderly using if they have instability/walking/balance issues. The doctors need to be more precise on suggesting a specific
product. Seems like they are leaving the decision up to the patient and the dispensary.
This medicine is essential for humanity! I don&#39;t have to pay money for oxygen. Please let me plant seeds!
Narcotic Pain Killers. And I may have to go back to using them because the state thinks they know how much I should use each day. Also,
allow patients to smoke out of glass pipes with water filtration, it allows for a stronger and faster effect. I know this won&#39;t happen, but
instead of just politicians and doctors making the rules, how about you create a small group that is made up of patients that have a say in the
medical marijuana laws being passed.
see comment above ‐ very frustrated that any edible recommended either had no impact or got me too stoned... I am comfortable with mild
cognitive impact but also looking for pain (&amp; anxiety?) relief ‐ staff didn&#39;t seem knowledgeable in recommending appropriate type.
Sorry ‐ I felt like I was surrounded by stoners &amp; that was generally only type product available
Program is good , don&#39;t understand the 90 days very difficult. Also why can you buy flower and not smoke it?
My card expired i don’t have enough money to renew it
purchase , only thing affordable is the shake. And the most you can buy is a half an oz for around $180 ,shake is around 100 . That’s insanity.
Street weed of the same quality can be found for 200 an OUNCE . The virus has taken away my ability to afford the astronomical price
difference , I bought 5 1/2 oz containers , 45 day unit worth . $900!!!!! That’s Robbery . And to top it of one of the 1/2s had 30+ seeds in it .
Ohio medical marijuana is a joke
Vape pens are preferred and way too expensive in the state of Ohio
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products are over twice the price of michigan !
dispensaries in other states, and Ohio has the worst dispensary. No games, no contests, but worst of all no coupons! Why are all dispensaries
in Ohio a fun suck? No TV in waiting room. Most of the time I have to wait outside in the heat‐ with no outside seats available. I hope Ohio
can improve it’s medical program.
medications. Thank you!
It would be nice if every dispensary listed terpene profiles and employees had a better understanding of these. I’ve found some strains are
much better at relieving pain than others.
The days system is confusing... I wish there was a way I could track it online ... or it showed on my reciept how many days I had left.
the other products...
I look forward to having lower costs and more product choice as the program matures.
Gummies seem to work.
why can they not advertise?
We need employee protection!!!!!!!!!!!!Duh!!!!!
other concerns is the supply system is super complicated makes it very stressful to try to figure out if you have enough days to make it
certain products cost you so many days that it stops patients from trying the products because they don’t want to be short on there days
Ohio is the only state that does a supply day system like this it would be so much better if Ohio was California or Michigan where you can
purchase 2.5 oz per day 7 gram of concentrates is the equivalent to 1 oz of flower and no more then 10 oz in a month in Ohio people with
high tolerance or people that need that high thc products can barley make it by and if the state can’t come down on price they should at
least gives us the opportunity to grow are meds at home 6 to 12 plants would give people the chance to save money an not have to worry
Let’s bring the prices down and also allow more dispensaries! Also, please get rid of the 70% THC cap on concentrates.
We need more dispensaries and lower prices
I am Social Security Disabled and on a very fixed income. Products are greatly reduced in price for veterans but not legitimately disabled
people. Please have a significant discount for SSD patients. Thank you so much!!
will be for me. I would like to see the dispensaries and their suppliers able 2 either give free samples or have a smaller quantity or a sample
quantity to sell for patients use.
Thank Goodness we have a place to get relief from pain and not have to take pain pills
isn&#39;t covered by health insurance. Once the cost of travel is added onto the cost of the medication, many are forced to choose between
paying their bills or purchasing their medication. Furthermore, a wider variety of dispensaries should be available within any specific area for
patients to shop around without having to travel very large distances searching for competitive prices or a specific product. Finally, I think
the limitations placed on patients regarding the amount of medication they are allowed to access within a 45‐ or 90‐day period is a bit
restrictive, but unfortunately I&#39;m sure not many patients have had the chance to even experience that issue, considering they cannot
even afford to purchase the entirety of their 90‐day supply.
You need to raise the allowable daily amount. 1.4 grams a day is an unreasonably low amount. 1/8oz or 31/2 gms for 2 days use would be by
far more preferable. Then1/4, 1/2 and l oz amts. Gauranteed to please us all!
Why do I need to see my Dr. every six months when the license is good for a year... This makes no sense.
going.
opiates due to my age and what I have seen happen to my friends and acquaintances who went down the opiate trail to take care of
maintenance pain (dead, MIA presumed dead, or still in and out of half way houses).I was just suffering laying on my basement floor with a
heating pad at the tear point only to receive a little bit of relief of a major all body feeling pain. It has helped with being able to handle input
and function basically, faster (less hours) after a seizure during recovery.
render.
I don&#39;t understand why the vape pen are only one day supply and flower is a two day supply it should be the other way around vape
pen last longer then the flower does so I think u need to look into that for sure.maybe changing them 2 around
Let us bring it in from Michigan or lower the prices locally! More bulk burying. Instead of prepackaged pre wieghed bud. So i can buywhat i
can afford. Let us grow our own plants with obvious limitations
to be able to some times get through the month not being able to get the flower or vapes that u need to get through it... thanks for listening
??????
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LEGAL CARTELs are employed by the Ohio pharmacy board. When do the prices reflect the quality? Poor quality flowers!! Way to much
science involved to remove the deleterious effects of the plant. It&#39;s a weed. The medical cannabis flower is terrible without the full
effects. Vapes, Oils and the concentrates are too hard on the body for daily use. Let the weed be a weed. Otherwise, the streets is where I
will go.. To seek out real medicine. I will get what I want, even if there is a risk to get it illegally. Cannabis was here long before humans had
commons sense to use. It is supposed to impair you to some degree, just like opiates would. This &quot;Medicine&quot; grows wild in
nature is being exploited by the wealthiest investors to MAKE A BIG PROFIT . Just like a drug dealer. Zero concern for patients financial
status. Discounts for Vets? Discounts for indigent? Pathetic business model. Greed, nothing but greed! Spend 3 times more now than
With a human! Not a wall covered in flyers! Either way, I have taught myself dosing instructions based On tolerance, efficacy And
psychotropic effects.Pharmacies have an expert on hand, board certified, to consult with patients. Marijuana isn’t dangerous but the
patients/ clients have questions and the dispensary is in such a rush that patients questions are unimportant, are unanswered &amp;amp;
there is not enough time to really give a dam about our questions. They’re in a hurry and the process is rushed. I lose track of my ability to
count from being so frazzled. Asking a question is socially awkward because it isn’t welcomed. It’s answered but Impersonal. Uninformed.
Rushed. Very clean, polite, nice facility. Well organized.
I think that it should be covered under medical insurance.
Pricing could be better and availability of products could be better. There are certain strains that help tremendously with my pain and PTSD.
They aren&#39;t consistently available which leaves me to trying new strains constantly when refilling my prescriptions. In the last 6 months,
I&#39;ve tried at least 10 new strains due to unavailability of products.
The cost is too expensive to allow me to use the products every day. I am not using prescription painkillers since starting medical marijuana,
but the pain is not well controlled.
I am overall pleased with products but find that when I like something it’s not always available again when I go back to purchase, at that
point I have to start experimenting again to find something that works, that’s irritating when I like a certain product.
Until it’s Federally legalized the $ is too much!
Starting costs of any form is too high, even with discounts.
all.
or trial size options. Using gummy edibles as an example, if days are an issue, I wouldn&#39;t mind being able to mix and/or match 4‐5 of the
2‐3 ct. trial packs for the same approximate cost and day count of a 9‐11 count package. Equally, with flower, maybe offer 1 gram trial size,
again, utilize the 3 for $xx to keep with day counts. I would like to see more uniformity in pricing amongst all dispensaries, unless they are
providing a &quot;house&quot; brand product I would like to see more dispensaries closer to me. I.e. at least one in Miami county.I feel that
a dispensary tech should have exemplary customer service skills, as well as a strong background in the knowledge of products to best guide
those new to the service and product.
reasonable amount t. Thank you.
swirl around Ohio .The overly tight regulation is blind to the fact that Ohio was overly saturated with marijuana before this program and any
efforts to avoid the medicine getting a on the streets is futile .The prices and the limits have got to be re‐examined .Ohios program in my
opinion is extremely overly conservative and needs to be opened up .A dozen other states successfully have done this and Ohio chose to do
it our own warped way .Please fix this .
Price is unacceptable. I treat chronic pain and do my own off label use for anxiety combining thc and cbd. It costs more than I can afford to
get a proper supply for my daily medical needs. I’d like to see prices come down on all things. Flower prices are the most reasonable
currently. They’re not awful. More half ounce and ounce flower selections would be good. Things that are not flower are usually 2 to 2.5
times as much as many of the same things in other legal states or on the black market.Another thing I’d like to see is anything related to
more information on other cannabinoids beside THC/CBD and terpenes. I’d love to see Ohio be known as the most advanced state in terms
of cannabinoids beyond THC and CBD.Lastly, I wish I could access better menus. The menus online are never exactly what the full selection is
for the day.Maybe an official app or portal for patients to participate in as much legal readers have as possible. Like an app where you put
there have educated and walked me through it. I don’t smoke cigarettes so I was blown away with vape pens ??....literally coughed my head
off! I’ve heard it’s cheaper on the street but I wouldn’t know what I’m buying or getting...like now! One lady was just tryna make a sale
because once I got home, it wasn’t what I asked for! Like Taco Bell delivery would be GREAT! I have no one, my aides can’t get it for me, and
the power chair gets lousy mileage on the freeway. So online shopping, calling in an order because of coronavirus, only helps those not in
constant pain and upright!Therefore I don’t buy it as often as I should or would like to...buy the weed then can’t afford the munchies
??????????
Just wish it was cheaper. I really need it.
Overall the price is the most prohibitive thing. I rely on my son to cover the cost about 75% of the time and/or the overall cost. Sales are the
only chance to stock up or try new things.
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I no longer use the marijuana as it did not seem to provide help for the back pain.
Price is the biggest problem , forcing many people to travel out of state for their medication
Prices are a little outrageous!
It needs to be available to EVERYONE! The Great Spirit made pot, man made booze. Who do you trust? It’s been PROVEN to work.
More dispensaries needed!
Has greatly improved my ability to get up and move around, has helped me cut down on my pain med usage and I have stopped taking the
meds for depression all together.
Na
We should be able to see and smell the product we are buying.
of price
I think that prices could be much better than they are...there need to be more dispensiaries, i have to drive at least an hour to the closest
one. And employers should not be able to fire me or not hire me for using medicene
Pre‐filled 510 thread oil cartridges for vaporization should be offered for sale
Please expand allowable amount, double it for 45 days...
Cost is too high. Cheaper product on the street from what I hear.
Edibles are very highly priced.
I feel that some prices are pretty high, especially for people having other medical conditions and having other medical expenses to pay for. I
find myself not purchasing lost of the things I actually want to use because of the price.
That it will end. This is the only medicine that I have found that helps migraines from my traumatic brain injury.
not covered by insurance, who has the kind of money it takes to have medicine all the time. I feel like this is just another attempt at a cash
grab.
Would like to have more topical/lotion products available.
Their should be a disount for condintion and a drive thru
We need more dispensaries and expansion of Cultivators producing flower that’s in high demand to service the patients of Ohio.
I don’t think it’s fair that we get a 45 day supply and got to wait a whole month to get our medicine Refilled
There are not a sufficient number of edibles/gummies with a high CBD:THC ratio 10:1 is the highest ratio offered.
Keep 30+ THC Flower in stock &amp; maybe even in ounces / half ounces.
Prices to high for people on fixed income!
Easy process and great discount to finally get medicine to help my ptsd. Thank you
problem with the price. I realize you can&#39;t give it away, but being on Disability I only hav so much available funds to purchase the only
thing that helps my pain! I&#39;ve had my medical probs for over 20yrs &amp; have never been on any opioid painkillers. I worry about not
being able to afford this all the time. Thank you for your attention. ;
we need? Make different edibles) odd hours of operation Odd calculations on days Overall all this program has done is make people not get
arrested for pot. That’s it. Step it up.
I am disabled and Medicare will not cover it. I cannot afford three ounces a month! Too expensive and it is illegal to grow my own medicine.
I love online ordering, reduces time of wait. I wish it was easier to determine days left.Thank you
I no additional info
I seem to struggle every refill period.I am one of those patients with a naturally high tolerance to medical marijuana.MM did save me from
those nasty opiates I was on for pain management for 6 years.I cannot vaporize dry flower or oil due to COPD, I do have to decarboxylate to
consume as an edible.Some of the products for sale have ridiculously little product for someone of my tolerance and be subtracted more
days &quot;purchased&quot;.My pain is 24/7 and never goes awayMM does not take all the pain away, but it has reduced it to a level I have
a better quality of life.Since being in the MM program, I&#39;ve also gotten my diabetes under control and have lost 75lbs.
Two employees inside the building while helping make selections did NOT wear a mask..
buying. Why do my 2 forms of identification have to be scanned twice? That is an incredible waste of my time and that of the staff. What
does the second scan accomplish?
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prices are to high no selection can only buy eights of flower oils are worse no full gram carts all odd sizes with different percentages site
seem to be set up so you cannot compare products the batteries for them are waste of my money and the environment i really feel the
state of Ohio and all the companies involved see this as a way to make money it seems that no profit is ever enough i have been in the
program 6 months very very very seriously considering going out of state for either medical marijuana or recreational or get from my own
sources i waited until program over a year old to let it get established and it has became what i thought it would over priced no selection
shady information on dispensary sites Zen leaf canton example the state of Ohio has turned this into an overly regulated racket to make
money for the people involved Ohio prices are much higher than other states i am going to make continuing trips to Michigan I cannot
The prices are high for people on disability even with a discount
between providers and dispensary consultants. This would be considered a professional and ethical violation in the traditional health care
setting. We, patients, providers, and ancillaries are treated like drug addicts and low moral individuals. Please stop treating us as if we are
drug seeking and money grabbing thugs because we are not. We are human beings who have found healing through a plant. Cannabis may
not be for everyone but for those who choose it, the results are life changing. The BOP needs to consider what is in the patients best interest
and the BOP needs to allow those who serve Ohio Cannabis Patients to conduct themselves utilizing the “guiding principles” the BOP has
placed before the program. Please do the right thing.
because I &quot;spent&quot; too many of my &quot;days&quot; on flower. When I got my medical card, I was told the state limit was 8 oz
per person. Even in a 90 day period, that would be more than enough, but what is actually allowed is not nearly equivalent. If someone with
PTSD or chronic pain is in need of more meds, they should be able to get them. There should be a way to get more days if needed, or make
the flower products &quot;cost&quot; less &quot;days.&quot; FYI, The Botanist in columbus is the best dispensary around. I learn a lot
there, they have a great staff and fantastic selection. I didn’t know so much about the products until visiting them.
NA
Great job Ohio
More brands there seems to be a monopoly on the type of product.
I believe the program is working efficiently and well. However, I hope in the future more dispensaries can open in Medina County, as it is
unfortunate I and my caregiver have to travel at least 1.5 hours round trip to get medicine.
Very helpful for nerve pain due to pinched nerves
Its expensive, I have 3 kids and a single mom, but I need it to help me at night.
I don’t like safety strips, weed is under weight and I can get more and better flower off the streets/black market
Prices need to be more accessible for everyone. I am spending upwards of $1000 a month which I can barely afford. It is also very difficult to
navigate the program and understand the days of supply etc.
the flower and gummies. Hopefully Ohio will follow, or I may have to return to perscribed pills from my doctor that are covered through my
insurance, which I hope NOT to do.
Be aware of side effects.
Medical Marijuana has drastically improved my quality of life with PTSD.
The medical marijuana control program has put the state in the seat of the biggest drug dealer. The prices are ridiculous, I cannot use my
HSA to pay for products, even though I have a medical need and a prescription. It is cost prohibitive.
for pricing that is on par with market expectations. There also needs to be more frequent incentives from vendors to alleviate some of the
cost burden for patients. Finally, the state should also think about having informational videos educating the general public on the benefits,
differences in strains, testing, effects, etc. so that the social stigma is further reduced. Thank you for all the efforts that the state is putting
into this program. It means a lot to so many patients.
Ohio&#39;s restrictions are too restrictive (in allowed methods of use, purchase limitations, and banning combustible). Add more qualifying
conditions. I know countless users in the black market that are using cannabis for anxiety (especially at a time like this). Violent crime
isn&#39;t happening with cannabis users. Ask any police officer‐ they&#39;ll tell you. I&#39;m grateful to have the ability to use my
medicine ‐ it really works for anxiety attacks (particularly tinctures). It&#39;s also helped regulate my digestion. There is now a ton of
medical evidence that many of our current epidemics could be regulated with cannabis (think: Cannabinoid Deficiency Syndrome). If
Cannabis acts as a homeostatic mechanism (which it does) ‐ then we know it works for many things!!
Prices are too high. Especially for people who are on low income or permanently disabled. I cant help but think some of the state of Ohios
policies on dosing are contributing to higher prices.
Prices need to be adjusted too expensive and amounts are too small for the price
The big problems with the program are allowed purchase amount/tracking available days and the price of products.
It’s way too costly for me, no local dispensaries and products are over priced for someone on a fixed income
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It&#39;s very difficult to reach the companies that put their names on the products for defective products. The dispensary I visit is very
helpful but you have to contact the manufacturer for some things that are defective. Finding a number or a way to email them i.e. Cure Ohio
is almost impossible. Overall I&#39;m very happy with my local dispensaries and the program.
It has given me a a new life without pain! Much better than opioids or alcohol!
My wait time to enter the dispensary has only been effected by Covid‐19. I normally do not have to wait at all, but the last time i had to wait
in my car for 45 min. I noticed some people were dropped off so they had to wait outside in 90 degree heat for that time which concerns me
bc I am always worried they are very sick and can&#39;t handle this.
Medical marijuana has helped me alot. No longer dependent on opiods.
I would like to see prices come down just a little more.
products and stock that my &quot;local&quot; dispensary has. It&#39;s about a 25 minute drive for me to pick up medication. I usually
spend about $175/week for my medicine. This is absolutely unsustainable. Flower can be reasonably priced but if we have so much product,
why is cost so high? Concentrates, edibles, and every other form is just out of reach for most, especially during these times. My mother and
I have considered opening a dispensary for the West Side of Cincinnati and would like information about it if possible.Preferred Dispensaries:
I frequent Verilife Cincinnati, I&#39;ve been to Have A Heart but they are way too expensive and a lot of their product is terribleVerilife is
great but they do run out of stock from time to timePreferred Cultivators: Buckeye Relief, Firelands Scientific, Grow Ohio, Meig&#39;s
I believe there should be more dispensaries, although my doctor is in Geauga county so I go to a dispensary near that office.I also believe
marijuana should be legal already.
More product availability is needed. More education is needed, more information on products is needed.
I do feel the prices are very expensive.
#39;&amp;#39;&amp;#39;&amp;#39;&amp;#39;&amp;#39;&amp;#39;&amp;#39;&amp;#39;&amp;amp;lt;&amp;amp;rt;&amp;amp;rt;&am
p;amp;rt;&amp;amp;rt;&amp;amp;rt;&amp;amp;lt;&amp;amp;lt;&amp;amp;lt;&amp;amp;lt;fajfksjaf ;sklda
&#39;&#39;&#39;&#39;&#39;&#39;&#39;
Figuring out how many days I have left and when my 45 days renews should not.be magic if it patient see‐able it should not be so hard to
find out. Our pricing and or quality for the price is ridiculously expensive compared to other states.
Overall very helpful
Please allow alternate forms of identification beside a state photo ID.
I finally have hope &amp; the freedom of non opioid treatment for my spine. I am thankful. The doctor, the dispensary staff &amp; other
patients give me a sense of community. I&#39;m confident that medical Marijuana has saved my quality of life. I&#39;m so young to be in
so much pain but now I know that I&#39;ll never have to use opioids which makes my life quality much better.
I think there needs to be more transparency with patients in regards to product testing information. Right now it is not required that this
information is adequately logged in to METRC which then it falls to human error for the cannabinoids &amp; terpene profiles to be added to
the menu. Knowing exactly what is in the products I am looking to purchase is how I know what will help with my symptoms. I shouldn’t have
to guess at which strains to try because 98% of the menus don’t provide terpene information. It would also be nice to be able to see our own
purchase history again. I am not sure why this was taken away from the patient views but I know employees can see our whole history in
OARRS but we as patients cannot. I would really love to see the rules on marketing loosen up a little bit ‐ dispensaries and cultivators are so
limited on the outreach they can do for themselves which is causing patient influx to stall. There has to be an easier way for them to reach
It&#39;s extremely high and most citizens in Ohio are on disability they receive $783 a month or 1200 at least and that is just not enough to
pay bills and by our Medical it&#39;s just not possible so see what you can do to help us out there
limits.I can buy enough alcohol to fuel all the frat parties in the state and no one would bat an eye, but if I want to take in some natural herb
I&#39;m considered a criminal.
great respect for those at the dispensaries and involved in this program. Thank you for your work and commitment to providing safe
products to use for medicine.
I have been pleased with the overall experience provided by dispensaries‐ they are doing the best they can during these challenging times. I
do with that they would continue with the curbside checkout as covid cases are surging and mostly everyone who goes to the dispensaries
(including myself) are high‐risk patients. I would like to draw attention to something not mentioned on the survey‐ the companies writing
the prescription for issuing the card. The big one that I used is OhioMedicalMarijuanaCard. The manager of the Dublin location gave me and
others false information and used fear to force me into thinking I had no choice but to get the card through them. I feel this could be
improved and perhaps providing patients with a list of doctors who are prescribing would be so helpful. Many of us cannot afford to pay
$300/year for a renewal plus the medication. Also it would be nice to see a dr consistently to treat while using marijuana, rather than a lrg
Prices are to high.We need more competition .Some products sell out to quickly!
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Just wish there was a more common and accurate way to keep track of days/points used. Instead of relying on staff to count points. I have
been at the dispensary on two occasion&#39;s where I was told that I had a certain total. get there and i have no points available.
The prices are outrageous. We need to go to a traditional method of dispensing (ex.3.5 8ths and 7 gram quarters) the 10th system is not a
good system. We also need to do away with the days just let us pick up 2 1/2 ounces or 84 grams a day it will eliminate the need of the tier
system some people need higher amounts of thc for it to work.
The prices of Medical Marijuana in Ohio insane. For example, a one gram cartridge is way more expensive from a dispensary, than it is to
purchase on the street. Same goes for all other concentrates and edibles. Also, flower from a dispensary usually costs more for a smaller
amount than it would cost for a larger amount on the black market. Prices are out of control.We can drive to Michigan and come back with
3X the amount of products, than we could get in Ohio, with the same amount of money. Ohio dispensaries rarely offer discounts.
The dispensary was very helpful on d finding me the perfect products to use for my specific needs. I am so disheartened that my employer
has a zero tolerance drug policy. I went from sleeping to stabile mood to no sleep and panic attacks that are hard to control. The medicine
prescribed by my regular doctor makes me feel groggy, brain dead and irritable
Not enough day supply and the prices are way to high.
satisfactory
I feel the prices are.a little to highAnd the new 45 day supply is much easier to keep track of than the original
This program has improved my quality of life greatly. Price reductions continuing is also a big factor in my use.
I feel as though the 1 year is to short a period to have a medical card and should be longer like a driver’s license
I stopped taking medical marijuana months ago. I did not find any benefit for my back pain...
none
enjoy a middle income living and the cost is insane in Ohio dispensaries. The fact the state doesn&#39;t allow patients to travel to Michigan
proves that the state is more concerned about the profit rather than the patient, their own constituents. Here&#39;s praying it&#39;ll
change so all patients have access to quality medicine they can afford!
Cost of marijuana and productsCost of products related to marijuana
I feel that there are to many people gaming the system with no real issues so they can use the medicine recreationally. I know there is no
real way to determine but the actions of these many at the dispensary are apparent and obvious.
Unhealthy emphasis on inhalants create additional medical issues
and delivery services would be excellent for us that have a hard time driving long distances to the limited amount of dispensaries available.
therefor more dispensaries would be great.
I used to be able to know how many days I had left on the OHMM Registry website, but that information is not there. That should be
something printed on your receipt or that website again. Prices are a tad bit too high and the dispensaries should try to keep the same
strains in stock as much as they can. Overall It is very good program.
potent.
Takes some time to figure out what products to use and when for maximum effects.
Mandatory follow up appointments are unnecessary.
I am thankful for the program giving me the ability to manage my condition naturally and without the use of pharmaceuticals.
I went to a dispensary and could not get the discount for being totally disabled. They said their records were not up to date. I am on a fixed
income and disabled. This hurt my budget as I needed the medication for pain from 15 surgeries.
Q25: Reason patient stopped using med marijuana was due to passing away.
Products are much, much cheaper on the street.
insurance.
I don&#39;t buy as much as I need only because the prices are too high! I had a friend visit from Colorado and they were shocked at the
difference in price comparison! Ohio&#39;s cannabis prices are double that of Colorado which is very disappointing! I believe it is time to
lower the price of cannabis at all dispensaries in Ohio. Thank you
No concerns... everyone at my dispensary has always been very helpful&amp;amp; always made an effort to answer all of my questions.
We need more dispensaries. We also need more &quot;days&quot; per year. We need better selection of herb.
$30‐$40. In Ohio, 1 gram is typically around $100. 3 times as high in our state!! Does not feel like patient care is actually the highest concern,
but profits.
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medicine, so I need to be able to purchase what I need for pain, but I’m always limited. After years of medicating with cannabis, you build up
tolerances, which require you to use more of the product to achieve the desired affect. We need to not be so limited on our purchases. Plant
material is available so we can make our own oils and tinctures, but they don’t always turn out exact, which requires me to purchase more
so I can try again. Bottom line we are too limited on how much we can use.
If all prescription insurances would get on board it would make it more affordable and obtainable for patients to get their medical cannabis
and would help tremendously so lower income people could afford what they need better.
The number of days that are used by flower takes the supply away way too fast and leaves me with 1‐2 weeks with no supply and lots of pain
the suppliers. ‐ Strain and product selection is great, quality is very high, testing regulations are great compared to other states in the region
and industry. ‐ I wish there would be a less complicated way to deal with &quot;days&quot; and wish there would be less scrutiny on
quantity, as some people consume more than others. ‐ I also would like to see quantities get closer to other states 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1 oz
quantities. ‐ I would like to see more interaction between patients and the industry, as there seems to be red tape surrounding this Overall, I
think the program is terrific and feel like it will continue to improve naturally.
don&#39;t carry it anymore. They offer no advice that would suggest that this strand is like that strand. Just a statement that we don&#39;t
carry it any longer. The way it is run is more like a legal drug dealer for profit, not to help people that need it. A lack of consistency makes
that obvious. Simply sell whatever you can at whatever price you can get and if it&#39;s not what the &quot;patient&quot; needs. Just out
of luck.
There is disconnect between info on products and how they could help me. There should be more info available besides trial and error to
help me figure out what product and strains to use.
Prices still need to come down. Vape providers should stop giving &amp;quot;disposable&amp;quot; batteries with every pen. It creates a
lot of waste. I would rather have a quality reusable battery. The rolling day total is still a total mystery to me.More people could benefit
from Medical Marijuana, so additional qualifying conditions (particularly mental health disorders) need to be considered.
none, these facilities are by far great, finally peace of mind and Relief of pain without being scared or hiding. thank you.
then the concern is, is how clean is the product. The prices should reflect more with the costs of what you can buy on the street so more
people will stick with medical marijuana that is safe. It&#39;s just not really affordable. The person I&#39;m a caregiver for prefers the dark
chocolate bar edibles and the chocolate bar costs $50! That&#39;s my biggest issue. And it is possible because Michigan prices are so much
cheaper than ours.
I think the veterans discount should be the same everywhere and we should be allowed to stack the discounts when available.
Being a Senior Citizen I feel there should be a small discount for us.
Wish their were a closer dispensary. I get chronic migraines from driving.
Have a heart Cincy is my favorite place they are very informative and welcoming
talking from Experience from having the card for yes in another state that DOES NOT SCREW THE PEOPPE OVER THERE GIVING THE
MEDICINE OUT TO.MEANING U CANNOT GET A HALF WAY DECENT JOB.Then on top of that they don’t even consider it a valid
prescription.WT.So basically I can have it but sit at home and collect welfare because no 1 wants to hire a person.I walked 50 miles last week
exercises for.I have been turned down by multiple company’s since moving here and I am about ready to move they way Ohio treats it’s
cannibals users.O the lower THC is so kids don’t get it.REALLY,better go shut down licqour sales don’t want kids to drink high test.THEN The
star charges 70to 90$ for a product that is subpar in strength and still want the money for it.VERY BEHIND.....
Please protect workers with Medical Marijuana. We should not have to live in fear of losing our jobs over medicine. Thanks!
I love it. Sometimes I dont have the money to get the product . Insurance should cover it, but it dont.
would be best for our condition.
I am grateful for it,but would like a better understanding of how to maximize my usuage.
many in my immediate family.
door to other products will bring down the prices and provide more options for patients. I am also not happy with the complete lack of
response from Bloom Medicinals on the patient data leak.
I think the cost of renewal is way over priced!I love on a fixed income and can’t afford it!
I wish more variety of product was available on a consistent basis. Availability of edibles is poor.
FUNCTION (i.e‐ random drug screening). I am VERY disappointed with Ohio&#39;s program. We needs better laws to protect us patients!!!
The cost is also a huge issue!!! I am a single mom of two kids, and I spend at least $300 a month, not to mention the gas. Ohio dispensaries
are entirely overpriced. I pray one day I get the protection, and prices that every card holder deserves. We (Ohio, and United States) have
came a long way in marijuana reform, yet we still have a long way to go!
difference is.
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on a fix income that limits me on how much that I can spend. I dont think it&#39;s fair nor right that I lose the number of purchases if not
used.
Being disabled I depend on the discount in order to afford buying products. Eagle Dispensary in Wapak Ohio is the very best in all aspects
and has a great staff who tries to service the large volume of customers. Although, it seems just about anyone can get a license. And I
wonder about some people who I&#39;ve seen the validity of any condition
I&amp;#39;m very pleased with the caregivers at Eagle dispensary in Wapakoneta.
With the carona virus, the dispensary I use has been using call‐in ordering with curb pick up since I started, and they have been very good
with how they do it. They are fast and efficient so there is not a long wait period. Just this week they have gone to online ordering iwth pick
up inside or you can go inside and order. I do still call in ordering.
survive. I not only find relief from the nausea, but am blessed with a sensation of hunger‐‐which are few and far between because I can
hardly afford rent, medication and going to the dispensary. Hopefully one day, insurance companies will cover this prescribed form of
medication.God bless Caracole.God bless Ohio.God bless America.
which I still need to be explained to again and I fell if I asked the same question a hundred times they would still answer me That’s how very
helpful and Friendly they are??
in the industry. It causes waste, is generally inefficient, and leads patients to be more concerned about the quality of the products they’re
purchasing.
and then $100 every 3 months on top of what I had to spend for the medical marijuana which is way too overly priced so long story short I
was no longer able to afford either so I no longer receive it because because of how my doctor has it set up he recently lowered it to $50
every 3 months but I still am unable to afford that due to the fact that he no longer will see me as a patient due to certain stipulations by the
company he partnered with and they will no longer let him see me for psych medication so therefore I no longer see him for my medical I
currently do not get any medical marijuana do to overpriced doctors and dispensaries in Ohio
for an oz.
I would like to see the conditions list expanded, product categories expanded (allow suppositories!!) and the prices to fall.
increases your pills strength he still gives you the adequate 30 days same as a lower dose. Some ppl require a tier 2 to get the same results
but yet lack enough days to get their full 45 days and have to go with out . The amount per 45 days is way off . You need to look at how other
states like michigan set your daily amounts .also the tenth measurement is wrong we pay more for less as to every other state goes by 8ths
and prices are more reasonable. Ohio market is gouging prices just look at prices in other medical states ohio is higher then everywhere else.
And restricts supply using the 45 day tier 2 tier 1 count.
It&amp;#39;s a wonderful product that has helped me regain my life back again. The biggest problem is that the prices are WAY to high.
Sometimes I simply can&amp;#39;t afford it
Cost is extremely high for long term use
now.
They Need To Order More MedicalMarijuana Garlic Cookies
There needs to be a way that it&#39;s more affordable for everyone
it is very expensive and i have to use it sparingly instead of the correct dosage. i am retired and on a fixed income. sometimes i resort to
pharmaceuticals because insurance covers the cost. i would prefer not to use pharmaceuticals, but don&amp;#39;t have much choice.
Needs to be a better way to track and understand days available
Daily limits and allowed amounts
Prices are way too high and the days system is confusing and frustrating.
Drop the price on the edibles
I am constantly worried that my employer is still technically allowed to fire me for using a medicinal product.The prices are sometimes pretty
high, and depending on the week, sometimes the selection is less than i&#39;d like. But mostly super satisfied.
out of days. Help!!!
payment system is a joke... you should ask questions on how the state is doing in their running of this program.... not the doctors and
dispensaries. I think it is shameful how this email is directed to place blame on them... It&amp;#39;s the state that has failed this program
not the doctors and dispensaries
We need more product available to make products affordable. It is a matter of supply and demand. More supply will decrease prices.
Cultivators have tried to increase their size but the state has declined the requests.All in all, whoever is running this program, the state board
is doing an injustice to patients. Untill rec is approved through a ballet issue, this will be a struggle for many people.
There is not a high enough allotment per period if you mainly utilize flower form of ingestion.
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I don&#39;t understand the use and how to purchase the merchandise. I have no experience with Marijuana so I was completely confused.
I bought samples of gummies and pain cream and tincture to put under my tongue my physician recommended.
If you had not changed the system to the improved 45 day system, I would not have renewed my card. The old system was unfair and
mathematically unsound. Thank you for fixing it..It&#39;s better now. But why am I only charged 7 days supply on 4 10ths of tier 2 material if
I buy them at the same time. But if I buy 2 10ths of different flower at the same time (I have bought the same exact amt. of flower!) I&#39;m
charged 8 days supply??? How can this be? This makes no sense!! You need to fix that too!
I think pricing and days need to be looked in to. I hate running out of my meds.
Medical marijuana helps control my pain daily.
Overall I’m very grateful to have this program available. My main issues are the “tier” system for flower. Also 2.8 grams for a two day supply
is just not enough. The products are overpriced overall but the biggest thing to me is the disparity in the prices for the individual
dispensaries. There will be exactly the same product at zen leaf in canton and it will be priced $40 more than it is in Cleveland. My last issue
is the overall quality And strength of the product. There are maybe 4 quality growers and the rest are average at best. Thanks for your time.
prices are still outrageous.
The prices could be a little lower.
The only thing really is some of the prices. I know that because Ohio is just starting and there aren&#39;t a lot of cultivators that is probably
why the prices are high. But it almost makes more sense to drive to Michigan sometimes to save some money
The price and wide range of products have been a let down but will continue to hope it gets better as the program ages
The cost of medical marijuana is too high. I am unable to afford the relief of symptoms that medical marijuana provides. I also disagree with
the daily dose program. Some conditions might require a little more medicine than others.
The program is great.
cannot drive to Jackson or Columbus because of my condition. When I finally found transportation to Jackson, after I had chosen my
products which were terribly expensive, I discovered that they would not take credit cards or checks. I dug into my wallet for whatever bills I
had, and was able to purchase $62 worth of gummies. This is a shameful operation; I felt taken in by the mafia. Went back to buying flower
from my favorite dealer, at the cost of $250 for a year&amp;#39;s supply of product.Is there any way I can get my money back?Also, I had to
lie on the dispensary questions in order to get this survey submitted, otherwise it would not be accepted. I never went to an Athens
dispensary, because THERE ARE NONE!
The online ordering is lacking info needed to make a choice. Phones aren&#39;t answered very often. The 45 day thing is very difficult to
track and understand. The days per product is lacking. The system limitations are very hard to deal with and confusing.
is 300‐400% less expensive! Allow more companies in all parts of the supply chain to help patients with lower prices. Remove restrictions on
companies to allow them to pass savings on to patients ‐ learn from other state programs!Also, allowing delivery would be a hugely positive
difference in the quality of life for many patients. Thank you!
The cost of flower and edibles compared to other states with medical marijuana is very high. The cost needs to drop 30‐40%
Every visit I&#39;ve made has been pleasant and staff are knowledgable just wish they had a bit bigger variety to choose from
Everything is great except the price on the concentrate
I have no side effects and that has been the most important thing for my recovery from cancer and chemotherapy and radiation treatments.
This has been a lifeline for me
Feel each purchase should be a day or not multiple days buying flower product everything else is a single day.
Ohio program is a total disaster from the state department. Most expensive in the nation and product is inferior. Clueless to disallow
smoking as has been a constant joke among patients. Wont be renewing better off in the black market.
Price is crazy I&#39;m disabled and am on a limited budget.
I wish it was more affordable. Being i am a disabled worker. I am limited. I do appreciate the discount which makes it little easier.
I like the products but the pricing is expensive for me as I am on disability for ALS.
The flower takes up too many days I run out of days half way through.
Too little staff
The products have a harsh flavor/taste.
The prices are to high and edible selection is low.
anyway
I think the 45 day limit needs to be reviewed for Patients that require constant medicine taking I have epilepsy and basically have to
constantly use plant material oils and sometimes this leaves me without for 15 to 20 days due to the 45 day limit
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Lift the limits and only show our cards once. Not Multiple times. Prices is still Extremely high for what little we get.
I usually run out of days. I only buy premium products. MORE DAYS . I could actually use and spend money for double days
The program has been a great help to my wife. Thank you!
Lowering the cost to the same as the illicit market would eliminate much of the illicit market&#39;s business.
There should be discount programs the meds help but are high prices to relieve symptoms and pain
I would like to have some procedures in place where for those not able to wear a mask. Can use the restroom at the dispensary. The curbside
and able to order from your car is helpful but would like to be able to use the restroom if needed.
figuring out your ridiculous method of counting days. 1 day should be one day. Don&#39;t pretend the computers can&#39;t count or one
day isn&#39;t one day by law (those are your previous excuses for making patient suffer for absolutely no reason). Fix the system with
common sense &amp; common language please.
Its the only thing that helps with my pain. But If I go to the dispensary I send no less than $100.00
I wish that the limits did not exist
Pricing is a bit high and flower variety is limited. I Would also like to see more cbd flowers and gummies.
Prices are horrible. You can literally go to another state and find it usually 40% cheaper. The employees are knowledgeable and experienced.
Really have not had an issue with any dispensary.
Pricing is high sometimes It can be difficult to purchase what you need. You have to pay to get the card. Prices could be a little cheaper.
Glad Ohio has a program. Due to cost patients should be allowed to grow for personal use.
If we could order ahead online and/or get delivery. I can get my pharmacy prescriptions sent to my house, why not mmj too? I have a child
and finding time to go to a dispensary while my child has childcare, specifically mid‐pandemic, is near impossible. It needs to be more
accessible to everyone. Lowering the cost would aid in this as well. Sidenote, my favorite stain is Blue Dream and is very common out west. Is
it something that could be grown here? It&#39;s the best I&#39;ve found for dealing with pain and miss having access to it!
Ohio workers compensation had me switch to medical marijuana but refuse to pay for it
Selection is very overwhelming, need more education on what products/strains/types work best for which problems. Cost is a barrier to
being able to &amp;quot;trial and error&amp;quot; to find one that works without unwanted side effects. There is a lot of info available on
THC/CBD/terpene content on the labels, but I do not understand how to make decisions based on that info. Also, the &amp;quot;days
remaining&amp;quot; on my prescription is extremely hard to understand.I feel unsafe going into dispensary due to COVID; there are no
limits to the amount of people allowed in the waiting area and no hand sanitizer available. I wish online ordering and curbside pickup was an
option. The process to obtain my card was very straightforward and much simpler than I imagined it would be. I have found some of the
products I&amp;#39;ve used very effective for my pain, also effective for conditions that are not listed. I would request headache/migraine
The phone ordering doesnt work, because it is generally busy, mailbox full. Products have been in lower supply, esp. Teir II flower. My
dispensary does not have online order, it would be nice. Cannot get consults as easy.
Cost is very high
Thank you for helping vets!
I&#39;m concerned that my choice of cannabis as medicine is a barrier should I choose to explore other employment opportunities.
I wish there were an easy way to know how many days you are at.
Im so excited that they FINALLY HAVE THIS PROGRAM it helps so many people THANK YOU GUYS EVERYONE OF YOU WE TRULY ??U GUYS
more grow licenses. We pay upwards of $320‐400/oz where In other states the cost per oz is $100‐150. The lack of dispensaries is another
issue, as i have to drive at least 20+ miles each way to the nearest location, and I live in suburban columbus. If i lived farther away i likely
wouldn’t bother visiting the dispensary at all. The lack of transparency in the products we purchase is another area for improvement.
Opaque packaging doesn’t allow the patient an opportunity to see the product until well after the sale when you get home. At a minimum
some type of transparent packaging for flower would be nice to view a product before purchase.
This program has been a godsend. Being able to access specific strains is so great for my productivity and quality of life. Please add more
qualifying conditions! People shouldn&#39;t have to suffer with anxiety, depression, opiate use disorder, etc ‐ many conditions treatable
with MMJ. Prices could improve too... costs 5x what you pay on the West Coast.
increased.
prices go way down.
I feel as though patients should be able to grow their own medical marijuana like many other states in the United States
I have 0 income, but still can&amp;#39;t quality for indigent but if I get a social security checks I can. How is that? The cost is really high and
it&amp;#39;s hard to afford medicine that truly help.
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I do not mind using my medical marijuana only at night and not during working hours, but they do not care, as it will still show up in a drug
test. I use my medical marijuana for insomnia (not an option on the list) as well as PTSD and anxiety, as well as chronic pain due to
degenerative disc disease in my back, and IBS. I have been in therapy and have been getting between 2 and 5 hours of sleep a night (not
consecutive) without my medical marijuana. I think I may go back on and look for a job that doesn&#39;t care about marijuana use. Also, I
hate that the dosing was decided by a politician rather than a doctor and I have to figure out the proper dosing of the marijuana myself.
That&#39;s fucked up. There&#39;s no other way to put it.
I prefer to drive out of state (Michiugan) where the pricing is much more reasonable
dispensary
Medical marijuana provides relief and I am glad I am able to use.
Coshocton.
I have been refused because of my non updated medical card
I feel like I need to get in and out quickly in consideration for those patients lined up outside. I would like to take a little more time to learn
more about the various products.
My employer does not drug test but if they did I could get in trouble‐ I use a very small amount daily (a 15 day supply lasts me about 45 days)
I would love to feel safer using this and the cost to be more appropriate
I believe the price is way too high relative to other states with medical marijuana programs. Also, the rules regarding amount available to
purchase and time of purchase are needlessly confusing. Lastly, why do I need to pay a doctor every year for a “recommendation”, for
ailments that only get worse over time? That is such a waste of time and money!
In every county that has registered users there should be at least 1 dispensary, or mail order should be allowed. Travel time &amp; distance
is a barrier to care, just like with standard pharmacy.
More conditions need to be added to qualify for medical marijuana. There are many more conditions that benefit from its use. Cannabis is
safer than alcohol or nicotine, yet it&amp;#39;s criminalized. Employers don&amp;#39;t care if you go home and drink every night, but if
you smoke a joint they can fire you. We have signs posted o nearly every highway listing how many deaths have been caused by alcohol this
year. We don&amp;#39;t have those for marijuana because it doesn&amp;#39;t kill people. People can misuse it, such as driving under the
influence, but marijuana itself does not kill. Ohio has some of the highest prices in the country which is why this program has failed. Patients
should be able to purchase their medicine in their home state for the same or similar prices to surrounding states. Many people resort to
traveling out of state despite it being illegal to transport medicine across state lines, but when we can&amp;#39;t afford it here
I primarily travel to Michigan to stock up on product that is far more affordable. They usually have a better selection as well.
employer found
35‐45$ for 2.83g. That comes out to 350‐450$ for an ounce that’s way too much. A more reasonable price would be 200‐300$ an ounce.
Occasionally dispensarys have ounce specials that are cheaper but most of the time they sell out before i can get some. That’s my main
issues here are some suggestions if i could make it better. Logistically may not be possible but would be appreciated. Curbside should be
offered everywhere. Delivery would be nice. 30 day supply sent by mail that would also be a big help. Online payment.
go up to over $100.
I believe it&#39;s a lifesaver for those with described issues. I would like to see it approved for those that suffer debilitating anxiety as well as
those on an autism spectrum. I&#39;m hoping the pricing comes down so that it is more affordable.
sundays, just like a pharmacy.
It’s a 36 mile drive to the closest dispensary, and the prices are fairly high. My medicine costs me over $300 out of pocket every month.
The prices are too high and allowing a little more for a days supply are the only concerns I have
We need to do away with the “days”Supply tracker. Allow patients to by their legal limit at any time during their perception period—Like
every other medical state does. Or continue to watch Ohioans drive to Michigan for their supply.
Patients are basically on their own in picking out and using medical marijuana. Doctors providing license do not provide a preference for the
patient and the dispensaries do not seem to be good at recommending product. Suggestion would be to further educated (online course)
patients on the types of products available and strengths to use for different condition. Additionally, ensure dispensary workers have passed
training and are better equipped to provide recommendations for patients. Products are too expensive.
Bring the prices down, more competition is What is needed in a capitalistic society it still seems like this is a monopoly for the license
holders. For this to remain a success it needs to be near Black market pricing or it will never work out in the long run.
I focus on flower and vape products that are on sale and then stock up. I haven’t been To a dispensary since March, due to an exacerbation
of my disabilities associated with Covid, therefore I’ve been rationing my last purchase. I would like to see delivery services added to the
program to assist individuals, such as myself, that don’t leave our homes often or have a caregiver willing to purchase for us.
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Need more selection, better pricing, CREDIT CARD PAYMENT would be VERY NICE and convenient.More locations. 2 that i go to are less than
1 mile from each other. I would like to see a dispensary on the east side of cincinnati.
visit. Curbside delivery was offered at one location but it has since been stopped. I stood in the heat for almost 30 minutes this weekend
waiting in an online order line while the walkup line went in much more quickly. Online payment methods and delivery are needed,
especially during the pandemic, but even long term, especially for those of us who have difficulty standing in lines. Dispensaries, or at
minimum, vendors, need to provide more online information about each product they make/sell, like cannabinoids, terpenes, ingredients
(especially for edibles and oil for vaporization).
&quot;medical&quot; marijuana. For those that do gain benefits from it, it comes at a significant financial burden to avoid legal action, and
safe product. A recent poll taken in Ohio showed that only 50% of card holders are purchasing. Simple answer, it&#39;s 70% cheaper in
Michigan or from a street dealer for the same thing, and in some cases literary the same thing. Get your act together and stop profiting on
medicine at the expense of the sick. Shame on you.
I joined the Ohio Medical Marijuana Program at the beginning. Since its impetus, the State of Ohio&amp;#39;s regulations have taken a plant
that voters approved for use as medicine, overpriced it, and legitimately pushed this cannabis patient to move states to be able to afford this
medicine. In other states like Michigan and Colorado prices are legitimately 50% less than Ohio&amp;#39;s medical rates. There is no
difference in quality between the products, as most have the same genetics with different names on the label. I know more than one person
who has driven to Michigan in order to purchase this medication at an affordable price, forced to take a gamble with a ridiculous technicality
in the law and can be arrested for transporting Michigan weed to Ohio. Here in Colo., patients can grow their own plants, as well. Ohio MMJ
is yet another way to make the wealthy wealthier, what a bastardization of this medicine. Also, with more than $58 mill in sales, can
I&amp;#39;m so very grateful for my medicinal. Tgey take my pain away and I&amp;#39;m able to sleep all night long.
Medical marijuana is very helpful in aiding with the constant pain I&#39;m in but I fear I will not be able to continue using it due to cost.
stock for months so then I have to keep trying other strains to see if they help my pain. This is expensive and time‐consuming. It would also
be helpful if the names of the strains would stay the same so I could figure out what works for me and I don&#39;t have to spend a tone of
time researching it on Leafly.
another state, nope, Ohio decides to form their own overly complicated system. Why does Ohio have to always go out of its way to be
different for the sake of being different, which seems to mostly result in Ohio looking bad. Prices are way too high, patients have already
suffered enough. It would be amazing if it was announced that instead of continuing with the &quot;Ohio way&quot;, the program was
going to re‐invent itself in the mold of a successful existing system and show everyone that Ohio can be successful too, hey it can be
possible.........
&quot;preorders&quot;, you still have to come inside the building, touch a bunch of stuff and stand next to people to get your product! You
should be allowing and pushing each dispensary to do full curbside (near‐contactless) pickup. These are people with pre‐existing conditions
some are at very &#39;high&#39; risk (like me) for Covid‐19, yet they have to literally risk their lives to get their medicine. That&#39;s absurd
and shows how little Ohio actually cares about these medical patients. Colorado had curbside pickup in most dispensaries (so I&#39;m told)
several months ago. Still not a single one (last time I checked), around Columbus does it. I&#39;ve only been to a dispensary once since Covid
outbreak, because I&#39;m literally scared for my life. So now I suffer because I can&#39;t get my medicine, because I don&#39;t believe the
There has to be a way to get it cheaper.
Quantities and limits
N. A
The prices are shocking, I can&#39;t use as much as prescribed due to the cost
2 83 grams should be 1 day instead of 2....i am 215 days off pain meds and having issues finding the right stuff to deal with my 10+ daily pain
numbers...AND my dispensary peeps are THE BEST...i have spent ALOT of $$$ trying to figure this out..
I wish there was a dispensary closer to me.
I think the prices are way to high compared to other states
The prices are a little high and there needs to be protections in place for people searching for jobs. Many employers will not hire medical
marijuana patients and this is discriminatory
our balance sheets. Moreover, Ohio has not legalized for recreational use which means we are NOWHERE NEAR realizing even a slight bump
in tax revenue. Our schools and infrastructure in OH are in desperate need of additional funding and given our elected officials can’t figure
out marijuana reform to save their LIVES, it’s probably just best to move to a legal state if use is going to be long term. We purchased
property in Colorado this pst year and intend on moving there as soon as we wrap up employment transition. Way better schools, legal
weed, happier people and bigger city budgets, win win all around for smart states and cities that realize marijuana is LONG OVERDUE FOR
LEGALIZATION.
A better system for patients to track their days.
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Need a definite way to track how many days you have left and when it resets.
medicine, and I believe whole heartedly that it is, then it should be covered by W.C. And any other insurance!! The price per day of use is too
high For most people! If it’s going to be that high it would be better to either grow your own or go thru other methods to secure ones
medicine..
Need to work on covid protections and people loitering outside of store as well as employees wiping down surfaces and handles more. Also
prices are outrageous for the amounts you get.
starting to go to Michigan because it&#39;s soooo much cheaper. there are now several dispensaries in the Cleveland area, if Ohio wants my
business the dispensaries need to significantly lower their prices if I am to return to Ohio for products.
I suffer from chronic pain in my feet which qualifies me for the MMCP, but I also suffer from anxiety and tremors which are not covered but I
believe they should be because I know first hand that medical cannabis help with these issues too.
I’m very pleased with the dispensaries and selections. Very grateful to be able to use dispensaries. Thank you Ohio!
general, offer a greater selection with more product to choose, and offer better &quot;deals&quot; than the dispensaries in the north‐
northeast of Ohio. I routinely drive from my home in southern Summit County to Newark, where Verdant is closest to me ‐ it&#39;s a savings
of 30% compared to Zen Leaf in Canton on days where they have specials. In some cases, the exact product costs 2x in Canton or Akron.
Obviously these businesses exist for profit. But if most people are waiting 30‐60 minutes on the weekend, and prices are high, AND you have
to drive to get cheaper ‐ why not authorize some more dispensaries?
Price,price,price
very well it will not be available the next time it&amp;#39;s needed. You have to take what is available or nothing at all. Also, I think the
amount of THC and CBD in each product should be printed on the product. When asking sales people about content you will sometimes get
different answers which leaves you wondering what is the correct number.
Products still too expensive
game .
I feel that Ohio should open up dispensaries because I have to drive 48 mile into MI do purchase my products.
online ordering early a.m. and start the pick/pack process to open pickups at Store opening hours. They are currently using same staff and
only during 11am‐6pm taking time away from walk in patients. 2. Set up delivery service in Ohio. Patients shouldn’t have to wait in the
heat, rain, or snow to get medicine!!
Not enough days in 45 days to last me. Also the weight of the marijuana is not accurate. The normal weight should be 3.5 grams for an
eighth, and 7 grams for a quarter.
It makes a real difference for a very real medical condition. Thank you.
The days suck, and keeping track of them and the website not displaying your days also sucks. They is a lot of work to be done with the
program but overall I’m glad the program exist.
Ohio needs to fix their sizing to match.....the rest of the world!! Ounces, not grams. Grams cost more. and that is the second thing.
Pricing.....you have got to be kidding. I travel out of state to buy. It&#39;s a drive but worth it.
doctors should provide me with proper instruction on what to do after first getting the medical card i.e. Where to go, what to expect in a
dispensary and what to look for. I don&#39;t think the tier list of flower accurately represents the kind of medicine I receive and ends up
costing me more days than necessary. I don&#39;t think everyone should be limited to the same amount of days as other people abs that
days should vary depending on the severity of the condition. I believe edibles should be regulated and tested just as much as concentrates
and flower is because trace amounts of ethanol can severely harm anyone with liver problems, which most edibles have in them. I think
solvents used in cartridges should be regulated also. And finally I think more qualifying conditions, especially mental one s like anxiety,
I feel like I have a life now, not in constant pain!! Thank you
I am happy it is finally legal. I do wish there were more dispensaries. I wish the dispensaries had better deals.
Lack of selection with mixed ratio product ie products with an expression of CBD and THC. I feel the current program is catering to the high
THC market and isn&amp;#39;t meeting demand for low THC high CBD products
This program needs to help people on assistance as well not just people on disability I have been denied through disability and covid has
literally paused the process. Can people on assistance and Mediical at least qualify for indigent status?
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anywhere by my lovely government sort of like the Nazis did to the Jewish community, and knowing that fear comes from Satan; NOT God.I
have suffered from chronic pain for numerous of years. Then earlier this year I was told by a doctor that I suffered from fibromyalgia. I have
been prescribed several narcotics to help ease the pain I suffer from but with the current opioid epidemic that has struck Ohio communities
and the friends I have lost because of it. I am an ordained minister and sought Elohim for answers and it didn&#39;t take long And God said,
Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of all the earth, and every tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree
yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat.Genesis 1:29 KJV
The prices are high so I am not smoking as much
alternatives. Those are much newer forms or use, you could be leading patients to injure themselves, just by following your rules.Many
patients would benefit from having an opportunity to grow up to a dozen plants at home. I would like to see this implemented in Ohio, like
many of the other medical states. It doesn&amp;#39;t always have to be about dollars and cents. We are patients and many of us
can&amp;#39;t afford the dispensary prices for our medicine. One last thought is that I think the security at some of the dispensaries need to
be reminded that we are patients and not criminals and start treating us as such. I quit the local dispensary due to the way security was
treating me. Now I drive 1.5 hours each way to a dispensary that treats me well.
The staff at gkeaf have helped me so much. I&amp;#39;m so glad I have a choice other than opiates for my pain .
More info from counter personal. Maybe ask what my condition is and advise on what type of product to use.
the product helps treat. I think there should also be a &quot;Home Grow&quot; option to grow up to 10 plants. When you find a strain that
helps your condition, you cant find it accept 1 or 2 times and then its gone for 6 months or more if it comes back. Home Grow would stop
this from happening to patients and also would give some Monetary relief for the patients.I used Prescription Pain killers (percocet
10&#39;s) for 10 years, I stopped them on Jan 1,2019. and began using Medical Marijuana for pain. My expenses went from $1.25 per
month to $300‐$400 per month for MMJ. But quality of life has improved 1000x over.
need more local dispensaries and drive thru dispensaries in Columbiana and Youngstown area along with online ordering
severe back pain when sleeping. But I also medicate with flower and oils during the day for anxiety from PTSD. Often, I am running out of
allotment days because I have two ailments, and use my medicine for both, in very different ways. I would like to see an increase in
allotment during a 45‐day period, or an allotment for 45 days for each condition a patient may have, or two separate allotments ‐ one for
flower and oils and one for edibles and topicals. Either way, I would like to be able to buy my medicine with a little less restriction or worry
that I’ll run out before my days renew. Frankly, I don’t care as much for cost as I care about having my medicine. Being able to easily track
days online would also be rather nice. Thanks for listening. ~Randy Shaffer
It would be nice if the products told you how many days each product uses...
Access to the amount of days used/remaining would be very helpful.Also, dispensing flower product in the universal 3.5/ 7/ 28 gram scale
would be the change Id most like to see. But product quality and availability is great. I find the medical marijuana program very helpful and it
definitely provides me a safe way to improve my quality of life.
products. Without it I&#39;m in pain and nauseous all day, everyday. That being said, the products in Ohio compared to other states is
outrageous. The prices are entirely too high. The products are not strong enough for how much we are paying. The whole day system is
absolutely ridiculous. I need less restrictions on my medication. Home grow needs to be considered. My biggest issues would have to be the
day system though (just get rid of it. Not all products work well and them im out days and money on products that don&#39;t help) and the
price gouging. I&#39;m glad this program finally exists but we need to do better. Please.
Patients and caregivers should be allowed to grow their own cannabis for personal consumption. Even with a veterans discount prices are
pretty high compared to street prices.
Cost is far too high. Daily purchase amounts seem arbitrary and are confusing to keep straight. Dispensaries all need to be able to conduct
curb side pick up especially while covid is still a threat.
I wish there was a way to see live updated inventory to avoid trips that end up with my preferred product being sold out.
Was not aware of ordering online or phone ordering. Didn’t know about curbside either
I haven&#39;t stopped using medical marijuana but I can&#39;t afford it so I can&#39;t get what I need, and this is pretty much the only
thing that helps me in multiple areas.
During Covid the lines are very visable and I feel lacks privacy. HIPPA
I wish I could order online from anywhere that sells medical marijuana even out of state.
in pharmaceutical verbiage, the potency limit is a prime example of this. Medical marijuana is a plant which cannot be commercially
manufactured to meet a potency cap. I believe these are the biggest issues with the program and I hope to hear other patients voice their
concerns. We all want the program to excel here but due to the ridiculously written regs, it will fail unless there are changes made. Patients
won’t even step into a dispensary due to lack of patient education. 1/3 of registered patients haven’t even entered a dispensary. I am very
hopeful there will be changes made to better serve patients in Ohio.
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Products and their strengths change too often. When I find one that works, it is no longer available.
as I&#39;m concerned. The fact that I require a higher THC content because of my pain, shouldn&#39;t be discriminated against because
other people don&#39;t need such a high amount. You really need to take a look at Colorado California and Washington and figure a better
way out like they did.
measurement. Just remove quotas and round the portion size to something like 1/4 oz, 1/2 oz, 1 oz, etc.Tier 1 and 2 is unnecessary and adds
complexity.The patient portal website does not show days remaining and you can&#39;t call dispensaries to check because the call wait
times are 30 minutes plus.Dispensaries are very poorly run, with inaccurate or obsolete online menus, long wait times and understaffed
phone lines. They need more competition to force better service and prices.The quality of the cannabis in Ohio is very good but the prices
are outrageous. FYI: Many patients drive to Michigan to buy, as the prices are more than 50% lower.I am glad to have the right to buy
cannabis as medicine in Ohio, but some KISS (Keep It Simple Stupid) refinement would make it a more patient‐centric program.
There needs to be a way for the patient to track their own purchases, and know what is remaining. I don’t understand the system of number
of days remaining. It makes no sense. Kind of ridiculous that the dispensary has access to this info., but the patient does not. Needs to be a
lot more affordable. Yearly dr. visits with a cost of $200 is not affordable — why on earth is this required? My condition has been verified.
It not going to go away!! All products should be verified to have not been sprayed. Not sure what I can trust. Lots of improvement needed.
Delivery! Sometimes I am to sick (not from covid) to drive there.
Not enforcing mask use although a mandate in Columbus.
Other states have successful delivery programs that would be beneficial in Ohio, ease of obtaining medication is a real problem in this state
Why they cut the days to 45 days and not 90 it is to short and it take so many days on different products
The “days supply” is ridiculous! People run out of medicine because they went over the days supply. It is medicine! A real pharmacy would
not do this. Things need to change soon
Too expensive in Ohio!!!!!
It is near impossible to keep track of days. Days also do not line up with my medication usage. A flower product lasts me far less than two
days per 2.8 g. But a vape cart could last me a few days. So if I use flower I’m receiving less medication as far as my experience has gone.
There has to be a better way to calculate a prescription. I am not the only person who has gone several days until a refill without relief. If this
is meant to disincentivize illicit street purchases I’m worried it will have the opposite effect.
communications/feedback between the processor/cultivators and the actual consumer. Often OMMCB hinders rather then enhances that
relationship.
Product is becoming more and more scares. I usually have to look at the menu and pick something instead of what I might have had before
that worked well for me.
pricing.
Need to print off how many days you have left on your receipt, or get rid of days all together too much of a hassle to track.
There is no senior discount and the prices are way too high and the amounts allowed to purchase are way too limiting.
It has been life changing. It has helped in more ways than just my chronic back/shoulder/neck pain. It has helped tremendously with anxiety
and insomnia. I really feel as though it has given me my life back.
run dispensary.
The price is too much
not afford to pay these exuberant prices. Driving long distances and waiting in lines at dispensaries is an unnecessary risk many medical
patients are forced to endure. I do wish there was more talk of personal medical cultivation, because I believe it would solve many problems
for patients.
I really do not understand how the days work. I am somewhat new to this and I’m sure I will eventually understand, but right now I have no
idea what it means or how to track it. It seems unnecessarily complex.
I find it ridiculous that we are unable to grow our own flower. I would be more than happy to pay extra for this type of MMJ registration. The
cost of flowers in Ohio is through the roof compared to other states that don&#39;t restrict home grow and limit the number of growing
facilities. Prices will surely drop if these companies are forced to compete.
The days thing have to go. We need lower prices and get more for our money.
products as well.
I greatly appreciate the Medical Marijuana Control Program. I fully support. I feel the 45‐day limit is tough to account for varying individual
patient needs. Thanks, [REDACTED]
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prices we already have. Supply amount is too strict and doesn’t balance well vs products. If you spend tons of money though you would
have more than enough product for the days spent. However, 89.00 a day is outrageous. So of course I’ll buy the less expensive medicine
just so I can try and get by. I feel corralled by this system vs my income
There need to be more dispensaries, I have to drive 45‐60 min just to get medication.
We need more tinctures and edibles that are specific strains. Or at *least* labeled indica/sativa/hybrid. I am highly sensitive to certain
sativas and have been unable to purchase long lasting medication that isn&amp;#39;t labeled. I think Ohio has made a lot of progress with
lowering prices, labeling, and increasing product types, but still has a long way to go. Thank you for your time.
Make the 2.8 jars only take one day off of the 45 day cycle
Finally getting relief from my daily pain. Would be a lot better if prices came down a bit and not having a limit to 45 days. Thank you.
Stop selling in pre weighed amounts, sell in normal ozs like MI
I suggest trying to broaden the area of dispensaries in my area.. Lawrence county has the highest opioid use in the state and there aren’t any
doctors or dispensaries in the area.. the closest one to us is Jackson, Ohio.. not sure how helpful you guys can be with this info
selection. High priced for someone who is disabled and on a very tight income. I can’t even look at the product before buying it. I can’t smell
it either which is very important in selecting product. Renewing my card is ridiculously and cruelly expensive and there are no centers
nearby. Staff are awesome!!! Excellent customer service and knowledgeable. Never had a bad experience but wake up Ohio. It’s 2020. Get
the GOP their $$ and they’ll shut up and then the normal people can do this right for the citizens.
i think the limits your aloud to buy are way low im only good for about half the month the other half have to buy on street and not know
what you get chance trouble or just suffer pain no sleep restless legs etc limits should definitely be raised
because the laws have not caught up and I am not protected when it comes to my job. Because of this I do not have any treatment options
beyond counseling. Other treatments do not work for me because of my genetics ‐ I went through ten years of hell being cycled through
treatments that did not work and often made my symptoms worse. It is frustrating and I hope in the future more protections will be
provided. There are more folks like me and I believe we deserve that protection.
Wait times are crazy. Prices are high. I’ve received product with another patients name and info from teressana.
You need to bring the prices down and add more dispenser so the price can come down and we can have more choices
A lot of flower products are shorted by at least a gram or close which makes the prices outrages you not receive the correct amount .
I have been tested positive for covid 19 and not able to leaving to purchase or visit the shops... I&amp;#39;m hoping in the future to visit
after I test negivitve [REDACTED]
often leaving me unable to function properly during the day. I live in constant anxiety that I will be asked to take a surprise drug test, and
lose my job as a consequence. Where I work and what I do does not involve any vehicular operation, heavy lifting, or any other potentially
life‐threatening procedure for me or those around me.
I have in the past the vape pen battery would not work, $110.00 is to much for me to waste.
impossible to make it through the week. Dispensary is awesome and tracks my days for me since the state system doesn&#39;t online and I
travel so far. Prices should continue to go down, seeing other states near by having similar products but a drastic price increase in Ohio
makes Medical Marijuana unattainable for most. I know I will probably stop purchasing soon due to cost. It is more than the average person
can afford on a regular basis to keep a tight medicating schedule. Ohio is taking some steps in the right direction but still has a way to go. I
have lived in multiple states and Ohio truly does have some of the best kept flower and I do appreciate the quality.
lower cost!
I wish there was a beginner class and sets of things to try
minutes.Drink options with cannabis would be great as well.A drive thru dispensary would be great so on bad pain days I wouldn’t have to
get out of the car.
I would like to be able to track my usage and purchases so that I can find the prescription products that work best for me. It is very expensive
to test different types and it would be great if there was a secure database where I could see what I bought and when.
It should be covered by my insurance like all my other meds!
help me sleep. I found that after sleeping for a short while I would wake up. Just found out two weeks ago it has come Sativa in it which
caused me to eventually wake up and feel jittery. Originally I was just told at the dispensary that it was my mood / emotions when going to
bed that was causing this to happen ( from a dispensary worker). Last time I went to purchase my marijuana I was told it was a hybrid and
that was what was causing my insomnia. So, I had kept purchasing a product b/c I was not informed correctly at the outset about it having
Sativa in it. Now I am buying a straight product tincture with just Indica however it does has lavender and bergamot oil in it which I was not
told when I discussed the product with the assistant. Can&#39;t you just make a straight Indica tincture with NO ADDED ingredients or oils?
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The prices are out of control. Edibles benefit me the most but I cant afford them so I usually get flower. The system for how many days you
have left is messed up. Considering one days worth of flower uses two days. Please fix.
buying blind currently.
Limitations need to be upped. Michigan laws allow up to 10 1/2 ozs a month up to 2 1/2 a day, I have to drive to Michigan to obtain my
medical cannabia due to Ohios limitations. 5.66 grams tier 2 is a 1 day supply for me not the &amp;quot;4 days&amp;quot; Ohio says it
should be. I run out of the 45 day supply every 14 days and again have to go to another medical state to obtain my medication.
advance results in discrepancies when placing an order. Dispensaries should be able to maintain stock levels that will allow them to reliably
provide product for at least a week after receiving a shipment. Also, better documentation of ingredients is necessary to allow avoidance of
allergens and digestive‐related issues. Alternatives without sugar, honey, lactose and other IBS flare inducing chemicals would be VERY
welcome.
the last visit because they changed their hours. Their shop is cramped and I don&#39;t like going there but it is closest to me until the Athens
Harvest store opens (???).
it is a great program just a little pricey ‐ we have to make sure the amount lasts until the refill
Price outrageously high.The regulations seem to show that state government in Ohio wants the program to be a failure. All the regulations
and fees are indicative of this.
The prices are double or more than those in Michigan. I was told last year the prices would come down when in fact they went up. The
containers are very hard to open. It makes it frustrating and painful to open them.
I am a caregiver for my wife. She uses medical marijuana for pain relief. It has helped tremendously with dealing with her pain. I am glad this
is available and the stigma of using marijuana as medicine is starting to go away. I would like to see prescription drug plans start covering
some of the costs. It is no different then using other pain relivers that doctors prescribe.
We need a dispensary in shelby co. Like Sidney
For us with bad pain and inflammation, I&#39;m always running out of product. I&#39;m a big guy, 250 pounds, and it takes more for me to
use and I&#39;m using a lot because I&#39;m constantly in pain. I constantly run into the issue that I run out of my allotted supply.
If I were to stop purchasing medical marijuana it would be due to the out of pocket cost and my employer not allowing it .
Medical marijuana in Ohio is too expensive to even be able to afford or run out of days. Why are our prices so much higher than other states.
Feels like a monopoly because we are unable to grow our own and it is not fair when the prices are so high.
The products are a little on the expensive side.
So far I have not utilized a dispensary. However, I just tested positive for fentanyal. I will be visiting a dispensary shortly.
Lower prices
overcome the inertia of CFS and be productive. I hope the board considers allowing CFS as a qualifying condition. I know this could help
other people get up off the couch, too.
We need more dispensaries, and less hi prices. I’m from CA, and I know it could be better run.
They finally got ordering online. Saved interminable waits on phone to order. Makes life so much easier.I feel that the local dispensary has
considerable market power since there are so few of them. This no doubt results in the very high prices paid for products. I think there
should be more dispensaries. Two in Columbus area ‐ ridiculous given the population density.
The extreme cost has me reconsidering my decision to use this method of pain relief.
I have no concerns at this time
The price to obtain and maintain an Ohio license needs to be reduced—along with product prices.
Flower should not cost double the days. We are penalized the most for wanting it in its purest form.
More variety strains and cheaper prices
Add more authorized conditions like anxiety and depression.
price to high for medical marijuana
N/A
I run out of days.
Prices are a little high, and the dispensary I use needs to add to their product selection.
Please lower prices on flower.
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need to. It feels like you&amp;#39;re on your own out there and finding what might work. You find something that works only for it to stop
working. Or it not be available. I would like an in depth consultation regarding strains and my condition. Its frustrating buying things that
don&amp;#39;t help that just go to waste. But what else can I do but keep buying and trying, that&amp;#39;s the sad part. The thc cap is
also pretty damning when your trying to achieve medicinal relief instead of pharmaceuticals and their side effects. The prices are equally a
barrier to access. Cultivators should be required to list terpenes as well since they are equally as important as knowing thc and CBD %. Ohio
seems so far behind other states that have medical marijuana when you actually speak to patients in other states. They laugh at our program
I do not feel our purchases as medical users should be tracked and recorded. We should be given a limit to what we are allowed in our
possession and that&#39;s it. This x amount if days record keeping and measuring is ridiculous and unbalanced. I also feel that not allowing
flower to be smoked while cigarettes are still legal is dumb. A product known to contain other chemicals and carcinogenic materials are legal
but a straight plant with nothing mixed in is not? This does not make sense at all.
Medical Marijuana has truly given me my life back. My pain is less severe.
I would love to be able to use a credit card and have the medical marijuana delivered
Thank you for the medicine that is provided through these services . It helps me a great deal
law makers.
buying anymore because the cost vs. THC in the products is not worth it for me. I would love to see it become more affordable and stronger
doses be allowed to be sold.
High prices are detrimental to all of us...
contact the board repeatedly but no one would ever respond. Also think that dispensaries should have drive thru service for at risk
indeviduals. The prices are also too high.. Have been able to almost totally get off pain meds but can&#39;t afford medical marijuana
without help.
Alls good just cost 2much
This is a new territory for me. I still am learning.
Product strengths need to be easier to interpret. Especially with edibles and tinctures. Each producer has a different way of labeling the
product. You can not tell what the strain is or sometimes even the dosage. This is especially true with tinctures where you don&amp;#39;t
know how much is actually contained in a dropper. So you end up doing a trial and error process. Also, curbside pickup should be allowed all
the time. Originally it was available while things were shut down but now that things have mostly reopened it is no longer available.
the 45 day limit is sometimes not enough
of product. Prices are too high for quality of product. I have told future patients to not get their card it&#39;s not quite worth it, wait till
necessary changes are made, cost, no THC cap, do away with the days vs. amount and do it by the content, stop pricing things by thc
content, make it so all products have a terpine diagnostic lable. (Terpine determines your high). I also feel that expanding the qualifications
list for the medical card would only in turn out more money in your pocket and bring the cost of product down making it more affordable
without lowering quality anymore. Quality is okay, we lack consistency from product to product which I feel if they weren&#39;t so worried
about THC levels the product quality would be higher. I would love to explain more but you see I&#39;m limited on characters. So I hope you
My (1:1) Tinture has been a lifesaver. My pain has greatly dimineshed. No side‐effects!
The program seems to be working well. I like using the HYPR app for cashless transactions.
Dispensaries were very valuable in keeping my husband comfortable in his final 6 months of life. He passed away so no longer using the
dispensary. Loved using Bloom on georgesville rd. Staff was great and never a long wait
The tier system is unreasonable. The prices are high and the thc is low
Pretty sad that prices are so high. Can get better value out of state for same quality.
i think the program is great
In the two visits to my only dispensary, the products were completely different, especially tinctures and flower. I was getting used to my
original purchases and when I went back, I had to make a decision on what to purchase. As it turned out, the tincture was for sleep and if
taken during the day, lights out for a power nap that was not needed. The flower I purchased the on my second visit was rated at Tier 2 and
it barely causes any effect. So, I really like it, hope to find something similar next visit!
Between the license fees and the high cost of the products, I couldn&#39;t keep my license. My anxiety is now skyrocketed, and I panic a lot.
The other side of mental health is still not accepting of using medical marijuana as an option. It is extremely frustrating. If the cost ever gets
more in touch with the mental health community or the &quot;lower class&#39; where it&#39;s affordable. So many more people could find
help. Please, please, please listen to what patients are saying about the COST. Thank you!
The pricing. It is hard to know that medical marijuana has been a god sent for me but the cost adds to my depression and anxiety.
Everyone has been very helpful and knowledgeable and the buildings have been very clean.
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We need homegrown. It makes no sense to not be able to grow the strains we know that helps us. Of course I will still purchase from
dispensaries. But, sometimes you can&#39;t find exactly what you need for relief. Homegrown would help balance things out.
The price of edibles and the selection in the state of Ohio is somewhat disappointing. Product supply is low and what is out there is very
limited and extremely expensive.
card.) That way when patients are waiting and asking questions about how the different medicines help with different ailments the workers
will have a better chance of being able to provide information. The limit of how much can be purchased should also be raised. No one has
$1500+ to spend all at once to get the 8 oz. promised by the program. Make it easier not harder for people to get their much needed
medication.
I would like to be able to see product selections online, and have them linked to a Database ( like Leafly ) describing breeding lineage, % THC,
%CBD, Terpenes, effects. Recommended for etc. I want Ohio to publish a list of name changes and what they changed from so I can know
what I am consuming. Also would like access as a patient to see my specific detailed purchase history. Would help me remember what
worked for me. I spend a lot of time researching these details and feel it should be much more user friendly.
The staff at the dispensary iare very helpful
The title of the program says it all. Patients are perfectly able to &amp;amp;quot;Control&amp;amp;quot; themselves. This program is far
too regulated and state controlled, which benefits the cronies who are politically connected to get in on the rigged system. This product
should be much, much simpler and less expensive to acquire and should not generate unwarranted income to bogus doctors and
dispensaries whose primary qualification appears to be personal relationships with those who write the legislation.
I&#39;m not able to afford it like I need it......doesn&#39;t seem fair for trying to stay away from opiates because of the pain I&#39;m in ,I
may have to go back to the opiates.....
reduce her costs.
The cost of Medical Marijuana products in the state of Ohio is egregious.
The price for a tenth is exaggerated, either lower the price or make it an eighth.
Prices to high, I lived in Oregon. One gram of rso 20.00. Here a half gram of rso 50.00
I feel like the parties involved in producing medical marijuana are making unfair levels of profit off of a medical product. Indignant status
should equate to a more significant discount.
I really love the program and the variety. I just wish the prices would go down.
All dispensary should carry same products
Until the governor forced people to wear masks, the dispensary situation was a complete health risk. Especially waiting in line outside for
online pick up. Severely understaffed to handle, no mask requirement for those waiting in line. Although the assistance with choosing
products has been great, they severely dropped the ball when I was there one month ago.
Its cheaper to buy on the street then it is to buy form a distributor
I don&#39;t have any concerns really. I think it is a great program and feel this medicine is helping me since the VA will not Rx me opiates for
my military service‐connected injuries. I think medical marijuana is good, recreational is not good.
Delivery should be considered.
way for patients to access this information without having to remember dates and numbers to plug into a calculator, especially for those
who may not be too &quot;tech savvy.&quot; Otherwise, it has been nice to see the prices start to go down over time and it&#39;s
becoming much more affordable. I have not have a negative experience at a dispensary thus far, every experience has been positive. During
the pandemic, my dispensary has done a great job implementing and enforcing social distancing measures and adequately serving patients
within a limited amount of time (no super long waits). Overall, I am very pleased with Ohio&#39;s medical marijuana program.
possibility of another person faking being a caregiver. And using extra or leftover allotments and going to another dispensary and or out of
state and using the other allotments.
I think that these dispensaries should carry more product if they are gonna run sales all the time. Everytime you get used to a strain its gone.
Also the pricing is getting better but it is still pretty high. I am disabled with very limited income so paying these prices is very hard.
demand.Please require terpene information to be on product packaging. I know what terpenes work for me, and it is hard to find which Ohio
strains contain those terpenes.
I wish that there were dispensaries in my county. This county needs one so desperately but was unable to apply for one because of local
politics. I wish that the prices were within reason because most of us that are (really) using it to treat pain are on SSDI and only have a small
monthly income. Why would anyone in this county want us to be in such pain and have to drive so far to spend what little money we have?
products is too high. Either change the difficulty of getting disability or make the products cheaper so that people that have to work and pay
physically for it, can afford the proper medications.
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N/A
It is very expensive but it does help
Please make it easier to find out how many days are left, or change the structure so tier 1 products don&#39;t incur additional day penalties.
Would like to Be able to have a CCW
medicine, which I have done. Prices aren&#39;t very realistic for someone one who has bills and a family to support but needs their
medicine.
needs to expand.
I don&amp;#39;t believe the state should make one dose for everyone. I have nerve damage and chronic pain , very different from others so
shouldn&amp;#39;t be limited to the 45 day allowance hou have made. Each persons chemistry is different and tolerances too so i have
been short on doses because of the control ohio seems to need.
it’s bullshit ! So I use CBD it helps A little. But if I could use Marijuana it helps so much more in conjunction with CBD. I find it stupid I can take
poison. OxyContin oxycodone but I can not take them with any THC. The Doctor would send me into withdraw after being on pain
management for over A decade. I’m not going to recover. Pain is my life. I seek some relief. I’m loosing my vision. So I’m in pain going blind I
just lost even more vision the other day. I had A retinal eye occlusion. I live in doctors offices. They suck! They all laugh nobody cares about if
someone gets weed. It’s just paperwork to some asshole who wants to be A Dick! Well it’s someone’s misery they live. Hope your healthy. If
someone actually reads this.
Lower the cost, add more conditions, let patients obtain their ccw.
Ohio is a rip off you don&#39;t give full amounts and you charge 2 times as much as Michigan like on wax 1 gram is 30‐40 dollars, ohio you
don&#39;t even get a gram you get like .8 and they charge 80 dollars it&#39;s a rip off at least Michigan observers Ohio cards so everyone
goes to Michigan that can everyone i talk to goes to Michigan for oils and edibles flower is a rip off also price is sort of ok but the Ohio tenth
and fifth are bullcrap when everyone else does eighths and quarters another way you rip us off
most dispensary visits are out of state due to cost and product selection
The dispensaries need to cater to single parents I get it&amp;#39;s not traditional to take ur kid but I have to pay extra for child care to go to
the dispensary but I can take my kid to the pharmacy I&amp;#39;m getting medicine and I can&amp;#39;t take my kid it makes it harder to
obtain being a single parent with out many friends or family so they need to work on helping single parents
It is hard to keep track of days and I wish that flower did not take up so many days. Also products are pricey in Ohio still
I feel strongly that FSA monies should be allowed. My medical marijuana prescription has been far more efficacious than traditional
pharmaceutical treatments and I spend much more on them as a result of their not being covered by insurance or savings account funds.
Still very expensive.
The limit for flower needs to be increased.
Please don&amp;#39;t take vaporizers away from us.
I believe the prices are to high for people to afford it. This state should be like other states where people can afford it. Thank you.
benefit or risk of diversion ‐ no worse than what is already occurring in neighborhoods related to marijuana consumption; COVID
withstanding, the in‐person experience shouldn’t have to be so sterile; finally, the law regarding smoking flower is ridiculous. Not a bad start,
but there are some each changes that can be made that will reduce bureaucracy (yes, reduce jobs), but keep the product offering cheap and
varied for the patients.
I am overall satisfied with my experience with the program
The limits are ridiculous and make no sense.
N/A
Costs are too high.
Medical marijuana has greatly improved my life. I am very thankful it is now so accessibly in Ohio.
rushed when I go back and the info they give on products is not very helpful. My work drug test for marijuana so I am always at risk at losing
my good job I’ve been at for years. Products are taxed so much it is really expensive and most months I can’t get all I need because I can’t
afford it.
I think amount of days are not sufficient
Finding sativa or hybrid strains in large increments is challenging. Buying larger quantities saves me money which is why I typically buy 0.5 oz
or more at a time.
Lower costs would make it easier to obtain the amount needed for pain and there should not be a limit on what you can buy and when.
Everyone has their own situation as far as amount needed and when you can afford to purchase them and/or make it to a dispensary.
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The prices of medical marijuana is really high. Most people cannot afford the allotted medication for the 45 days.
Some companies have a great pick up and curb side system where others have no system at all. It’s makes me question the purpose of
having phone orders when we still have to wait 45‐60 min
Tell cookies to get more products they sell out too fast
Prices are too high and poor products
Prices and the amount of days given make it hard for some to be able afford to have their medicine when they need it
I drive to Michigan when I want my medical marijuana. They are approximately 50% lower than Ohio and the dosage is stronger
I have found that the pain relief is not what I was expecting. And do not care for the feeling that I get if I take if I take over 20 mg
pain management. Help Us
that!
The prices for medical marijuana are outrageous. Consider lowering the prices.
Stop trying to control just money. It’s really recreational but with hoops to jump through. It’s all business instead of actual medical. The bud
tenders have all been great zero complaints with them.
Being on SSDI, it is very hard to afford my medication. The indigent status helps, but still a financial burden and I medicate judiciously. A
particular dispensary, About Wellness, in Lebanon offers 20 percent veteran and 15 percent off to indigent. That’s discrimination, and the
owners reached out to me saying they’re proud of their pricing structure. Obviously don’t go there anymore and they should be reported for
that discrimination. I do extensive research on products to help with specific conditions as I’ve found most employees have no clue as to
what they’re talking about when they recommend a product. I’d like to see more rigorous training in the dispensaries. Often I hear this one
should get you higher. I’m not here to get high. I’m here to purchase very expensive medication that supplements my medical needs. Staffing
and wait times continue to be a problem. Online or phone ordering has recently proven to be a mess. Please, help those with disability on a
I think medical marijuana should be legal medically and recreational. Good money in the business for the state and Govt I think. Most people
prefer cannibis over opiods or alcohol. Other drugs are dangerous and I believe marijuana is the safer better way. I have bad pain from a
surgery I had to remove a cyst. Ill most likely have pain the rest of my life. I sleep better an feel better using marijuana than I did and would
with pain meds. Also jobs should take weed out testing. Just my opinion on things
Ohio prices are way too expensive! What the hell is this 2.83 grams? Selection of product is below average. Almost never get what I need
due to lack of product or information on terpines.
cost prohibitive for me. The daily/45/90 day limits are confusing to me and I never hit them anyways, so I don&#39;t pay attention to them.
Dispensaries have tried to offer online ordering, but when I go in to the dispensary, I have to wait another 30 minutes to be seen, then go
into the service room, and have to wait another 15 minutes for them to get the order... that I ordered online to save time. Dispensaries
should be allowed to put photos of their products online for people to see, especially right now, when we can&#39;t all go in to the store
safely to see what it looks like before making a selection. I shouldn&#39;t have to go to Instagram to find a random person who posted a
photo of the product I want to see. Overall, dispensaries have done a great job during the COVID‐19 crisis. Thank you for keeping them open
I am very pleased and have referred many patients that I treat to your program.
I think the program should expanded to include additional qualifying conditions such as anxiety.
No availability of products
this?
I love O H I OAnd I am so grateful to the state to allow me an option other than the chronic opiates.
It&amp;#39;s expensive and I&amp;#39;m not really sure what will help. I spent 175 on my first and only visit and didn&amp;#39;t care for
the products I purchased. No way I can work while on it.
AT MY AGE I HAVE LEARNED THAT THIS. MEDICATION HAS TREMENDOUSLY HELPED ME..WITH PAIN....AN I CAN SLEEP GOOD..AN IT REALLY
HELPS MY ANXIETY. BUT WHEN IM OUT OF MONEY. I MUST SUFFER TIL NEXT CHECK...THANK YOU..
So very thankful for the options and availability this program provides! Life changing! The only downsides are working the medicine cost
into our family budget and having to make a ~2 hour round trip to visit a dispensary.
In light of the COVID‐19 crisis, it would be helpful if ALL dispensaries were required to have curbside pickup. There isn&amp;#39;t much use
in ordering online if you have to enter a building with a lot of other people and wait for extended periods of time.
Price and access for sick people.
I believe curbside has stopped at the one who had it. . I really need curbside to be allowed like other Rx meds.
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doesnt make sense, use standard 1/4 sizes or sell by the gram.Dispensaries poorly run: 1.long wait times on phone and in person 2. online
menus that are not updated in real time and have stock that isnt in the actual store. 3. Store not following their own store hours(Strawberry
fields dayton closed 45 minutes early with no notice, made me waste money on an uber up there) 4. no social media presence to ask
questions or see deals, get updated on problems they are having. 5. no way to know when specific strains will be back in stock 6. Products
like Shake/trim, Vapepens/carts are often mislabled and you cant return if they gave you the wrong thing Patient website doesn&#39;t
work (can&#39;t check days remaining) Tier 1 &amp; 2 not needed Incomplete labeling on packaging
grams per day would be noce
Product quality and strength vs only selling product produced in OH. There needs to be more pain related edibles ‐ extra strength tootsie
rolls, and pain relief lotions such as Allway..
I may stop, because my employer probably won’t like it. However, while in quarantine, I’ve tried it. I do have one issue: In order to get relief,
I should use a stronger strain. But I don’t like the initial effects, so I use a weaker strain and it hardly works. I’m going to try edibles but I’m
not holding my breath. I’m glad medical marijuana is available, but it may not work well for me. Too bad...
It’s too expensive and you have to buy way too much at a time. When I visited a store in Seattle it was a much better experience. It was less
expensive and there was a lot more variety in terms of the kind of product and the amount available. I was able to buy a very small amount
(which is what I would do more often). The system in Ohio doesn’t work for me at all.
No concerns at this time.
Needs a height percentage acrossed the board
An easier tracking system would be helpful. More of a variety of flower and/or shake.
much they use in a day and went with it. In the past four months, I have purchased six day&amp;#39;s supply and, except for the edibles,
have some from each purchase remaining. In all seriousness, a sub‐unit of a day&amp;#39;s supply, with a corresponding price reduction,
may suit people on a budget better. Overall, I have found the experience to be positive and have found dispensary staff to be knowledgeable
and helpful.
The OMMCP is like a slow moving train wreck playing out in a B movie, it&#39;s hard to watch. This was not a good program to begin with. It
wasn&#39;t well thought out. I&#39;ve seen some small changes made. But, it seems the changes have only made patients more confused. I
feel the biggest issue is the brazen actions taken and lack of empathy exhibited by the Pharmacy Board. The unwillingness to approve
additional qualifying conditions and the unwillingness to accept empirical evidence. Now, they can loose the right to purchase without due
process is unconscionable. Could that happen to a Diabetic? Take away access to Pharmaceuticals? I think not. And what&#39;s with all the
Cultivators &amp; Processors yet to open? It doesn&#39;t take a Economics degree to see there&#39;s too many makers and not enough
retail and that the &quot;day&quot; rules aren&#39;t working. When are the NEXT 56 Dispensaries going to open? Fix the program or Rec is
I think the program is great ‐ just wish we had more dispensaries and more growers!!!
the past four months. I’ve pretty much given up on it, which is a shame because it really helped. Ease the requirements or something. It’s
ginormous hassle.
I have to switch my flower strains in order for it to be effective and that kills my days. It is ridiculous that everything else in the dispensary,
sans edibles like honey and olive oil, is one day but flower is 2‐3 days per strain. It’s a money making scheme. I’m thankful for the program
but allow home grow. For the sakes of our pockets and the human right to grow a plant.
Something needs to be done on the federal level to avoid employer interference.
Fees are to high priced
I am afraid of letting my regular doctors know I can access MM. I&#39;m afraid they will drop me as a patient. It is still so taboo.
I had one dispensary not provide adequate information which is why I switched to a new one. I had a completely different experience and
regained hope that my chronic condition doesn’t have to ruin additional body functions. I have hope for the first time in a long time.
The prices are too high and it’s a nuisance to change the number of days allowed to purchase for. The system is confusing and I have to call
or visit a dispensary to understand/read my days because the website doesn’t list it.
I get 4 Prescriptions a month from my Doctor. The co‐pay for those run a little high. It Iwould great if we could get prices lowerm prices.
Patients are not protected from being fired due to using medical marijuana. I have had to stop using medical marijuana to get a job and my
health has declined severely to the point of needing a blood transfusion and being hospitalized. We need laws to protect us.
The prices seem to vary quite a bit from dispensaries. I’ve also had issues with products being broken and unusable and there doesn’t seem
to be a protocol in place for that.
I&amp;#39;m just concerned about the prices it&amp;#39;s on the high side, but overall my experience was good it was my first time and
the lady help because I didn&amp;#39;t know what I was doing so she really helped me out.
job!
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Costs are way too high when you can purchase similar product legally in nearby states. Many Ohio sales are lost for this reason.
courteous and helpful. This is the first time I have EVER tried marijuana in any form and appreciate their patience with my questions and
lack of knowledge was greatly appreciated.
I will have to give it up unless their is a change in price. I can&#39;t afford it much longer.
I wish all the dispensarys computers were linked state wide to eachother.
Even though my dispensary have daily deals, the price is still wildly high considering this is for medicinal purposes.
a better way for patients to track their days vs contacting a dispensary just to check their days during busy hours. It hinders the dispensary
flow to stop and check someone’s days during a rush.
Prices seem a little high for the amounts that you are recieving, but the day system is good. I like to know how many days worth remain on
each visit and how many days purchased are left.
Prices are way too high and not enough selection on a verity of said products. ........in addition 1/8 ,1/4 , half and ounce. Should only be the
different quantity. The prices for a 10th is Outrageous.
natural is best
I would love to see the ability for patients to be able to grow their own medicine at home.
the aura of migraine
dissapointed that adequate information is not listed on the products. You would think that they would list TCH and CBD and other
cannabinoids found but very often, they are not listed. I also would like for the products to also list the terpenes. I have found that I get
better pain relief with certain terpenes. I usually have to call and with them being so busy, I have long wait times on the phone. The times I
have sent emails asking questions about certain strains, they just refer me to the website. If I could get the info I need from the website, I
wouldn&#39;t need to call and I would make a better decision on what is best for me. Lastly, I am really tired of only seeing YOUNG and
WHITE people working at dispensaries or cannabis industry jobs. I thought POC were supposed to be helped by this? by jobs and being
The day system is broken and I cannot see the amount of days remaining. Also, it&amp;#39;s unnecessarily confusing for both the patient
and the dispensary. The amount of time it adds to every visit is what is causing these longer times.
I am glad it exists
It’s wonderful,but being older I have asked the only place I purchase to help me with the process once I make my appointment. I am so glad
that they will help me. It’s so confusing at my age. Thanks Verdent in Newark for how you all go above and beyond.
I think that the prices should be lower. I go to Michigan a lot because I find better deals as cannabis is very expensive.
More about the money than actually helping people.... won&#39;t be renewing
patients as slightly better than criminals. I am a scientist, a disabled veteran and a committed member of my community who volunteers
time to coach youth sports and to help other disabled veterans. I should not be made to feel like a criminal for seeking non opioid pain
treatment. Please be more humane and focus on making the program better for all patients. The prices and amount of hurdles have been
absolutely disheartening and a serious point of strain and stress. Look to places like Arizona, Washington State and California for a more
patient focused program. The current program feels as if it is designed to make the patient an afterthought.
cheaper than Ohio in regards to medical cannabis. More supply means more competition and cheaper prices for the patients. It just makes
sense
like at the store..since I just recieved my card I paid 400 dollars for about 14 grams of leaf and 2 half gram vials of oil. I would have to be
out of my mind to continue using medical verses community peoples product.the only drawback is the legal ramifications. I smoked it when I
was younger to get high now I use it when I am hurting and only when I&#39;m at home ,not at work,or just anywhere because I can.it is
nice to store buy it because of the different varieties but the COST outweighs me getting to pick. The flavor.I also heard getting it out of
state is much cheaper really?My doctor allowed it to reduce my consumption of prescription opioids. Which is working but when the pain is
intolerable. No pot can dramatically reduce the pain like the pill I take.but it is helping me take less opioids. Thank you
I think there should be more of a variety in all dispensaries because some folks don’t have transportation
The product needs to be cheaper
Prices on everything are double what they should be. The quality of flower from large facilities is absolutely terrible.
answer phone and take orders and or make you stand in line outside or wait in car for 30‐60 minutes to get in. The product in often seems
old / it doesn’t taste fresh. Is there any place a patient can take the product they receive to get it tested and see if the thc and terpenes are
acturately advertised? Also think the amounts should be standard 1/8 1/4 1/2 and 1 ounce. Medicine should be affordable since we aren’t
allowed to grow our own the pharmacy board should ensure we are able to acess affordable medicine of high quality Readily so we don’t
have to drive an hour to get a discount on quality product. I believe more growers and more dispensaries would be beneficial for the states
system so that there is more competition and more selection.
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I was a medical user for a year and then realized I needed to wait longer before Ohio gets the ball going before I decide to become a medical
user again. For now, it is easier, cheaper, and munch quicker to not buy medical...
I&#39;m 100% VA disabled PTSD. I tend to run out of days. Ove self medicated for 50 years before medical became available.
more than a 1/10th ounce amount‐ most brands dont offer sizes beyond 1‐2 day credits which has me making more trips because i cant
stock up at such extreme prices. it seems absurd to be spending 100$+ every 2‐4 days on 2/10ths of flower. michigans program is a great
example of the pricepoints ohio should be aiming for. its also absurd patients arent allowed to grow their own medicine because not
everyone can afford the program. i also think its disgusting how Harvest lied about having black ownership‐ paid a &quot;fine&quot; and
now nobody in the state is required to have black ownership in a field (what&#39;s now a field) centering around a plant that&#39;s put so
many black americans in prison‐ i think it&#39;s time to give that another look. lower prices‐ more flower please.
need more research
prices do need to come down.
There have been a couple times that I had to substitute due to them not having my usual stuff in stock but they seem to be getting more
consistent about keeping the stock available
I use two dispensaries and one exceeds the other by knowledge/education. But, I am overall satisfied with both....
The prices are ridiculously high government officials or former officials should not be owning the company&#39;s and proffitting off of these
products i.e. bonner he is already getting paid by federal govt once again itsthe same ole politics as usual
finaly pay doctor.And the first of aug,i will be able to pay state the 50 dollers for my card this year. Meaning the state only gave me a half of
year in 2019........but my card was issued [REDACTED]. and you would think that the state would retro activate. but they did&#39;nt. Saying
that i feel that it&#39;s a money pit, But on the other hand i take my hat off to my great state of OHIO for what they have done,doing,and
working on making it afordable to all. i would like to thank the state for my input...........TRULY [REACTED]
covered by Medicare part D and/or Ohio Medicaid. I have a co pay on all my other prescripted medications so it would help so much if it
were the same with medical marijuana.
Just wish it wasn&#39;t so limited by how much you can purchase in 90 days
not enough variety would like more sativa strains. having access to products produced outside of Ohio would provide more variety. Price of
products is too high. The process of obtaining my medical card was efficient, staff and Physicians were knowledgeable,helpful and friendly.
Dispensary I use is very nice and staff are very helpful and professional.
There is bot enough transdermal and topical selection..prices too high. Wait times are too long and I do not feel like i am. Using medicine,
makes me feel like im doing something shady....packaging hard for patients with pain and ability to use hands.
I believe this is a good first step for those of us who truly need the medication. I am hopeful that eventually, it will expand to the point where
we are able to have our caregivers grow us a small amount as well as having some kind of employment protection in regards to drug testing.
Its been a great and easy process.
I feel that prices are excessive. I do not feel that I should have to choose between pain or paying my bills on time. I feel that greed is
controlling the price structure, and being retired, it&#39;s a financial strain.
Not gonna pay the high prices
Would like to see lower prices.
standardized on the websitesSome might have caspsules that are 50mg and 10 eash others might have 10 and they are 20 each but I have
no clue until I get to the dispensary. Basically I want mg per does and number of doses for all edibles online to be a requirement. Dosing is
very important to me
Need new products , roll out raster
The Board has not fulfilled its obligations to the patients OR taxpayers! 1. There are NO dispensaries available in NE and SE Ohio as required.
2. All the restrictions are placed on the patients while the LLCs are not held to even minimum standards of providing fair weight. 3. The
&#39;Control&#39; in the program refers to the patients because the Board and the rest of the Program seem to do as they damn well
please about following any rules. 4. Patients have no way to track their &quot;DAYS&quot; &amp; a ridiculous &quot;Tier&quot; schedule
adds to that idiocy. 5. Patients have no representation on the Board.Ohi reinvented the MMJ wheel with lobbyists &amp; venture capitalists
instead of finding &amp; adopting Best Practices from states who have successful, functional programs. THEY MAKE MONEY FOR THEIR
STATE TOO, GUYS! Your byzantine program is a gigantic failure for the patients. It ONLY serves the moneymen &amp; bureaucrats. Try
Too expensive
Very expensive to obtain the card and to purchase products
N/A
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excessive day penalty. The program forces patients to purchase half ounce or bigger of same kind to get a day discount. I run out every
month and have to be extremely careful how I purchase to get through. In Michigan a patient can purchase 2.5 ounces per day. The Ohio
system forces people to drive out of state to supplement supply. Increase amount allowed and charge the same amount of days for a 10th
as an ounce. Last force growers to continue strains that patients are buying. Example Buckeye Relief just discontinued Biohazard. It tool me
6 mounts to find it, and it was the absolute best stain for me. BR discontinued it recently due to profit. It&#39;s like an insulin maker
stopping to make because they aren&#39;t making enough profit. It&#39;s medicine not for profit commodity. Very disappointed in that.
more than doubled. So I went to the dispensary in Sandusky and found the price of their edibles was extremely high. Because of the
ridiculous cost I only use edibles prior to bedtime to help with breakthrough pain. The cost of the dispensaries are higher than street
marijuana that you can use to make your own edibles. I really thought that the businesses would stay with the people already familiar with
the benefits of pot vs big business putting their investments into dispensaries as big business. THEY SHOULD NOT BE PERMITTED TO GO
PUBLIC AND THUS ANSWERING TO STOCKHOLDERS!
The prices are very expensive. With the proper documentation patients should be allowed to grow a small amount due to extreme high
prices, and socially distancing as well.
far exceeds the locations and supply. A hindrance to access and care for people who need this life saving medication. The people at the
dispensary who have physically assisted me are wonderful. They care about people like me who need this medication. I feel marijuana is
better than taking opioids to control pain and should be legalized
Costs make it very difficult to consistently purchase products from dispensaries unless dispensary having sale.
Again I’m not comfortable with the knowledge and education of the clerks selling it in dispensary
prices. Due to COVID, dispensaries should be required to offer a curbside or drive thru pick up option. Having immunocompromised patients
in line due the lack of curbside pick options in SW Ohio is not acceptable. There desperately needs to be a dispensary between Norwood and
Hillsboro, it is a huge chunk of people that have to drive to an either ridiculously crowded dispensary (Norwood) or a dispensary that is
crowded and has limited options (Hillsboro).
I consume medical marijuana when I can afford it. It&#39;s the only thing that helps my PTSD but is extremely expensive. It&#39;s nearing
the price of insulin per month for an adequate dosage.
I have liver disease an can no longer use pills.. I also have birth defects that keep me from driving.. please continue to help us that no longer
have any other options for pain an able to receive please!
So far I would have to say ,It&#39;s alot safer now and I think everything is running very well.
The price is a major detractor for me. Each dispensary has wildly different pricing due to limited licenses given out by the State. Only getting
a tenth (1/10th) also seems like an insult. Neighboring medical and recreational states have the same or cheaper prices for an eighth (1/8th)
while Ohio gets a 1/10th for some unknown reason. If its to combat blackmarket cannabis sales then lower the prices and make the default
size an 1/8th.Also the yearly fee from the doctor to keep your recommendation alive doesn&amp;#39;t make any sense. We already pay the
State to renew, why also pay a doctor upwards of $200 a year just to have them renew your membership? It&amp;#39;s not like most of
these conditions just go away and need to be reviewed yearly. If I didn&amp;#39;t have to spend $200 per year for a doctor to green light
my application in 30 seconds (yes my last &amp;quot;visit&amp;quot; took 30 seconds for them to approve me for 2020) is ridiculous.Maybe
Not able to obtain same medical types at times
This is not a true medical program, it is recreational for people with money. Our regulations are too strict, and reduces the numbers of
producers available. Our edible selection/cost is an absolute joke.
A. Way too $$$, B. I’m on fixed income &amp; insurance doesn’t cover expenses. I feel patients should be allowed to cultivate their own
medication if either A or B are not addressed adequately, ie. Much lower costs &amp; or insurance assistance... ideally; both. Thx Not Rich
The program seems to work well, and the products have helped my glaucoma pain.
Still use just not as often die to cost and times at the moment
Too Expensive I am Disabled and I applied for the %25 and was Denied! I was told a New person was denying most requests
So many things wrong with this program. Starting with the robbery we are being subjected to. The price for a pound of premium, top shelf
cannabis is about $2,000 nationally. Therefore the price of an ounce of premium cannabis should be around $200 and that is the best of the
best of the best. That other flower the tier 1, isn&#39;t even worth $150 a ounce. Yet we are paying more than double that. So somewhere
someone is getting really real rich that is all I know. It&#39;s pure greed and the truth is no one cares about offering us the medicine we
need at a reasonable price so that we can be O.K. instead this was all a huge cash grab and they USED us to do it. We shouldn&#39;t be
paying anything close to what we are paying right now. I haven&#39;t seen a single tier 2 ounce for less than $280 and that&#39;s like a
smoking deal you can barely find anywhere more likely your gonna be paying $400+ for ONE ounce of cannabis. This should be illegal we are
I stopped use of medical marijuana as it did not give relief from pain. I have had genomic testing and am unable to metabolise product.
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Wayyyy too expensive. This is why I often hear of people not getting a registry and still going to the streets and or driving to Michigan. These
products have tremendously helped my daughter so we do use the dispensary but I wish it wouldn’t cost more than I have to feed my family
for the month. HSA or coverage for products under the Ohio handicap medical insurance would help so much.
We need employees rights as patients..
I have tried phone services never get through
It would be nice to have a dispensary in the Medina County area.
Brochures on products available would ne good!
Ohio&#39;s availability of edibles is just sad! I get excited about the abundance of gummies...if I was an 8 year old child.
Trade in program for empty containers could be put in place rather than so much waste.
you don’t have a great job “that doesn’t drug test”Locations are not spread out according to populationThe daily limit is not readily available
for a customer to understand and keeping track is not very accessible.The 45 daily limit and what each item is worth in day amount is
obviously a joke when you can get way more thc from concentrate but the flower costs more on days. That in itself is the biggest joke, For
example concentrate is equipment to liquor, where flower is equivalent to a light beer. Everyone has different needs so how is a
prescription amount (45 days) the same for everyone. The patient should have the right to harvest there personal allowance to help save on
$ and the need to drive in public and risk contamination considering you are condensing all the sick medical card Ohioans into the same
Way too expensive, poor quality, for example they don’t cure long enough, end it is impossible to get a straight answer on how many days I
have left, it changes every single time I go in and I’m at the mercy of the dispensary
in most cases street dealers. Having patients buy battery after battery just to use their medication is wrong. Shorting patients is wrong. The
tier system that is being used is garbage. And the days system, how are you to know how much any one person needs in order to get
through the day, month, or 90 day period. You are not the patient. This system we have here is soley for the profit of corporations and the
patients, well its appartent you could care less. Lastly, charging the prices you do for the quality and quantity being given to patients is
highway robbery. Fix the program so the patients can actually afford to take care of themselves and properly. Our program is a shame
compared to other states. FIX THE PROGRAM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
sold the real thing here.
Incremental payments were stopped... That was a godsend. It&#39;s very hard to pay for your annual fee and still shop... I usually have to
wait until the next month. That breaks up any flow I have going regarding pain and nausea and appetite.
Prices are to high. Flower is very dry. I dislike 1/10 ounce bags. Everywhere else uses 1/8’s. So, Ohio is a rip off.
Cost is to high and patients need consistency in products
So expensive. I’ve heard you can get it on the street for half the price.
Lower prices would be great and a blessing.
OHIO IS BACKWARDS AS ALWAYS! MAKE CANNABIS AVAILABLE 1 GRAM AT A TIME!
with my pain so I could better my life. Now I&#39;m able to deal with the pain, but I can&#39;t do anything else to improve my life because I
have no protections, so it kind of defeats the whole point. Maybe I wouldn&#39;t feel the medicine is too expensive either if I wasn&#39;t
trying to afford it on a poverty level income. It&#39;s hard to survive on $800/month when the only thing that allows you to function takes
over $500 of that income. (And for the record, I don&#39;t use any government assistance either. I&#39;d be fully capable of taking care of
myself if I just had that one protection.)
The patient died, so there was no further use for the product.
We need more variety in products and different forms‐suppositories, patches. Additionally the products are too expensive. Samples should
be made available because the products cost so much money to obtain and trying products is a hit or miss for effectiveness.
Please let the growers and manufacturers interact with the patients also please implement a grow your own Medicine license
It is too costly for a medication that is not covered by insurance.
The cost is the biggest factor for not buying more
The costs have come down, however I don’t qualify for any discounts and it does become quite a strain on one budget
It is impossible to know how much I can purchase and how much I have left to purchase. Why can a dispensary employee know this, but I
don&#39;t have access to the same information about my own health care?
It is too expensive for me. I am in pain every day but I’m careful stretching my care out
Great program. Want to stay in it for a while. Really helps out with my chronic leg pain.
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and existing growers should be given more latitude on limits.Companies like Buckeye Relief should not be allowed to introduce cartridges
with proprietary connectors. Only industry‐standard connectors (i.e. the &amp;quot;510 threading&amp;quot; that all the other providers
both here in Ohio and across the land) should be allowed. This is a medical product, not a chance for BR to stuff their coffers by conning
patients into buying a proprietary battery that offers no real advantage over using the standard connector batteries. The only
&amp;quot;advantage&amp;quot; is to Buckeye Relief&amp;#39;s revenue stream!
I wish that the Strains were based more on the Tier than the Strains themselves so you could keep more days. Basing the days by Tier only
instead of using 4 days for two different Strains under Tier 1, you would only use 3 days. Two days for the first Strain under Tier 1 and since
the other Strain is also under Tier 1, you would only be assessed one more day instead of two.
online. Ohio Cannabis companies need to be allowed to put more of their strain info online for patients to see. Ohio Cannabis companies
and employees need to be protected from discrimination from banks and other establishments. Ohio cannabis patients need to be allowed
to stay in their other pain management programs. Ohio cannabis patients need their employment status to be protected. Ohio cannabis
patients need access to more potent concentrates and edibles to treat severe pain and other severe conditions. More qualifying conditions
need added, like depression and anxiety. Patients need access to more options for medicating. They shouldn&#39;t have to be limited to
board‐approved vaping acessories.
caregivers. Not at the fault of the dispensary but bc of the lack of care that most people are taking. Which is shocking to me due to the fact
that many people must be immunocompromised.
I am unable to purchase the amount of medical marijuana I need because if it&#39;s price. Also please allow home grow it would help with
cost reduction and would pose no harm to the industry.
Get rid of the days system. People have different tolerances and have to use more to get relief then run out of days and either suffer or go to
the black market for marijuana products.The cost is way too high also even with Discounts from indigent status etc.
Thank you for providing a safe medication for my pain.
The cost is way to much.
The price is still very high. And I’d like to see more dispensaries closer to Wilmington and Washington court house Ohio
My license expired. I am not working full time because of Covid and can&#39;t afford to renew or buy product
Need better selection at local smaller dispensary
It is very frustraiting that this medication works better than any meds or procedure I have had in the last 20 years. It would be very helpful to
have this covered under insurance.
expensive ?
Document online that describes the terpenes, and having one in the store would be helpful. Also, a document that lists what product helps
with “xyz” symptoms ‐ so for example anxiety symptoms usually see refilled with these products.
The prices are high compared to Michigan from what I have researched.
problem.
we need a store closer to where I live.the people at the dispensaries are really nice to me
No concerns, I have benefitted greatly from the program in managing my pain and couldn&#39;t be happier.
In this day and age I feel that the price of medical marijuana can be lowered somewhat. Most people feel the same way.
The Medical Marijuana Program in Ohio is a joke. Limited product and outrageous prices. I am ready to stop visiting all dispensaries!
The prices are out of control and I idk how to track my days
should be running...
I’d love to see further expansion of Oil and Concentrates. I’ve noticed since I got my Med Card the prices have dropped a little. With the sales
it makes it a little more worth it. If the prices could drop any further that would be great for during the pandemic.
Wish we had a more open process, but Ohio would need a different kind of law.
Expensive
No comments
I could not afford to renew my license for the second year, as the costs associated are pretty high. Additionally, I was astounded by the
prices offered at the dispensaries ‐ they are more than 3‐5 times the average cost available on the &amp;quot;black market&amp;quot;. As
such, as a patient I made a conscious decision to divert my assets to with reputable connections who travel to Michigan to obtain medical
marijuana products due to the severe price reduction just between Ohio &amp;amp; Michigan. I wish I could afford to stay in state, however
the prices of the renewal combined with the overwhelmingly inflated prices of a newly legalized operation in Ohio have made this nearly
impossible.I really hope to see some changes in this over this year so that I can re‐enroll and be considered legal for my medication again.
The portions should be standard. Over charging for 2.83 sometimes quality isn’t that good. Trimming are bad at times. Better quality!
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Pricing is outlandish. There is no reason medicine should cost so much. Not to mention, the system was setup to be treated like other
medicines supposedly, yet insurance can&#39;t be used. Given the ridiculous pricing, this makes no sense. Additionally, the day system does
not translate for Marijuana. It&#39;s convoluted and incredibly confusing. I&#39;ve had my card for about a month, and despite a ton of
research, I&#39;m still trying to wrap my mind around the system. It&#39;s antiquated and unreasonable. A 45 day supply is fine for some
people, but plenty of other people require more medicine than that. The way the days are calculated is nonsense. It literally makes no sense.
It&#39;s completely arbitrary and you realize it the second you get your card. I love that we have a medical program, but the way it has been
setup is laughable. It punishes patients. Black market medicine is just as potent and 10 times cheaper. A lot of people say they go to
Online ordering and delivery would be much easier , having to have someone take you can be difficult
Thank you to medicinal marijuana. You have saved my life. ???????
It seems to be helping my pain at times and it works longer than all the pain pills I have taken in the past
Having more dispensaries and cultivators would be awesome.
was only purchasing enough for few days and yet it lasted well over month. Vaping only means available at first. Couldn’t breathe this
method. Bought sublingual drops four times at most. Made me unable to function. Almost flu like. Went back just before script expired in
December, only to be told in a waiting room full of people that I had reached my limit when in fact, I had purchased less than many people
bought in one month. It was a human error on behalf of business but because of room full of people and husband waiting in car and
because it did not help my pain but made me sicker, I figured I’d lived 77 years without, I could manage the rest of my lifetime the same.
Very disappointed in the business’ error and not worth my time correcting it. Purchased on Euclid Ave in Willoughby.
I feel that for a large number of patients the price point should be a little lower for me and others to be able to afford it since its all out of
pocket medicine and i think the quality of or products should be better there have been times I&#39;ve used my last 38.50 to buy medicine
for pain and I receive bad product that either super dry, lots of seeds or under weight which is sad for me since I&#39;ve used my last dollar
or borrowed money for medicine and had to travel. There should be some type of convenient way to go about getting reimburse for short
products at least if not for overall bad products this is my second year and most likely last year in this program because of these issues.
I hate having to guess what is good or not.....after I pay. If I’m disappointed there is no recourse.
MAKE IT LEGAL FOR ALL
which are classified as pharmacies in Ohio, to put a 50% to 100% mark up but not allow medical cannabis to be covered under insurance or
at least allow for higher percentage sales. Patients in southern Ohio also need more choices when it comes to dispensaries or a delivery
system should be put into place.
and it would be helpful to have financial assistance for this reason. I had a liver transplant and appendix cancer surgery. Edibles and vape
help me the most, yet cost the most as well.
45 points is a joke . Needs to be cheaper . Everyone that has a card goes to Michigan because Ohio laws are a fucking joke . We smoke
marijuana not vape . Who the fuck vapes weed . Dumb ass shit
n/a
The program should be expanded to accommodate recreational use; the state stranglehold to limit who is allowed to grow, test and dispense
should be eliminated in the interest of a free market; the price should come down with simple economics of supply and demand. Stop the
oligopoly and get your slanted moral judgement the hell out of here, you conservative dickwads!
I wish the price would come down
Cost is way to prohibitive for use by lower and middle class income families. Without some type of financial assistance, this drug will be for
the well to do. Need better pricing!
Don’t go that many times because of the expense...
peace of mind and take precautions based upon the knowledge that curbside was a thing. In fact I drove further away to a dispensary that
was taking curbside orders. The phone systems have been a challenge at all the dispensary’s online ordering is nice. Home delivery would be
amazing. But i understand the challenges there. Overall I’m happy with the progress that the program has made. I’m looking forward to
more products and lower prices as well as ease of purchase and Covid safety as a priority.
It&#39;s difficult to plan 45 days ahead because dispensaries rarely carry the same strains/products month to month. I had recently found a
1:1 THC/CBD product that worked well, but the dispensary has not carried it for months and doesn&#39;t know when they&#39;ll carry it
again. Uniformity in offerings and stock will help make it easier to budget.
More locations would be helpful to so many patients. I also feel that there should be a delivery service or mail order option for the
medication. Otherwise I have been quite happy
Would be nice to see prices drop a bit more.
The 45 days is horrible!
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[REDACTED] stopped taking edibles because it was being metabolized into her liver too quickly, causing pain and illness. Marijuana doctor
prescribed using tincture instead, and that helped considerably.
Always out of stock!
Would like to see the caregiver or patients be able to produce their own medicine if the pricing stays unaffordable.
I think it is a very good program for veterans who suffers pain and PTSD keep up the good work for us veterans.
Its starting to get expensive and it&#39;s needed for medical purposes.
I would like to see more stores in my area.
terpenes in a strain that best helps their conditions, but with limitations patients aren&#39;t able to find the medicine they need and may
feel discouraged by the program.
I feel that growers can&#39;t keep up with demand and not enough some of the best products tend to stay in one part of ohio because of
high demand and low quantities of produce in return patients find some that companies produce work wonders for them but companie
can&#39;t keep up with demand so the patients suffer that being sad patients should be able to have grower rights but disability or fixed
income should be able to grow 3‐4 mature plants and other patients should be able to have 2‐3 mature plants this way patients will still have
to go to the dispensary for 85% of its products But patients will have control over some of their medication for example certain strains that
benefit patients but can&#39;t get access to because high demand and low quantities and they would have some control over how the
product is produced to regulate the patients should agree to be subject to random inspections by the health department if they have more
Prices remains too high.
The prices still need to be cheaper
on 1 half oz. Gleaf signed receipt then handed it to me sight unseen. Agri‐med ohio and gleaf refuse to exchange or make good on 2 half
ounces. I&#39;ve been struggling to breathe for 2 weeks since i got it. Since i can&#39;t afford any more i could not hold it any longer. I
threw it away. I think the mold will kill me with my allergies. I&#39;m sweating bullets gasping for air, burning up but my skin is cold and
I&#39;m shivering. I think I&#39;m getting pneumonia from the need for ac so i can breathe.[REDACTED]. I can dumpster dive if you want
the containers. I will get them if need be.
Price is to high. No medical copay.Way to much red tape
Would like to see home delivery as an option or home grow for patients.
off I literally never bought my weed in Ohio I always got it from out of state SUCKERS because FUCK Ohio and your employment laws. If you
make weed legal then MAKE IT LEGAL TO SHOW UP IN PEE. Literally left Ohio because the whole thing was so stupid and I need medicine but
I also need to work so Ohio can suck its own. Thanks.
Allow another dispensary in my region.
is always different than on the website (I emailed the dispensary to let them know, no response). Recently I purchased the same brand of
gummies in different quantities and the difference was HUGE. I&#39;d have appreciated a heads up about that, it was far more potent than I
needed but the web description didn&#39;t indicate it (think 1:1 CBD/THC at 10 mg vs. 1:2 CBD/THC at 150 mg, a large and unexpected
difference in dosage between them). I also wish there was less confusing communication during renewal time. A single communication either
from my doctor or the Program to renew and pay would cut down on the confusion, I wasn&#39;t sure if I&#39;d covered all my bases
before it was time to renew.
Need better instruction. Not some young person telling me this gives you a real high. I want to know how how it will help my condition.
Less restrictions on flower limits would be welcomed. Buying flower eats away at available supply at a much quicker rate than concentrates,
tincture, etc. The price to quality ratio is key to the patients and I have heard several people say the quality and price are better through
illegal avenues. I have no interest in exploring that theory, but keeping the medicine at a high quality and affordable price will keep patients
that are in need following all legal procedures as well as increasing tax revenue through increased sales.
Medical marijuana costs too much! Even worse, edibles and Vapor Products cost even more than flower, causing people to smoke it instead
of Vaporize. I do anything and everything to conserve every last microgram of marijuana. The cost needs to come down. People are still using
the black market because it is cheaper. They also use it because the quality of product is often better. I believe dispensary should be required
to carry a few strains that are on sale. there is absolutely no reason why they cannot sell an ounce for $100 from time to time. It is a plant!!
I think the price of medical marijuana in Ohio is absolutely absurd. The 45 day rule is shows no support for the patient. I’ve heard of many
patients including my wife run out of days in a quick manor. Please fix the laws in Ohio.
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refuses too give info over the phone. I want a tracking system so I know what I can get and when. I never know when my next 45 days are.
Unless you track yourself you never know when one of your rolling days fall off. My online portal says over never went to dispensary and
have all my days left. I go weekly or more every week. One time it said I used it 200 times in a month which physically isn&#39;t allowed. No
one at the state can give answers, three doctor&#39;s office has no idea how the days work. I had to have my wife tell the doctor how the
days worked because he didn&#39;t know and why its important to have the renewal on time. In December I found an error from State
board on my days. They gave that day back to me to use but that shouldn&#39;t happen in a highly regulated program. Contract my wife if
It is alot of money to keep my supply up sometimes its a waste of loney because the lroducts arent thay good. Tasting and some that afe high
in thc ratio arent that potent maybe the labs arent reporting truthful numbers. Besides that id like to see the numbers for prices drop or just
legalize it for recreational use and charge them extra us patients shouldnt suffer the price increases for products.
Marijuana helps me so much and it’s a blessing to be able to obtain it and be completely legal.
The dispensaries in Monroe and Seven Mile have a small selection to choose from with the prices in Seven Mile being astronomically high.
Despite having to wait a little longer than expected some days,the staff at Monroe Strawberry Fields are helpful and friendly
The price is becoming ridiculous
The prices in Ohio are insane As well as the thc limit of 70% is super low we need to do better as a medical program and take actions now!
You’re loosing a whole market segment of patients by the excessive price gouges!
things that Ohio did!
More information regarding dosing should be included on packing. Depending on the item purchased it is sometimes hard to understand.
Patients need more transparency as to their remaining supply.
Overall satisfied; cost a little high
and become competitive.
to cost what it does.
Price is to high, can drive 4hrs to better price and selection. 3.5 grams starting at $25/35
It is confusing/difficult to track amount purchased and still available. Would like to see more discounts as inventory increases.
I&#39;m not familiar with what will work for me and it costs a lot of money. I&#39;m going to go again soon and ask more questions.
Ohio really needs to open the program up, so prices can come down. More growers, more dispensaries, &amp; the abilty to grow one&#39;s
own cannabis need to be considered by the state government. Nearby states, like Michigan, sell the same products for significantly cheaper.
Requesting Sugar Free Gummies. :‐) Thank you.
difficult to track
Products are too expensive. I wish there were more dispensaries that would increase competition and lower prices.
The limit does not allow patients to seriously address pain management. Look at Michigan’s medical , 2.5 ounces a day, every day. Also
people need to be able to grow their own.
Using this product helps me so much
The packaging is too hard to open for us older adults. We do not need to have child proof packaging, no children.
None at this time
My symptoms are less present when I&#39;m working from home. I haven&#39;t needed as much supply since being at home but I love
tinctures since vaping seems unsafe during Covid.
Ohio’s prices are outrageous. Shouldn’t have to go to Michigan!
I think it should be cheaper and the days you have left system is difficult to understand,
Being a Veteran I am able to obtain a 30% discount from &quot;Rise&quot; Dispensary in Lakewood Ohio and I truly appreciate the discount.
Regarding concerns for me as a patient... none. Cannabis has been a net positive for my health. I am 51 years old and it brings me great
peace and joy to know that Ohio has finally embraced the medical program.
I think it is a wonderful thing, that Ohio has medical marijuana.It has improved my conditions greatly.
Please lower the prices. The way y&#39;all measure gs and price isn&#39;t efficient. The prices are WAY to high. You need to cut em.
I will admit that this is very pricey compared to street prices. But I’ve very grateful that this has been available for me.. I’ve been using
marijuana for 30 yrs. Now I’m just hoping to cut down on my medications..Thank you
I feel the market is still young and is growing. Closer locations and better prices would help greatly. Travel on top of high prices makes it
difficult to buy the medicine I need at times.
Prices are too high, prescription days are too complicated.
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family and we have car trouble or brake down, we need to be able to protect our self. As a law bidding citizen i wouldn&#39;t medcate an
carry my fire arm . They let a CCW person to carry their fire arms in bars legally, why can&#39;t grandma or dad carry their fire arms to get
food/gas to support our families??? Its not fare.Thanks
be prescribed legally
Just think products are a little pricey
A way to see how many days of supply you have used/have left directly on the website once you login would be great help
Please allow us to grow our own plant medicine. At least 6 plants per patient. Some of the packaging is too hard to open for someone with
arthritis in their hands. The prices are out of control! Get rid of the 45 days all together and sell bigger quantities of flower.
Need less limits on the amounts. And tier 3 flowers
The Gov of Ohio needs to legalize marijuana in our state to create jobs, tax revenues and product to all who need it! He also needs to
advocate the federal legalization to , as our President says to make the country great again!
So glad this service exists. Budtenders at Bloom Medicinals in AK have been very helpful
Cincinnati are 20% higher in price.
Although i am very satisfied with the quality of product. The lack of producers has made medical marijuana too expensive for patients. The
day system is confusing, and too restrictive. As well as the the day quantity for products are confusing and not consistent.
Its nice to finally have relief of my symptoms
It’s not my employer it’s my doctor and pharmacy. Made me choose to either be on medical marijuana or no more medication for my
anxiety so unfortunately I had to give up my card. It’s really upsetting. The medical marijuana helped with pain but my dr and pharmacy
found out and didn’t like it. So I had to make th horrible decision to choose. I wish that information would not be disclosed to my dr and
pharmacy OR wish The Kettering network would get educated on how marijuana helped me with my pain and still allow me to be on my
same meds I will have to wait until this becomes recreational. You can call me if you neee additional information. Thank yon
N/A
I think that there should be better flower than what is available at our dispensarys. Tier 2 flower is mostly what I buy, but find that there is
alot of low quality? I believe our growers could do a better job producing good quality flower instead of so many hybrids, and that they
should be able to keep quality tier two flower in stock at our dispensarys. Where is skunk flower? Where is sensamilia? Stop trying to create
new strains and concentrate on healthy supplys of Indica and well known flower that work great for pain. Thank You!
I would like a law protecting workers who use medical marijuana.
Let people have their own paper menus again?!.
are rarely available while products offered by other cultivators, such as Buckeye Relief, are extremely inferior in every way but are the only
option more often than not. I am also very disappointed with selection of concentrates and oils. The laws and THC restrictions result in
inferior products that are not effective at their intended purpose, which in many cases is providing quick relief. This needs to be lifted so the
medicinal benefits of concentrates can truly be available to the consumers who need them.
Would like to see advances towards home grows.
Look at other states for inspiration. This is a shit show
medication. Older folks like me are on a limited income and my health is just as important as anyone else regardless of economic or racial
backgrounds.
I only buy a little bit cause it&#39;s way to expensive
Cost is way too high. Unsustainable. Unrealistic
I need more consistency in which edible products are available, and more edible products that are accessible to people with multiple
allergies and dietary limitations. I constantly have to adjust my dosing to make the best use of whatever products are available; if I can’t get
edibles that are safe for me then I can’t manage my symptoms.
N/A
I would like to have more information pertaining to a licensed medical Marijuana patient and the conealed carry licensing changes
Wish we had mor locations around the state
Very expensive and uncovered by medical insurance.
What all do I need to apply for the medical marijuana card for myself?
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Columbus needs more dispensaries. I&amp;#39;ve driven to Newark from Hilliard because all 4 in Columbus were either out of what works
or had wait times of 30+ min outside, in the heat with no seating at some locations. It is very challenging to consistently find strains that
work when they are called something else. There is a world of research out there....that Ohioans can&amp;#39;t access because the strain
names don&amp;#39;t match up. No matter which company makes ceterizine (generic Zyrtec), it is called ceterizine because that is what it
is. My marijuana should be no different. No matter which dispensary or which brand...I should be able to buy Bubblegum Sunset as
Bubblegum Sunset. It literally makes me feel &amp;quot;normal&amp;quot; for the first time in my life. Google it, &amp;amp; there is
nothing about it anywhere. Maybe a different company calls it something else...but I don&amp;#39;t know that, and I am without medicine.
Program is still a mess here. Driving out of state to purchase as a result.
I hope that some day the price of my medical marijuana will be covered by some organization.. I also hope it will be delivered to my
doorstep. I&#39;m elderly and on a very low fixed income.
I travel to Mich a lot for selection. I am forced to make my own oils because you don’t sell what I need. I try to discuss oils but the won’t talk
to me. I think that advertising price reduction for holidays is terrible. What if the opioid Big Pharma did that?
The names of some strains are false. I have noticed that they will call a product by a famous common name but the lineage listed is incorrect
for that purported strain. I realize this but others may not.
Prices are too high comparative to other medicinal jurisdictions. Almost more than double. By far my most expensive medicine. Not enough
dispensaries and cultivatorsis causing inflation of the product. Concentrate prices are even more inflated. 3x what other medicinal states
may charge. Days formulation is difficult to understand and without dispensary help, would be impossible to figure out. Arbitrary tenth is a
low amount causing multiple visits to dispensary. Please make changes so that I may obtain medicinal without going bankrupt.
This system is trash! 45 days is nothing at a time and the quality of products are mid level quality at best! Drop the days program and prices
or I will not be renewing again
The prices need to come down.
I would like to see the price come down and have the small amounts back
It should not be held against a person if they have a prescription at there place of employment it’s prescribed for a reason
I&#39;m so thankful for the opportunity to finally get off of narcotics.
I wish the companies had all products on display and you could look at everything before purchase. I always feel like I’m rushed to get in
there and go to the counter, I like examining and reading about all the products I’m interested in before purchase.
Also helps with anxiety, depression, and eating. Ohio&#39;s prices are too high and packaging could be more cost effective! Best location is
Utopia Gardens in Michigan a lot could be learned from them. Set up‐ ease‐ comfort‐ selection‐ budtenders‐ points for discounts.
I need to go to Michigan to get suckers. I would prefer to buy at my dispensary. If chocolate is now permitted, suckers should be as well.
Only concern is the prices are different for same product at different dispensary. And prices are still expensive
This is the 1st year I have used medical marijuana and sometimes I can afford it and sometimes I can’t. So when I go without I have more
pain. It helps with pain and nausea . I feel we need have a grow component for 1‐5 plants for personal use only to help defer cost!
N/A
Very pricey program :/
Ohio is too expensive for people to choose buying at a dispensary over buying on the black market, or going to Michigan. Especially when
you include the cost of actually getting approved to begin with and then renewing every year. Ohio seems to be legalized only for people of
means.While this hasn’t impacted my decision to buy from the dispensary, I can see this being a problem for the program itself. Also, let the
cultivators expand. There is such a supply problem in Ohio, the costs are out of line.
None it has helped me tremendously.
The dispensary I use has proper covid guidelines but the patients waiting outside do not observe them very well. I am over 60 and I would
like to see everyone in masks and observing the 6 ft distancing.
The price of products are quite high. Other than that, there isn’t really anything that needs improvement. The only way to really improve is
to simply legalize marijuana because that would drive down the prices and make more money for the state.
I&#39;d prefer to purchase edibles that are indica or sativa, not just labeled by thc:cbd ratio. I find Ohio&#39;s options less helpful than
those I&#39;ve tried while traveling to states that sell based on strain.
I wish that the gummies could come without the childproof packaging. I understand the need for it, but they are very hard to open.I wish we
didn’t have to go through the bs drug testing in order to get meds other than MMJ. They can prescribe me lot of addictive pills with no
problem. But if I want to use MMJ with other prescribed narcotics or schedule meds‐ it’s a big issue.
Could get more extract/concentrate products, everything else is excellent!
I would like more information on curbside pickup and online ordering.
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I think the disbursement of days needs to go back to 90 days instead of 45. That was enough to get your tincture and topicals plus your
flower for people with chronic pain and fibromyalgia.and it lasted until your days refilled again
The tiers are confusing and can mess up days. I placed an order for a preferred strain that was 22.5% (tier one) they also had some available
at 23.5% which I did not notice. I ended up using more days than I needed to because the one they gave me was over the 23% thresh hold.
Also, by limiting the 45 day sales, it prevents me from getting bulk quantities which are only offered at certain times. My dispensary had a
great deal on bulk flower, but I only had 2 days left until &amp;quot;refill&amp;quot; and it was gone by the time I was able to get it. I end
up paying more by buying them in tenths when larger quantities aren&amp;#39;t available. Also, 2.83mg takes up 2 days, even if it is tier 1.
Why is it if I buy 14.15 grams of tier one in bulk, it only uses 6 days. If I buy 5 units of 2.83 grams but they are different strains, even if it is all
tier one, it uses up 10 days. Why are we penalized using more days for buying smaller amounts or different strands when the amount i
states you are able to get twice the product for half the price. I wish that the state of Ohio would allow for lower prices to be put and play
like other states.
The prices are outrageously high, which prevents patients from purchasing a truly helpful amount of any product.
Protections from employers for hiring and/or termination for patients would be welcome. I have chronic pain and marijuana in my opinion is
a better alternative to prescription opioids. I feel it’s unfair to get pain relief and have my job taken from me
I am SO glad to be able to purchase my needs through the state..the quality is outstanding!
containers are returned to the manufacturer for sterilization and re‐use. You could even provide standards for returned containers that are
strictly enforced to receive the perk. I would think that this would impact the cost of materials (maybe even a small bit) but would impact
our environment greatly (taking going &quot;green&quot; to a whole new level for the growing marijuana industry). People may also feel
better about the prices.
I feel that we should have more than 45 days for some of us we need more than that in a month&#39;s time
The cost for edibles and flower is twice that of Colorado or California, and the selection is really limited in Ohio compared to those states.
Hoping that marijuana will be legalized for recreational use and the demand will be such that the price will be reduced!! It was of great
assistance to me financially when I was able to stack my indigent discount with the dispensary specials!! It helped to afford medical
marijuana a lot more!!PLEASE bring that back!! I would also like to see dispensaries inform patient/caregivers how many days supply comes
off with each purchase!! I have never had that luxury and have had to go without medication because I could not understand the different
tiers and how many days supply each product is in order to track my usage.. the website is not that user friendly IMO.
It would be nice if a patient wants a certain flower. To be notified once that flower is at the shoppe. Via email or text
On two occasions I have gotten extreme cramps from the marijuana I purchased something was wrong with it. The staff at the dispensary
said it was probably mold. This has happened twice now. What do I do when that happens again?
wage job that will allow it
Would really like to have the hour before opening again for seriously compromised patients. I have cancer, under going chemotherapy
treatment and really appreciated having that time to go w/o so many people there.
Loosen restrictions on vape pen cartridges.
Medical marijuana has made such a difference with my pain. I haven’t had my medical card long but I have been to the dispensary quite a
few times and I have NEVER had even close to a bad experience. Thank you.
other.
I would still like to see prices come down a bit mire here in Ohio. It’s so much cheaper in Michigan and other states.
None at this time.
The staff and Pharmacist at The Botanist Wickliffe are extremely helpful!
Love all the dispensaries I&#39;ve visited just wish the price of products was around the same at all.
It cost to much
The dispensary experience is great – clean and knowledgeable employees. The recent changes to &quot;days supply&quot; have helped in
understanding product :: day... but it&#39;s still a highly imperfect system. The way products are broken into Tiers could be construed as
exclusionary or potentially ableist for it charges a higher price and higher days for products. Consider patients that have tolerances built over
years of therapy – what do they do if they&#39;re unable to afford these products (whether the currency being tendered is USD or
&#39;Days&#39;). It seems like an unnecessary barrier to therapy for patients pursuing this form of medication. However, complaints aside,
it feels like people are taking this seriously in Ohio and I always feel like I&#39;m supported both by physicians, pharmacists, and employees.
I do wish it was cheaper or a discount program available for low income assistance. The Logan dispensory is fantastic. Everyone is always nice
and full of useful information!
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because of their variety and price difference (same edible product marked up 60% more in OH). I also firmly believe that patients should
have access to grow their own marijuana for personal consumption without legal consequences from the state. I also think the variety of
flower/plant is extremely low. I believe medical patients (through any state) should have access to top quality flower and various products
(for example, the brands &quot;Cookies&quot; and &quot;STIIIZY&quot;). I know this survey is for this Medical Marijuana Control Program,
but I will state this none the less so there&#39;s a record of this. I believe, and know, marijuana shouldn&#39;t be a Schedule I drug in the
US. The war on drugs, specifically, marijuana has been used to oppress communities of color and minorities. The &quot;War on
Expensive. Helps more that traditional medications
The days supply tracking is confusing.
All dispensaries should list the THC and CBD each product contains clearly on their menu. This isn&#39;t always the case. We also need
products with higher CBD levels in Ohio.
More of a variety of edibles, drinks and suckers please
almost never up to date with what is actually in stock at my dispensary but this is getting better. Most of the dispensaries are on the border
of the state or in Columbus making it tough for anyone in between to have a selection. I have one dispensary within an hour of my location.
Combined with the long wait time a trip can take up to 2 hours there and back. Allowing photos of the products online would also be helpful.
I also feel that it makes things more difficult with online menus to only offer flower in tenths instead of eighths. The day counting system
when it comes to flower doesn&#39;t make a whole lot of sense either. This needs fixed. I just feel there are a lot of unnecessary hoops that
we are jumping through.
cheaper.
Control is such a harsh word.
Somebody’s making a whole lot of money no insurance you have to eat pay bills cost to much
Cost is extremely high in ohio
Please provide a list of days each product is and show days remaining on the website
My employer also does not allow marijuana use and I can&#39;t afford a card. Ohio mmj law is trash and you should all be ashamed of how
badly you are failing to serve those with disabilities.
The medicinal flower I desire is always in short supply due to the cultivator always being sold out. It would be great if I could get the
medicine that helps me more consistently.
This program has saved my life
medical marijuana is too expensive compared to street prices
Price reduction would be nice. Also a list of known effects per type would be nice.
No concerns
otherwise I doubt that the program would be affordable. Really is unfair as the beneficiary has much difficulty to earn a living and cannot
afford purchasing products. We prefer not to seek disability benefits but will likely be possible as our daughter moves into greater
independence.
No more samples for consumers to see/smell! It’s not safe or sanitary and it’s unnecessary to see/smell before purchasing
Please allow more days. A one size fits all approach sounds great for regulation purposes but in practice it is not sufficient.
The program is working well for me, however the prices are a bit steep compared to the western states. Also wish there was a dispensary
closer to my home, or delivery was available. Overall extremely happy with the program.
Miss information being given at the Doctor&amp;#39;s office about pricing for recertification.
I&#39;m very satisfied with the way Terrasana in Columbus OH is handling the COVID‐19 processing. I would like to see ordering on‐line and
picking it up...right now, I call the order in and pick it up...takes a little bit of time depending upon how many people are ahead of me. I
don&#39;t purchase regularly...only when we have the money.
Better than any pill just gotta get the prices down
information is critical to addressing specific symptoms. Next, the label should either certify that no pesticides or herbicides were used, or
else state what were used. Finally, is there a registry of certified labs available for consumers to use to determine the specific cannabinoids,
terpines and contaminants in cannabis products? Note that despite state and corporate assurances, blood thinners, statins and talcum
powder all carry deadly contaminants. Corporations always put profits ahead of people, especially the disabled, so an extra line of self‐
defense would be a good thing.
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comfortable with how these folks are running their illegal business. Just because Ohio said ok, it’s legal? I call bs. So my mom on a fixed
budget is out $600 between a quack doctor and the cost of the product, she still has pain on L1‐L4, which I knew she would.If the state wants
to legalize and tax this garbage, great, you should legalize everything, meth, heroin, pcp, then stop wasting time reviving OD’s countless
times over and over.
Too expensive
The states need to have the same laws and the same prices! Why would they be different? It makes no sense, other than greed!
These products has helped ease my pain.
I see alot of waste with the product packaging. Expensive.
The days system is confusing and unfair, made only more so by splitting it into 45 day chunks. I should be able to track see how Many days I
have remaining as you clearly know that if you’re able to lock me out if I have met the quota. I shouldn’t have to guess. It’s also very difficult
to buy in tenths as that’s what 90% of dispensary’s sell in on the market since they can get more money than selling in bulk. There’s no
incentive for dispensary’s to be competitive with pricing. I wish the system worked better.
Prices are to high and you should be able to grow your own to save yourself money
The cost is so substantially higher then even neighboring states its very discouraging.
Ohio pricing and 1/10th dosing are outrageous. It is worth traveling a 7‐hr round trip to Michigan for far superior and affordable products.
Ohio needs to match the 1/8th ounce quantities and $10/grm top shelf pricing set as a standard by the western states and followed by
Michigan. Ohio is pricing itself out of the market and other states are taking it&#39;s patients.
in many other states.
The program has many problems and is too expensive.
THIS IS THE ONLY THING THAT 100% MAKES THE PAIN FROM ULCERATIVE COLITIS GO AWAY ALMOST IMMEDIATELY MEDICAL MARIJUANA IS
A GODSEND AND I CAN HAVE A NORMAL LIFE BECAUSE OF IT
out of our vehicle. And make oil available in larger quantities at a cheaper price! $80 for 1 mil... that’s a little much. Wait times are bad too...
should just be able to go in and shop. If you’re ready to check out it’s your turn. Stop the checking in and taking my if stuff. Make it like
alcohol... check my ID and days at the register and let’s move on. I’m too busy to be waiting on welfare recipients in front of that can’t make
up their mind. Other then that though. Buckeye Botanicals is the best dispensary in the state. Cheaper prices! Shorter wait times! Larger
quantities of oil available... I want to buy a 20 oz bottle of the stuff. Just sell it to me already.Have a great day! And thanks for making and
keeping medical marijuana great in Ohio.
flower
and it is so hard to see AND fill out. It is also hard to find on your site. You get chased all over the place, and most of the time I never find it.
I have tried calling the Board on several occasions and the people I come in contact with are nasty and very rude. If they don’t like their jobs,
they need to resign! Not everyone is computer savvy and owns a computer. I am over 71 years old and computer illiterate!That is why I
want to send in a caregiver application. PLEASE ALLOW ME TO DO SO!!!!!!!!!!!!!I have 5 crushed vertebra in my back from an accident while
I was in the Army, DJD, 4 heart defects, pulmonary fibrosis, pacemaker for complete heart block and severe arthritis!I want to be able to
send my grandson to the dispensary for me. I lost my daughter to melanoma 8 years ago and she was my only child. I need your
comparison to getting the medical from a dispensary. My pain has decreased and I wake up refreshed every single day. I am so thankful to
have my license.
Cheaper pricing on products and cheaper/less doctors visits would be nice. My illness is not going to go away, why more than one visit per
year is ever necessary is insane!
Michigan...sometimes we have to travel there just so we can afford it....and please do some secret shopping at pure ohio wellness...There is
something going on there with thier brand of product..I would say dry sifting the stuff before they sell it and also charge you more days that
they are supposed too ...
Prices need to come down so our vets ( myself) can afford these medicines .Too much money spent on glitzy packaging. VETERANS SHOULD
GET 50 % DISCOUNT. USNAVY [REDACTED]
Prices need to go down and weights up
Days should roll over to next period if patients don’t use all of their prescribed days.
Confusing system, too expensive for low income families, and tier system is funny
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afford to buy their medicine. Allow home growing with a Paid permit, so state can still get money back into the system for taxes. I feel the
reason for no home growing is the reduction of income for the states and those with license. I feel many people would still buy from
dispensary, but be able to supplement with a small plant at home. I have found a strain that REALLY helps my condition like nothing else, but
it was only available once at dispensary and never seen again. If I could grow that strain myself I wouldn’t have to worry about constantly
searching for a replacement
great. Service great. AAA
than my medical marijuana. I was on 23 pills a day 4 were Narcotics and now I take none, I&#39;m seizure free, drug free, and more active
than I have ever been.
N/A
Price really is an issue. i can drive to Colorado and supply for multiple months for a 3rd of the cost of instate product
I have a life again, thanks to this program, however the pricing for edibles is crazy, $60 for 11 gummed is crazy expensive
I stopped for a time, because I was diagnosed with CHS. I was told to use tinctures. I would like to do patches, because I can’t afford it.
Seems like a form of discrimination. If I were still on pain killers instead, I’d have no problem with a test because the prescription would
protect me. We need the same protections here.
like to have or try for pain and sleep is to high. The editable and texture works well together for pain and sleep but the cost is to high to buy
on a regular bases
For an elderly patient with high hopes that medical marijuana could be helpful it has been a very disappointing experience. Huge lack of
product, specifically edibles, as well as high price for someone on a fixed income has been very disappointing. Will have to remain on horrible
pain pills that don&#39;t provide adequate relief. Also disappointed in the lack of dispensaries close to my home.
Please lower the cost of all products so people that can’t afford it can get a reprieve
calculate days.Also the system only rounds up and not down therefore causing patients to get less than they are entitled to because the way
the 2.83g are packaged.
a person who is considered terminal. Especially during flair ups. The reason I say this is that adult epilepsy is a lot harder to control than
childhood epilepsy so it&#39;s much harder for us to detox and absorb appropriate amounts of our chosen medicine. That and I have also
been diagnosed with SUDEP sudden unexplained death in epilepsy. That and seizures tend to roll and are hard to stop, so getting them
stopped sometimes took up more than a few days supply. I had a flair and ran into a problem with this, and feel that no one else needs to
suffer this. You may want to consider making allowances for medical emergencies when deemed necessary. I did this to get of the
pharmaceuticals and haven&#39;t been able to do so yet. I&#39;m really happy to see this program in ohio but there&#39;s also room for
It&#39;ll be great if price could stabilize and come down and we drop the lousy &quot;Ohio eighth&quot;
I am grateful and appreciative of the services provided by the state and dispensary.
I believe that Ohio is doing a great job regarding the Medical Marijuana Control Program. I think that medical marijuana has helped a lot of
people in the state of Ohio. I applaud the efforts that are taking place to make sure everyone involved in the process is safe.
gets headaches from certain triggers, one of which being the smell of the medical marijuana. I’d love some kind of odor sealing or protective
Bag of kind or jar to store it in
Primarily, the wording of state ordinance vs miscalculation of days supply due to computer system rounding up is biggest complaint. Lack of
knowledge (all around, ie dispensary staff, ohio employees, the public) is another biggie. Not enough dispensaries to chose from. Not enough
selection. Certain strains being sold out quickly &amp; not returning. The prices are a little high. Obviously the federal level affecting other
states from being reciprocal either way and ability to take meds IF leaving the state. The bagged packaging can be hard to open. The
&quot;tenth&quot; is just annoying, just go grams. Moving to 45 days was good. And that&#39;s all I got for not being prepared for this.
Product should be at least 20‐25% less expensive (ie. look no further than Michigan). More folks would get on this medicine if it was more
cost effective than purchasing illegally.
n/a
The purchase limits need to be easier to understand. I deal with actuarial data all day, every day in my workplace – yet still can’t manage to
make sense of the system used by the state of Ohio for this program.
Flower over priced and so dry it turns to dust. Can find better for cheaper on the streets.
Lower prices for edibles and flower.. Day/tier system is confusing. Wait times during covid especially are way too long. Online ordering is
good, but constant out of stock issues.
Online menus should be required. I never know what Mad River Remedies has. Sometimes they end up telling me about things that
aren&#39;t even on the menu there at the place. It&#39;s more like a bar than a medical dispensary. It&#39;s very hard to not feel taken
advantage of when not all of the most affordable options are listed.
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The selection is horrible, I want to be able to vaporize oil but I don&#39;t know how to. The products aren&#39;t great, the flower is often
dry. The products are unreasonably expensive.
N/A
Cost is too high across the board. The price of fees and doctors visits are to expensive and should not need renewal. Product cost is too high,
day program is too restrictive when patients are paying out of pocket with no insurance coverage pay option. Patients should be able to
purchase more and it shouldn&#39;t cost as much. Hours of operation, cost, purchase limits encourage illegal activity.
patients to grow their own with restrictions on plant count to offset the cost and still allow us our medication to help maintain our quality of
life.
The switch to 45 day and new rules are perfect.
The cost of the medical marijuana products is far more expensive than it should be to make it affordable, as well as accessible. The
registration renewal process needs to be easier also.
I am very well pleased with the service that I can get my Dispensary.
I think the weight should be the actual weight of eighths and so on. 3.5 grams for a eighth and 7 for a quarter and so on.
Great productsPrices are way to high
Thank you.
Better naming of strains to utilize the available options to research each strain, read reviews and determine if that strain is right for my
symptoms rather than trial and error.
I don’t like the fact that if I go on a trip out of state , I can not take my prescription, or I am committing a crime. It’s not fare that a person
with Percocet can cross state lines and it’s okay ... my prescription is just as important to my well being as theirs is. However , I will say that
I’m thankful to have the pain relief this program has given me..
I’m on disability I fell 30 feet onto concrete shattered back right leg right arm are all deformed I would like to be able to grow 4‐5 plants for
myself as I’m on Ssdi and very limited income but marijuana has been a life saver!! No more narcotics!!!
CURBSIDE SERVICE at my Dispensary!
Expensive and low quality limited selection and purchase amounts are inconvenient
Prices need to be lower. But most helpful more than anything, would be the opportunity to examine the product (at least the flower) before
purchasing. It&#39;s hit or miss most times on whether you can actually, see, smell, etc the products. This is extremely important and should
be a requirement that samples to examine are available.
N/A
All I&#39;m asking is just a little bit more knowledge on days that some of the dispensaries have the deals I feel like I went in there like twice
and paid full price on days I thought they had deals and just a little bit more knowledge on what I&#39;m getting
We need to go back to the 90 days instead of 45 days goes to fast
The dispensary workers were excellent and knowledgeable about what they would recommend to me. They were very sensitive about my
situation and seemed to genuinely care about my wellbeing.
Ohio is way too expensive and not enough selection, compared to other States with medical marijuana. Also, very little to NO selection of
edibles that are sugar free. Won&#39;t let us smoke it, but I can&#39;t eat it either or I&#39;ll end up in a diabetic coma! Do better Ohio!
there was dispensary close to me. Unless you are buying in larger quantities the price is very high, and the availability of 1/2oz to 1oz is very
limited. Also it is extremely hard to know how many days you have left of your supply. and with the cost there have been times when i was
able to afford product but because the way the days system works i was unable to purchase the amount i wanted due to my 90 days being
up because you lose days even without buying product.
Ohio needs to look at Michigan and their prices.. you guys are killing us with 35‐50% higher than MI prices and the quality is not there either.
Should be more affordable since it’s for medical use
I am thankful for the professionalism of the Verdant dispensary in Marion. The dispensary that I left without my product was the Verdant in
Chillicothe and the manager called me a liar and threw my money in my face. I left crying.
Honestly everything is good about it besides the prices and the weights of it
If price goes down i would buy more and try diffrent dispensaries
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make sense. For example a 2 pk of hard candy (10mg) is a day, and 1gram vape pen is also a day. That is nuts, so I carefully check the days vs.
what I think might be best for me. I also do not try products if they take a lot of days, because of fear of running out of days. The system is
not patient friendly and was clearly designed by non‐users who do not understand the potency of the products. Why not do it on raw THC
content vs carrier weight or package size? Secondary sales of medical marijuana are unlikely as the black market is much cheaper. You are
limiting patients willing to pay for safety, testing and clear product labeling for a unrealized fear someone might sell if they buy a lot. At
these prices who could afford that? Abolish the day point system or make it far less complicated.
It should b some kind of discount especially during this covid‐19 time
The prices are absolutely outrageous. This is our medicine and everyone i know is unable to afford the adequate amount of medicine due to
such high prices. The mark up compared to every other legal state is off the charts. Unacceptable.
It is very expensive and it&#39;s hard to keep track of the days remaining without calling the dispencery
Prices need to come way way down. People are being ripped off, myself included. Being on a set income like many other patients, this
becomes a horribly hard choice, terrible pain or food for your family... FIX THIS PLEASE. Can&#39;t use insurance, and unreasonable pricing
lead people to using illegal drugs to help with their pain, and they risk their lives to go so because you charge to much
The prices are way too high. It could benefit me a lot more if it didn’t cost so much.
Cost! Products or Menu items false information and you give the right to the despenary to set their own discount to Vets and SSDI patients.
This is dope!
Hard to calculate and track my days.
The prices are high??
ahead so its quicker but its take the same time they dont fill ur order that u called in until u get there. It would be nice if u came up with a
way to keep track of your days like online or something.
Would love to see curbside available, currently not at dispensaries near me. Even better, delivery!
I use medical marijuana to alleviate the moderate to severe Neuropathy in my feet, legs and hands. I usually get 11.3 grams per visit, which is
about 1 month&#39;s supply. I prefer smoking Sativa flower, usually late morning and early evening. The Sativa helps reduce some of the
shooting leg pain and leg aches associated with the Neuropathy.
The state of Ohio&#39;s pricing is exorbitant. Most people I know all drive out of state and still save money with gas and tolls. I wish Ohio
would get on the same level with pricing as Michigan.
Never felt properly educated in usage amounts. Disappointed in my clinician’s assistance with this.
isn’t competitive enough.I also feel like the quality of some, although not all of the products could be better. Many of flowers seem to have
mold and mildew problems. Some seem to add perfumes to cover this up.The edible products may not be clear on how to use for patients
unfamiliar with them.
register annually just to be able to use marijuana and to make it a couple hundred bucks every year just to be able to purchase it is extortion.
Second, patients should be able to grow their own supply so they have access to their medicine at its actual cost...nothing but gardening
time and some fertilizer. This is a plant and nobody should need permission or have to pay for the right to use it. Ohio Recreational
supporter
I need more information about how to help my daughter with different strains. The workers are not well educated
I hope they will open it to more health issues, including anxiety.
out/in crowds.
kind staff but it&#39;s breaking the bank sometimes to get the supply I need for the pain it relieves and the anxiety reducing effects it also
carries.
N/A
Would like to see a more consistent selection of larger sizes of flower (14g and above)
Prices are too high
Lower the prices
I believe growing our own would be the best way, still allowing dispensaries to be in service. With the pricing of the dispensaries and even
some cultivation facilities use chemicals to help grow. Only one facility has all organic grown, yet I am still skeptical of what I am getting. To
truly be for the people I think it would be best if the people were able to know what is exactly going on in there product. With certain
guidelines and the proper information and assistance from this community I know we will do right .
More affordable products
lowered. A lot.
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A standard for dispensary websites. Mandatory listing of THC% for all forms (flower, concentrate, ect)
Lower prices. Get more and stronger edibles
Thanks to medical marijuana, my child can live a semi‐normal life. It has positively changed his attitude and significantly helped curb the pain
in his little 6 year old body. His appetite has increased.
I haven’t stopped completely but had to cut back tremendously due to costs
I am very happy with this program
Ii wish I could see a display of the product
Need more days and more products
Bloom medicinal is very friendly and the staff is great! Very clean and well ran!Mad river remedies the front desk personnel was obnoxious
and rude, very verbal about not liking their job. Made smerks and hand gestures when answering the phone! Not used to seeing that their.
Most of the staff there are pleasant and helpful. This individual was not.
I feel the prices are too high. Also, while I truly appreciate the covid measures taken, there has to be a quicker way to process customers.
Also, I tried to call in an order at least 5 times, no one at dispensary ever picked up.
The cost of the products are expensive
The prices of the concentrates should be lowered for the quality and quantity recirved.
More dispensaries for less wait time.
Everything been great so far
first. Patients over profits. People will still shop in your stores. It is so obvious that this system was designed for greed. I am grateful for the
system and we have great products in the state, but we should allow more access and not less access. Create a license for homegrow and
charge a fee. Will allow more supply in your stores and people will be able to purchase the products they need instead of not being able to
because it is out of stock. Decentralized production makes more sense than massive grow warehouses. Just make a system that makes sense
for patients because what we have now seems warped to advantage the license holders. Purchase limits should be by weight per month or
some other measure of time. Don’t punish people for purchasing variety. Makes no sense. Make the dispensary provide days remaining
Need more allowance
N/A
The staff in both of the dispensaries I have visited are without exception pleasant, helpful, and knowledgeable.
also still difficult to determine how many days I have left although it is now better than it was. My biggest issues with the program is the lack
of dispensaries, which leaves an hour plus sometimes waiting to just get in not to mention how far I have to drive for just to reach a
dispensary. With the drive, wait, and lack of longer hours, I am forced to always try and go on the weekends, because I work, when a many
are only open on limited hours Saturdays and closed Sundays. More dispensaries and growers for more variety is the biggest issues for me
with the program. Of course if small home grows were allowed these would be non issues. Plus it would force some of these growers to put
out a better product, some of what is pushed as medical is worse than black market at double the price.
days limit needs further adjustment, an easy way for patients and stores to figure out how many days a patient has available
I would like more info on use for insomnia.
I wish the associate would be clearer in explaining the different affects and uses of the different strains
Prices are getting almost unaffordable for me
It’s have a hard time finding anything good. Most of it is garbage does nothing. When I find a product that works they don’t have enough it
takes months to see it again. Average price for a days medicine is $44. 44 x 30 comes out to $1320.
Prices make any usable quantities unobtainable.
please!
to see people walk in buy items and the go out to parking lot and sell what they just bought, and I cant find what i need because it is all
bought up to resale in dispensary parking lot, its a circus out there and scary
The cost of Cannabis in Ohio caused such a strain on my marriage that my husband and I separated for six months, we have three children.
The restrictions on THC content and etc means that there are add‐ins to concentrates products which make them harsh and ineffective; not
to mention RSO saying “for vaporization” as wel! Stress has proven in research to deplete the endocannbinoid system and as a PTSD patient I
find I am able to ingest higher doses without adverse reactions as my body endures chronic stress.
I wish I could see how many days I have left.
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My suggestions are to increase patient purchase qty availability, and to change the current structure of how patients can determine their
available qty for purchase. The patient quantity availability is a total mess and should be modeled after other states that have more
experience with Medical Marijuana Programs. Most patients that I have spoken with, myself included, feel that there is no easy way to
determine our purchase availability, prior to visiting the dispensary, and inquiring with a dispensary employee.
way, that isn&#39;t what we are doing. I wish that was the case but we are patients in pain. You make me drive 40‐50 miles( round trip) to
pay exorbitant prices and minimal quality or quantity. We need info, help with accessories and what different strains will help with what.
This is only being treated like a medication to get approval to purchase . After that it&#39;s treated more recreationaly , feels like ohio is
recreating a wheel that been around awhile. I generally cannot get what helps me most because of the price. So I have to try and get
something that might help and roll the dice. It would be nice to be able to afford it. My example is a 200mg chocolate in MI 15‐20 in OH the
equivalent would cost over 100 this info is available online. And how is the reciprocity going? Can we go to MI or PA? And last the quantity is
I do find the days’ supply counts to be confusing. It’s definitely not as clear cut as being given a thirty day supply of any other medication but
I find the dispensary staff to be eager and able to provide as much information as possible.
Costs need to come down. Also, the 1/10 is weird. Other states use 1/8th and costs are less for 1/8 than they are for 1/10 in Ohio. Also very
expensive for initial and renewal medical visits. Fortunately I&#39;m a veteran and get a discount.
I am very thankful for the indigent discount
Overall I&#39;ve been pleased with how medical marijuana has helped me with my symptoms of chronic pain, nerve damage &amp; nausea.
There&#39;s room for improvement, e.g., i&#39;d like to see Medicare cover some of the products. On the otger had, I&#39;m grateful, and
aware of how hard some people work to get it right.
should.
The prices need to change, they are inadequate to the products we’re receiving
There should be legal places to safely consume medical marijuana products for patients.
concentrates for vaporizer is my preferred. the cost is 2‐3 national prices and too high for use and the dispensery I use has stopped carrying.
would be a great option.
Ohio prices are much too steep
Some potential employers will not hire me due to my medicine I take for my war injuries.
More conditions need to be added such as anxiety, depression, insomnia
Prices are too high at dispensaries in this state. I cannot afford the regular regime that works best for me.
something wrong considering how much more expensive it here still. It&#39;s quite depressing. Plus the law needs amended so we can grow
a few plants our own medicine.
I think the prices need to come down also people should be allowed to purchase more in a 45 day period!
patients to receive adequate medication and forces them to resort back to blackmarket dealers. More dispensaries are also needed.Indigent
and veteran discount should be 25% at EVERY dispensary. Like the code originally stated.The majority of patients have no clue how to
calculate their days and rely on dispensaries to do such. And it shouldn&#39;t be the dispensarys burden. We should have online software
that details every purchase, where we can simply login and track our own days. Medication that was either short or unsatisfactory should be
reimbursed correctly. Not with amazon gift cards that can only be used for purchases outside of a dispensary and can&#39;t even be used in
a ATM to use at a dispensary..
Need a form to help keep track of how many units are used each 45 days
Cost is really high still. It is sad how unaffordable it is. Luckily I have a good paying job. Please find a way to get lower prices. Perhaps allow
more pharmacies and growers.
Prices remain substantially higher than product value. Usually $10/1 gram of flower would be acceptable but some dispensaries want almost
$50‐60 for 2.83g.FREE ANYONE IMPRISONED FOR MARIJUANA OFFENSES OR OTHER NON VIOLENT DRUG CHARGES
More selection of cannabis and closer dispensary’s would be nice!
disability office says denied? So anyways I can&#39;t even get indignant. Michigan&#39;s program is one you should be following. The
amount of money the state is making off of unwell people is so disappointing. Side note the State&#39;s dispensarys have been awesome.
The people that work there are so kind and really care. The product is usually high quality.
It would be nice if there was a dispensary in clermont county
display it instead of hiding it all. Also there should be more dispensaries so I wouldn’t have to travel so far for my medication. Sales, specials,
coupons and or rewards should be offered.
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Medical marijuana helps with my uc tremendously, but I have to be very careful when I use it and cannot use it when I need to due to drug
testing from my employer. I do not purchase a lot because I feel it is too expensive for how much I actually am able to use of it. I maybe
purchase 1 container a year and usually do not finish what I have due to not being able to take it.
Get these prices under control. The state needs to do a MUCH better job ensuring the continuing education of budtenders.
Lack of information when program got started. [I grew 3 plants because I thought I was allowed to I got a fifth degree felony for it and was
forced to stop using medicine by local court. The doctors who prescribe it are only there to get money and the dispensaries charge way too
much, which is why most people I know that still have a license go to michigan because it&amp;#39;s cheaper. I myself have never
personally went to an ohio dispensary because none were in operation when a doctor gave me the house bill whatever card thing and said I
could grow and buy in michigan which both are illegal. I got in trouble for trying to get an alternative medicine. Never had a felony in my life
until I tried to get a natural pain medicine. So far as I&amp;#39;m concerned the program is a mess....doctors give wrong information, will
give anyone a card, the price is too high to get product, dispensaries are at least an hour away from me, cops dont know rules, take legal
I travel for work between Ohio and Michigan, sometimes for long periods of time. It is essential that the state pursue reciprocity with nearby
states where Ohioans may need medical access without paying recreational fees. The availability of dispensaries and products in Ohio aren’t
adequate, and it’s difficult to track the number of days remaining in a fill period. I regularly have to travel about 30 miles to a dispensary that
carries products that are effective for me, but the facilities themselves have been clean and staff professional and knowledgeable.
legalize it completely so we don&#39;t need a license
I think the vape oil is to strong. Not sure about the actual flower haven&#39;t tried it yet. So I guess I will just by eitibles from now on. They
don&#39;t seem to be to strong.
Too expensive, and I don&#39;t like carrying around that much cash. Should just be legalized recreationally.
purchase medicine when the last patient is served at 5:30 at my local dispensaries. Love the additions of phone ordering and online order.
These additions have made my shopping experience much better and have significantly lowered my times at the dispensary. I hope these
options can remain after the pandemic is over. Also love the 45 day period adjustment that was made . Makes keeping track of days easier
although I hope one day the website will be updated to reflect the new changes so patients can login to check and see how many days they
have left. I have had some cases where I was getting told different amount of days that I had left between two dispensaries I visited.
Limits need to be raised and legal homegrow provisions need to be considered for access, quality control and affordability
a safety related position, but I am an office worker, and it&#39;s none of my employers business what I do after work on my own time.
More people would use medical marijuana if they knew they wouldn&#39;t be fired for failing a drug test. Also, please change the laws and
allow personal home cultivation of medical marijuana. It could only be a few plants per patient, and out of public view or indoors only. It
would allow patients to grow strains that are not available at dispensaries. Most strains at local dispensaries are not well known outside of
Ohio and it&#39;s difficult to research online the effects and what ailments they&#39;re good for. It wouldn&#39;t reduce sales at
dispensaries much, and would create more jobs via sales of grow lights, growing products, etc.
I would like to have online ordering and curbside more available.
The conservative Ohio legislature didn’t a great job of suppressing the legalization of MMJ by making sure it’s ten times more expensive than
anywhere else. Other states have rolled out far cheaper supply and vastly larger variety in half the time.
It would be helpful to have simple, short written materials (pamphlets) available describing variations in products available. No one wants to
ask a lot of questions and thus appear ignorant. No one wants to take up a lot of time, either — there are other people in line, politely
waiting, you tend to come to the front of the line, ask as little as possible, make your purchase and leave.
Product consistency (availability) could use work at the 3 locations I&#39;ve visited.
.
being allowed. An easier way to understand the days system would certainly be helpful much like calories on menus. It should have how
many days the products are as well.
I just wish I had a better understanding of what I was able to use as a user.
N/A
I’m very satisfied with everything I’ll be even more satisfied when we’re like Vegas all the way legal marijuana helps me so much and
sometimes I need it outside of my home Thank you
Let us have home grow! And change the 2.8.. to 3.5 daily dose.
gummies for $50 and so I can limit how much to take, not based on pain, but what I can afford. I almost wonder if it is even worth it. I have
pain, but now I have pain in my wallet. Also, vape is my preferred smoking option from my doctor but how can I afford $60 to $80 for a
day&#39;s supply of a vape pen? Its outrageous!
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Due to the expense of medical marijuana, I may not renew my card in 2021. The card is expensive and the product. I had visited Colorado a
few years ago, the recreational stores were half the price Ohio&#39;s dispensaries.
I feel that the laws to restrict viewing of the products beforehand greatly hinders the ability to know what you’re getting. Some companies
include deeper breakdowns of the cannabinoids and terpenes in products. This information is often, if not always, left off of menus both
online and in the dispensary. It also makes people feel less comfortable with the products, the more they know, the more they will buy.
The price is high. Before my card I purchased off the street for a lot less.
Lack of tracking for days by consumer and helping us with a system is a big down fall to this program.
If i have money, im out of days. When i have days im out of money. Have left several times due to no days
I really dislike the 45 day system that you have in place. It&#39;s insane that I am regulated by such a small amount of marijuana.
disability I’m still not going to afford to properly use medical marijuana constantly even with the discount, unless prices go down lower.
Please think about home grow please.
[REDACTED] Please read the comments. I can’t relief my symptoms due to the strains I need to use never being in stock. I can’t use edibles
cause I need at least 500mg to feel effects. Not everyone’s tolerance is the same, not everyone’s metabolism is the same. There is no one
size fits all for medication. As the board of pharmacy you do realize medicine comes in different strength. And not everyone talks Tylenol,
some people in profan works better. Your limits that make no sense are effecting people that are sick trying to relief some pain. The growers
you won’t allow to expand to provide adequate medicine only comes around every 2‐3 months. How am I suppose to buy 2‐3 months worth
with these limitations? You have failed miserably. How would you like to only be able to relief some of your symptoms half the time.
Need more affordable dispensaries
Thank you.
It is very difficult to get information and next to impossible to talk to a pharmacist who knows the products and strains.
More dispensaries. Lower cost. And can&#39;t buy the same flower every time. It&#39;s always different.
I feel when you purchase an item if it is not the correct medication and you purchased two you shouldbe able to have another day since you
missed the medication you were anticipating.
Need better variety. There are a lot strains that are not even available in the area. Don&#39;t get me wrong local is always good but
sometimes I want to try something that I have read about or heard about.
Lower prices. To expensive.
comfortable going there, then a new place, because prices in Ohio are a lot more than in Michigan, as well as a further distance so it&#39;s
not worth it to me.
Being in the construction industry, I am laid off and hired at different times. Going to a 45 day cycle prohibits the amount and quality of
medicine available for me to purchase. I buy more meds when I am working and I try to save up before I loose my employment.
I would like 2 C 3 verymajoryet crucial aspects set str8 1)Price$ They R horrible If corner stores could $ell u would(lo$e allLoyalty
workonthat)just cuz of the $&amp; limitatons already 2) MOST IMPORTANTLY add Q.C. 2list peopleDESERVEaccess2this4MANY DISORDERS
HEALTHISSUES anxiety&amp;depression&amp; MUCHMORE anxiety&amp;depression R real keyfactors personally so many people dying
cuzof pills ITS BEEN AN EPIDEMIC 4HOW LONG CUZ 2MANY PEOPLE GO UNTREATED CUZTHEIR SCARED OFTHESYSTEM &amp;$ OF DEBT
THEHARDPART ISWEDONT GET IN$URANCE SOHELPINGOUT ASMUCHAS UCAN WHENEVER &amp;HOWEVER UCAN WOULD B VERY
WISEWEVOTEWEACTWESTANDWE NEED2MOVE FORWARD2GETHER laws2protectTheServicewithPTSD&amp; patientsjobs@WILLSTATE!
mostpeopledonthavethe $2live asIT isalready 3) fight4Homegrowplantsloyalty $olutions trufreedom &amp;$ restraintonpatients relieved
It would be wonderful if my caregiver could grow for me .. much more safe and cheaper
My experience thus far has been very good. Although I wish prices would come down, this program keeps me from taking narcotics and
unsustainable amounts of anti‐inflammatory medication. Thank you for making this available to Ohioans but more needs done to give access
to others in need who have financial barriers or simply do not understand all that is available and the process to follow.
Make it cheaper. Or be able to use insurance.
Truly the cost of vaporizers is too much. It only invites the patient to use the less healthy options of smoking. Also, what is the difference
between thc‐a and thc, because labels now are using them almost interchangeably.
It would be great if the products came with a clear explanation of how many days they are. It&amp;#39;s not clear and it&amp;#39;s not the
same amount across forms so it&amp;#39;s hard to keep track of it. It would also be great if we could see that in our patient portal. Oh and
raise the amount per day, please. I use both edibles and flower and it&amp;#39;s so hard if I have a flare up to have enough days.
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show us our day allotments. I would like to be able to view pictures of the flower on websites before purchasing ‐ this is a MEDICINE but
it&#39;s still treated like contraband which is quite frankly offensive to patients. There are still arcane rules like this which paint a portrait of
cannabis as a criminal substance and reflect those stigmas onto us ‐ registered medical patients. This rule specifically is keeping us in the dark
about the flower we&#39;re purchasing which is twice as expensive as Michigan&#39;s flower. Even despite the steep prison penalty for
drug trafficking, there are still reports of patients having to drive to Michigan dispensaries because they can&#39;t afford to purchase
affordable medication here in Ohio.Drive through pickup needs to stay even after (if ever) COVID dies down. 15 minutes vs 3 hours at the
The 2.83 grm is a joke forb50 bucks or even 40 bucks, it should be 3.5 grms for that price period, and 7 grams and 14 gems or a ounce its not
difficult, this 2.83 stuff is screwing the patient over big time 100 percent. And all the good flowers is always in short supply and that should
never happen, u guys need someone like me on the board I have 25 plus years experience in the field of Marijuana
i wish there were more dispensaries to purchase from (so there might be some closer to my home ‐ i am disabled and do not drive) with a
wider selection of product and much more information on the products themselves
medical marijuana program but as a cancer patient dealing with chronic pain, I use quite a bit of medial marijuana to manage many of my
symptoms. I&#39;ve had multiple occasions where I&#39;ve run out and been unable to purchase while extremely sick from my chemo.
We&#39;re not all the same. 45 days might be great for some, it&#39;s not enough for others. Legalize Marijuana in Ohio. Please. And
reform HAS to happen for those in prisons with marijuana convictions.
Prices place an additional strain on my fixed income especially when considering the additional RX meds I have to take.
While the program has made significant improvements over the past year, patient education is severely lacking.The dispensary employees do
a great job,but that is assuming people receive enough education to make it into a dispensary.Advertising should be aloud so people know
what is going on with the industry and patient education should be offered by the state, not just by bud tenders, (such a minimized title for
the job most of them are doing).Also, the way medical marijuana products are classified, Tier 1 and Tier 2, only being judged by THC, and the
products day supply not matching or making any sense with respect to potency...all of this is just adding to the misinformation spreading
through this state like wild fire.It seems that too much time is being spent creating/jumping loop holes, instead of making actual changes to
help people, even though I believe that that is the goal. We just seem off base, here in Ohio. Lets call out what weve done wrong and
products and it had to suffer.
A more diversified selection of concentrates and turpene‐based selections of flower would make medication more conducive.
It would be easier if I could use a credit card. Wish there were more dispensaries. Closer would be nice.
If you have a card you should be legally allowed to grow an allocated amount of plants!
Michigan is so much cheaper. Why can’t Ohio be competitive with them?
No concerns. I have arthritis and the products hep me avoid major anti inflammatory drugs.
Most of edibles taste horrible ,like chewing on the floweror too week.
I’m new to the program so still learning
of Michigan and other states that have been active. I literally drive to Michigan for 99% of transactions because your structure was not set up
by anyone from the industry and it is almost like it was designed to be unique because that would be cool to do. It’s not. Prices are high and
volumes are low. Comply to the national standards like you would for any other Ohio revised code law and maybe you’ll see quite an
increase in sales in the bordering counties and beyond. Many people are deterred from the product pricing but also the application fees.
Make the process user friendly with a medical patient in mind, not a consumer.
script for some opiates and get it paid for by insurance. But no help or options for Marijuana. Things like this prove a point. You
don&amp;#39;t care about making my life better just getting my money. Go fuck yourself. For the record I only wanted to answer this one
the other&#39;s you made me answer.
I love that we are able to get medical marijuana and have close dispensaries but to be completely honest it is not easy for a poorer and even
middle class person to afford.
leave are u can talk as long as you need.They also don&amp;#39;t rush u there at The Forest. Just the prices can be a lil high os all cause the
just started here in ohio.But i travel to California and the PRICES was crazy cheap there.Dont understand way i had to pay so much here at
home. Big difference .
Prices are high. Other than that and the long wait at times, I&#39;ve enjoyed the experience. The employees are fantastic.
Price needs lowered for disabled
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should not be able to grow their own plants. Next, the board of pharmacy has been far too restrictive over every aspect of this program. You
are treating the medicine like we are still commuting a crime. The quantities need to become standard with the rest of the country. I am
referring to the 2.83g and 5.66g units. Who came up with this? Every medical state you go to will see 3.5g and 7g for the same price or even
less than here in Ohio. That leads me into the price for edibles. Wow. I cannot believe it. $40+ for only 100mg? Unheard of. Honestly, did
anyone go travel to any other states to get an idea of how things work? It is completely insane. I went into this believing that this program
was “patients over profits”. That is not that case whatsoever. The board of pharmacy has done everything to maximize profits forcing
on disability. The tier system needs to go away. And taking extra days needs to stop. Patients should also have the option of a home grow.
Our limits on how much we can purchase should be higher, from a patient stand point and a business stand point. Smoking of the flower
should also be allowed.
I feel the prices should come down do to the fact that it doesn’t go with the amount dispensed.i feel that some prices would be better if the
weight of the material matched,like for instance $45 for 3.5 grams seems more reasonable.
Glad to see it finally in place especially for those who refuse to take pharmaceutical pills
Price is way to high
prescribe), open way more qualifications for medical cards ( literally anyone should be able to heal or get relief in peace), accept out of state
medical cards ( more money for our state). The more you open up this medicine, the more money the state sees, the more healing and
quality of life happens for many many people. With everything that&#39;s legal and allowed (alchohol, pills, even sodas and cheeseburgers)
we need to open up A PLANT WAY MORE, it&#39;s FACTUALLY healthier than most things we consume, yet it is being controlled more than
any other state basically, meaning we have the most strict medical program with the rules and limits along with a small list of qualifying
ailments. Cannabis deserves to be obtained by any adult (or child if parents consent).
please help
The pricing is unreal and unaffordable most of the time and the tier system is a joke im.an ohio patient and have to pay top dollar 50 and 60
$ for 2.88 that&#39;s a complete joke were not in the Europe why use the the .10th system and to be able to only find flower with thc
levels of 24 to 30 I feel is a RIP off for the pricing for 60 $ 2.88 we should be getting nothing but 30 % ers
N/A
what I’m going to get. Little to no help with product detail from staff would like more of a retail environment you might find in other states.
The process of ordering off a menu, little to no description, pay an attendant, product comes through a little window is not the best
customer experience.
I have not found one that works for me.
to my economic status, but even with that discount it is super pricy. I have a friend in Michigan and she can get 2 times to 4 times the
amount of medical marijuana than I can with the same amount of money. California is the same way. You guys really need to fix the pricing
of the product.
Please give patients access to day tracking! The day allocations on products are confusing enough, not having access to current days used is
very frustrating. The cost to get and maintain a medical card is a little high. Allow more cultivators and dispensaries = better prices and
choices. Workers need protections, no other prescribed medication can get you fired. Add more qualifying conditions. Allow more discounts
and communication from medical marijuana businesses to patients. Cash only is an issue.
Needs to be covered by insurance.
There has to be a better way to track days, the website is completely unhelpful. If a product is worth a specific amount like, 1.6 days, then it
should be worth 1.6 days and not 2. The rounding up really defeats the purpose.
I have questions about which strains are best for nerve pain. I have researched online but the strains that are recommended are not
available to me through the dispensaries. The staff that I have dealt with are not sure how to advise me. The other comment I have is about
the prices. I have had to do without because of the high prices.
altering physiological symptoms are a mirror of Parkinson’s Disease. Drug therapies designed to depress nervous/muscular system activity in
both diseases lead to lethargy, depression, and sedentary lifestyle for ET patients. And aggressive intervention such as Brain Surgery is not
affordable to most people. Most ET victims simply suffer, or resort to alcohol. Please consider this terrible disease as a qualifying condition
for the program both for its palliative value and as an alternative to a lifelong suppressive/depressive drug therapy. My pain started a couple
years back and marijuana has brought relief. But HAPPY DISCOVERY! My ET has been helped greatly from which I’ve suffered 35 years!
Thank you for thinking of other sufferers.
Prices need to be lower
I did not stop using as my own choice I just can not afford my Medical cannabis I will return once I have the money for my medical marijuana
it would be nice to see some help with costs
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The cost is so high that I will probably have to go back on opiates and stop buying medical marijuana. Over double cost on the street and
lasts half the amount of time. The vape oil, the holes are double the size to make it the amount used go faster. One thing I can say is how
informed and nice the staff at my dispensary in Warren. Abbey is absolutely wonderful and has not let me down yet.
All of the products are way overpriced at all the dispensaries. A person on a fixed income and has severe pain cannot afford these prices
There is too wide of a price gap between dispensary and the quality of the medical marijuana received.
I wish there were employment protections for medical marijuana recipients, as well as more public awareness to help alleviate the stigma
that’s been put on it. I would also like to see dispensaries accept all forms of payment as well as a reduction in prices and/or more discount
options available. Overall I am highly satisfied with the program and it has helped immensely.
This has helped more than anything I have ever used. It’s very good that I am not destroying my kidneys anymore with aspirin and all the
Meds across the counter . I am so glad I now have better choices to help me live a active life
There are so few dispensaries most patients have to drive an hour or more to get their medicine which is often hard to do when you are sick
..It would be a relief if the dispensaries were more accessible and more Wide spread through out our communities ..
It’s a big out of pocket expense after the opioid crisis. It should be covered by prescription insurance
none at this time
Sleep is very important for severe Spinal Stenosis which is what I have in the 4‐5 lumper.. With Normal Tension Glaucoma is not dramatically
affected, but again, that degradation process slows down significantly
Everything is great other than the price for the weight.
and polite! I have nothing bad to say About the Wickliffe dispensary. I am pleased to see prices starting to drop and continuous deals on
vendors also cartridges being sold without batteries!!!! (Finally) I will say I am an all day user, medical marijuana helps me in so many ways.
From my chronic nerve pain, SEVERE panic attacks, sleep issues, it just calms me down in general. So what I’m saying is I would like to see
cheaper prices. All in all I love you guys!! Thanks for everything! Keep fighting the good fight
Overpriced, more options online or on the street. Simply not worth the hassle.
Someone needs to help the patient figure out what to do to remedy their specific issue. Nobody seems to be legally able, or qualified to
answer my questions. I cannot smoke, hate the smell, so my options seem slim.The cost is too high to keep throwing good money after self
experimentation. I lost my job 14 months ago so since I cannot figure out dosage, I’ve spent too much on getting the license and the few
items purchased. I will not be returning until the industry can legitimately help me, and I can afford the medication.
doctors opinion rather than blanket amount.The portion sizes don’t make sense, make it 1/8,1/4,1/2 etc. Make it so the patient can track
how many points are left online or with an app. Seems like the bud tenders are good at sales pitches but not great at making suggestions.
Need more variety of strains with higher potency. Less packaging on vape pens and cartridges. Better online ordering systems and more
dispensary’s are needed to reduce wait times.
don&#39;t really want to start now, If research could be done to help the gummies have a better effect of pain that would be great. I also
don&#39;t understand why the cost is so high. What about it is so special to make that it justifies such a cost? In addition, why is it not
covered under health insurance as it is a medical treatment? I hope that there is an effort currently underway to work toward these products
being covered under health insurance.
I work in the health insurance industry, and I am concerned that my status as a medical marijuana patient will somehow become known to
my employer inadvertently through otherwise legitimate sharing of health records. I wish Ohio had some protections in place.
Just make it cheaper and eliminate the black market..Legalize it and let people grow it for themselves
A day counter on receipts or prescription sticker would be helpful.
The 90 day supply rule/regulation is wrong and should be removed completely. Only doctors should be able to limit the patient&#39;s
supply. No other state has this regulation. Some folks truly need more than is allowed and they are left suffering because of it.
visit.
I would love to see mail or other home delivery method as a dispensing option.
Prices are still too high.
Home delivery and lower pricing
Your taxing is crazy. And how things are weighted red to be 3.5 not 2.83.. that’s why the black market will alway thrive.. you have to beat the
black market price for it to actually end
The prices for the Dr appointment and medical marijuana card are very high and cost prohibitive for me to purchase as much as I need to.
More dispensaries and lower prices. Ohio needs the 1 gram cartridge.
The marijuana is lore must mold tasting than ever. Nothing makes me angrier than wasting my money
The list of supplies on line needs to be visible
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I have been experiencing symptoms of cannabanoid hyperemesis syndrome also known as CHS. I wish we knew more about this. I have had
to quit smoking on and off because of it.
purchase. You can&#39;t even have this information release over the phone, which I do understand. The only way to maintain to this info is
to either try to track it yourself (which easier said than done) or physically go to the dispensary yourself to inquire. This process absolutely
needs to be easier.
It would be good to have online access to the number of days remaining.
Pricing is getting alot better. The amount eventually needs to be moved up to more in a period. The bigger a person you are it takes more to
relieve the pain vs a small person
It&amp;#39;s too expensive for out of pocket expenses. Other states are much lower and they are reciprocal. When traveling. I
don&amp;#39;t cross state lines but I appreciate when traveling that I am able to get oils at a much lower price.
Price and selection should be the main concern. Opening more dispensaries would help, i would like to own one myself.
people of color when issuing the certificates. Make sure to make equitable concessions to ensure that is a possibility. Also, home grow
should be legal. Sure, there should be limitations. Ohio’s medical marijuana program is handicapped by unnecessary limitations and
restrictions that are based on antiquated biases of marijuana.
Cincinnati needs a dispensary on the east side of the city. Two of the three dispensaries in Cincinnati are within a mile of each other.
Some of the dispensaries are pricing products far too aggressively (Have a Heart Cincy) let’s face it the dispensary pricing model is extremely
expensive..So unless the dispensary offers some discounts, I’m constantly chasing some kind of deal, and often times having to drive 45
minutes to an hour one way. Also a great product will show up at a dispensary and then be gone for six months, this is ridiculous. Went
forward there needs to be better pricing policy more discounting, consistent availability of growers not just the big ones!
thousands of dollars in a years time. This is not sustainable for someone like me who does not have unlimited resources. My family has had
to help pay for it. Please consider a program for people who need large amounts just to function at all, but cannot afford to continue to pay
these prices. Also, please consider allowing Ohioans to grow and possess a limited amount of their own MM. This would allow us to still buy
from a dispensary, but have some growing to supplement. I would have to take insane amounts of narcotics to even come close to what the
MM does for me. MM is also so much safer than prescription pain meds and I hope to use it to eventually wean off other meds. We have to
do better with this. Please and thank you.
Only concern or complaints I have is it’s hard to find a good job with medical card.
the very High Price of these products limiting my ability to use them on a consistant basis. I am currently on Morphine Sulfate with Percocet
for break thru pain. When I am able to afford these products they work good enough where as I do not need to use the Morphine on a
regular basis. I feel if it was cheaper to obtain the edibles, I could get off the Morphine and Percocet&#39;s for the management of my pain. I
do not wish to have surgery at my age, and prefer to use the pharmicuticals. They are cheaper and I am able to afford these, even at the cost
of lack of appetite. 1.) Ohio should lower the cost so people that are in my age group on a fixed income would be able to afford these
products. 2.) Ohio should be able to increase the products available as in other states, ie; Dixies Beverages in Colorado etc. 3.) I am not able
I like these questions hope to get some feed back
I think the pricing needs to be scaled much better. 2.83 grams in a one day supply unless tier 2 then it becomes somehow a TWO day supply?
this seems very price gouging. Allow more farms to enter the market. Allow non vaporization of the product. High THC flower should not cost
more days than regular. High THC relieves my anxiety and my chronic migraines. If it is going to continue with this silly 45 day period broken
into two. There needs to be more steps involved and taken to expand the market. Allowing it to continue how it is, is very expensive. With a
semi broad variety to choose from. If you look up any dispensary in michigan the product variety surpasses anything in Ohio by five fold.
As a chronic pain patient, we are often forced to choose between pain medication or marijuana. It is now also a huge hurdle to being seen
by any pain facility due to physician fears in light of the &amp;quot;opioid crisis&amp;quot;, even though I&amp;#39;ve been a medical
marijuana patient for over 25‐years having been previously prescribed Marinol.Chronic pain patients need more advocacy, and it needs to
happen faster. We&amp;#39;re suffering. We&amp;#39;re dying due to lack of care. And attempting to curb one&amp;#39;s pain/nausea
with a medication that does assist in pain/nausea mitigation to some degree without insurance covering the medication is currently too
expensive to pay for out of pocket as someone who filed under indigent status. Sure, we get small discounts, but 20% off of a $200 purchase
is still a $200 purchase. Making only $700 per month, the math doesn&amp;#39;t add up. Allow us to grow our own supply and join grow‐
The individuals holding position within these street legal over priced drug houses need to arm themselves with more information as opposed
to me educating them and other patients more often than not when entering these facilities.
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The quality and price of the products is very heartbreaking. Being forced into underground markets for years and being labeled a criminal ,
and now finding overpriced and inadequate products in relation to what could be produced at home is very depressing. An option for
producing ones own products should be available. Growing and producing ones own product allows the ability to have a consistent
medicine(strain) and known variables. The variations in product and availability is not conducive to providing proper relief. Allowing delivery
should be another option available for patients. The 70% cap on potency for concentrates should also be removed. It is very obvious that
some growers purposely put out premature product to fill product needs, that product is processed to remove (trichomes) thc for
concentrate production and then selling the flower also. These techniques and deficiencies are due to the tight regulations and costly
Why can&#39;t I get my stuff delivered?I have zero idea how many days I have left. Either keep the website up to date or remove the stupid
limits. We&#39;re all adults here.
Its cheaper in Michigan
We have to implement a provision for patients to cultivate their own medicine and it must happen quickly.
None
A better day usage system need. No reason to penalize someone for choosing different strains. I mean thats the point. To try and find the
right product. Unless you buy the same flower you get no break on days used. I feel thats wrong.
to go to Ohio dispensary’s due to the high prices and poor selection. When I do go I have to travel from north Olmsted to Lorain because
local shops in Lakewood are way overpriced with a terrible selection. I can get triple what I would get in Ohio in Michigan. I’m sure we will
get there but it’s taking a long time ??
I have side effect of edibles slowing down digestion leading to constipation. I do not want to smoke and prefer edibles but have read this is a
unavoidable side effect. I would like advice
The Ohio medical marijuana program is among the most expensive in the nation. Whatever you did, you did it wrong.The insistence on
selling a battery with every Vape cartridge until very recently is an outrageous joke.I am extremely informed and intelligent and I never have
any idea how many days I have left until I walk in there and find out when I pull out my money.And finally, there needs to be curbside pick
up in the age of Covid because I’m a type 1 diabetic with type A blood and I have no idea if I’ll die from purchasing my medicine.
I think things should be more affordable. I use my medical marijuana to control my seizures so things can get scary if I can’t afford it.
to afford it.
We moved to Ohio because of this offering. It’s been life changing. I’m no longer on any other pain meds, I’ve lost over 80 pounds, and so
happy this is offered! I just wish other states had it so traveling is easier.
None
I would like to be better informed about both the side effects and benefits
dispensary is 40 minutes away and the wait time is horrible. The staff is awesome but because it is the ONLY one in a 4 county area they are
very overwhelmed. It would be VERY beneficial to open a dispensary in Hardin County as while chatting with people at Eagle Dispensary
more than half of us were from Hardin County. Please consider this. Eagle Dispensary is a wonderful place but they are crazy busy and the
wait time for us patients is incredibly long. Thank you and God Bless!
price that we pay we should be able to go / purchase anytime it’s necessary (as needed) and not be limited to a certain amount for a
specified number of days
Lack of days. 4oz in 45 days is not nearly enough
I do not like Curbside Service!
because if just moves you towards constipation and that&#39;s no solution. I am so thankful that Ohio has given Crohn&#39;s patients an
option for pain relief when we didn&#39;t have much else. I do wish we would get a printout when we make a purchase that tells us how
much we can still buy in that reporting period.
The Medical Marijuana program has changed almost every single facet of my life. To finally find something that actually can manage the
pain with much fewer side effects is just something that shouldn&amp;#39;t be understated. Outside of the lack of access due to cost and
more clarity on rules and prescription allotments I think the program is highly beneficial
Let me grow my own Cannabis strains that are specifically beneficial for my GI cancer. Why should I trust someone to grow my medicine,
when I can do it for free, like tomatoes. My strains aren’t even available, certainly not in the best forms
should be a campaign to show resistant locales or landlords the benefits of having a dispensary. I would prefer to have a dispensary in the
area where I live and work. I appreciate that medical marijuana has been available through the pandemic and that dispensaries are following
safe practices.
I wish there were more (normal) doctors that participated in prescribing.
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We need a way to better track days and understand how many days a product uses. There needs to be a way to do no contact pickup for
people who are immune compromised or quarantined. Product selection could be better.
I haven&#39;t found a product I like. Have tried several things.
about black‐owned dispensaries, cultivators, manufacturers, etc...this should be quick because there aren’t many. Have a heart does an
amazing job serving their community this program should be in more black communities giving opportunities to disenfranchised people.
There seem to be far more obstacles for black people to go through to own a cannabis business...but it’s not too hard for any of them to be
locked up or even killed for cannabis. It’s absurd and shameful. Offer incentives to black communities rather than create barriers. You have
an opportunity to change at such a pivotal time. Ohio Marijuana Industry can show the world how to bring equality and inclusion and
diversity into the national marijuana movement. Do better.
Ohio needs more vape options.
can somewhat go by my purchases to keep track of remaining days supply .Then to make it even worse ,the ninety days supply was split into
two forty‐five days supply .Please for the love of God,make this easier to understand . Now my second biggest problem is with the wait times
at the dispensaries. Once I had to wait fifty minutes to go back and when I finally get to go back I find other patients waisting time talking
about the weather and all sorts of things unrelated to why they are there .There should be a time limit for each patient to prevent this.
When I go in, I know what I want, I get it and leave .
The Covid 19 restrictions have created a barrier for education and recommendations of products for symptoms.
Prices are way too high! Product availability is also a problem. There are specific strains that work best for my fibromyalgia and once I find
one, the next time I go back it’s impossible to find or I have to drive around to different locations just to find the product I like. Dispensary’s
need more product and to be able to choose their selection of product
Even with &quot;curbside&quot;, there is still an extremely long wait and usually it ends with them not having the product I need. The
program expenses make it very unavailable to many of us who have lost our jobs to COVID or people like me who can&#39;t work due to
being 100% disabled veteran.I&#39;m also unhappy with how many people come into the dispensary as customers who are loud and acting
like its a party place and not a medical facility. The program is excessively expensive. It&#39;s half a month rent to get the card and activate
it. It&#39;s ridiculous. So expensive that many who legitimately qualify and need help resort to buying it illegally. I&#39;ve heard it from
several people who are trying to get the card.There&#39;s other ways to get revenue from marijuana aside from price gouging the ever living
daylights out if it. Follow Colorado&#39;s or Washington State&#39;s models. So many of my battle buddies are trying to avoid opiates from
Please allow patients the ability to purchase larger quantities of flower. I&#39;ve run out of days a couple of times.
Michigan prices are far more affordable. Plus the selection is better.
None
The days are hard to track the website doesn’t tell you or update. Mine still has it in 90 day increments too. I feel the prices are a little
expensive. More half ounce options would be nice. I have always had a pleasant experience everytime I’ve been to a dispensary.
Pricing needs to come down.
available yet
We need lower prices, everything is so expensive it makes it hard for lower income people like myself who desperately needs her
medication, but can&amp;#39;t always afford it.
Very good, better than some other states I’ve been in.
stock where I left with something else than I had originally intended to leave with. They usually have something comparable to what I am
looking for if they are out of a specific strain I have been looking for. Overall I&amp;amp;#39;m very happy. I wish the strain names would be
uniform across the entire country, the name changes on some strains make it a bit difficult here in OH when researching what strains are
right for you. Overall prices are better than they were at program inception. I spend about $400 a month currently on MMJ. In comparison,
my wife&amp;amp;#39;s Xarelto is close to $600/mo.... When you look at it like that, MMJ does seem a little expensive, but works way
better than opiates for pain and waaaaay better than benzos for anxiety &amp;amp;amp; hypervigilance from my PTSD.
It is so expensive I have to ration even on bad days. Why isn&#39;t there an official database of all the strains and what conditions they
benefit and the side effects like dry mouth? There are so many times I go in but all the strains don&#39;t have any information and I
don&#39;t want something that makes me more anxious instead of less anxious
We need more choices of edibles. I do not like gummies and would prefer mints or something else.
Bobby George, or former Goldman Sachs executives are extorting me for $1,000s a year for a something I could grow myself for virtually
nothing is infuriating. Do better.
Need more days sometimes. Wish i had more halves and ounces to choose from .
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Do to the cova‐19, I feel that the dispensary should email or text Menus to there patient&#39;s so we can call or email our orders in so then
we can just pick our orders up with minimum contact. Tha nk You
I think the day supply calculations are a bit confusing.
Lower prices. An 1/8 is 3.5 grams, not 2.83.
Prices could be a little better. Super pricey, but I know it’s the only pain control I have. I’m also really happy that this does help, I was a little
hesitant that it would help with pain!
Please lower prices!
companies. Prices on concentrates are outrageous compared to other legal markets for medical marijuana. Would like to see an expansion
on baked goods edibles (i.e. Brownies and Cookies), seems like gummies are some of the only things available. Appreciate the work everyone
does!
Ohio needs to lower prices or actually make it 3.5 for the price they sale.... stop taking advantage of your people.
Online ordering and pay are convenient and enhance discretion. credit card payment for this medicine seems appropriate given you can
purchase typical medications at a traditional pharmacy without having large cash on hand. Prices are pretty steep
limitations.
The price is expensive. It&amp;#39;s too bad my medical insurance does not cover it. Other than that it&amp;#39;s a pretty good program
Get rid of the 45 day limit, put back the 90 days
I understand medical marijuana products need to be fairly priced but I think the pricing is a little too expensive
Prices way to high in Ohio. Cheaper in Michigan.
Would like to have better supply of cheaper transdermal cbd 1 to 1 patches and a little cheaper. Really help relieve pain hut are pricey.
Better way for patients to to have access to the same info the dispensery has. Such as day supply and products purchased. Some will print
out a paper others won&#39;t. There should be an app for us to track ourselves.
I am grateful, pleased and very satisfied
it should be tax deductible and medicare and medicaid should cover it and more of a discount..
supply.
Its obviously more about the money than the medical uses. That&#39;s the way all medicines are. Right? Ohio doesn&#39;t really care. Your
just taking advantage of it like the government does everything.
Would like to see the positive results spread to educate other states.
rare form headache that has no cure. They are so painful I was losing hope a few years ago. Medical Marijuana has helped me live with my
condition without taking pain killers or anti depressants. It has absolutely added a better quality of life for me and my family. It helps me eat,
sleep and laugh again despite my horrible disease. Please lower the prices and allow home delivery. My Cluster head attacks make it hard to
drive sometimes. Thank you and keep up the good work! God Bless!
Q24 ‐ The employees are extremely safe and conscious of others safety. My neutral response is due to consumers not wearing face masks
(before Ohio mandate of masks).
producers more growing space as it&amp;#39;s hard to find the medications that work best for me because they can&amp;#39;t keep up
with the demand .
I think prices are still too high and that producers should lower product costs or there should be more dispensaries to lower prices. I also
think online ordering should be made permanent.
Debbie’s Dispensary in Hillsboro OH is outstanding! Great customer service, answers all my questions! And less than 10 miles away! So
convenient and so necessary for our rural area. Otherwise I would have to travel 65 miles. I’ve also confided in my VA providers that I use the
product and it’s usefulness for me. I think it’s important to relay honesty and the benefits of using MMJ. I’m 100% service‐connected.
Product prices are just too high; especially considering cannabis isn&#39;t covered at all by any insurers.
medication more frequently so you end up running out of days. When that happens you are forced to either go without your meds until your
days reset or find your meds in the street! Also my closest dispensary is 60 miles away so I use almost all my days In one trip and have to
save my meds and money so I can stock up so I don’t have to go every week.
consuming. would be great to order and/or pay online, only to have to come in and pick up. i don’t like tracking days and losing the ability
to purchase. the actual product is very good.
We need more than the 45 days. Always seem to run out and have to wait a week or sometimes longer before getting more medicine.
Please just legalize recreational not for me by any means but for all those addicted to opioids and meth
The prices are very expensive. Especially for non flower products
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important ailments, those with anxiety, depression, and autism need the option available to help them. Please highly consider this. Please
help those without a voice.
one of the qualifying conditions, this means it is medically necessary for me to make it through the day. I will have to stop using medical
marijuana soon because of random drug tests (random drug tests active for two years beginning August 2020) for school and I will be in
severe pain each day for the two years I am forced to refrain from this, but I do not have a choice because if I will be deferred from my
program if I test positive or use medical marijuana while I am in my program. Medical marijuana SHOULD protect consumers at all levels,
school, jobs, etc. and not doing so is discrimination.
The limits in the amounts makes me have to go to the black market to get my medication.
None
The prices make the medications unaffordable to average joes.
can&#39;t afford enough product to help them. I am retired, middle class and it is too expensive in Ohio. Why can&#39;t it cost similar to
marijuana in California? Why do we have fancy dispensaries with beautiful lobbies while outrageous prices are charged???Thanks for
listening,
Some prices are expensive
If they close at 7 and they take their last patient at 6:30 they should say they are closed at 6:30. I drove over an hour to get there before 7
and they wouldn&#39;t take me as a patient. I believe that was the last time I went to a dispensary.
It gets real expensive and the days are sometimes inadequate
visits as result of Covid. My last purchase was a disaster hour wait just to get in then another 45 min a small room with others before
entering room for purchase. It was a complete health risk. Won’t be going back until this is resolved. Stats aren’t available online so you have
to go to review the menu. They don’t take calls so you have to go in just order. The whole process is so slow you are forced to be exposed to
others while you wait for transaction completion. Finally the prices are going in the wrong direction. The cost is going to slow momentum
and push people to the black market at this price point.
Its expensive I&#39;m on SSI and I&#39;ve got to make choices I do without somethings .
Curbside and online ordering doesn’t doesn’t have the the technical capability to stay current forcing people to go into the store. As a result
there are longer wait times and greater exposure to others during the pandemic. I’d also like to suggest mandating an online marijuana card
that can keep track of my remaining visits. This would function similarly to college meal plans.
I travel out of state to visit my dispensary. It is cheaper to drive for hours and pick up products than deal with how high the prices are in Ohio
Na
Lower prices! Can’t afford the meds I need
Please expand the number of covered conditions
Prices are still too high and wait time now is longer than it had been before the pandemic. Online ordering is helpful, but more product info
would be nice. Phone ordering took way too long, so not a good option for me.
Hoping prices become more affordable
I am grateful my mom has relief from pain. She is 80 yrs old and sense she has been using medical marijuana she has little pain and is
starting to be able to walk again. Thank you ohio and strawberry fields for her getting her pain free and walking. ??
I have yet to find anything that works for me. I refuse to smoke or cape it.
Dispensaries need to have BETTER and MORE information on their strains. Indica/Sativa ratios, generalized effects of each product, THC/CBD
content clear pre‐purchase, and not just on the Rx bottle. There also needs to be a cheat sheet for the product amounts during each cycle,
and how each one affects it, since different tiers remove different amounts of days.
The prices are completely outrageous. The variety of strains are definitely needs improvement. The quality of 4 of the 6 growers I’ve bought
from was not medicinal quality. Never once have I consumed my medicine that I grew that had mold. Twice I’ve bought it through the shops
and threw away medicine that was way over priced because the majority of these Ohio growers don’t know how to grow cannabis. Lastly,
the percentages claimed are sometimes more than 1 1/2 times their actual percentages. I’m really disappointed in ohio’s program compared
to California’s. I should be able to grow a personal amount especially when I cannot obtain that quality through the shops in Ohio.
No additional comments
Prices are way to high
Product is far too high priced which is directly controlled by the limiting of grow operation expansion.
reality it was july 9,
There is too much control by the Board Of Pharmacy
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Although I live in Westchester the dispensaries in Ohio and in Cincinnati are way too expensive. So I drive to Detroit and pay 25% of what I
paid in Cincinnati. The dispensaries are much more user‐friendly also with greater selection and more pleasant purchasing experience. What
I have to pay $100 for in Cincinnati I can get for $25 in Detroit.It is a racket and the state should do something about it.
More dispensaries for selection would be nice and lowering the price to compete with other states such as Michigan would be a huge
intensive to keep patients purchasing in Ohio.
Please allow for limited home grow for patients like most medically legal states!
Curbside pickup or contactless pickup all the time would be a great option
Good strain flower never in bulk. Have to pay 400 plus tax on quality flower. 2x the price of neighboring states. Prices on
concentrates,vape,and edibles are 5x the price of neighboring states. No terp.lists on packaging. Home grow would be very helpful to lower
income patients who cannot afford their medicine at this price. And the questions on the survay
4oz / month thats $2,000 / month or $24,000 a yr! Insanity!!The two tier system needs to be eliminated. It systematically shorts patients
from their allotment of medicine. Even buying 1/10th of a variety of medicine at the same tier shouldn&#39;t cost more days then an oz.
Make any sense? Nope!Concentrate prices are insane!! $86+ for less than a gram, some prices are $75 for .5 gram when oz of medicine in
Mich. cost $500. In Ohio the equivalent would be at minimum $2408 an ounce, per year $28,896! How can you sleep forcing patients to pay
that much for their meds? Its not a novel pharmaceutical product that on avg cost $1.3 billion to bring to market. Shouldn&#39;t be priced
as such. Period.Additionally, a $100,000 non‐refundable dispensary application fee with your rate of application denial is grounds for a class
Would like it better if I could use a credit card
The staff needs to be COMPLETELY TRAINED to help the consumer. Referance/ suggestions
Help bring the prices down, please look at other states and their medical marijuana programs.
Please allow us to use credit or debit cards for purchases.
fully. Right now I am spreading out my medication but still suffering a lesser quality of life then I feel I could achieve with the full treatment I
would like.
times have been 2 hours multiple times. Call ahead and online orders do not speed anything up. You still have to wait 30+ minutes, and if
you have to use atm you still have to go inside. Could be a faster method similar to a standard pharmacy. Submit prescription they let you
know when it is ready for pick up. You go to the dispensary and pay for the items you selected and leave. Now you order they tell you the
order is ready. Go to the dispensary, give them your name, than wait 30‐40 minutes to get called in to pay them you have to wait another 10
minutes for the items to be pulled and handed to you. Not efficient at all.
The “day supplies” is a mess and confusing. A simple “days remaining” in the medical portal would solve a lot problems. I have absolutely
no clue how many days I have and how many days each item takes.
patient, and for her specific symptoms of nausea, weight loss, insomnia, pain, etc. The workers in the dispensary were irritated with me and
said I should look it up online. This does not happen when I talk to Pharmacists about which over the counter meds to get for my partner for
these symptoms, or if I have questions from her for about side effects and dosing for her other prescriptions. This should be the same
experience and a pharmacist should be available to talk to. We never have heard from the doctor who prescribed the card to her again and
it’s clearly just a money making scheme, it’s not actually similarto any other oncology healthcare experience she has had.
Suggestions: cheaper prices, more variety of products, more availability
Would like to see more types of strains available like THCV
Would be happy if it could go towards my deductible.
Better way of seeing days.Better pricing, selection, and areas.
For me, it’s worth the price even though it’s a little high. But it’s a real disappointment that someone who’s not in as good a position as
myself would be unable to find relief in their life due to financial barriers.
surrounding counties. Ohio prices aren’t really affordable. I don’t qualify for indigent or veteran status to get a discount, so I watch for sales
to save a buck. Tier 2 products that have higher counts seem to be harder to come by. When the strains from these growers come out it’s
like Black Friday. I’ve recently read that they are only allowed a certain amount of grow space. Obviously Ohio should give some grace there
and allow for bigger grow facilities to meet demand.
Would like more options for oils to vape and edibles for pain management
Access to CBD in gelcap form seems to be difficult. same with CBD rich gummies, 16:1 ratio CBD:THC products seem to be slim
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needs that can stay in stock. 3.Labels that are easy to read without repeating information. Labels that are showing basic information with
strain type (Indica, Sativa, or Hybrid) The I, S, H appears on lids. 4.Strain lineage. 5. User friendly web site with better links. 6.Addressing
patients needs by allowing legal smoking and home grow for personal use. 7.Allowing other qualifying conditions that may be accepted in
other states or countries. 8. Comparing the OMMCP with other states or countries. 9.Ensuring reciprocity is established with other states or
countries. 10.Ensure better transparency and communication with patients and care givers.
doubled. Why can you vape 590mg a day but not ingest more than 110? Some people have a way higher tolerance when it comes to edibles.
Anxiety needs to be added to the list of qualifying conditions. I have my card for chronic pain but it has replaced my anxiety meds as well.
There is plenty of research out there regarding treating anxiety with cannabis. Please stop fighting it.Please consider delivery. This pandemic
has no means to an end.Allow combustion.
Thank you for a alternative way to help my issues for I am allergic to pain medicine and has most definitely been a blessing ??Thank you
The prices are extremely high and I have been tempted to purchase illegal marijuana because if this. The prices are outrageous compared to
other states. There needs to be consistent 1g cartridge offerings in central Ohio that are less than $91.
Open 7 days a week and later times for ppl that work would be nice
Edible and vape prices really need to be more in line with Michigan pricing. Ohio prices for these items are double the price, if not more.
Ohio Price’s Suck! !!
Dome Prices I&#39;ll n Cincinnati is expense
The strains I want are never available in Ohio and its way too expensive to use what I need to really help
I have greatly reduced my use of medical marijuana. It doesn’t relieve my pain to the extent I hoped and it’s difficult to fit into my budget.
Prices are too highSelection is too limited
off of black market
I also applied for my wife to be a caregiver as I can not drive. I have not heard back still
Costs are very prohibitive.Very difficult to understand and track the 45/90 day system, especially using the website. Dispensaries will also not
provide number of days available.Flower dosing/day count greatly restricts purchase options to tier 1.Online menus are not up to date, deals
and sales are not announced.Tier 1 and 2 system does not make sense and prevents purchasing the proven products that work
are over priced.
additional expense.
The dispensaries should offer delivery. Prices, weight and thc % should be mandatory on websites. Accurate product list on line for
dispensaries. It’s misleading to arrive and find out they didn’t have the product at all.
Happy with what. I get
i am thankful that i can access a safer alternative to pain and stress relief and not feel like a criminal. thank u!
Additional illnesses need to be approved by the board. In my opinion those include, anxiety, depression, anorexia, other eating disorders
The prices are way too high, but you already know that. pls just license more producers
to pay an average of $40 per day out of pocket for their medicine. No insurance coverage is possible so this is absurd to me. this is why we all
spend our money in Michigan!! Ohio will continue to lose millions annually to the northern neighbors until Ohioans can afford to buy locally.
What does it tell you if people will drive for 9 hours round trip instead? Means it’s STILL substantially cheaper and the selection is BETTER.
it’s marijuana, not rocket science. Easy and cheap to grow, so why the hell am I paying $22 per gram?!? Your program is the laughing stock of
the industry. Get it together. THIS IS NOT THIS HARD. Btw if you wanted to cut out the black market, you’re doing a horrible job lol prices
need to come down. Period.
Just really expensive
It never seems work all that well even though I only get the 26% or so Satavia, seems like have to smoke more often that now I am coughing
up flem &amp; ash, now just seem to have an expensive smoking habit that is leading to emphysema if I continue, I have stopped using, tried
all the oils, candy, tinctures, but none are strong enough to get even close to the flower, I cannot walk so good without the percocet and it
appears to have taken away my goal seeking mechanism, I have a tiny bit left, enough for a strong cup of tea, which for the $300+ per month
looks like I&#39;m gonna kick this habit and not try the flower/tea method, but I do have enough for one day, just incase, standing up from
bed seems to be my worse time, walking my hands up the wall, or trying to get my pants on, I&#39;m using a plastic thing with ropes to do
the socks, shutting down pest control business, trying to sell, listing my rooming house this Wednesday, 73 yrs old Vegan no other
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flower would make the amounts and calculations easier to understand for all patients. The tier system has no immediate effect on the well
being of patients and in turn makes us spend more for medicine because that strain is tier II but has the terpene profile that is helpful for our
ailment. THC percentage is not the only indicator of a strains usefulness.Their should be pricing limits across the board limiting 1/10 at no
more than $40. Some dispensaries have fair pricing, while others are almost always more expensive for the same product available
elsewhere.
dispensary are quite helpful.
Help
outside of Ohio.
Medical marijuana in ohio is outrageously expensive. Even recreational marijuana is cheaper in Michigan and Colorado. I can’t imagine most
people that need it can even afford to buy it.
limits for patient review.
U need to lower prices in order to compete with the black market.On average dispensary prices are 3x higher. Just a thought?
remaining days ‐ and they don’t always do it right. Governor Dewine said he would allow delivery, so why is that not being worked on? I have
not physically gone to a dispensary myself since the pandemic started because I am high risk and I’m sure that’s the same situation for others
as well.
I would like more medical guidance or a reference book or something for the ins and outsof using medical marijuana to control seizures.
Over all the Medical Marijuana Control Program is amazing and allows me to live a life I want to live. I wish prices were lower, that there
were more suppliers and that the smoking restriction was lifted. Thank you for your time!
try would be helpful.
consider removing the 70% potency rule. Could you imagine if insulin was capped at 70% potency?It’s absolutely ridiculous! The higher the
potency, the more effective it becomes. How can a state government regulate the potency of a medicine? It’s absurd! I moved to Ohio from
another medical state and their program puts Ohio’s to shame. The prices are some of the highest in the country. It costs a fortune to use
marijuana as medicine in Ohio and it shouldn’t.
Prices and day supply needs to be improved
Pricing seems high comparatively
Dispensaries should be allowed to publish information on their web pages and menus information on the purported benefits of a particular
strain. I would have more information available to make better decisions about my treatment.
made were way better!
Need more dispensaries, and prices comparable to other states
The cost of products is way too high. We need prices to come down. If you want a decent strain to help you shouldn&#39;t be spending 300+
per ounce. Once the price goes down the business will skyrocket.
they get more.
N/A
While I enjoy using the medical marijuana program, the fact of the matter is that most of the prices on most of the products (I.e. edibles,
concentrates, and even some flowers) is too high. Many people cannot afford to use medical marijuana as an alternative medicine. Please up
the dosage and lower the price on edibles and concentrates. The purest forms of the herb to help as an alternative medicine.
Limited supply hinders my ability to dose properly. I wish I could get a more accurate daily dose requirement of some kind instead of the 45
days to get more shake (cheaper) to vape and properly manage my constant pain. Please do something about this please!
most effect. I can’t do that with flower or oils. I can only use rosin or wax as it’s called and it’s rarely available at the three dispensaries near
me or the one far away. It’s also way over priced. Quality is good if you can find it but it’s too expensive. It’s cheaper for me to have a script
for opiates and that’s a problem. Essentially the exact problem medical marijuana is trying to help. If prices stay where they are I’ll be forced
to go back to opiates. I shouldn’t have to choose between eating and having medicine. This is America. I eat right and exercise daily, I to
physical therapy weekly. Opiates kill that and kill me. I’m double cervical fused with a blown cervical c4/5 disc. Spinal Arthritis according to
Mayfield Brain and Spine. I’ve avoided steroid shots and opiates with PT and medical marijuana so far but I’m going broke.
Home cultivation
N/A
The cost is the biggest concern to continue use for me. No insurance coverage is extremely frustrating. The government needs to allow more
competitors in the market to drive the price down for the consumer. Dispensaries do their best to cut cost but it still is not enough.
The wait times are ridiculous. I am going to travel much further to avoid the excessive wait times, but I am lucky to be able to do that.
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The battery and charger with oil cartridges are a waste. They are just filling landfills with toxins. Please be more economical and save the
environment and change that silliness soon. Also, would it be so terrible if patients had the right to grow a couple plants? No one is out
there with illusions of becoming Ohio’s Pablo Escobar...we just want economical solutions. Please.
The prices on flower are ok i guess. But the price for concentrates is way too high. Double the price as dispensaries in Michigan.
The medical marijuana has really helped with my aches and pains and has helped me a lot with my mood swings and depression and
nightmares. My only problem is that I am on s.s. And can not afford to buy a big enough supply to use my vape as much as I really need for a
consistent result. I am 45 years old and until I got my medical marijuana license I had never done any kind of drugs. I have not got a high and
do not want to but I truly believe in the medicinal properties and use of medical marijuana.
dispensaries need to learn how to operate as well. You can tell which ones are franchises of dispensaries in other states as they are
extremely fast compared to the others.
Since they can&#39;t give us samples we have to waste money to try other things that isn&#39;t as helpful and with limited days your pretty
much screwed. Plus you can&#39;t return product.
Medical marijuana is way too expensive. I could purchase street marijuana for a fraction of the price and get the same or better results.
So far I feel you’ve all done a wonderful job! Cheaper, Recreational and Covered by Insurance would be beautiful!
effects An addiction
Ohio dispensory prices are way too high, on all products.
Vape cartridges should be more widely available without having to purchase vaporizers every time, many of which are single use only which
is very wasteful. Also, larger vape cartridges should be widely available as they are more convenient and less wasteful.
You guys need help from actual professionals, not failed political businessmen.
It’s awesome! Thanks
Prices are too high
The limit needs to be higher. I prefer flower over everything, and two days for a tenth is too little for a 20 plus year smoker.
because store employees told us the wrong thing. I know the system is byzantine, so I don&#39;t entirely blame them, but my patient
suffered as a result. Also, the prices are still REALLY high. Please either come to terms with Michigan so the market is bigger or find another
way to lower prices. We are barely hanging on financially even with two good incomes, because of the cost of this, the only effective pain
medicine doctors will give anymore.
I love the program and I&#39;m glad I got my medical card.. it was definitely worth it and if you don&#39;t have one but have these long
term disabilities or medical conditions I suggest getting your card...
Please lower the pricing of the products.
Weed saves lives.
whole thing is unnecessary, the rules are too easy to circumvent. The archaic calculations of t.h.c. that is allowed is a joke. I can go to
Michigan and pay half the price and have no limitations..
Is there any assistance for someone who can not afford Marijuana?
getting. I do wish the prices had come down by now (I’m approaching one year anniversary of getting my card) I’m lucky to be in a position
to afford what I want but it’s not uncommon to see others at the dispensaries scraping together change to afford their medicine. If it’s really
seen and treated as medicine it should be much more affordable
Please stop selling batteries with every cart. That’s is not needed and is horrible for the environment. Ask around everyone agrees.
It is expensive Should open to everyone.Should offer more edibles and oils.
Prices need to come downPLEASE!!!!!!
Would like to see more dispensaries open in my area. Zip [REDACTED]
discounts on the weekends..
The prices are OUTRAGEOUS!!!
While I understand that there are restrictions in place, it would be prudent to open more dispensary locations for those who have more
debilitating physical issues Getting to far away dispensaries.
excessive and likely a barrier to many Ohioans Who would benefit from the program. The rule changes have been communicated poorly and
not well explained, and dispensary workers do not seem to be given enough information to adequately educate patients. Not being able to
see how many days I have left is very stressful, and I would appreciate an easy to understand single number that represents what products I
can buy. Finally, I strongly feel that the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program would benefit from proactive changes designed to make
hiring practices in the program more equitable.
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Please make it more affordable.
.5mg cart? Where are the 1g? But that is if the dispensary even sells concentrates. States that legalized years after Ohio are light years
ahead. Illinois went live this past January and they also had a means (dispensaries) to obtain medicine right away, not like the 4 years Ohio
went through. What is wrong with Ohio. If I weren’t disabled, I’d want to move to greener pastures in another state. Or Canada, where a free
health care system also covers the cost of this prescription from the local farmacy and not having to drive 57 miles to get to that
farmacy/dispensary. And although I cannot do edibles (malabsorption and missing parts of small bowel, terminal ilium) at least other states
offer a variety of edibles and candy. We also have local police still harassing persons with medical cards in possession of their medicine.
N/a
may not be acceptable but a retail worker making minimum wage should not have to choose between a job and medical relief. I also
understand that marijuana is still illegal federally, but there need to be protections for those who use medical marijuana. However, my
experience so far has been incredible. The prices are still too expensive for my liking but I understand the program is still relatively new and
the market needs to catch up. Even though they still get rejected every time, I’d like to see more conditions listed such as anxiety and
insomnia.
&quot;Ohio&#39;s Tenth&quot; is utter BS. Who is the idiot who made rule on tenth of an OUNCE? EVERY other legal state you can
purchase 1 gram if you want. Not in Ohio. And why do we HAVE TO vape flower? How stupid is that? Not even a old fashioned joint is
allowed for sale or even as a free gift pre‐roll as smoking of the flower is illegal, must be vaped out of expensive devices that dont work
properly half the time. Be MUCH easier to just smoke a few puffs off a pipe or something but again, not legal. Prices are out of whack too.
Like being charged 3x sometimes 4x the price for same items in Michigan dispensaries. Ohios MMJ plan needs serious overhaul and rules
made by actual USERS OF THE PLANT. Not somebody who won&#39;t allow it to even be smoked in a joint or bought in small amounts like 1
gram instead of 2.83g or &quot;Ohio Tenth&quot; which cost MORE for less weight than Michigan dispensaries. 2.83g/70$+ tax in Ohio vs
The expense to try different products to find what works best is very prohibitive, samples being allowed would help.
I love the program.
I just think the prices need to come down. Other states cost so much less than Ohio. It’s difficult to afford the high prices.
I have had to drastically cut back my use. I prefer edibles during the pandemic (I have lung function concerns), but they’re so outrageously
priced. Compared to dispensaries I’ve visited in other states, Ohio’s pricing is just way too steep.
There is lack of higher potency of THC, a lack of quantity of products in each purchase, and the prices are rediculously way to hi. The 8th is
3.5 grams that is what it should be. Same with a quarter of an ounce. Decriminalized and declassified the plant already.
skyrocketed when Uber disappears. People don’t want me in their car after a stock up. Tolerance to strains requires a variety and quality is
good but pricey. Time is money and the program takes a lot of time. Plants and growing would be great. Education for families allows kids
to use it.
with a copy of my moms I D and they said the state has changed the law they could not accept my copy of her picture ID. The place I usually
go to did not have her gummies in at the time. I called the B M V they could not make An appointment for her because of Covid! I cannot
take her to get her new ID BECAUSE OF CLOVID she lives in an assisted living facility.Just waiting now for my dispensary to get more of my of
choice in using a light dose until then.
Concern for other patients that could use more product than me,45 day limit is not nearly enough. Maybe use that as a changing variable
based on condition of the patient and doctor recommended dose.
Prices are high, and there isnt very much available for flower with CBD. I find CBD to be very effective for me,and just as helpful as THC but
only when its togeather and not on their own. I&amp;#39;ve found that the majority of flower available, has either next to no cbd or
extremely small amounts, and the ones with cbd are often 1:1. I ive only found the most effective with cbd hemp to get that synergied effect
and generally a 2:1 THC:CBD is the perfect I&amp;#39;ve found for myself, but there is only options for at most 1:1. I hope, we can at some
point get more varied amount of flower strains with better cbd ratios. Would help immensely with cost so I&amp;#39;m not having to buy
CBD flower and THC flower.I&amp;#39;ve found theres just not enough equal emphisis on CBD+THC synergy as their should be. Hope this
was helpful. Have a wonderful day should someone actually read through this, don&amp;#39;t, forget even if it doesn&amp;#39;t feel like it,
The long wait times, even before COVID. The time it takes to check out. The checkout takes sooo long.
inflammation.
Like to see the prices come down eventually thank you
explanation is “well, we just get what we can get”. This forces me to constantly be trying something new that may or may not work and at
$45‐$95 per product if it doesn’t work I’ve wasted that money.Additionally, the online inventory is never correct nor do they provide any
information on any of the products.I am so thankful that I have this as an option for pain relief but I was hoping things would have smoothed
out a little quicker.My final point is pricing, to me as what I consider an actual medical user and not a recreational user with a medical
excuse. It’s very expensive.
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Need more 1:1 CBD THC strains
The days suck! Right now I am out of product with no days for 10 more days. The limits are too much.
No doctor to refill prescription cant find my doctor
. Thanks
Ohio&amp;#39;s pricing is uncompetitive as is the products. I have not spent a dime in an Ohio dispensary in a long time as it has been
worthwhile to make the trip out of state.
easier.
Covid‐19 has shaken up an already strange system. Containers/packaging are anything but eco friendly. Little or no medical science when it
comes to prescription interactions. Too expensive (cash cow).
my 45 days worth so it would last me a while because it&#39;s so expensive. I feel if it were not as expensive I&#39;d buy more variety of
product to try to help with my fibromyalgia.
The best thing that&#39;s happened to the state of ohiio.
The prices are high and not a lot of selection. The people are great in Sylvania and I recive new education on strands. Each time is a new
learning experience. This keeps me coming back to their store. I am treated with respect and dignity when making my purchases. I do wish
you had a store in Fulton County so I could go locally when i wished.
I feel like the prices are high. Especially for the concentrate or flower. It’s hard to compete with street pricing. In Michigan, a gram of
concentrate is 30$. It’s 3x that here, especially at my dispensary.
be this expensive we need a break Ohio is one of the only states still charging this outrageous price WE NEED A PRICE REDUCTION!!!! It’s not
hard Colorado charges people 15 a gram for wax Ohio can charge up to 100 ridiculous right!!!!! Change it !!! this is not right for people to
suffer with no spare money because they spend it all on medication sad really. I have lost hope in Ohio and like me others feel the same all
over our state please help us reduce these terrible prices!
Please consider getting rid of the very high prices and the point system!
Have none
heart.
Prices are way too high.
Please lower prices....
Create a plan to make products more affordable
account patient tolerance, the entire days system is a joke, dispensary menus are not updated, dispensaries treat us like we should be
grateful for the ability to purchase our medicine at their location (if a pharmacy did this it would not stand).Allow home‐grow, allow delivery,
implement laws to protect patients from discrimination by employers.
Please work on making things affordable so we don&#39;t have to ration medicine!
purchased. You should allow delivery services. This is a medication, why can I get prescribed narcotics delivered but not my marijuana? I
want to be the first to start a business that offers this service. Please allow this especially during COVID. Lift the purchase limit and let your
patients give you their money.
needs.
It has improved my quality of life.
I prefer more selections of edibles. Like cookies or more gummies for the price
someone with less document Trumatic injuries . When I run out of medical days my spasms are Extremely bad and painful. I wish medical
insurance would help cover these cost because I refuse to take opioid products and harmful nerve pills . Please adjust the days for use with
traumatic spinal cord damage . I am blessed and thankful for the medication I do receive but a more substantial amount of usage is require
at my level of injury . Thanks for reading god bless
It is very difficult to understand days, as amounts vary based on quantity purchased. Also the information is not on the website since the
updated 45/45 plan. You have got to get that figured out.
I truly love the service and team spirit at Terrasana Grandview. I do wish they had multiple/ more phones available to be answered.
I have noticed a general lack of variety in flower products. Additionally I strongly dislike that weed is sold and priced per tenth instead of
1/8ths. I have had to go back to buying non dispensary weed to supplement my supply and stay within my budget
I do believe it is exspensive
raise the limit on days
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To have a centralized list of the strains available across the state; their terpenes, their specific medical benefits, their overall effects, and
which strains they come from. IE Leafly, a database of the kind we need. Because these strains are new, we have very little information.
Ohio needs to lower prices and strength
Ohio are far too high and offer lower quality and content than I can find out of Ohio. If there prices were more proportional to the product
you get, I would be willing to purchase in Ohio. Simply put, how can you expect people to stay away from other, more damaging prescription
painkillers, when the non addictive, more natural medication costs 10‐100 times what it costs for those pills. Thats why I go out of state, but
not eveyone can..
None
Am concerned. I need pain relief, but risk losing employment if I am pulled for a random drug screen. I am a healthcare provider who does
not medicate during work hours or 8 hrs. prior to shift.I am never intoxicated at work, but still risk loosing my job and probably my license to
practice. These issues need addresssed at the State level so HCPs are not discriminated against.
something that doesn&#39;t. allow more growers in the program to lower prices. allow Drive thru&#39;s and or home delivery.Make it
illegal for a company to fire a med user for being THC positive on a drug test. Do away with Tier system (the limit is arbitrary, and menus are
often incorrectly labeled), and limit everyone to 112 grams or equivalent per 45 days.Allow home grows, give doctors the ability to write
prescriptions for more than standard amounts.Let home growers go through testing and sell into metric. (tax that sale or limit the amount
you can sell per day/month/year to heavily to even up the high cost of commercial licensing.)
It would be nice if the “Ohio tenth” was done away with. Being able to purchase in different weights would be a better value for the money
being spent. I have purchased marijuana in other states and Ohio is the only place I’ve ever seen such a ridiculous rule.
Thank you so much, I am so relieved to not be forced to use narcotics as my only option as I hate the side effects.
I am fairly new to the program but I am very impressed with the dispensary I go to and how well I am treated, how my questions and
concerns are always addressed. If I need to contact them by phone they have been very helpful, friendly and positive.
Prices are ridiculously high
Need better quantity an cheaper prices
I think it’s an enjoyable and effective way to treat pain.
Always a wait at dispensary! Need more dispensaries! Need to double allowed amount in 45 day period! Need to lower prices!
Price per gram is still very high compared to surrounding states.
#NAME?
This as been a really fantastic experience for me. I had a lot of anxiety about going the first time but I&#39;ve had great experiences at the
dispensary (verilife ridge road in Hamilton county). I don&#39;t need a lot to ease my symptoms and I have had help dosing to avoid side
effects. The products themselves have improved my quality of life dramatically. I am so glad this is available in Ohio.
I use sparingly. Although it helps with my qualifying condition as well as other conditions, it is not allowed by my employer... the risk is too
great. I wish there was something that could be done about this. Myself and many others, benefit greatly from medical marijuana, but have
had to either limit ourselves or cease taking due to concerns about employment.
cost? I spend way too much money to be able to function and feel normal, and I will be honest, it sucks. Especially knowing people
personally in Michigan who pay ridiculously lower prices than we do. It makes me angry. I also feel like it is not unusual for dispensaries in
Columbus, specifically Terrasana, sometimes the other, to only have 10 or less strains of flower TOTAL on the entire menu! that is crazy to
me.
I find it very unfortunate the pricing and product difference in the different areas of Ohio. It would also be very nice to be able to make
purchases not having to always use cash. Prices are really high. I understand that we are paying for quality and peace of mind but it
won&#39;t matter when I can&#39;t even afford the product that is finally helping with pain.
I do wish I could get more for my $$buck$$
Also the tier system is very confusing and some days your pain is bad so you need something stronger it should not take any more days than
any other type of medication,
My frinds in Michigan pay less than half of what I pay in Ohio. It would cost me 2000.00 a month to dose myself in Ohio
Make the system and products more affordable
I have to drive way too far. Verdant is my (if you wanna call it) closest choice. They are terrible in a lot of aspects. I really believe there should
be more dispensary permits given.
N/A
cut into fractions and hold them under my tongue until they dissolve. I do not like hard candies that cannot be cut up when I choose to use
less.
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The cost here is outlandish. Colorado has specials with 80$ ounces or 10 10ths.... all edibles 2x average price have in OH Flower is really top
notch, but the price for medicating is crazy. Allow home growing for us. CA. CO DC and others do. Much love and appreciation ire
I have had nearly no night terrors. My therapist at the time said he could tell the difference in my disposition when I was taking cannabis
before bed, and when I wasn’t (due to cost). Cannabis has literally changed the quality of my life. I never partook in any drugs or alcohol
before i started using medical marijuana, other then prescription pain killers for my severe back injury, but once I received my medical
cannabis card, I told my physician at the time to stop all pain meds. Cannabis has helped so many of my crippling ailments. I used to promote
the whole “just say NO to drugs” and “this is your brain on drugs”... now I feel rather stupid for lumping marijuana in with all the other
drugs. I knew that the opioids that I was formally on for pain was going to cause me kidney and liver problems in the future. I’m glad to be
I&amp;#39;m just thankful that I am not taking a hand full of pills anymore
I don’t go to the dispensary more than 2‐3 times a year and haven’t gone since the COVID pandemic, so many of these questions do not
apply. I would use contactless pickup if I need to go soon though.
Please allow smoking: Vaping is not Safe and edibles are too uncertain
required me to in order to complete the survey. Your survey is inadequate and will not provide accurate results due to answer choices
provided.
I have an ileostomy, so in lacking the bottom part of my bowels it makes digesting edibles a little different for me. There is a lozenge product
I get that works very well. It would be nice to see some more edibles along those lines. Easily and early digestible. Thank you.
substance and terminated. I feel this is very unfair because others with prescribed opioids or hydrocodone medications can take all the feel
they need and still go to work.
The days limit is tricky and not always consistent
MarijuanaGreat Program!!
Days!!! Days!!! Days!!! I don’t understand the problem...I just want to know how many days I have left at any given time.
I would like an easy way to keep track of days(website never makes sense).
I feel the 45 day supply rule should be changed and it should be like other states like Michigan. It&amp;#39;s not a lot and my days expire
QUICKLY! I feel the laws need to be changed.
The cost is somewhat prohibitive as I can&#39;t afford to medicate properly. Worker protections should also exist for mmj patients.
The way of calculating your total usages of supply is confusing to me. How does someone hold a job with a card, I’ve worked my whole life
hard in the manufacturing world..my body is in pain. I’m only 60. I’ve applied for SSI because I’ve come to this.
I cannot afford my license and never received information that you received my forms or necessary information applying for my license by
the time I received anything possible I no longer had my email password
Due to my condition, the economic impacts in order to maintain a stable force at my job have been considerable. A way for those who are
fighting to stay off of disability to be assisted with difficult medical bills of this nature would be majorly impactful. I may also be considered
for another diagnosis that falls under Medical, but the testing is still pending‐ but this medicine has reined in an otherwise terrifying weight
plummet that was a &quot;flare&quot; of this testing condition. I cannot thank Ohio enough for its progression into this medicine; it has
allowed me to maintain a job so desperately needed when I have plans to get a degree and advance myself god willing.
them2. Justice is Overdue and much needed for the people in jail for marijuana use/possession. It’s time to not only recognize the huge
disproportion of Black people vs white people jailed for non violent marijuana charges, but it is time to do something about it. How is Ohio
addressing this??
As a marijuana caregiver I would like the right to cultivate marijuana for my patient. I would like to be able to view and have up to date
information on how many days my patient has left in their cycle
The price is to high for me ,so not allowed me to get as much as I do need at times,or I don&#39;t have enough points,it would be great if
they could make price s better , affordable for us who needs it.thanks
It&#39;s been a great experience so far, and everyone has been delightful and informational
The prices are too high.
I was told Ohio dispensaries cannot have the curbside pick up. I would prefer this as I do not go into any stores.
money worth. Can we get cookie store flower or maybe build a cookie store in englewood Ohio or somewhere with space to park. Also can
we get some shelters while we stand in line.
Guidance on MMCP and state licensures for professionals. Decrease in costs for products. Improved calculations and explanations of
available days/quantities for purchase.
Process lowered please and don&#39;t make patients double verify id. Thank you.
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I have a vaporizer that fits any oil cartridge and it gets too expensive. Also I purchased a container of gummies to take at night to prevent my
nocturnal seizures and it was 10 in a bottle for $54 which seems very overpriced. I can see why communities have issues with people illegally
selling marijuana and medical marijuana products, because it is considerably cheaper and if you have a debilitating illness I don&#39;t blame
people for seeking out these illegal products. However I would like to add every employee I&#39;ve interacted with at different dispensaries
has been informed, friendly, and very helpful.
Days program is really confusing
Way too high priced. Go to michigan, california, Colorado, or many other fair priced states.
Prices need to be lowered
Compared to my experience in California, prices here are extremely high. We also have less selection, and the “days” system does not work
at all. The prescription days are impossible for patients to keep track of, and don’t make any sense for flower in particular. Marijuana is an
incredible medicine, and arbitrarily assigning days to a flower limits patients in an unnecessary way. Patients needing a higher percentage of
THC are penalized and cannot get the medicine they desperately need. Take notes from California and Michigan!
Allow it to be easier for more cultivators and dispensaries to open. It will allow fair competition and prices. It is unfair for an older patient
(not myself) to be inconvenienced to get their medicine by either distance, time, or money.
I feel as if a weight has been lifted from my shoulders, It has helped me immensely.
I would like to see the option of purchasing different kinds of seeds and home growing be offered to patients who want to further their
therapy by growing their own medical marijuana. And possibly delivery.
Product quality varies heavily for the high prices. Not enough product. ALOT of excess waste in product packaging.Not enough selection
compared to other states. Disapointing.
I wish they made the medicine more affor,and I wish they took credit/debit cards.
surgical pain, migraines, Locking muscle spasms all over, I also suffers from CPRS/RSD, etc. It’s to the point I either pay my rent utilities and
cell phone bill or I buy What I need to control this agonizing pain. I wish there were other ways of being able to get the things in which I need
so desperately. I have been on opiates for so long I decided to take myself off as it did not work the whole time I took them but the medical
marijuana works greatly. Would love to know if there are any ways of getting the medication on my income which I’m on Social Security and
Permanent total Workers’ Comp. Thank you very much
This has been the best thing to happen for Ohio lately
I wish it was easier to track my available days
product with strength to handle pain and discomfort at an affordable price. having specials from vendors for dispensaries and patients
makes it more affordable for everyone ‐ having the terpene and other information on the dispensary website would help most of us buy
online more often, which would keep the long lines down ‐ as all lines occur outside in the humid heat or cold, it would be great for the
dispensary to hire more people to move the lines along, or at least, provide shade for the patients who all pay in cash and have to wait in
long long lines
thank you for offering us this chance to use medical marijuana in Ohio!
seem to have removed this service. This particularly concerning to me, given that cases keep going up. I felt safe doing curbside pickup, but I
don’t feel safe going into dispensaries anymore. It’s always jam packed and not everyone has a mask on. I shouldn’t have to risk my own
health and safety in order to seek adequate pain relief. Yet, that’s exactly what I’m doing. Please, I implore you to help dispensaries set up a
curbside pickup service that can be sustained through this crisis. Don’t force at risk individuals to be at the mercy of those who won’t wear
masks or social distance.
To costly
Prices need to come down.
Pricing needs to be regulated. Some dispensaries will sell a product $10‐$15 higher than another dispensary for the exact same item. I feel
cost could be reduced slightly.Dispensary online menus need to be updated and online ordering should become available in Ohio.
Since it&#39;s prescribed for my chronic pain that will never go away, I wish it was covered by Medicaid! I&#39;m only 61; I&#39;ve got a
ways to go, and would prefer to be comfortable. Not stoned to the gill, but able to move around with minimal discomfort.
Unfortunately in the southwest Ohio area it is mostly tier 1 and rarely tier 2 in any bulk. I have found it difficult to find the percentages
recommended for me. While it is more expensive upfront buying in bulk prevents trips to the dispensary. Unfortunately higher percentage
levels of thc are unheard of in this area, but much needed!All dispensaries I have visited have been helpful and have tried to accommodate
my needs.I would like more education on concentrates, how to properly administer them, and how to properly store them.
Liverpool ohio
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I would like to be able to log into my account with the registry and see how many days I have available. Would like to know this without
having to drive to the dispensary and ask them. We should be able to see days available to us. Its our days we have a right to see.
buying plant material in larger quantities, as in a half oz or more, and the price is around ten dollars per gram. However, if someone wanted
to purchase lesser amounts, the price goes up considerably, typically around 20 dollars per gram. I believe this makes it even more difficult
for patients to obtain the product they need because they cannot afford it, whether it be not being able to afford buying in large quantities
at once where the price is better, or not being able to afford enough product for their condition because the prices are too high on 2.83
gram quantities. Despite this, plant material still seems to generally be the best deal, but concentrates are incredibly pricy.
I always run out of days and the prices are too high it should be cheap to buy it grows from the ground after all. And I need this medicine
because it help me quit opioids. And it should be prescribed for that.
Ohio needs to address the legal issues patients have to deal with. My house was raided by the police because they found marijuana in my
garbage. I am currently fighting the case in county court at great expense to myself. The courts do not know how to deal with cardholders. I
was ordered to pay for a drug dependency class by the court because I admitted to using my prescribed medication!
None
that I overpaid.
You need to take away the 2.63 or 5.66 grams and use the same way scale as every other state does it makes it so I don&#39;t have much
options in Ohio so I usually go to Michigan or they have better prices
I just wish it didn’t take so long to get your stuff. I have waited over an hour from the time I ordered. Wish it was more affordable
results. Otherwise, I’m left to experimenting in my own and wasting a lot of money that I don’t have as a disabled Veteran. Thank you for the
survey.
More dispensaries need to be opened to serve the growing population of patients so our wait times are not so long. With more dispensaries,
supply will not run out as quickly.(just when I find something that works well, I go back to get more and it is often gone) too.
Mainly the prices are insane.
N/a
I could not be more satisfied with the excellent job the state has done with its medical marijuana program. It has drastically improved the
quality of my life and has made me more productive and responsible. I am happy to have a safe dispensary to visit whereI can access my
medicine without fear of any harmful contaminates like black market products are rumored to contain. I don&amp;#39;t use very much, yet
it helps to control my pain and manage it to where I can function. The reduction in pain helps for better sleep and overall productivity. 90%
of the time I only use it at night before bed but the edibles / cbd reducepain and inflammation promptly and well into the next day. My
usage is minimal and I consider it a myth thatuse of medical marijuana requires an increase in time due to tolerance. Using it only
medicinally andnot recreationally, does not cause an increase in tolerance or need for more. I have not experiencedany negative side effects.
purchase as much as I would like due to the high cost. I’ve heard from others that the Ohio program cannabis is much more expensive when
compared to other states/programs.
It&#39;s so expensive! I was hoping after a little time had passed, the prices would have gone down. I appreciate my discount, but it&#39;s
taking a big chunk out of my disability checks.
I have lived in Colorado and Montana and from my experience it seems like Ohio’s cannabis rules do not allow as much cannabis to be
purchased for individual use as I did in Colorado and Montana with my medical cannabis cards
Selections within dispensaries should be more consistent.
I wish that the flower didn’t count for so many days. Most days the existing plan isn’t bad. But some days I am in such a high degree of pain I
require more flower that day or string of days. A lot of the higher thc flower is very expensive and I can not always afford it. I do wish there
was an affordable, high level thc flower available. I would like to use some of the other methods available but they are very expensive as
well. I thought it was very helpful being able to check how many days I had left in the current period. I was more than disappointed when
that was removed. It is now very difficult to gauge my remaining days. Especially the times when I am using more due to increased pain.
I feel that there is not enough info available to make educated choices.Also in the short time we used the product, we saw no
improvement.Therefore, we have stopped using medical marijuana.
an ounce add to 2.83 grams. but ultimately medical marijuana is made only accessible to upper and middle class at 400+ an ounce, and no
medical insurance to cover cost.
Prices on everything seem to be extremely high compared to other states or black market. Also the whole &quot;days&quot; system is very
confusing and the amount of days given to a person doesn&#39;t seem to make sense and should not be as limited
I would like to see a home delivery service.
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Ohio weight scale sucks why can&#39;t it be like Michigan where everyone can buy as long as we have an Ohio medical card and it&#39;s
real expensive and the 45 day supply sucks I know alot of people who go out of state to purchase there medical marijuana and it sucks to
know that Ohio is Missing out on so much money leteraly losing out alot of money it seems there more worried about the money the
company can make than the patients it&#39;s sad spending 35 to 80$ for 2.8 grams it&#39;s a shame we the patients should be benefiting
from this not getting our pockets raped and the people of Ohio mostly going up north taking there Money to Michigan that money could be
helping out our economy and making our area more clean I know alot if despansaries pay taxes and help out there local town if needed and I
really feel bad for all the bud tenders at rise in Maumee Ohio and Bloom Toledo Ohio niether don&#39;t even have a tip jar it feels like a
Thr days system is garbage and needs to be redone like Michigan’s system instead
our prescription list when doctors look. They ask, “what is this you just filled at the pharmacy”? I can tell they are judging and discriminating
against me. Most doctors don’t seem to agree there are medicinal qualities to marijuana and it’s wrong to make us feel like that. I don’t
know of another state that runs their program like that. I think it’s wrong because I’m treated as a drug user and not a medicinal marijuana
patient.
Employees at dispensaries should be more knowledgeable about which products could work best for your needs.
Bring prices down, not up!
The dosing and day tracking is not done very well and needs reviewed. For example the days each serving costs. 1g of concentrates is not
comparable to 2.56 grams. That serving size is silly too, just use grams, 1/8th, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, whole oz
The price of MM is a huge burden on our monthly budget, but that’s the only drawback so far! I get better rest than I have in years and of
course MM helps control my chronic pain!
Days get confusing when you can combine some product but not others, and how a container of &quot;shake&quot; which was more akin to
lawn clippings and oregano, was a full 6 days. I definitely learned a lesson on that, but will continue to be a patient and customer. Also, more
Tier 1 half ounce options would be great, 9 days for a half ounce because it&#39;s Tier II at 23.0% is way too many days for someone vaping
for chronic pain and/or multiple conditions, and it makes it hard to get the most of your days. I am grateful for the MMCP, all staff, the
dispensaries and having the ability to treat my pain safely and what I much prefer to prior prescription medication.
hiring practices at his bars, allows racist managers, and supports non compliance, and complete disregard of CDC recommended guidelines
related to coronavirus. He also spreads misleading information regarding the virus. I will never visit one of his dispensaries and I believe you
should investigate him and disassociate with him and his business.
My husband tried two kinds but got NO relief so it didn’t make sense to buy more product at the high cost of all kinds.
chemicals.
are doing a service yet Ohio’s prices are through the roof for an embarrassingly small selection of products that you can’t even look at. Take
a few pointers from Michigan.
I am concerned about employment and also about the cost because yes it helps however it is quite costly
I think it is expensive and weight is off each time I have checked it. I was curious. Was on the light side each time.
I do not like the price per weight of the flower in Ohio. They should be dispensed in eights, quarters, and half’s etc like in Michigan. The price
is higher for less weight. I like the product in Phio but I’d rather drive two hours to Michigan And buy in bulk and save my money. Ohio would
gain a lot more business if they changed the weight and pricing. Excellent products though. Also legalizing recreational would be very
profitable, especially if Ohio adjusted weight and price. There would be no losing in that situation. Everyone will be very HAPPY ??
seen. Another thing. When is Ohio going to let their dispensaries and the companies that supply them post and interact more on social
media? I get we want to limit kids and stuff from seeing but it’s 2020 ‐ pot is good and the patients have to post it share with each other to
get any idea what’s what... Lastly when is Ohio going to drop the vape only thing for flower? I don’t use flower but 95% of your patients are
smoking it not vaping it. Just weird that is also still a thing..Have a great day :)
I love that it is regulated but it is so hard to know how much you have left and how long you have to obtain it.It has been incredibly difficult
for me to find topicals and transdermal patches. I was told those would be more beneficial for some of my symptoms.Other than those, I
cannot thank you enough for giving me some relief when I thought I would never see any.
Doctors appointments should be scheduled better
Please start contact free curbside pickup, during covid‐19 quarantine, for patients in Franklin county. I am a former cancer patient with a
compromised immune system due to a stem cell transplant that i had to receive during treatment. Taking my monthly trips to obtain my
marijuana medication for the month has become very dangerous for my well being.
The cost is outrageous for 2.83 g supply .Doesn&#39;t last long and 45 credit days run out before the moth is up ..its a flawed system and
ohio need to pay attention and maybe take advice from other legal states
Delivery would be great.
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It should be easier for us to see our days remaining.
I appreciate the Veterans discounts
Why can CBD products not sourced in Ohio but manufactured under the same disciplines as the company in Ohio not allowed to be sold in
dispensaries? It could help lower the cost of other cannabinoids to patients allowing more access to better more consistent products? When
can doctors sell it out of their clinic?
Price is too high, compared to other states. Would like to see indica or sativa specific tinctures for day or night use instead of blends.
Lower costs!
I prefer to go to Michigan for selection and price. Ohio needs to be like Michigan dispensaries.
Keeping track of running &quot;days&quot; as a unit of measure is ridiculous. I fully appreciate the potency and weight metrics for medical
purposes, but limiting by &quot;days&quot; when patients, like myself, have run out of money on days I&#39;m legally able to purchase and
told I cannot purchase other times when I am fully capable of paying. There absolutely has to be a better system than 90 or 45 days.
Needs to be legal federally
higher usage limits
I purchase it less because of the high prices.
helpful.
another big problem. We should be able to purchase as much as necessary as some patients tolerate more medicine than others. Get rid of
those days. Let patients medicate. And a patient should be able to grow his own medicine in his home if he pleases. I don’t know if that has
to do with this survey. But that needs to change.
It&#39;d be nice to pay with a card
Price could be better, also the menus sometimes do a very poor job explaining the benefits of a strain. I&#39;d also love to see some type of
recycling program for containers. Also with the vapes I run into issues where in less then 24 hours the vapes dead and you can&#39;t
recharge it and there&#39;s like still 60 bucks worth of oil. It&#39;s already expensive , it&#39;s really frustrating.
I feel that you could increase sales by making it affordable and follow the standard weight instead of what you call eachs makes no since to
me a eighth is an eighth and a qtr a qtr but why do you under weigh soooo much
matter how much you get
none
grams of shatter is $100. Until you guys can beat those prices the program is WAY TOO EXPENSIVE. I take home $600 a paycheck. A two day
supply of shatter from you guys costs $40‐60 dollars. A four day supply of vape liquid costs $80. Thats crazy. Its easier to also drive to
Michigan and purchase from them. Their prices are way better. Colorado and Oregon are also way cheaper. Its been over two years now,
there is NO REASON for prices to be this out of control. Its practically criminal extortion.
You need to start selling flower quantities in eigths &amp; quarters NOT fifths like a liquor store...Ohio is THE only state I&#39;ve been to
with either recreational sales or mmj dispenseries.
The biggest downside to the program is the pricing. I feel the program as a whole is essential and I am very much grateful. Once again,can we
please work on lowering the prices across the board? Thank you very much.
My anxiety is high wish I had more then 45 days
I&#39;d like to try but way to expensive.We need a home grow option. Allowing patients to grow at home will enable patients to find a strain
that works perfectly for them. Growing at home is also a lot safer than trying to social distance at a dispensary. The area I live in doesn&#39;t
have good access to dispensary yet it is a very populated area.WE NEED PATIENT PROTECTION FROM EMPLOYERS!!! THIS SHOULD BE #1.
PEOPLE TAKE PRESCRIPTION PILLS AT WORK, BUT I CANT USE MY MMJ AT HOME WITHIN 30 DAYS OF A DRUG TEST WITHOUT LOSING MY
JOB? WHAT A CHOICE A PATIENT HAS. THATS INSANE, MANY STATES HAVE JOB PROTECTIONS. FIX THIS PLEASE AND NOW!!!
countless times where individuals will leave the dispensary with the intent to illegally purchase marijuana. Putting themselves in a unsafe
and potentially an unhealthy situation because they hit their “cap” is rather absurd. Time and time again I have been a first hand witness
(including myself) to the benefits to Marijuana and I’ve seen how it can truly help individuals in areas of their lives that previously seemed
like an impossible situation.
doctor as being a real doctor.
It is cheaper to purchase Marijuana off the streets than at the dispensary. Wish you could figure out away to lower the prices.
flower as their main source of medicine. To be honest, 2 days out of a 45 day supply for 2.83 grams of flower is just ridiculous considering .5
or .8 of a gram of concentrate only costs a day which would last much longer than a dram or flower. I believe the regulation of days when it
comes to flower specifically is unfair.
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It has changed my life. I don’t have as many issues with emotional outbursts, nightmares and flash backs now that I use medical marijuana
for my PTSD. I have a successful business and a beautiful family and I am Coping better in social settings! I believe this program should be
used a crossed America and I should feel free that I could lose my job because I use it at home at night. We should be protected because this
is our medication. Also it would be nice if the pricing was more responsible considering I can’t used my health insurance.
It works for me ! it helps me a lot, I am able to do my ADLS And function daily
Having the program in place is excellent! But, the prices are just ridiculous! Some people on fixed income can’t afford the prices for
medication and it’s heart breaking when a lot of other states are thriving and have way better pricing!
really like to see patients and caregivers be able to grow marijuana. Then hopefully we will adopt a national medical program with an
optional recreational at legal age.
Edible variety is lacking, especially for sativa.
good idea, but terribly deployed system that is convoluted and difficult to understand. This hinders the patients and their ability to
understand their prescription, plan their purchases in advance etc...The state of Ohio as a whole seems to have police forces who are
EXTREMELY uninformed on the current marijuana laws. Patients have no way to check on their days fill remaining without strenuously
keeping track of receipts or how many they have spent. As a dispensary employee the most time consuming part about the patient
experience is that the reception employee has to MANUALLY determine the amount of days remaining in a patients fill. This is quite
cumbersome and needs to be replaced with something that makes check in easier, is more accurate (prevent overdispense), and faster! Enail
I feel like we could use more days available to use thank you
pocket i can not take opiodes at all becuse of alergic reaction so this is the only pain killer i can take for pain and i would rather take marijuan
medication then the va giving opiodes and getting addicted to them please lower prices so i can get relif and not fell stressed cause i cant
affored it
Keep it up‐ great job!
Online menus from all dispensaries should be updated at least once a day.
As a patient i feel we should have collective say in not only dispensary and medications access simular to a regular pharmacy. Also access to
tier 3 medications for patients sufferong from termimal and debilitating illnesses. Prices for patients are also to inflated without justified
explanation. Product quantity is also limited at most dispensaries with limited avalibity to larger quanities of flower.
It is very expensive, trial and error due to not knowing what strain is best for what it is being used for is horribly expensive. Most of what I
have bought does nothing or makes things worse. So I&#39;ve spent all this money and still don&#39;t know what to use. Very frustrating.
I think the quality is very bad on most flower products. They are always over dried. Also it is over priced and sold in stange amounts such as a
tenth ounce. And we should have the right to grow our own like every other medical state.
I think the Ohio Tenth and weights in general should go back to a more traditional measurement.
never has the strain I go in for, even tho it’s shown online to be in stock. Also for what I’m paying, I should not have to have a limit to what u
can buy. I was unaware of how many days I had left and have to go 2 weeks without my medacine. I am rushed out of the dispensary and
don’t get enough information from the workers.
I wish some of the staff had better knowledge on the different strands and there potential effects::: I have had to do my own research in
order to make an informed decision and could use more guidance on which products to choose from to help with my pain management
Make recreational legal and lower the prices for medicinal. Prices are not consistent throughout the state and are very high. Make it legal to
travel to other states to get product when it’s legal in both states and you have a valid medical card. Prices are cheaper elsewhere and
making it a felony to carry your own product for personal use over state lines is absolutely ridiculous. Then you have state troopers sitting at
both state lines ready to bust someone. Decriminalize and fully legalize marijuana! Especially for valid patients!!
The prices are really high and the selection to pick from isn’t a lot
I would like to see lower prices
days&quot; system isn&#39;t adequate (especially with no education of the how to better to utilize your days)‐ Prices on EVERYTHING,
especially non‐flower products need to come down.
Thanks!
Need more options closer to Logan County
The wait is long Every time and I&#39;m in pain. Standing in a long line makes it hurt more. Should offer delivery.
answer my questions and discuss products. I do think that cost could be prohibitive for many, even for myself I stretch my edibles to be
make them last as long as I can.
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protected when it comes to employment drug testing? I would prefer to use medical marijuana but am being forced back to high dose
opioids and benzodiazepines because they are excused by employers although they are mind altering and addictive. A recommendation
provided by a state approved provider should be protected the same way. We are a legal state and the only way I can utilize my
recommendation is to go on disability. I work an office job and never use at or before work but am treated the same as a person using
Marijuana without a recommendation.
doctor than my own, and then it costing hundreds of dollars for a 10 day supply, this state is profiting off people&amp;#39;s suffering. The
greed in this state is frankly astonishing and terrifying. Between Covid and the cost I have NOT been to a dispensary in a year. You should be
ashamed. I&amp;#39;m on disability and cannot afford any of the high costs this state demands makes it too expensive to use medicinally.
I&amp;#39;ll have to move to the west coast to be able to get relief.
Prices in Ohio are still too high.i travel to Michigan.
knew where to locate it. I wish the prices were reduced and that recreational would be passed so we could get a higher selection of
products.
that they can reference later. Also the products need to be cheaper, compared to other medicines that people buy Medical Marijuana ranks
at the top of the price range. There needs to be a way to check your days online. I want an App that is specific to the program in Ohio that
includes your own patient portal!!!!! There needs to be a certification for all of the budtenders, like the NAI Certified Interpretive Guide
Training.
Should be allowed to grow at least two plants at home. It is very expensive and I con not afford to buy enough to last
The pricing is ridiculously high to get medicine you can obtain in the black market for cheaper and get double the amount. Wait times are
out of hand as well I&amp;#39;ve been to strawberry fields multiple times and waited in line to get turned away. We need more dispensaries
its sad someone can get prescribed opioids and go to a pharmacy on any block. We need less regulations too, you have to jump through
multiple hoops to even get a card. I appreciate you guys though for doing everything you have to help people like me in extreme pain
to pay for my medical marijuana. Personally I think if you use medical marijuana, it should be half price for anyone over 65! Too much money
is at the top and state levels, make it more reasonable priced! And any doctor should be able to sign you up for a card.I would love to be on
the board that makes these decisions!
Increase the 70% maximum thc limit in extracts and vape cartridges!!! Shades of 3.2 beer. Really, what&#39;s the point ‐ we&#39;re adults.
Make it legal so I can work and heal myself.
All dispensaries should be required to have curbside pickup.
Not enough selections.. prices are way to much ... not enough product for prices
I see it helping so many ppl. But to expensive
I am new to this but I do wish there was some guidance with learning how to effectively control your pain or compose a self treatment plan. I
also would like to see insurance cover some cost as they do with opioids and other meds.
please remove the 90 day supply and the tiers.. it doesn&amp;#39;t help patients.. only hurts them.. and remove thc limits.. it adds more
cutting agent and Cbd to product.. and it loses alot of the medical effects
The price on vaporizer cartridges and edibles needs to be less. Michigan sells similar products for 20‐25% the price Ohio dispensaries sell
them for. This doesn&#39;t seem fair to exploit Ohio medical patients who are already struggling. Prices shouldn&#39;t be this extreme,
especially when considering Ohio law doesn&#39;t allow you to smoke cannabis.
help my condition. I find the prescription does not give me enough flower to help my condition also. Too many restrictions and the prices
are too high.
over the last few months.
It helps greatly for my severe intractable pain (neuropathy), joint pain, and nerve damage caused by Lupus SLE. The medicine was expensive
but at least I&#39;m not bed ridden like last summer before getting a marijuana medical card.
Cincinnati Ohio need a lot more dispensaries.
Not enough space here
Pricing to high for a 1/10.Switch the measurements to 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1 OZ. Paying 40+ for. 2.83 is disgraceful to the program.
card..makes no sense why they only allow 360 days when everyone knows there&#39;s 364 or 365 days a yr but drove all that way a week b4
my card expired to only get 2.83 grams even tho I had more days left since my prescription ran out the next day..other than that no
complaints
I always run out of days before the 45 days is up. That is most frustrating. Also, more larger quantities of just indicas, the 2 day supply feels
like I&#39;m getting ripped off.
Prices are high. Wait times are long. Order online should be quicker at store.
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Keep up the good work
any chemicals.These flowers that are gassy gives a bad taste of gasoline..Its 1 to me its a medical health hazard for certain patient to be
smoking..2nd its a big turn off when u taste this foul odor of smoke of gas,which to me is a waste of people money...I have been very careful
what I buy but none have a warning of pesticides on products from vendor thru dispensary..I feel all states that sell medical marijuana must
be labeled to protect people health...ty..
I feel everything with whats going on is 100% safe. I feel comfortable and safe. The prices for some people are to high. And the day supply
weights need to be a little more. 2.83. Should be 3grams. The 5.66 should be 6 grams. Confuses people and sometime feel that the weight is
right. Overall i am very satisfied. Paying to renew every year i dont like should be every 3 years for qualified patients.
The people are great at mine! The Botanist, Wickliffe, Ohio.
and spending $40 to take one hit on a vape and then have useless bud kinda sucks.Also, patients should be able to grow plants for personal
use.
Why is it much less expensive in states like Michigan? I regularly go to Michigan in the summer and the prices there are 50 to 60 percent
cheaper. Also the selection and the amount you can purchase is much greater.
Medical Marijuana has changed my life i have lost 13 sizes in one year im In less pain my quality of life is so much better
Since using medical marijuana, I have discontinued several prescription medications.
How can A company Iv&#39;e worked for almost 8 years fire me for using a product thats legal?
have all the products they have in person listed online. The fact the flower counts for as many days as it does, when it effects people
differently and intake varies, so those days fall short for some people. I personally just avoid flower most of the time so I don&#39;t run out
of days before the end of the time limit.
response so I lost out on $80. Of product that was bad, I couldnt even eat the gummies from The 2 bottles I purchased. They was hard like
cement. I&#39;m on a fixed income so I had to go a month with no medicine. I&#39;m still waiting and that was in May. We are now going
into August.
Just the pricing and day limits. Really way too much for us to afford and with being a diabetic I have to buy all my supplies as well.
Allow caregivers to grow plants
I’m disabled and on dis ability, don’t receive disability discount. Can not afford my medication.
Ohio needs to get up to speed on what is offered when it comes to medical marijuana. I drive 6 hours round trip to shop in Michigan because
the selection in Ohio is a joke and extremely over priced. EXTREMELY. Please check out Michigan and Florida for how to do it the right way.
While I appreciate being able to have the card, it’s actually useless if you can’t afford to buy in the actual state.
Cost is hard on fixed income
Far too expensive. The program in Ohio is a joke. Learn from Michigan, because they have their shit together and Ohio does nothing but
make it harder for patients financially.
Just the pricing. Very outrageous and when there’s sales there’s giant waits like hours. Bc of this. Maybe offering rewards programs or
something would be best. If Insurance cannot he’ll
Interested in more thcv products to help with inflammation. There do not seem to be any or very many products with thcv offered.
Can I please grow my own medicine these places are expensive more then just getting it off the street
Medical Marijuana is a great thing Marijuana has a lot to offer in the medical field but I think Marijuana should be legal for everyone.
The Botanist in Canton and Bloom Medicinals in Akron have been fantastic to work with. Prices do fluctuate and we would always want them
to be cheaper, but I feel safe with the products, labeling, and staff knowledge at both dispensaries I have visited. Medical cannabis has
greatly helped with my cronic pain and I have been able to completely drop the Tramadol I had been taking for about 10 years. No narcotics
for 4 months now. Thank you for giving Ohioans the option and relative ease of access of medical cannabis.
better than pharmaceuticals. Helps me cope with very troubling health issues a great deal. I had way too many side effects with
pharmaceuticals. Made things worse for me. I&#39;m so happy to be in this program. I hope insurances will help in the future. I struggle to
pay the doctor, the state, n the dispensary. Thank you.
In Ohio it&#39;s pricey
immediately. You are losing money to Michigan from your patients up north on a daily basis. Keep Ohioans in Ohio! Start by allowing home
cultivation of the individuals medicine.
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had a horrible and sensitive stomach. Those combine into a horrible amalgam that all enhance the other. I was diagnosed with HIV and the
medications for those are life saving yes, but are very intense to your internal organs. I was in horrible pain mentally and physically, not
being able to eat and having to force down what I could when I took my HIV medication because puking meant starting the process all over
again; day in and day out. I heard of cannabis from my Dr and realized I could vape it instead of having to eat any more pills. Cannabis has
completely radicalized my lifestyle. I&#39;m much more active because I sleep so much better; the migraines are long since gone; I can eat
three meals a day plus desert and keep it all down. It&#39;s helped me so much and I recommend it to anyone. As a patient I fully back
I would really like for the days thing to go away because I literally end up having to wait a month before I can go bac to dispensary because I
run out of days within a 10 day time period. Other than that everything is jus fine. Please fix this the days are jus a hassle forsure.
I&amp;#39;m very in favor of the recent changes to say allotments.
benzodiazepines or opioids have protection while someone smoking legal marijuana has nothing. Being someone that served my country, I
feel it’s unfair that an employer can fire me at any given time if they want to just because I’m a medical marijuana patient. Also, a dunk or a
pill head can protect their family and legally possess a firearm. Someone that legally uses marijuana can not adequately protect their family.
It’s really hard to understand and hopefully I’m the near future steps will be taken to protect the patients. I was able to protect my country
with a firearm, but now because of my use of medical marijuana to ease my PTSD that I acquired from serving my country I am unable to
have a firearm.
To much money how can someone afford it
The prices are too expensive. I know a number of people who would participate in the program but the upfront costs are prohibitive.
like 3 or 6 month paperwork. I’ve traveled to the dispensary twice now and haven’t been able to buy due to Ohio cannabis connection. I will
be choosing another care team when I renew my medical card. It’s expensive &amp; the paperwork is excessive. There are not enough
dispensaries in Columbus and the fees plus the cost of everything really adds up. I’m to the point where I can’t even buy product bc I have
settle my payment plan (which is not online) and was poorly communicated as to how &amp; when to pay. I’m thankful that Ohio is opening
up but this whole process of actually getting the product is utterly exhausting and far too complicated.
Possible overdose ??? Need info
issues.
like she didn&amp;#39;t want to help me leaving me to seek information from the internet I also feel like there aren&amp;#39;t enough
strains available to meet my particular needs.
N/A
days during cycles
I&#39;m on disability and the prices are a little high for me, therefore there are times I have to go without and be in pain.
I wish my insurance covered any of the cost.
don’t feel like people who are going to rape me have my best interest. The quality is not there. Ohio is a joke in the medical marijuana. If u
compare exact same products across state borders u will notice the prices is way cheaper not in Ohio dispensary. Where’s all that money
going?
The price is ridiculous. Same EXACT product at least half price in other states. Just look at Weedmaps. Stop capping the medication. This is
cannabis not an opioid. Stop treating Ohio patients like we are criminals.
In the 10 months I&amp;amp;#39;ve been using the dispensary&amp;amp;#39;s I can&amp;amp;#39;t help but notice the price has gone up
while the quality has gone down. I probably won&amp;amp;#39;t renew if the trend continues.
You need bigger amounts per days used.
corporations. They should home grow for better accessibility and cheaper consumption of medicine. Very disappointed on how Ohio
legislation treats their fellow Ohiones And monopolize on their suffering. Instead of telling us what we need how about asking us what
would be the best way to help us?
please consider making the limits a simple gram limit and getting rid of the days and tier aspect. thc isn&#39;t the only factor to how things
work with cannabis. I also think doctors should have the right to prescribe more than the standard amount, because for some, the limits are
far to low, and we run out well in advance. I would like to see home growing allowed if you aren&#39;t going to help lower prices in our
program. it is prohibitive how expensive it is to use. lastly, as you know, the wait&#39;s are obscene. many other states have passed laws for
home delivery. this would create jobs, and prevent medical patients having to wait in the heat for hours. If that isn&#39;t possible, allowing
a drive thru would be the next best thing, in my opinion.
I wish the prices were lower so that I could more easily afford it I’d still buy the same amount that I do now cause I couldn’t possibly use any
more but the price is very high. I have buckeye insurance and I wish that buckeye would work with dispensaries.
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The costs are too high compared to other states, especially for plant material. If you want more tax dollars and further enrollment, take a
look at how other states operate their programs.
and not receive the correct amount of medicine to be comfortable. Its too expensive and the amount (The ohio tenth) is outrageous. You
should have made it more than the “commercial eighth” ‐ not less. If you wanted to stand out as a state in the medical MJ world, maybe
make it “The Ohio Sixth” (Or seventh) ‐ the “Tenth” is just disrespectful. Either change the amount, or change how you perceive the “daily
use amount.” One or the other. I use the medicine daily and i ended up “running out of days“ with still 40+ days to go until my days reset.
The daily use amount, or “whole day units” are too high. I can’t get a months worth of medicine, if the state says its actually worth three
months...... The ohio tenth is not helping anybody.
The shake and trim. Bud of the same strain cost 40 bucks more at one dispensary than another. If this is for the patients then make it to
where we can go to legal states if we want to get or meds or to grow our own and regulate pricing have a heart which is cincy an most of
Cincinnati&#39;s paitents only go to. But the same products are almost always 20% cheaper everywhere else. Go check youtubers bloggers
on this while ohio medical thing. If you honestly want to make it better for the paitents
I wish they kept the same product stocked. To many companies selling same stuff. I like editable items but find I get a sore throat with many
products. Is it an additive in the tincture, I could be allergic too? Cost is way to high. Wish they could DELIVER.
Medical health professionals are restricting use of the medication if you are also seeking medical help through pain management clinics.
They refuse to write prescriptions if you use medical marijuana.
Prices are too high.
The prices are quite high.
can afford the medical marijuana that I need to get by, but I have to cut a lot of other expenses. I find myself skipping out on things like..on
eating out with family or friends and eating lunch meat/PB&amp;J in order to afford my next dispensary visit. Although I’ll say choosing
medical marijuana over painkillers was one of my best decisions ever, it can be quite and uphill financial battle for a recent college graduate
with student loans. I love the fact that their is indigent and veteran discounts, but I certainly would be open to making medical marijuana
more affordable for some of the everyday patients.
I haven&amp;#39;t purchased any yet because of the cost and our area doesn&amp;#39;t carry a lot of choices.
many days I watch my husband suffer with massive amounts of pain, and when he has his medicine it&#39;s not as bad. But as we all know,
not everyone has the same tolerance. Please allow the people in need to obtain what actually works for them, as well as home grow, that is
an absolute MUST in these times. I fear the day if this Covid mess becomes worse, he and many others won&#39;t have the critical access to
their medicine that actually helps them. Please hear our voices and help your fellow Ohioans that desperately need your help passing home
grow/freedom to purchase as much as needed per day be it 2.83G or 14G or even more. Thank you for your time and your true
understanding... God bless.
The board often seems unconcerned with patient problems, or with accepting any medical evidence against their preconceived notions of
what medical cannabis should be. Counting different strains as different medications instead of counting all purchased flower or oil
(regardless of strain variety) disadvantages patients who need different strains for different symptoms of rather complex conditions. The ban
on making infused edibles at home from dispensary purchased flower seems unduly burdensome, as the only excess danger the patient is in
is from their own culinary skills or lack thereof. With the shortages on flower and lack of strain variety, regulated homegrow is sorely needed
for patients unable to find relief with the current strains available. The days system also seems to prioritize higher profit items like
concentrates and other processed items, at the disadvantage of the patient. Also‐ the blanket denials of grower expansions seems illogical
Price baking high I truly beleive is way to much up charge. Up charge comes from the system being charged so much to grow and distribute.
Everything is great except the prices. Definitely way too high to afford when really need it.
Prices are really high in Ohio compared to other states. The wieight system in ohio is crazy.
The means by which you calculate the days are very hard to understand. For instance: If I buy 2.83g of flower it counts 1 day against me but
if I buy 2 it costs 3 days. It seems as tho you are kinda punished for trying different strains. If I were to buy 5 of the 2.83g of flower I am not
even sure how many days it would count against me, but if I buy 14g container it counts as 5 days?
It is too expensive!
Hello, I am a recovering alcoholic.I would like to talk to someone, about the “help” it does for me in recovery.I think this should be
studied!Also,The 45 day plan you have...You need to do you’re best to up the days and amounts.Or, totally just do away with it..Which I
don’t believe is possible at this time.Thank you God BlessBeau Orsi
God the price is so expensive :( I’d love to have medical marijuana that I can afford
This is a major problem.Also, Medical marijuana is the ONLY medicine that helps my severe pain, but I don&#39;t have the money to buy
enough to truly manage my pain. I am going to go broke buying marijuana in Ohio. I am considering moving to the west coast just so I can
get MMJ cheaper and/or grow my own.
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The yearly fees being lowered would help us out.
I run out of days to use way to often
There needs to be a better way to submit paperwork. Respond to customer complaints. Be able to mix and match products that&#39;s equal
or lesser value when on sale.
Always excited to try new products
seems Ohio makes things harder than they need to be ! other states I’ve been in have much more of a selection and are half the price of
Ohio and you can touch taste and smell everything before you make a purchase instead of being surprised when you get home something to
think about Lots of growth needed in general ! And don’t forget we our patients not Bank machines this is not some thing covered by
insurance something else to think about
prices that are through the roof with little desire to come down. When there are a limited number of licenses the worry of new competition
is non existent. I have seen countless people get their MMJ license, excited to be able to buy legal marijuana from a reputable place, just to
realize they can&amp;#39;t even afford the prices we have in Ohio and ultimately go back to their street dealer. We set a daily limit as a one
size fits all approach and it simply doesn&amp;#39;t work for people who need more. We charge about $45‐50 for 2.8 grams of tier 2
marijuana as a 2 day supply. I was using 3.5 grams in 2 days of great flower before I got my license to help with my symptoms and it would
only cost me $30. I can&amp;#39;t afford Ohio as I am paying more for less. I goto Michigan now because even with the drive I save a
I don’t appreciate that I am assumed to be an addict, just for possessing the card, on certain questionnaires.
should be able to visit their website and look up testing data.Also, the 70% cap should be removed. It doesnt accounts for tolerance, and
some people need a stronger product. It has been shown to be just as safe!Raise the amounts to rights, quarters, etc like the rest of the
bloody world. We also need to substantially raise the amounts of product we can get. Again, you all dont account for tolerance and PAIN
NEEDS!
can just drive 2.5 hours to Michigan and still go to medical stores, that makes no sense. If I have a medical card then I should be able to get
as much cannabis as I want with daily limits, instead of saying I have to wait multiple weeks befofe my days reset. I have the card to help me
with stress and anxiety from PTSD, having to stress about not being able to get enough product because of these limits causes even more
stress and anxiety, when it should be helping that. Also there need to be more liscenses to produce product because all the top products sell
out within a day. The producers need to be able to grow enough to supply the demand. Also the amounts the product is sold in is very dumb.
If you want to show all lives matter, then please make changes to our ohio medical program to show this. Thank you!
take pain medication
traveling, financial, and working on therapy treatments to use in place of it.
better pricing and more product for the amount of days
can’t make a 9 hour round trip for many reasons. It’s quite unacceptable. I use medical marijuana in place of narcotics to control chronic
neuropathic pain. The narcotics would eventually kill me, but only cost 12 dollars a month. Now, due to the pandemic, I’ve lost my second
job and will likely have to choose between narcotics and medical marijuana because of the incredible disparity in price just so I can eat and
pay rent. I wouldn’t wish opiates on my worst enemy. Something really has to change.
i go to About Wellness. Very friendly and knowledgeable staff. I never has to wait too long when i go. Waiting for pricing to drop down
some. i want to purchase more when i&#39;m there but can&#39;t afford to.
We need to start allowing the people who cannot afford to go to dispensaries the option to be able to grow their own medicine
Dosaging problems, why is 590mg THC per unit max ?? We need stronger products.
Too expensive. Medicine should not cost more than my rent.
fast they work. There is a menu available but since I&amp;#39;ve never tried most of them, it is unclear to me the time, effect, and cost. Also
prescription time and availability seem to elude not only me but other patients as well. The dispensary is very clean but too small to
accommodate the patients.
There are a lot of variety in flower and edible but not in Vape’s or extracts which is what helps me. I can’t smoke flower due to the strong
smell. Also some on the prices are so expensive even just compared to Michigan. I’m also hoping for more new strains as there is no variety
between dispensaries. They all offer the same brands with the same products
always losing a day or on my fill date I cant buy bc some one put the wrong date on my paper work they said it was there fault but I still
couldn&#39;t buy anything I dont understand that.
Has truly eased my injury pain.
clean. They are my fave!
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a supply for those truly in need of product but they are always inconsistently tracked and it is often quite difficult to find out how many days
are remaining during my so called “fill period” that’s STUPID, what should happen is each patient is given a limit in a given month much like
what happens in Michigan. Stupid confusing system
cultivation facilities so tightly. Allow keef to be sold to patients. The Ohio tenth is the worst way to measure cannabis. We have a system that
the black market has used for years. A daily amount has to be 3.5 grams. 5 days is 7 grams. 14 grams is about 2 weeks. 28 grams is about a
month. I been doing this for years and I’m a Cleveland school of cannabis graduate. I also work for a cultivation facility so I know what I’m
talking about ??
The program is fine.
No comments or concerns. The dispensary is very helpful and professional. They explain everything very clearly and there are a lot
pamphlets explaining lots of aspects of marijuana.
Better than most narcotics and healthier for ya with less over dosses lot less death that&#39;s for sure that&#39;s just one benifet of it
We need to be able to look up our own days remaining. Also, there is not enough teir 2 selections. The prices are extremely high.
Extremely costly and lack of nearby dispensaries.
line with the much lower prices of opioids which are more efficient as pain relief goes . How did this weed that grows wild and is easily
cultivated become so expensive to cut down and bag up. Illegal dealers have been and still do produce an equally strong product at much
lower prices. Why can&#39;t these new producers of the now miracle drug keep their prices reasonable ??The answer is simple, it&#39;s
that old plague that man had suffered since the beginning of time GREED,GREED and more GREED !!NUFF SAID !!
Prices for oils and concentrates are too high,and there needs to be more bulk flower options, in the 14g &amp;; 28g UOM
It is particularly disturbing to me as a veteran that even with all the knowledge I have of fire arms; along with experience if I’m a medical
marijuana patient I’m not allowed to possess or own guns. A person that consumes alcohol is permitted to own and possess firearms.
Alcohol causes loss or lowering of inhibition which is a major difference from the effects of marijuana.
Prices need to come down
Eliminate the days system and lower marijuana prices. Also consider expanding the indigent discount to cover more than just people on SSI.
severe arthritis with medical Marijuana, I have too medicate multiple times a day to get through my day and the allotted amount doesn’t last
me. We really could use a bigger amount per day so we’re not suffering when we run out of meds. We go through the steps to receive these
cards, it’s not easy and requires a lot of paperwork. Other states seem to fill their patients needs with a little more quantity per day. I love
the program but this is my main complaint, I try to use natural pain relief over opioid pain relief. This could seriously help with the hard drug
problems caused by opioid use as well. Thank you for your time, I’m not being ungrateful just more asking for a little help.
None.
it upon opening.
Is there anything that insurance would cover? My husband is on Medicare.. our income is very limited .. especially due to the costs of non
covered medicines and lotions ... there are times he suffers due to not being able to afford it ?
deals. I don&#39;t visit verilyfe like I did bc they don&#39;t text deals so you&#39;re not sure what is being offered. Bc of that I usually just
go to verdant. Staff is very knowledgeable and friendly. I do believe prices are a little high compared to other states that have dispensaries,
but maybe bc it&#39;s not recreational here? Overall very satisfied.
I am just grateful that Ohio partly passed to get the relief I needed from the profession was that gave it to me and every time I walk in my
dispensary everybody knows be my name we shake hands well not since the cove it but we will be along great so I&#39;m
Your prices are on the extreme side of high. It’s ridiculous and unnecessary. It is price gouging and patients deserve realistic access to
supplemental treatments like mmj
almost feels as if yall are preying on the pockets of people with medical conditions. The only reason I do it honestly is to be a “law abiding
citizen”. Another complaint is the lack of cartridge options in the state, especially around the Columbus area. Nobody wants to purchase a
half gram cart for $50 &amp;amp; a full gram for nearly $90(Full gram carts are $35‐40 on the street if you weren’t aware) Just to have it be
empty in 3 days. Not to mention, the location of all dispensaries are very inconvenient if you live East of Columbus. The fact I have drive 20‐
30 minutes every single time I need to get more medicine is very disheartening &amp;amp; doesnt encourage the legal practice at all. Also,
the weights to sell flowers is stupid. Just let the dispensaries sell by the gram and again, The pricing. I have alot more to say but sadly Im out
having us wait on hot blacktop, the security guard tried to silence me and have me removed. When I said I would complain to the state, he
backed down. I have pictures of the ppl waiting. They would not even give us water. If you want to talk my phone number is [REDACTED] I
will not go back and I have to travel further.
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products/uses. I tried my best. I only wanted a product that would help me sleep instead of an oxycodone to relieve the bedtime backache. I
ended up with two products (a lot of $$$). I tried each one but it wasn’t safe. I get up at night to pee and I was so zonked I couldn’t maintain
my balance and was falling/crashing into walls or nightstands. I tried cutting the amount in half or a third but still falling. I didn’t use any
during the day. The stuff tastes terrible (lozenges and drops). Threw it all away. I’ll stick with oxycodone. I’m done. My personal opinion is
most of this program is driven by potheads, investors, and government revenue seekers. Medical use? Not convinced. Scam up and down the
line. I will let my marijuana card expire and say goodbye.
Prices need to come down
Perhaps I&#39;m using the wrong strand, potency, or method. What type of relief can one expect? Is there a way to address this before the
45 days with a MM pharmacist? Can one&#39;s needs be more personalized? I would like for the pharmacist I spoke to, to be more
knowledgable to address these issues. I&#39;ve wasted my money so far.
I still cannot afford the edibles in Ohio dispensaries. They run $5 a dose and higher. The flower is affordable, but I would like to dose using
affordable tincture or edibles.
dispensary prices.
Lower prices, it&#39;s a weed??
Cost is too high. I can’t keep anything down without it. I’m spending half my disability for weed so u can eat so I have energy to fight this
fucker. Is it about helping patients or profit? I think I know
Prices are a little high on somethings.
shortage, along with lack of online ordering and delivery options, indicates poor adaptability and over regulation. The dispensaries should
have accessibility options equal to pharmacies.
I have no concerns. Staff is very knowledgeable
Almost ran out of days my first 45 worth. I would prefer to be able to use 5 ‐ 7 grams of flower or equivalent with other options. Other than
that everything has been pretty satisfactory. Thank you
allowed in concentrates when it prevents myself and others from being able to relieve the pain. We should be able to grow our own product
just like we can grow our own food if we choose to. Vape pens being sold with batteries is simply to much. It’s another way to add another
charge ontop of the already expensive medicine. The days things is an absolute joke in regards to a patient seeking relief. I myself and the
next person have different tolerance intakes and reactions to this medicine. How do we all have the same dosage? I myself personally have
to stress my body with inflammation because I run out of days constantly. It’s heart wrenching when I just want to live a normal life.
I have not stopped purchasing medical marijuana, but don’t get to use it as often as I need to due to the price. I have to ration it for the most
excruciating painful days. I wish I could get the full anti‐inflammatory benefits, but I can’t afford to buy it as I am not able to work, but my
health condition does not fall under the disabled category.
These days are a joke why can&#39;t we just go and get our things and not wait for the 45 bs. OPEN UP MORE SHOPS, Prices are still to
damn High I have a mom that gets SSD and she has a hard time paying for her things. I can go on and on but no one ever reads this..
Having experienced California and Colorado programs, Ohio’s is quite a bit more primitive and uncomfortable as a patient. Limited selection,
stuffy bank teller shopping experience, overly procedural, excessive wasteful environmentally damaging packaging and the prices are inflated
on an industry set to generate massive financial returns for the state. Loosen up Ohio. Let it grow and Let the red tape go.
There should be an app that allows you to open your digitalCard and easily track your days
To expensive but great product
To keep from waiting in long lines there should be more dispensaries. Also we shouldnt have to stand outside in the elements like some type
of animals! The state should care about us more than that!
The price is too high and I can’t afford it.
wish the size of the product should be 3.5 grams, per package not the 2.83 we get. give us a full quarter oz.
vapes come in varying doses such as 300mg. This counts as a one day supply but it would make more sense if two vapes of 300mg equaled a
one day supply. The same is true for edibles which come in even more varied dosages. For example some dispensaries offer gummies that
total 40mg and a one day supply is 110mg but each package counts as a one day supply even though one could purchase 2‐3 packages
totaling 80‐120mg and meet the correct one day supply dosage. This causes people to run out or to purchase well under the daily allotment
while being shorted the amount allotted by the program. Products that are less than a one day supply should be stackable to meet the daily
allotment instead of using a whole one day supply for substantially less.
me more anxiety
All good
The prices make it very difficult to supply myself with the medication I need
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Where I go the folks are very helpful, Some of the nice&#39;s people to deal with..
long. I think patients should be allowed to grow a certain amount of plants at home. That would save money and we could have a
consistent medicine that works.
you.
I feel that the day allotment needs to be replaced with a limit per day usage. Some patients require more than the next. And I feel that
ANXIETY is definitely a condition that needs to be added.. You cant have PTSD without ANXIETY
something and fast. Covid‐19 has greatly impacted people’s ability to afford their medicine. More qualifying conditions! I still get a supply
but overall it’s too expensive.The 45 day limit is incredibly confusing.Incomplete labeling on packaging. Sometimes hard to know what kind
of strain it is.Long wait times.Confusing portion sizes. Just go with standard sizing like everyone else.Easier way to dispute faulty products.I
have yet to buy a vaporizer or concentrates because I always see complaints about the liquid being under measured or additives to
concentrates Recreationally legalize to help our state financially recover from covid.
I have many concerns.1) Home Grow needs to be considered for those whom are capable to grow their own medication.2) Prices ‐ The prices
have come down but they still don&#39;t line up. I&#39;ve never bought a gummy because it&#39;s not worth it. I have skipped over a few
products because they just aren&#39;t worth it (patches, topicals, etc)3) Delivery ‐ In the Newark, Ohio area we have three dispensaries to
choose from, we are lucky. Not everyone has this easy access and delivery needs to be allowed in some shape or form to help these
patients.4) Job protections for Medical Marijuana PatientsThere are many more concerns but I feel that this program has a long way to go
before it&#39;s even beneficial to patients. I&#39;m glad to see that some features (of which I thought were temporary) curbside, online
ordering, etc.One positive change is the requirement to use iheartjane. Having the price and availability information on there is key. We just
Unfortunately I have to travel over a half hour to get to a dispensary since I live in redneckville Geauga County. During the summer months
it&amp;#39;s a nice drive. But I have time. And they wonder why we buy it off he streets..
I feel like the remIning days supply is a little opaque. That is, how what I buy and the strength of said purchase impacts my ability to
purchase in the following days. I think, idk, I&#39;m so confused that I don&#39;t even know how to ask the question.
I don&#39;t understand why dispensaries can tell me how many days I have remaining in my 45‐day cycle, but that information is not
available to me on the very web page that tells me the dates that my 45‐day cycles start and end. In general, I am very happy with the whole
program, but this 45‐day limit and free‐flow of information on remaining days is a sore spot.
I have CP and have had better luck with in treating my pain with medical marijuana and cannabis products than with opioids.
It is extremely concerning that while we are medically licensed and prescribed medical marijuana, we can still be discriminated against in the
hiring process. Laws need to be changed so that we don&#39;t fail drug tests because of prescribed medicine.
we&amp;#39;re not getting the correct weight for what we&amp;#39;re paying. Those that do not have veteran status to get discounts
really get robbed.
important.
medication we use besides our physician. 3. The tier 1 / tier 2 system is also arbitrary and means nothing, those who have actual experience
with cannabis can tell you that. Dosages between individuals vary greatly. 4. Can I say it’s overpriced again. Michigan and other states with
mature marijuana programs do not operate like this. The entire system needs to be redone by individuals who have experience and
knowledge in cannabis, not arbitrary law makers.
other meds
When will delivery be an option?
it would be nice if columbus had more options on the flower so i wouldn’t have to travel to michigan as well as better prices!
Allow us to smoke
It should cost less for such a product. Tobacco cost a dollar. Medical cannabis shouldn’t cost an arm and a leg for treatment
My pain management dr said I can’t use MM and get my Vicodin. I planned on using the MM for breakthrough pain. He dismissed me from
his program. Doesn’t seem fairc it was his idea that I sign up for MM. Don’t know what to think bbb
Price too high &amp;amp;amp; supply amount Too low.
Woodward, Galneas and another one or two have great products but they&#39;re quite expensive. Honestly, in my opinion they should be
providing that quality as a standard at half the price they are charging! I understand the program is still young, but, it&#39;s never going to
grow this way. Many of us just can not afford our medication still. We simply stepped from one anchor to another, albeit a healthier one!
Thank you for your concern and consideration of our thoughts and feelings. Stay well!
Price and location are the 2 big factors. It is difficult to make it to dispensaries when the hours are conservative and I have to drive 30 mins to
the nearest location. Price is also a major concern. There are times where I have to go without medication because I can’t afford it,
meanwhile customers in MI are paying half (if not less) for the same product...
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Buying MM has cost 5he purchas3 of new shoes and s7mmer clothes,I am wondering which 8s better, MM or Ativan
Prices suck!
Lower the prices. Different strains shouldn’t count more towards your total for your 45 days.
Pricing is way to high. I can&#39;t afford medicine that helps me get by.
If this program was truly about health , it would be nice if we would join other states in allowing people to grow for themselves.Businesses
that are not federally controlled or should not have any say whatsoever also if they are doing business in the state of Ohio. a doctor can
prescribe Controlled Substances somebody driving a bus or a truck but we have to fight tooth and nail to be allowed to do this in our home.
Lines are way too long and prices are slightly high
Patients should be able to grow our own medication.
I don’t like how the have different tiers to where it use more days, so I can’t get the proper strength I need for my pain or I’m out before my
days renewed if I purchase their two
Need more dispensary
productive. This gets really expensive. I’d like to have drinks with high levels of thc that are easy on the stomach and lungs. Oil tinctures are
not an option for some people with stomach issues.
high. Some charge 100. For renewal others charge 200 ??????? without insurance helping to cover the cost we are hardly able to afford what
we need
Lower prices
changes, and using a new strain is like changing up my medication. It&#39;s especially frustrating when I&#39;ve found one that really works
well for me. Additionally, I&#39;ve found some strains I couldn&#39;t tolerate, and then I&#39;m stuck with the rest of it, unable to use it.
So it would be nice it maybe dispensaries had patients&#39; preferred strains in their computer system, and then made sure to order those
strains. (I know they&#39;re not always available to the dispensaries from the growers, but in an ideal world.) And it would be nice to be
able to buy smaller amounts of strains you&#39;ve never tried before. Then you&#39;re not out nearly as much money if you have a bad
reaction to them.
grateful for the program.
The effects are great for pain and that’s why I am using it but the prices are extremely high in Ohio and the weight is small I mean you only
get 2.87 grams for an 1/8th when there suppose to weight almost 4 and prices are so much high in Ohio now it may not seem like much but I
am on disability and it makes it really really hard so price and distance is a big deal to me and my family!!!
Online ordering is great. Dispensary workers at all dispensaries I have visited have been great. Prices in north east Ohio are way too high. Tier
1 and Tier 2 is an unnecessary system. The day limit system is not good, not all patients can get access to as much medicine as they need due
to this system. We should be able to buy flower in quantities of 3.5 grams, 7 grams etc. similar to the rest of the medical marijuana states.
Allow patients to grow marijuana, combust it, cook with it, process it. Make the indigent/vet status 50% off.
Too expensive and not enough dispensaries
It&amp;#39;s unfortunate MM is not affordable to me on a SSI budget. My primary care doctor would prefer it.The was rarely a high CBD,
low THC product available.I&amp;#39;ve had to ho back on opiates.
way they want.
I dont think I&#39;ll be able to renew due to high costs of licensing and product
The program is way to expensive it&#39;s cheaper on the streets or to dive to a recreational state I spend less in transportation an product in
a legal state than I do for a 3 day supply in ohio
Good job and thank you.
My only concern is the prices. They are still pretty high. The appt. to obtain the card is pretty expensive too. My mom is laid off right now
and cannot afford to make an appt. due to the prices.
I wish they would’ve described the products “day credit” a little better. I had purchased the 2.83g every couple days not realizing that was
costing me more “days” than if I had purchased a whole ounce at once. Other than that it has been an amazing experience!
make everything not in grams. That&amp;#39;s weird and I don&amp;#39;t understand it, just be normal. Tier levels 1 &amp;amp; 2
don&amp;#39;t / shouldn&amp;#39;t mean anything really. People will buy what they want and a tier system honestly doesn&amp;#39;t do
anything. It&amp;#39;s really nice having a medical program in place but it needs to be concise on how many days you have left. Also shout
out to the Ohio mm gov. Program workers who update paperwork and what not like same day and approve stuff very fast. Programs should
be accessable and it seems like ohio really wants this program to be accessable. Now make it streamlined and reasonable. The prices
I&amp;#39;m sure will follow as more people get the card.
I hope the prices go down by half of what it is now. Its a killer for our wallets.
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The price is kind of high for an older person on a fixed income. I hope to see the costs become lower in the future. The dispensary
employees have been very helpful. I can&amp;#39;t say any products I have tried have lowered my pain level. I do think I sleep better.
23%
Prices are way too expensive
Please allow more stores to open so that the prices will go down. The prices are way too expensive for the little medicine you receive.
This is a joke. Lower prices and get rid of the junk trash mids
I am thankful for a God given medicine to use for my disability issues
we need todo away with the days and let the patients consume and buy as much as they want.
We need more 14.5g. As a physically disabled person a trip more then one a month is difficult. Thank you
They Quantity of marijuana available to be purchased every 45 days is not adequate to the amount needed for most patients.
I would appreciate a way to recycle old containers, I imagine this will stack up over time or even reuse some if possible. I also would also
greatly like to have a higher selection of oil products and more companies become alive in this buisness, it would help with costs.
The program continues to expand every week. It is great to see new company’s add to the dispensary’s menu. The only concern I have is that
patients wish they were able to safely medicate somewhere with other patients and doctors. Patients should be able to try their products in
a safe environment. They feel lost or confused on their own especially when comes to trying new forms of medication. There also should be
classes of some type for patients to learn about the dispensary, products, and their producers/growers.
I believe prices need to go down considering the patient has to pay in full and get no help from health insurance
I am happy to say I am impressed with the quality of the medication at ohio dispensaries. Its too bad that the cost of vape oil carts is so
beyond unreasonable ‐ literally 4 to 5 times the cost in Michigan. If it wasn&#39;t a pandemic and I was closer to then I would simply not
utilize ohio dispensaries. That said, I enjoy the convenience of not driving 7 hours round trip for my medication.
expected to see costs coming down. Also, I’m very confused about the vape pens and why I have to buy the battery and cartridge each time.
I don’t know which type of batteries I have. Vaping is so much easier and pleasant for me, but I just won’t spend the amount it would take
to really help me through longer than a few days. Makes me depressed.
Thanks
It would be nice to have a site where I can log in and check on how many days I have remaining. I cannot keep track of my remaining days
and still not sure on how the days work.
I wish that the point‐ day system was more clear and more fair ...as in partial point instead of 2 point if it barely tops the threshold
Understanding how many days are left on prescription is very confusing. Prices are a bit too high.
Yearly evaluation is very costly. Can we do 2 year evaluations when the physician can certify that the qualifying condition would be long
term? The state could charge more for a 2 year card, but it would reduce the medical expenses associated with yearly visits.
MEDICINE! Enough of the half and (under) full grams for 3 times the price! I still havent been compensated for my bad batches with
woodward and Firelands.
I would rather have marijuana to help me feel better than pop a pill! I think it’s awesome and I love it!
Rise locations are incredibly small and don&#39;t have room for patients waiting in the lobby. There is also no shelter or overhang so I have
had to wait in line in the rain. I&#39;d like to see a wider range of stronger edibles to make buying them more economical. I always knew
Ohio would be an expensive state for medical marijuana but the prices can be extremely tough to deal with while still getting enough of a
benefit. As I am not eligible for discounts, the choices are made for me based on the pricing and not the quality.
more variety. All 3 dispensaries in Jefferson County have the same stuff over and over. FRX is normally the only one to get random new items
in. Other than that I think it’s all great.
bigger dispensaries in other states. The products are a huge expense, and unfairly priced for people who are on fixed incomes.The
limitations on doses and days are ridiculous. The state has too tight a leash on the patients. The counting and allotment of days is a terrible
and confusing system that is more trouble than its worth. Making it very difficult for patients to get proper treatment. Some patients require
more medication than others depending on years of use and type of ailments. So not everyone can be successfully treated with the same
amount of medication. Patients need to be able to grow their own medication. Allowing privacy and personal preferences in their own
treatment while also saving patients money for other necessary monthly living expenses.
amounts and not “let me get x number of grams.” Which would be easier and less expensive in the long run. I don’t see why it can’t operate
like a deli “let me get 10gs of lemon haze” or something is way more cost effective for both patients and cultivators since they cut down on
container costs. Dispensaries can buy containers in bulk and print labels onsite with cultivator and all relevant info. There’s just too many
people sticking their hands in the pot(pun intended). Black market still makes it easier and cheaper to obtain and use. Changes need to
happen in Ohio’s mmj program wants to compete with a decades old market/system.
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The prices of medical marijuana, specifically (vape products) in Ohio are 100% more expensive than any other states. It&amp;#39;s actually
quite a turn off and makes no logical sense to purchase in Ohio. You all sriously need to rethink you prices.
The only concern I have is pricing. Too high for the amount purchased.
We need to grow our own. Damn it folks
I like how everything works
patient that means more to me it truly then to own a fire arm i only got it for personal protection and was unaware of the completely correct
way to transport one and i was basically pulled over and harassed by a state trooper spent thousands of dollars getting out of trouble put on
probation and have not been able to use my medical marijuana card because of probation i was never charged with drugs or anything but
improper handling of a fire arm in a motor vehicle it took 9 months and i got a chance to not go to prison mind you i have no record but prior
marijuana charges 10 plus years ago besides a few tickets about the same thing 10 years ago and got nailed to the wall to the fullest soon as i
am of probation i can use my meds again but they need to have a breathalyzer test for marijuana to prove things and cops need to stop
continue to recieve medication.
Question 22 and 23 I did not know you can order by phone or online. Where do I find a menu before I get to the dispensary? Thanks Lee
Lack of protection for patients regarding employment discrimination. Medical marijuana should be covered under the ADA.
Prices are still too high. Selection is just recently expanded. The day system is a joke. Who decided what “1 day” of THC is?! Shouldn’t it
depend on the condition you suffer from? If it is medical ‐ get rid of the day system. That is the most idiotic system ever implemented.
The cost of product is way too high!
It should b more accessible to more people, adding more qualifying conditions and outreach to citizens. Prices could b better on all products
including doctors, license, and the products in store.
don&#39;t get hazard pay I think the day supply should be eliminated or increased or that flower should take less day supply than it does.
The prices are way too high. Dispe sary employees should be able to take samples from cultivators, i imagine its pretty expensive trying to
sample all of the products so that you can make the right recommendations. The licensing process should not be made to only be acquirable
by being a million dollar corporation. It should not be handled by the board of pharmacy because it doesn&#39;t work the same as
prescription drugs and should not be treated as such. Its really sad to see the progress that places like Colorado have had but our program is
made to benefit a few rich people instead of our schools and roads.
Amazing program
I wish there was a dispensary closer to my home. Right now it&#39;s a hassle to get there because my car is broken down.
A good selection and wait time is reasonable. i wish it was comparable with insurance.
Medical patients should be allowed to get more than currently allowed every 45 days. I used my days too fast and spent way too much
money. Compared to other medical states, Ohio is very limited on amounts you can get and is way more expensive.
I am grateful for this program. However, the cost for medicine is ridiculously expensive and over priced. Standardized label information
should include kinds of terpenes and amounts or percentages.Of course, delivery would allow a patient to use the dispensary that has in
stock the needed medication. If Florida figured it out, I am confident that Ohio will also.
Need more dispensarys and bigger quantities available for purchase
Thanks Ohio for giving me another option over opioids to battle my pain management.
detected THC.This is often done with other medications, including other prescription pain and anxiety medications that would otherwise
disqualify a candidate on a job drug screen.
The prices are to high and I dont have enough days it&#39;s kinda stupid tbh and some of the flower just isn&#39;t that good.
It would be great if there were a dispensary closer so I don’t have to drive an hour when I need my meds. I’d also like to be able to tell where
I am at on days and amount purchased vs. available.
If possible please implement away to track the remaining data in a 45vday period.
Very happy with it
I wish it was a lot cheaper. Doesn&#39;t need to be the expensive. Denver prices are very very cheap compared to here
Just make the products a little more affordable or go recreation. I know many people who would love to join the program.
N/A
the same amount. However, so far, I have to say that I think the quality &amp; consistency in dosages of edible products is better in OH, than
it was in some of the ones I bought in MI. For example, I know that when I measure out a dose of an edible, when I measure the sane
amount the next day, the pain relief will be the same each time. Some of the same types of products from MI almost seemed like they
weren&#39;t mixed thoroughly. I&#39;ve been happy w/ the OH products so far....I just think it&#39;s time for the prices to start coming
down a bit.Thank you.
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ALLOW US TO GROW OUR OWN!!!!!!!
cheaper !
N/A
Far too restrictive, and the prices in Ohio are much worse than surrounding states. Other states have better prices and variety.
I just wish my employer would get onboard with the program. So that I wouldn’t have to go behind there back all the time
Personal home grow is the biggest thing. I can do it cheaper and quality would be as good, if not better then what is being offered. I’m on
disability, with a child with disabilities. The price is way too much!
I don’t like how the system works in Ohio regarding how many “days” you have and the quantity you get at the dispensary. It’s not like this in
other states. I run out of days every single time. It’s ridiculous
for this .. overpay actually . It’s absolutely ridiculous . About time to open more dispensaries or allow couriers to deliver like Michigan does .
It would make jobs and reduce the embarrassment of standing in line !!! People that get narcotics aren’t put in a line and displayed for
everyone to see . That would be discriminatory. Hmmmm.yall might wanna get a grasp on this before there is a class action suit against you
from your patients . Defecation of character! I think you all are doing the best you can . But when was that ever good enough ? So turn
two!!
I&#39;ve only had my card for a month so my responses reflect that, not a full 6 months of purchasing
Pricing has been the only issue I have had and has been an obstacle.
Two answers to number 25, too expensive !!! Not consistent supply of prefer product.
it up. It defeats the purpose of online order. When I can order online because its never available and some don&#39;t even answer the
phone
Buying periods should be shorter or dosage should be raised. Myself and other patients travel to other states to purchase medical marijuana
when denied sales due to the 45 day buying period.
Doctor visits are too expensive and so is all the products. You should be able to buy as much as you want. No everyone has the same
tolerance so some people need more than someone who&#39;s new to marijuana. Also I dont understand why the marijuana isn&#39;t sold
in 3.5 gram and 7 gram increments. It just makes more sense to so many people to sell it that way.
reason
THE PRODUCTS ARE TOO EXPENSIVE!
physician but never explained the details behind it of the how, what when and where so I never.tried it to see if it was helpful and just let my
license expire and didn&amp;#39;t renew. So to me it was a waste of money. Your survey should have a not applicable response choice.
Thank you. Br safe. Wear a mask.
The staff is good at staying clean and masked up. However, I have noticed that the Marion, Ohio Verdant store doesn&#39;t enforce the
mask policy strictly. Allowing patients to go inside without a mask. This is concerning and makes me consider not using their location.
Otherwise, the staff is good about wearing a mask, so I usually just have to wait the 30 to 60 minutes in my car to get my order.
Vapes are killing my throat. I would rather smoke the flower the way I have for years. I don’t own a vape because they are too expensive.
Dispensary is too far away not enough choices prices too high.
Between the prices and the long wait...my pain cant take the wait and my pocket really cant take the price...it needs to drop down so ppl,
can have their medication and dont have to worry about not paying a bill or if they can eat...most people are on disability...
There is no way to get the amount u say we can have with the days system. There is no way to know how manny days you have left. Your
dependent on the despsiry employees to keep track and half them come up with different day counts.
More companies are needed to supply product and more dispensaries are needed as well. More product availability.
Prices too high, Days system is messed up needs to be as much as you want like alcohol.
It&#39;s very expensive and should be covered by insurance. Just when I find a preferred strain, they stop carrying it!! Why? This has to
stop. Only certain strains work accordingly and it&#39;s by trial &amp; error at first. Very expensive! I finally find one that works, then
suddenly it&quot;s no longer available at my pharmacy. I&#39;ve been using it for 2 years now nothing and nothing compares. I waste
money looking for another strain that works. It&#39;s too expensive for trial and error every 3‐6 months. They need to Keep selling the
strains that are moving fast instead of abruptly not ordering any of it at all! It&#39;s medicine! Ppl depend on the relief.We get other
medication delivered by mail or courrier so why can&#39;t you mail or deliver my RX? That would really cut down the spread of Covid.
I&#39;m still choosing between groceries or medication. $$$ The Youngstown Market st has terrible customer service &amp; very little
None
I would like for the point or days system removed completely so I can access as much of my medicine as needed.
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thought?! Umm, just about everyone that has ever gardened organically?! The recall lists I received via email consistently reaffirmed that
just like everything, big‐agra and big‐pharma helped initiate this, get the law written, and ruined the whole purpose of this. Profits before
people.
Really just wish that prices all around came down from flower to concentrates, where the biggest rip off is edibles; for example you can go to
Michigan dispensaries and buy “wana” gummies for $10‐12, whereas they’re going for $35+ here.
They should be able to make it a little bit more affordable considering everything that you have to pay for, to maintain a medical marijuana
card and to continue to have a medical doctor.
Please help make mm more affordable. I struggle to buy my medication.
I would rather make my own products than pay these extremely inflatted, predatory prices here in OH. Follow CO model, meaning higher
quality, lower price. Slash the current prices by 2/3. A 10pc 100mg Wana Gummie pack should be 20‐24 dollars, retail max! I refuse to
financially support ohio as long as this greed based pricing system is in play.
I feel that the prices ard to high for a patient on a fixed income
Needs to be covered by insurance
I should be able to purchase as much as I want how I want ‐ no one knows my pain and/or tolerance to judge how often I need medication ..
it’s not the same as pain medicine
frustrating that I have to drive 100+ miles because Bloom Medicinals is forbidden to xfer a specific strain to Columbus. Standard pharmacies
use this practice with far more addictive substances. These 200+ mile round trips take days for me to recover from. Have received help from
Grant Miller (he should be cloned) and the Akron GM @ Bloom Medicinals to prove my days over the past 8 months to hold a specific strain
that keeps me out of ER for acute pain. Relaxing some of the restrictions would likely result in economic stimulation for the State of OH.
Additionally, those of us who are in a great deal of pain appreciate efficiency. Having said all that I am grateful to have pain relief that is
narcotic free. P.S. The Board should move heaven and earth to retain Grant Miller as an employee.
I was on a lot of pills with my so many health conditions . I am disabled and on a disability pension and could not afford the medical
marijuana but it was being paid for by a very generous judge and his wife because your honor was a diabetic with kidney transplant and I
was on a LOR of pills causing me kidney failure so him and his loving wife purchased my supplies so I didnt have to take all those pills which
had me in kidney failure so they got me medical marijuana which let to me not having to depend on those pills and got me on milk thistle
weed along with marijuana which my health improved so much for the better my kidneys went back to working good and I wasnt on SO
MANY PILLS and I was able to function better. I have scence then lost both the judge and his living wife they both passed scence then my
health has gotten worse and I cant afford what they so desperately help save my life with now I am home and ant function in society god
PriceGuns Laws
It has been a blessing to have a legal way to purchase much safer more product control you know what your getting they are cheaper on the
streets price&amp;#39;s could always be better.
I wish it were not so expensive to renew the card or that there was some way to put it through my health insurance. Due to financial
constraints from the pandemic, I sadly will not have the ability to renew my card this year which will be miserable for my pain. I hope there is
some way to do that in the near future so I can access the medicine that I need to manage my chronic arthritis pain without taking biologic
medicine that strongly affects my body chemistry and wreaks havoc on my mental health.
The places I have visited have always been very well kept and clean and the employees are always super nice and helpful.
material that’s all that works. Also raising the THC amount that is allowed across the board. Especially edibles. It sounds crazy but for one
dose to have any effect I need at least 500 mg of THC. I’m 23 and in constant pain and am trying to get off painkillers but I can hardly afford
this product and am killing myself working to pay and when I can but I am losing more days and cannot get and edible that has any effect but
cost 40 plus dollars.The quality and testing of all products trumps all other states. Please allow the growers and consumers to be allowed to
chose for themselves and their conditions the right to as much THC as they want just as they can choose from a variety of products. Thank
you for taking the time to reads this and I really do hope this can be addressed as quickly as possible. Have a great day!
I feel everyone who gets a card should be mailed a laminated version along with a booklet on the laws, travel restrictions, job restrictions
(because no one hires with a medical card because it is still THC) and a page explaining how your days will be taken up.
Pricy on average, but consistent.in quality
I still feel im beimg shorted on days. Twice this period I&amp;amp;#39;ve been shorted 2 days both times.
The program is a disgrace. It profits off the patients who need it. If the companies operating the growing and production of products want to
make millions of dollars they need to push for recreation cannabis in OH.
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Along with the reason of medical cannabis being too expensive, It is hard to find a wide array of products that are consistent with my health
needs. I&#39;m also afraid of having to deal with my employer refusing work with medical marijuana in my system and limiting my job
choices after Corona is over with.My absolute biggest concern with medical marijuana is the ease of access to opening product.I&#39;ve had
to use extensive tools to open my products sometimes because of ill machined containers.Someone with a debilitating type of physical
disability would have an extremely difficult time getting it open.This goes for pressure twist open caps and other types of packaging.
medicine
If the state concieders this a pharmacy then it should be treated as such. Allow debit /Cc use. Have the same hours that &quot;normal&quot;
pharmacy do. Allow drive thru service.. not allowing these things tends to de‐ligitamiz the business.
The reduced hours at my closest dispensary has made it difficult to visit. They are only open in the afternoon and are closed on Tuesdays. I
wish we had mail order or some other type of home delivery options.
frustrating because I can&#39;t use Sativa makes my heart race, so I stay with Indica, but some Indica products like 400 hits have 80% Indica
and 20% Sativa, and the only reason I knew that was because it was on the package that I purchased when that information should be on the
website. Price is an outrage, the only reason I can afford this Medication is that I am a Veteran, and Rise Pharmacy gives Veterans a decent
discount, (THANK YOU RISE PHARMACIES), I honestly don&#39;t know how people can afford this medication plus being Taxed by the State
when my Medication I purchased at CVS is not. Horrible!More information on how the product was grown and what kind of chemicals they
used to grow it.We need the opportunity to grow our own.
There definitely should be better sale prices on larger packages. It could be more affordable for patients.
Medical marijuana has allowed me to cease opoids, lowered blood pressure andassociated triglicerides due to increased physical movement
with reduced pain.The arbitrary dosing for all patients regardless of health condition or diagnosiswhen there are no reported or recorded
deleterious side effects needs additional upward review.Please allow and authorize for those patients who have a recorded positive effects,
not achievable by modern medical methods on patient request additional amounts.
I have had a nerve block and my back pain is so much better that I have not needed to utilize marijuana.
Prices are way too high
I&#39;ve had a mmc card in the state of Mass and I like that they waive the fee for 100% disabled vet for the doctor visit. When are You guys
going to do the same for the Ohio 100% disabled veteran?
to expensive forces people to go to michigan
tax, state tax and Lorain city tax? When I go to any other pharmacy I do not have any of these taxes on my prescriptions! I feel like the
medical marijuana is being used as a &quot; sin tax&quot; like alcohol and tobacco. I, like many other patients are SSI recipients or on a
limited income and the fact that we pay all these taxes on our prescriptions is unlawful. If you add up the amount of taxes I&#39;ve paid on
my prescriptions in one month I could get 2 extra products a month! That&#39;s alot to someone on a fixed income who can&#39;t often
afford enough medicine for the month! But I would like to say on a positive note, medical marijuana changed my life!
I travel to Michigan quite often to obtain my medical edibles because the prices are too high to afford in Ohio
Prices are a little high so it makes it hard to afford at times. I wish the website would show how many days we have left each time we get
something from the dispensary.
Am very happy with the help from the employees and what would work best for me and the condition that I am trying to control the pain
Good so far
I would like to see more conditions added to the list of acceptable issues, specifically anxiety. I would like to have products that address
anxiety but I cannot get any help with this since it&#39;s not on the list.
I wish I could order online and have it delivered to my door via courier at a reasonable cost of delivery. I don&#39;t drive anymore much,
especially long over 15 minutes. Hard to find a ride sometimes.
down to a level low enough to provide relief. Also I cannot use products if I have to drive or do any type of work that requires my full time
and attention. Everyone wasn&amp;#39;t abusing their prescribed opioids. I&amp;#39;m a senior citizen , past military and police, I want to
thank the AMA,etc. , whoever came up with the bright idea to make the innocents suffer. Who abused five mgs. Twice daily just to stay
mobile and basically able to take care of all my tasks and business everyday. Yes, this is the best I can do, but @ my age what&amp;#39;s the
point. Again I thank you all.
quantity when everywhere else is charging a similar (if not cheaper) price for 8ths of an ounce. So its more expensive for almost a whole
gram less
Medical marijuana is very expensive, especially for a young mother on a limited budget. Street prices are much cheaper and I often find
myself having to resort to that as my only option.
marijuana card.
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go to Michigan to stock up and I use Ohio dispensaries to get little bits here and there just for proof of purchase reasons. Ohio&#39;s
program is so laughable it&#39;s embarrassing to admit I even participate in it. I know more about cannabis than any dispensary employee
I&#39;ve ever met which is also ridiculous.
There’s absolutely no dosing guidance.
The days are confusing, and frankly the amounts defining 1 day are not equal. The fact that you cannot rollover any days from your 45day to
90day makes patients lose access to valuable medicine. Day fill amounts could be increased. Prices overall are still very high.
prices need to come downmore products are neededa way to track daysmore dispensaries
The Doctors are the trouble. The time between vists does not remain constant. Flucates as the amount of cash also changes. First 6 months
then 90 days. Then one year if you pay more cash. How does this help the patient In any way. Just to make more cash into there pockets.
Need to let us grow five plants for ourselves. Prices need to go down
To expensive vape carts and edibles are to expensive..flower prices are to high. You should add new diagnoses anxiety, migraines
insomnia..and dispensaries need to quit treating caregivers like criminals.
Lower Prices &amp; Give the American People, Their Freedom back. Don&#39;t restrict a person, because they are using Cannabis to treat
their pain ! For Cannabis to be placed, in the same category as Heroin, as a Schedule 1 drug, is ridicules.!
N
plant not just the flower. A homemade tincture often has less chemicals and processing as it’s generally plant material or flower and either
an alcohol or fat solution. Making our own medicines gives us more control over how we can utilize the plant. For example we can make our
own liniments, salves, and poultices, often for a fraction of the cost to buy them pre‐made, and the processes aren’t even dangerous. With
products on the market like the Magic Butter Machine it’s literally as simple as pressing a button and waiting. Furthermore, entering into
reciprocity agreements with other states is long overdue. We fully expected this to have happened by now.
Excessive wait time. Not being able to track my days easily
I think the marijuana card should last till the end of the month that you were approved in because I was approved on 7/20 2019 had my
redetermination 7/9 2020 and it voided out my card and I still had days left on it not fair.
One of my big issues with dispensary is the amount of waste. Supplies come in wasteful trash. Medical patients should be issued jars to reuse
to cut down on unwanted waste
Not allowing to cross state line with a prescription medical marijuana, but an opiod prescription is very concerning on if disability people are
being targeted over the oh mighty dollar? Seems to be kinda putting disabled into a (catch 22) , a group targeted of people trying to use a
medicine that is better than opiod but apparently we have to pay ohio prices? Thats seems to be a legal monopoly targeting the disabled.
selection, so I drive over an hour one way for better selection and better prices . This seems like a ridiculous amount of work needed to
obtain medicine.
N/a
I have not stopped using medical marijuana but due to cost I have to limit greatly what I can use
should be to. It&amp;#39;s a complete shame that they have not been allowed, especially during the current pandemic and extremely scary
times in which we are living.
HOWEVER, The products help me more than any medicine I’ve ever tried....so I stick it out. Would love to see more Strawberry fields. Would
love to see Strawberry fields hire more employees. Wait time are insanely long the last two months. I have arrived at open (11am EST) and
still not entered the dispensary to check in for an hour, multiple times. Delivery or curbside pick up would be nice. You often can’t call
through to speak to an individual because lines are so long and they are so busy. The dispensaries in Dayton, Oh outgrew themselves the day
they opened. Expansion is key in this industry.
and product. The flower is typically very dry. Would like to see Ohio move towards the model Michigan has in place, more dispensaries, more
competition, lower prices, more selection.
Have no issues. I couldn&#39;t function with out it.. the pain takes over to the point I can&#39;t move. Thankful for the dispensaries
The &quot;eighth&quot; is really a &quot;tenth&quot;...is it possible they play with the inventory to sell certain non popular strains?
program: psychologically, physically, mentally, and spiritually. I remember seeing, in the early 2000&#39;s in California, a man stood beside
a sign reading &quot;1/8 Marijuana only $9.99.&amp;quot; I also now recall my surprise and great disappointment my on debut dispense
upon discovering the inflated &amp;quot;street&amp;quot; prices. The only way I even stay in the game is because of y&amp;#39;all being
kind with an indigent sale. But, please understand, 25% of a lot is still a lot.A bunch of people get upset at the 45/90 day limit rule. It keeps
people from getting what they need when they need it. What is the point? To drive people to the same street vendor they so desperately
have been looking for a way away? Please believe me: nobody would go to the street looking for marijuana with Medical Marijuana as an
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The Medical Marijuana program is the biggest legalized rip off in the state of Ohio. First We spent $200 to visit a doctor for 5 minutes or less
and did not receive any useful information. When asked if I wanted to be my wife&#39;s caregiver we said no why would I need to do that
I&#39;m her husband. No one informed us I had to be her caregiver to help her at the dispensary. Back to the doctor to be added as a
caregiver $75 for the privilege of helping my OWN wife. On to the dispensary. Can&#39;t go in because nothing was filed with the state yet.
Here we are $275 down half an hour in the car only to be told can&#39;t serve you. Finally go back and get in. Duh silly us. We thought
there would be a script or something there from the doctor telling staff what we needed. Went to car and called the doctor&#39;s office for
advice from referring doctor. What? Wait office informed us we don&#39;t have anything to do with HELP. Had to ask dispensary people
Prices make it hard for those hurting financially to buy our needed medication without health insurance coverage. We need federal
regulations to allow insurance coverage or prices need to be less than 40$ per 2.83 gram.
My biggest problem is the way you set up your days and what constatuts a days worth flower can use up couple days when vape pens ate 1
day it dont make sence and i have had my card for 90 days and both times i ran out of my 45 days with more than a week left so i am forced
to go to the black market because the dosage is set up by someone who has no idea what a days worth even is i have been a user for over 30
years of course my tolerances are higher that someone who just started using it but the state dont take that into account
It would nice helpful if the purchase of online medical marijuana could be paid for online with a credit card
I&#39;ve been saving up money to travel to Michigan to buy medical marijuana, it&#39;s much cheaper to buy up there.
The quality, potency and cost of products is far inferior to both Colorado and Michigan. It’s a shame to pay double or triple Michigan prices
for product that has 50% the potency.
More information and products for age 75 and up
cost at the dispensary is nearly twice the cost of buying on the black market use to be for me hopefully pricing will become more competitive
as time ticks forward
None
have menthol in them. I suffer from fibromyalgia and the menthol in lotions and creams makes the pain worse. Of course, when it&#39;s 60
or 70 dollars for a little bit and it&#39;s unused, that can come very costly. If workers can not answer all the questions about a strain or have
no knowledge and the strain gives you a headache. Some marijuana apps don&#39;t give a lot of background on different strains available in
Ohio.
I feel that the number of days is fair but sometimes the dosage is not enough sometimes maybe give more for a days dosage don&#39;t need
to be a lot more but think an increase wouldn&#39;t hurt and maybe allowing patience to grow up to so many plants then those who need
more or can&#39;t afford it could still benifit from the great relief this medicine give to an individual
There are always very few strains at verdant Creations. Literally maybe 2 indicas if I’m lucky
The dispensary I visit is a very nice place. They are very helpful and take care of me. The prices for the products are high. Hopefully this can
decrease roughly 15 ‐ 20%, that would really help financially.
make driving that long impossible. I resent being financially exploited.It is also ridiculous when some dispensaries make you have an
appointment for same‐day pick up of a product. It becomes an all‐day event, which is just impossible for some of us. However, I should say
&amp;quot;it WOULD BECOME an all day event&amp;quot; because I gave up after I waited 90 minutes on the phone simply trying make the
appointment.
To expensivePlz lower the prices to where I can afford my medicine
This medicine has changed my life. I have my life back, and no longer have to rely on prescription medications that are hard on my heart,
liver and kidneys. Medical marijuana should be available to everyone.
Marijuana products are so much more expensive inhio. All I have to do is cross the border to Michigan and get it for less money. ???? Why
should I have to travel to MI of all places to get my medicine? LOWER THE PRICES
menus should be required to update more frequentlyOverall, the prices are ridiculous, and having restrictions on the amount of THC in an oil
syringe for instance, is asinine.
Medication delivery is absolutely VITAL to patients. Some of us can&#39;t get up or go anywhere as often as others, nor do we have anyone
who wants to be associated with this medicine to act as a caregiver/intermediary and go to the dispensary in our stead... We just have to
wait until we feel well enough to go. Please please PLEASE let us get our medicine delivered to our door... It&#39;s embarrassing enough
getting looks and sneers as I walk out of the dispensary, I would like the dignity to obtain my medication without further rebuke.
Ohio needs to not be so greedy and take notes from Michigan the fact u can’t buy 1 gram here is rediculous u really need to rethink the way
u guys set it up this shit is rediculous too expensive and only few brands all because Ohio patent on it
The cost is way too high for me to get my much needed medicine every day! We need to see a decrease in prices, at least 30 % less
Release the concentrate capDelivery serviceAllow llcs to advertiseHome grow
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The prices are outrageous for some especially who&#39;s on a popoooo income. Also I&#39;d like to know why home grown isn&#39;t an
option like other states and why is the limit on concentrate &#39;s 70%€¢
Companies should honor the medical marijuana card like they honor pill prescriptions. Getting a job is extremely difficult. A pill prescription
will allow me to pass a drug screen but the medical marijuana card doesn’t protect me in keeping/finding a job.
I wish the prices were cheaper to make it accessible to those who need it.
After less than 6 month I am totally off of opeoids
It needs to be affordable for everyone who needs it. Ohio should look at Michigan and take notes
Stronger topical creams more with CBD
Im just glad that I finally have something to help with my pain.
I feel that the 35% cap is not helping. There are people that need stronger medicine, and the prices are ridiculous for tenths of MEDICINE!
and in closing we need to be able to smoke it, cant always take mu vape with me and not always home
It was nice that you all change the way the count was for purchasing days of your medical needs for the marijuana program. I would like to
see prices lowered and if they could keep the strains that is helping people and keep that in stocks it will be helpful. We lose money when
they do not have what we may have tried and when you have to buy this and that to see which one works the best we lose money so it
would be nice to keep the best sellers around with a lower price. Thank you for your time.
Cannabis on Ohio is way over priced. The “days system” for allowing patients to buy cannabis is COMPLETELY messed up. Some patients
need access to more medicine than others and they are suffering because of it. The weights that Ohio sells their cannabis by is just a
complete joke selling “Ohio 10ths” the whole program is losing a astronomical amount of respect and MONEY due to black market. Here’s a
thought FIX the program TO MAKE SENSE. Also the state needs to know there are people online posing as members of the state board and
they don’t have all the information available. Anthony Cordle has been posing as a member of the state board of medical marijuana and
patients are talking to this person like they are actually linked to the state board. The information this individual puts out online is not 100%
accurate and some situations with they way it’s worded could be considered slanderous just teetering on the line of legal action. I would look
The pain that I have is unbelievable, if my dog had this problem i would have to put him down, that is what I am going through, thank you for
not having people with issues, have to be criminals for relief .
I would like to see and smell the flower before purchasing. At the moment it&#39;s like buying canned food without labels. You never know
what you&#39;re gonna get.
online.
Have to travel to MI to get product as prices here in Ohio are more than triple the cost compared to MI
I would like to have more choices to choose from.
I am so grateful to be able to safely and legally purchase MMJ to help manage my multiple health issues. It has enabled me to take myself off
the opioids I was on through pain mgmt over 10 years. I&#39;m so happy to be able to use something completely natural which helps me so
much. I feel so much more like myself. It&#39;s given me my life back. Now, if only the stigma would disappear. My only complaint is that
the prices are sooooo high, despite that they&#39;ve come down considerably.
available/allowable to purchase. Until that policy is changed I’m happy to give Michigan my money and business to obtain better products at
a better price without the tiered program hassles. This program is poorly setup and should be changed to provide better pain relief to
patients without causing unnecessary stress. Look to other states to see how they are better serving their mm card holders instead of
reinventing the wheel to satisfy your own selfish desire to create and control a failure of a policy. This card only serves to protect patients
from legal ramifications of archaic laws and until the tiered policy is changed, the products are better and less expensive, Ohio dispensaries
will only serve as a stop gap in an emergency but will never be my primary source from which to obtain my medicine.
The cost of products is far too much. The limited number of dispensaries allows for businesses to price gouge its customers. Patients must
pay far more than other states because there is a lack of competition between stores. Cost of products are 300% or more than what they
would they would be if dispensaries had to compete with one another so patients suffer.
Price needs to be near Michigan prices or ohio patients will spend ohio money in Michigan.
Jobs should not be able to fire you for using medical marijuana.
be made accessible for everybody in pain or otherwise noted. Most medical costs are sky‐high. To have a drug that works but sometimes is
inaccessible to do cost seems not fair. On the average one person will spend $25 a day x 30 days (that&#39;s on the low end) this equals over
$700. Because of the problem that you were smoking causes you not to be able to work, how are you able to afford this every month.?
Thank you for asking for input. I do have to say that this drug combination with a lot of my other medicine does work for me. I just wish that
it was more price friendly than it is.
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Adding online ordering was a big help but its still ridiculously slow checking out at every dispensary I&#39;ve visited. Phone
ordering/contacting dispensaries is still difficult and doesn&#39;t speed the process up AT the dispensary.
in know your now hard talk to to see wat the best good for somebody. You cant get no more days to buy so hard. Talk to work need to stop
street way cause there alot people who no street. When buy them produce. Another when buy them look like they come up short when
open. Them like somebody pocket them somewhere but there no big problem just little scare at time of the days. I think it a good program
with the right works who like everybody who come in not just one people.
I think the prices are rather high, especially for edibles
dispensaries are overpriced and the products are ineffective. I will continue purchasing my marijuana products in Michigan for the
unforeseeable future. Thanks for absolutely nothing!
Having to buy a new battery with every oil cartridge is ridiculous. Are you folks trying to generate more waste and pollution in the world?
Why not just sell the cartridges separately?
The cost is prohibitive
I feel that if we are given a 45 day supply we should receive 45 days worth of marijuana. When we purchase a single strain it costs 2 days
instead of 1. That means we&#39;re not getting 45 days for 45 days. We&#39;re getting half that. Please change that. Give us all 45 days.
2.83 grams should only be 1 day not 2. Thank you for sending this out so that we can give you feedback.
Legalize it
N/A
everything is out of one&#39;s pocket. I feel like the prices should be less expensive because there is enough to go around. This is medical
marijuana for those in need, not want.
Fuck Ohio you bitch
Need home grow
There is a lack of dispensaries near me, prices are high due to lack of competition
harvestedHard to figure how much I can buy due to tier 1 and tier 2 designation...should be able to buy the same amount of either tier
without sacrificing quantity, just charge more for tier 2
The tier separation is super confusing..
None
I wish it was more affordable
Prices need lowered or a store needs opened closer to my area.
Id like to see prices come down or insurance coverage. Also do away with tier one tier two system. Allow the prices of the more expensive
strains to sort of self regulate the market. Relax purchase limits further unless tier two restrictions removed. Allow easier access to small
scale cultivators licenses to hwlp bring down price and avoid market control by a few large suppliers. Thank you.
N/A
Thank you State of Ohio for finally doing this medical marijuana program.
TO 1/4 THE TOTAL COST !!
Including a battery and charger with every cart sold is extremely wasteful. Any aftermarket battery will work, nobody is getting any different
strength hits using a 3rd party device. I have probably 30 chargers and batteries. That&#39;s absolutely ridiculous. I don&#39;t know who
implemented that, but it&#39;s wasteful and needlessly raises costs.The amount you receive is also ridiculous. It should honestly be street
selection:1/8oz; 1/4oz; 1/2oz; 1ozYou should give me credit for the idea I&#39;m about to give you. I&#39;d give you my snap but I
don&#39;t trust y&#39;all. A MOBILE APP that has your card and license stored for quick and touch free viewing, the amount of days you
have left, your past purchases, local dispensaries. I mean, it&#39;s easy. Get one of your guys to do it. Cart prices are stupid. So are flower
prices. The growers toss in a lot of popcorn buds, which are trash for vaping.Lastly, listen.I&#39;m just saying, Tupac is the GOAT. Biggie
It&amp;#39;s too expensive. It would be very helpful if it were affordable
I’m on disability so I have to save each month before I can go. Also expensive to keep the card
Tax dollars including All Salaries and distributed both via Press and Internet / E‐Mail. Responsible Adults should be allowed to Cultivate their
own product and be allowed to purchase seed stock (in reasonable quantities). Regardless of Covid‐19 or Coronovirus, I simply prefer other
people NOT to handle any Marijuana / Hemp that I choose to use.
covered by insurance, is simply one more way people with disabilities are taken advantage of. If you need the tax money, make it
recreational! Then charge an arm and a leg! But to say this is ONLY for people who NEED it and then price it out of accessibility is...
Unconscionable and should be criminal.
I was almost arrested even though i had medical allowance of marijuana . Do not recommend the program. Complete waste of $
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Need better quality control.
follow Michigan&amp;#39;s lead. Also the dispensary wait times in ohio are absolutely horrible. Also ohio should allow me to smoke my
flower however I seem fit. We should have more options on products available to us. I will say the growers in ohio know what they are doing
though. Quality flower.
Prices are almost prohibitively high and since the locations are further away, it is often necessary to purchase greater quantities at a time.
Some dispensaries have very little information available regarding the strands themselves (genetics/terpenes/strength).
Very helpful with questions. Since I got my medical card I have noticed my pain is no where near like it used to be! This has helped me so
much! When I&#39;m in pain I choice Marijuana before taking a pain pill!!
Ohio should consider changing the use of the word &quot;Marijuana,&quot; which is a pejorative, racist, and non‐medical name created in
the 1920&#39;s to vilify Latinx culture. In California, &quot;Marijuana&quot; is considered &quot;The M Word.&quot; Why not use its actual
scientific name and call it &quot;Cannabis,&quot; which is what it IS?
Ohio’s program is flawed. Michigan offers same or better products for half the price. Ohio needs to improve and show they care about the
patient. Right now it is obvious Ohio is only in it for the profit. I hope this program revises itself so I will not feel the need to drive almost an
hour to Michigan for quality meds. My lungs should not hurt from Ohio products (especially the vapes). Please think about us patients first.
the prices are far to high. I would save momey to drive 4 hours to ann arbor.
I have recently learned that due to federal funding at my workplace, if I test positive I will be fired. I am almost 65 and do not agree at all
with the law. I finally found something that really helps me and now I am back to feeling hopeless because of unfair laws. At this stage of the
game, I really feel my rights are being violated; it should be a violation of my medical privacy to drug test at my age.
For me it’s working fine in Columbus Ohio.
Prices are way too high. Amounts allowed to purchase are too low. Rules to use are insane.
It would be so nice to have caregiver standards at 18 yrs old and not 21 yrs old. I cannot leave my house due to covid and would like for my
daughter to be able to purchase for me, but as she is 19, she cannot. Also, curbside pickup would be beyond welcome. I cannot safely go into
the dispensary to pick up my items, and curbside would be so useful.
Less restrictive measures on buying limit, lower costs overall
I can’t purchase all the time , the prices are way to high
Please make it easier to review days
twice in one week. The line has been so long, it was down by the motorcycle shop next door. Everyone was standing in the blazing heat in
line, which is hard on patients like me that come to the dispensary for pain. Two cases of water was put on the hot side walk for us patients.
With covid and everything going on I understand there is going to be a line, but I think a new system is needed at strawberry fields. There
were people that had been there that day waiting for an hour but online orders(like mine) were being processed before patients that had
put their order in and had been waiting in their car and were very frustrated because I had just got there but was getting called to go in
before them. I stopped going to strawberry fields due to all the issues and standing in the heat in a huge line.
My only problem is finding ones I like then being unable to purchase them again
I have a my post graduate degree, yet I struggle to understand the daily dose. Why sell the flower in 2.83 grams if 2.25 grams is the daily
dose? It’s confusing to people who are not able to control their own supply. This could be easier. It should bee easier.
i would like the staff to share more detail about strains and effects other than &quot;sativa/indica/hybrid&quot;
poverty discount.
Patients should be able to grow there own medical marijuana.. the cost is too high at the dispensary, and alot of patients are older and have
a good knowledge of horticulture... Just make a permit available for patients to apply for so the state can still make some revenue, and the
patients can have better access to there medication..
confusing, patients and caregivers never fully understand it and need to constantly ask how many days are left and how to utilize days
properly. I think the steps toward online ordering and pickup is great, and very useful for everyone involved, especially during a time of
pandemic. The worst thing about the medical marijuana program is the day system, and the second worst aspect is the extremely limited
amount of dispensaries! It&#39;s incredibly difficult to travel atleast an hour to buy medicine that I need to exist normally, and then to
spend very steep amounts of money ontop of it.
mental health patients should be allowed to home grow. Please add autism and depression to the list of qualifying conditions. Thank you for
your time
Too expensive! You&#39;re ripping us off. 1g cartridges sheuld be costing $30‐55, gummies $12‐15 for wana, not over $50..too expensive!
I am frustrated by not being able to enter the dispensary, and have time to talk to budtender about addition products.
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way cheaper to get comparable medicine from &quot;other&quot; sources. Please help.bring down and control pricing comparable to other
states.
function or to have pain relief, and the price is really high for not enough supply. and another reason you need to lower the prices is to get
rid of these drug dealers in our streets!
Medical marijuana did nothing to relieve the pain of sciatica and scoliosis of my back. In Jan 2020 I had back fusion surgery and am now in
recovery. Have stopped use of medical marijuana.
The Medical Marijuana program has truly changed my quality of life. Being able to manage my pain and even ease stress and anxiety due to
my pain has been phenomenal! Thank you to all who are involved in helping support this program!
I often run out of days well before the end of the month and am turned away.
the cost is generally higher than the street price, unless one buys 1/2 ounce
I feel that the dispensaries should enforce the state rules of masks to be worn by everyone not just by their white customers!
Price is too high. Weight increments are dumb. Day system is bad
I would like to make a few suggestions to improve the program:More sustainable/minimal packaging.The ability to inspect flower before
purchasing for smell, color, etc. The ability to inspect products and return faulty product. Product ingredient and processing transparency.
Home grow options.Controlled pricing for retail upcharge.More options for indigent status, like FPL guidelines for State benefits. A diverse
patient advisory panel for the board to consult on matters. Adding autism, opioid dependence/addiction, major depressive disorder, and
anxiety disorder to the qualifying conditions The battery changes, weird specific dosage/day calculations and discrepancies between
products and mg/day, and things of that nature seem arbitrary and annoying to most.Thank you for considering patients&amp;#39; opinions
in this program. It is helpful. My pain is much more manageable. I&amp;#39;m able to be more productive and enjoy activities without using
The Caregiver option is not good. We have sent copies of my husband’s drivers license on multiple occasions to no avail.Price needs to be
addressed, it’s almost discriminatory that patients north of us in Michigan are purchasing for recreational use for less money.
We need to be able to see our purchased units and remaining again.
This truly has helped me and I was one who was totally against it but my pain is under control and I definitely appreciate it and all the help I
get with all the questions I ask them ?,the only complaint I have is it does cost so much for us older folks who are on fixed income,
far to a dispensary during their limited hours. I also received a different product than the one I requested, and didnt have an opportunity to
examine the packaging until I had already exited the building..... was complete opposite of what I needed in a strain. Was not corrected or
replaced. Also, more edible options would be nice. Its still substantially more affordable to buy elsewhere. Otherwise I have to go without my
medicine.
too expensive!
my available days.
Lower prices
prescription coverage to go towards the medical marijuana news. Patients on disability can’t afford this but many of them need it for major
medical issues they suffer from. Sad
Wish the prices would down very expensive
The costs can be quite high depending on what your wanting. Its very hard to find something you like and to stay with it as products are
always changing. My dispensary is a little bit of a drive away
It would be great to be able to see the refill status change to the 45 days on the ommc site. Dispensarys are starting to hand out this info
which is nice. Also I dont believe grams should be rounded up for refills because you are losing refills that way.
I drive from Clermont County to Lebanon to buy products. It would be nice to have a dispensary in Clermont county. I do Not like the
dispensaries in Hamilton County. They aren’t in convenient locations for me either and the selection is not as good.
any matter (instead of private enterprises) there&#39;s always a loss of quality, convenience, and cost. The state of Ohio should get out of
the marijuana business and turn it over to people that know what they are doing. The State of Ohio has ruined what could have been a
really good thing. Decriminalize marijuana and the competition would simply put you out of business. The State of Ohio is pathetic at
running things. Mike DeWine should be in jail (for harming the public) right next to Larry Householder and the people who are running the
medical marijuana program ‐ they&#39;re thieves.
I&#39;m not able to visit the dispensary as much as I need to because the prices are still very high!
Pure Ohio Wellness seems to have a great selection and pricing and I feel safe going there.
The current 45 day plan can be confusing, some dispensaries seem to have trouble figuring out the math.
I would very much like to see more dispensaries out there. I live on the border of Cuyahoga and Summit counties where there are several
dispensaries, but it is still about a 30 minute drive for me to the nearest one.
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best. I really wish Ohio would try to make this non pharma option affordable‐ but it’s been taking my money because i seem to come back
like bee to a hive.
I know at Bloom Medicinal in Akron, The staff is awesome there .
The price is way to high. When I can get better product on street why would I pay all the fees to use marijuana through the State? Also I
travel to Michigan for my marijuana needs cause the price is about half what it cost in Ohio. Since I&#39;m retired I like to buy buy medicine
once a month. How can afford over $400. For an ounce of product. Michigan I can but an ounce for $200.
We should be able to order online and have it delivered by special courier. I’d be willing to pay a fee to do this. I am not buying medical
marijuana due to the COVID pandemic and am getting low but do not want to take risks entering a facility.
I&amp;#39;m always running out of days.. Soo then I have to go threw with draws for a week or so until my days reappear. My opinion you
people don&amp;#39;t have any idea how to run this shit... Charge me 2 days for a 1 day supply.... That&amp;#39;s fucking nonsense!!! Now
I have to go threw some major fucking with draws until the 5th of next month... Oh doesn&amp;#39;t matter to you bc you&amp;#39;ll be at
home sipping margaritas. When you guys obviously don&amp;#39;t have no clue wtf your doing.. or how the cannabinoid system actuallies
works.. or the repercussions of not taking it. So you make up this imaginative number thinking that&amp;#39;s enough Cannabis for 45 days.
When all actuality it&amp;#39;s not and none of you have ever even medicated yourself with it to know what the fuck to do with it. Soo yes
I&amp;#39;m fairly pissed off and scared of the feeling I&amp;#39;m going to have starting today!! Bc you fucks think you know it all.. enjoy
The prices for medical marijuana are too high and the availability is too low. There is a much higher demand than supply right now. The
dispensaries always have a wait. The prices should be about 50% less than they are right now in my opinion.
The way refill days are counted is nonsensical. 1/10 ounce is &amp;quot;one day&amp;#39;s supply&amp;quot; but uses two days when I
actually buy it. Depending what combinations of products buy, I may only be allowed half of my alotted refill! Also 2.83 grams as a dose
amount is arbitrary. Please use something that makes more sense to patients (1/8 ounce or 1 gram). It&amp;#39;s all very confusing. For
the aforementioned reasons, patients really need a way to track remaining refill days The Ohio site used to provide this info and now does
not. Finally, prices are very high. Hoping this will change in time, as the program matures. Thank you for listening.
I very thankful to have this.
There are not enough CBD dominant products offered. What is available is not restocked. Frustrating!
The prices are to high it is very hard to afford my medical marijuana.
This program has changed my life for the better! Thank you to everyone who’s made it possible for people to survive!!!!
Home grow
When I find a strain that works for me it’s never again available. In some cases I have waited over a year for the strain to be available again
but it isn’t. Then I have to start to find something that works all over again. That would be my biggest complaint.
Go back to 90 day period instead of 45 days. Thx
Card expired during covid. I have not renewed due to not wanting to visit an indoors location and put health at risk.
In all honesty the product is 2nd rate, too expensive, and the choices are limited.
N/A
Bring the costs down!!!
There needs to be twice as many dispensaries available and the cost is Currently too high. The cost knicks out a lot of patients who would
otherwise benefit from medicalMarijuana,Forcing them to purchase it underground
quality MMJ
Need more shops in my area. I always wait over an hour for product.
Too pricey! The average retiree cannot afford dispensary prices. It&amp;#39;s cheaper on the street!
I feel that it is unfair for workplaces to test for marijuana use. Additionally it is unfair that we cannot drive up to 30 days while taking our
prescription medication. Like other opioids there should be a caution label for operating heavy machinery while taking this medication. We
should not have a harder time finding a decent job that doesn’t test for THC. And if the job tests for THC, just like other opioids as long as
the individual has a prescription, they shouldn’t face the same consequences as someone who takes street drugs.
be adequately labeled and listed on each individual product. Hemp and cannabis extracted Terpenes should be clearly labeled and listed as
to whether they are naturally occurring Terpenes or synthetic. Transparency to paitents is key. Let us know and choose what we are
purchasing. Please!!!!!Have more budget friendly options for every variety of product. Edibles especially!!!Provide a clear indication on the
packaging of organic medication so we can make more informed choices.Reconsider home grow. Moisture / terpene content on all flower
packaging. Transparency Transparency Transparency
I believe medical marijuana should have more qualifying conditions. It has helped me with anxiety and depression also. I am no longer taking
ANY prescription meds. It&#39;s an amazing plant with so many benefits.
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There needs to be some actual doctors, who are also educated on cannabis, that are on site at every dispensary. Every dispensary should
have at least some medical professionals, not solely millinnials selling you pot. Some dispensaries have on site doctors and they manage to
be much more effective with getting me the correct medications I need.
I would like to see some pricing go down as well as getting the full amounts as to an 1/8 of an ounce is 3.5 grams also hopefully someday us
medical patients will be able to enjoy a cannabis cigarette under the law I&#39;m just glad to be able to have my card
My medical card has helped me in ways no other medicine can. It has saved my life. Thank you again!!
If we’re able to accept that MMJ is a legitimate medicine‐ why are MMJ patients still being discriminated against by way of pre‐employment
or random drug testing? We shouldn’t have to choose between being healthy and making a living wage.
You should not control the days so many I have a a high tolerance and run out of days quickly
down for some reason. I have also witnessed dispensary employees miscalculating remaining days because they have to do it manually,
which is unacceptable given the technology available in 2020. Two employees will look at my profile and give me two different calculations of
my remaining days, when I know there has to be technology that will just tell them “he’s bought this many days of product and he has this
many days remaining.” That’s a very simple calculation and there are definitely programs capable of doing it. I also think more people would
stop buying black market product if the pricing of medical product was more accessible.
Your prices are absurd on everything but flower. It’s 10x cheaper to drive to Michigan and get it than it is to get it at my local store.
states I have lived in over the years are roughly 30% below Ohio across the board. The “days” counting system needs to go, it’s cumbersome
and ultimately limiting the access to medicine and therefor tax revenue. The lack of an open dispensary where product can be seen is
needlessly restrictive, negatively impacting customer experience considerably. Wait times at dispensaries are entirely unreasonable, likely
due to regulation that is not efficient or effective. Lots of room to grow here Ohio, like basically start over.
The price needs to decrease on medical sales.
Prices have got to come down. Spending $400‐$500 on one ounce of tier 2 is totally unacceptable.
we go to Michigan its cheaper
This month July 2020 so far after two trips there has not been any CBD flower available.
The medicine has been very helpful. However, the cost is too high.
instead of 5.6.
I feel the cost of medical marijuana is to high at regular price. I usually try to buy what is on sale!
Can’t purchase at much as I’d like because of pricing and quality
I wish we had the option of child free caps or not. The arthritis in my hands make it impossible to open some of the lids and I often have to
wait for someone to come help then I transfer it to another container.
Annual Cost to renew needs to be minimal due to high cost to obtain license initially
The days of a prescription doesnt make a lot of sense. 20mg go pack is 1 day... yet a110 mg pack is one day.. as I find more products that
work I run out of days to quickly. Higher mg and thc % work better but it takes my days away too quickly.
was so ill and the edibles relieved his pain and anxiety, but I should have been able to get them at any pharmacy and insurance should have
helped with the cost....
End the covid plandemic
Great program. More access to dispensaries as it seems like there are more patients than options
The price should be lower. Of course I would like to see more diverse products and strains. But to afford is difficult part sometimes
Hoping to get more supply into Ohio marketplace to help reduce prices (e.g. Michigan).
I think dispensaries should be required to keep a better selection higher CBD low THC strains
Anxiety should be on the list for approved conditions.
eighth. Why can’t you fall into conformity and move your prices down with everybody else’s also. You can drive an hour north and save $100
who’s not gonna do that
permanent Social Security Disability vand have a limited budget. I also wish my State approved doctors visits for medical marijuana Are too
costly.
better, able to be more active, able to sleep better all because of this plant and what it can do. But the state seems more concerned with
making money than helping people.
Marijuana helps ease my symptoms greatly. Unfortunately, the price is too high for me to take daily.
should change post‐covid.
I feel very blessed to be able to use a natural plant for my medical condition, I really really do not like pill prescriptions and their side effects.
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about strains and products online before I visit the dispensary. Staff is very knowledgeable and helpful but you sorta have to know what you
are choosing before you get there.
Havent stopped completely but cut back due to fears over employment
I feel that when I find something that helps me when I go back they never have the same product. I am confused on how many days certain
tiers take. Would like to get some clarification about that. Also why can I not see how many days that I have
I think we as patients should have more days per month and or days leftover can carry over
This should be legal so the prices can come down. Price is the only thing that I see wrong with the program
The line is always long and the wait is long and when you call to do a curbside order you can’t get through. You leave a message and they
don’t return the calls. (Strawberry fields.) since COVID 19 it’s like why bother to go.
It&amp;#39;s a wonderful program and a long time overdue. Medical Marijuana is a medicine!
I would really liketo be ableo do home grow and to be able to grow a few plants for when i cant afford the prices.Also would like to be ble to
purchase more.Also i dont think the cap should be so low on concentrates.Also we should legaly be able to buy in michigan and bring back.
and effective product. My mother is a forty‐year nerve pain victim with anxiety and depression. Physicians have overprescribed opioids and
barbiturates in the attempt to help alleviate her signs and symptoms, In turn the side effects were addiction, frequent falls. and a poor
quality of life. We all have suffered in one way or another. When her doctor abruptly stopped all her opioids and barbituates she went
through awful withdraws to see my elderly mother with physical disabilities suffer in that manner was criminal. Medical Marijuana truly is a
blessing her pain and anxiety have decreased but the cost is expensive. Please Please lower the cost. Nevertheless, we are grateful and praise
God Ohio offers an alternative for its citizens.
The day system is very problematic. You cannot accurately track and the fact that their two takes away twice the days is ridiculous.
Although smoking flower is not allowed in Ohio, it is the most reasonably priced product. It doesn&#39;t make sense to purchase a pen with
every vapor oil purchase. Edibles and tinctures are far more expensive than other states.
we need more dispensaries and better descriptions on the strains on dispensaries websites
product NOT seem like a medical purchase ie this wouldn’t happen at a normal pharmacy. Please fix the day supply situation. Some people
can handle more and some can handle less. This should be up to the patient as we are the ones NEEDING relief from our qualifying
conditions. I shouldn’t have to go without because I am “out” of days especially when there is no good way track. Just look at Michigan and
how their program is working compared to ours.
Please make it easier for memory care facilities to dispense medical marijuana. My mother in law benefits greatly, but during this COVID
lockdown, we are not able to get her meds to her and the facility cannot administer it.
have no idea what they are
The program is working smoothly for me in my opinion. This alternative medicine is working for me when i need it. Thank you for bringing
this program to Ohio. It has helped a lot of patients.
but their has to be an easier way. My county needs more dispensaries I have 3 within 20 miles, one is over priced and the other 2 are owned
by the same company. The state needs to allow competition, this would create more dispensaries and bring down the cost for consumer and
the state would increase their revenue through more license and taxes. I lived in Colorado for many years and had my med card there and it
was so much easier and less expensive and the state made hundreds of millions in tax revenue. All taxes should go to education and
infrastructure which Dayton is in desperate need of. By now our government realizes the sky isn&#39;t falling and crime has not spiked due
to marijuana so it&#39;s time to start allowing a bit of competition, it benefits the consumer as well as the state.
It needs to be protected the same way other drugs are protected from employers. I should be protected from the medical use of marijuana!
I spend half year out of town and need reciprocation in FL,or,a 6 month card for OH and a6 month card for FL.Some may need cards for one
month of travel, since cannot transport on airline.
The prices at the dispensary are too high
The fact that patients cannot grow their own plants is an outrage. Prices are still way too high and pushing good people to the much cheaper
and dangerous black market. I am blessed with a good income and I&#39;m told by my budtenders that I&#39;m my dispensary&#39;s
number one customer, but many others who need their medicine are forced to pay way too much.
Please lower the cost.
I think it is a great program. Believe there are other conditions that would benefit from Marijuana. It helped my dad with his cancer before
he died. It helped him emotionally, reduce some pain and his appetite. Prices have come down since he last purchased, that&amp;#39;s
great! It was very expensive at first. We had to drive to get to a dispensary, would be nice to have more dispensaries.
containers more often.
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of research to complete your own research prior to purchasing. This also causes unnecessary confusion in discussing products and strains
with tenders.
customer/patient Prices are still absurd People are probably already buying it illegally again The pharmacy staff are a bit rude when you call
Posting in huge letters on the card the patient is a veteran or indigent is a violation of that patients privacy It’s not a welcoming experience
for a medicine I’ve found works for me .
None
understandable answer. I feel the Maumee, Ohio, Bloom dispensary is exceptional in it’s Service. Thank you very much for enabling us to
have an alternative in our healthcare.
Not sure it&#39;s worth the money Ohio is so expensive
It is very hard to figure out the number of days left in a persons prescription. A patient can only take the word of the employee on the
number of days left on a prescription, since the patient has no written record on a receipt. I have had 15 days taken from my prescription
with no way to prove otherwise. And this happens on a regular basis. It’ not fair to have no written proof.....thanks....[REDACTED].
OH has good quality, but high prices.
I need more days. I run out of days every period.
and paperwork.
Ohio dispensary&#39;s are too sparse in my area and selection and pricing is substandard.
a broken SI joint carpel tunnel in both hands I broke my right arm had rotor cuff surgery in right shoulder and I need it in right shoulder I
have bet sodas in my right hip and get shots in both knees!! I get better results with marijuana than pain pills! Thank you for your help!!! I
was giving up!!
It would be nice if the flower products were cheaper.
get in on any profitable part. which is why dispensary’s are 50‐60 miles from people and why can’t we grow? I think Ohio needs to model
California’s medical policies
would cry at inopportune times in a professional setting. I was afraid of losing my job. Medical marijuana has brought a better balance to my
life and I&#39;m able to maintain composure now. In the 11 months I&#39;ve been a medical marijuana card holder I got a bonus, a raise,
started grad school (30 credits in, all As!). My marriage was on the rocks but things are so much better now. I also took on a leadership role
on a non‐profit I serve, all with daily marijuana use.Thank you for making this possible by offering medical marijuana in Ohio. My quality of
life over last year amazes me, and being able to safely go to Bloom in Maumee during the pandemic has been such a blessing.I hope that
together we can fight the stigma of marijuana use. It&#39;s helping people, isn&#39;t that enough?
I have been unable to find THCA, or any CBD and THC, suitable to give to my daughter. Ohio’s dispensaries are not comparable to Colorado’s.
I would like to see them be more pediatric friendly.
I think that the prices could be a lil better and that the prescription amount could be a lil more I have ran out of days
Prices for “better” or “popular” strands should be capped....I understand the Tiers but it takes zero extra effort or cost to make higher
content Flower and the dispensaries have been raising the prices of the higher grade Flower since the Pandemic started...I’ve seen increased
prices on 3 main strains at all of the dispensaries in my area, and it’s for no reason other than profit for the dispensary, the cultivator or the
grower...it’s not for the benefit of the patient, which was supposed to be who the program benefits most...
Prices are many times higher than what my brother pays in Arizona.
How u split the days is a little confusing at first and the prices are so high
Thanks to the program it has given me an alternative pain management options for my medical conditions. Would like to see the prices
come down for products that are comparable to other surrounding states that have full legalization of marijuana.
Edible prices are very high
their stock ten fold! Medical marijuana is absolutely necessary and a great alternative to addicting narcotics. The dispensary should be able
to give a patient product that directly treats the patients condition. They should also be able to provide dosage and recommend a plethora
of options.
Price gauging. Most patience have a very high income to medical debt ratio. The profits in Medical marijuana are criminal.
I suffer from PTSD, medical marijuana has been a miracle for me. I also suffer with Bi Polar and severe anxiety, both conditions have been
greatly relieved by medical marijuana. My quality of life has improved tremendously! Prices need to come down.
Overall, I am very pleased. I do however, wish my dispensary offered curbside or ordering online.
Reduce costs, remove “Ohio 1/8th” it’s confusing
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prices. But better then opoids! So I have to be in pain more often. This is a PLANT. We need full legalization now. So many people could
benifit, I feel like Ohio puts so many restrictions on it that you&#39;re hurting us not helping. How can people afford these high prices?!
It&#39;s ridiculous
Q25 My reasons for choosing not to use marijuana are not listed in the selections above....I do not wish to give up my right to have a ccw and
protect myself while out on an early morning run, walk or hike. As a photographer I am frequently out In remote areas before daybreak and
do not feel safe being unarmed. Safety is my top priority and although I would not carry under the influence of marijuana or alcohol I do not
wish to lose my ccw so I choose not to use medical marijuana and use other prescribed medications that won’t interfere with my ccw
pickup
more for a fraction of the price, not have to deal with weird little containers or worry about how many days I have left, and their
dispensaries are far nicer. The exact same Wana gummies that are $50 in Ohio are $12 in Michigan. I just got an ounce of shake in Michigan
for $20. Here that would cost me $250.
affiliates who were in a Old Vehicle touring like sales reps with Mexico plates and legal Arizona Mexicans who were nice friendly party
animals. I am trying to be 100% honest right now. They said no problem, any drug is ready to ship ASAP, providing u spend $40K‐50K with
them 1st. Yes the cartel has a system regardless. Mules, air, sea so let us mail my Marijuana please because I totaled 2 cars this year, kidney
failure, right when Coronavirus broke out and I can’t afford a vehicle and the dispensary is my 1st choice but guess what... drug dealers still
deliver. Sad because I don’t like the Guy who has no idea if it’s Indica sativa hybrid good pain, good for stress, good for my stomach. Doctor
told me to view the Chronic PAin to obtain tHe card But can research and attempt to remedy other things now that I am approved
I would like to see more options on getting involved with the business side of the movement
We as patient,s should be able to grow at home.
Drop the prices and day limit restrictions. Sell product in a more understandable weights. Get rid of 1 and 2 tier..
Prices are pretty steep when on a budget and only living off of Disability. I’m not always able to purchase what I need. Disappointed I paid
for a laminated card and never received it.
My only concern with it is still the fact its looked down on and misunderstood by so many people.
I think there should be delivery to patients who cant drive to get there medicine and also the prices need to come down for the patients
even with discounts at some dispensary it still cost alot of money or insurance should be allowed to be used to purchase medicine
Right now is impossible to afford my medicine without running out of days. Meanwhile I prefer the plant material, the only way I can
medicate myself and not running out of days is with oil pens or concentrates and the prices for both of them are way to high. So please fix
the days in the plant material as right now is just not enough and if we can get more supply so hopefully prices go down would be great.
The biggest issue in Ohio’s program is high prices when comparing to other states. If I lived closer to Michigan I would just go there and save
a lot of money each month for essentially the same product.
insurance company or the VA
I feel ohio needs to pick up there game. Prices are a bit high and selection of items is limited.
Marijuana research.
you&#39;ve changed to a static 45 I have run out with 2 weeks left. What gives the state the right to supersede my professional doctor, who
is certified by the state, to administer this medicine? And what gives this state the right to diagnose my need without even seeing me? We
(patients) all have different needs. You cannot say that I need the same amount of medicine as the next person. So here I sit making the
decision on whether I should go to the black market, where I would not only be breaking the law, but I would be exposing myself to
herbicides, pesticides and/or other subterranean contaminates. This is a real concern for me as I&#39;ve been sick from pesticide poisoning.
Please remember that we are people that use this harmless plant to make our lives livable. Thank you
Pricing for our medication MUST get in line with other close by states. Ohio is charging 3‐4x more than Michigan for similar quality products.
Mainly in the edibles department.
I would like a new card sent to me [REDACTED]
I wish that the out of pocket cost was lower and the insurance companies should step up.
The 45 day purchase restrictions and extremely high prices need revised to match surrounding state guidelines.
Having your meds show up with prescription drug list is wrong!! this provision should be removed!!
There is one product that is being sold as RSO this product is not RSO it looks like honey. RSO is suppose to be black. This product they are
selling makes you very sick. I have spent lots of money on this product not being rein versed for the product that was not what I paid for. I
am on a fixed income I need to get what I need not a product that makes me sick.
It is extremely expensive.
My 45‐day allotment allows me about 25 days
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Prices are to high
Na
lasted long enough. I think the price is very expensive. I stopped using and have found relief from chronic pain using a new pain patch that is
new market.
Please make it reasonably affordable
job site.
change was made. Also, I do have questions in regards to traveling with medical cannabis. But overall a good experience and most
importantly, no seizures since I started the program a year ago. Prices are high and I have been given recommendations to travel to Michigan
to get my medicine, but never did.
I feel thiat medical marijuana should be covered by health insurance. All the medication you&#39;ve taken me off of was covered, i
can&#39;t afford the only medication that works.
any of them.
Way too restrictive. Cost much much to high. Too much regulation. It actually feels like you are trying to just restrict access, quantity, and
selection for as many people as possible instead of getting medicine to patients.I&#39;m quite upset about this process and program. I
currently do not use Ohio dispensaries because I cannot afford enough medication if I do. Cost is 2 to 5 times higher in Ohio! Not in my
budget. Extremely dissatisfied with the entire Ohio medical marijuana program. So very disappointed in government.
Prices are too expensive. I like to wait until sale if possible
You cost to much..not able to see product...easier to buy and cheaper on the streets
I wish there was a way to track my remaining days online. Like having a web page that has all your info on it including what I have bought in
the past. Ordering online would be great as well.
them. I’d love to see OH have the prices and selection of products that Colorado or Washington State or even Michigan has. Our selection
and pricing is one of worst medical programs in the country. It’s gotten better, but still has a long way to go before it is serving Ohioans
needs properly.
I think flower and oil products could be a little stronger, especially for the price we pay.
i am 65 years old, retired and disabled. my monthly income is 1080.00$ per month gross. i cannot afford to purchase medical marijuana, nor
will i be able to afford a recommendation renewal from a doctor. do i just continue to suffer? how can you fix this?
Price needs to come down.
medical marijuana if needed. Not everyone is the same, and to give everyone the same amount of marijuana supply is outrageous. That’s like
prescribing the same exact dose of Percocet to EVERY patient that’s prescribed it. It’s just stupid and makes no sense at all. And the prices,
wayyyyy to high for the quality of the product. I can go to Michigan and get twice the supply and better quality marijuana for cheaper.
Maybe up the limit to the patients that need it. It’s the most f***ed up marijuana system I’ve seen in my entire life, and I’ve seen A LOT. It’s
almost not worth paying hundreds for the card to turn around and pay $50 for good product that’s only 1/10th of an ounce. It’s a legal way
to ROB people who are only trying to get relief from YOUR products. You’re just like any major pharmaceutical company, in it for the money
Please make it easier to find out how many days we have available. I never know until I get to the dispensary. Also, it would be very helpful if
the dispensaries would have a comprehensive list of all their products on their websites every day. Most do not have a full list. It would also
be beneficial to have reviews on products that each dispensary carries. I’m new to this and am not sure which strains work best for my pain.
Having descriptions and reviews would help out immensely. A statewide data base would be great!
Lack of variety in product brands.
I am very satisfied with the selection, prices and service I have received from my local diispensary
I love the program. Just think it’s a little expensive!
N/A
DROP the PRICE. Please.
Delivery would be good
Pricing and more product choice is always welcome!
The prices are still so high. I don’t WANT to buy cannabis, I have to because it’s the only mediation we found that helps me hold down food
and water. I spend more money on cannabis than food.
My biggest complaint is that the products are not adequately described in any of the menus. The online menus ultimately determine which
dispensary I visit. Terpene, CBN and CBD content are essential components of medical marijuana, yet the only component that is
consistently described is the THC content. Please enact a regulation that requires terpene, CBN, and CBD content to be described in
advertisements so we know exactly what&amp;#39;s best for us and what dispensary we need to travel to get what we need.
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Your program sucks its a rip off to the people of ohio
The cost of medical marijuana is much too high. You can travel to MI where the products are stronger and cheaper even for recreational use.
Please bring back curbside to keep everyone safe.
pack of 10 Wana gummies is $45+ here whereas it’s $15‐$20 elsewhere. Also, product availability is limited, often times I cannot find the
options I’d like.
I think it’s dumb we have a 45 day limit in Ohio to where I can pick up the 2 1/2 oz on a Daly and be great
medicine thank you
am paying for it. There should be no limit. Other wise its helping me so much. I&#39;m glad I can get it now, it&#39;s just the limit and price.
Thankyou.
[REDACTED]
The prices need to be adjusted for people who are on a fixed income
properties. Thanks to all who are engaged in the process and support of medicinal products, without the option of their use my pain levels
would be intolerable.
I’m being told they are going to stop selling them because they loose too much money??? No they just aren’t making as much in large
quantities so always have to watch for them to come in so I can get them ordered before there sold out again. Last time ran out of my days
waiting for 1/2 or hole ounce amounts to come in. But they always want me to buy the 2.86 sizes witch is like 70 to 80% more costly. I think
that needs to be corrected so it is more reasonable to purchase buy buying large amounts. They should be required to have large amounts
available all the time instead of trying to force us to buy small amounts that we can’t afford. Or have to go back to buying large amounts off
the street not knowing what you are getting or if it’s safe. Plus the state makes no money buying off the street. I’ve even thought a bought
The cost is so high I can not afford to use like I should
The product works but it priced for the elite so just pharmacy I have to cut dose in half or do without
effective way to use it. Also, the potency limit needs to be removed.. Everyone has different levels of pain and some of these &quot;tier
2&quot; aren&#39;t strong enough.
Unable to afford my medication with very limited supply and long wait times .
Wish the the price was lower
Patient protection is needed from employer policies prohibiting employee use of medical marijuana.
prescription. It is also rare for a dispensary to inform me of my remaining days after I make a purchase. Combined with the somewhat
confusing system in place to determine the number of days used to purchase a given weight of flower, this can make it difficult at times to
keep accurate track of my prescription. Making this count of days once again accessable to patients online would be extremely helpful.
Otherwise I think that the program is great. Thanks for your time!
None
It would be great if medical insurance could cover medical marijuana!
My pain doctor wont allow the use of pain medications along with marjuana. It is wrong as ig really helps me a lot. I could reduce pain meds
by at least half and get off some of tge other meds i am on as well
the products before buying. The entire experience is so impersonal and feels weird. Having seen how this is done in other states tells me
Ohio can do SO MUCH better. The selection is so minimal. The prices for cartridges is astronomical for the tiny amounts you get. It&#39;s
very clear that the medical marijuana industry in Ohio is about profits, NOT patients.
and mirrors and lie to it’s citizens .. prices are to expensive.. I go to Michigan to get my medicine.. Ohio has not a clue how to deal with
medical marijuana... make it recreational and Ohio will make more money .. but it’s about keeping us down .. marijuana is safer to use than
any prescribed medication ..
It would be nice if they cut out excessive packaging and get cost down. $$$$$$ !!!!!!!!!!!
N/a
It’s a bit expensive and l feel like it may be over priced because the dispensary are new to the area but all that is talk when l visit with other
guests is that it very expensive 2.83 grams for $48.00 dollars it more about profiting then customer satisfactory and they do not honor the
discount correctly according to patients being indigent l was told that we should be getting 50 percent off but each dispensary treats it
different and chooses their own discount of their choice which is not fair to the indigent customer.Thanks for reading my concerns.
Way too expensive.
hard to find but I can get more for less. I depend on this medication and they should not sell all shake for ppl making edibles. We need it
too. Thank you for having this program.
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It’s disappointing to say but I travel to Jackson, Michigan from Columbus Ohio just to get cheaper medical marijuana prices. For example:
wanna brands edibles in Ohio cost $50+ and for the same exact brand and strain in Michigan I can get 2 for $25! ‐ I will continue to travel to
Michigan for cheaper medical prices. Only visit Ohio dispensary when absolutely necessary or last option Thank you!
Not cost effective for the elderly that really need this product for arthritis and many other ailments
the best price.
I have stopped using medical marijuana because I cannot take my pain medicine, tramadol, while using marijuana.
Stop trying to be different. No one sells marijuana by the tenth‐ legally or illegally. Stop trying to regulate marijuana to death. These 45‐day
calculations are absurd and unnecessarily complicated.
it&#39;s to expensive. prices need to be lowered
problems and every day has been painful. These products, while they don&#39;t make all my pain go away, make enough of if better so I
don&#39;t spend all day every day suffering.
The 45‐day limit needs changed or something. Too confusing.
Ohio cost is twice that of Michigan.
I wish there were more choices and more info of terpenes and the availability of the strains that work for me. Sometimes I cant get what I
use. I wish there were more companies to choose from.
Price compared to other states
The lack of bulk flower is frustrating. It’s the only thing that doesn’t take up many of our allotted days, which I always seem to run out of .
I feel due to the world crisis that&#39;s going on with people out of work that the prices should be affordable like pills prescription are. Or
develope a payment plan/ system for those who qualify.
We need home grow prices are way too hi in ohio this needs to change asap
They make it inviting and a enjoyable experience to purchase the products.
I think the price should come down as to make it affordable for us to purchase.
It’s too expensive. It should be affordable like anything else grown with a seed. Too many blood suckers involved. I can throw a handful of
seeds on the ground and come back in 6 months and have god take care of me. I’m angry I’m required to pay you.
can be purchased on the street. Quality of the majority of product in OH dispensaries are total shit. This product should be legal to use
(federal) recreationally in all states, long overdue. People with chronic severe pain disorders are denied actual pain meds from their
providers. People who have a MMC are denied treatments and terminated from seeking treatment at pain management clinics because they
test positive for the MM they were prescribed. This program is a farce, Ohio healthcare in general is a farce. If you get sick here, you’ll die
here.
I wish there was better explanation of the products online. It’s very difficult to know which products will treat pain without making me
sleepy. I also would like better explanations on the ratio of products I.e. 1:1, 2:1 etc.
versed in things. My doctor told me they couldn’t add a caregiver and I called the helpline and they said they can but they were nice enough
to show me where to find the application online to do it ourselves. Docs should have more education or know more about the program to
give the patients more info too bc they tell us to call the helpline. They can talk to us but they can’t really DO anything else. They can’t see
out information so a lot of what ppl need help with is limited by that.
Disappointed in prices. Too high. I have sighed up and paid right from start. Had to wait5 to 6 months before program rolled out. Also ss‐
disability discount announced 2 months after I renewed my card. Missed that boat. I feel the program rolled out on our early
joiner&amp;amp;#39;s backs. When do we get Michigan prices? Ohio prices are a lot more than most other states that I know of
Thank you...it helps me deal with my condition.
doesn&#39;t work and there&#39;s never parking and they want you to wait outside in line with no social distancing. The hours of operation
for any of the dispensaries is not very helpful for people that work. By the time I&#39;m home from work, they are closed. Online ordering
would be helpful.
I WAS TAKING 5 VICODEN 10 A DAY FOR OVER 2 YEARS. THE MEDICAL MARJIUANA HELPS WITH THE PAIN THAT I HAVE BEEN HAVING FOR
OVER 15 YEARS IN MY NECK AND SHOULDER. IT RELAXES THE MUSCLES, THEREFORE RELIEVES THE PAIN IN MY NECK AND SHOLDER. I ALSO
HAVE VERY HIGH ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION, IT HAS ALSO HELPED FOR THAT. THANK YOU
The cost is deterring fir those on a fixed income.
The cost of the product is insanely high compared to neighboring states and it makes it impossible for me to purchase enough to actually
help my condition. Michigan&amp;#39;s prices are roughly half of Ohio&amp;#39;s prices, maybe even less. Why does Ohio make it so hard
for medical marijuana to be accessible to everyone?
Price, I feel that it could be a little less. I&#39;m in disabled and some time the finance are limited. Thank you
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When I find a strain that works for me the dispensary runs out. Then I have to go to other dispensaries to try to find it. Ultimately I have to
keep trying to find what works because the stock of product changes. I can not get consistent relief as you would taking the same pill
everyday. When I find something that works then you cant find it anywhere then I have to waste my money trying several products before I
find something else to treat my pain. When using traditional medication you don’t take different medication everyday to treat the same
problem. I am thankful that I am off tramadol after 15 years but I have so much break through pain and the medical marijuana only provides
20 to 30 min of pain relief vs 6 hours of full pain relief with tramadol. I wish the medical marijuana pain relief would last longer. Dispensary
worker need to be be trained medically . We are asking them about medical issue treatment. Some are too young and inexperienced.More
More qualifying conditions need approval.
The medical marijuana is a safe way to have pain relief. I worried too often of being seen at dispensary due to extended wait time outside of
building. I didnt want the wrong person to see me and lose my job.
Prices need to come down this is crazy how Ohio&#39;s prices are so ridiculous
I would love there to be options to buy in bulk more often. Buying single day doses is not financially efficient. I only purchase when I can find
at least 14g available at a time. During the covid‐19 pandemic less trips into a business makes more sense anyways.
I have had the most difficult time with being able to reach the dispensary teams by phone. I’ve called and left voicemails at 2 places and
neither call has been returned nor addressed.
The days really need to be extended, I have to spread the amounts I’m able to get out, and normally end up a few days short.Also the price is
a little much, people pay it but it really breaks the bank, I’d like to see insurance be able to help out with that
All vapaeable flower should be one tier. It’s confusing and completely unnecessary on all levels. Hopefully more dispensaries will be opening
across the state. Great business opportunities and jobs.
I would like to be able to purchase my medical marijuana closer to home or safely delivered since I no longer am able to drive. My care giver
has a ailing spouse and I feel like I am imposing another commitment on her.
We need Ohio prices to drop so we can buy in Ohio, rather spend our $$ in another state. Ohio is losing out on taxes due to high of price on
products. I’ve had my license for a few years now, yet never went to a Ohio dispensary because of high prices
ripped off.
Dislike not being able to go in the dispensary at this time. Other than that Ohios program is strong and consistent.
According to the place I go to, you need to buy “more” products in one trip then to come back say every day. This is difficult when products
are expensive and you need to pay in cash. A better tracking system needs to be implemented for us as patients to keep track of days/refills
that are left. It is also very expensive to obtain/renew a medical card and it is not covered by insurance. I can get opioids from a drug store
(with a prescription) for less than a dollar, but spend thousands on marijuana. My doctor visit alone was over 400 dollars and even with
proper documentation and all of my other treatment options, the doctor still appeared to have “doubts” that I would be a good candidate,
even though I have suffered with pain for 20 years. Meanwhile, on a Saturday nights, tons people go to dispensary while all their friends sit
Medical marijuana has changed my life for the better. I am grateful that the State of Ohio has such a comprehensive program. Everyone I
have been in contact with has helped me in some way.,
Tier 1 and Tier 2 products count different towards usage days and this is wrong! A patient will use the same amount of flower! Prices alone
will detour product choices. If tier 1 flower is not available at dispensary the patient shouldn’t be the one to be punished! The tier 2 flower
should be sold as tier 1 especially if the dispensary is out of tier 1. Cmon!!!
What is considered a &quot;whole day unit&quot; seems like a fair amount, but the cost of maintaining a constant supply of high‐THC
products for treating pain is outrageous. I have found products and a level of usage that is very effective for my treatment, but it is too
expensive to sustain much longer. Great program overall and I am very thankful to be able to participate.
I would prefer being able to use credit/debit or even our HSA card instead of cash only. Thank you!
The states process to obtain the medical card is too expensive.
from 2004 until my 65th birthday. At that time it changed to retirement because of my age...WHY CAN&#39;T I GET THE 25 PERCENT
DISCOUNT??? I&#39;M STILL DISABLED!!!
when I don’t do that for ANY other medications, including the ones that are far more dangerous. I’m glad MM is an option, but the system
put in place is not fair.
The prices are way too high.
disability can&#39;t afford the medication that&#39;s needed
This is NOT what the voters intended when we passed the constitutional amendment.
Lack of quality Way too expensive Tiers not needed Confusing 45 day quota system Stop selling in increments of 2.83 grams (make it 1/4 oz,
1/2 oz, 1/8 oz, etc)Different payment options More growers Ability to home grow
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the price is higher now than when the program started. can only afford to use it every other day, but pain is every day.
I’m not sure of the new limits and whatnot but it would be nice to not have to use a dispensary. I’d like the ability to have product delivered
or make my own. Hopefully as time goes the restrictions will ease. We need recreational laws to help with pricing and availability.
BEEN USED ALREADY. PRICES HAVE BEEN GRADUALLY GETTING BETTER BUT ARE STILL HIGH AND IT MAKES IT IMPOSSIBLE TO KEEP UP A
PAIN RELIEF REGIMENT IF I CANT AFFORD TO KEEP MY MEDICINE IN SUPPLY. I FIND MYSELF NOT ABLE TO MEDICATE MY PAIN AS WELL AS I
COULD WITH THE PROPER AMOUNT OF MEDICINE.
It would be wonderful that if times like these we were able to grow a few of our own plants for our own protection and not have to deal with
dispensaries and possibly getting ourselves and others sick. Allowing patients to grow has not harmed other medical markets.
Just a better understanding of days left for usage.
prefer to visit a website/App so I can see days.I would also like to be able to have a way to see what I have purchased without a HIPAA
violation.Lastly, not being able to grown personal amounts is unfortunate. 3 flowering plants max! I don&#39;t want to put all my trust into
companies to not cut corners on pesticides and other toxins.
I&amp;#39;ve been on 2week quarentineAnd unable to come in.Prices will probably stop me from getting what I need
It would be great to be able to grow my medicine. Dispensaries are too costly when you on a tight budget. If patients are allowed to grow,
then Dispensary prices will go down. If prices go down then those who can&#39;t grow will be able to purchase the medicine they need. We
should also be able to use our medicine as we see fit, however we need it, as much as we need it.
Prices are way to high
issues.
Vaping products are priced too high compared to other states with MMJ programs. Ohio&#39;s most common vape cartridge is 0.5g priced
between $70‐$90. As an example, Michigan MMJ patients can purchase 4 ‐ 1 gram cartridges for about $100. What factors are keeping these
prices artificially inflated? Current pricing and policies are pushing people toward flower products (guess what, these products are being
smoked) and away from healthier alternatives like vaping cannabis oil. Let&#39;s address this.
Rude people. Need advocates to help new persons instead of making people wait that know what they want
The amount that we are allowed to receive for tier 2 is crazy. You give me a 45 day supply for 90 days! I do not get any relief from tier 1
products! You need to consider the people that do not get the relief they need.
There needs to be more dispensary locations and more competition. Also the renewal costs are very high.
I work so hard everyday to make the cleanest most potent hash on the market. The state of Ohio destroys my hard work all of the time with
this bull shit 70 percent THC cap. You have no idea how much hard work is put into a product like ice hash or hash rosin. Please stop making
things so difficult. You are making the state look weak and idiotic.
control utilizing medical marijuana. Initially the pain management doctors indicated they would allow use of both as pain control: however,
for some reason this changed and it&amp;#39;s now an either/or scenario. I cant even try medical marijuana without turning in the opioids
first. Plus it&amp;#39;s my understanding that one can&amp;#39;t cross state lines with the medical marijuana. This is really restrictive.
Also, to restrict people living with severe chronic pain, who want to reduce opioid use really needs to be reevaluated. Until the laws change I
will keep a medical marijuana card just in case opioids are in short supply.
Caregivers should be able to grow plants for patients. Lower prices. I work for Ohio Marijuana card. I have too many partners complain about
the prices. I personally see the prices slowly go down, but some people can&amp;amp;#39;t afford it.
A more easier to understand credit system, with 1/3 more credits. More choice in products and a cheaper price to match with surrounding
states. I should have a choice where to buy my needs and NO limitations.
place to just legalize it. Come on. It&#39;s time. It&#39;s safer than everything else for chronic pain and so much more. We know that now,
let us afford our medicine. Thanks!
I must have THC/CBD for chronic pain, Hep ac, BiPolar, anixiety, focus energy, insomnia
I think ?? this survey is a great addition thank u
Companies like galena constan have under weight product if the weight says 2.88 the weight you actually get is 2.0 or 2.3...thatbtakes away
our medication days so we get ripped off both ways...
prices for concentrates and edibles are outrageous. double the price, half the amount as other states. id imagine a good portion of patients
go out of state to buy medical because of this.
You may want to audit Strawberry Fields in Monroe. They aren’t checking physical ID’s and they’re also not attaching the prescription labels
to the product. They are handing the string of labels to the patient. Lots of violations, and they are giving medical cannabis a bad name.
edible types of cannabis products.Limiting growers and processors to only Ohio based companies is what I believe to be both increasing costs
as well as limiting product choices for consumers
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Oil cartridges for vaporization are insanely priced.
Would like more education on the different types of products. It can be overwhelming.
Costs could be lower compared to other states for the same product.
Flower products should not take more days then concentrate, concentrate actually can last longer by ratio then flower products regardless
of tier
Prices are extremely high. We need to have price controls in place or more competitive processors.
Pure Ohio has done a great job answering my questions while in the dispensary and they continue to provide more options for purchase.
I feel the way they determine how much product you can buy within a certain amount of time it&#39;s not working for most people when
we run out of days means we run out of medicine and have deal with whatever ailment we have until we are able to purchase again
The above mentioned options other than the one I’ve chosen are all valid for others I’ve spoken to. I am disabled and not able to work but
employers do seem to deny med mar as an option and be ok with Rx. Also the out of pocket cost is very difficult, but the help med mar gives
in my disease is very needed and more affective than Rx medication.
As patients, we should have protections in place that prevent our employers from terminating our employment due to having a medical
marijuana prescription. I rarely use opioid pain medications when I am able to use medical marijuana
stabilizedI just found out that abor kitchen Llc is no longer making my stomach medicine big gas big lemonGreen medicine is also very
expensive
This program keeps patients broke and uneducated, and this survey is the only avenue for feedback:Cost/availability: Patients are unable to
test small amounts of product.When a patient is new, trying to determine what works (because no info is available about Ohio strains), they
are forced to purchase 2.83g, which is a large amount when you don&#39;t know if it will work. I now have a cabinet full of flower I&#39;ll
never use. Please consider 0.5g option. It is needed when there is no information available about strains, and products are frequently out of
stock.Your funny algorithm: Patients can&#39;t determine the balance on their own 90‐day supply.They have to check with a dispensary.
Patients should be able to look up their remaining balance, without needing to go to a dispensary.There is ZERO information available about
Ohio strains: This is just sad. I&#39;ve had to contact growers directly just to find out what terpenes are in their products, or cross info (They
could get a better product and selection. Ohio is leagues behind. I moved to Canada in March so I did not renew my MMJ Card for Ohio.
Goodbye and thanks for all the fish.
I am thankful for the product my symptoms have never been managed this well and I’m still coherent and able to function. I sincerely hope it
grows to include anxiety and depression on the diagnosis list
Would really love to see the prices drop! Also would love to have sample packs of the flower so patients aren’t throwing out hundreds of
dollars on flower that don’t work for us!
Would be nice if we could grow it ourselvesAnd I bought an ounce to save money but it didn&#39;t agree with me and that wasted ?? alot of
my prescription. Prices are rediculis
The prices are ridiculous!!
expanded for others who need the product. Lastly, it’s not fair that insurance doesn’t cover the cost or at least partial. Overall, very happy
with the process, thank you
I like to make my own brownies and the state of ohio don&amp;#39;t carry what I like
It changed my life. Ptsd was killing me
I wish there was an online database where I could see my RX and how much of it is left.
Please consider lowering the cost of product!
I would like to see more dispensaries open for availability and better prices. I feel there&#39;s no need for tier 1 or tier 2 products. and I read
about a lot of people running out of medicine with their days left.
The 45 days is confusing and i never know how many days i have left, but I don’t think i get close to my limit anyways. I feel like there should
be consistent prices and things going on sale shouldn’t happen because it’s medicine, not like buying gas for your car
I’m from California and the prices were lower and got more flower per purchase. I hope it gets to be like that out here as I’m on a fixed
income and have to go without other things at times. Thank you.
What could help and is helping many people is being exploited, which would not be a problem if insurance companies would just add
medical marijuana to it&#39;s list of medications they will cover instead of their usual goal of maximizing profits!
Michigan has way cheaper edibles. Let’s fix that.
much we want when we want.
This is a wonderfully beneficial program!
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The prices are insanely high without discounts ae number of options is very limited. For example I prefer edibles to deal with my chronic
stomach pain, but I either have to spend hundreds of dollars a week on them (I have to take several to even notice an effect) or use a
different method. The system for measuring days benefits people who can afford to buy in bulk instead of being a fair system where X
amount of marijuana counts as X amount of days. Please do something to increase variety and lower prices.
Need help paying these high prices because I don&#39;t have too much money ask me about the source
I do belive prices for the amount u are getting could be better regulated for quality to match the cost one pays
noyhing really to say except lower your prices.
Tier 1 vs tier 2 product labeling system is a joke . the prices / quality control on some medical marijuana companies is far below black market
value and will cause some to skip the dispensaries all together. Online ordering and display menus should be uniform between dispensaries.
We need a personal home grown option.I&#39;m retired, but others should not be denied medicine at the real risk if losing their job.
with each purchase. It raises prices on oils to absurd levels, filling landfills up with extra plastic and rare earth metal out of the pens you are
forcing people to repeatedly buy. Of course, this current environmental destruction is a policy the state put in place that would increase
it&#39;s own tax revenue, so I have little hope anyone will answer me.
Prices alittle high, need informed workers so if questions are ask about the medical products they have knowledge about them not im not
allowed to guide you, this is for medical purposes
Possible to raise 1/8 oz to 3.5 grams and that is the normal metric . .7 grams every time u buy we are shorted
This costs way too much
Once I find a strain that works well for my pain, I can’t find the same product again. I like verity;however, the program lacks consistency
If you call an order in ahead of time you still have to go into the dispensary and wait in line for your order your order is not ready and they
make you wait in line so curb side is not an option
every situation, no less than the very rich are benefitting from these wonderful helpful, products. you are very wrong to not let everyone
benefit from the profits of these dispensaries ! also , what were you thinking when you people said , oh it&#39;s okay to use marijuana but
you can&#39;t grow it , you can&#39;t smoke it, what are we supposed to do , shove it up our a******? Your laws need to change,
dramatically. Why shouldn&#39;t we grow our own and smoke it. The whole idea is stupid, obviously , the ones who drew up this legislation
, knows absolutely nothing about the uses of marijuana.why didn&#39;t you ask the people , just once in your lives , ask the people , oh
your asking now , you should of went to the people first instead of treating this like an outlaw substance . get the darn federal government
Best thing ever, no more pills ruining my liver....
for me. Second of all I can’t afford the product—$200 is out of my price range period! I am on disability and pricing and some of the people
that I have talked to are “high” and I don’t need that! Need some medically trained docs or PA’s who can actually help find what would work
for me and also affordability would be helpful because I do not have the money to buy the product and then get it home and it doesn’t do
anything or with the gummies the first one works but the rest don’t! Very upset with how this is being done as I would really like to switch to
marijuana but with the cost and lack of good product and people who can actually help and diagnose what will help me it is a sadly worthless
effort! So disappointed
Marietta Dispensary Rocks
Anxiety &amp; depression need to be added to the qualifications list.
takes to get there and get in. Instead, the counters are set up in a chaotic, crowded, noisy, hot environment that would cause PTSD to
anyone. Lights are flashing, there’s pressure to make your selection from a printed sheet very quickly. There’s no pictures or examples or
opportunity to ask meaningful questions. I’m a caregiver, so I get the products for my daughter now. But when she is cleared to pick up her
own in a couple months when she turns 18, it will be a difficult environment for her to navigate.
after purchase. Not all associates know how to calculate that and it changes way too often for some to keep up. Maybe mandatory training
for dispensary employees.
Too expensive however, I no longer take narcotic pain medication because of medical marijuana.
dont like it
other side of town. There should be at least one located in each area. I.E. West Hamilton County, East Hamilton County and Clermont
County.
The dispensary I went to, I thought would be staffed with knowledgeable people to help customers, like me with making informed decisions
on products. Instead after 2.5 hours of waiting, I got a young kid who looked like he hated life, had poor communication and told me the
“menu is your oyster”. I received no guidance upon asking for it multiple times. I left spending over $200 with no clear knowledge of what I
was buying and if it was even designed for my needs. A dispensary should be staffed with knowledgeable and service oriented employees.
I have been happy with this program
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The price of products is way too high and we need more curbside pick up options.
More information on the online pickups should be shared and the prices need to be dropped. Other states are half the price.
Few CBD options
the dispencery in lancaster ohio is a great place people are friendly and very helpfulThe one in logan ohio the guy is very unfriendly and
frankly a dick head I will never go back there because of thier attitudes..Its about 40 miles for me to go to lancaster and 10 to logan i will
drive to lancaster These people should learn to treat people better
WAY to expensive!!!!!!!! Many people can not afford to buy which is the goal of the Ohio GOP! They have no problem getting drunk and
driving but God forbid you smoke marijuana for pain relief.What a bunch of hypocrites!!
It would be helpful to have sample sizes so can try out different strains to help with a chronic pain issue to see which works before investing
the money in a larger amount.
I have not stopped, but all the items listed are of great consideration to stop
to be already overpriced. Dosing is very difficult to understand and dial in. Strains are not often able to be found again which makes it
difficult to reliably find the product which has worked for me in the past. Being able to buy smaller amounts would be nice so one could
sample many different strains to find what works for them as an individual would be beneficial as the costs are too high to sample at the
current smallest available amounts.
quick which sucks bc it really helps me mentally and its an inconvenience to not have it last . Everyone is different and the amount of
medication is different for different ppl.
instructions on making items out of the flower. Like butter... Otherwise the public is forced to research on internet. It should come from
the state/you. I can&#39;t afford the edibles ...they are over priced. I think you&#39;d help a lot more people if you lowered the cost even
more on all items. (more than you already have) This is a miracle item...and people still can&#39;t afford it are the discussions I hear.
Legalize it for all and help Ohio/Americans afford and get healthy. Don&#39;t let the greed get to you guys like prescriptions have become.
I thank you for having this available in Ohio...it truly does help ease my pain. I don&#39;t think we need to go to the annual doctor
appointments either once accepted into the program. RARELY would anyone with a chronic issue stop using it and needing doctor renewal.
THAT THE COST OF FLOWER AND OTHER THC PRODUCTS ARE TO EXPENSIVE
purchases. The prices are too high. Some dispensaries are poorly run, after placing an online order i still have to wait over an hour. Make
dispensaries able to accept a credit card/debit.
I wish Ohio gave a discount on buying a larger volume of product.
I would like to encourage growers/distributors to provide analysis of the various cannabinoids, ie THC‐V. During social distancing there needs
to be a better option for waiting/pick up. Especially for those w chronic pain or who are immune suppressed.
The program needs to be looked at and changed to be realistic. The days worth thing is ridiculous you can basically only use 1.2 gs of flower a
day but 10 gummies are a days worth:/ I would never eat 10 gummies. I wish ohio had edibles like brownies and tortilla chips Bring back
terpentines on the menu please. And an eighth is an eighth us an eighth not 2.83 gsI particularly like to purchase shake not trim. Thank you
With the battery regulations, we should have 1 battery that works with all carts across the board. That way I buy it 1 time and I am compliant
with all medication. Stop making me buy a ton of batteries. Its harmful to the planet and wasteful. I want to recycle my empty containers at
the dispensary. I should be able to drop off my bottles and pens at the dispensary and have them destroy them when I pick up medication.
I prefer to purchase in larger quantities. 1/2 oz to full oz.
sleeping.
Fix it so I can see my remaining prescription refill
It would be very nice if Terresana had on‐line (web‐site) &amp; extremely nice if we ever get to the point where Terresana can accept credit
cards &amp; also do mail order.
CBD.
pain control utilizing medical marijuana. Initially, the pain management doctors indicated they would allow use of both as pain control,
however, for some reason this changed and it&#39;s now an either/or scenario. The patient can&#39;t even try medical marijuana without
turning in the opioids first. Plus it&#39;s my understanding that one can&#39;t cross state lines with the medical marijuana. This is really
restrictive. Also, to restrict people living with severe chronic pain, who want to reduce opioid use really needs to be reevaluated. Until the
laws change, I will keep a medical marijuana card just in case opioids are in short supply.
To expensive can get cheaper in the streets
Prices and selection of products could be much better.
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tried that variety before. I think we actually need a standardized listing of effects and effectiveness of variety (good for pain, sleep, anxiety)
(mind or body) (harsh or mild) (duration) (popularity) (diabetes amount of sugar) (amount of time before you need to increase dosage to
achieve the same effect or need to change variety). I am a veteran and happy to get a discount. The fact that there are temporary special
prices suggests that you could lower standard prices across the board. Prices seem to be somewhat determined by temporary harvest
abundance.
I like knowing that my cannabis comes from a legitimate source rather than the black market. The products are consistent from batch to
batch with no concerns about purity or quality.
Delivery would be great
Out of state products should be allowed. Ohio product selection is too limited. The Michigan program is far superior.
I will probably not renew my medical card next year due to the high cost of the medication. Although pharmaceuticals are not as effective
and have many more negative side effects than medical cannabis does, it is WAY cheaper to use them and sometimes you just have to go
with what you can afford regardless of the side effects...
The prices are absolutely insane. There&#39;s no reason to be overcharging on mediocre products.
Please reduce prices so that patients can effectively medicate without going into debt. Many many states have much more reasonable
prices. I feel like we’re being punished for not using opioids.
Fix the prices and weights. Go to actually weights like 8ths, 1/4, 1/2/ 1 oz. or by the gram. Not tenth. Also the prices are ignorant. Lower
them all. Look at Michigan’s stuff and do the exact same. PLEASE
Too expensive
The products are too expensive and not sustainable for someone who doesn’t make much money but needs the medication. There should be
no reason why the State can’t provide the medication way below Street prices.
to be ended without speaking to someone. When you show up for your order the wait time seems unnecessary. They need another security
guard.
How can the original client cancel a caregivers card?
problem? You need to have the feeling of dominance. Get people on the board of directors that know what they are doing. 45 day limit is
childish.
The quality these people produce is pathetic, for how much is invested into this field. Grow lights are outdated , should be using leds. If the
state provided prices competitive to other states medical and recreational programs , I could be happier. If the stare would allow for patients
to grow their own medicine, I could do a better job than the people getting paid to do it. Not only that but these growers are allowed to sell
2.83 grams for 45 plus dollars. Growing lbs of marijuana and selling it at that scale should be illegal. No wonder people buy off the black
market. $10 a gram on less than 20% thc is illegal. Should be $10 a gram max all the way up to a half oz or oz being cheaper. Instead they
maximize these corporations pockets. Sad to see this is how a medical program works. Maybe in communist countries
N/a
My employer will frown upon my use of medical marijuana upon my return from LTD and I will have to stop the use of it to find a new job. So
I will have to be in pain to find a line of employment. How is that fair to me?
Need dispensary in the Milford area
Acquisition of a card is a cumbersome process . There should be an option in which the card is simply mailed to you, eliminating computer
work and printing which are difficult with a cell phone.
I would like my dispensary to have a drive up window.
I would like lower dose edible options. In CA they have access to these items for non medical use
Please standardize product listings by showing THC content on all platforms. Also standardize packaging to national standards of grams,
1/4ozs, 1/2ozs &amp; ounces. I&#39;ve never bought products from other states (Ca., Mich., Colo.) in 1/10s. Now that you know that MM is
not &quot;reefer madness&quot; please bring Ohio up to national standards. Also offer a wider selection of non‐cartridge concentrates. Thx
imagine most patients do not as well. The 2.83 size is arbitrary and should be revised as a nice even number. I am disappointed that the
pharmacy board continues to deny additional conditions, especially during the pandemic in which a lot of people’s mental health is severely
suffering.
I am in Ohio.
More competitive pricing
I think the THC % caps should be lifted. My pain is too severe and need to re‐medicate often.
no other comments
The dispensary in less than 1 mile from my home. I am on disability and can not afford to purchase what I need.
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limits all Together. No one is filtering over expensive medicine to the illegal market. There’s no profit margin no matter how much you can
buy comparatively. Please add growers and space for smaller grows to expand operation. The biggest problem is the 10th. Everyone feels
ripped off. The pre packaging isn’t great either. Can’t see the product or smell it before hand. Can’t pick the best of it in your opinion like you
can with other Fresh consumables. Fruits, meats, veggies one can eye ball the best. Home growing won’t flood the illegal market either. Most
people are too lazy. Or they will try and grow ok stuff and want the pro stuff anyway. Besides they’ll have to buy why’ll waiting for the grow
to harvest and cure if they are successful. Figure out the reciprocals with other states so the card works in other states better. It’s gotten
Allow slightly more plant material to purchase .
vaping” rule for flower is completely disregarded by all. You can enforce not smoking in public without making a silly rule that flower will only
be vaped. Cost still an issue.
It amazes me that you can purchase the same products one state over and it is almost twice as expensive here as it is there. The producers
and dispensaries are price gauging.
Please get the allotment situation simplified. It helps to know before you go how many days&#39; supply you have.
had 6 days remaining went back to order and they said I had no days and that really bothered me!!! Mad river remedies sucks they are rude
and have a very poor selection
Thank you! This is helping my MS!
using it.
Needs to be cheaper
Never used it may I have a refund
Product is very inconsistent, prices are way high for the amount you get.. Sorry, I let my card expire I wont participate in this shitshow..
Weight and price and sometimes quality are not up to par.. I&#39;ll take my money back to the street!
I’m satisfied with the effectiveness of CBD instead of THC.
I fear my my career after I graduate because of urine testing and such and really hope this changes. People with an option prescription
don&#39;t get fired so why should we?
None
I hate how big companies get to buy their right to grow marijuana when us normal people can’t. I hate you medical marijuana program I’d
rather it all be recreational and let the common man make his own meds.
Prices are very high considering no insurance covers this form of medicine.
making it affordable and cheaper. Because to pay so much with out working and ssi at this time of crisis most can’t afford to pay a doctor or
get their cards. if your under any medical insurance espically Medicare the card is at 25 dollars instead of 50. (This is in most states) Other
states that I have been in cover poverty level and adjust prices to people in the lower incomes such as myself who has people paying for me
because I can’t get ssi at this time. Also forcing people to join ssi to get discounts is a bit disheartening and being told this rubs me the wrong
way even if I’m being told now I’m disabled. This leads to people faking and trying get in on ssi to abuse it In ways like this. Which can be
troublesome for the people who need ssi. I’m not saying take ssi away I’m saying to possible have another way to get discount for others
I put in a request &amp; suggestion from myself &amp; the cannabiscommunity, that is to be allowed to grow one plant, indoors, per
patient.Once the plant was ready for harvest, the patient/caregiver could start a new plant, but only one at any time.
I hope that you will give this matter some serious consideration.
Thank‐you for this opportunity
biggest problem is no access to pain med‐‐ with cancer, crohns, kidney stones, the pain is terrible ‐‐ but the choice is either a pain pill or MJ‐‐
MJ works the best to relieve stomach upset but pain is terrible with kidney stones‐‐ NO access to pain management DRs. Hospitals will not
approve them helping... This is terrible and needs to be solved.
I think its way to expensive, sometimes I cannot afford to get my medications because I don&#39;t have that much extra money.
More info is needed about the strains, terpenes, and uses
During COVID‐19, delivery should be an option to increase safety.
Prices are still way too high and product is starting to dwindle. I want to try a new dispensary but cannot wait two hours as a new patient
before I can get my meds. Takes too long.
bad day there isn&amp;#39;t access to stronger thc to help with that. Edibles need to be way stronger. I&amp;#39;ve tried them several
times, I&amp;#39;m a bigger guy and NEW to edibles and 100mg did absolutely nothing I felt as if I wasted my money everytime.. Other than
that I love it. EVERYONE at terrasana in Garfield heights ohio are amazing and very helpful EVERYTIME I call and/or visit. Same with rise in
Cleveland ohio on prospect. Great customer service.
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needs to be raised. It is ridiculous that in order to make the most of my card I would have to buy all of my product at the same time and all of
the same strain. To maximize medical marijuana&amp;#39;s Effectiveness and potency it is best for patients to utilize multiple strains. The
current system does not allow for patients to maximize their product purchases while also taking advantage of different strains of cannabis.
For someone like myself with severe chronic pain the current limitations are too stringent I cannot medicate as much as I need and I am not
able to buy Eddie edible products at all I can barely meet my flower needs
information on all Ohio approved Cannabis products would make patient education easier and make finding the products for an individual
patient&#39;s needs easier.
packaging should be required of the suppliers. It is difficult to look up the strains being offered to study desired effects. An online Strain
rating system would be awesome.
Dispensary hours make it extremely difficult to be able to make it with a normal work schedule. Prices still need to come down. The cash
situation makes it difficult to obtain and makes seem less legitimate ‐ dispensaries should all be linked to Hyper so we have option of paying
electronically. More dispensaries would make it much more simple to obtain.
Great Program just wish the prices were a little lower.
I Think That The Amount Of Marijuana We Are Limited Too Isn’t Enough,For Some I Need To Use Papers And I Always Find Myself Going Over
My Days. another Thing Is Our Packaging Sizes A lot Of Other States Has 3.5 And We Are Stuck With 2.8 And That’s A Big Difference
Very limited on the amount. It should be more. It also should be more reasonably priced after this medicine
Would like to see it be more affordable.
I think it was more difficult for the people at the dispenser to keep track of who was waiting and in what order they came.
Drug/ Cannabis waivers for employees
There needs to be a way so the patient can look up remaining days and purchase history.
Packaging is wasteful on too many products.
It’s difficult to find the same strain more than once. I’ll find one that is effective for my condition, but will have to search and drive
around—sometimes to a different county—to find it again. Prices are high.
other states are cheaper with better quality and quantity it’s very clear that Dwine doesn’t care about Ohioans health it’s only money the
dispensary by me sells shake and trim for more then bud prices this is totally absurd then there’s the issue the state won’t let us grow are
own medicine clearly just a money game to screw the disabled on a budget then they don’t have the Quantity that I need in RSO oil or they
don’t have it ! I’m one very disappointed costumer in this state management on the medical marijuana program
Prices are still too high but I’d rather be on the right side of the law and pay it
have flower 2.83 grams for a 2 day supply and most concentrates are 1 day. The flower goes quicker than two days and concentrates can last
2 to 5 days.
The alottment of days is not sufficient , particularly the way flower is handled.
for pain relief that isn’t as direct and clear as Tylenol 4, and that this publicly administered medical marijuana program must be generating so
much private profit seems wrong. Prices have to come down. Products inconsistently labeled with respect to terpenes. Terpene and other
info on packaging or otherwise available at dispensary isn’t made available online to aid in making choices. When I’m paying this much for
product, and I can’t count on being able to buy the same strain, the same prescription each month, and I’m presented with all the artisanal
menu choices, I’m left feeling Ohio’s is a thinly disguised recreational program, and that much less of a medical program. And first and
foremost, I can’t continue paying this much, to go from $10s per month for pain meds to $100s seems unjust and unfair.
My only concern is the pricing he&amp;#39;s really high
You might as well sell the stuff at a liquor store, I would probably get more information from a retail clerk than from the people
recommending dosage, stains, and particular applications of the different products. What a waste of time and money. I was actually looking
for medical advice for treatment of an illness. If you don&#39;t know what you need, there is no one to tell you or help you decide.
Marijuana it&amp;#39;s cheaper on the street.. but you have made the price go up
told something different or opposite. It&amp;#39;s been experimentation for me to figure out what I like and that is frustrating sometimes.
I&amp;#39;d like to know more about how CBD and THC work together because I don&amp;#39;t want to feel high, yet I get conflicting info
on this too.
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grown with descent nutrients or flushed properly you can taste the fertilizer. This program is only for the elite and super rich, otherwise we
the people could grow the plants we need for our personal medical problems. 500 dollars an ounce, that is what these big companies have
to make to recoup their 7 million investment. Congratulations on designing a system only the elite can join and rip off us veterans with no
concern. Yall Ohio reps who designed this program should be ashamed and you need Jesus, some logic, common sense and probably to
read a few medical journals, I started up 3 medical cannabis clubs in Spain back in 2014 helped over 750 people, and it cost them 25 euros a
month each, its a non‐profit charity, lining your pockets on others pain is wrong, but go on keep selling out
Too long wait times.
Waste of time and money getting a medical marijuana card from my doctor. $250 to get a card just to shop at an over priced marijuana
shop. Who the hell can afford to buy from these marijuana stores? I doubt I am the only person left in pain on a constant basis, because my
state decided.... Don&#39;t let the patient have cheap pain medicine (due to abuse risks). No let&#39;s talk them into paying $250 for a
medical marijuana card, and hpget them hooked on marijuana. Then rape them of their money each time they buy marijuana at our over
priced drug shops. I can not afford your sanctioned drugs. I used to be able to function for the most part when I had my pain medicine. Now I
have nothing. I take dozens of over the counter medicine hoping my pain eases enough each day so I can do basic things. Most days I just sit
in pain and cry. I hope I die really soon. Your program sucks. Marijuana as a replacement pain medication is not always effective. Your state
There should be more dispensaries. I hope the dispensary in Athens will finally open.
can all be met by the same amount of medicine, and that is not the practice with other forms of medication. i have three medical conditions
listed on my card, and i run out of my days every single period far before they reset. it is frustrating to have my need for medical cannabis
acknowledged, but then my need is insufficiently met, even though I paid the exact same amount for my card as the people who are having
their needs met by the system. additionally, for patients who have purchased a medical card, i believe they should be allowed to purchase
seeds through the medical system and grow their own product. it is absurd to make it illegal to grow your own medicine, and any program
that pretends to care about the medical needs of patients without allowing us to grow our own medicine is falling short.
Those prices...
Online and call ahead ordering is the best thing that has occurred recently. The prices are still too high.
It has been 18 months since the program started and there is still no way to track my days supply. The OHMM Reigistry is basically useless! I
would like to see on the Registry my days supply used and remaining plus a detail of my purchases. How hard can this be.
We need more product for the 90 days !! I go through mine in half the time . So the other half I have nothing while I wait . Other states offer
way more than us and it don’t make sense .
I really hope we can get pricing $ down, this is the only challenge other than employer guidelines.
Everything is so expensive not just cannabis but it could be cheaper maybe for people with low income we could have a bigger discount.
While I&#39;m Dreaming maybe we should make insurance pay for it since it is medicine. Thank you so much for allowing us to have this.
Prices are way too high for the product. Instead of dispensaries doing sales (which are appreciated) for people to be able to afford products,
they should have a lower set price point across all dispensaries, regulated by the state.
Lack of consistent availability of same products; cost is still too high. Product has had a tremendous positive effect on pain, anxiety and even
my lipid profile. I’ve never had better bloodwork results than after using the product for 6 months.
flowers due to heart attack
Need better taste
The prices are very high and wish they would come down a little. The edible supply is much smaller than the other locations I have seen me
urs for. Would like more variety. Also curbside would help immensely.
states programs. Patients should have the option to grow their own medicine. Ohio has always been behind on everything and this is no
different. One week the dispensary will have something I like, then it will be gone from the menu. There are only 2‐3 cultivators that are
worth buying from. Everyone knows this and all product from those cultivators is gone within a couple days. This plant should always be
about the people, but of course the bigwigs in Ohio always want to make it about profit and lining the pockets of the elite. I wont be
renewing my card and supporting this robbery. You do not care about the patients. 60$ for 2.83 grams of sub par flower is an absolute joke.
shouldn&#39;t cost that much!!!!!
days/medicine
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Yes ‐ I feel that your recent new rules are making thing WAY MORE DIFFICULT for patients ‐ the new 45 day thing is confusing and makes it
impossible to make a trip once a month and get a 30 day supply or once every other and get a 60 day supply, or once every 3 and get a 90
day, the whole idea of not offering the gummies and edibles that are available now is RIDICULOUS ‐ many of us don&#39;t have the option of
vaping because of lung issues, and the tinctures don&#39;t provide long acting effects that edibles do ‐ you need to be allowing MORE
EDIBLES made with different strains ‐ not less ‐ I&#39;m sorry NO RESPONSIBLE patient is EVER going to let their medical marijuana be
accidentally consumed by a child ‐ that is NOT A REAL THREAT! And our Ohio prices are COMPLETELY RIDICULOUS and out of touch with
other states, most of us patients face staggering medical bills for our conditions and if we are unable to afford dispensary prices the program
I wish there was no limit on how much I purchase. Due to me self medicating I sometimes need more than I’m aloud to purchase.
I visit the dispensary in Seven Mile and the workers are amazing. Medical marijuana has been beneficial to my health in countless ways.
Lack of information provided on products is serious problem. Is the program intentionally trying to keep consumers uneducated on medical
marijuana, or are the producers not willing to share info about their strains? SO much minutiae is tracked &amp;amp; recorded about the
product, EXCEPT what really matters to the consumer.
terrifying to be left with no other choices. We have been effectively cut out of the help we need because we cannot afford it. The only
people able to get what they need are those who have $$$ to give to the state of Ohio. So for us it is obvious that the only reason Ohio
allowed medical marijuana is so they can tax it and make $$$. It was never about compassion or concern. If we could Grow our own Plants
we could not be cut out of the help we need. But we cannot do that either. The Medical board has been able to legally cut us out of the help
we need. God gives us help from a Plant he created and it is hidden away so we cannot use it. For the first time I know that we really do not
matter to the state of Ohio. This was a way to get more $$$ into the hands of the state. The rest of us are on the outside looking in. Please
I believe the program has helped me tremendously To stop most opioids. although there are times that I have to borrow money to get
medical marijuana. All and all I am very very pleased with the program.
We did 2 trips to dispensary and there we no other customers so service was quick. Patient is trying different strains to get best benefit. She
is satisfied with last strain combination she purchased.
So far this has been a very good and beneficial program. I look forward to it’s growth.
My medical insurance should cover the cost of my medical marijuana as my other medications are paid for.
use
N/A
we need employment protections!!!!!
Needs to be higher in THC.
out where I&#39;m at when I make purchases. Prices also haven&#39;t come down in a while and Ohio is very expensive compared to other
states.
Having patient friendly was to track days was much simpler when we could go online and check. Also, it would be of much benefit to
continue to lower the cost of treatment.
It’s great!!
for me. They are outstanding.
Attitudes are not needed when asked to explain days and or product.
Lower prices, better and consistent descriptions of the strains. Many cultivators/suppliers do not provide strain information (such as terpene
content, for example) to be able to compare strains.
The distance needed to travel to a dispensary is quite a burden. If you live somewhere rural, you’re traveling ~45 minutes each way. I
understand there can only be a limited amount of dispensaries but this is a big issue holding a lot of patients back.
Thank you for making medical marijuana available in Ohio.
Sometimes there’s a discrepancy with days if I contact one dispensary versus another to ask how many my patient has left. They explained
an issue with the dates changing on the prescription reporting system? Very frustrating
To much money for the amount you get. Ten gummies for $100 is to much
The prices of cannabis at the Ohio dispensaries are outrageously expensive! It prohibits patients from testing different products to see what
works best for them and there aren’t individuals in the dispensaries educated enough to give appropriate guidance!
Ohio has done a fine job with Medical Marijuana program. I am thoroughly happy except for pricing. It’s very high and I’m limited because of
the expensive product since I am retired.
No concerns. Depending on where you go it can be very crowded and hard to get inside.
No comment
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ounce of marijuana.... we already struggle but this definitely makes it hard... it would almost be nice if your income was taken apart in how
much you pay but then again i understand the price. Sure I could go to the “streets” and get a better price so for this stuff being clean and
legal it’s not bad.
I cannot understand why the cost of medical marijuana is not covered by our health insurance provider. It is prescribed by a licensed
physician and regulated by the United States government, yet the costs rest entirely upon us. Please explain this to me. Thanks in advance!
me not profit for you!
Stop taking two points for over 20% THC* Stop selling 10th and eighths I feel like I’m being ripped off every time and it’s less than a gram
difference. It just feels better for 45
reduction of pain. My life is so much better. I&#39;m happier, I&#39;m active, I walk and I swim and I have made new friends. Thank you
for this wonderful product.
I believe Ohio should legalize the ability to grow tour own.
I would like to see some time released products. I have been taking the oil pills. I would just like to see a time released version. Thank you.
I got my card after being laid off; I am very concerned about having to drug test when I return to work, doesn&amp;#39;t seem right that I
could be denied employment, but here we are
flower containers. At least the plastic and glass flower containers can go into standard recycling. Yet a lot of waste is being generated with
no way to recycle or even legally transport it ‐ if I was Black I certainly wouldn&#39;t risk it. One contributing factor is Ohio&#39;s
requirement to sell an approved vape battery with prefilled cartridges ‐ the logic given by the dispensary is to ensure measured dosing. That
should be an option for those who want measured dosing, but forcing the issue on everyone does nothing to prevent abuse with a different
battery. Given the various forms of concentrates and their easy ability to be abused dosage‐wise, forcing the purchase of batteries is
ludicrous, unnecessarily costly to us patients, and creates a huge battery recycle/disposal problem for the entire State of Ohio. Dump that
This is a good program for the community and it should be supported with proper supervision but not overly burdensome regulations.
I am concerned with the lack of transparency in the program from the ground up all the way to commerce. I always am curious why ohio
has lower quality products than other states, some how has high test results but it is illegal to have it individually tested....does that make
since I can&#39;t verify my medicine is what you say it is?
producers are trying their best to be consistent and it’s Covid but it’s very frustrating to not be able to get the same products for months.
Especially when it was something that really helped. Does the state make it extra difficult for these companies to produce the product? Is
there anything that you can do?
The prices, the small amount of flower available per 90 days is not enough, concentrates are only 1 day supply but 2.83 g of flower which
lasts a day or less is 3 to 4 days and WE NEED TO BE ALLOWED TO HOME GROW
This system is terrible cash only lol Get it together
1. Please provide consistent supplies of desired product. I requested building a personal product preference and sending text to availability.
2. Discount the furthest driving patients, our transportation costs add to product costs. 3. Find a way to cut down on plastic containers filling
the trash dumpster, and keep kids from repurposing the containers.
I am happy with the program. The change to 45 day periods has been a good change. Wish there were more options of dispensaries close to
me. My location has one but it has been promising to open for the last 6 months. Overall I am pleased with my experience so far. If only my
employer understood the benefit of the program so I didn&#39;t have to hide it.
Don’t change the amounts. Keep the program the same!
part of keeping track compared to what the computer at the dispensary says is very confusing to me. I&amp;#39;d like to have better
information available to me for understanding. Thanks.
Medical Marijuana needs to cost less than current pricing as my only source of income is a fixed amount each month and it is difficult to
afford the product at these prices.
I’m not that happy I think prices are out of line. I have insurance and I can get any opiate I want for free. The problem is I don’t want to use
opiates but the cost of medical marijuana is ridiculously high. Plus I have had 2 issues with cartridges or batteries and had to go through a
ridiculous process to get a refund. Instead of returning to a dispensary. The whole Ohio medical marijuana program needs to be made easier
and less expensive. I’m not convinced that the employees even know what they are talking about. I’m left to navigate on my own.
Please fix the program in Ohio. Michigan is 10 times better in every way. Ohio is truly pitiful. It is a joke in Ohio. More needs to be done to
reduce cost and provide more dispensaries and information and education.
My local probation department will not allow me to utilize my medical marijuana as prescribed by my doctor they need to be updated as to
my rights in order for me to continue my treatment as prescribed.Judge Winters said directly that he has personal beliefs that supersede my
medical prescriptions.he personally does not see any efficacy in the use of medical marijuana despite the law demanding that he respect my
rights therein..This is been a great personal burden to me as my treatment has suffered greatly.
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Ohio prices are way too high. Most of us that that require medical Marijuana are on a fixed income. You shoukd be ashames.
I am a caretaker and I see how well the cannabis products help my patient. Her quality of life is better, chronic pain is diminished or the
pain feels less to her. My patient uses this due to cancer diagnosis and it works. I noticed cannabis lessens or eradicates her anxiety as well.
Anxiety is not on the list of eligible diagnosis but it should be because this cannabis clearly is affecting my patient&amp;#39;s anxiety level
for the better. I find the dispensary&amp;#39;s to be staffed with knowledgeable personnel, variety of choices for products and clean and
professional office and staff. The medical marijuana program in Ohio is wonderful and works efficiently for me.
There needs to be a way to track days used
One thing that I would like to see is MMJ users to have employee protection.
low. Needs to be at least 50thc, also people should not too pay 50dollars for a medical marijuana card it&amp;#39;s a burden for people on
social security and doctor appointment, people with other conditions don&amp;#39;t need a license only people that get marijuana need
one,l think it&amp;#39;s discrimination.
I feel very taken advantage of every time I leave unfortunately! This is supposed help us as a patient, but yet you can barley afford the
product???? Who’s the dispensary for....us as patients or for the dispensary owners to cash in??? The prices are at least double sometimes
more compared to other states that have medical marijuana??????? The bud tenders are getting more knowledgeable as the dispensaries
grow. But still don’t have a ton of knowledge on some of the conditions! I just wish I could purchase medical marijuana without having to
get my finances in order to make sure I have the money for a monthly purchase! It seems a bit out of line for the prices to be so sky high!
Options for answers not adequate. Ex: I&#39;m currently bout using medical marijuana d/t site effect, causes severe constipation d/t bowel
problem. Also, I have not purchased recently (have adequate supply) so don&#39;t knowabout covid safety practices.
I have had to go to different dispensaries because the one closest to me doesn&#39;t always have what I need.
Cost, ohio is very expensive compared to other states
The plant material is harvested before it is mature and patients are not getting the proper effects the plant is capable of producing, if
harvested and cured properly. This system will fail if left as it is. Home grow is needed so patients can grow their own product that is mature,
and a quality product. This would force state growers to concentrate on growing quality product at affordable prices than just on how much
money they can pocket at the poor patients expense. People grow tomatoes easily every year without environmental disasters. No excuse
not to legalize home grow, except your all crooks and want to keep ripping people off. Hopefully the the Ohio AG looks into this as I am sure
there are some very corrupt individuals inside this program. The only logical explanation for this failing system.
equate to one day, when almost a gram of concentrates is a day, and an entire vape is only a day. Those two last for weeks. When 2.83 g of
flower lasts less than a day. Even when I disperse it out into the smallest of doses, it is not enough. Especially when the first day of each 9
servings takes 2 days. It does not make sense.
Life Changing!!!!!!!!
Prices are high, dispensaries are few and far between, and the &#39;days&#39; system is all sorts of screwed up, confusing, and hard to keep
track of. Days remaining should be available to be viewed online.
The prices on this stuff can be high. Especially extracts from the bloom or the botanist. Ive seen 70‐80$ for 500mg extracts. Herbology is the
best price. You can get 850mg extract for 65$. Seems like price gouging to Me.And why the hell is all I see is 14g flower ground or trimming?.
I would like to see more half and Oz of just flowers.
Price is major concern. I have collegues in MI with the same condition and the price I am paying for WEAKER material is sickening.
Considering just moving to MI to avoid these cost concerns.
I have only gone to dispensary twice since getting approved. I don’t think I can financially keep this up. This is such a monopoly. I am in a
great deal of pain so this does help but the prices are so ridiculous for the amount of product, that it’s almost impossible.
I also live part time in Co. Their products are about half the price as in OH. I hope in the future there is a price drop.
I feel the ohio program is a rip off and the product is weaker and not worth it at all . Its a sham that yall rip off the sick and needy and theres
laws to help you do it all . keep ripin of the week to feed the rich
I understand that the OH state pharmacy board needs to control quality but one of the things driving the high pricing is continuing to add
new hoops that the dispensaries need to jump through. Any increase cost to dispensaries will result in increased cost to patients.
others should be able to buy bulk. Not enough bulk options are available for T2, when buying multiple 2.83 it can add up to be a lot cost
wise.
PLEASE FIX PRICES. I don&#39;t need much to treat my pain bit it breaks my heart knowing what somebody with a more serious condition
would have to spend to find the relief that this amazing medicine can provide.
The supply amounts and price is not very customer intuitive.
I can grow way better medication let the people grow their own
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The strains that you provide are way too low in thc and thca. Get better products they are out there
has literally changed my life
Prices on edible options need to come down to level of pricing available in state like michigan. $1000.00 purchase in ohio costs $450.00 in
michigan. That has got to change or trip there is a necessity for cost value.
Flower prices are ok, oils and concentrates are WAY over priced compared to other states. Just get more product and lower prices. But over
all not bad. But yeah lower cost guys
Pricing is too high and the sizes of flower available, are too limited. I be,Ive the growers and dispensaries are gouging by only stocking The
smallest sizes. Also the new method of determining what you can buy is confusing.
The days is to confusing to keep up with there should not be a limit on what u can buy in a curtain time frame
No only will I be fired for this stuff but I have experience extreme paranoia which makes my PTSD very bad I was told to use this to make it go
away all it&#39;s done it&#39;s make it much worse I will never do this again and I will not tell other to try it either. I will tell as many of my
close friends and family to stay away from this drug there is no medical benefit in it.
It&#39;s great. Better handling than I could have imagined. Prices still need to drop just a bit but very satisfied with the program so far
The 45 day supply and dosing is not an accurate representation of how much cannabis each individual needs. There should be no quantity
limit if you have a qualifying condition to use medical marijuana! Ohio law should allow for delivery ‐ many other states have this available
and due to COVID this would be a safer option. Ohio law should allow for patients to grow their own plant medicine. There is no reason you
should have to pay top dollar to treat a condition. Patient&#39;s should be allowed to have full control over their therapy.
please just go to 1/8dispensaries never answer their phonestier 1 and 2 is needlessly complicatedMichigan product is literally 2‐3 times
cheaper all around, I have spoken to many people that go there because of the massive ( i mean hundreds of dollars a month in savings)
difference. The price difference forces people to commit a felony by interstate trafficking because many wouldn&#39;t have the funds for
their medication if forced to buy in state and keeps money out of the Ohio system, this is a major problem. Pricing is a result of demand and
gouging sick and dying people is a bad look.
THC per dose in the description but the menu is only sortable by the total THC per bottle not the per dosage. It&#39;s confusing and you
end up just kind of guessing and experimenting vs. being educated / safe. Make the data per product sortable by total and dosage. For some
users, a color coded system could also work as it maybe too much data. Additionally, the marijuana doctor community could come together
and provide guidance via patient use cases. Share use cases by patient type and patient characteristics. For example, Bob is 64. He has
glaucoma. His product types are X Y Z and his strength / doses are ABC. This program provides him with relief.
The cost make it hard to medicate. We need to be able to grow our own to offset cost..
The employees that are at the dispensary I go to are very helpful and informative. They are very knowledgeable. They are very helpful in the
areas described in question 13. Can help me with the strain best suited for my condition.
Extremely expensive. Over priced. Limited product options. Low quality products. Uneducated bud tenders. Days supply too restricted.
Need stronger THC levels
Pricing is a lot
I strongly feel there should be much more education on strains and terpenes as related to different needs for individual patients.
I would like to see 50/50 transdermal patches.
The prices and day limits (for flower especially) are ridiculous. This really needs to be reevaluated.
would be nice to get that info from clicking on the strain from your website. I would appreciate choosing a strain that pinpoints to my exact
needs.
please make the pricing more affordable.colorado and California prices are no where near ours
The employment issues need to be fixed. Not mine personally, but there is absolutely no reason why a qualified person should be discarded
as being able to work for any company. Its very simple, you don&#39;t drink alcohol at work so don&#39;t use your marijuana at work and
leave it at that. To many of us get screwed because we prefer to use an all natural medicine for our issues. Them employers don&#39;t give a
damn about the 25 pills a day (including narcotics) that the VA thinks I should take or how they hinder my abilities to complete a job. On top
of that, I have never once in my life met someone who was addicted to heroin that didn&#39;t get started by being hooked on narcotic
painkillers!! Prices need to change eventually because even tho there is legal risk involved, Michigan isn&#39;t that far away and it just plain
makes economic sense for a lot of people to make the trip out of state to make purchases. That totally screws our state out of money and
I like to have a dispensary closer to visit and lower price
Flower products are very helpful with my medical issues. I have had to purchase a product I am not keen on. It lacked in quality leaving me
unsatisfied. Grower&amp;#39;s I would hope have capacity to begin to have most of not all grower&amp;#39;s products on
dispensaries&amp;#39; shelves. Allowing us patients to acquire medicines they are wanting
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It’s incredibly frustrating not knowing how many days are left because I have to do 10 minutes of math to figure it out. There’s a lot of room
for improvement.
I can’t always get the same product upon my next visit. I use topicals. Travel while taking concerns me, especially out of state.
Thank you so much for the &quot;indigent&quot; discount,it helps So much!!!!!
lower
Would like it if more dispensaries offered curbside pickup.
The THC limit on products needs to be removed. It is foolish and unnecessary. Days remaining need to be much easier to obtain/calculate.
More restrictions will only hurt the patients and the program.
Homegrow or caregiver grow law addition. Licensing to a minority family, more product type options
some menus are hard to navigate.
handicap need free delivery. Thanks for asking. Lowest price tenth should always be twenty dollars flat.
you should have never split the days up to 45 and 45
We need more growers, processors and dispensaries in order to drive the price down for the consumer.
financial obligation is sometimes too great and I go without. Insurance should cover part of the cost just like any other PRESCRIBED
MEDICATION.
I purchased products once. Products produce euphoria only. Does not help or diminish any pain. Stopped purchasing and using when
products were gone. Physician has no medical knowledge of products or use.
This survey covers it all.
Prices are high.
Since covid‐19, the availability of products has been reduced. The price has NOT. After so many years of waiting for getting legal product and
now nearly 2 years of promises for price reduction, I am frustrated. THIS IS SIMPLY TOO EXPENSIVE!!!!!
We need more dispensaries! I shouldn’t have to wait 45 minutes to get called into the dispensary, standing in the heat and t‐storms when I
received a message that my order was ready hours ago. Walk ins should also not take precedence over online orders.
Cannot find the correct product to give relief. Worried I may pick the wrong one and not like the side effects.
Once you find something that you like and works, poof it&amp;#39;s gone and can&amp;#39;t get it again anytime soon
edible side so I’m not sure what someone like myself if supposed to do. We have already made strides with where we are today but... we are
talking about something that never should have been illegal. Give us more days, or at least allow for a stronger product... just seems like we
pay much more for cannabis in Ohio and do not get as strong of a quality. Very disappointed and will not be returning to an Ohio dispensary
until there is some type of change!!
price and selection of higher amounts is really bad of the flower.
Every prescription period I run out of cannibus. The amounts need to be raised as to get the correct amount of flower to medicate
I run out of days too soon.
product safely. The dispensary rooms are small and crowded, and it is hard to stay 6 feet away. I have to be targeted with what time I go so
as to try to avoid big crowds. It is also extremely hard to get any detailed information on any of the strains prior to purchase. If I call the
majority of the dispensaries, I am on hold for usually 45+ minutes ‐ it seems the restrictions make it very hard to provide service for people
quickly, safely, and affordably. Curbside pickup is a mess ‐ I waited in my car for 2+ hours in 90 degree heat with my dog and it turned out
they had forgotten about me ‐ if dispensaries aren’t allowed access to current technology and have such heavy restrictions (that other
pharmacies don’t have), how will they be able to provide adequate (and safe) service?
The facility and staff are great! My pain has been much better not only when I use the products, but also the day after.
The fact that you are restricting the amount of cultivators is utterly absurd. The common patient may not notice, but those of us who have
educated ourselves for years do. These places are being forced to rush their product to keep up with the demand. I see dates on my product
of less than one month between harvest and packaging being sent out at to be sold at top dollar with the claim to be the best and highest
quality. I will tell you first hand that it is not quality. I ask that you go to another legal state and see how they do it. I know I&#39;ve been to
plenty and it works well there with their supply and demand. The most ridiculous part of this all is the fact that we arent permitted to grow
our own medicine. We are forced to pay high amounts for limited and regulated amounts of poorly cured product because well, that&#39;s
what we get and either take it or leave it. I will say that it&#39;s hard to take when they are constantly running out and it&#39;s easy to
I have been able to discontinue my other pain medications and have been more pain free using medical marijuana than I have been in 10
years. While there are some disadvantages I will continue to use my medical marijuana because I feel it is the best course of action for my
medical conditions and has helped me more than any other plan of care has.
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There are no dispensaries in my county, driving 45 minutes one way is quite inconvenient. There is one I heard about locally but its not on
your list of registered dispensaries, it&amp;#39;s in Bellaire, Belmont County. There is also an unregistered doctor there
Just that the cost of the product is a little high but overall pleased with how it is working.
The cost to get a liscence for it and then to buy the product is too expensive. It is cheaper to stay on opioids unfortunately
The days are impossible to understand. Ohio tenth? Come on.... Streamline the product, weight and price. When it&#39;s financially better
to drive 3 hours to the next state and use my medical card there something is wrong. We&#39;ve made whole trips just to get my medicine.
Please just make it like the programs in other states. NO NEED TO CREATE YOUR OWN MEASUREMENTS AND PRICING!!!!!
I feel that the people at the Botanist are polite, welcoming, personable and knowledgeable.
Great job!
I think the prescriptions could be for more doses per 90 days as I often run short and cannot get my medications I’d like the authorities to
increase amount a patient can buy per 90 days
I feel this program works for a lot of people. I know other people have more serious condition than me but it&#39;s time to reduce prices.
that people can&#39;t afford what you want. Ohio doesn&#39;t use the 3.5 or 7 grams which needs to change.
The system for tracking is highly confusing. Prices in Ohio are ridiculously high compared to other states, 2‐3 times higher. One of the
dispensaries I have available to me regularly has a 1hr+ wait time, and I can’t figure out why it takes them so long.
I am disabled, and paying out of pocket for medications is unaffordable when you only get paid once a month.
Keep up the Great job!
The price is too high. It is unaffordable. I also worry that my employer could choose to terminate me even though I have never and will never
be impaired at work. It would be nice to be able to grow for personal use to have the preferred strains on hand and make it more affordable.
I won’t do it until it is legal. I think this would help a lot of people.
No complaints the staff is always generous and patient
I wish that my caregiver was able to go to any dispensary without me having to have visited there first. During the very beginning of Covid,
when we were unable to reach anyone on the phone at the Columbus Dispensary (Verdant Creations) , she went to Newark after she was
able to determine they were open and available and was unable to make a purchase because I was not with her and had never visited that
dispensary before. I am not always able to leave my house and she travels on my behalf (hence being my caregiver).
!) was not ask during processing if I qualified for VA or Indigent status. 2) Inventory status on Weedmaps is totally inaccurate. 3) Wait time is
ridiculous. 4) Prices are still out of control..
information easily available about Ohio’s medical program and doctors who prescribe this medication to patients should be more heavily
trained. I feel as though there is little to no communication between doctor and patient as far as personalized recommendations go, it is left
to dispensing agents who have no formal medical training. The helpfulness of the dispensing agents depends heavily on the dispensary you
go to, there should be basic training for all agents
that you need. I feel that insurance companies,Medicaid and others should be responsible for the patient’s purchase and should be treated
as other Prescribe medications by your doctor. Also I feel like the prices are extremely high, They do offer a discount if you are contingent,
but the price is so high that’s a little 10 or 20% they offer isn’t much, it’s actually cheaper off the street but since I have had my license I have
never purchase only from the dispensary. I feel like it is controlled by the government and like everything else, They put the price they want
on it. If you would take some of the middleman out people that Need it would be able to afford it, it’s just a weird I don’t understand why
it’s so expensive
Ohio Marijuana is garbage, over priced, and not worth my time. Bunch of money hungry asshole mother fuckers if you ask me. Ditch weed. I
got better weed in high‐school.
Seizure free for almost 2 years!
Edibles are so important! They are my only choice as I am a cancer survivor and will not smoke. A variety of edibles with different levels of
THC and CBD is critical. Thank you!
The prices in Ohio are very high when compared to other states.
Using the 45 day purchase set up is great! Easier to keep track of and easier due to Covid. Pls pls keep this set up. Thank you.
because they don’t get me high. The vapes are also very expensive. I understand that they are sold at about street value, maybe a little
more, but I’m in college and I can’t take frequent tolerance breaks, so I use quite a bit, and end up spending at least $400 per month on just
my medicine.
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expand to include more conditions such as anxiety and depression. The state could make more money if they included those conditions and
people with genuine issues could get the help they desperately need. Its disgusting to see other medical offices handing out opioids to treat
conditions and then watching these people get addicted and the state sits back and does nothing. Well you could open up more conditions
get medical cannabis to more people!! Help them!!!
Geauga County.
Allow us to grow our own plants for our medicine. It’s a plant. It shouldn’t cost this much especially when it is unbelievably easy to grow.
WE NEED TO so we can stay well. Please allow delivery. Please allow Ohioans to purchase products in other states. Please listen to patients
who contact you the most‐ they speak for so many of us.
Some of the dispensaries have not taken as many precautions due to Covid and do not make me feel safe. One dispensary even had
employees with masks that were not covering their mouths and noses despite a county order.
switch back to black market flower. I can easily get black market flower at 30.00 per 3.5 grams compared to the 30.00 per 2.85 grams of
medical flower (and that&#39;s the cheaper flower). We are living in a financially tight period of time and I, as well as many others that
I&#39;m sure need it far more than I do, can barely afford to continue getting medical marijuana. Tracking how much I&#39;ve purchase so
far has also been a challenge. It would be far easier if I could see that information attached to my medical card when I log in to the ohio
medical marijuana registry. The tracking systems was also confusing when I first started. I had to do my own research on google to
understand what a 45 day fill is. It would be nice if that information was detailed when logging into the ohio medical marijuana registry, or
I am considering travel to MIchigan for medical cannibis as I understand the prices to be much lower. It would be nice if, in addition to
discounts for veterans and indigent, Ohio dispensaries would offer discounts for senior citizens, like myself. Most of us are on fixed incomes.
Toledo could use more affordable options
N/A
should be 7 grams. Concentrates being capped at 70% THC is scary and companies are abusing that to sell watered down products distillate
should come out at well above 70% before being cut with whatever they cut it with. Also, the prices are very high when compared to many
other states with a similar market. I think this system is off to a very good start but, could use some changes to make it better for the patient
and their medical needs.
None
medicinal marijuana.
Bloom in Maumee Ohio Treats me like a Rock Star! Great customer service. Thanks and God Bless!
This is a fantastic program! I appreciate the State of Ohio for putting this together. The market should open up more and allow for additional
competition. It would be extremely beneficial to open the market up to other states as well as the product selection quality could be better.
Either way, I appreciate having an alternative to pain management.
The wait time in line at the dispensaries is incredibly long. They NEVER answer their phone and the menus are not updated. Patients all talk
about this while in line waiting and waiting. Some patients have unbearable physical pain and can not stand in line for that long of a time
period. Something needs to change...products are extremely expensive with a small selection available.
I think it would be helpful for the dispensary to try to carry the same producer consistently. Once I find a certain medicine that works well for
my pain sometimes when I return they no longer have it.
I don&#39;t agree with the cost. Many other states offer lower prices, so why is Ohio so expensive? It can become prohibitive to spend this
amount once a month. Also, it seems that most of my favorite tinctures are temporary, and replaced with others that I don&#39;t find as
effective. Why can&#39;t the same ones be continued?
I do not believe the THC percentage in various cannabis products should be throttled or restricted to a specific percentage.
The program needs to go from counting days to counting the weight of the various cannabis products. This seemingly difficult task for Ohio
legislatures has been easily accomplished in other states (See California, Washington, Oregon, Colorado, Michigan and Nevada, to name a
few.) The counting of days severely inhibits patients from trying different treatments and looks to penalize rather than help patients get
good access to medication.Marijuana is a pejorative term used to demonize hispanic americans and should be referred to as medical
cannabis.Curb‐side pick‐up and delivery should be options in future everywhere as Covid‐19 has changed everything.Reciprocity with other
states in the region is a must! I can go to Nevada &amp; Michigan and they accept my medical card. Why aren&#39;t agreements in place
w/MI, IN, PA, NY, KY, WV? Isn&#39;t this good for tourism benefiting all? Give patients the freedom to vacation at least in the region. Please
Not impressed with the flower being grown in Ohio, Ohio could take a lesson in growing good comfortable feeling cannabis similar to what is
produced in California and Colorado.
Way too expensive. I am struggling to pay bills and purchase what I need to remain comfortable.
Cost is outrageous
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quarterly doctor visits or phone conferences are expensive and unnecessary. Once you qualify, you should not be burdened with more
expense when it is not medically necessary. Please focus on reducing costs and over regulation which adds suffering to those already sick or
injured. The 45 day purchase limit also raises costs by mandating more trips and eliminating the advantage of a quantity purchase of 8 oz at
a 20% discount. Two impediments were adopted. Now you owe us two improvements for the patient.
Ohio sells 10th of a ounce. That is not even 3 grams. I needs the ounce. To expensive to buy in Ohio. I go to Michigan.
The bill is stupid and over regulated. The prices are too high thanks the oligarchy the state of Ohio created. More growers = lower prices,
simple supply and demand. The state of Ohio is screwing the patients out of affordable pain management. There also needs to be a bill not
letting employers discriminate for individuals for having a medical card.
was too expensive for me to keep up.
time but sometimes it’s too strong &amp; other times I feel nothing at all. I’ve stirred it well but It’s still inconsistent. Also the 10mg gummies
I split in half, but again each half seems to have different doses. I wish I could count on it working same way each time. I would use the vape
pen, but my lungs don’t like inhaling it.
Returns of faulty vape pens. dispensary takes your cash for the product.Who’s responsible when it doesn’t work?It shouldn’t be a struggle
for the patient Time and money spent for product.More time and money spent trying to return something that doesn’t work as advertised.
I do not understand the system of prescribing products (I have no idea whether I have used 20% or 80% of what I am allowed to purchase in
a year).THAT is what I need training on. I try to avoid using m.m. some days, because I don&#39;t know how much I&#39;m allowed.
a handful of strains are most effective for me, and this is likely true for others. With a limited supply chain, out‐of‐stocks on the most
popular medicines happen too frequently. One specific example is the strain &#39;Catfish&#39; which is very effective for pain, and makes a
person lively rather than sedated. Also, the edible products lack efficacy, likely due to being made with &#39;trim&#39; instead of flower. If
the growers were not constrained by current grow size rules, they&#39;d grow enough flower to create better &#39;medibles&#39; than
trim can yield. Patients in Ohio would benefit from this change. Please consider allowing the growers to produce more cannabis.
Would need a bud. Bushy,stemmy and maybe a seed. The Good ole days!! !
hope that in time marijuana becomes available for broader use. Personally, I know quite a number of ppl with varying forms of arthritis and
other pain who are either ineligible for the mm program, or who can&#39;t afford the application process etc.to gain access to this. For
some ppl, mm would be the only uber‐over the counter pain relief that they can reasonably attain and afford. I say this as someone who has
dealt with chronic back pain for most of their life ‐ thc and cbd&#39;s provide significant relief. I&#39;ll add, too, that another unexpected
benefit for me is that it helps deal with the relative isolation‐anxiety that I (and all of us) endure by being isolated through this pandemic.
My experience is that moderate use of mm is bliss, while excessive use is not. Still, it&#39;s far better than alcohol!
sweet Bourbon.
The days either no days or they need to be 1 day for a 2.83 or you need to put the 3.5 in there for two days then.. 5.66 should only be 2days.
I paid my money we should have unlimited days jus cant buy more than a ounce a day..
be a max. Running out of days is an issue. I also believe that patients should be allowed to grow. I am on SSDI and have an extremely limited
income. Insurance doesn&#39;t cover the MMJ and the cost can be exorbitant. Allowing Medical patients to grow would reduce the financial
stressors. If we have to have a cap...I should have refills PER DIAGNOSIS. I have 5 diagnoses...I should be allotted more refills. Not every strain
addresses each issue.
Managing the renewal dates for my doctor&#39;s recommendation and the medical marijuana card have been confusing.The medical
marijuana website should provide information on the remaining days left for purchase.
Prices way to high. It is still all over streets.
I wish there was a percentage that insurance or something would cover bc I spend a whole two weeks check plus just for my meds it’s not
cheaper to obtain this way esp if there are only 2.83 grams for a higher price and limited options to save in bulk as well..
$3000 for a month supply. Or $40 plus for 2.83 a day supply over $1600 a month, seems like most people could never afford Your prices.
People are telling medical card holders to go to Michigan to purchase all edibles and concentrates. 50% cheaper. Ohio is losing tax dollars
because products are priced to high
Will not renew for my second year because of lack of days given, always runs out. Also cost is too high, I am on government medical and
prescription cost are zero i cannot afford to keep purchasing at such high costs when doctors can give me pills for free.
day is one of the dumbest things I have ever seen. If I find a strain that works for me and despencery runs out of said strain why do I as a
patient lose one of my days.
The program overall is good, but:1) why do most vapes have to come with a battery? I don&#39;t need it and its super wasteful. Think about
all the people throwing out batteries when. It would be cheaper and easier to just sell the vape carts, or at least have that option to only buy
the carts 2) I wish there was more variety‐ especially with the edibles3) would like to see the prices come down still
The weight of the products needs to change. 1/10 (2.83) is a very unreasonable amount for the price that they charge. It is almost sickening.
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Paying cash is strange. No other institution only accepts cash. I feel like I’m doing something wrong and marijuana is a medicine.
Please lower your prices
cycle, and generally am not aware of it happening. This is a terrible terrible system. Just let us buy our medicine without your unnecessary
and cumbersome rules. Please.
Very professional and a well designed process to qualify, as well as support patients
These products help me a lot
The program needs to start being more for the patients and less about everyone else.The patients of Ohio need and demand that Home
Growing be added to our medical program. Preferably with a flowering plant count between 6‐12 flowering plants and infinite vegetative
plants. Frequently the dispensaries run out of the products that even work a bit and they do not work as good as products I have had in the
past that were home grown by someone who literally can grow better than the growers in the program are willing to do. They chop the
herbs down early before they are finished because the mass does not change a lot so the price for them does not change and because of the
constraints/limits on the program, the patients are just stuck with it because you wont allow the better growers to expand and even they are
not willing to let the plant finish.The program needs help and the patients are willing to help you correct this program. You should listen to
Seems to be no middle ground. Products either get your HIGH or are topical with no relief. Lack of evidence‐based practices and some
dispensaries clearly just hired staff with &quot;lots of practice&quot; but not for medical usage. I would like a middle ground of products
that are high in relief but not in psychoactive feeling ‐ I still need to work and use my brain. Not crazy about the grey area this product exists
in between feds/state/employer. The cost. Good lord. Cheaper on the street, as my doc says.
Long wait lines have to wait over an hour to get inside
Still pricey, especially for those on a disability retirement.
There is much more to cannabis than it’s THC percentage. It is very hard to find out (from vendors and the dispensary) the various strains
that are out there. Right now it’s a guessing game. And as medicine, I don’t like like that. The vendors are too vague with their product, but
we are forced to use the few companies available to us. I would like fact sheets about each strain that is easily accessible. I also think the tier
I and tier II system is arbitrary and makes a complicated day counting system even more complicated.
Bring prices down in dispensaries of all products. Patients should never be without &quot;days&quot; to buy product and make days
available easier to calculate. Wait times for pre ordered products to p\u needs to b streamlined for faster transactions
My doctor found out and stopped prescribing me two of my medications. She gave me a choice, either the med marijuana, or my
anxiety/sleeping medication. Medical marijuana costs too much to take it in place of the other medications. I have to stop taking it. I also
have to drug test when I go in, which makes me feel like I did something wrong.
Thank you!!! Without my cannabis medication I could not function
I don&#39;t use curb side service because I cannot drive.
The prices at some dispensaries are significantly higher than another dispensary for the exact same product and weight
The folks at Bloom Medical in Akron provide absolutely amazing customer service. If there are problems with the devices purchased they are
prompt to respond and answer all my questions with detail explanations. I&#39;ve been very pleased with my experiences there.
feeling better and got my card, I feel so much better.I don’t have as many voices in my head competing for attention, this is a major help. I
could one day soon finally go back to work, empowering others to get their lives together to go back to work and be productive. My spinal
cord pain is down about 40 percent which doesn’t sound like a lot but for me it’s made the world of difference. I started losing weight finally
when under the effect of the meds I don’t eat much. Sadly I can’t always afford this vital quality of life altering medicine, all because of it’s
misunderstandings. I wish it could be covered like a medication by insurance, or at least Medicaid. We working people pay into it, and we
pay taxes on it and on everything else. Add 1 cent from every dollar spent in Ohio to go into that fund. Thank you, for everything y’all do.
state needs tax money I think it could be a little more reasonable... like 1 gram of wax for $55 instead of .89 for $85.... it’s nuts.... also why
can’t patient grow their own plants?
Good customer service, informed and professional staff, friendly.
I would like to be more informed on what I can and cannot do.
need it. People like me with ptsd. People who have cancer? You charge double if not triple the street price. Youre profiting off disadvantages
just like how people have done with insulin for diabetic people. If you go to michigan it is 1/3 the price? Why is ohio not getting it together?
The system here is awful and people who need real help can&#39;t afford it. And the weed that we can afford tastes like i am literally vaping
grass. Not weed. Grass. I hope you sleep well at knowing people with several different variations of disabilities cannot afford good
treatment.
here makes no sense
Prices too high ‐ 2.83 grans for two days of tier2 is not enough.Need to be able to grow at home. Make it more affordable !
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I am very new to the program and still have not found the correct product or correct dosage to help control my pain. It is my hope that I can
soon find the product that will help. Everyone at the dispensary (Painesville) have been very helpful. I do appreciate that.
The cost is too high and you are not able to use insurance to supplement the cost.
waste of resources.
dispensary is also high.
I am glad to finally get relief, I am confident that the product is pure and safe.
Appreciate having medical marijuana as a choice for my medical issues and pain. The dangers and addictive nature of prescription narcotics
are devastating. Marijuana is a much safer option to have.
The prices in ohio is pretty expensive. The 20% discount for Veterans and indigent is very helpful.
Most of the flower seems to be infested with spider mites. You can tell when you grind‐up the flower and all of the little pieces are held
together by invisible webs. You can see it close‐up with a good camera macro. It is widespread among almost all suppliers. You don&#39;t
seem to have any way to scan for pests in the finished products. This MUST be addressed!
na
The OMMCP has been life changing for me. Thank you for your hard work and organization!
Prices need to come down.... much cheaper in Michigan!One of the products I purchased ( exactly the same product) was a $35.
Difference!And much higher in Arkansas .... west Memphis area.
Employers need access to sobriety testing. They need to be able to find out if someone is impaired on the job. It does not seem to be a
problem if people are using in the evenings or on the weekends. It&#39;s only a problem if they are using on the job. The same is true for
prescription medications. Construction and labor industries have a much bigger problem with employees impaired on the job from taking
prescription medications. I have witnessed guys that can barely function, but they are protected by contracts and having prescriptions for
the medications in their system. It is my belief employers need access to sobriety testing. So they can test for impairment on the job.
Despite seeing signs in doors, masks are not always worn by visitors to dispensaries nor is the requirement consistently enforced. It is very
uncomfortable. Also, Terrasana in Grandview had workers test positive for Covid, and while they did have them off of work, they NEVER
informed the general public. That is pretty horrible for a &#39;pharmacy&#39;.
My store employee security guards that open carry fire arms. This makes me uncomfortable. Edibles and vape oils are way too expensive.
Need more stores, more testing facilities and more producers.
This whole thing needs to be legalized in Ohio really this is ridiculous.
not try the sticks. Please stop using ethanol. I don&#39;t want gasoline in my body; the gasoline give me headaches. Please make things
more natural. I have tried traditional medication for years, so I was hoping that the medical marijuana would not have any of the
&quot;crap&quot; like the pharmaceutical companies add to their medications.
There should be more locations to purchase and Ownership of those locations should be by more women and minorities!!
I think Marijuana needs to be removed from the control substance list and make it legal through out the United States.
We need home grow and we need an affordable medicine Michigan is way lower in price and has a lot more selection loosen the reigns a lil
and reap the benefits or keep doing what your doing and keep missing out on a lot of money it’s sad but Ohio don’t care about patients they
just care about that all mighty dollar it’s sad. I myself used medical marijuana to escape the grip of pain pills for my back pain and I have to
budget to get my medicine that should not be the case considering pills you get for free and they do kill people how many times have you
heard of bud giving someone a heart attack or tumor none not one. Thanks get your shit together Ohio.
Need more strain selections.
I think the program is very flawed. It&amp;#39;s kind of ridiculous that I could drive to the state up north and get better selection and prices.
We should have grow your own in Ohio. I regularly have 20+ to wait after calling in or doing an online order. We need more control over the
amount allowed for purchase. The days aren&amp;#39;t enough and the whole days system is very strange. I should be able to look on the
website at any time to see my remaining days, yet that is not an option. I have to get that info from the dispensary. Which means I have to
call and wait on hold for a while just to see if I have enough days to make a purchase. My husband and I are both patients and we like to
discuss our purchases before we make them, but the weird rules make that difficult. The online menus are always missing information so we
have to make uninformed decisions if we want to be able to order online. The intent seems lost on many of the rules and they
You have no idea how much you have helped me! I am a veteran with chronic Hep C and Ptsd. I do not know where i would be without this
program. I do not seriously know if i would even be here to write this without it, to be frank.
We,as patients don&#39;t have enough days on a 45day cycle. 2 times a month o have to go to Detroit for my meda
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to buy it. It&#39;s a fraction of the cost in colorado. Why so expensive in OHIO!? Cut the cost so I can af ffg order my meds! I dont use
ANYTHING else for pain! Just canibas products ... we can&#39;t grow our own, so were forced to buy it at the dispensary... its the same price,
if not MORE than on the streets ... just sayin .. CUT THE COST PLEASE
Need more consistent supply chain. Inventory at dispensary is too spotty and unpredictable.
Need a new way to track days and re‐evaluation of how many days each product is good for. Having flower and edibles use up more days
than vape oil makes no sense. Also, I shouldn&#39;t be up against my limits all the time, the tracking method and caps are overly complex.
Really ike the curbside service
marijuana an eighth is always 3.5 grams, at the Dispensaries they are only 2.83 grams. This may not seem to be a huge difference, but when
it comes to cost it makes a lot of difference. People will spend money to get more rather then pay the same amount to get less.
It&amp;#39;s common sense when trying to build a company.
It would be nice if flower were sold by the gram because that quantity is easier to use in purchase calculations.
It needs to be more affordable
If they can sell my medicine by the tenth they should have to have that same thing by the ounce , I don’t get my blood pressure medicine by
the day . And it should be cheaper .
Days get used up to purchase tier 2 flower,which is the product that helps,Thank you
The medical marijuana has been extremely helpful in managing my pain. The big negative to me is the cost. I have heard that Michigan costs
are much less so why is it so much more in Ohio.
I use to eat 4 to 5 oxy a day for my pain, from pain doctor prescribed, I no longer need this but, its getting to a point I cant afford it. My
Insurance covered my pain medication not this, most likely going to travel to a legal state were the cost is considerable cheaper, and stock
up until Ohio gets its head out of the dark and into the light when it comes to helping people with their condition with this product and quick
treating it like a street drug and not drug company&#39;s bottom line their try to save
I only take an eatable when the pain gets unbearable, or the nightmares get bad (3‐4 times a month). I have only been to a dispensary once
and I probably have enough for the whole year.
want my pain to end. I understand everyone needs to find a strain that works for them ... but when I ask whether a strain might work for me,
they inevitably say something like how much it wiped them out. I’ve visited 3 diff dispensaries and find they are all similar in this respect. I
don’t want to hear how much they enjoy the pot. I want results oriented staff ... but maybe it’s just me. Maybe there is no better to relate to
a customer.
I have tried the gummies. There a good product but expensive.
A full menu of products with information on likely effects would clear things up . ( leafly has this , but these products are not in my
dispensary)ie: Sense of well being, energetic, increased focusAlso Online ordering and curbside pickup would be great.
N/a
Prices to high!! Edibles to weak. Why are you taxing a medical prescription? My other prescriptions are not.
I don&#39;t like having to travel from my home to another city to visit a dispensary; about a 30 to 40 minute dive each way.Q25 needs an
&quot;I am stopping use since it is not helping my condition&quot; choice. Also, my Dr. felt it may help my &quot;Essential Tremor&quot;
problem, which has rendered me unable to write and made it difficult to use my computer (especially the mouse). It hasn&#39;t helped.
provide online ordering.If Ohio was smart they would also allow recreational purchases and broaden their product line, similar to Michigan.
Taxation baby.
The prices are very expensive. I would love to get more If I can afford it.
It would be nice if there were a dispensary in ashtabula County. It is not always easy to travel 45 minutes each way to the closest dispensary
Prices have improved but they remain high compared to other markets. I am also confused by the product strength/potency as it pertains to
an individual&#39;s supply days remaining
Thank you for your time.
If it could be a little cheaper. When your membership is up u should not have to pay that kind of money again to get your card renewd.
Prices could actually be a few dollars cheaper! Most people that have the medical card actuatlly is on fixed income!
The pricing is high and I should not have to pay state and local taxes on medicine
I am amazed how wonderful this experience has been. The the dispensary how clean. The workers are absolutely helpful and very caring
We need better displays of products, how they are packaged, what uses, etc. Nothing on display makes it hard to &quot;window&quot; shop
The amount that is allowed per 45 days does not take into consideration the size of person,the amount of pain they are in,or their tolerance
level. A little 80 pound women gets the same as a 300 pound man go figure.
Just need pricing to go down
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I wish their were more selections of edibles and the they were stronger.
Moved back to Texas unable to purchase in my state plus in Ohio the product was not consistent. Some made me depressed and others
worked great. Some brand. Cost to high to purchase
still worth the trip). If we could use HSA or FSA cards to purchase it, it would help but it&#39;s still very expensive here. Allowing people to
grow their own plants would help so we can make our own edibles. My son has many food allergies and can&#39;t usually eat the store
bought stuff and I don&#39;t want him smoking it. Cannabis has been extremely helpful to my son so expanding the competition might help
lower costs (unless high prices are actually due to taxes). Just my two cents.
Please consider the following...1. Patients Home Grow Permits2. Eliminating 90 day supply rule. Limit individual trip(s) to 1 OZ per visit.3.
Prices must be addressed. Pricing is high by over 40% vs. black markets and other legal states.4. Allow Fire Rock Farms more grow space to
supply the market. This is the ONLY Grower constantly selling product that’s effective.
It has really helped my headaches from the brain cancer I have.
Insurance to cover cost/fees would be very helpful
The schedule process (# of days) is very difficult to figure out. Most stated have much more efficient systems. Also, the prices are ridiculous!
I can get leaf much cheaper on the street. Of course, the employees are a huge help in explaining the various strains!
The prices are outrageously high, no pun intended. I have shopped in Michigan due to the prices. I don’t want to give my money to Michigan
dispensary’s, but I can’t always Afford ohio’s prices.
Prices are a bit high, but I love the choice I get from a dispensary.
The price is outrageous. If this is medical related then it should be covered by insurance so people can get the medicine they need.
Would love to be able to calculate days purchasing on items but no one can ever give me a sheet of what or how many days it takes on items
other states that either is legal for recreational or for medical use. The only two complaints I have is the limited amount of days, and the
expense. I&#39;m on SSI and I personally feel that a 25% off for those on SSI is too low a percentage seeing as SSI is purely income based, I
can understand it for SSDI but not for strictly SSI. The price for the license is also steep. My sister who qualifies for multiple conditions cannot
afford the price because of her preexisting bills she has to pay on.Those are my only complaints or comments.
I haven&amp;#39;t bought any since covid started so I couldn&amp;#39;t really answer that question. I do have a lot of product left and I
haven&amp;#39;t used it for over 1 1/2 months. I am a little nervous about it and I clean when I use. I&amp;#39;m not sure I am getting the
benefits I thought I would or that I have the knowledge others have to understand the medicinal usages.
Wish this pain relief was more affordable and there was a greater selection of edible products, specifically, more variety in brands to try.
In my state the selection is not as good as some other states, where family lives. The cost is higher in the Ohio dispensaries. I spend more
since getting my medical Marijuana card.
I think there should be more of the CBD in the products. I use that to help with pain. They do put small amount of THC in it to make it. I
don&#39;t like the feeling of being high. Also capsules are the best i found for me. They are hard to find. Thank you.
way more likely to contract covid from money than from a plastic card. Why does the state of Ohio sell marijuana in different quantities than
ALL other states. If you buy an eighth jar you only get a tenth and it cost what a quarter should. Huge rip off. The Ohio medical marijuana
division is out to get rich not to help or educate people.
Way too expensive for me to pay out of pocket.
I stop off and on for one of two reasons, cost too much and rather suffer or to reduce my tolerance if needed.
Please work on passing a bill that a doctor can override an employer decision to not allow medicinal marijuana
i am all for this program &amp; i am an active advocate for over 25 years. i cannot get adequate care from non‐mmj doctors &amp;
i&#39;ve spent over $6300 on product alone. so far the savings to the american tax payer are about $15k/year. this comes from medication
&amp; therapy reductions in favor of mmj instead of deadly big farm. i&#39;m even healing a hernea &amp; severe digestive disorder that
stems from ultra severe anxiety &amp; having to take the poison sold by big pharm. this civil war in the ama needs to stop NOW!!!!!!
Not enough guidance or information while starting. Never used it before and won&amp;#39;t again.
Clermont count which forces me to drive 20+ miles to the nearest location. It would be nice to have more variety / closer options available
especially during this time of the pandemic. Online ordering is often confusing / misleading. Its hard to understand what your really getting
when using the online systems.
phone. (Strawberry Fields Dayton.)Try just putting how many days you can purchase at that time, on our Medical profile so that WE have
access to it. Very frustrating, &amp; let&#39;s just make to simple, not so complicated. Also, when you place an online order, &amp; the
dispensary is out of stock of something they are clearly advertising for ... Maybe let the patient know ahead of time so they can choose
something else, instead of waiting inside the dispensary with a line out to the street &amp; ppl getting upset that it&#39;s taking much
longer than it should.
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I THINK IT IS A GREAT PROGRAM THAT ALLOWS ME TO NOT BE IN AS MUCH PAIN AS I WAS EXPERIENCING WITHOUT USING OPIOIDS. IT
SEEM TO ME TO BE A MORE NATURAL PAIN RELIEVER.
a doctor&#39;s visit (which is useless) and card is expensive especially when on Medicare. There are already enough expenses for Part A, B
and D. Why can&#39;t medical marijuana be part of Part D or at least a discount (ie. Veteran discount). I have discontinued my card and get
get better quality in other states.
Wish it was more affordable.
Lower prices
Thank you for your help.
I lived in California for 26 years and I don&#39;t know if Ohio reviewed that program or others for best practices. First, why is MEDICAL
marijuana taxed? Since when are prescription drugs taxed? This is the first practice you should look into which unnecessarily burdens many
patients who are over 65 and on a fixed, limited income. The second practice is the unnecessary renewals on prescriptions. It&#39;s bad
enough the product is more expensive because of taxes, it&#39;s even more burdensome with the prices you have to pay to obtain a
prescription and get refills. It&#39;s obvious Ohio, unlike other States, built this around a medical and not a patient model. If it was patient
focused, and not focused on making the healthcare system richer than it already is, you would allow patients to grow their own plants like
other states. Since it is unlikely Ohio will change its commitment to corporate greed, at least remove the tax. The majority of Ohioans are low
Additional qualifying conditions need to be added. Anxiety and autism in particular.
The state of Ohio has allowed too many patients to obtain cards without expanding facilities..Glad we wised up and allow it here but stop
dipping your foot in the water and expand..More growers ,superstore dispensaries! 24 hour shops. There are many buildings that will be
vacated due to Corona for cheap..The state makes money but y&#39;all leave a lot on the table. Get a smart BUSINESS person to take it to
the next level. Glad and appreciative to have it ..but it&#39;s time to expand operations
Supplies are way too expensive compared to other states. Products varieties are too limited. Program is below average when compared to
other states. The state grade would be c‐.
Need more info.
the doctor that makes the recommendation should be the one doing the evaluation not rubber stamping another doctor&#39;s paper work
(expensive redundancy),expand the list of accepted conditions to reach more patients,card renewals should be for two years at a time to
help patients save money, reduce red tape so more dispensaries can open to increase competition, drive down prices and increase tax
revenue. this is the ONLY industry that that focuses on the state (because of federal law) all money stays in the state and benefits the state.
Their should much more support for the program and a complete overhaul.
Prices for flower are too high.
I feel that with the addition of recreational marijuana at dispensary will help me to afford medical
explained all the benefits and results he was having with it. The use of Medical Marijuana has drastically helped with my PTSD and TBI. I have
been highly recommending it to fellow veterans with the same symptoms. If it wasn&#39;t for medical marijuana I don&#39;t think that I
would be alive today.
I strongly think that we should be able to buy ONLY the cartridge and not have to purchase a throw‐away vape with it. That its too much
waste and does not make sense. Please allow people to buy just the cart and not the whole vape pen. Thank you
I am so happy that this is an available option to help me cope with my PTSD. Xanax is a hell of a drug and I’m happy to report that I have not
taken one since I obtained my medical marijuana license.
cost of a doctor&#39;s visit, the cost of registering, and then the cost of the products themselves it costs hundreds of dollars to only begin
being treated.
The amount of days flower takes away needs to change. It makes no sense that a more potent concentrate takes off 1 day but a tier one
flower takes off 2. This punishes the patients who prefer flower.
I don&#39;t know how the older people afford it with being on social security....that is really who needs it the most.
The price for flower needs to be reduced a lot!
be done about that.
Tincture helped with my sleep apnoea, back injury pain
purchased in. Every other state sells by gram, 1/8th, 1/4, 1/2, and oz. Ohio needs to step into the 21st century and change the
measurements so they match every other state in the country.
It is very hard to afford my medical marijuana. I am a single mother of two trying to work while my body is very sick. The medical marijuana
helps me so much with my pain and my stomach as well. This medicine enables me to work and be active.
Cost is quite high. Others I know turned from dispensary sales due to price issues.
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1‐‐prices are way to high thus people still turn to the black market for cheaper priced product and dont go to dispensaries on a regular basis.
2‐‐selection of plant material needs to be improved.
Maybe one day, I will enter an OHIO dispensary, but MI rocks
Please add chronic anxiety to to list and allow delivery and THC‐infused beverages! Thanks!
much better for me and has less side effects but is so much more expensive. I also have to pay for 2 doctors appointments each month. One
for my medical marijuana and one for my regular medication. Very costly but I try and afford it because of the benefits it brings but it is
tough sometimes
As patients I feel we should not be limited to what we can or can not purchase.
The price is too high. I was able to get off several medications, however with insurance paying for them, I&#39;ve had to go back on them.
Would like to go back to work because I&#39;m feeling better with the marijuana. But now I can&#39;t pass a drug screen! I believe
marijuana should be taken out of the equation for drug screening.
changed.
be consistently used. Though the service providers at the dispensary aim to do their jobs quickly and efficiently, the process is often drawn
out and takes way too long. I often have to schedule a few hours to make a trip. The dispensary I go to claims that one could call in a phone
order for call ahead pick up, but no one has ever answered the phone.
The cost for medical marijuana in Ohio is still way too high. Additionally, the system used for weight/portion doesn&#39;t make any sense.
Why not use the same scale every other state does in terms of 3.5g, 5g, 7g, 14g, 28g?
I feel there should be protections for employees using medical marijuana from losing their jobs due to companies drug policies. We wouldn’t
allow a company to fire someone for using Coumadin
I wish there was more information on the laws.
people able to produce the medical marijuana. It’s gods herb and we should be able to afford it for our health. Sad that they’ve turned
everything into money
Still concerned about business that can discriminate against the medicine I use.
I&#39;m grateful medical marijuana is available. The positive impact it&#39;s had on my day to day life has been wonderful. I just don&#39;t
understand why it remains a schedule 1 under federal law. That is ridiculous!
I’m glad the products are tested and quality controlled.
The one strain that helps me most, all the dispensary in my areas can&#39;t keep it. When they get it, it sells out fast.
The cost is to high and the weight is not an 8th. Plz start thinking about the people. Michigan has a good system in place
my concerns are... products‐ not enough knowledge being shared, not enough variety, and cost is WAYYYY TO HIGH!&amp;lt;&amp;lt;‐‐‐
biggest concern is cost!Location‐ not enough parking , or even room to accommodate the amount of customers there on a regular.Maybe
offer delivery? or hopefully the call in and or order online will work the kinks out and be more efficient.
years before I started in Ohio’s MMP. After over a little more than a year of starting MM I have decreased my narcotics 75 % to now 90 mg a
day and hopefully one day be completely off all my narcotics. Thank you Ohio for giving us the opportunity to change our lives for the better
and lift the fog of OxyContin . Thank you Gov Kasich!!!
quantities. Dispensaries do not have larger quantities available and i run out of days . I can get a .5g and a full 1 g vape cartridge and they
both equal a day.. my point is the loseer qnty cost more and deducts more of my days. If 1 g vape cartridges and 1/2 and full ouces were
available, it would be cheaper and I would have enough product. As it is i run out every month. I might go to Detroit for my products if Ohio
can&amp;#39;t get it right.
the flower
Anxiety, depression, and ADD/ADHD should be added to the list of eligible conditions. I also would like it if the state had some form of
guidance on what each form and strand actually work best for each condition
I think the program needs more growing options for patients and also the day system should be re‐evaluated so patients have the
medication provided to them every day if need be.
I know the covid has delayed timing, but even if it wasnt here the wait is too long. Especially when you have to wait outside. There needs to
be more dispensaries to meet demand
None
purchase at a drug store. Also, no more caps on days. When days run out, the patient has constant nausea that comes form the chronic pain
and nothing else helps. We&#39;ve tried every nausea medicine, doctor proscribed and over the counter. With out this, the patient
wouldn&#39;t be able to eat or enjoy his/her life. So we are very grateful that this program is in place, just wish a couple things were
changed about the program so it wouldn&#39;t put such a stress on the financial side.
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This program is Overpriced! Once you are assessed by a doctor, an identified condition that is chronic is not going to change. But we are
required to be assessed at the price of $250 a year to continue using medical marijuana. That is putting a HUGE financial barrier on low
income and senior citizen&#39;s access to this help. I suggest that a medical assessment is unnecessary every year. If it is required by the
state, there needs to be more discussion with legislators. If it is required by the state, at least decrease the cost to no more than $50 for
reassessment. Also the price of the product is way too high. People would rather get it on the street than in a dispensary given the price.
It is too expensive and there needs to be more dispensaries, more competition.
Cost could be better. A more diverse selection of products would be welcome. Specifically pod based vape products ie. “pax era pods”
I really liked the curbside pickup.
drinks relieved my pain more than gummies for example, that I get here in Ohio. Overall, I am thankful for this program as it has helped my
condition more than not. Overall, the dispensaries I have visited have been extremely clean, have extremely high security and the sales
associates and employees are always more than willing to spend time and not rush, educate when I do have questions and are very kind and
empathetic. I have received top notch service at all dispensaries I have visited.
have used MJ for the last 25 years to calm the crazy in me also. lolObtaining my medical card went way smoother than I anticipated.Through
Mychart I was able to have my records sent over quickly to the board. The doctor on the telemedicine appointment was caring,
understanding and informative. The folks at Herbology in Cuyahoga Falls have been very helpful. I&amp;#39;m still nervous in the
environment in general, but I feel there is plenty of security around and I am pleased to see much older patients getting relief as well. I had
never used vape oils or edibles before this and I am grateful I get to use them now because the relief is so much better. I wish it all cost less
but I am so grateful for the opportunity to purchase quality controlled medicines. Keep up the fine work you all are doing and thank you so
I’m grateful I can now have some weed and not go to jail you never unwind from the marine corps ( Vietnam)
I have to cross state lines from time to time due to my days running out before pain does and I would rather buy in Ohio and stay legal while
supporting my local community!
I didn’t realize how much i needed this medicine. It has resulted in me drastically reducing my alcohol consumption (apparently i self
medicated previously) and finding the focus and motivation to live a fulfilling life again.
Overall very happy.
What a wonderful pain management option. I feel so much better not drinking my pain away anymore! Perhaps if the stigma wasn’t around
marijuana I might still be married. My pain is manageable my mood is laid back and no alcohol so I am losing weight to boot
I have none at this time.
I can not ell you how much I appreciate the Program for I live in severe pain as soon as I wake up and throughout the day. Question # 25
requires I choose a answer. I have not stopped using medical marijuana. So how do I answer&quot; If you stopped using&quot; So I chose
&#39;I am unable to afford medical marijuana&quot;. That question is not relevant to me, but requires I choose an answer The products are
expensive, but I save my pennies for I desperately need pain and relief from the stress of living in pain which is so severe.
seems to work ok.pruduct supplies seem inadequit
The constant need for cash is a danger during a pandemic, and is often the most unsafe material I have to handle in a week. We should be
able to use cards or other contactless payment methods to pay for our medicine. We should be able to order online and pick it up at the very
least. Delivery would be a godsend. I hope prices continue to come down.
Need more variety of products and more dispensaries.
should cost. You can say supply and demand but the real words are Greed. Concentrates should cost $20 to 40 not $90 plus. Also the 45 day
supplies are too low and confusing.
because strain choices change constantly so there&amp;#39;s no guarantee i can always get what i want. also i have often seen that the
strains and their hybrid class listed on the menu, i.e. sativa dominant, indica dominant, is often incorrect. for example, the dispensary may
list a hybrid product as sativa dominant when in fact it is indica dominant. i feel the budtenders should be better educated on strains to
assist the customer in better treating their condition. also, when a product such as a sublingual oil blend or edible should be labeled as to
what type of strain is used in it. this also applies to products that contain a high cbd percentage. often it is only labeled in percentage of thc
and cbd content, not what particular type of strain (sativa v. indica v. sative or indica dominant hybrid) is in it. this would be extremely
Why is it so expensive....
people that came in behind me!, get called back before me, browse menu, ask questions, hit atm, leave with product... all while they ask me
if I pre ordered and wait. On my last visit, Asshole behind counter didn&#39;t seem to care what happened on my prior visits when that
happened. So I didn&#39;t bother pre‐ordering since it saves no time at all. But a lady 2 people behind me gets called back before me,
again... arguement with children or workers behind the front counter, manager gives nothing but lame excuses. You need separate wait area
for call ahead orders. So frustrated to see people called back before you when I still wait and entered the building before them. And the
children you employ behind the front counter need to be more empathetic to the patients. Unbelievable.
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I’m happy except cost same as one street. Both are equal so far
More information about how to interact with the police when transporting
Whatever can be done to allow contactless home delivery, especially now during COVID, would be greatly beneficial to those of high risk and
very high anxiety levels when traveling during the pandemic. Thank you.
Thank you for a quality program And thank you to all who work in the dispensaries. You really are appreciated.
didn&#39;t help . Next i was told the edible honey would but i used it a couple of times it just made me high , by the time my first telephone
ivisit with my prescribing Dr. I had purchased 2 products that. I couldn&#39;t use . Due to my not understanding what i needed &amp; the
clerk @the dispensary not following the Rx. I&#39;m straight now on what i need &amp; my last purchase of butterfly 6 is what i now
purchase . And of course i lost the money for 2 products , one which remains unopened &amp; i don&#39;t know how to &#39;&#39; get rid
of them &quot;
costs are still to high , days remaining are confusing, not being able to see the product makes it difficult to know what I am purchasing and I
understand that covid has caused restrictions but not being able to smell makes it really difficult.
Cost for products is much too high.Tracking days is overly complicated and should update automatically.Dispensaries should not be in charge
of tracking patient days.Online ordering and delivery should be available to verified patients.
I would like more dispensaries to choose from.
THC, CBD, and volume/weight. Nothing that allows you to compare one from another. It is always a crapshoot on picking something out and
it is effective or a waste of money. Selection is also minimal most of the time and constantly changing so this further makes it harder to get
the same items again, forcing me to pick a new product each time. There is also no security and leaving the dispensary, I don&#39;t feel safe
walking back to my vehicle most of the time.
The 70% THC limit for concentrates needs to go away it does nothing to help patients, with a higher amount of THC you can get more relief
from a smaller amount and it allows patients to stretch their medicine out for more days, people&#39;s tolerance builds so sooner they will
either need to use more medicine or if the thc% cap was gone they could just get stronger product, and it would allow companies to make
cheaper concentrates. I also believe that the teir system should be done away with because it makes companies focus on staying just above
or below the teirs instead of growing quality medicine, and that people&#39;s tolerance are different so 1 day of teir 2 flower might last
some people the same as 3 days of teir 1 flower. I would also rather the day system for flower not be changed to 1/12th and instead keep it a
1/10 and raise the max limit to 9ounces or getting rid of the day system would be better overall in my opinion and allowing patients to home
Supply is limited in the dispensaries I use. I find a good strain for my pain but usually the next visit it&#39;s not available.
Too few of locations with giant gaps in between, very troubling
Cost seems extremely high for products
Hybrids during the day for Stress Management, or strong Sativa strains to keep me going during the day if I was unable to sleep the night
before. Being that I am a new patient I do still have a lot to learn about the Refill System, and though I&#39;ve had it explained to me many
times I still don&#39;t understand how to know exact information. With Prescription Medication, usually you are given a set amount and
know when to use them and when you will be able to refill. I almost wish there was a part of the site that allows this as interactive
information like a calculator for patients as what I have found is quite confusing.
state of Ohio allows
better like we need.
none
patient with no prior experience with marijuana, it takes time to find which methods, strains, and dosage combinations work best. I
experience severe pain every day and some days are worse than others. On bad days I may need to medicate more frequently throughout
the day or use more in order to get relief. The limitations on daily quantities are too restrictive and the ‘one size fits all’ model is hurting
patients. Each patient is different and it takes a lot of trial and error to learn what works. I am a little more than halfway through the current
45‐day full cycle and I am out of medication and have zero fill days left. Now I must wait 2 1/2 more weeks before I can refill the prescription‐
and my pain doesn’t go away. It is very frustrating as a patient. Topicals and patches should not count as a day unit. I have heard many
Prices still very high on products.Flower is only reasonable prices item, and still over priced and sols in small quantities.If bulk options
aren&#39;t available, i typically will not go.
Need some kind of recycling program for empty containers and cartridges and more choices of cartridges to purchase for vaporization
My only complaint is when I ordered by phone, the associate was a bit rude and seemed irritated to answer questions. I attribute this to lack
of customer service training and probably the inexperience of this person dealing with the public.
I am 59, quit smokin for about 15 yrs.16 1v2 perscribed pills later, quess who dried out from them (withdrawal were awful) My balance
problems are about gone. I feel sooooo much better. Who new old hippies new something. LOL
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Need better availability of products and better pricing. Product is way too expensive. Also need a delivery option especially during the
pandemic for high risk people. Also need a way to check remaining days as most dispensaries are too busy to accommodate right now. Need
online ordering as well. Need the ability to grow our own, limited of course, to help with all the above issues.
what does that have to do with anything medical at all? Just because I use marijuana I cant purchase a new firearm? What kind of backward
ass thinking is that. But that&#39;s how it goes right. Always some law that gets passed with some stupid ass rule attached. Otherwise the
whole program has been great.
Prices are way too high. Need more variety to choose from also.
offers call in ordering &amp;amp; I prefer to get their opinion on products, if they can give it. I don&amp;#39;t care if I have to call in, or
order online, but please keep the pull up &amp;amp; pick‐up available. The anxiety I have over the drive up to the location, is made worse
once I get there &amp;amp; have to go in. I&amp;#39;ve been avoiding that by doing call &amp;amp; pickup, &amp;amp; sending caregiver
to drive &amp;amp; pickup for me. I have a more mild anxiety, so I&amp;#39;m sure pickup would be appreciated by many who suffer
worse than I do.Thank you for your time
cannot get out
Thank you. This is the only medicine that helps my AS pain. I am grateful to have a life again. God bless!
I have not been able to afford to get my new medical marijuana card for this year because of pandemic.
purchase their Marijuana
The &quot;days&quot; system seems to be a political &quot;solution&quot; in search of a problem, rather than taking notice of other states
that have successfully implemented medical (and/or recreational) marijuana programs. The confusing system of days, discounts on days
when buying multiple items, then the revamping from a 90 day cycle to 45 day cycles, AND NOT EVEN HAVE THE PHARMACY WEBSITE UP‐TO‐
DATE before implementing so patients/caregivers can make informed decisions BEFORE getting to a dispensary, seem to indicate the people
making these decisions are doing so in a vacuum. On more than one cycle, I&#39;ve been told I don&#39;t have [additional] days, only to
find that I do and the dispensary employee didn&#39;t calculate properly. No overdose deaths EVER recorded, yet this product is treated as
if it&#39;s worse than items that are EASIER to get from a pharmacy. Stop with this days &quot;bullsh*t&quot;, get the prices under control
Thank you! Since I’ve been able to use medical marijuana I no longer am dependent on Gabapentin to control the many intolerable
symptoms from a failed back surgery and spinal fusion.
EMPLOYEES ALWAYS GOOD AT THEIR JOBS, VERY HELPFUL. FEEL SAFE WHEN I LEAVE. THANK YOU.
You should be able to smoke it
There should be more social distance in the waiting area. I will do curbside pick up from now on if available.
The prices are too high and the phone wait is ridiculous.
go to a dispensary. It&#39;s not like I live in the middle of no where. I stopped going to bloom Ohio off Geogeville road due to they post
items on sale but cant ever seem to get them even if I&#39;m first in line when they open. What is being done about bloom posting fake
sales to get people in the door?. Whay cant there be a dispensary within 10 miles of the polaris area?. I can eat at 500 restaurants within 10
miles but have to drive downtown to get weed. Why?.
Would love to see more &quot;sales&quot; on other product besides plant material. Advertised menus on 3rd party sites is insufficient. Like
to price shop before I go, and online menu price and description is spotty at best
I was at one dispensary which only did curbside and they had everyone sitting in their cars in the parking lot and served you from your car. It
was so disorganized, I left after an hour, without ever being served. And they were rude about it. So, I found another place that is quick and
professional, and I&#39;m sticking with one place now.
Need better priced items. More affordable options
I feel like the dispensaries in Ohio should allow you to see the product (in the dispensary) before you purchase. Maybe some do but the one I
go to does not... no pictures, no visual on products anywhere. What am I even buying?!?
what kind your getting or how strong. You guys are better, but cheaper prices would be nice. I&#39;m on social security. I bet most patients
are. I&#39;m sure they would like it too.
Prices need to be lowered for patients who have a large need for this medical marijuana. Some kind of point system.
Lower prices and easier understanding of time/supply allotment.
Bc MMCP has helped my pain, i fear i won’t be able to get a renewal card. I’m disappointed Ohio hasn’t added more conditions to the list of
ailments treated (i.e. anxiety, insomnia, migraines, PMDD, endometriosis) bc there are many more people that could benefit from it that are
too scared to discuss with their doctors bc of them limited list. I feel all doctors should be permitted to make recommendations or at least 1
dr at every primary care facility. Finally, I believe medicinal marijuana is overpriced. I can see why it is currently, but once recreational
marijuana is legalized there should be a significant price decrease (or income‐based price reduction or insurance coverage).
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on. We really need to allow people to grow their own medicine. I would even be willing to pay for a license if it meant I could grow just for
personal use.
Thank you for all you do. I am not a smoker but still developed lung cancer. I hate the way pain meds make me feel. I am able to control my
pain and nausea with edible medical marijuana products, yet I only have to use them when necessary and I never have any craving for them
when I do not need them. My quality of life is much improved with this type of medication.
personally am not a proponent of many medications so a true organic way to control my neuropathic pain is a gift. I commend Ohio on its
progressive thinking for those of us with the true need, I only wish the pricing was more affordable. It js extremely expensive for what we can
get legally but necessary for quality of life so often a difficult choice must be made. I am fortunate enough to still work but many do not and I
still find it difficult to afford. I think that should be the next step. Making medical marijuana affordable.
You cannot get the same product two weeks in a row so you have too shoot in the dark and guess what works for you and every time it is by
name useless cant see it or smell it inconsistent product
prices are unreasonableI have to go to michigan for fair pricing
Everything is professionally done. While trying the different types of the flower, I found two that helped me. However, that particular strain
and vendor has never supplied the dispensary since!
would help everyone.
It is expensive to use and I wish the cost were less but I don&#39;t have other options for pain control. I wish we would be able to
control/lessen the costs. There was also one time that we were waiting quite a while in a dispensary and my caregiver got the attention,
quite loudly, of the attention of one of the clerks in order to get help and that was the longest wait time.
high. Also saving more buying in bulk is one thing but I feel it should be equal amount of days as many dispensaries
don&amp;amp;amp;#39;t have the selection in the 14 gram or 28 gram units. The program has many flaws, and I feel the patients have
answers if heard. We know what we want. Speaking of knowing what each of us wants. The best way we could open that up is offering
patients the option to grow a small number of plants themselves or with help of their, as other states have set up. It&amp;amp;amp;#39;s
the next step for medical here. Too many cultivators creating issues already for us. I think the vape pens are more dangerous than a few
is calculated.
Not covered by insurance
The wait times at dispensaries are increasing. I would like to see better streamlining of online ordering. I would also like curbside pickup
locally.Daily limit has been an issue and affects purchasing, such as having to buy smaller amounts for more money. That&#39;s not
economical for most people. I would like to see the daily limits increased to compensate.Allowing indoor growing at home would be ideal.
I HAVE NOT REAPLIED FOR AUTHORZATION THIS YEAR BECAUSE PROCESS IS WAY TO EXPENSIVE FOR A 72 YR OLD RETIREE. IT SEEMS
EVERYONE FOUND A WAY TO MAKE MONEY OFF A PROGRAM THAT WAS SUPPOSED TO HELP ILL PEOPLE. PAR FOR COURSE!!!!
Michigan prices are lower
I found it stopped being helpful I found question 25 to be not helpful. I stopped because it stopped working
Great program that’s getting better
law.
Need more product variety
Happy w program
patient under the age of 18 because I can make tinctures and edibles out of the flower for much cheaper than I can purchase the tincture
and edibles at the dispensary!
Just copy Michigan&#39;s program. The product is superior and the cost is at least 50% less without limits. Oh and they can grow as well.
Ohio is taking advantage of the medical people with the outrageous cost.
anxiety relief or for help in going to sleep. Luckily, the people at my local dispensary are very helpful in determining this, but I&#39;d prefer
to browse the menu with such information.
I regularly purchase from The Botanist. Staff are knowledgeable and respectful.
prices.
Just wanted to say thank you! Keep up the great work!
prices in Ohio seem to be significantly higher than in other states
side effects that come from pain relieving drugs. I have actually been able to get off the drugs and now use only medical marijuana for the
most part. On a really cold, damp, rainy day I might add a couple Advil, but I haven&amp;#39;t even used that for quite awhile.....just the
medical marijuana....so again, I am grateful.
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from building a tolerance to specific cannabinoid/terpene profiles, but it’s always 2 days so I lose my supply just because I purchase those
sizes. Also, wish I could see my own days somewhere without relying on dispensaries. If I’m out of days, I know certain dispensaries calculate
them different and will still allow me to purchase.
More people need access to this helpful and healing plant. Prices need to go down more for people on fixed incomes to be able to afford this
medication. Patients need to be able to use credit/debit/FSA/HSA cards on this MEDICATION. Having to carry this much cash for expensive
medication is putting the patients and the dispensary at risk for assault/robbery.
I think it is crazy that indigents and veterans get up to 30% off and the rest of us get gouged on price.
Medical marijuana is extremely cost prohibitive and prices/amounts need to be seriously reconsidered. We are the only state that uses 10ths
and the day‐supply ratio makes no sense. I have used other medical programs in other states and Ohio’s is, hands down, the worst.
Raise the limits or get rid of the tier system. I run out every month &amp; can only get tier 1 if I want the full 4 ozs. Ive been medicating most
of my life, so the 4 ozs of mid‐grade product just isn&#39;t enough.....
RAISE PURCHASE LIMITS AND LOWER PRICESTHANKS
Pricing is 3‐4 times higher than Michigan. Ohio needs to do better when it comes to pricing.
levels of thc but with current limits it feels like i need to smoke more often then i should. And the edibles have to low a thc limit for how
expemsive they are. For a daily user the cost is prohibitive and the medicine to weak. Overall though the program has improved we just need
price drops and no thc limits. Also i would love home grow
Thank you. This product saves my life daily. I am likely one of your most informed patients. Studied this topic for 29 years. Be well always!
The pricing is disgusting!Taking advantage of peopleWho are hurting as you would expect from big pharmaceutical!!
Medical marijuana should ALWAYS include CBD, which has been bred out to make more high potency pure THC products (cash incentive).
There should be many more products available with CBD, such as ACDC (frequently unavailable) or Cannatonic (also frequently difficult to
find)And stop pushing vape pens, they are not medicinal as their effects are immediate head rush which dissipates in 15‐30 minutes, nothing
therapeutic about them.Not a single patient I have spoken with understands the 45 day calculation of &amp;quot;supply left&amp;quot;,
this needs to be further simplified, such as daily single purchase weight limitYou need more CTR physicians on your board
It would be great if the cartridges were available without being forced to buy a pen every time! Waste of money.
I have been able to stop taking many prescription medications thanks to medical Marijuana.. the only issue I have is that it is expensive,
especially the vapes. Also, why can&#39;t we smoke the plant in our homes?? It is absolutely the best form of administration for pain.
Other forms are not very effective on severe pain. Please consider allowing plant to be smoked.
Pricing and quality have been lacking since day 1. I&#39;m not certain I&#39;ll renew my card at the end of the year due to these things.
I&#39;ve been disappointed several times in the quality n quantity for the price
ass
High cost of product
I wish there were more businesses growing in Ohio so as to provide greater variation and selection. In particular, I am rather disappointed at
the lack of CBD‐heavy strains which work very well in tandem with high‐THC strains to relax and help my pain.
The amounts allowed for purchase do not account for the patient’s increase in toleranceover time.... This needs immediate attention!
I&#39;d like to see 2 things. 1. Inhalers &amp; 2. Surgarless edibles &amp; carb amounts.
The prices of this medication are extremely high compared to other pain medication regulated by the Ohio Pharmacy board.
there needs to be more medical input. either the prescribing physician should make recommendations and follow ups to see how its
working out or pcp&#39;s should be more involved, treating it under its premise ‐ medication. Too many people are just getting high, I see
people selling it and there is no follow up on the efficacy of treatment.
Love the staff at Cleveland location. They remember me and make it a comfortable experience .
So grateful for the dispensary and the employees. They are friendly and efficient. Explained everything I wanted to know. Pain control is so
much better and I can sleep finally.
Franklin county
They should be open a little later in the evenings..
Ohio&#39;s MMCP is artificially and arbitrarily slow due to how the initial law was written. I&#39;d like to see more advocacy, which I realize
OMMCP isn&#39;t responsible for, for growth of the program. Patients are severely underserved in Ohio and it&#39;s due to the three
things I first mentioned.More growers and processors are needed, by an order of magnitude, if the program is to remain viable in the future,
else the gray and black markets will continue to dominate in the state.
The practice of selling one‐time vape pens is absurd and a waste of resources.I would like to see them offer more of just the cartridges or the
oil and that would, in turn, reduce the prices.
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medicinal use not recreational use. Why are they allowed to charge inflated prices for medicine? There should be fixed pricing based on
potency in each tier. If recreational use is legalized then I’m all for an open market, but when it is for medicinal use there should be controls
in place to protect the patients. The patient should be the focus, not increasing the wealth of those privileged enough to be permitted to
grow and sell in Ohio.
Q25, N/A. I’ve stopped using medical marijuana because it does nothing to help with my pain. I’d like to kno if there are other products that
may work but I’ve talked to 2 dispensary workers (from different dispensaries) and both told me to use the same 2 strains but they don’t
work for me. And, the products are unbelievably expensive. So, I’ve wasted money.
The State regulations/laws regarding increments for sale is beyond rational. Try doing the math...what was the objective of creating your
own universe for selling portions? Please join the rest of the world and offer full grams/ounces so one can understand the actual cost. If I go
to the grocery store they MUST post the per ounce cost of a food item. Medical prescriptions and dispensing should be ahead of this, not
acting as if the patient&#39;s needs are being met by a cumbersome, confusing and crazy expensive dispensing system. Please consider
simplifying the process and understand that if products are unreasonably expensive, patients will seek other options. It appears like the
Cannabis industry in Ohio wants to recoup their investment quickly by overcharging. Just look at other pricing on Weedmaps to see that
Ohio isn&#39;t even close.In addition, I want to say that I appreciate the fact we have Medical cannabis in Ohio and thanks to the State of
The security guards do not wear masks properly. My immune system isn’t compromised as far as I know but some patients are. That ticks me
off. I tried to place a telephone order at Verdant Creations on Cassidy Ave,, their telephone system hangs up after 30 minutes. I spent over 2
hours holding to place my order before I gave up. My medical marijuana is for Epilepsy. My Epilepsy is caused by lesions left over after one
lobe in each Lung collapsed in Dec 2017. I’ve tried all kinds of epilepsy meds, none of them work like medical marijuana but I don’t need to
tell you that. Calling over and over and over for 2 hours because their phone hangs up on me SHOULD PISS YOU OFF. Whoever the YOU is
reading this. Everytime it hangs up, my place in the que starts over, in case that flew right over your head. So I never get to #1
disabled) to wait in line outside in all types of weather for their turn is wrong. At the very least, special considerations should be made for
disabled, or indigent, patients.
More curbside pick up needed. Too crowded and small for pandemic.
Compared to other states that have medical marijuana we are the most expensive and get less product. I was hoping as time went on it
would get cheaper but it&#39;s not some products are even more expensive when restocked. I believe that the growers and state are taking
advantage of people who need pain relief but charge them an unseen amount. It should not cost me 58 dollars for 2.83 grams of flower
when you could get a quarter for that amount in other states or even on the streets for that matter. Price is the biggest issue.
The pricing is extremely costly. As a result, I can&amp;amp;#39;t take my medication as needed. $50.oo for 2.83 grams is ridiculous.
I have not been to a dispensary since covid started bc I am locked down out of state.
disability case in court. I have to wait until we can have in person meetings and there&#39;s no set date on when that&#39;ll happen, yet
here I am paying full price for prescriptions at the dispensary. At the current INFLATED prices you force people to turn to the streets to get
medicine all while you make bank on people who just need a prescription. When you&#39;re charging 3 times what someone on the street is
charging is an easy choice of where to go. There&#39;s 2 strains I&#39;ll buy from the dispensary when I see it on the menu, other than that
nothing you have is worth spending almost 100 on less than a quarter ounce. It&#39;s sad to see you taking advantage of people and their
illness which is exactly what you do.
If there is a way to track my purchasing online, I haven’t found it yet. That would be helpful.
Medical marijuana is too expensive or when you live on disability
Everything’s been a breeze other than having to pay so much to get only so little.
The prices are too high and the selection of high the products is very limited.
The price in Ohio compared to a lot of other states is very expensive.
PHONE Call in WAIT TIME IS EXCESSIVE BUT WHAT REALLY AGGRAVATES ME THE WARREN DISPENSARY GETS FILLED UP WAY TOO EARLY FOR
CURBSIDE ONLY!! NOW I HAVE TO GO TO YOUNGSTOWN I DONT FEEL SAFE GOING THERE ALONE!!! TRUMBLE COUNTY ONLY HAS TWO
DISPENSARIES COMPARED TO OTHER AREAS. COMPARED TO MASSACHUSETTS—OHIO ISINT EVEN CLOSE SORRY TO SAY. BUT I DO FEEL
CANNABIS IS BETTER FOR ME THAN THE SO CALLED TYPICAL PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICATIONS. I FEEL LIKE OH HERES YOUR MEDICATION BUT
OH SORRY YOU CAN ONLY PURCHASE THIS AMOUNT..,, AND PLANT MATERIAL USES UP MORE DAYS. I Guess I don’t understand that part at
1/2 oz and 1oz options are slim to none options, i try to purchase larger amounts and try to save money by doing so, but when there is 1to2
options its hard to, there is no consistancy.
It would be nice to know what strains will help with my symptoms before I go to the dispensary. Strains can’t be looked up on leafy cause
they go by different names. I find that the products I get from dispensary sometimes I feel like they don’t work.
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I have not purchased any in the last six months because of my doctor. He told me I can no longer see him if I visit any dispensaries. I can not
use marijuana products. He was very mean about it. I hope to find another doctor, so I can replace all the medication I am on. I can&#39;t
afford. My doctor is Dr. [REDACTED]. This has become very upsetting to me. He was my doctor for over ten years.
I would like to see days used, and days left
So far my situation has been improving (reduced pain) but I have some concerns over long term Medical Marijuana use (addiction). I&#39;m
not sure if continual use will lead to other side effects that are unknown at this time.
na
Price too too expensive. The medicine would sell faster
There needs to be more education on how marijuana can help conditions. There should be a licensing program for home growing and open
the state up for recreational use.
Protections with employment should be at thing... using fake urine for a pre employment drug screen is not something I want to do ever.
price, but it should be close and its not. Also, the state should allow us to shop in neighboring states without penalty. The fact the GOP
built this system shows as it is NOT consumer friendly, but friendly ONLY to those making the money. Only when the state goes to full
legalization, will the medical community see a significant price savings. Home grow and set limits on profit. I live in an area where most
folks are stuck with 1 dispensary and it is, to no surprise, the most expensive one in the southwest part of the state. Make it easier for other
stores to open, make it easier for growers to get into the game.. Only with more competition (the free enterprise system) will the system
function properly for the benefit of both consumer and seller.
make them available to us!
pharmaceuticals ‐ but here I am trying to better my life with a plant and I’m basically dying trying to afford it or in pain because I can’t afford
it.
The prices are ridiculously high compared too other states that sell MM
Legislating several monopolies has left the patients paying way too much for what should be commonplace items. I understand wanting to
make the program successful, but cutting out anyone who doesn’t have millions in the bank hurts patients as well as the Ohioans who would
want to go into business and compete in the market. Many of these MSO’s don’t have empathy for the patients because profit is king.
Allowing fair and open competition would put a downward pressure on all costs at all levels within the industry.A license holder should not
have a position on the board representing patients.The board should not be toying with the idea of having full control over a patient’s access
to medicine with the ability to revoke said access behind closed doors with no legal process or proper investigations. Disgusting...
Michigan is a good example. You are limited as to how much you can buy on one visit but you can go back the next day and purchase up to
that same daily limit again. Finally the prices are simply too high for most product. I&amp;#39;m sure the profit margin for the growers and
dispensaries is high but it limits what people can afford. The end result is many folks who could qualify can&amp;#39;t afford the doctor
appointment and card fee and then can&amp;#39;t afford the high prices being charged for product. You are forcing them to obtain what
then need on the black market if that is even and option.
need MM the most.
I feel the cost is too high at the moment. I&#39;m hoping with more dispensaries opening up that the price will go down. That is really my
only concern. The products I have purchased all help with the chronic pain I have and are good quality.
Price&#39;s and taxes are ridiculously high
grow? We as patients wouldn&#39;t have to worry about trying to find a way to pay for our medicine on our fixed incomes. Home delivery
needs to be available. Start putting patients first instead of profits. The only good thing I have to say about the program is, I can possess my
medicine somewhat legally.
can find relief.
The cost per size is so much more compared to other states.
Everyone at the dispensary is more than qualified to answer my questions my problem is I never know what to ask. This is brand new to me
and at my age I have a huge learning curve. I just want to get off the opioids. I&#39;ll continue to use it as long as I can afford it.
The days are not enough. The whole system is broken. Prices are so expensive. It would be so much cheaper to go to another state and
purchase. Online ordering would be great.
unless I buy in bulk. The prescription measure should be changed to grams, or servings, instead of days, so that when I go to a dispensary
and buy their smallest quantity option (2.88g), that should be one serving, or one day. Because, as is, one &amp;quot;day&amp;quot; is
2.55g, I believe, so when we buy a 2.88g serving, we are getting ripped off a day! As it charges us for 2 days, when it is only .33g over the
standard day amount. This discrepancy makes it hard to manage my prescription.
Cost needs to come down if you want to compete with the illicit market.
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I spent almost 300 to get permit to purchase but prices are not for the elderly on limited income...some will give vets a discount but
minimal...life is hard enough right now let alone living in pain and not being able to afford what could help...I dont want to go back to
opiates! Not making it easy on alot of people but thats what the plan was all along..give us hope and pull the rug out from under us...all
about money money money...you think covid is killing people. They prob caught it from trying to buy affordable marijuana. Sad....
It is to expensive for me to renew my license for medical marijuana.
Cannabis is the only remedy I&#39;ve found that effectively treats my chronic fibromyalgia pain, but it&#39;s expensive. I&#39;m not sure
how much longer I can afford it ‐ which means back to dealing with the pain and the life disruptions that causes.
I am happy medical marijuana is available in Ohio. It helps eliminate my reoccurring nightmares.
disabled....i woyld use the care giver whoch would help me a disabled person a lot....part of my disability males it hard for me to drive.....but
to have to pay for a care giver is crazy.....i could see a $20 fee but 50 bucks for them is crazy.....so r exams for these care givers. ...please fix
this so i can afford to get me a care giver......lower prices on products would help.
I have a hard time affording it being on disability sometimes have to go without which leads to a bad day for me
I would like to be educated about CHS (Cannabinoid hyperemesis syndrome)
Not enough days for patients.
I am concerned that there are no employment protections for patients. Marijuana stays in your system for a very long time &amp;amp;
urinalysis is not an adequate or fair method of testing to determine current use or impairment.
The amount of days system needs to be changed. It doesn’t take into account that sometimes patients might need more to deal with their
conditions. And it doesn’t take into account some patients have higher tolerance.
It just needs to be a little more affordable
obtaining my product
It is very expensive! !!!!!! In states where it is legal for recreational it is much cheaper!!! Just like &quot;Big Pharma&quot;a friend said,
about the prices in Ohio, I don&#39;t know , way more costly than off the street that is medical. That&#39;s what I&#39;m being told ! And
the price for the card and to renew your card is costly also .
the list of qualifying conditions should be expanded to allow for mental diagnoses‐ anxiety &amp; depression.
I really was very pleased how they explain everything so that I could understand. I have never felt rushed. And they answer all my questions.
The staff is very professional and respectful to me who didn’t know much about the products. Thank you!
Cost is too high. Please try to review prices / taxes, so products become cheaper.
Why is it cheaper for me to drive to Michigan to purchase my medical needs? Also the &quot;Ohio tenth&quot; thing with the vape oils are
completely wasteful &amp; environmentally damaging with each vape having a disposable battery. I also think that the inability to smoke
flower is damaging as it makes taking a daily amount sometimes impractical.
I can not afford it all the time so i try to buy bulk when i have the funds.
The prices are far, far too high and the available products are too few.
This is great forMy friend who needs this so bad. Thank god for Ohio jumping in front of the curve.
should have more assortment of various types of medication to try. Example is the THC pills that list for $170.00 for 42 pills strong hit to
finances to try something different,
assisted living facility. . My dispensary was immediately responding to the issues at hand by making sure the customer line waited outside
the building, that there were limited umber of clients allowed inside at any given time, and the dispensary counter was sanitized before and
after I was was there. There was sanitizer available at the counter. That was back in mid March. I wore a face mask but few others did. I have
no idea what has happened in the interim but I am assuming it is still operating carefully and hopefully even more stringently attentive to
safety.
I wish there were better protections for employees that have to use medical cannaboids. My employer does not permit marijuana use but
there has been no other medication that has relieved the pain enough to be a productive member of society. Opioids are more dangerous
but I am not at risk of loss of employment if I use them. Same should be able to be said for medical cannabis
irrelevant. THC DOES NOT MEAN EVERYTHING. A lot of strains ive purchased at 20‐23% have more of a medicinal effect for me than some
strains that are higher (even 30%). Maybe people with experience shoukd be the ones making decisions or at least giving input??Thank you,
[REDACTED]
I’m just now sure about the refills I have left or that I’m allowed.
The quality of the products is very good but the prices are really high. It’s almost unaffordable.
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in less than 40 minutes one could be in Michigan and get concentrates up to 95% and moreMore dispensaries, I can be in Michigan buying
better medicine, cheaper, just as quick as I can in Ohio. Recreational yes and tax it like liquor. Medical patients should be allowed to grow
their medicine and be taxed at a lower rate.Dispensaries should be able to offer deep discounts as desired or even free product like on
patients birthday or any other reason they want.Cultivators should be allowed to sponsor public events like in Denver and other placesUse
legal recreational marijuana to stimulate growth is depressed areas of the state. Hire me as Ohio’s Medical Cannabis Ambassador and I’ll
represent Ohio’s medical program as it transitions to a medical and recreational program.I’m very good.
25% each time I have purchased the product/products, No explanation is offered as to why. Also the way the products are packaged
changes each time. The first time you may get X quantity of the particular product, the second time you generally get less for more money.
Nothing is consistent making budgeting impossible. Again no explanation is given as to why the changes.. Profit seems to be the only
explanation.The employees do not seem knowledgeable and send you to their online website, which is often not up to date on product
availability and costs.
Better pricing and more information about the various delivery methods (vape vs edibles, etc.) and more detailed specifics about products.
More product reviews would be appreciated...
I have noticed that the menus have been shrinking a lot lately I wish there was a better variety
Prices are WAY to high.... paying way to much for just a little bit of medicine..
It&#39;s a minor thing, but I was a bit surprised when my psychiatrist mentioned my use of medical marijuana. I was not aware that this
information would be shared with her by the medical marijuana program. Will my primary care physician and my obgyn gain access to this
information as well? I would recommend clarifying this a bit more with patients.
to have a consistent sheet/card on me that told me my day limit or a website that actually showed me what i have purchased and how much
I have before going into the dispensary! I just updated my card on the 6th of July and I am already out of days without buying any Tier 2 or
much bulk products.
I wish that credit cards could be used to purchase Medical Marijuana as the prices can be a bit high depending on what I need. I also buy in
larger quantities due to the distance I have to travel to obtain the Medical Marijuana and sometimes it creates a bit of financial strain for me
especially as I am currently furloughed from position and only receiving unemployment at this time until I am able to return to work. A
dispensary closer to the Belmont county area I feel would be much appreciated to patients in this area.
Cost is still too high.
Please increase production as quality products are hard to get. IE. Firerock
The product prices are so expensive that it keeps me from using the amount needed for treatment.
types.
Please adopt Michigan’s method of marijuana sales. Ohioans will only tolerate this vastly inferior system for so long until there is either a
mass exodus from Ohio or all members of Ohio’s current authority on MMJ are removed from their positions. We are surrounded virtually on
all sides by states with far better policies AND who understand that capping sales at such a low point can only hurt the industry.
Lately my caregiver has been going to purchase for me.
My dispensary is Bloom Medicinals and they do a fantastic job of being professional, knowledgable, and helpful every time I visit. I love that
their facility is always clean and everyone is wearing masks.
Some medical marijuana is little to high for people with low income .But staff is great and marijuana as help with so many health issues an it
really help you sleep and back pain and more but the cost is little to high .
long. I would like too get off pills all together but it don&#39;t look promising with the prices I have to pay. Especially after paying for my
renewal.
Need bigger selection of plant products.
overpriced products. I am on a fixed income and I am hesitant to make purchases because it limits what money I have available for my two
children. I make my purchases when sales are in effect. I can&#39;t afford products that are regular price, even with my indigent discount.
Laws allowing me to home grow, even a minimal amount, would help offset those costs for me. Even if I was growing I would still purchase
from dispensaries.
Prices are too high. Product strength is too low. Frequently travel to other states for higher potency.
The dispensary is too far away. I’d like to receive my meds through the mail like my other meds arrive.
more gummies.
it is a great program
I am concerned about balancing the use of marijuana for my condition with the legality of use and my employers policy regarding use
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It is curious that there are no questions about the quality of the medicinal cannabis we are being supplied. I have been shorted by weight
and perceived quality from numerous suppliers. To really give patients the best access to the highest quality medicinal cannabis, the Ohio
Medical Marijuana Control Program should allow patients to grow their own at home. Patients who do not have the means to grow, or do
not care to do so, should still have dispensaries available to obtain their medicine. Some suppliers of medicinal cannabis are over charging
for a sub par quality product. I think it is wrong to force patients to pay for something grown and processed hastily with the intent of
maximizing profits. I think allowing patients to grow at home will keep the quality of the larger farm&#39;s product in check. Although I do
have my issues with the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program, I am happy that the state of Ohio is moving in the right direction toward
I have concerned due to the medical board announcing they can deny renewals without hearing for 90 days. That they don’t have to share
why you were denied either. This one is unconstitutional and two is highly concerning for those of us who rely heavily on the program.
New user. Dispensary personnel very helpful. Cannot measure effectiveness yet. Used only twice.
Please put the tracking information back on the website. I’m having a hard time keeping track of the 45 point system. Thank you!
buy medical marijuana.
None at this time.
Great program and enjoyed filling this survey out .
Thank you for taking the time to see how we are doing. I appreciate that. My experience so far with the medical marijuana program here in
summit county has been exceptional.
Evolve and Keep up the Good Work!!
lower.
this is a Hippa violation, I told Grant it was a Hippa violation when the had it on the tag when purchasing please stop being old men in
Columbus and do some greater good! Covid is here and this is something that can also help, the price is way to much for something that
grows out of the ground!
prices are extremely high in ohio compared to other states.
Cost is extremely high, compared to other states Edibles are terrible , expensive and no sugar free edibles .Medical need shouldn’t be for
$$$but healing ....... the street offfers cheaper better protuct
supplement. thank you. we do not receive any food supplies or care , or health help .. we have to pay for medicare since we worked so
hard all og=f are life for an entitlement with costs too much...
Prices are still sky high...its not like this is alcohol which has zero medicinal value, this is for medication in which people need in order to
function &amp; to help give a better quality of life &amp; its a shame that we have to pay such high prices. I can&#39;t imagine what other
people go through just to afford the cost of a day without pain. So sad
So cost prohibitive without insurance assistance.
Terpens make a huge difference for my patient ....If I get the correct blend she does so much better I wish I understood them more.
It is a great service. I have gotten real relief from one of the tinctures.
Some dispensaries are better than others. The days are confusing and oftenThere is conflicting info from the dispensary and the board.
money and not actually help people. Having people spend over 300$ to get their card and then sell them low quantities for high prices
doesn’t seem right. Need to have a better plan in place, lower prices, and more qualifying conditions which is also limiting people who
actually need it that can’t get it.
recreational use. That is all
I think the prices are an issue for seniors and the availability a little closer to home.
Difficulty tracking days, also the requirement is too low. Need to be able to obtain more at a time.
The people at Lorian are always so helpful and professional
Relieves pain and allows me to sleep.
It&#39;s MEDICAL and I put money in a Health Savings Account. I should be able to use it at my discretion. However, I&#39;ve only found
one dispensary to accept plastic payment in any form. With this COVID‐19 nightmare hovering over all of us, credit or bank cards should be
mandated or exact change just like UDF and other stores.
Patient is now deceased. No longer have need of medical marijuana.
The prices are way too high. Please consider adjusting. I have a friend in Michigan who pays considerably less for his prescriptions.
Medical costs of an alcoholic?
to 2 oz a day in Michigan
I would like to see more oils for vaporization such as the Platinum Vape brand
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strain information on their websites, such as terpenes, effects, best conditions helped by that strain, etc. A link to Leafly for each strain
would be amazing
I had lower spinal surgery as a child. I am now 44 years old. I have had exacerbations of pain every year, a couple times a year. I have had
zero exacerbations since being placed on medical Marijuana. I am so thankful that Ohio has this program.
I would like to see how many days I use or have left after each visit. I was able to tell until the site was updated
Medical Marijuana in Ohio is exorbitant and sometimes makes me feel like I’m wasting money for the only medicine that works for me.
Availability of strains for conditions. Fear of being seen entering a dispensary.
Curbside pickup would be a wonderfully helpful option :)More availability of female based/driven products.
It has helped me so much with my mental health issues.
drop the price down on the high grade Marijuana get some shake&amp;trimings.
There really needs to be a &quot;Days Remaining&quot; count on the ohio medical marijuana registry website. I often have to call to check
days, wait on hold for a LONG time (often have to call 10+ times), get my day count, then look at the menu to order, call back (10+ more
times), and actually order.The days to quantity ratio isn&#39;t correct at all. I have run out of days several times already.
Prices are to high, for what little bit you get.
Too expensive...allow home grow.
It is a great alternative to traditional drugs for pain like painkillers
It would be nice for the program to create rules/laws to protect employment for those that use marijuana medically and appropriately for
their condition (meaning no use while on work time).
I feel that my doctor visit was a waste of the 150 dollar fee. She did nothing but look at the records and tell me I qualified. I could have asked
more questions, but it was obvious she was in a hurry to conclude the televisit.
Just want to give pure ohio wellness dayton a shout out. Those people rock!
The products are too expensive and the state needs more options available. Online ordering is a huge help! It would be nice to be able to
pay online and then have a dedicated express window or drive through.
I&amp;#39;m so glad I know what I&amp;#39;m purchasing, it takes a lot of stress out of my life. I have to take covid very seriously so going
to a new dispensary takes more time to get me in their system, but I waited outside while they processed my ID and other paperwork. I get
my groceries delivered, so going to the dispensary is about the only public place I&amp;#39;ve been in for months.
It should be more specific on what products are things are better for say Crohn’s disease or pain or more direction would help
Legalize recreational and use money to help recover COVID cost to state
N/a
alternatives but for some reason you can aquire plant material so much cheaper. It&amp;#39;s time to drive down those oil and edible
prices.
The days to product is very confusing. The prices are very high for edibles compared to other state programs.
Michigan sells for $15!!
The days system is very confusing it would be much easier to track if it were just weight based.
Michigan is Ohio’s biggest hurdle. Much better prices and inventory up there.
my marijuana &amp; my new outlook on the future with my diseases and being able to manage what goes in my body. I am so thankful
Ohio has made medical marijuana in my area so easy to obtain, close proximity to purchase, and that I was able to get my card and the great
physicians I work with &amp; wonderful &amp; caring staff at both clinic &amp; dispensary. I am grateful that my medical physicians are so
open minded to work with me &amp; the physician at the clinic. It has totally changed my life for the best! Your website is also very easy
&amp; cleat for me to navigate...keep up the good work! Thank you for your time.
needs. I have been pain free for a year now with the help of these meds! This has changed so much for me, and I can&#39;t thank you
enough for all you all do.
It would be great to get more information about ways to utilize flowers that are not smoking, since it&#39;s also still illegal in Ohio to do so.
Those end up being the most cost effective but have no desire to smoke any product due to negative health effects.
It appears supply has dropped since Covid, but this program has been very helpful.
having special promotions that do help, but it is still very expensive to stay out of pain when you cannot afford your meds to do so.Also
delivery would be a huge help there are still so many that cannot leave their homes that could benefit from cannabis thta are over the age of
60 having a delivery program would help so much.
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regulation. There is no logical reason to limit THC potency in concentrates, in fact, it goes against the very reason concentrates are desirable.
The more potent the cannabis product is, the less of it will be needed to achieve desired effects. These regulations seem to benefit those
producing and selling the cannabis at the expense of the patient.
1. The prices are INSANELY HIGH compared to other states. This MUST be AGGRESSIVELY addressed, as many can not afford these prices,
and will continue to buy have from the Black Market. 2. Verdant Creations in Cincinnati needs an intervention. Their Consumer Ratings are
consistently one point below all other dispensaries. The consistent problem is wait time. It takes at least an hour, even when ordering in
advance.3. All dispensaries should be required to list the THC and CBD info on their website. Verdant Cincinnati does NOT do this, despite
multiple suggestions. This adds 10 ‐15 minutes to my visit every time.4. There does not appear to be a way to provide feedback to
dispensaries so it gets to the right place!5. Packaging is ABYSMAL! Cheap non‐standard packaging does NOT adequately protect the product.
THERE SHOULD BE STANDARDIZED GLASS PACKAGING FOR ALL PRODUCTS. Do the suppliers have stability data to back up expiration dates?
Dispensaries should have equal pricing between them and &#39;competitors&#39;
only thing that matter is how fat peoples pockets get! Colorado is producing medical marijuana at $100 to $150 per ounce cheaper then the
state of Ohio and producing a much more consistent medicine! Please help the patients and stop the greed enough is enough!!! Please stop
the allowance of licensing for the edible production, and allow more flower production so we can have fair pricing! The more edible
production the less flower we the patients see, because of the lack of grows! Also please put someone in place to oversee the production of
the flower or add more competition so growers like farkas, cresco and assention bio can be put out of business and stop making garbage
medical marijuana!
we should be allowed to grow our own medicine
Prices are sporadically coming in line.Warren.Ohio is the 3rd poorest city in Ohio that&#39;s something to consider.
There is room for improvement, but the program has been taking steps to address these.
My son picks up products and is satisfied with the location and products available
amended to allow for normal banking transactions. The cost is way to high so something needs to be done to bring the prices down to
reasonable amounts. The law should be updated to allow for more options like, personal home grown operations seen in other states. Thank‐
you for medical marijuana for it does provide relief and is an important program.If marijuana is medical then how can there be a federal law
saying it is not? Clearly the federal law needs to be amended. In the future, hemp/marijuana needs to be free to grow and use the way it was
before President Nixon messed things up.
to go without medication or to buy illegally. Therefore the limitation should be removed.There need to be more growers and dispensaries. I
currently have to drive at least an hour to get to a dispensary and currently can&#39;t get my needed medication due to my car having
issues.We need a patient website that actually works.Allowing home grow would greatly reduce the cost to patients that need a lot of
medication.Patients need legal protections from losing their jobs due to legal medical use of medical marijuana.
We need delivery!
tier one and two on flower material needs to be gone. days for flower need increased.
Lack of options for children (tinctures and edibles) is an issue at local dispensaries. Prices are much higher than neighboring states.
I am very please the employees are very knowledable
the prices are still really high, and edibles need to have more diabetic‐friendly options. (especially gummies)
The day counting thing is nonsense. I guess a good way to ease the bureaucracy into providing to their citizens with what they want and
need. Once a year with a Dr, should be enough if at all. Prohibition is over and it just needs to be legal. Full Stop. Thank you for stopping
trying to jail and kill me for using a plant that God has given to me.
The cost is still too high. The products could be better too.
dispensaries need to know people are tired of paying PREMIUM PRICES for average weed.strains.I have driven out of state to save some
money, I work hard for my money...
The program has a large gap in the education that it provides its patients. Once a patient acquires their card, they are essentially &quot;set
free&quot; to buy whatever they want from the program even if it won&#39;t help their condition. While I love that patients can try
different strains because they truly do differ from person to person, I think that a lot of patients waste money and time on products that do
not work for their condition. The reason behind this is that the patients don&#39;t have any way to get credible education on all things
Medical Marijuana. Patients should be required to go through a training class, or be paired with a &quot;Mentor&quot; in the program that
can help guide them towards the best products. I wish that the budtenders did this, but many don&#39;t and furthermore [REDACTED] I
wouldn&#39;t be the least bit surprised that most patients blindly buy products solely based on THC content. [REDACTED] feel free to email
I love this program. I hope it becomes more affordable as more patients join the program.
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Too strict of rules compared to every single other state in the u.s. 70% thc max limits the integrity of full plant spectrum products that could
really benefit patients (example RSO for cancer patients or severe pain) makes no sense whatsoever to have that rule in place.
I don&amp;#39;t drive, I&amp;#39;m on fixed income and have to make each purchase last for as long as possible so I am not getting
enough each day to be in the best mental and physical health that is possible! With this stupid virus crap I am freaked out most of the time
and afraid I&amp;#39;ll run out of meds all the time! PTSD is killing me! I need help!
Thank you for this program, it’s literally life changing.
else can see it so why not the patient who’s entitled to that. The cost is another factor in it. Cost could come down to help the general public.
Other than that all is well!
It would be nice to have available charging devices for the vape pens. I have two hat the battery is dead an am unable to recharge. I have
asked about it and have been told that they are not available but the bottom of the pen looks like a charger opening.
Proces are to high, especially when compared to other states. 2.83 grams is a short eight and just don&amp;#39;t make sense. Make it 3.5 as
well as cheaper and more ppl would buy from Ohio. Prices are really bad!! Illegal drugs on the street should not be cheap than medical. The
prices and lack of larger amount like half ounces and ounces is bad. I&amp;#39;m disabled it would make sense to purchase medicine once a
month like I would my regular scripts. But availability and price prevent that. Its a sad system right now.
reason. Ohio needs to check costs in other states and be more affordable. This should be seen as a service to its people, not as a way to
&quot;stick&quot; those who use MM. The money to the state will grow as it becomes more affordable.. As it is now, the money goes to
other states. This us not rocket science, just economics.
Really if I would find a job that let me and really the laws need to change with this for jobs its legal but yet this stigma still is hear its like pain
pills people are prescribed and jobs dont look at that cause a dr gave it too you the laws and drug test need to change it should if any ty
Thank you
Na
No problem
strain, what it is useful for, ways to use it. The prices and product varied in the state. It would be nice to see more consistent pricing and
better inventory/availability everywhere. It is a hardship to drive an hour to save money on a product that is available closer to home. On‐
line ordering, curbside pick up availability is much needed at every location for simplicity. Every new dispensary that you go to requires you
to fill out paperwork, it&amp;#39;s time consuming and repetitive, having this on‐line would help decrease the time you are there, with
medical issues it is sometimes very hard to go out and the more education, ease of obtaining product ( on‐line, phone, curbside pick up,) the
better. Medical Marijuana is a lifesaver for me. I am off of all prescription medications. I cannot say enough on what a positive difference
It is frustrating that the strains IAm able to research for pain are often not available in Ohio. While selection is large, it is not the best strains
like you can find for pain in other states.
I am grateful this option exists for treatment of my pain. I just don’t know how sustainable it will be due to the pricing. I can’t imagine how
people who have less income than me can make this work.
When I first received my Medical Marijuana card, there was a way to see on the website how many days supply I had. You no can find that
information. It was very helpful.
I use it regularly and it would be nice if it were more affordable like other states
My concerns right now are the inconsistency of my days from dispensary to dispensary. The switch from 90 days to 45 days has left me with
more confusion from dispensaries. My other big concern is the price of certain products, the flower is decently priced but everything else is
pretty pricey. Almost $100 for a vape pen is kind of ridiculous. The prices need to come down and as time goes on, the tolerance of patients
is going to go up and hopefully you reconsider some of your dosages and thc percentages of some of your products.I am also very unclear as
to the laws involved. I&#39;ve had one encounter with the police and everything went great but even they didn&#39;t know what they were
supposed to be doing or how I was supposed to be carrying it. It&#39;s almost impossible to keep the product in the original container.Also,
what are the rules when let&#39;s say you want to take a tincture and make your own edibles with? Is that allowed? It&#39;s very unclear as
I wish people can get discounts. The only way you can get a discount is if you are receiving social security and most patients are not.
The Ohio dispensaries are too high can afford it have to travel to Michigan twice a weak. If it wouldn&amp;#39;t for Michigan I went and be
able to afford my medicine. Ohio really need to do something with them prices especially now that people are out of jobs
The day system is ridiculous. I always run out of days and never have enough medicine. Please change to a weight system. Please change to
be able to purchase 2 ounces a day 8 ounces a months.
I feel this is a great alternative over prescription drugs.
In 2019 I did try the edibles. But I feel that Ohio did finally listen about the medicinal value. However, they made the process of getting a
permit from a doctor prohibitively expensive and the product too high priced. So I didn&#39;t renew my permit.
medication.
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‐ Get rid of the 45 day supply system!‐ Since you enforce it, patients need to be able to have access to the amount of days they have
remaining without relying on a dispensary to tell them!!‐ The state needs more cultivators and proccessors from local, &quot;grass‐
root&quot; companies!‐ Stop limiting the cultivators and processors, allow them to expand their operations and produce more supply. The
demand is here in Ohio!‐ Increase the percent of THC allowed in products.‐ Incorporate a recycling program for the batteries being used and
thrown out! REDUCE REUSE RECYCLE.....‐ This is MEDICINE that is WORKING for people! I&#39;ve seen it first hand and its amazing that
patients are no longer needing many prescription drugs that they once were on. Educate more doctors on the benefits of cannabis and
ALLOW more conditions. ZERO REASON AUTISM and ANXIETY were REJECTED!! Horrible and terrible decision on the states part when so
choice of medicine on this, along with the price. and since there is no return policy i may get stuck with medicine that is not as affective for
my conditions based on error of incorrect information applied to product. Also I would like to have easy to open products. people with
arthritis have extreme difficulty opening these products and end up spilling them everywhere. I understand that child safety is paramount
but what use is a medicine that you can&#39;t take cause you can&#39;t open.
It is dfficult to find reviews/recommendations of products from Ohio growers.
The pricing is insane in Ohio. In most other cities you can get full size vape carts for $35 here in Ohio the .5g size is $50.The cost is so high
it&#39;s hard for me to have enough to use regularly (and I only use it as a sleep aid) open up the system, let us grow our own, Id be way
more comfortable knowing exactly went into my medicine.The fact that it&#39;s &quot;Legal&quot; and still is not &quot;legal;&quot; is
ridiculous.Do better Ohio, and regulate our prices to be competitive with other cities.
Na
I feel the more testing and placing this on pharmaceutical that are insurance covered and federally great.
get anything. I am allergic to pain meds and can not take other medications. This system should not apply to me or people with Chronic
disabilities. To base your system of days off off of potency and strands leaves me without money because the prices for 2.83 grams is high
especially for SSI and low income recipients even with a discount. You should look into a different tier plan or leave the days at 90‐120. We
should be able to get more if that is our main source of pain medication. I have multiple chronic conditions and it’s not enough THC count in
some of the strands you provide. You push opioids to the point of addiction but there is never enough of my prescription to even last...and
I’m the one suffering. It’s starting to seem like making money is more important then keeping my pain covered. The bags are too small and
Prices fluctuate so mich from dispensary to dispensary. I will drive 1 hour away for the better price on the same product that is 5 mins down
the road.My indigent discount is only 20% some places but 25% at another.Some dispensaries will add an extra 5% on sale items because
they cant stack discounts, while others only give the indigent discount.Prices in general need to come down. I know people who looked into
getting a card but didnt because I told them the outlandish prices of simple flower.
that doctor after seeing I was there to stay in the program, looked at my file and said ok fine. That&#39;s it. Didn&#39;t talk to me about
how things were going. $200 for that. Now I&#39;m going to have to stay with a Dr. I don&#39;t like because I can&#39;t justify another
$200. Then there&#39;s the check ups! Then the registration fee. Another $50 a year. AND you have to pay for all the products out of
pocket. So in the last year and a half, I&#39;ve paid $400 just to be in the program, $120 follow up appointments, $100 for the card plus
$400 for the cost of products. How do low income people afford this when a bottle of pain pills are $5.00 with insurance? Other than the
fees I think the program is great.
I don’t feel I have the knowledge necessary to choose the right product to achieve the desired outcome. I don’t want a high. I need to
address anxiety. The products I was directed to did not help me enough to justify the cost.
Lower the price by allowing additional dispensaries to open in Cincinnati.
I feel it’s run very well in Ohio.I have more problems and waits with the regular pharmacy’s and doctors.
affordable?
Think that once I have been able to pay the amount to be able to afford this program,don&#39;t feel I should have to keep paying for
updates to Doctor again,if time frame is running out?Why should I have this money expense when I paid it the first time!
I am not able to obtain products in Ohio A few times due to price. Michigan has much lower prices. Traveling there is difficult but that’s
where I purchased the most products.
I think it&#39;s a great program that more veterans need to turn to. I&#39;m now Opioid and Benzodiazepine free. This program has been a
blessing to this veteran. Please get the federal government to get on board. Thank you
purchase.
I would like to see larger quantities of flower than 2.83 and 5.66 sizes... at a fair market price. Not a rip off price. Would also like to see
pricing lowered on cartridges. Flower prices are way to high on MOST flowers.... hopefully that will change with time.
Actually, since getting this I routinely do not need my otc pain medications. Ive been discussing weaning off my pain meds or reducing them.
and I feel “normal” because the feeling of pins &amp;amp; needles has gone away, have less anxiety and helps with my migraines. Great
program
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Need more variety of flower at dispensary with high THC %%
It was a confusing experience the first time because of the names of so many products with no good explanations of the dose and it’s
strength why didn’t the papers say what would be helpful for my particular problem as a starting place?
The items can be very expensive. The 45 day limit is confusing. I think the limit should be much high and much easier to understand. Say, give
1000 points every year and each 100mg costs 1 point.
The prices on extracts are excessive. Prices 3‐10x(!) other established states. For those of us who don&#39;t like vaping plant material this is
a real roadblock. Carts and buckets should not cost $100/g.
Please provide a wider range of amounts of flower to purchase. One is forced to purchase 1/10 oz at exorbitant prices.
patients!!
Can&#39;t find strains that internet says is best for fibromyalgia and side effects make it impossible to take while working
The prices seem to keep rising. The way the days are calculated for the flower are not fair.
Taxes are to high
THC limit in products should be lifted + consider adopting a program that accommodates patients with higher tolerances/those who need
more to properly medicate. I worry that some products arent enough for patients in extreme pain/duress given the current price points.
Too expensive
‐tiers are unnecessary‐arbitrary 2.83 sizing is confusing and unnecessary‐no easy way to find your remaining days; the calendar system is
confusing‐cost is too high for wildly inconsistent quality products‐excessive, poor quality packaging for flower‐no way to find your favorite
product consistently‐add more approved conditions and get people their medicine!‐I would like to be able to grow my own
questions as to why hard narcotics lawfully prescribed are permitted at work and cannabis is not????,
Specific strains need to be available on a more consistent basis. People find a strain that works for them and it’s not always available for
purchase. The website to view my card information no longer shows the amount of days I have remaining, nor does it show the amount I’ve
purchased. It used to show these things, and that was helpful. Now that information is not easily available.
on the dollar if allowed to have a couple plants , just like tomatoes . We also need delivery service for the sick or people that are high risk.
We Should be open to all cannabis intake methods . It’s A herbal medicine . Many Ohio patients still consider moving to Michigan and other
states due to Ohio greediness won’t give up some tax dollars to a sick person that wants to grow their own medicine, very sad day we live in
when the sick have no basic god given rights .
Strictly cost. Far to many patients can&#39;t afford it
I’m overall satisfied.
now. The fact that I had to pay to jump through hoops to prove that is ridiculous. It’s also a scam. I have to pay to get a prescription and then
pay for the prescription? And it’s illegal for me to grow it myself or get it elsewhere? That’s called a monopoly. Add to that the headache of
dealing with your staff when you mess things up and it takes days to fix and it’s a perfects storm of incompetence. If I had ANY other option
for getting my meds, I would take it rather than deal with the Board. Fix the pricing, fix your system and fix your issues. The dispensaries get
a B, the Board and the control program itself get an F, and deserve worse‐ especially since you send a $20 off coupon for an evaluation that
can only be used THIS month‐ mine is already done for the year, so as useless as the rest of your program.
purchase from.
It has been a wonderful experience! I have no more inflammation!
Needs to be cheaper!
I have let my card expire due to the 200$ cost for the doctor visit and the 50$ cost to the state of Ohio .. It is recreational in Michigan and I
prefer to make a road trip there .. I don’t use enough to justify the cost of it in Ohio..
I like the plant material but I am not sure how to measure my intake.
Just to note I have traveled to Michigan to make the purchases I have made in the past 6 months. I found that they had much more selection
and sometimes addictive pills. It is just a shame the cost of medical marijuana right now, I understand supply issues effecting costs but if this
is really considered &#39;medicinal&#39;, then why is the cost so high that people can not afford the medicine they need? I&#39;ve seen
prices go up not down in many places (slightly), the people who need daily doses can not always afford to dose when they need it just
because they know they have to stretch their supply because they can&#39;t afford more. I know multiple people who have medical
marijuana cards yet have NEVER used it solely because they can not afford what they need, so they buy non dispensary product because
they need the relief for their qualifying issues but they are unable to pay the much higher price for the safe tested marijuana. For example;
No dispensary close buy Delaware and to much work to update my license yearly. Should be every 3to5 years before renewal.
recieve the benefits.
They rarely have the same product month to month. Also, the prices are quite high.
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Need more sativa options
You should be allowed to grow your own at home. The days system is too restrictive. There shouldn&amp;#39;t be a different days cost for
the different tiers of cannabis. Prices are too high. There should be reciprocity to bordering states to be able to use their dispensaries.
Too expensive
The prices are are almost unsustainable for folks who are just seeking comfort. Pharmaceuticals don’t cost as much as some of the medical
marijuana does. I’m happy to have access but Ohio’s prices are vastly more expensive compared to the markets in LA, Denver, Portland,
Amsterdam, and Ann Arbor. Something needs to be done to make things more affordable.
Product want not always available. Prices are too high to street prices an sometimes quality not as good.
Program is not designed to help. It’s much cheaper and easier to find what is needed from a black market source. Wait times are out of hand
and there should be more locations as well as more selection. The prices need to lower drastically so the state can compete with the guy
living down the street. Most states figured this o to years ago yet Ohio once again is last in line
the number one complaint i hear daily is the days supply limit! even going to 45 days its not helped! its just to small of limits for an average
user period we run out before its over every single period! also the 70% max strength is silly now we cant even getall the products we need
that help such as crystalline cause supposely to strong which is silly
Happy with the progress.
Verdant creations in Marion the employees talk about using it more than they care to help the customers. The manager is rude. Wish the
pharmacy would send in people to video shop the location to see that they aren’t always compliant. Products are rarely in stock. Employees
get the pick before we do. Aaron and Adrian both talk about smoking to patients you can’t smoke it has to be vaped. The location is very
rude to patients there security is rude please verify in the area they have told people to gonto the street for there medicine.
&amp; chronic back/neck pain. When she saw my MM purchases when she pulled my prescription chart, she was going to refuse to renew
my script unless I tested negative for MM. All the studies show that using MM with the pain medication to slowly taper off pills is the best
way. She was going to cut me completely off. I feel that my MM purchase should NOT be listed on my prescription drugs since I don&#39;t
have a script for MM and insurance doesn&#39;t cover any costs associated with MM. I believe the pharmacy board should not be able to
share my purchase history from the dispensary. Just my opinion. Also, I feel the employers should be more informed about MM testing.
I&#39;m not condoning use during work hours, etc. but during off/personal time shouldn&#39;t be taken into consideration unless it is
It would be a great benefit if a patient could grow their own plant.
The prices are three times higher than they should be. I can&amp;#39;t afford to get much as I&amp;#39;m on a fixed income.
There&amp;#39;s no way I can afford to purchase the dosage I need.
The process of obtaining my marijuana has become much more streamlined
None
I feel strongly that we should be able to have the medicine delivered just like other prescription medicines from pharmacies. Physical
limitations inhibit traveling for many patients
The prices could use a decreasing the days could use a Increase
health plan. When I reach my dedutable the prescriptions are cheaper. There are no savings with program or discounts when buying bulk.
Marijuana either. With help on cost I could maximize my treatment options. As of now I&#39;ve done my best to scrap by with minimal
treatment plan.
The prices!
I&amp;#39;m sweating out my last week. It always comes down to me buying a tenth, and literally stretching it for 5‐10 days sometimes.
Truthfully, I&amp;#39;ve had to obtain a lot of product off of the streets when my days run out. It&amp;#39;s not safe, I&amp;#39;m not
proud of it, but I need to sleep at night.
Have always encountered very pleasant, knowledgeable &amp; efficient staff &amp; extremely clean facilities.....thank you so much for
everyone&#39;s efforts! ?Just still hoping prices can come down some more over time.
very basic and necessary information, part of our own medical history, and it is absurd that it&#39;s kept from us. The inflated prices are far
more than anyone can afford or should have to pay for medication. Price gouging prescribed medication should not be legal. The restrictions
placed upon oils for vaporization have rendered them useless and ineffective. A 70% THC oil is too harsh for most to vaporize comfortably
and provides little to no medicinal effect.
the options for Q25 are not enough. How about... I just stopped using medical marijuana for a while because I felt like it.
Cut the cost a bit so we can have the care we need. This is why so many ppl are still on prescription drugs, insurance pays.
Please allow a Bloom Medicinals dispensary to open close to Bexley So I don&#39;t have to drive so far.
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Products sold in the form of oils for vape pen use should not include a vape pen. If vape pens are sold individually and the oils also sold
separately then the cost to the consumer is lowered. Additionally, this opens the market for sales of vape oils from other companies which
potentially increases the choices available and will allow a greater profit to all in the sales chain including the State of Ohio.
Too expensive!!
weights‐ can we have a better way of telling how many days we have left? It was previously listed on the site.‐ the weights are completely
bizarre, who came up with the 2.83 number? Would making the number 3 cause a major issue?2. Mail options‐ there should be some sort of
delivery or shipping option, especially in this epidemic and for people highly at risk.3,.90 day supply‐ if we only have three 90 day supply
amounts, what are people going to do for the rest of the year? This is another confusing rule with odd logic4. There should be more
consistency with strains of flower, makes it really difficult to always get the same strain that works best. If this is ‘medical’, there should be
consistency or else it is difficult to treat.5. Use of credit/debit cards‐ in this epidemic I find it wise to only use touchless payment methods
with the double door entry and exit. At Terrasana the security is a human carrying a gun! All prices seem to be the same or close. I&#39;ve
been pushed to try the vapes, then the following days saw a recall on vaping items. (SMH) Still new at all of this, love how the gummies take
the headaches away. Love how the flower takes all the worries away.
MM should be prescribed by your personal doctor who knows your medical history, not by some clinic doctor you are seeing for the first
time and charging you $250 just to give you access to the MMCP. In less your personal doctor has not completed the prescribing
requirements training yet, and then a referral should be required. There are a lot of people that are benefiting from the MMCP. But there
are people (small time dealers) that are taking advantage of the program. But you have this with any controlled medication. The ommcp is
doing a good job, helping people like me that can&#39;t take regular pain meds. I have been enrolled in the ommcp for 4 months now and I
am in a lot less pain, and able to do a lot more normal daily activeities then on pain meds. pain meds would help for an hour or two and then
i would be awake for 8 to 12 hours after taking meds. MM keeps me confortable and i am able to sleep at night instead of walking the halls
health status does not change. I am on a disability annuity and my card expired in May. There should be new re‐assessment laws written for
people with permanent conditions .With a fixed income as mine I cannot obtain anything to help with my pain due to the $180.00 re‐
assessment fee combined with the $50.00 re‐instatement fee.
considering this is an alternative pain treatment. I simply cannot afford to maintain it due to the inflated prices. With the flower (2.83, even
when it switches to 2.85) being weighed this amount, it is hard to calculate (tier 1 and 2) how many days are left especially with this weird 45
day period. The website isnt helpful to calculate it. Lacking info. It would be helpful to have 1/8oz, 1/4oz, 1/2oz, and 1oz. And 90 day as we
have a 3x refill for 90day supply. Would be nice if others were able to grow their own to reduce cost, i am not one of those people as i am
not a gardener. The inconsistency of wait times and the process of getting into the dispensary is an issue, especially with covid. One visit will
be 15mins, another visit to the same store will be 2 hours. But progress is being made and overall at least satisfied.
pocket for medicine.
The selection of flower at Franklin County dispensaries is frankly pathetic. We only have four operating dispensaries to serve 1.3 million
potential customers, and only two of them carry less product combined than the one good on the west side, and FAR less than an average
one in surrounding counties. Dispensaries should have to meet some kind of minimum standard to keep their license.
Because this product has been so beneficial to me I am concerned about others that could benefit but the cost is too high. Please consider a
program for those that have chronic conditions and do not have the funds.Thank‐you
With COVID it feels like the relationship with the patient isn&#39;t there and that its more about getting everyone in and out. You have to
know what you are wanting to get ahead of time and do not have the opportunity to smell the product anymore.
The prices on the flower are ridiculously. High. And also we need home grow, 6‐12 plant&#39;s ty
I wish the prices were more affordable.
Prices are outrageous and a 1/8 IS NOT 2.83 Grams its 3.0.......A1/4 is 7 grams not 5.88g. 5.88 grrams for 90 bucks us a rip off big time
Please actually TRACK our days in a way that we, as patients, can CLEARLY SEE on our accounts. You try to make the &quot;days&quot;
system better, and you may have with the 45 days, but it is all USELESS until the patients themselves have access to this information.
It&#39;s ridiculous that you don&#39;t give us the means to track that.
I get the indigent discount and I still struggle to pay for medical products. I feel they are too expensive.
Thank you. This program has made my life much better.
grateful for this program. I was on opioids 8years and once on my cards I didn’t need opioids anymore and my pain has been reduced so
much better. Thank you
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research different strains( it was great to search strains by different needs) but because Ohio uses different names for its strains it’s really
hard to figure out the best one to use. It’s also difficult to try out different strains because my dispensary didn’t have many options for small
quantities. I use a really small amount so it takes me a long time to go through even the smallest amount offered. If it doesn’t work, I’m just
out $50‐$90 which is a lot of money for me. While I’m happy that this program exists, I think there should be better medical information and
options to find strains that work for different conditions.
I have stopped using medical marijuana because I could not find a useful product for my chronic back pain.(Even though question 25 cannot
be answered with the options you offer. There should be an &quot;Other reason for stopping.&quot;
I put neither satisfied or dissatisfied with the prices because I think Ohio prices are way too high. I travel to Michigan to purchase my
medicinal marijuana because they have a better selection and they have better prices.
More selection of higher THC levels. More THC levels in gummies.
NA
I do wish there was a way to request a specific product/strain that has worked well for me.
The limits need to change. The daily amount needs to change. The pricing definitely needs to change. I use up all of my days and run out
because your allotment doesn&#39;t work when my pain is severe
is most effective I feel the cost is far too high. It is very frustrating that insurance won&#39;t cover any of the cost of my medicine. I have
struggled with PTSD consistently from a very young age and have often sought treatment with psychiatrists and counselors. Cannabis has
been the only effective prescription medication and it&#39;s high cost to patients is, in my opinion, poorly formed legislature regarding is
production, processing, and distribution.
dispensary was very very helpful. I also feel the cost is high. But I am sleeping and that is awesome. Because of my brain injury I was only
sleeping 2 out of 7 days. It has been a blessing.
Program was off to slow start, but it seems to be working fine for this patient!
The program works well for the most part. Cost can be high and lack of dispensary options can lead to long wait times during peak hours.
The whole &#39;days remaining&#39; thing is so confusing. Please simplify this or make it easier to find accurate counts of how much a
patient can buy and when. I&#39;m always afraid I&#39;ll make my selections at the counter, but will have to put something back or hold up
the line because I don&#39;t know how much I&#39;m actually allowed to get. It also puts a lot of pressure on the dispensary employees
who have to explain the laws and regulations to customers. That really shouldn&#39;t be their job.
Too damn expensive
grow.
The 45 day limit sucks !! It’s very terrible . Please change it
Make it a solid 3 grams or 3.5 for the price. Be able to grow personal for the ones who can’t travel because of medical reasons, would be
convenient. They days for a 10th should be the same for every tier, unless you’re going to increase the medicine quantity.
Prices are WAY to high and the grams are not right! An eighth in any math terms is 3.5 NOT 2.68!! I feel as if we are being ripped off on both
ends, to expensive for less stuff :(
life has changed for the better. The cost is killing me and I am unable to afford what I need. Thank you for allowing me to participate in this
survey.
I appreciate the legislature being proactive in providing this solution. I feel it is far less harmful than some of the prescription drugs
I&amp;#39;ve been prescribed for my pain. It&amp;#39;s still disappointing that Michigan has far better pricing than Ohio
We need cheaper product!
different products and better prices like Michigan or other state that allow smoking marijuana
I am offered a paper showing what my allowable amount to purchase, and I will admit to finding the whole supply allowances to be
confusing. I also know that the prices are higher here than pretty much any other state, and I absolutely hate the &quot;Ohio 1/8th&quot;
B.S. That&#39;s just another way of charging patients more money, I have never seen anything like that in any other states.
I believe it is very well run. I find the professionals at the dispensary extremely informed and helpful. For someone my age, it is essential this
program remain in place. With the opioid crisis, this option is wonderful for whom heavy pain meds could lead down a very dangerous road.
no comments
I would like the ability to grow 1 or 2 plants at my house
Not enough amount available to lay the 45 days. That is not enough product to last people who use on a regular basis. I run out every time
and have to find other sources that are dangerous. Please consider raising the amount allowed for people with higher tolerance.
Patients need more variety of strains. The two dispensaries I visit have had roughly the same menu of products for the past three months.
We need access to more varieties.
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Coshocton dispensary is very well ran ,never a waite time,always professional better ran than most regular stores,i have been in.
I wish that the staff were more knowledgeable about the products so that when I ask a question they would actually know the answer.
Why do I have to pay $250 for a license in the first place? Opioids are handed out like candy yet I have to pay a fee to get something that is
harmless. Have some compassion. You are discouraging safer medical options!
am able to function.
The program has been a miracle for my chronic pain and PTSD. I feel better, physically and emotionally. I have been able to exercise more, I
have lost weight and my cholesterol and blood sugar have dropped. The prices are manageable, although the purchasing process (and wait
times) are really challenging. Phone based pre‐ordering was probably the most frustrating element of the past year, you wait on hold for 30
minutes to place an order, then arrive and have to wait another 30 minutes to an hour to get in the dispensary. Online ordering has helped,
but at this point, I do not go to the dispensary on certain days because I know the wait times will be incredibly long.
The price of Ohio’s medicine is simply too expensive for people in real pain who have high tolerance. Not being to calculate my days on my
own is a serious issue, as well as limiting my days. Different people need different amounts of medicine, we should not be limited. We
should be able to have our medicine delivered to our homes, like in other states.
the milligrams is under by as much as 27mg. But it counts for the whole five days. Im running out of medicine before my script is up for
renewel due impart to this problem. Im lucky to be able to afford my medicine now but at these prices I cant see being able to afford it in
the future. And I feel sorry for the patients who have to go without this medical option because of cost. Insurance companies need to catch
up and realise they would pay out less in the long run. A lot of people end up in ER is because of chronic pain and anxiety . Studies have
shown that in areas where marijuana is available they have less ER visits. Thank you
The prices are high for the amount of flower I am getting!
The same product is never available again which makes it hard since it had been the most effective
Should allow more amounts for time period of 45 days and prices definitely need to go down a little.
I go to 2 different dispensaries, Seven Mile and Lebanon. The price difference between the two are insane! Lebanon ALWAYS has extremely
lower prices compared to Seven Mile. There is a good $10‐20 difference when the product is exactly the same!
allowed to sell is ridiculous why not just do grams 1/8s 1/4s 1/2s and oz. the patient website doesn’t work. We need to be able to grow at
home. The cultivators and dispensaries should be able to interact on social media. Why do things 100% different than all other medical
states? Why not take notice to what they do right and copy that.
Prices are too high. This is a state run program with vast fields of product. It should not cost the same as street prices. Makes no sense.
[REDACTED] My choice is to administer Marijuana, some disagree... I would continue to with medical marijuana if there was a system in
place for insurance, due to lack of United States currency. No money, no job from mental health PTSD.
worsen.
The availability of these products has greatly improved my ability to deal with my symptoms.
The pricing is ridicules and is a crime just for people to receive pain relations
I have been in treatment for years so I’ve probably tried every pharmaceutical available for my condition. None have worked as well as this.
material is prohibited.
it is very expensive and comes in small quanities especially the oil cartridges to vape, not many strains to select from hybrid the most.
long wait time even when you order online they still give you a number..so what’s the purpose of online ordering at this location.. your
notifies that your order is ready and still you have 30 min to hour wait..The prices need to be a little more affordable alot of disabled and
elderly patients think of them please
The cost is VERY high compared to other states. Wait times are ridiculously long. Even when you pay ahead and pick up it takes forever.
The consistency of strains is awful to find
This is the greatest gift to have! Using medical marijuana has changed my life! It helps me so much! Even more so than my regular
medications, which I use daily. It is such a blessing! I&#39;m so grateful to have this opportunity in Ohio!
I would like to see the prices lowered. I feel they are still to expensive. I would purchase more if it was more affordable.
prices of these are still quite high. I think adding more products, dispensaries, and people are invaluable. Anything that can be done to
include more of everything is very important.
Need to up the total 90‐day allotment bye at least a once of tier 2 medication!
N/A
Needs to be more affordable Since insurance does not cove
I appreciate the work all has been put into making this program available and hope that it continues to improve over time.
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hope things get better in time &amp; that people who eventually find themselves in a position like mine are able to navigate the system with
less discrimination and societal stigma with treatment. In comparison to picking up other scheduled medicines I was prescribed for years
under the care of my primary with mandatory visits to refill every three months &amp; how often there would be an issue or a specialist to
visit also &amp; feeling like I was stuck in a cycle of non resolution and constantly having to deal with one DR or another with the same tests
over &amp; over. Obviously I unfortunately have to be on maintenance medicine due to surgery and conditions I&#39;m left in from it now
but I&#39;m glad it hasn&#39;t become the sole focus of my daily life like it was for years.
Prices are too high
available. Online ordering and home delivery need to a thing. Also immunocompromised patients need the right to home grow so they can
avoid having to risk dying to go to a dispensery. The man in charge of alot of this was arrested for bribery... will patients get a chance to
speak against this man and his wrong doings? Will the state correct the roster and remove those who paid bribes? I&#39;m thankful to have
the medical marijuana option but really feel the program could use alot of work to make it patient friendly
to anything.Site it very difficult to use, what is the correct site address?I/we know nothing about the products, just that is was suggested as
as good pain relief.Since we have not yet visited a dispensary could not honestly answer most questions BUT answers were required so they
are bogus answers. We have to travel out of the county in order to visit one.Have only had our cards one month and unhappy with things as
stated above.
The days are hard to keep track of. And why is some products cheaper at one dispensary than the other when it’s the same company..
prison, focus on sugar free solutions for edibles, just legalize it all together, more access to samples so we know what we are getting
sometimes you can’t tell by look and smell, have a way to rate them other than weedmaps something with the dispensaries so we can help
each other find the right combo for ailments especially when you have multiple health issues, something for those on fixed incomes, easier
ways to add caregivers no one can afford the appointment and an additional card.
I would like the prices to come down a bit, I use edible forms from time to time, I use them sparingly as they are more expensive. I have
traveled to other states where the processed products seem to be more potent and cheaper, much cheaper. Currently a &quot;wana
gummy 110mg&quot; package is $45+ here in Ohio, the same brand and concentration averages $15 in Michigan, and $20 in California. I
would also like to be able to grow my own flower or use a collective grower, so that I can more specific with my strain choice. There are
strains that I have obtained legally in Michigan dispensaries that are not currently being produced or offered here in Ohio. There are so
many strains out there that sometimes I feel limited by the ohio market. I would also like to see more curbside availability or even a drive
through capability for dispensaries. Delivery services like those in Michigan and many other states would be an added benefit to a lot of
Prices are prohibitive. Offer better values in slightly higher quantities more often. Provide/promote ways to get savings.
Need a better way to determine how many days it takes to purchase a product. Like how many days 2.83 grams of tier one and tier two is. A
set amount of days to make it easier to determine how many days worth is being used before we buy the product.
I have a medical marijuana card. My main issue is cost. I am on ssdi, and with the pandemic I have not had the extra income for purchase. I
have relied on smoking at home with weed not purchased at a dispensary to relief chronic pain.
None
Delivery service would be nice.
I&amp;#39;ve been told 6 different things, then I finally figured out how it works, still difficult to manage usage, some days more product is
required than others, but usually use around 2 grams a day.
The price is still very high. I can&#39;t afford it all the time and I go on with pain.
pain or anxiety
the product will be useful for. Pricing seems to be hit and miss everywhere. I paid $74 at two different dispensaries for similar products. In
Columbus I received half as much product as I received at a different dispensary. If dispensaries can pick their own prices like this, and
apparently price gouge, it makes people unable to afford their medicine and encourages them to get it from a much cheaper but illegal
sources. I also think being able to smoke flower would make it much easier for patients to be able to use their medicine effectively. Ohio is
getting close to being on the right track but some serious changes need to happen before me or anyone else thinks it is successful.
I visit about every other month. The product is always different. If I find that one in particular works well (for example, sunset sherbet
flower) the odds of me ever finding that again are slim to none. It&#39;s always a guess as to which flower product is similar. Also I&#39;m
very interested in terpenes and how they make a product effective or not, but that is rarely advertised with the product.
Waiting room narrow, can’t social distance.No online, no curbside available.Prices still very high for quality cannabis ($45)Waiting in lines, is
unacceptable.Post more info on strains &amp; cannabinoids.
Homegrow or no‐go.Also, this survey should include an option to say my reason for dissatisfaction is directly related to the people in charge
and the entire program, itself.
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10ths and days need to go. No other place in the country uses either and its completely ridiculous. We can never hope to have reciprocity
with any other state as things stand now and thats something we all want. It would also be nice to see grow house laws change. So many
pounds of marijuana are being simply thrown away due to a lack of space and knowledge on how to treat simple issues!
Wearing masks should be a minimum level of protection required for entry into a dispensary, however the Verilife dispensary in Cincinnati
did not provide masks nor refuse service to patients/caregivers who were not wearing them. Additionally, patients approached the
budtenders at close range and spoke to each other across the counter without the plexiglass barriers. I felt uncomfortable with the level of
risk that was tolerated, but since it is the closest dispensary to me by many miles, I will reluctantly continue to use them.
interpretable
it, even with my discount.
charge upwards of 70 dollars for 100 mg of THC, when I could go to michigan and get 1000 mg for $30 (Ill drive to michigan for cheaper
weed, and most people with cards do too). I feel as though the cost is an obvious and unreasonable restriction for those who would like to
use alternative medicine, but cannot afford it. It is a classist system, and a dangerous one for those who need an alternative to deadly
opiates. There are far too many regulations, and far too costly for being a simple plant. Medical Cannabis ‐also, marijuana is a racist term so
maybe consider changing it (just another example of how ill informed the state of ohio is about CANNABIS)‐ should be affordable and
available to those who need it. If you do not want to change the prices, patients should be allowed to grow. You are keeping people sick.
I have only been to my dispensary once since I am a new patient. But I am pleased with the service and selection. I am still learning, so I
don&#39;t have detailed information to be of much help for this survey:)
I love it.So nice to not be dependent on aspirin products.
As an older female with MS, it is sometimes difficult to open the medical marijuana packages. Please remember those opening the products
usually have some limitation in strength and coordination.
works for most people. Your body came become acclimated to one strain. Additionally, lack of maturity in Ohio growers makes it
challenging to find some of the more classic strains that are made for pain such as Blueberry or Northern Lights. We are starting to see an
influx of tier two flower, as many buyers don’t know what to look for and think that higher thc equals better... again, not the case... more
education on THC levels to consumers may help this. Thank you...
offer 1.9 gram 1 day supplies or make all 2.83 a days supply.#2 pricing, flower pricing is slightly high, but reasonable.Edibles and oils are
skyhigh in price. Would love to switch to edibles now and then but way to pricey. It has been a blessing to obtain this medicine legally and
has helped me turn alot of stuff in my life around. Thank you
Please take off the THC cap on the .5 and 1 gram concentrates, also making them full grams and not .9. Price is a huge damper on when I get
get my medication. Home grow would be interesting to see going forward. Also having a better system when it comes to return of defective
products or products that don’t weigh the correct amount.
dispensaries to suffer from extreme loss of oxygen due to the unconstitutional mandate of masks. As a business that promotes health
through natural means, Ohio Medical Marijuana should should understand that the most. You should STOP charging so much and allow
people to have as much as they want and NOT limit their marijuana; with that said, you&amp;#39;re ONLY driving customers away due to
prices and the ridiculous cap on how much you can get. You&amp;#39;re forcing many people to buy it illegally due to your unfounded,
unscientific, and unreasonable withholding of marijuana and making the prices unrealistic.
Please get together and try to fix the days system. It&#39;s so confusing. I never know how many days I have left. Prices are still extremely
high. I&#39;m hoping they start to come down. Thank you
We need law changes too cultivate in our homes and I don’t understand why we have to vape it and can’t smoke it? I know a lot of people
who qualify but that is the reason they are not getting there MML
The days supply guidelines are still much too complicated. Please do a better job of educating us on the process, or change it to be more
understandable like normal pharmaceuticals from a pharmacy.
Marijuana and benzodiazepines together Is that fine, or is there a reaction .?
Attempted curbside pickup and was told to enter.
weights seem arbitrary compared to other states(2.83 GM). should be by gram, 1/4 ounce, 1/2 ounce, ounce, etc.
I am thankful everyday I can use my marijuana as my pain relievers. Thank you for the Medical marijuana use.
doesn&#39;t happen, it shouldn&#39;t for this either. Also, employees project their experiences onto you. We&#39;re trying to treat pain
and anxiety, not be as high as possible all day. So suggesting an item you use if you want to be wrecked all day to someone who does not
often take MJ products is annoying. The consistent selection is the worst part. Actually, it&#39;s the cost, which goes into #2Second worst is
the wastefulness of having to buy a full battery and device just to get the standard treatment. It increases costs for zero benefit and is super
wasteful.
Cheaper prices.It’s expensive.
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herb.
It&#39;s hard to buy regularly because the prices are expensive for a tenth. The current starting prices for tenths are normally what a
person would pay for an eighth. So the prices are high especially when you don&#39;t have that much incoming funds.I&#39;d never heard
of anyone selling in increments of 1 tenth until the OHIO MEDICAL MARIJUANA PROGRAM.Not impressed.
Lower cost.
citizen, I welcome the recent availability of reliable medicine of consistently high quality, and informative labeling.As a result, I have
significantly reduced my consumption of alcohol, which i previously and regularly used to self‐medicate.Having said that, I find that is is far
too difficult to obtain this medicine. I have to travel from Knox County to Franklin County, where, invariably, I encounter very long lines and
wait times, even now, when I am required to pre‐order my medicine.Selection is suboptimal, especially with my preferred forms of
medicine, Indica or other strains of edibles and Indica flower.
go without medicine until days become available. I think this is because the daily dosage allotted to flower seems twice as much as
concentrates. Flower should be half as many days as concentrates because the THC/CBD amounts are far lower in that form than
concentrates.Thank you for changing the 90 days to 45 days. That really made a difference.
take notes and simply adopt their practices. There is no need for these &quot;day amounts&quot; it&#39;s quite ridiculous. We have talked
with several dispensary agents across the state and we all have agreed that the state is not doing an adequate job of providing the patients
with their medical marijuana and they are actually preventing the patients from getting the help that they really need. Please look at other
states that have medical marijuana and just simply adopted the policies. Research will show no negative outcomes have come from the way
they do their programs, hence why there are so many programs running the same exact way. If you can change it once, you can change it
again but better this time. The medical board would be heros to the patient community by taking this simple step. Thank you.
and then If I choose a Tier 2 flower, I get even less days to use. It&#39;s insane. If you are using 10th&#39;s of a ounce as the standard.
You have to make a 10th the daily dose. If you buy a 10th, which is the main item all dispensaries carry you automatically use 2 days
because its 2.83 grams instead of the daily allowance which is 2.52 grams. As a patient that uses flower instead of concentrate oils, you are
penalized for not spending more on concentrate oils it seems. Yes oils weigh less, but last longer. Hoping for a better system. 45 days is
better than the 90 day was, but come on. I pretty much have to explain to new medical patients in line at dispensaries near me how the
system works. No one understands how how our system works, it seems. It&#39;s confusing.
I would like to have more variety in pills, edibles and candy bars. The lack of variety in these areas is very disappointing.
marijuana? It is sold as if it being pushed by drug dealers, small amounts of product goes for a lot of cash. But buy in bolk, we&#39;ll give ya
a deal, and take less days, wink, wink. I put trust into the government for this and they fail, you were taught by the wrong people. Drug
dealers are called that for a reason, they do not care about their customers, they just push. Education isn&#39;t worth much, if you have the
wrong teachers. No, it should not be free, I understand that, but it shouldn&#39;t be pushed or sold as if you are buying it off the worst
dealer known to the human race. I do not get the euphoria or high due to a TBI and neck injury, so I medicate far more than the average
patient. I can not over dose from it because it is impossible to. Unlike the prescribed medications I have to take. Most of all I can take it
market is still appealing, given the current pricing and limitations on quantity per time period. Ohio BoP needs to put more focus on patient
Advocacy feedback. System is riddled with issues.
Survey is to long.
At this time the prices in Ohio are outrageous! It takes everything I have just to afford my medication for the state of Michigan it’s sad I can’t
afford the medication in my own state
vaporizer (the only one used in hospitals) for Fibromyalgia. I own and operate a large company in ohio. I am a business professional. I am
responsible person. I don&amp;#39;t understand why you allow someone to purchase large amounts of concentrates, and edibles which are
far more potent, but you limit the most natural form of the plant. FLOWER. Dr. Suzki did some groundbreaking work with relation to
cannabis and nausea relief. They found that it simply works much better through vaporization with regard to nausea. It works very well for
me, but you don&amp;#39;t dispense enough FLOWER medicine to cover me for the prescription period. Frankly the amount should be
doubled with regards to FLOWER material.Aside form that the dispensaries seem to be doing a fantastic job.
Prices are ridiculous. It&#39;s cheaper to drive to Michigan and get products at half to a third of prices here
programs.
None
The cost of products is too high. I would like to see reciprocal agreements with bordering states. Lower licensing fees for operations of
growers and dispensaries and agreements with other states with oversight could allow for more competition and lower product pricing.
Totally unaffordable for a lot of people in need so they stay dependent on 100% narcotic prescription costing our state more money in the
long run. I do however appreciate the strides Ohio has made with marijuana treatments as it is so beneficial to people in need.
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It is a fantastic medicine it helps with all my ailments. It is just too expensive . I would give all my pills back to the pharmacy company if they
would cover my cannabis. The other problem is not having it .....after using it properly as a medicine it produces withdrawls switch suck and
are unavoidable unless you have a 5000 a month weed budget
I am tired of buying strains that say one thing and then when vaped do not show results PLEASE HELP
Pricing in Ohio is outrageous for items the same exact items available in other states
The quality is good but you either run out of days or the price is too high.
It&#39;s kind of expensive
Although I remain careful about what I consume it can be taxing to keep track of and the limitations can make it feel like I can&#39;t eat
anything but meat and vegetables. It&#39;s nice to eat my mexican food with a little cheese and not have my nasal passages swell shut. I am
assuming that this benefit is due to the overall reduction of inflammation. I wish the list of approved medical uses included this as an option
as I have several friends who would benefit from this use. Secondly, it is a little ridiculous that I am paying $20 more for the same product
than my friends in Denver. It feels like the costs established by the system are taking advantage of my illness to line pockets which is
inconsistent with idea of using cannabis as medicine.
Delivery would be a nice option.
Pricing is way to high ....
days and so can 3 jars 2.83 and there are not alot of half oz containers to get your cheated people out of days and three days it cost a person
of they got a tier 2 just not fair and right
1.4 grams per day is terrible
MM and my medication or I&amp;#39;d have to leave practice. I could tell it was helping my severe pain. But I had to choose which. A
shame. Had ibeen allowed to continue both for longer trial I&amp;#39;m sure I could have weaned reg meds down. But not that way. Too
fast.. Spent $500 all a waste. Please teach Doctors (even pain management doctors) That using both together‐‐ IS an option FOR severe
cancer pain. I had multiple broken bones from Radiation.
Some of the workers dont count the days up right.
the current mmcp seems to be designed to benefit growers, processors, dispensaries and taxing agencies more than patients. If you truly
want to help patients in this program, the cost to patients needs to be much lower, and you should simplify the program by eliminating the
tier 1/2 system, at a minimum. also, there needs to be reasonable employee protections for medical marijuana patients
Cost, relative to neighboring states is still ridiculous. I have been forced to choose between my medicine and other necessitates. Other than
cost, and lack of knowledge as to what a &quot;day&quot; means in terms of quantity, I&#39;ve been happy with the program.
Marijuana is the best thing that ever happened to me that&#39;s all I got to say
Keep up God&#39;s work. Love you all.....
Verdant Dispensary on Cassady has multiple times overprescribed my medication or have given me the wrong strain. Over an hour wait,
misprescribing which I have proof of and their employee&#39;s wait around more than fulfilling orders. The Botanist is amazing tho
1. Tier system is restrictive, arbitrary and completely unnecessary. If it remains, percentages need to increase.2. Day count is still confusing
and limiting. Forces patients to limit strain choice to conserve days. Purchasing a 5‐day (tier 1) supply of one strain is 6 days, but purchasing
the same supply sourced from different strains is 10 days. This makes absolutely no sense. Additionally, patients are expected to track this
confusing day count system and the new 45‐day part one and part two windows on their own.
There seems to be a lack.of tier 2 flower at some of the dispensaries I frequent.
Products are too expensive, confusing 45 day quota system, arbitrary and confusing 2.83portion size(1/4 oz, 1/2 oz, 1 oz, etc), Dispensaries
poorly run(long wait times on phone and in person, bad online menus), Patient website doesnt work(cant check days remaining), Tier 1 and
2 not needed, incomplete labeling on package, flower is dry most of the time, use better jars that are completely air tight.
It’s way too expensive. I look at the prices in Michigan and see how we’re being gouged.
I feel that for what is available at the dispensary I go to, I am satisfied. I feel we should be able to grandfather any unused days to the next
allotment. Other than that, i feel it is a good program
The cost needs to come down.
I strongly believe that patients should be allowed more flower (plant material) in their 45‐day full period. I would like if the tier 1/tier 2
system was done away with so patients don’t have to choose between getting a lesser amount of more potent flower, or more of less potent
flower. Patients who mainly use plant material often run out of day supply far too soon before their next fill period. I realize there has to be
limits put in place so that the state of Ohio doesn’t have a shortage of product, however I just ask for the day supply values that apply to
flower be reconsidered so that all patients can get what they need in their 45‐day fill. It is not cheap to be a medical marijuana patient but
the alternative is not nearly as helpful as cannabis. Please let us purchase more flower in our 45‐day fills! Thank you for your consideration
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Most dispensary do not show all inventory or it is not updated so when you order online you get there it’s unavailable Very discouraging
Arthritis friendly packaging would be greatly appreciated. Also less plastic and more environmentally friendly packaging would be preferred.
Very expensive. I need help to affo
None
My biggest concern is the card patients are required to carry, why doesn’t the state send out laminated cards or real cards? I think it would
take stress off the patients knowing they received a card from the state of Ohio
The prices are extremely high.
Prices are way too high
times per year to get my marijuana there. In addition, the Medical Marijuana card is expensive in Ohio on a yearly basis. My condition will
not change. There is NO reason that I should pay $150 per year to renew a card where my prognosis will NEVER change. There is NO cure for
autoimmune diseases, so the yearly charge is ridiculous. In addition, I am a senior on a very limited budget. Why do the homeless and
veterans get a reduced rate? Why not seniors? Ohio really has some outdated, unfair laws concerning medical marijuana. Michigan charges
for its Medical Marijuana Card $35 for a 3 year card. Ohio just wants to line its coffers any way it can at the expense of its residents whether
they can afford it or not.
N/A
once again after I begin leaving my home after the resolution of Covid‐19 issues. My hope is that they will have gotten much more
experience than they had when I was last there.
reasons; but my biggest concern right now with the Medical Marijuana Program is when a patient finally finds the perfect product for them,
which helps relieve their symptoms more than any other product. Then they come back looking for that product and it&amp;#39;s sold out. I
have seen broken hearts and people tear up in front of me. Because they know that that specific one product helps soooo much but then
it&amp;#39;s not available, and even recommending something with the same terpenes and a similar effect, but it&amp;#39;s just not the
same. I have the same worry and fear for myself because I know the Triple Chocolate Chip helps more than any other strain for my condition,
but I have the fear of what will I use if or when they don&amp;#39;t have it.
I’m not sure why Ohio is the only state where patients are not allowed to grow their own medication. The state monopoly on the industry
isn’t a good thing. It obvious that the state is trying to get every penny they can and don’t really care about patient needs
it&amp;#39;s also very upsetting that i have to choose between eating and medicine due to the astronomical prices of marijuana at the
dispensary.
I have purchased all my cannabis from dispensaries in Michigan
make this more affordable?
educational about the different types of product and how it works. Strawberry Fields is in a bad part of Dayton whereas the one that I go to
now is in Fairborne.
I am very unhappy with the prices and amount of products that comes int the containers. I don’t understand why we can’t just buy normal
eighths and quarters like every other state. I feel like I’m being cheated. 2.83 grams is not enough for 2 days . To be honest I’ve had the
worst experience with dispensaries in Ohio. Every other state that I’ve been to that had dispensaries was a way smoother process
I would like to see the cap on THC lifted. We should be able to purchase products that contain up to 99% THC.
It would be nice to be able to order online and go through a drive through to pick up your order
Anxiety and depression should be qualifying conditions. It is in other states.
socially distance because there is only one door for entering and exiting, and even though everyone is wearing a mask, I still feel nervous
upon entering the dispensary. A major issue that I have noticed is that when I find a strain that works great for my pain relief, aides with
PTSD symptoms, and doesn&#39;t have any side effects for me, it won&#39;t be available the next time I go to refill. For some reason, the
strains are only around for a month or two, and then they are gone. It would be great if there were some kind of way to ensure that strains
are available for long periods of time. It is like going to the store to buy Aleve but every store in the state is out. If medical cannabis
wasn&#39;t so expensive I would be able to stock up on a strain that works, but the cost is a main hindrance and I can only purchase at the
My with the dispensaries have been very successful. Most clerks know and can answer most of your questions.Waits are very short.
I think you guys are doing a good job.
It would be nice if the weights were correct for the pricing
Prices too high!!!
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amazing job. I witnessed first hand that it really helps my son&#39;s anxiety symptoms. In fact, the first time he tried some, we were amazed
because it calmed him down right away. It&#39;s really a miracle for us because for years, he has been suffering with debilitating anxiety
where he would barely go outside or even socialize but now he is getting out more and socializing a little bit too. To top it off, when I go to
the Dispensary, everyone is so friendly, the place is super clean and they are eager to answer any questions that I may have. The only thing
that is a bit of a down fall is the cost of the Marijuana. It takes a good chunk out of my son&#39;s earnings each month. Thanks for your time
and keep up the good work!
I would like a print out of how many days a product is so that I can keep up with how many days I have used and how many I have left. I also
would like to know the dates of use, as in when does my 45 days start and end.
specially amid COVID crisis
The prices are very expensive still and hard to afford for any &#39;real&#39; patient that needs medical marijuana. It&#39;s expensive to
find and pay a licensed doctor and pay the expensive dispensaries as well.
I am a care giver for two medical patients . I do not use THC products personally.
different flower and I keep a log and read online about all the strains and rate the characteristics. I like the lozenges but the price went from
25 to 30 for no reason. The tincture has inched up a little too. First. 10 increase and since last month up another dollar to 111.00 for a six
day THC only tincture (which lasts me 9 days 1 ml 3x a day). The salve only uses up 1 day. I use every last day every month and spend 30
dollars per day. and the added benefit of pain and headache relief in addition to controlling my PTSD exceptionally well. So I won’t argue the
price. Fortunately I get social security this year and 80% will go to my medical marijuana costs. So I hope the prices come down and no
Recreational Marijuana on the backs of the Medical Patients unless you cut the costs to patients in HALF. Then make your millions on the Rec
Marijuana at all...Way to much money??? . I dont want to go back on pills but my insurance pays or helps with cost. I CANT AFFORD IT....
I&#39;ll see how this year goes. Its sad...
My husband passed on April 27th.
I believe that there should be more qualifying conditions, especially for anxiety disorders. I also believe that is should be less expensive, so
that lower income people can use this medicine.
I have had to cut back drastically on amount purchased as price is too high for me to afford.
Thank you , this program helps tremendously. I do not take pharmaceutical med. this give me an organic option for pain relief instead of
drowning my pain in alcohol. My drinking has dramatically decreased and I’m much more pleasant to be around
The wait time is horrible at all dispensaries . The are no discounts for essential or healthcare workers or caregivers. The prices are more than
street opiates and marijuana. This is supposed to be about the people , not just profit.
The receipts do not have the correct information about how many days you have left on your prescription. When I asked the workers at
dispensary they said its bc the system was not set up right from the beginning. You should be able to see how many days you have left on
your receipt bc this information should be accurate especially when dealing with medicine.
Availability of tinctures has been slow to ramp up. The ones that have been most consistently available don’t sufficiently help with my
neuropathy pain. I may try again in the future and I’m glad to have this option open to me and others with my condition.
There needs to be a simpler way, to figure out how many days used, or how many days u have left
I have had my license since March 2019. I have visited dispensaries in Ohio but the product selection/price are inadequate. I have been
traveling to Michigan dispensaries which are fully stocked and prices are much less inexpensive.
I feel the days need to be re‐evaluated. Flower products do not last as long as the other products available but use more days.
me off, as recommended by the CDC, she cut me off cold. I was not sure if I would be able to keep my job and my sanity due to the pain. I
did research alternative methods and found a surgeon who implanted a spinal cord stimulator last month, which did help the pain level to a
certain extent. Because elective surgery was cancelled for two months, I relied on medical marijuana to keep the pain level low enough so I
could function, hold my job and do what I needed to do. I am still using it, but less than I was before. I am grateful that I had something I
could use prior to the surgery and, when used in combination with the implant, the medical marijuana helps me to work, live and not lose
my mind due to pain levels of between 6 and 8 out of 10 without the surgical and medicinal help. Thanks.
of containers of flower and instead just let us get 9 ounces per period, making it easy to divide down. (90 tenths instead of 90 of the new unit
that is not a normal unit of measurement and will add confusion). The proposed decrease of flower container size will also just mean higher
prices for patients, when they should be going down. Also, some of the smaller growers should be able to cultivate more. The two best
medicines I have tried are very hard to find because Ohio Clean Leaf and Fire Rock sell out so fast and are so limited in their products through
no fault of their own.Overall, I am glad to have access to this medicine and I hope the system continues improving like it has so far. (90 days
split up to 45 now, online ordering ,etc)
Ohio prices are outrageous compared to prices around the country. It’s extremely upsetting for those on a fixed income. Why are the prices
so much higher than other states. Seems like gouging especially since insurance companies won’t pay for the scripts.
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Just want to say, Thanks for opportunity to maintain a quality of life with medical Marijuana.
We need more dispensaries and better pricing. Patients should also be able to grow a few plants.
sometimes the prices for topicals are pretty high. Also most of the oil products cost a pretty penny so I&#39;ll be walking out having spent
75 bucks on just a cartridge alone ??.
The whole system of how many &quot;days&quot; a product takes and calculating days remaining is complicated and frustrating. On more
than one occasion I have run out of days early. I feel like the amount allowed to be purchased is extremely restrictive. Breaking the 90 days
down into 45 day increments and not taking away the days was a huge help but there is still much room for improvement.
I think the tracking of remaining supply, is overly complex.I feel that many strains are not available due to the Federal restrictions on
transporting over state lines, even between 2 states with a contiguous border.
I think the 90 day supply/ split 45 day supply needs to be changed or dropped. You should be able to purchase as needed. Every patients
need are needs and need different doses and strengths. Running out of days is horrible for my medical conditions and has almost landed me
in the hospital during the pandemic and that is very dangerous for me.
I have never been able to find out what to so if I have my medicine with me and my driver gets pulled over. If they are not a patient are they
at risk legally. And does my medicine have to remain in the original packaging for it to be considered medicine? Am I breaking the law if i go
home and put my flower in a jar am I allowed to travel with it that way?
Some edible gummies are only described on as &quot;edible&quot;. ? The menu items need better product description.
have to suffer through without until I can then afford more as well as use days. I have multiple conditions that all mean chronic pain. Nerve
pain, arthritis rheumatoid &amp; osteoarthritis plus many many more. I think they need to reevaluate these 45 day increments and consider
people know their pain and trust the people with determining what and how much they need vs assuming or dictating. The prices need to be
a bit more reasonable as well they are pretty high which then make people miss out on what they need as well as myself. Please reconsider
days and prices thank you.
convenient. There have been times I’ve waited and was not allowed in because the business is required to close by law. I will say I have never
encountered a rude employee in all of the dispensaries I have visited. This program is valuable. I am a veteran and I am glad this resource is
available. What would be helpful is if medical marijuana was covered by the VA. I do appreciate the discount but it would be better if more
was covered to offset the cost. Please keep working to reform this program and make it the best it can be.
processing plants (as happened in CA) and we have enough competition to properly serve the patient market. Availability of strains with a
variety of terpenes and cannabinoids is needed to treat the variety of conditions our MMP treats. This variety can be the difference between
effective anxiety treatment or effective inflammation‐pain treatment. Lack of selection between Indica and Sativa can also inhibits
patients&amp;#39; ability to take this medicine at a specific time of day. Which can severely impact the medical outcomes of our
MMP.Thank you for letting me live a nearly pain‐free life and best of luck with the program! I have done so much with my life after being
able to live life more pain‐free. Feel free to contact me anytime.
for these product types are extremely high compared to other states like Michigan. The cost makes it hard to get the amount that I need for
my condition throughout the month. Many other states have simple edible items like lollipops that are inexpensive. Ohio needs these
options for patients that do not have the lungs to Vape constantly as that is the cheapest way to use medical marijuana. Overall the price
needs to be lower for Edibles and tinctures and there needs to be more variety.
The 45 day supply limit is screwing over so many patients! There was not a question on here about “have you ever left the dispensary
because you couldn’t purchase medical marijuana?” YES ‐ along with many of your other patients. We cannot calculate our days, we have to
ask the dispensary to do that for us and it is still way too confusing! The Ohio MMC when I called gave me a COMPLETELY DIFFERENT
NUMBER than the dispensary did about how many days I had left! They said I had 17 days left. The dispensary said I had 5. So where are they
getting their info from!? Patients are running out of days and medicine WAY TOO QUICK w this 45 day limit instead of the 90 day limit you
FIRST HAD IT AT! We are being told by the dispensary to go to other states to purchase our medication because we no longer can here
because you have screwed us out of our days! The doctors are even telling me the wrong information! Your elderly patients are having a
Many brands seem to make me ill. Only grow Ohio seems to be free of harmful chemicals.
N/A
Need more variety and better prices at Terrasana (close to me). More like GLeaf (40 miles from me)
I wish I could get it in a pill form.
It’s really to pricey hard to have cash for bills and medical marijuana
dispensaries won&#39;t give me a veteran&#39;s discount (even with government issued documentation). I found a doctor that wasn&#39;t
a criminal and didn&#39;t sell my information on my third try. The first two ripped me off. Everywhere I&#39;ve turned for information
since I first entered the program has turned into either a sales pitch, a dead end, or both.
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I feel the program has a lot of potential but there is room to grow such as, The pricing for medical marijuana in Ohio is ridiculous I don&#39;t
think it&#39;s fair that we paid for a marijuana card and are being OVER CHARGED for the marijuana a quick Google search will show me in
most other States the price for the same exact weed and grown better (in my opinion) is much cheaper about 50% less that&#39;s a little
disheartening for me... If these prices remain Ludacris I will not be renewing my medical card next year and I&#39;ll just move to a State
where it&#39;s fair Another issue I have is about the 45 day supply... It is completely bogus as a patient I feel very uneasy about that I have a
medical condition I paid $250 for my card to be told how much I can purchase and then when I run out of days I am forced to go without or
go to the black market which puts me at risk of illegal activity even though it should never go that fair because I have a condition and paid
I think we should have a right to grow out own medicine. Some of us are disabled on limited income and just can&#39;t afford to medicate
ourselves properly! Also would help in a pandemic like this!
I&#39;ve lost 1 job and have been denied 2 other jobs even though I have a medical card and use it the way it&#39;s prescribed.
Less restrictions on growers.
Satisfied with program and noticed great improvements even during the Covid crisis. Difficult to find flower products in quantities greater
than 1/10 oz, very expensive overall.
The program is overly complicated. I still don&#39;t understand how exactly the 45 day supply is calculated. Generally speaking, it just
doesn&#39;t feel as though the program was developed with the patient in mind.
The website for calculating days needs to be upgraded alot. I have 3 caretakers &amp;amp; no one including myself can figure out the days I
have left. Some dispensaries have even told my caretakers they can&amp;#39;t discuss how many days I have left over the phone due to
HIPPA. That is ridiculous seeing as how they know my numerous health conditions &amp;amp; assist me in various ways when I am flared.
You really need to get costs down comparable to Detroit. How do you expect people to afford it when we&amp;#39;re on Disability?
It is cheaper to buy from the street than it is from a dispensary. in California the dispensary is cheaper than the streets.
I despise the program Ohio uses to limit the quantity able to be purchased. I really hate it. I know of no other state that makes cancer
patients jump through oops like that.
I am concern my product may not be processed without pesticides and may not monitor dying methods
Costs for product remain too high. Producers are selling exactly same product recreationally in other states for as much as Half of the
medicinal costs here in Ohio. Really don’t see how that is possible.
It would be nice if prices did come down a little, but my dispensary experiences have all been positive.
number of days used.
Would like to be able to have more selection of tier 2 Sativa. The 45 day rotation/ day count of 2 tier2 is preventing me from being able to
keep my medication consistent. It is hard to hear the attendant when trying to ask questions. The visits seem rushed.
Great program!
Clubhouse Dispensary in Elyria is the only dispensary with a decent selection of flower. Why is that ??
Pricing is almost unattainable. I suffer because I can’t afford dispensary prices and have had to buy off street to manage my pain
The renewal process is ridiculous. Already been diagnosed I shouldn&#39;t need to keep getting diagnosed every year it is a waste of money.
The days and supy packaging system is very confusing and it needs to be easier to understand. Most places do not offer the high grade t2
flower in quantities such as ounces. If you buy 10 2.8 gram t2 packs it uses 17 days . But if you buy 1 28.3 gram pack it uses 17 days. And that
steals 3 days of your supply for ever 20 days . That is unfair and needs addressed.
It’s ridiculously expensive for the medical card and for the product. It’s much cheaper to but product on the street.
advantageous to the patient.
The cost of the products is quite high. It is difficult to be able to afford them on s fixed income.
I’d like to be involved in a petition for patients to be able to grow 90days worth of medicine‐without it going against their count of days‐ the
state could sell Organic grow informatIon so people can deepen their knowledge, appreciation and respect for the plant. The limit could be 4
mature plants within reasonable size so the yield is in line with a 90 day supply.
Prices should be more competitive and more in line with states like California
prices were lower.
products are not accurate on websites which makes it hard to order ahead of time...I found if I can&#39;t order before I visit my dispensary
my wait time is greater
There needs to be both dispenser and products that are straight Tinctures of Indica as well as Sativa. At present there are only mixtures of
each and is disconcerting. Also, what do the ratios mean on the tincture? I seem to get conflicting answers. Such as 10:1...what exactly does
that mean. Thank you. The Ohio law is a great asset for PTSD.
the only thing I could suggest is to up the day supply to maybe 55 instead of 45
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Wishing for a secure mail order way to receive medical marijuana during this pandemic.
to open another avenue for patients to more affordably and create ease of access to their medicine.The 2.835g daily limit is a disaster, along
with the tiers and how they affect your limit. It&#39;s clear that there is not very much, if any actual cannabis regulatory experience in
Ohio&#39;s MMJ program. Just because a strain may have a THC content above 20% it does NOT mean it is more proactive or medicinal than
a strain that is at 12% THC.
available is difficult to navigate. When we mention it to our dispensary, they inform us that the state limits their ability to supply some basic
information about products in a readily digestible manner. Please let go of your misgivings and supply patients to have the benefit of more
information. The claims that so little is known about the effects. We&#39;ve had years of testing in other states. The research is there.
It&#39;s time to allow the positive effects of MM to be more accessible and transparent.
Na
I only use Ohio dispensaries when I am unable to go to Michigan. Michigan dispensaries have much more selection and the price is about
1/3 of Ohio&amp;#39;s prices.
It is very expensive for being on a fixed income
You guys really need to start selling an actual eighth 3.5g that is one of the biggest complaints.
Assuming all goes well, I may not need to use as much medical marijuana for pain management, so perhaps the cost wouldn&#39;t be
prohibitive.
Per the question above, it is difficult to find information on the effects of each strain without talking to the dispensary which makes online
ordering difficult. I understand this may be more of an art than a science, but any guidance would be very helpful. There are so many strains,
and they change all the time, and that makes things confusing especially when you want to help certain conditions (such as pain).
Make it easier to track your remaining supplies.
Consistency of strain availability. I find one the addresses my needs only to not find it next time
The prices are a bit high. I can only get medicine when I can afford this.
The initial start and then the continuous cost to keep the card active is way more expensive to keep doing every year then it is to just go and
buy marijuana on the street plus you get more marijuana on the street for the cost in the dispensaries, unless you go outside the state, then
the dispensaries are a lot better priced for amount.
Online ordering should be promoted more. Depression and anxiety should be considered for the program.
the prices are high, the weight of the product is sometimes well short
Please allow home growing, I&#39;m going broke buying from dispensaries
three weeks before the 31st. As I have low vision due to glaucoma, I had a neighbor drive me the 33 miles to the nearest dispensary, only to
be turned away. It can be difficult for a disabled person to get to the dispensary in the first place. That is my second point: I live in Athens,
and we were supposed to have a dispensary here in the city a long time ago. Given the unresolved legal issues related to Harvest opening
here, I would like the state to consider a different company that can open now. It would be a great service to the disabled population in
Appalachia.
with the pharmaceutical industry. I do not at all believe the state cares about the patients or the plant. The state solely cares about making
as much money as possible with out any regard to the people working, consuming, and fighting for the right to use this plant as alternative
to traditional medicine.
This program has been helpful and well run in my opinion.
Joined the program in order to try a specific product and was unable to purchase any during the full year of membership. Should be allowed
an extended membership until the product is available.
I am moving to Texas soon and I am concerned about how to get my meds.
Overpriced
Keep it!
new job drug screening coming up and I don&#39;t want any questions. I do feel like it would be frowned upon even though it is prescribed.
I will be back. I&#39;m in a lot of pain lately.
It needs to be more affordable for patients to obtain their medicine. Michigan has better quality for less money.
I am pleased that it is legalized in Ohio so I do not have to travel as far especially since Covid 19
could not walk without using a cane in so much pain. Since using medical marijuana I am able to walk for the most part without pain and no
longer need my cane
I am waiting on my social security benefits letter to finish renewing card
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Please bring CURBSIDE pickup back! Many of the patients are at high risk and should not being going inside places. Also, the online ordering
only allows for a quantity of 5 of each product. I can not utilize the online ordering because of this and I have to call.
We need access to RSO and refill syringes for vape cart. Prices are 2‐3 times higher in Ohio than other states (used to be a patient in Illinois).
Home growing should be allowed. Prices need to come way down!
I think the prices should come down a bit so people that have only one income a month could be able to afford it.
I think this is a fantastic program, I feel less pain using the dispensary products than I did man‐made medication from the doctor
edibles. Clearer information for consumers about the &amp;quot;number of days&amp;quot; limits, and a way to check that info on our end
would be really helpful.
Get rid of the days.
especially the ones that get discounts. I do not want to get on prescription medications that&#39;s why I chose this program. I am a single
parent, so it&#39;s kind of hard to pay for it like I need it. Sometimes I go without it for weeks. So it&#39;s not really gonna be consitant if
it&#39;s helping me.
None at this time.
The process for patients is too restrictive, complicated, and expense to obtain and keep a medical permit to purchase marijuana. There is a
lack of effective competition for the dispensaries, and this results in higher costs to patients.
Lighten up.
I want my medicinal back
few growers.
I’m so thankful for my medical marijuana card and the ability to purchase. I do wish, however, that job opportunities are lost due to not
allowing those taking responsibly to test unclean and allow employment. I could be on prescription opioids and this wouldn’t be an issue.
Yet, with marijuana, it is not allowed. Stuck between a rock and a hard place.
I would like to know how to add a caregiver so I don’t have to leave pick up my medicine
The dispensaries need to lower the prices of the products.
Ohio FOR THE EXACT SAME product! Whose pockets are benefiting from that mark up? National brands should be a national market prices,
not priced twice as high. It&#39;s shameful.
laws. Fix the Federal
young in my career, it is easy to identify the mistakes made throughout the coordination and legislation of the program. The only true way
for this program to flourish not only economically but for the patients themselves, is to lower the barriers of entry for new entities. The first
step would be adding more testing labs. Having different testing facilities is crucial for patient safety as results vary from lab to lab due to a
number of variables. Adding more labs would also be beneficial for cultivators and processors by cutting transportation costs and window
times for buyer to seller transactions. Offering expansion for established cultivators in the program would be beneficial as it will allow prices
to decrease and quantity increase. Equilibrium price will be lower however units sold will result in higher revenue. Good luck, would love to
Would really love to see the prices down a little bit, $40+ is a bit much for something like a .5 g cart.
The product cost is too high.
The prices are so high it’s difficult for many patients to obtain what they need.
dispensaries seem to carry a large variety of flower in 2.83g supplies and very little variety, if any, in 14g supplies. I do find it strange that a
45 day supply can cost up to $1800(assuming T1 2.83g/day) yet a 90 day supply of narcotics/benzodiazepines only costs the patient a few
dollars after insurance. I have full insurance, and made the conscious decision to stay away from harmful pharmaceuticals, which in this
current system actually negatively affects me financially.
To have cheaper on vape
Keep up the GREAT work!!! Thank you for all that you do.
Prices are ridiculous. Michigan prices are so much cheaper. Better product too. Ohio needs to catch up.
More dispensers and lower prices
I wish the prices were more focused on patients with a fixed income like myself. The flower and edibles help so much more than the
prescription medication that my insurance covers for free. Those meds covered by insurance have horrible side effects including suicidal
thoughts and make me groggy and &quot;out of it.&quot; Please look at supplementing the cost!
Would like to see lower pricing, or more options. Incuding more options for larger sizes. There seems to be way more in the way of 1/2 to full
oz&#39;s available at dispenceries way too far for me to drive too. The 2 dispensaries close to me, do NOT have adequate inventory in my
professional opinion. Hire me and I&#39;ll fix that issue! :)
The prices are significantly more than other states I have visited.
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price and weight system of oil concentrates is absolutely horrible medical patients should not have to pay more than $40‐50 for grams of
extract the price needs to be lowered this is insane to pay $70‐100 for. 90 or .95 or maybe a full gram if that dispensary has it same with
flower 2.85 grams why is it not full 3.5 when I&#39;m already over paying since you didn&#39;t have half or full oz in stock
In my life time I have now seen the law and medical use of natural medicine used since the beginning of time
Quanity needs to go up, not everyone is in the same pain as each other and some people like myself might not be able to get a caregiver due
to personal reasons. The amount of bulk items in the store are not enough either most wanma buy in bulk to save money.
be allowed.
The products are prohibitively expensive and not covered by health insurance.
Prices are high and a reduction would be nice
Because the prices are high, adult patients should be allowed to grow up to three plants for personal use. Given the current cost of MMJ,
that would save one person approximately $3,600 per year in costs. This is a conservative estimate based on $200/oz x 6 oz/plant x 3. Also,
based on establish assumed use of 1/10th per day, 18 oz. would last a patient for at least 180 days. That would decrease the patients cost by
at least 40%.This will not replace the dispensaries as not everyone can grow or sustain good quality products. This is a hybrid solution that
counters the majority control of the medical marijuana industry by large corporations because they have the millions to start a business.
I called one time to place an order and the women would not help me she told me to order online because she would have to look up my
information. Very unprofessional.
None
If I were to stop, it would be do the prices in Ohio. Compared to Michigan, our prices are three times higher at least.
I love RISE dispensary in Lakewood, Ohio! Always has great products! The 45 day supply has been a little tricky for me to remember. I would
like an email reminding me that my new 45 days have begun. (I realize I can call to check....but) I am at the end of my days now, and I’m
almost out completely. I will definitely run out before my 45 days. That’s my only concern.
who live in states that have passed recreational use laws they are paying 1/3 of the price. We are literally being taking advantage of. Such a
disappointment.
dispensaries.
I have only been in the program for 3 months
have severe pain and when I go into an encephalopathy episode the tincture is what helps the fastest and the RSO thank you for offering the
RSO! I am proof medical marijuana works ! I HAD cancer now its in remission and I KNOW its because the high milligrams of cannibus I
consume ! thank you for this !
Lab testing is a serious problem I don’t believe they are done accurately I think this system isn’t fair and we should be allowed to grow out
own medicine like every other state!
others who are in position to drive forward with cannabis industry in Ohio. Although the program claims it was set up to address racial
disparities it is actually magnifying them
I would like to see more conditions covered and made available to individuals in need ‐ ie, anxiety disorders, autism, depression
I would like the THC caps removed as they hurt the patients that need stronger dosages. This goes for flower, edibles, concentrates. As
someone who has been to California and Colorado, they have much better medicines at this time due to not having THC caps. The RSO
cannabis products are extremely helpful from out of state dispensaries, however Ohio&#39;s RSO products are weak and not effective due
to the THC Caps and I do not buy most Ohio products as a result of these caps. The purchasing limits are overly strict at 45 per 45 days, along
with the ridiculous tier system. Michigan has a 2.5 ounces a day limit for patients and that is more than plenty for people and allows
business&#39;s to make more in sales so everyone is happy.I don&#39;t understand why the chokehold on small scale growers, let them
expand and grow you are only hurting Ohio patients and forcing them to choose other means to acquire their medicines.Lastly, allow home
THE MEDICAL MADE ME SICK ALMOST KILLED ME TURNED MY SKIN DARK VERY SCARED BUT IT DID HELP ME BEFORE THE CROOKED PEOPLE
GOT INVOLVED I REALLY DISSATISFIED WITH ME SPENDING MY MONEY I STILL HAVE THE MEDICAL THAT MADE ME SICK
I love it!
I still find myself going to Michigan to purchase product. Ohio is way overpriced. I go to Michigan and buy wanna gummy‘s for $15 in the
same packaging and product in Ohio is $45. Being disabled the last thing I want to do is get in the car and drive to Michigan.Help $$$
This has helped me greatly with my epilepsy. I don&#39;t have as many as I used to.
Where can I find days to show how many i have left
N/A
Just always running out in the 45 day period, prices somewhat high
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1. DO AWAY OR Change how you calculate days this is simply ineffective 2. LOWER PRICES 3. ALLOW dispensaries to offer deeper deals
discounts and loyalty programs 4 I love the medical grade and inspections this is trurly better quality than street or black market weed keep
this! 5. LISTEN TO US MORE!!! 6. Allow more Black and brown ppl into this market this is unfair and injustice mandate a diverse workgroup
Prices are outrageous.
I don’t know how to add a caregiver. I would prefer curbside pickup to waiting, during Covid, when I pick up an online or telephone order.
The prices are causing me to struggle financially.
is very tempting.
flower form is confusing at best and absolutely prohibitive to an informed patient who uses this medication to relieve symptoms. Make the
“schedule” less confusing. Display the “days remaining” on the individual patient’s account with the state. Why should a bunch of
dispensaries have access to a patient’s information when the PATIENT does not have that information. Why give a 90‐day supply but then
restrict access to the medication? Take a tip from states that have successfully used a medical MJ program for more than 20 years. Ohio is
the only state with such a stupid and restrictive set of rules.
Have not stopped purchasing medical marijuana; however, I&#39;m not happy with the exorbitant cost.
We need lower Prices, Better help for Disabled Veterans on Prices , because of fixed income. We need 1 gram Vaporizor Cartridges , with
Specials like 4 for $100 . Platinum Vape is the preference. And go back to 90 day supply. He has run out of days TWICE, and almost ended up
in the VA Psych Ward. I CANNOT Tell you how much he needs this. He used to be so Overmedicated by the VA he would fall asleep face
down in his food at a Restaurant.....Monetary help and lower prices are a MUST. Thank You.
Please make delivery available in all states. Having to travel 35 minutes while working full time, going to school full time, and managing my
chronic pain, is not doable for many patients that need medical marijuana.
I do not feel the prices are very fair considering how much everything is. Also the selection is slim. There are strains I have researched myself
and feel would be more beneficial and the dispensaries I have visited to not carry them and tell me that it is a Colorado brand. It would be
nice to be able to order online from Colorado legally and have it shipped to me here in Ohio
Some of us understand that while medical marijuana is new in Ohio, prices will be high compared to states that have been medical for a
while longer. However, the prices we’re seeing at every dispensary in Ohio is absolutely outrageous. Also the weights are very strange and
make no sense at all. As a patient that primarily uses concentrates, I can tell you nobody wants to pay $90 for .84 of a gram. They should be
a full gram and even a full gram should cost anywhere from 25‐50$ like every other legal state does.
cramping two to three times a week. Literally I take one or two puffs of marijuana and within five min my cramps are gone. Now for the
next hour I&amp;#39;m pretty high but can function and have conversation. However, I would not drive and I wouldn&amp;#39;t try and do
my job [REDACTED]. I&amp;#39;ve tried CBD oil and that didn&amp;#39;t work at all bcs its not fast acting enough. I have tried edibles,
take too long to act on the cramps; tried vaping (it works but don&amp;#39;t like the taste and I&amp;#39;m afraid of the chemicals used in
the manufacturing process; I&amp;#39;ve tried the tinctures but they don&amp;#39;t have the same immediate impact on my cramping. I
use medical marijuana when I need it. I don&amp;#39;t use it on a recreational basis. I have not noticed any changes to my short term
Legalize smoking it. Vapes seem to aggravate worse than just smoking it.
I do not like vaping the marijuana. I do not want it to go into my lungs. I do not like the taste of it. And, I do not like the time it takes to
prepare when I am having a migraine.I have tried the tincture for migraine and back pain but found it ineffective.I seldom use the product.
I would like to see more options with very high levels of CBD and much lower levels of THC. I don&#39;t care for the &quot;high&quot;, I
only want the pain relief and CBD is great for that. Thank you.
The price of MM compared to other states! Also the amount that you get is short! We as patients should be able to grow and yeild our own
cannabis and have cannabis products!
Where I get my products there is not like the patches or gummy’s or other products I need. And if I want them I have to drive far far away
concentrate material. There also needs to be marketing so that people can be educated about the different forms of marijuana. There also
need to be more transparent labels about seeds, moisture content, and and total Terpene % and total Cannabinoid %. Everything in Ohio is
about 2‐3 times more expensive, and there is a massive demand and not much supply. Don&amp;amp;#39;t heavily tax it right at first
because then they will use the black market. tax heavily after black market has been pushed back and you have regained that market.Make
sure that the small farms and smoke shops / head shops get a chance too. They will be the new cafe&amp;amp;#39;s for MJ in the next 10
My dispensary was fantastic when the cartridge was missing from my package and we discovered that there were multiple packs missing the
cartridge. Thankfully the manufacturer has also been very good with handling it.
program!
Do not understand why one place is less expensive than the other. Its not all product. I buy honey and its $60, but the other place has it for
45. Doesn&#39;t bother me. Just wonder how it works from a business ess perspective.
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cannot work, I am not able to afford the medicine I need as much. Allowing medical marijuana patients to grow their own plants would help
me (and I&#39;m sure many more) have access to the medicine that they truly need. If Ohio is REALLY don&#39;t it for patients, instead of
for money, they should allow home‐growing for patients. I also hope they get rid of the tier system with flower, there&#39;s no use for it. It
just takes away peoples &quot;days&quot; for an arbitrary cap. And increase the &quot;day&quot; count for patients. I don&#39;t come
close to not having enough days but I&#39;ve seen too many people that have to go without it because they need medicine but aren&#39;t
allowed to buy it anymore because of the &#39;days&#39;
I just wish the prices were a little bit cheaper I&#39;m where you can&#39;t use insurance or anything like that it&#39;s a lot especially
when you use the creams in the edibles and not like the flower I when you do use it for medical purposes it if it gets expensive
I went today for the first time since the COVID‐19 outbreak. I felt comfortable there. I waited to go because when I looked online they did
not have my preferred product in stock (vaporized oil sativa). It was back in stock so I ventured out.
Prices in Ohio are outrageous
The limit needs to be raised. I end up driving to Detroit and spending my money there instead of here in Ohio. I’m always run out about a
week or two before my limit is renewed. The prices need to be lowered just a bit as well. Nothing too much. But high quality half’s should be
around 125‐150. And we need to half full eighths and quarters and half’s. Not 2.8 and 5.6 or whatever it is. It’s silly
This program is great and getting better. Adding Autism &amp; Anxiety to the list of approved conditions would help our community
immensely. Prices need to be a bit lower, but that&#39;s it! Those of on a limited budget need that.
N/A
over packaging! proce is on high ?? side.on packaging‐‐‐ those w disabilities of dexterity joints grip strength seem to be NOT considered.
Please realize this is a medical prescription. Remedy this please as traditional pharmacies have. Opening packaging is extremely difficult for
those experiencing the listed inabilty. The pens themselves should also have a braile dot on the power control of heat button. Please inform
shop to. do better with communication on emergency. or maintenance closures. Please list dispensary dates of Holiday closures. The
websites are rarely updated &amp;amp; design of process to search/ select product is poor..A telephone in business is a functional feature,
yet if none answer telephone this feature seems only useful to business; as in leave a message for business interest and not responding to
customers who may wish to order by voice. Not all are connected nor hold information and technology skills of computer and even a mobile
My only problem is the prices
N/A
your throat.
My purchases have been done from a dispensary in Michigan, not from one in Ohio. My experience in Ohio wasn&#39;t as positive, so I have
traveled to Michigan instead.
employees!
are incredibly high. In other states it&#39;s much more affordable as the prices are usually around 50% less. Wait times to enter are very
long even when calling in an order ahead but the staff has always been great! Please provide more information on how to calculate days left
and easy ways to find out how many days each product is worth. Also, please consider ways to bring down the cost as it is much more
expensive to buy legally than it is everywhere else. Thank you.
do as it should.I hate how uneducated the staff are at the local dispensary. I have to research everything before I buy bc they don’t know
the products. Mostly, the price is so high I may have to reconsider using it; which I hate to do because it helps me so much.And why is it
illegal to purchase flower and make your own gummy’s or whatever? If I could make my own it’s cheaper. Even with a discount due to VA
status it’s very expensive.
Need more days to control my conditions due to tolerance.
Once again my wife dont leave the house she has MS. Please fix this. I dont have this problem when i go get her prescriptions from a
pharmacy. This is ran by the STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY so fix the problem please. It is embarrising when i go to the dispensery and it dont
work. If anyone from there would like to talk with me call me at [REDACTED]. Also why do i have to pay more to get my wifes product. CARE
TAKER FEES 100
It is a lot cheaper to drive to Michigan. Better product at cheaper rates!!
immune system, so I am grateful that some dispensaries have the ability and choice to offer this to patients. I feel as though I have a lot of
information and education about medical cannabis, but I always welcome more, as medical access to cannabis has allowed me to lead a life
of quality and hope.
get this shit together. very embarassing.
there needs to be drive up windows at the dispensaries. the curbside was wonderful.
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I was able to get off my antidepressants but due to the 90 day limit I end up running out for like 2‐3 weeks it’s makes it hard for my ptsd wish
you would change the 90 day limit
Pricing needs better regulation—prices are all over the place. Also need more dispensaries, as most are overcrowded and have long lines. It
would be great if online ordering remained, even after the pandemic.
professional seed to sale system in place and our products specifically flower are usually top‐notch however cure time is extremely short,
that being said the price of products flower, oils and edible medicine should be much lower than is currently priced. Secondly although I have
not purchased any oils for vaporization due to Ohio&#39;s strict THC limit which I believe should be removed by definition all of our oils are
adulterated though we may have natural terpenes added back into the finished product it will still never be in my own words a full spectrum
concentrate due to dilution. I do not know specifics on the growing side but I feel this would save some vendors from trashing crops that test
too high or spend additional money processing concentrates (closed loop systems)
intrusive thoughts, flashbacks, etc). In fact, nothing else has even come close. I had been hospitalized following a suicide attempt before
trying the medical marijuana, and I felt like I had tried every treatment and therapy available. This program literally and truly saved my life.
Thank you.
have erosive rheumatoid arthritis disease with deformities requiring multiple surgeries. Medical marijuana is LIFE CHANGING for me.
Previously, I relied on narcotic pain relief, prednisone and Aleve/Ibuprofin (all providing illusory or &quot;masked&quot; short term relief
with significant side effects and intestinal damage). I now no longer use prednisone or any other form of pain medication or other NSAIDs
and can now rely solely on my targeted RA medication and medical marijuana. I sleep better and my mood is uplifted without compromising
my intellect, ability to focus, and personality. My primary concern is the stigma associated with medical marijuana. I am a former
[REDACTED]. I am an advocate of this program and willing to be contacted ‐ [REDACTED]. Thank you [REDACTED]
The prices are ridiculous. It’s appalling they run out of certain strains. The amounts that are sold at a time are too large or too small. Any
why!?!? Can’t we grow our own!!!!???
starts around $45. The edibles are the same way a pack of 100mg gummies cost $40 in Ohio while in Michigan the same product cost $20. All
this information was gathered from Weedmaps.
Price must come down!Needs to be easier to track remaining days and should be less confusing (E. G. Tier 1 and 2 flower).
comparable
finish.
Price too high. Why not eighths and quarters like everybody else? Why a tenth?
card almost a year.
appreciate the excellent quality but other states do the same at lower cost.Also, please allow home grow! As a gardener I would love to try
my hand.
The tracking system is very complicated and difficult to understand.
I believe the state is not giving the patient enough cannabis to deal with pain. We need at Least 3 grams a day. And a patient should be able
to grow 1‐2 plants every 6 months. And the prices are still on the high side. Many other states sale cannabis at a much lower price!
No one can tell me what type is beneficial for Crohn’s disease.
Love the veteran program. For some patients, I think the prices could be lower
I feel individuals should be allowed to grow medical marijuana. Not having this severally limits availability and accessibility to all patients and
adds an unnecessary barrier which is a primary reason I am considering moving to another state such as Colorado.
The vape pens should all be chargeable or do cartridge only!
really appreciate their help
MMCP in Ohio is severely deficient and scientifically obtuse: International and federal science is ignored. The Ohio research and
development system is closed, discriminating against pre‐existing research and scientists. Product manufacturing, dispensation, and
educated is constipated at best, and misleading at its worst. Specifically, marketing utilizes/promotes thousands of years in human Cannabis
cultivation and consumption. However, most of this same data is disregarded in research, development, manufacturing, distribution,
education and legal consumption. The word “marijuana” is additionally a racial slur, or epithet, intrinsically linked to “Refer madness”
propaganda or derogatory Latino and Black American rhetoric. It has no meaning or definition related to the species of plant. It is shameful,
and only the term “cannabis” is acceptable, rather than “marijuana”. Racist, ignorant terms and marketing materials are among the systemic
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but its not necessarily compiled together, and not always easy to find. im on disability, but missed out on indigent status this first year ive
had my card, because the process was not clear when i got my card. i think that there should be the option (if someone chooses to engage
the license) for there to be at least one dispensary *PER COUNTY*. even living in delaware, i have at best a 30 minute drive to a dispensary, i
can only imagine the hassle people in more rural areas must have to go through. cost, while not outrageous, is often still more expensive
than street prices. i can afford it, and value the peace of mind that comes with tested product, known quantities and strengths, but im sure
not all patients have that same luxury. find a way to cost control better, even if that means adding additional processors/producers.
I would like to see all the thc percentage on the online menu. That&#39;s the only reason I haven&#39;t.ordered online. I want to be able to
see. My purchases and days used online bcz I&#39;ve called before and some won&#39;t tell ya how many days u have and being 40‐70 mins
away from most of the dispensary definitely need to know my day court before I travel that far
We need to be able to access our day counts. And the amount of days that flower takes from you is really hurting our ability to buy the
medicine needed to help our symptoms.
Add more days
It helps me greatly with the pain i have on a day to day term, and now I actually get sleep!
Need more of a selection, lower prices and no fees for using credit cards
Security is tighter than Ft. Knox. I can get alcohol at a grocery which is a much more dangerous drug. I can also get schedule II scripts at a
pharmacy with no security officers, also more dangerous than MJ. The folks at the MM dispensary have, what looks like weapons. You
can&amp;#39;t check your bag to be sure you have the right order. If you have a problem with your order or got the wrong item, you are
out of luck. No remedies are available to you. I can&amp;#39;t hear what the guys at the register are saying because I am 6 feet away with
a mask and they have a big plexi glass thing in front of them. I have normal hearing. Everyone is screaming because that is the only way you
can try to hear someone. My guy moves around the plexi glass so I could hear him, but still couldn&amp;#39;t hear them. All this means I
got the wrong item because couldn&amp;#39;t hear what they were saying. No remedies there. They always say it is the law&amp;#39;s
I use MM for chronic pain. I can&amp;#39;t tolerate vicodin or oxycontin so the MM has been a quality of life changer for the better.
Unfortunately the prices are outrageously high! Allowing dispensaries to deliver products would also be GREAT!
The program here with the way you have to use your days is unfair and ridiculous. If you don&#39;t use the days in time you lose them. I
should be able to purchase my medicine whenever I need and cannot always afford to spend all my days before expiration because prices
are way to high. I would like to see reform happen on fair pricing and fair usage of days.
We need more days.prices need to come down too. There Needs to be a more efficient way to call in for orders.
I am concerned about the price of the license.
anecdotal information from various non‐authoritative internet sites. Researching products prior to Dispensary visit is often pointless as
products on the menu are unique and have no available information. Please use industry standardized products / names and publish
chemical profiles i.e. top 10 cannabinoids and terpenes of each strain or relevant product. At a pharmacy I receive a material safety data
sheet that shows the chemical profile, etc. of the Rx. Similar should be published for this program if it is to resemble the word Medical at all. I
expect the workers to be more like Pharmacy Technicians and Pharmacists than just nice people alway searching for product information on
a iPad. I am highly frustrated with the program execution and leadership. Cost is a huge factor for me.
state is not allowing that.
instance, there are three primary strains that assist me medically, but I frequently have to wait for inventory to be replenished, or purchase
an expensive alternative that doesn’t work as well or isn’t effective. This suggests to me that there are barriers in place within the program
that are limiting the ability of cultivators and processors to meet demand. Compared to alternate medical markets I’ve used in other states,
Ohio is much more difficult to navigate and successfully treat my medical needs. In all honesty if there were not a pandemic I would be using
other markets with more affordable products. Additionally, constant changes of rules with new restrictions and labeling changes, etc, is very
frustrating and confusing.
The cost to purchase the necessary amount is out of control. Its not sustainable. The cost seems for the public are at outrages level
something need to be done to lower the cost so it maintainable
Everyone I have dealt with has been great in every aspect. Patient seems to get some relief from the products used. It does seem a little
pricey at the moment. Thank you
This has been a miracle program. I am still in pain and it is not perfect. But keep doing this. You are helping my quality of life as well as
thousands of others. Thank YOU!
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We need terpenes listed on every menu. With Ohio not naming our strains the same as the rest of the country, we do not know what
medicine to get. The growers that are producing the best quality medicine are unable to grow enough for patients. The market is flooded
with low quality, poorly cured products (ie Buckeye) and I am tired of wasting my money on medicine that produces no results. I am also
noticing the lying with the testing labs seems to be subsiding. Ohio was claiming to grow 35% THC flower and we were sold medicine
claiming this. After a lot of research I seen that NO ONE is growing 35% THC flower and unless our first year Ohio growers are the best in the
world..someone was lying. Some accountability on this would bring some faith back into this program. If the labs were lying about THC
levels, how can we trust any of their tests. We must be able to verify lab tests for transparency. If you aren&#39;t willing to regulated this
reason a gram of wax should cost more than 20‐30 dollars a gram . It shouldn’t be 70 we are being price gouged for medicine we need to
help with our nausea our pain or lack appetite. It’s not fair we have to pay outrageous prices on products you can get for more than half the
price in other states. It is very greedy and very wrong. We need deals and better prices . Also we need to let people who have lower incomes
become indigenous status so we can afford our medication a lot easier.
The daily amount should be the daily amount instead of taking 2 days for 1 daily amount.
I love this program and I think it is beneficial for all of the patients that have been with this program since it first started. Even for the
newcomer patients. This is their time to see how well the dispensaries actually help each and everyone of us.
I feel the program needs to expand to allow more people access and product prices need to majorly drop
The prices should be reduced a little.
Products are becoming harder to get.
The prices are too high for people that are already unable to work.
The prices are outrageous. I don&#39;t see how is it expected that a person with a disability or that person on fixed monthly income would
be able to afford there medicine at these current prices. Also a tenth of an once is and absurd unit of measurement when it comes to
medical marijuana. It should be an eighth of and once 3.5grams not 2.83grams if its not bad enough its so expensive you get ripped off on
.7grams makes no sense. Thats my opinion take it for what you may thankyou good day.
compared to other places.
It&#39;s cheaper to buy off streets than use medical
discriminated against
I am very concerned about my employment and my future employment, I know that I would lose my job if I was discovered to use Medical
Marijuana; however, I am unable to perform my job without it. I would like to see legal protections for Medical Marijuana patients.
Prices are too high and specials are given but are not allowed to be advertised. Kind of crazy.
The prices are high
also mislead consumer as it does not mention other valuable cannabinoids the product may also contain. Also products are very overpriced
across the board.
I would like to see the prices drop a little bit. Things are a little pricey. Other than that I have no complaints. They could build one closer
than what they are. The employees are fantastic at helping me make my choices
Please fix the website so it show my purchases and the amount I have left in the period to purchase. Please.
We need more Dispensaries. Everything would improve for us if we had more Dispensaries.
employer. I am concerned that the state will reduce my ability to purchase or make this process much more expensive and difficult when
finances are already becoming more difficult due to COVID. This is the only thing that solves my pain unless I start taking opioids and I
don&#39;t want to become a heavy drug addict.
The discrimination against Ohio gun owners is unconstitutional. No I&#39;m not a Supreme Court Justice but it&#39;s plan to see that our
2nd amendment rights are stripped from us as medical marijuana patients.
I have never been able to get the same product twice. I have been able to find some strains that are better than others, but they are never in
stock the next time I go. Also, we really need to change the names. I mean, I understand the history of why strains have such goofy names,
but it makes it a lot harder for me to understand and follow and try to find the right medicine.
waking me up. I am grateful to have this option and hope to be off hydrocodone by year&#39;s end. I&#39;ve tried dozens of pain meds,
antidepressants but the cannabis really works!
The price needs to be lowered
Some of them high priced containers of shake are real skimpy and dust like.. don’t look like it’s worth it.. looks underweight of 14.5 grams
Thank you for these surveys and all the research that you do!
The price is out of control and it is absurd that you can only pay cash. You are price gouging people.
After a dramatic accident, for me, cannabis is a miracle drug...it makes life bearable. Thnk you for being there for me.
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I think we need to get rid of the different tiers. And give us a bigger amount for the month. Everyone doesn’t have the same tolerance.
Since utilizing medical marijuana. My life has completely changed for the better. I sleep better. I can get out of bed and walk around without
a constant ache in my hips. I can even go to the gym which may be helping those aches as well in lieu of physical therapy.
should be able to grow my own plant based “medicine” I feel like it is total bullshit that I cannot put a few plants in my garden. This is more
evidence that is big government and big pharma doing there routines for the newest cash grab. People are hurting and cannot get relief
because of a broken system that’s why it’s not medicine and if it was my insurance would cover it. Stay out Of the way government you fuck
every thing up. I hope this helps but I know you will figure out a way To say your protecting me....that’s why this is laughable and should be
ashamed at what you call a medical system. Have a good day
Having closer dispensaries would be a big help.
As a caregiver how do I renew my card I have paid the fee but don’t know how to print a new card. My email address is [REDACTED]
Hybrid, Sativa, or Indica. Online ordering would be so much better if there was more information about the effects of the product.It would
also be extremely helpful to be able to know what amounts are left on the prescriptions when you log into your account. The dispensaries
have this info, but why can&amp;#39;t the patient look this up?
I wish the prices were a little more affordable And that you could pay with a credit card. Also would be nice to be able to order online and
have it delivered or brought to my car when I get there as I am severely handicapped and it’s hard.
Wish they could lower prices or maybe taxes. Great service and product tho.
The two dispensaries are quite different in wait and format. Both are worth the time wait.
I prefer edibles, but the cost is outrageous. Forty‐five dollars for a candy bar seems ridiculous. All the dispensaries that I purchase from have
been really good around masking &amp; social distancing. I appreciate that very much. Ohio needs more competition to reduce edible costs.
doesn&#39;t cover anything.
Need more drive thru &amp; online ordering due to Covid ‐ prices need to be more affordable!
The products are not very helpful with the pain
Last visit was unable to purchase. Card was notcexpired yet. But they wouldnt let meantway.
Ohio is way behind on this issue....
Please make it mandatory they offer curbside pickup. I shouldn&#39;t have to risk death as I sit inside a waiting room for a half hour. I found
one dispensary that offers it so I go there but I&#39;d prefer to go to other ones if they offered curbside.Also, the days system is confusing
and stupid. The amount we&#39;re allowed to purchase is far too low so I have to find other sources and I would much prefer to not do that.
ship? where do I find the info...I&#39;ll dig through the site.....I was JUST at a dispensary and did not tell me about call in ir on line
ordering....needs to be Std, Op proceedure.........Current MSRP at dispensary is too high, Leaves too much room for the black market to get
under you.
most effective. It&#39;s maddening to find the right medication, the right dose, and then have to go back to the drawing board at the next
visit, spending money on strains that may or may not help. Imagine going to cvs and finding that your doctor prescribed medication is no
longer offered, and you are left to figure out what medication to replace it with :(. It makes the treatment far less effective and hard to
predict. Prices: prices are still much higher in OH than MI and other states. This medication helps more than anything else I use ‐‐ it is an
essential part of my treatment plan and I am so grateful to finally have the option. These two changes could make a world of difference.
I like it it works for me the dispensary I visit is very professional and always knowledgeable
I would like to be able to pick up curbside at all dispensariesLower prices &amp; higher THC flower are what I wantI noticed better
processing recently by some growers; flower not so dry
We cannot continue to pay $750 a month at the dispensary. The same exact product in Michigan is 1/3 of the price in Ohio???
How are patient supposed to obtain what they need during any pandemic when we have to buy food &amp; pay all bills their should be a
temporary price adjustment for those that only income is SSI/SSA. With PROOF of INCOME change or lLACK of!
happy to have this as an alternative to alcohol to manage my PTSD and pain
Lack of product options (or number of options) and prices are the two biggest concerns and issues I have with the program as a whole.
Reciprocity agreements with other states, especially those that border us, would be nice as well.
The 45 days and then 45 days for prescription renewal leaves me without any type of product for one to two weeks. On the prior schedule, I
did not run out. Will this be changed
The program is a joke. I don&#39;t know how you expect people to get medicine at these prices. I am fortunate enough to be able to afford
the criminal prices offered, but I don&#39;t know how some of the other people get by, that I see in the Dispensary. There are often false
advertisements and misleading statements made by the dispensaries, or the branding/packaging from the suppliers. People want to be able
to get their medicine legally, this program is creating the opposite effect. Ohio lawmakers should be ashamed.
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I wish the price on edibles would come down. I can buy gummies cheaper in Michigan. They are about 1/4 the price of Ohio gummies. Why?
Limited supply of certain strains that treat the condition best is a primary concern.
of an individual having a license. Medical marijuana has positively changed my life, reduced chronic pain and helped tremendously with my
PTSD symptoms. I think it’s unethical for employers to terminate employees that have been prescribed medical marijuana and have a valid
license. Patients need legal protection from employers and discrimination.
Need a wider variety of brands its always the same strains same growers...prices are way to high...either insurance needs to help or lower
prices and do away with days...people have different tolerances...
Great job
Phone orders are useless if they will not hold them until you get there. Some people have to drive a ways to pick up their prescriptions. It isnt
fair or right i would have went to a different dispensary
The cost is extremely high, and I wish there were more guidance regarding what specific strains to use... I often feel like I&amp;#39;m
shooting in the dark. But medical marijuana has changed my life for the better!
The &quot;days left&quot; situation is still stupid! It takes dispensaries 10 mins to look at your chart and figure it out for you. Then what
exactly is &quot;6 days left&quot;??? I have no idea what &quot;DAYS&quot; mean....just tell me how many grams I can buy. Better
yet....stop limiting my meds and let ME determine how much I need to feel better.
Costs in Ohio and wait times are excessive, roughly twice as expensive as Michigan.
Everything going real good
like how the THC affects me so I stick to the low doses of THC. But the dispensaries only have one kind or don&#39;t have any low THC / high
CBD flower.The blue Dream strain was perfect for me but it&#39;s almost been a year since I been able to get it. I wish there was more low
thc/cbd to choose from. But I have to smoke it even the high thc because it&#39;s the only thing that stops/prevents my sezuires. Just wish
for more product to choose from.some people don&#39;t like the high thc but have to smoke it because that&#39;s only things that helps
them than drugs from the doctors.
The cost is a problem for me. If I could buy less more often then 3xs a year I could buy it as I need it
This has changed my life. I am off other prescriptions (with doctor assistance) and my pain is well managed.
It would be extremely helpful if anxiety and depression were listed as a valid reason; a happy side effect of my use for pain has been the lack
of panic attacks and greatly reduced general anxiety and depression, which I’ve been diagnosed with and have had since my early teens.
Go back to curbside
patient care. The program is full of corruption. Almost everyone involved in this program from setting it up, regulating it, pricing it, choosing
what is and isn’t a certified condition. Should be ashamed of yourself. Protection from prosecution does not exist. I could go on for pages of
why this program is a huge let down to its patients and the medical community
I have visited all the dispensaries in southern Ohio. The only one worth going back to is 45 minutes away. I was lied to and ripped off at the
closer ones. Because of this and the outrageous prices I canceled my card. I’m saving more than 60%, and a lot of gasoline, getting my
products on the street. I doubt very much that I will renew my card in the future.
most aren&#39;t always available. They don&#39;t stock enough product with high THC levels for pain. The highest product today was 25%
which isn&#39;t quite high enough for severe pain.
Patients need to have more information on when thier eligibility expires to better plan thier monthly budget.
The cost is excessive and insurance does not help. I thought when they got dispensaries up and running the price would be affordable but
that has not been the result. It&#39;s a shame something that helps is priced out of the ability of so many patients.
competition that must be involved, that prices of products are considerably higher than I would have anticipated. I understand that, to be
responsible, high standards of testing would add considerable expense initially, but once the infrastructure to accomplish these goals is in
place, I would have thought that the prices might fall a bit. Not the case. I&#39;m wondering if profit margins of the licensed growers,
formulators, distributors, etc. are being monitored for &quot;quality assurance purposes?&quot;
Pre rolls and some of the snoop and willie Nelson strain
me the dispensary would recommend, the dispensary told me everything was going to be trial and error. It&#39;s pretty expensive trial and
error.
The cost of vape oil and edibles is ridiculous compared to other states.
I purchase from Michigan dispensaries because Ohio&#39;s prices are way too high.
Re up info after 45 day’s. Reapplication information
Overall i am pleased with the program. The cost is a little high but still affordable.
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I have multiple medical and mental health problems frequently. I always run out of days weeks before my new 45 days. I need more days. I
am a 100% disabled veteran with several problems and I need to medicate more frequently.
It is an hour from my home with one being closer but I like the discrete location of the Coshocton store. The parking situation doesn’t put
your vehicle on display from the road.
advanced user; I can&#39;t imagine how much it would cost for someone who uses more than one cart a month. Something needs to be
done to curb prices to be more realistic, especially when this is something that has zero health insurance coverage. Ohio&#39;s program is
one of the worst I&#39;ve been a part of.
keep up with the demand or try to keep a stock of supply on hand, thereby hindering the quality of product. I feel like the growing
companies are so focused on quantity over quality that they just &quot;pump&quot; buds out before the curing process is done, but then
end up charging high quality prices. The quality to price ratio doesn&#39;t justify itself, ever. This is something that needs to to only be
heavily addressed, but it needs to be heavily regulated. Properly cured buds should not have that dry grass/hay like smell. There should be
some sort of distinct aroma that varies by strain, instead, we get 20 different strains that all smell the same because they weren&#39;t
properly cured. Thank you for providing this survey and giving the patients a voice that will hopefully be heard.
Cost is ridiculous
I use mostly edibles because the flower is too expensive
I have not stopped but I have a limited supply due to the ability to be able to afford as much as I need. I wish it was more affordable or some
forms should be covered by insurance.
use it like prescribed because the recommended days do not let me have a constant supply of medicine. I’m running out of days and I have
to go without. It’s very close, but I feel that 55 recommended days would be helpful to ensure that patients don’t have to run out of their
medicine.
I just need to experience differant forms.
The only issue I have is with the days. The days make it to where you run out because the way the tiers are set up. All products should be a
set number of days or limit the product per day and not be restricted to days.
find out that their vape sticks are made by the same company I&#39;ve been purchasing (driving 30 miles away to get), but sadly they are
only half full. This also explains why they are a fraction of the cost. They should have to include that in the menu description so the buyer
understands this (since many of the people I see in there are elderly and have no idea what is going on). Maybe have them on display or
something, (even if it is just filled with essential oil).
Different dispensaries tell me I have different amounts of days left even when I ask multiple the same day before purchasing anything. Its
hard to know how many days are left. It would help if I could look it up online myself.
cannabis has been available for 5+ years. It would be nice to have cheaper prices on same quality and quantities especially since there are
other expenses to getting a medical card regardless of the price of products. There are doctor recommendations, card holder fees and
renewals every year which add up in the price of the product.
I have been out of state since January.....so no purchase
Prices are way to high and limits amount can purchase cause cant afford it
I had to stop, for now, due to the high prices. As someone who is disabled and on a fixed income, it has not been in my budget so I just suffer
at home and unable to live a quality life at all.
jail for stealing from disabled and indignant people. I hope that you can uncorrupt yourselves and genuinely provide actual affordable care to
patients.
I wish there were more dispensaries on the east side of Cleveland. I have to travel pretty far or go downtown to find one. We need a
dispensary close to Beachwood or Cleveland Heights area.
Make is easy for patients to track days. Drop prices. Allow for home grow.
I have found that the Butterfly effect and the Woodward has very much help me. Every time I go to the pharmacy the are out of them then
they give me something compatible that is not compatible. I feel like a gilly pig
Love Verdant creations! Great people, great products and prices!
Doesn&#39;t need to be this expensive and quit ripping patients off by selling by 1/10th&#39;s. 1/8th&#39;s are standard.
expensive to control my pain and maintain an active, healthy lifestyle. I am so happy with the efforts spent to protect us from C19 and other
contagions. I appreciate the education I have been given on Terpenes and how they might impact me. I am thankful the efforts made to help
me gain access to my medication thru online ordering, curbside pickup, call ahead, all while maintaining professionalism, cleanliness,
sanitation, and a smile under the mask. They have added a positive experience to my life in a time of difficult days.
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product did pre‐pandemic. I have since stopped using this despensary due to this issue. The selection is very low, as well. I have encountered
this at all of the local dispensaries. The products offered in ounces and half‐ounces have dwindled, thus forcing me to purchase much more
expensive single‐day units. My wife had to become a caregiver in order to drive to a dispensary farther away to get some better prices and
selection. I&#39;m very disappointed in the prices of concentrates. Their prices are outrageous.
The only reason I would stop using the program is the price of products.
differences in patient dosage‐need variances. The current limit encourages patients to purchase from the black market or to suffer without
medicine.
prices are more reasonable.
purchased from a dealer in my life. The lack of standards and dubious advice I received was infuriating. The physician promised relief but
instead I, who had no experience with marijuana, was given over to kids who couldn’t get on the same page for advice. I couldn’t afford the
product. Medical insurance won’t cover it. And there are no standards that I can ascertain. At least when I am raped by the pharmacy they
can tell you up front what to expect when you drop your pants.
They need to really have the employees and the customers TO WEAR MASKS. And they are not
I wish the prices were lower that is my only criticism.
Need more T2 flower choices.
I get a lot of relief from pain
the PM and STILL I have to wait up to an hour or longer to receive my purchase. I suspect that the staff are too inexperienced to run an
efficient facility. They did hire an older lady recently; maybe 45‐50yrs. She is working hard to get the place running more smoothly and it
appears she is taking the initiative to speed up service. I now plan on making my purchase day a day‐trip; take a drink, have the phone
charged for playing, take a book, because I know I will be there for the afternoon.
It is extremely expensive for me. Sometimes I can either eat or get my medicine. I also wish the days were easier to navigate. The employees
at the dispensary hate the way the days work as well. Thanks for everything!!!
I am new to this as I just received the card this month.
get something that works well for you.Also, there should be tutorials on site for instructions on how to use the different forms and
accessories to use with each.
Weights are different then all other states you get less for your money and the 90 day supply is a very conservative amount
Is there a way to get the list of products on to look at before we come to the dispensary??? That would be nice due to it changing alot
The limitations aren&#39;t high enough for those of us with a high tolerance. I typically run out at least a week, but sometimes two, before I
have days to use again. It is very frustrating, especially with how many conditions I am attempting to manage.
The cost if a bit high for the product and the scale of how many days thing take off the registry is confusing.
the phone, so I have to wait in line and go inside to find out if I have any days left. It seems like something I should be able to see on my
medical card log‐in site. I have found the staff at every dispensary I have been to have been extremely knowledgeable and courteous and
give the overall experience high marks.
have information that I can actually read without a magnifying glass. (Like a pharmacy that prints the med info w/ each script). It would be
even more helpful to have detailed strain information and likely effect including reviews of each product on the websites. I have to open
another browser and go to leafly.com or a similar site to get more info on each strain. I shouldn&amp;#39;t have to do this. It should be
readily available on the website right next to each strain. As a patient, I have a right to know as each strain is so different. Additionally, the
packaging on some products is absolutely impossible to open. I get the child safety factor, but this is beyond that. I have had to cut some
packages w/ scissors bypassing the safety feature b/c I can&amp;#39;t get it open. I wonder how those w/ physically disabled or weak hands
I was very confused on the dosing number and amount of days of material I had purchased. It took my 4th visit for someone to explain it to
me. I still think it is very confusing.
I would like the dispensary to carry larger quantities, or have the ability to request a strain in bulk. Most are only sold in 2.83 grams.
Last time I went, I called ahead for order but still had to wait outside for over an hour, once inside people were not wearing masks, definitely
not 6’ social distancing, and it scared me as I am a high risk with compromised immune system. There should be ways to scan my phone card
and ID without staff touching them / or perhaps have baggies to place them in so they are not handled by two different staff members. Once
to enter and once to buy. They allowed people in the lobby, but definitely not enough space for six feet distance. There needs to be stickers
on the floor for space to stand in and move in line because people don’t care and just stand wherever to fit while waiting their turn. Call
ahead should be a separate line to get in and get out, not mixed in with everyone. The whole point of calling ahead is to limit the time and
exposure to others. I was there for nearly two hours to get my product. Far too long during a pandemic. Maybe remove furniture in the
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No complants from me it has made big difference in my health i no longer use opeoids on a regular bascis for pain management and sleep
this is life changing with no side effects like the percocets !!!!!!!!!!!
I wish people understood that each patient’s medicates differently not everyone has a low or high tolerance. They amount that works for
one patient for 45 days is not the same as someone that has been using for longer. Every patient is different just like when prescribing
medication they start you low and work their way to find correct dose. And we should be able to grow our own medication too.
limited, if never gotten their online ordering to work.Sizes do not make sense 1/10th is difficult to track price per gramBulk should add up for
price reduction and the same loss of days regardless of how many strains you choose (I choose one for nausea, one for pain, one for appetite
induction and another for mood lifting that’s 4 strains at a minimum of 8 days but in bulk I think 5 or 6.Prices need lowered.Strawberry fields
in Dayton makes you wait outside, as a stage 4 cancer patient the weather really affects my physical well being. We need home delivery. We
should be able to designate some to grow for us to help off set the cost of the medicine which guarantees us we know what’s being used to
grow and care for the plants (they would still be tested by a third party)
smaller amounts of THC
This product has helped me so much!Thank you!
I was diagnosed w/above in my 20’sHx: MTX, enbrel sq injsteroids oral and injFor last 20 years on Vicodin, oxy‐Cotin, oxyanything...ambien,
Xanax etcMarinol, phenagran, zofran, etc (no appetite wt.was 79#, now 96#)Discontinued all these drugs by myself w/no doctor
intervention4yrs of use/am off all the above drugs, &amp;amp;rt;30 pills a day to 3 pills a day and Dupixent injection every month for severe
eczema (mj obviously doesn’t work for eczema as I have not been able to d/c and not flare)I also have SEVERE psoriasis, PsA, and for the first
time since I was 20yrs I am plaque and pain free!!!Huge family hx of autoimmune diseases/Between parents &amp;amp; 9 siblings, nine of us
have severe autoimmune diseasesIt is the only thing that has ever helped me...w/minimal side effects. doctors are stunned at how my
health has turned around. I am a poster child for med.marj(I had never used marj in my life, should have sooner!!!!)(I have abbreviated
I strongly believe they should let us grow our own medication. I also think that not everyone is the same, some patients use more while
others never use the whole 90 days. I also don’t think we should lose days.
Cost.
I currently don&#39;t have any income and it does interfere with my purchase of medical marijuana. I have spent all of my money that
I&#39;ve had on it. Really need a discount program or Indigent program for people who don&#39;t have a steady form of income.
The Ohio program is wonderful. Constant communication from the Board and the program is awesome. I really feel like everyone at all levels
truly cares about my well‐being and it feels like a community.
the prices of the medication shouldn&#39;t be so high. There needs to be more of a selection of products to choose from so that patients
aren&#39;t leaving without their medication. Some people can&#39;t travel to multiple dispensaries and are stuck with one store option.
Some people.also can not afford such high priced products. I also recommend that 2.83 grams be turned into 3.5 grams and 5.66 grams
become 7 grams. That would make the price fit the product and it would be easier to measure out the daily supply with an adequate number
of grams.
Wish it wasn&#39;t so hard to find job. Most drug test.
The price is way to high. Compared to other states medical programs Ohio is worlds away from being top tier. Also I feel that anything below
25% thc should always be tier 1
The menus sometimes list the incorrect thc percentage. This has happened to me at least 5 times. I now don’t leave the dispensary without
looking myself at thc percentage. If a patient is buying via menu the menu should be correct or the employees should go over each product
purchased &amp; give thc percentages to the patient so we have the correct medications. We should be able to access our days online. The
employees are very busy &amp; do not always tell patients the remaining days.
Prices are better than they were a year ago, Hopefully they keep dropping.....cant afford it.
The employees are very pleasant everytime I go. The prices are a little high, so my choices are limited. I prefer tier # 2 because it does me
well for chronic pain. Only wish it was more affordable. ty
Getting fired from my job because the government will not change laws.
Replacement cartridges for vaping should be easier to purchase
Life changing program I can&amp;#39;t recommend highly enough. Cost of entry to program should be lower. Products like Pax vaporizers
should be discounted by State to allow for consistent compliance with no smoking law.
I&#39;m happy with the product and all the assistant&#39;s.
The cost is definitely an issue. The prices needs to come down
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that feel the same way. Michigan has their allotment set a good bit higher. Pricing would be next. Some dispensaries are better about it then
others, but in general the average ounce price still needs to work it&#39;s way down some. Some of the stuff is worth it some isn&#39;t.
Thanks.
The day schedule and purchase limits are crazy. The lack of a point of keeping track of the days we have left. Edibles are way over priced
due to lack of adaquite testing.
The pricing is high but the quality almost makes it worth it. When ordering online and picking up at Strawberry Fields can feel it takes quite
some time I have been to many other pharmacies, especially the CVS on Cox Rd, that take just as long to process a patient/customer.
I wish my employer allowed the use of medical marijuana. It makes me nervous to think that if I make a mistake on the job I will be tested
and may potentially lose my job.
I do think the cost is a bit high. I use the gummies. The price was $40 per container which I feel, for the amount inside, is a little steep.I do
feel compassion for people who probably cannot afford it.
We need 10x the number of dispensaries we currently have AND we need HOME DELIVERY asap, especially with COVID but also generally
would strongly prefer to have delivery rather than have to drive all over the state to buy medicine. The crazy regulations like 90 day supply
and the silly vape rules (why make people buy batteries every time?) also need to go. The products are generally really good and good
quality, and pricing has come down significantly in 2020 vs 2019. The rules and access points need to be improved.
I think the prices are too high for the flower. Also the annual $85.00 fee for registration.
Being disabled on a very tite budget it&#39;s very hard to afford the medicine at these prices but I do without so I can go get my medicine. It
would seem after all this time prices should have come down like other states that make it affordable for it&#39;s patients an it would help
to have more dispensery in rural areas in my county we have none an must travel a good ways an takes up most of my day .
Mostly I just feel like the prices are much too high to make this easily accessible for the people who need it.
It is more than a little overbearing. Ohio seems to have begrudgingly allowed medical cannabis.
It took almost a year but it has significantly helped calm down my sciatic nerve. The indica helps tremendously with sleep.
instead of flower.
Tough to afford Ohio pricing on a fixed income.
More info on diff strains and terpenes, what terpene for what ailment, access our days used/unused/refill date/card expiration date. Price
needs to come down a lot. More variety. More dispensaries. More discounts for military and indigent. Accept more diagnoses as approved.
Accessories and at reasonable prices. No need for price gouging! If you supply ample amount of product and ample variety and ample
devices to use the product, all at reasonable prices. You will sell a hell of a lot more if people can afford it.
I am not sure if I am taking what is best for my condition.
or concerns.
becomes affordable. If you have more edibles, for those of us who cannot or will not smoke, that would be great. If the cost is lowered and
it is more affordable, then the taxation revenue will increase. Please stress the fact that edibles are essential to many people with bad lungs.
Medical Marijuana programs have been a great success in our neighbors, IL, PE, and MI. I cannot drive but I know of people routinely going
to Michigan because the costs there are considerably lower then in Ohio. I also think that it&#39;s time to consider a price cut for senior
citizens, especially those who have no ability to travel. Thank you for your consideration.
not knowing the number of days continues to be a problem. Thank you
Very expensive prices
double‐squeeze on patients (but seems to benefit licensed businesses quite a bit financially, and I would imagine their political allies as well
who passed the legislation on their behalf; optics from a public corruption/conflict‐of‐interest standpoint are terrible, although it is
appreciated that we do have some form of medical program at all). [2] Patients who need tier‐2 products are unfairly punished in their
days&#39; supply. [3] &quot;Days&#39; supply&quot; concept uses an arbitrary one‐size‐fits‐all approach that does not meet all
patients&#39; needs. [4] Too few licensed businesses leads to insufficient product variety/choice/selection/supply; extremely high prices;
extremely long wait times and lines at dispensaries; and far travel distances to find needed products a dispensary that has it in stock (or at a
&amp; do away with the tiers.The 70% cap is RIDICULOUS, let the medicine be what it will be. Making the processors “reduce” the THC
percentage is asking for trouble.
Overall I am happy with the program and haven’t been prescribed any narcotics since I have began to use medical marijuana. I feel my over
health has improved due to the medical marijuana!!!
It&#39;s a good program. It needs time to grow.
1 more dispensary’s . 2 more flower choices. 3 lower prices. 4 able to cultivate my own !!! 5 sooner than later, move on OHIO
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I&#39;ve ran into the problem of not having access to higher thc, tier 2 indica plant material. It is hard to get in my region for some reason.
And my preferred method is concentrates but 100+ $ for sub par live resin isn&#39;t reasonable by any means.
requirements for the involved parties.The price of medical marijuana can be prohibitive. While prices have decreased over the past year,
they are still higher than is feasible for patients on the lower end of the socioeconomic spectrum. It is probably these patients who have the
most to gain from easy access.
I feel we are finally heading in the right direction but the cost is absolutely gouging gummies $50 in Ohio every other state in the country
$12.?! Ridiculous this is medicine this is unfair!
home.
I&#39;m concerned with the out of pocket cost for both the Doctor and product. It&#39;s way past time the medical marijuana be covered
by medicare insurance also private insurance. I know the reason why its not covered, but it is very hipacritical that it is not.
should be full grams or half grams. 75$ for .8 is a questionably greedy business move in my opinion but do you, I won’t pay that. I’ll fly to a
rec state before Ill ever pay that. Speaking of other states. Have you compared your price, tier, and weights to other rec/med states...
someone’s pocketing a lot of money and it’s not reflecting it in the business. Eighth and quarter ounces should be eighth and quarter ounces.
Also I understand there has to be a line between medical and recreational but the days system is kind of unethical. Forces you to either
spend and buy as many of your days as you can, or lose them to the reset. Also need to educate the states police on how to properly handle
ommp products and patients. As drivers, and passengers.
cheaper price.. this &amp;quot;Ohio Unit&amp;quot;,that i will never purchase, thing is completely stupid. Nobody in the world subscribes
to that unit of measurement and you have made us the laughingstock of the country. The pricing is absolutely terrible in many cases. What
you really need is an intelligent person making decisions, whoever it is currently is not intelligent. Stop thinking and do exactly what
MICHIGAN does. DONT THINK anymore. Between the ohio units, popcorn, shake, ground, less than half grams for over 50$ is absolutely
absurd!! I only shop in ohio in extreme condition and will never buy an &amp;quot;ohio unit&amp;quot; I did once, i felt dumb! 56$ for 2.83
grams is a disgrace!
The medical marijuana prices are incredible steep in comparison to the medical marijuana in Michigan. I&#39;m not sure why the medical
marijuana prices are so extremely high in Ohio? The outrageous prices are the one reason that I will have to stop using medical marijuana if
the prices don&#39;t significantly get better by the end of 2020. I would love to recommend the wonderful benefits of medical marijuana to
my friends and family but won&#39;t do so until the prices aren&#39;t so excessive.
i do not understand why products cost a lot more in Ohio than in some of the other states
I would love for the program to not be all cash.. Sometimes it&amp;#39;s hard to come up with that much cash.. And online ordering with a
payment other than cash would be incredibly easier.
Price in comparison to other states is very high in ohio.
I receive my medical marijuana at a Michigan dispensary. Ohio dispensaries are too costly.
My experience with the dispensaries have always been safe and successful .
Price are still to high for the low income, or disability. And no protestion from the elements outside waiting in line.making patience lineup
outside in direct sunlight or storm and rain with no protection whatsoever
like but I liked it
Feel a lot better
Patient has stopped using medical marijuana due to the fact that the patient has died from cancer. Also, never having really using marijuana
it was overwhelming. My wife purchased the hard candy and only tried one didn&amp;#39;t like the taste. She wasted $50. Too much trial
and error and wasting of money if you were unfamiliar with the products.
meds.
medical marijuana patient, I find this concerning. I take no prescription medication. I take no street drugs. I don’t drink alcohol. I exercise
daily and eat healthy. I have chronic pain in my back due to owning my own cleaning company. I see the chiropractor regularly and instead
of taking prescription pain medication I smoke marijuana or eat gummies. It really helps my pain. It helps me with my sleeping, my anxiety,
and I’ve had gastrointestinal problems as well. I do believe marijuana should be legal, especially if alcohol is. I just get concerned with quality
and availability. I’ve known people who have stopped alcohol, hard drugs, or prescription pills because of marijuana. I’ve also known
negative associations as well. Just balance, like everything. Thank you.
Verdant Creations Columbus has done an incredible job during Covid 19. The Curbside pick‐ups for me went very well and I felt safe. I
appreciate that I can still do curbside pick up there and don&#39;t have to go inside. The online ordering has been incredible and cut my
wait time in half! Online and Curbside pick up make me feel safe and comfortable.
Keep doing a great job!
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Thank you! I can now enjoy my life without fear of addiction. Such a blessing.
Thank you for making it legal.
I would like more info on each product so it would be easier to make a choice.
wasteful. I don’t understand why the price points are all so high compared to other legal/medical states. They are getting better, but still
steep.
The 45 day needs to be looked at hard to track days. I think home grow should be an option. The thc #’s to me don’t seem accurate. In
Hamilton county we need more dispensaries and the price needs to drop.
Prices are way too high and vary from on‐line information from the site of the store to going to the store. Higher in store‐not good!!!
I found honey and lotion to be my best combination.But for relief I need more than the state allows. I would rather use medical marijuana
over opioids but my insurance copays are way less and the prescriptions last a lot longer.
Prices need to come down they need to do away with the tier system and get rid of the ohio tenth amount and sell either quarters halfs etc.
I have purchased medical marijuana in Arizona, Colorado, Michigan and Ohio. Ohio has the smallest selection and the highest prices.
Regarding Questions 21,22,23...I have TRIED to use curbside, phone and online ordering, but to no avail. Either the phone went to voicemail
(which I never received a call back), and the online ordering did not work. I would LOVE to use one of these services as I knew what I
wanted/needed. I tried multiple times to order online and never was able to complete the transaction. I am a registered patient at the
dispensary (Strawberry Fields in Monroe), when I inquired on sight as to why the online was not working...they did not have an answer.
My issue is with the tyrannical requirement to wear masks. I reject this.
Ohio&#39;s prices for the amount of marijuana you get are extremely high and the choice in products outside of flower have been minimal.
left on limit until then. Grateful for the one day left, however it would be nice to view exact days and not a generalized chart not specific to
me. Thank you for taking my answers in survey. Medical marijuana is the best pain relief I&#39;ve found! It also helps the PTSD, anxiety,
panic disorder as well as improving a poor appetite.
N/a
I realize everyone needs to make a dollar, but Ohio seems to have missed the boat on making profit while serving those in need, and went
full greedy on their implementation. It&#39;s unfortunate because it seems to be a medicine that seems to greatly help a lot of heavily
suffering people. But you price out a lot of people and they continue to suffer, hoping the next day will be better, which it rarely is.
A lot of people who need this can’t get it due to being on SSDI. The prices especially in Ohio are priced too high. How do you expect people
on a fixed income to pay for it?
It forces patients to purchase out of state or turn to the black market after their days run out, or go without their medication. It’s ridiculous
and doesn’t stop anybody.
I wish it would be faster. I hate that it takes so long at the dispensary.
of my friends are not...
pills
Too expensive too expensive too expensive
I hope the price for medical marijuana becomes less. Compared to other states I see that we over pay for these products.
It is working very well with curb side pick up. And the on line ordering. Very happy to have this it protects you from COVID‐19.
I would like to have more details for use pertaining tothe terpenes and recommendations for each strain/terpene on the packaging . Lower
prices would be great. Also allowing plant to be smoked as well as grown would be good.
Wish prices were lower
This program is severely lacking in common terminology and education. I have yet to speak with an individual that knows anything useful
about terpenes which is the most important aspect for a patient when making a decision.
I feel the people working at the dispensary&#39;s don’t have enough knowledge about the products they sell.
cost of the medicine.
I feel that we deserve to grow at home in small amounts. It is not reasonable to expect people to travel an hour to purchase medicine. I have
supported the program from day one but I should not be punished with mandatory high prices and long wait times. I also would like to see
low prices on the vape cartridges. They are all over priced and the state involvement has made them too weak to be effective. We need
strength options in our oils but not because of whatever crazy limits have been imposed.
Not enough days to last
Great program
I am glad it exists otherwise I would have no means of treating my issues. Prices are a bit high and I hope the begin to come down.
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work for us (individually). Edibles are effective for me, in some cases, but the products are very high priced and often sold out. I believe to
make it a truely fair Medical Cannabis program, patients should have the right to grow our own medicine and make our own edibles, for our
own use, while still using Dispensary medicine, without fear of running out of, not being able to afford, or not being able to find a strain that
helps for your conditions. Thank you!
have opened the prices have dropped and the variety of product types offered has increased. The staff at my dispensary are always able to
discuss the differences in strains and product types. Through those discussions and being able to try a variety of different things I have honed
in on the strains and product forms that are perfect for me. As a result of having my medical marijuana card I have moved away from
prescription painkillers as a means to manage my severe chronic pain, it has also led me to drink less. Please keep medical marijuana legal in
Ohio.
The cost is insane, but necessary for me to function as a working adult. It&#39;s also frustrating that I will find a product that works fantastic,
but then it&#39;s either sold out quickly or very stocked again. It&#39;s a constant search for product.
I wish the prices would come down. And also doing something with the different tiers would help just bc I do require tier 2’s it seems like and
it’s kills me on days. And it sucks when it’s only 1% difference sometimes between the tiers.
No comment.
Please lower the prices,this is our medicine and I am on a fixed income Affordable medicine ????
Eventually, I suppose I’ll figure out the allotted days, but it’s very confusing.
professional and the attention to detail and desire to help their customer is beyond admirable. They make me feel comfortable to ask
questions and they go above and beyond to explain options.
Hello I have noticed veterans and those that have low income can get 30% off but it doesn’t really cover most low income people I make very
little and with no discount my medications quickly cost more than I can afford leaving me to choose between food and rent and my
medicines the cost needs to be fixed in general as well as programs for those who can’t afford these crazy prices
because I choose to experiment with combinations that could work best I am afraid for I fear that I would run out of days. I know this is
something that can&#39;t be changed now, but job security is really important. I am a hard worker, dependable, and honest. Yet I fear that I
will be jobless because of my choice of medication. I have access to medical‐grade cannabis which allows me to pick strains that I will not feel
euphoria from just relief! I don&#39;t understand how I am more of a danger because I chose medical cannabis over opioids. I hope that you
will soon take into consideration that it is much safer for someone to be on medical cannabis than a pain killer, antidepressant, benzo,
ibuprofen even. Thank you for giving us this opportunity to speak.
More availability of plant products would be great! I buy Indica Tier Two flower, but sometimes the choice of products is very limited. More
choices would be a welcome change!
I think there should be more education.
After a year I believe the dispensaries have come a long way. The pricing has come down slightly but still is to expensive.
Even with online ordering the wait time is way to long it’s very unorganized
I have had a problem twice with my car due to computer glitches
I feel that since it is well regulated that employers and employment should not be able to discriminate against patients who use .
pumping full of synthetic nutes with light leaks. How about letting people with licenses able to grow. That would be great. But you
won&#39;t let us until you sucked everyone dry. These comments won&#39;t mean anything. The dispensaries set the prices and so forth so
u have no control. Yadda yadda yadda. At least california got this right. And Washington. And so forth. Pills and addition. Or marijuana and
broke. I guess I go for broke.
message. 2. If I can get through and it’s later in the day, there may not be enough time to pick‐up.. 3. Order can not be picked up the
following day, therefore I have to start all over again.
I would like to see increase in the 2.83 grams for the price
Very happy with the results of my medicine. My chronic pain is alot more manageable and receeds after medicating.
Just so so expensive and I must always budget my money due to lack of it hard when you live on SS
confusing to patients, and doesn&#39;t make sense medically or practically. The 10th and 5th weight sizes are not working. People feel
ripped off, less product for the same price. I work with the OARRS system 10 hours a day, it would not make a difference if we did eights and
quarters instead of tenths and fifths. Increase packing sizes while keeping the prices the same. Edibles are ridiculously high priced. Make
homegrowing an option. Many people are educated and know how to grow cannabis. I don&#39;t understand how a government entity cam
control the growth of a plant. This is asinine.
Get rid of the day counts! Remarkably inefficient and counterproductive to patients with large tolerance to cannabis.
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I think patients should be able to grow a small amount of personal marijuana. The Cultivators have made plenty of money already. I believe
patient should be able to grow smallmouth to help combat the cost.
There should be a better way for us, the patient to find and view our remaining supply. We should be able to know when our next 45 day
starts and ends I felt cheated when I did my verification, I still had 2 weeks left to purchase which I lost due to the date of my appointment. I
was not informed I would start over from that date and not the date my supply actually ended at.
We need home grow of at least 6 plants in flower . We also need to have more access to our medicine( more days and the same weight every
other state uses (3.5g , 7g and so on) Cheaper prices( for example can get a 8th of this Medicine in Michigan for cheaper then we can get a
10th) That is somethings I would like to see and know that many others feel the same
I have been getting my supplies from another state&#39;s dispensary...ours has little selection and high prices.
I am satisfied with quality but not price.It needs to be at least 10 dollars cheaper per gram
Please make.it cheaper thank you
to be more 20‐25% discount days. This program is absolutely to expensive, not fair that indigent people get extreme discounts. While people
like me can barely pay my bills and afford the medicine i need on top of that. Just because I&amp;#39;m not considered indigent, some how
doesnt mean i have endless money to afford this program.
conflict regularly for me. If there’s a sale at the end of my prescription I have to lose out on saving money on a better deal. With the high
prices, this can be an issue.
daily dose starts at over $20 and can go up to 50 or 60 dollars. On the low end, a full script runs over $600 a month. I have a full time job
with health insurance however MM is not recognized. Maybe if we were permitted to grow (with limitations)that would be helpful. Anything
to get the prices down. On the up side, my prescription is very helpful with my day to day struggles. I’m so happy I decided to enter the
program.
The price of distillate is too high relative to other states, the tier 1 and 2 system is unnecessary and arbitrary, smoking should be allowed,
home‐growing should be allowed, the patient website doesn&#39;t work anymore to track the number of remaining days available, and
there should be no limit on the amount of product someone can purchase. Alcohol can be purchased in unlimited quantities, yet an
objectively less harmful drug like cannabis can&#39;t be. Otherwise, I&#39;m relatively happy with the MMJ program so far.
cultivator product label for flower should indicate the genetics/strain origin, the hybrid ratio, etc. it’s too inconsistent when some flower
products have the information, while others do not provide that. It’s also frustrating when the dispensery employees don’t have the info
either.
Go to 1/8 ounces.
The prices of Ohio&#39;s plant material is on par with other states. However, the prices of edibles, oils,and tinctures are double and
sometimes triple the price for the exact same brand and product when compared to adjacent states medical programs. I would prefer to
take my medicine in those forms but the price forces me to stay with the &quot;flower&quot; plant material.
Proper mask wearing is not enforced at Bloom, I try to avoid that dispensary as much as possible now. Seems like there could be a more
efficient system for picking up preorders to decrease long wait times at both dispensaries. I would also prefer to wait in my car for a text
alerting me that it is time for me to pick up my order, to avoid sitting in a room with other patients.
The cost is high though
No further comments.
Need to do something to help with the cost of medical marijuana. Cost is extremely high. People tell me they can get it off the street for
cheaper. I want to do this legally
This program and method of natural medicine has changed my life. I am now able to cope and feel I finally got my life back. Great Job!
I think it’s terrible if you travel you cannot take it with you. If you live in to state you still have to buy two different cards. Very expensive,
also the price is way too high for medical marijuana.
The strains aloud in the stores are too expensive plus they only have CBD whereas I need THC to help with my right arm and muscles to relax.
masks were not worn over the nose and mouth, options in terms of multiple THC/CBD ratios very limited
should be a lot higher.
stop growing with pesticides, fucking embarassing lol
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supply&quot; and just let patients buy what they need. I know so many people that are patients that run out of days and can&#39;t get
more medicine until they get more days. That is not good!! PLEASE allow cultivators to expand so that we can get more product to
dispensaries to choose from. Some of my favorite cultivators sell out immediately because they aren&#39;t able to get very much product to
each dispensary. PLEASE raise the 70% cap on extraction products! Please allow cultivators to name strains what the actual name is. I have
ran into so many strains that were re‐named because the board of pharmacy wouldn&#39;t approve it. Strains are named by their breeders
and should be called what they are. Also, patients need to be able to research a strain by its name if they want to learn more about it.
Have not been able to renew my card due to the cost of renewal, price of products, and being disabled by my medical conditions.
(Dispensary Experience part of survey was irrelevant and didn’t give any options to indicate that.)In my latest denial of disability benefits, the
judge (from a recreationally legal state) had removed my PTSD diagnosis and replaced it with cannabis use disorder despite the prescription
that I had and haven’t even been able to renew/utilize for months now. I planned to renew sooner than this, but have waited even longer
due to COVID risk and it’s impact on my disability case, despite the pain I’ve been in &amp; how much worse it became during the shutdown.
The cost is extremely high and is unattainable for most patients.
something else!
Counting days is a bit confusing for me. I was given a chart, but not all of my products have grams on them (for example, vape cartridges).
The staff is always more than willing to inform me on my days, but it would be nice to keep track myself as well.
Prices and variety of product in Ohio are both unacceptable. Prices are way to high and variety of product available is insufficient.
three times prior to me getting there that day. This causes confusion, frustration, and discouragement. There have been times things are not
labeled correctly. I noticed some strains appear to be stressed which in return causes questioning from the buyers. The drive/hours for
dispensaries can be stressful for those whom work compared to other states.
The whole days thing is very difficult to understand sometimes and what I dont understand is how at one dispensary will have different days
than another I&#39;ll visit. And the cultivators that are producing quality medicine need to be able to grow more.
Prices are too high especially for people battling terminal illnesses
At both of the two dispensaries I have used all of the employees are over the top in customer service. They are pleasant, informative and
friendly. They are a definite asset to Medical Marijuana Dispensaries. Have not yet met one that doesn&#39;t deserve a pat on the back for
such great service and helping me to work through the process. If it could I&#39;d hug them all. Wonderful people!
improve the system. get it together ohio!we need a greater variety of more affordable products.we need more dispensaries, all of them are
crowded with patients.long lines, too expensive
Very satisfied with the program
low income.
Would like to see more cbd/thc 1‐1 products available.
grows and helps people
I have found that medical marijuana has enabled me to reduce the amount of prescribed chemical drugs I take.
income for their medicine.
The expense is beyond most to obtain the amount needed to accomplish needed benefits. Illegal supplies are easier to get and cheaper
I was in lots of pain everyday i hurt from my neck alwas y down now i can deal with pain i have itsbnb hardly nothing compare yo whstbbn it
was pain pill didnt help i cry all the time
The dispensary I used is fast, friendly and informative. I think you should allow them to open another location.
na
I go to the “Botonist” in Akron, Ohio. Very well managed. Great Company.Medical marijuana has helped my health tremendously. I no longer
drink alcohol to relieve pain. I’ve lost 40 pounds In two years. Feel Great!
The 361 day card renewal period is ridiculous and overly complicated. The quality of the product is less than what I&#39;ve gotten in other
states and the price is higher.
Social distancing not practiced at dispensaries
I am probably most disappointed with the language, and the changing, of the 45 day rule. When the people at the dispensaries have a
difficult time explaining these rules and the necessity to make an instant change from 90 to 45, the Medical Marijuana Board has done a
poor job of implementing the change in an understandable narrative...unless these changes were made to confuse everyone, then Bravo,
you did it well. I have been on the website and I have read the rules and they are neither clear nor concise.Other than that, I think the pricing
in Ohio is noticeably higher than in neighboring states and nationwide.This is all solely in my personal experiences and humble opinions.
Edibles are expensive
The number of allowed conditions should be markedly expanded including autism, obsessive compulsive disorder, anxiety, chronic pain
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Give us more information on hows strains make us feel.
The people at Herbokigy in Cuyahoga Falls are exceptionally knowledgeable and extremely kind and caring.
U guys are doing a great job.... thank you for everything.... should have been there years ago!!! Just wish you had a store in Miamisburg....
Dayton Mall area or down town Miamisburg.....
allow me to get around a lot. I had been in pain and unable to sleep at night or sometimes in the day time. With the medical marijuana I am
able to sleep a little better. The pain goes away for a while then it comes back. I do it again and then off to sleep. Thanks to who ever came
to make it legal.
Samples
It&amp;#39;s a great program. It has helped me tremendously controlling my pain.
It also helps with my depression and anxiety
i would like to see places closer to my county
nature of it being an oil, or is it easily contaminated with bacteria once opened? When I first began using it I did not have that problem, but
the more I used it the problem arose. It&#39;s too bad because it really seemed to help with inflammation. I avoid edibles because they are
full of sugar.
The cost is to high. the wait is to long. hope it will get better after covid. It&#39;s Vinton Co. fault that I have to travel to dispensary. They
should wise up an collect that tax money.
Many items and packaging must be thrown in trash. Use recyclable items when possible.
Please lower the price. It’s just rude.
topicals.
Prices are still ridiculously high. Quality control leaves a lot to be desired. Flower is not properly trimmed. Several products are mislabeled
(thc %, strain, weight). Product weight is often less than advertised on the packaging. Unable to call dispensaries to place phone orders as
they either do not answer the phone or are so backed up with other calls.
each product could help with would be awesome. Some menus have limited info on this. I rely exclusively on word of mouth and suggestions
from dispensary staff.
When I last visited the dispensary another customer inside was not wearing PPE. I thought it was required.
Delivery. As an entrepreneur I have some ideas to share. Can be reached at [REDACTED]
It costs a little to much
Price is way way way to high. Ridiculous. That&amp;amp;#39;s a huge problem. I refuse to pay such $$$ for such small quantities.I feel I am
being taken advantage of everytime I go in a dispensary.You need to go to Colorado to figure it out.
Pricing inconsistent with other states. Understandable as this is a young program. I expect increase in quality, variety of offerings and
growers in the coming year(s) of this program. Additionally I’m concerned that the “daily limit”/ “Ohio 10th” or mg of cannabanoids are very
inconsistent between the type of product (I.e patches, flower, concentrates...). All in all I am satisfied and off chemo!!!!
people who seem to know *something* are mostly unwilling to actually help stating they are constrained by Rules. Others that seem to
know will make a fast statement and then gloss over anything else asked. Need more data about the terpene (sp?) mix and it&#39;s
benefits. Nowhere NEAR enough emphasis is placed on the the fact that the cannabis plant is a cleaning device and will soak up any
chemicals or poisons in the medium in which it is grown, AND that it is living organism and is best fed by living soil to make the best
medicine.I have observed the staff of the dispensaries that vend the cleanest product stating they use this product and recommend it, but
none of them seem to understand why they like it so much ‐ yet they like it a LOT. They need to know why and it&#39;s not my job to fix
I&#39;m very happy with the Ohio medical marijuana program the price is just so high
to find a ride (I don&#39;t have a car) to drive up to 25 miles to visit one for my medicine. If there were anything I&#39;d change about the
program, it would be lowering the prices a bit, allowing my medicine to be covered by Medicaid, and expanding the number of dispensaries
allowed to include every county and city in the state.
means more people following the rules put forth and more tax money for the state as well as patients being able to get quality medicine no
matter where they are located.
Very very expensive here in Ohio!
really not knowledgeable in what they’re selling. Even the physician that we saw initially knew nothing about the products and had no
recommendations in terms of what to use. It was difficult to find someone To evaluate and prescribe. And it was expensive to do. It appears
that the left hand doesn’t know what the right hand is doing if you know what I mean. And for elderly people who really need assistance
here, there is no assistance available.
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edible products that are sold in other states: like the &amp;quot;Nerds&amp;quot; ropes or &amp;quot;Gusher&amp;quot; gummies. They,
not only are fun and tasty way of consuming medical grade marijuana, but it would be nice to find something that is instantly recognizable
as a nostaglic treat I know I will like. Medical marijuana can be quite expensive and it really can get frustrating to pay all that money and find
out once I&amp;#39;m home that what I bought tastes gross or doesn&amp;#39;t work well. It may not seem like a big deal to most people,
but when you live in pain, you find joy in what you can.
The only things is the amount for the price, the quantity is small for the price which causes me to run out
health issue
I&#39;ve yet to set foot into a dispensary due to covid. Eagle in Wapak is not the closest to me, but good service. Tried calling, emailing and
online purchasing from Strawberry Fields in Dayton. Never answered or responded. Not impressed.
None
should if a better quality product was available. I’m beginning to believe you offer such a poor quality product so we have to buy more to
receive the same effect that would be easily obtained from a product that’s of superior quality (to the crap that’s being sold in the
dispensaries in Ohio)...sorry, but that’s the truth of the matter. And even with a 20 % saving for “ Indigent status” the cost is still too
incredibly high for the poorest of the poor. Pretty sad.
high in myrcene or linalool (for example) will ever be able to zero in on that, or his Dr be able to seriously address his sleep disorder with
specific strains (for e ample). Containers should be recyclable back to the growers. If someone buys 1 ounce, there is no need to purchase it
in 10 containers. That’s wasteful at both ends.
no protection from my employer deciding to ban one specific medication, I have to stop taking my medicine from time to time to pass their
scheduled drug tests. Due to my condition, I become violent and dangerous during these periods and I usually end up physically injuring
multiple people, including friends and family, over the course of a month as my condition reasserts itself. It&#39;s hard for me to imagine
that hurting other people is the more desirable outcome since that is the reason I take my medication in the first place. I source my
medication legally because I do not want to be a criminal. But with no legal protection from being fired for using a product that is legally
sold to me and I have a legal right to possess, I have to become a criminal anyway. I hear the black marketeers sell urine instead of
Love it!
Thanks, I know the patient I am a caregiver for really appreciates all that you do.
which takes away my days tremendously. Also I have severe conditions and I may obtain more product than another patient. For those
reasons I&#39;m without my medical marijuana meds and have no more days, which is usually 3 weeks away from my next 45 days. This is
an issue because I have flares and bad days most of the time, in which they get worse during my time without meds. This doesn&#39;t help
me or my conditions. So when my day comes I may over indulge because of the pain and discomfort I&#39;ve had to deal with during my
time without. Please look into changing the rules for patients like myself who really needs the medical marijuana to get through each day,
especially when life goes on whether you feel good or not! Thank you for this opportunity. I hope this helps myself and other patients like
Give us more days! Would love if it was unlimited time!
products has been adequate. Now, it would be nice if there were more brands and strains to choose from compared to only a handful now.
I like how the pesticides and fertilizers are listed out on products, now I am looking for a brand with much fewer fertilizers and pesticides
than the current selection.
I wish I was educated more and there was more variety of edibles. Prices are way too high.
I think that the 45 days is a joke and should not be in place. Everyone’s pain is different so there shouldn’t be a limit on what I get. The costs
are a bit high too considering there are many peeps who are low income or indigent. Please do away with the 45 days, it’s not helping!
It was extremely difficult to come up for the money to receive my medical marijuana card. I paid the hefty first time fee to the physician. I
paid the gas to have someone drive me to Cincinnati (1hr 15 min) for this appointment. I paid for the medical marijuana card. I had to pay
50.00 every 3 months for a &amp;quot;follow‐up&amp;quot; appointment. However, I could never afford the products. My medical
marijuana doctor told me to go to Michigan because the prices were half what they are here. That is 5 hrs away and I do not drive. When I
tried to contact my doctor to renew my card for the year, I found out that they closed up and ran with all the money. I now have to start
from scratch finding a new doctor and paying the large first time fees all over again. I had such high hopes that medical marijuana would give
me a better quality of life. However, I do not think this program is trying to help those of us who are disabled. All I found were obstacles
prices.
system.
It’s nice to get a text message alert on certain strands that are hard to find
Na
Need lower prices
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Removing the THC% cap on concentrates and oils would help me treat my chronic pain easier. Being able to use smaller amounts of product
is the advantage of concentrates. Lower THC levels require me to use more product per treatment.
Prices are still pretty high. Would like to see prices go down.
Check prices in Michigan. Ohio prices are too high
The pricing is absolutely atrocious compared to other medical states. That being said, Ohio has done a great job rolling out this program, and
I hope it only continues to get better
If I do need to quit in the future, it will be because of price
Need more employers to understand and hire!
It’s great but I recommend that you should allow 17 year old to receive Flower instead of just Edibles.
best for my pain and anxiety they give me something different they they recommend and its always something different from people that
work there
I&#39;m impressed how far the State of Ohio has come. I hope the program continues to grow and more dispensaries and products become
available. This medication is helping a lot of people.
Dry vapor microdosing is best ffg or me.
the &amp;quot;medical marijuana&amp;quot; legal club, which is yet another expense most of us patients can&amp;#39;t afford.
I&amp;#39;ve had to go without any medical marijuana several times because of costs. Patients should be able to pay for their purchases
with their bank debit/credit card instead of cash only.
It is to expensive and logically not one person is the same. To have specific amounts for every person is ludicrous! I should not ever be told I
can&#39;t purchase something! I would not be there if I didn&#39;t need medicine. For someone other than myself to tell me what I need to
manage my PTSD is like a slap in the face of my recovery. I know what I need when I need it!
None
There isn&#39;t enough competition in the south‐central part of the state. Prices are high and there is extremely limited product available in
either half ounce or one ounce quantities. In addition, there is a very limited (almost non‐existent) supply of pure Indica strains. I realize
that most people prefer Sativas, because they tend to be very mood‐uplifting. However, some of us are seeking the pain relief that comes
from Indica strains typically. Thank you for giving the users of the program a chance to provide feedback.
The cost are crazy way to over priced for the quality
should be better priced for patients like prescriptions normally are for insured. Marijuana growing expenses are high in the beginning of
growing. Cheap to keep going after initial start. Prices should come down!!!! Cloning and not having to pay for lights for years helps the
costs. The uneducated just don’t know. Facts??
Need more educations that knows what can be mixed with what to have a better strain. When it comes to sativa I need a coach that forces
me up. Hhaving MS there is my chronic fatigue and also having Neorcoleosy excessive daytime sleepiness makes it hard to get energy.
My card expired sooner than what was the date on the card. Could not afford to pay for renewal of card.
There is no way to keep track of our days, and when going to the dispensary having them manually count every time I go seems
counterproductive when they could divert there focus more on the patient care rather than focusing on having to count every single time
I would like to have more days and no limit on what I can get. I’d also like it to be cheaper especially for the plant I refuse to buy it because it
so expensive. I enjoy the edibles better.
In order to have a proper pain management I need to have consistent product all the time. This is not happening! The strains are changing
all the time. I can&#39;t get the same concentrates Everytime. This makes it impossible to maintain any consistency of care.
Prices are simply too high! Edibles are outrageously priced and this is my main way to use medical marijuana
The length of time to implement the program is in proportion with the developement of moral character of our state.
None
Thank you for this life changing medicine.
Pricing could be better.
Better than taking pills any day.
[REDACTED] on social security income due to TBI, light alzheimers, severe vertigo in both ar, sleep disorders and chronic migraines.
The days allotment does not work, to restrictive, I renewed on the 21st of July today the 28th of July I have 10 days left, you Are pushing
cash paying patients to Michigan 3.5 hours away to the closest dispensary and Pennsylvania also Announced full rec, Your letting our
patients go to the black market. Regardless of days, patients will get there medicine.
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products. Unnecessary tiers and different day amounts. Lack of information on terpenes. No way to find our own days remaining.
Dispensaries not being able to interact on social media. Cost is prohibitive for something deemed medical. Some containers are very hard to
open especially for patients with pain.
Most prices are too high for the things I would like to buy such as edibles and more oils for vaporizer.
Its difficult for me to get to the dispensary because of my pain levels. I have a hard time deciding which products to buy for pain relief. I
don&#39;t feel like I know what I&#39;m doing.
have the brand I use it messes up everything. They often do not have an acceptable substitute, or it’s in a smaller (which becomes more
expensive) size and then I am left with no choice but calling all over trying to find it. This does not happen in a regular pharmacy. Why does it
happen here?
The tiers are stupid. Unable to get multiple strains without spending all your days. Too expensive.
than the laminated paper card I have.With readers eventually at the dispensary. I suffer from diagnosed Bipolar Disorder II. I have found
some relief of my symptoms as a side benefit for the pain relief I’m being treated for. Namely the huge swing from manic to depressed, I
would like that as a qualifier for Medical MarijuanaThank You for recognizing that natural options exist. Many people in my experience are
concerned with pain pill addiction and adverse side effects
Very expensive to buy. Can&#39;t obtain the amount of product needed for pain relief due to high prices.
Patients need home grow,with 4‐6 plants. We need more dispensary’s,more options are needed. Prices are to high. And would like to see
sales allowed to benifit patients. And also more transparency
I love the fact that I do have to do something illegal to obtain marijuana and I know so very much more about it did I feel confident in my
choices when I go to the dispensary and I just want to thank you for making this available to the state of Ohio
difficult to keep it all straight. I have CRPS, and rarely even leave the house. The best employee The Forest had as far as explaining things
went elsewhere. I will say this much, the dispensary in Elyria, OH, which was the first place I ever went, was extremely private and I
thoroughly appreciated that fact. One person in the room at a time. The Forest has an Open Door policy so everyone knows
you&amp;#39;re there, what you bought, and how much you spent. Not fond of that.
I believe that medical marijuana patients should be able to grow their own plants. Limiting it would be key. Perhaps 2‐4 plants per patient, or
2‐4 plants per household with a patient residing in it.
I wish 1‐ they delivered2‐ u didn’t feel so rushed due to others waiting to get in 3‐ the whole limit and days thing is too confusing !
Stop limiting patients to days supply. Some folks have more pain than others There is also a huge disconnect between the The State of Ohio
and dispensaries computer system. State will email me directly on how many days I have and the dispensiary never matches. You need to
provide patients access to how many days available on the state website patient log in.
Building a tolerance. Any information about that is greatly appreciated.
Let Farkas Farms expand. The best medication but no possible way to save money on products that actually work. It costs $43 for 2 days of
medicine. Its ridiculous. People need more options for 14 gram and 28 gram containers. Please allow good growers to expand so hopefully
one day peopld will be able to afford their meds. WE NEED MORE AND AFFORDABLE PRODUCTS!!!
I do feel prices are too high, although where I go has much more reasonable prices than other dispensaries I’ve been to, and the selection
has really grown, but it’s still somehow very limited, and I frequently have to “make do” with something that I know wouldn’t work as well.
Overall I love the program, I’ve never had any problems except sometimes being unable to afford my medication.
ourselves.
I dont understand how a person can be an alcoholic and still get a concealed carry or even by a gun but someone on medical marijuana can
not do either. That definitely needs to change.
Hopefully by adding more cultivators and suppliers the price is able to go down and the selection up. The price of concentrate is really high
and unattainable for most patients. Making people purchase pens for vaping for each category and and each dispensary is absurd once you
buy one it should be universal through the system it’s a waste of patients money they could use for medicine.
The price for vapor concentrates are ridiculously high. The selection is terrible. Please learn from Michigan
open bottles and tins.
I feel medical marijuana has helped so much more then I realized... It has helped with my bipolar...my focus.. My ptsd so much more... I
really enjoy going to the dispensary the people are amazing.... Very well knowledged and patient...
I do not understand why I must purchase a vape pen when all I need is the cartridge. I have too many now and have thrown a lot away which
in turn is not ecological. Makes no sense. My dispensary does not maintain the same products or suppliers I have yet to be able to purchase
the same vape cartridge or flower from visit to visit, makes it hard to develop a treatment process.
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approving are getting FUCKING RICH AS FUCK. DeWine should step down for not allowing usage of the funds to assist in other areas. Our
children need books, more medical research is needed in the medical cannabis field and oh yeah, our fucking roads are shit. (Even tho we are
paying extra now for that through a gas hike tax. Smh, fucking old ass narrow minded fool who obvs can’t run a city. I didn’t vote for him and
wouldn’t ever, go live in one of your nursing homes and disappear.. please god. Please make my insurance cover my meds or fuck off. Tired
of paying you assholes more money and watching you fuck up the with it. Don’t ever forget, you all work for us.. never forget that
Patient has better control over pain and reduced dosage of Rx Celebrex and off Rx opioids.
chronic pain.
Na
It ya expensive especially those who need it consistently throughout the day. Deals are nice but not enough.
I also visit Michigan dispensaries. They are so much easier to do business with
I would like to see cheaper vaporizer cartridges, and concentrates. Cartridges are one of my preferred products and they are very expensive.
I feel that for some of the prices we as patients should be getting more medicine over 2.83 grams per two days.
More % counts and explanation with more menus! LEGALIZE PERSONAL CULTIVATION FOR CANNABIS.PROVIDE BETTER INFORMATION TO
PATIENTS AND CAREGIVERS FROM THE BUD‐TENDERS &amp;quot;cannabis professionals?&amp;quot; whatever you call them aren&#39;t
educated enough. The products are hit and miss, the way things are handles legally and most probably illegally are inefficient.
I&amp;#39;m happy to have a regulated source for weed!
The prices are absolutely ridiculous and completely unfair to the lower income patients. This is medicine and should be thought of as a
product to aid, not a profit to be made!
None
I suffer serve back &amp; knee pain &amp; take medication,all my medicine is to be taken with food,it definitely helps my appetite so I can
stay consistent with my medicines,I&#39;m so grateful &amp; hope this process continues &amp; grows ??????
4 ounces of tier 1 flower every 45 days or 2.5 ounces of tier 2 flower are not an adequate supply for most Ohio medical marijuana patients
as your tolerance builds up and more needs consumed to get adequate effects. Please up the limit to a daily limit of 2.5 ounces per day
regardless of tier levels like Michigan does. Ohio dispensaries are losing money to other states where we can go and purchase products
when we have no more days left in Ohio. Why not keep the money in our own state and up the allowable limit of marijuana products able to
purchase. This 45 day system is terrible and many others agree. There needs to be literature of some sort to be distributed to medical
patients as well to describe the confusing 45 supply limits and have a website or something to show in real time how many days are left (how
much patients are able to purchase if this system is kept in place.The program should be modeled after other well established legal states
I can actually afford my medicine at in somewhat larger quantities that don&#39;t make my wallet cry. There is little in the way of
competition among dispensaries concerning prices and quality of product in my area as prices keep rising quality keeps dropping and new
policies make dispensaries inaccessible to me as I don&#39;t drive my own car. We signed legislation to bring down the costs of medications
to a reasonable level, I ask why there is not the foresight to do the same here. Also have had problems with dispensary employees taking
items first for themselves and then saying they were out of stock on a certain item. I feel there is a lot the board of pharmacy can do on a
dispensary level to make the patient experience a better one. Even from a supply and demand perspective like approving more cultivators
The system of days and allotment is very confusing and hard to track. Products are expensive.
I still feel discriminated against due to employers not acknowledging a medical prescription . Also, I feel that the selection and availability of
the CBD strains is lacking, and the price is double that of the THC strains. We should be aloud to grow a plant at home. It is very expensive.
45 days of cheap flower can easily be $400. I can not afford to medicate when I need to.
Too expensive
branding
Discounts are too spontaneous can’t get there in time
pain
if medical marijuana is still illeal in the state of ohio then why is it being dispense??
Stay safe covit free
supply for Patients using flower. Also need an easy access to self check on our own personal day supply. Also veteran and indigent status
should be less complicated to access. Also need to access my own personal history of what I have purchased. Need plant material and other
day supply charts back on line. Make it easier for checking days for dispensary so they don’t have to hand count the day supply‐ this really
slows down check in time. The day supply should be posted on data base so there is no need to count days.Ability for dispensary to carry
more types of ancillary devices.
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for us????? I find myself driving through...getting a list and going home to research to make the wisest choice with what&#39;s on hand at
the moment for my medical issues.. 2. Why are edibles not sugar free???? I believe sugar feeds cancer...tons of data out there. I would like
to use the edibles...but they are full of sugar defeating my health plan so I don&#39;t buy. 3. How do we check how many points we have
left?? It used to be on the receipts, not anymore! Thank you for listening!!! We want nothing more than to be healed, pain free, and living
life free of disease! I promise you!!! I am truly against most pharmaceuticals, most come with horrendous side effects. MMJ is the way to
do, toxic free!
Why is 8ths only 2.83 grams
The 45 days sucks lol besides that it&#39;s great program
Ohio dispensaries are vastly behind michigan dispensaries in selection, quality and price. I feel ohio locations and producers should study the
model there and try to imitate it as closely as possible.
Knowing what is in stock at the dispensary is key.
I have been purchasing my needs from dispensaries in California. No limitations in quantity for less than 1 oz. I only got Med card to be legal
in Ohio, even though I do not smoke in public.
I feel the prices could be better. Especially regarding cartridges. The costs of a cart by itself is not much better than a complete kit with a
battery and charger. Also I wonder if a cartridge recycling program could be beneficial. Finally I feel that the dispensary front has to enter a
lot of info to get in. Scanning IDs and med cards twice. I wonder if this could be streamlined as well. However I am happy that I have the
opportunity to use cannabis in a legal fashion. It is a powerful medicine with a wide range of uses and benefits.
The wait times are ridiculous. Would like to see a small batch atleast 2 or 4 plants to grow at home approved. Ordering product should not
be as hard as it is the dispenseraries can show you nothing very deceiving sales tactic.
Prices too high. Home delivery needed.
indica dominant strains. Most no more then 70% indica 30% sativa mix. Anything 70% indica or less I usually have some anxiety and sleeping
issues with. Which with extreme pain it’s surprising how much good rest helps, but is hard to come by. Our growers are also growing
unproven new fancy hybrid strains instead of stuff you can look up info and other patient reviews over the last couple years. There’s decent
variety but most are unproven strains without real info. I find strains that have mixed with some great strains that I would definitely but it’s
just part of the lineage. The best strains I’ve bought have been from Michigan. Gods gift was great and 100% indica, also bubba kush. Best
strain I ever had for pain was called gas mask. Never seen any in Ohio except a bubba kush vape pen. Strain selection by grower needs huge
Daily supply is highly flawed I suggest reassessment to allow parents to be able to sample variety of products. Why would I buy peanut
butter when it uses &quot;5 or 6&quot; days of my 45 day supply?
week
Some time the flower is month&#39;s old
I understand it is controlled, but seriously, everywhere else who has legal marijuana, are chill and laid back. In ohio, the Bud tenders have no
idea anything about the product because they are pharmacy and health care worker. Nobody wants them to serve them, they want real
people who actually use the product. Nobody cares if they are served by a dude with a bob marley shirt on or a professional shirt. We want
people who know what they are talking about. And I want to ask them what they like, and be able to be given an honest response. It is weed.
I can drive two hours north and get cheaper, better, weed, served by people who actually use it. A lot of people do that. If Ohio does not get
hip, people are going to stop going to ohio. Just saying.
An app for the phone would be useful for tracking days in Rx as well as to act as a database for dispensaries and stain info
prices need to be cheaper. Good products but extreme prices on some items
vape is a gamble on taste and smell and i feel like we pay extra for the batteries When i dont need them...Almost forced to buy
&quot;kits&quot; with little selection of the product without the battery and charger...i would like to see the flower before buying and know
the difference between the thc and cbc % &amp; effects...I have tried to order off line but seems prices change everyday and no pictures of
flower or vape with little detail on the specs...Seems prices are more expensive online or dosnt match the price at the store...i had brought it
to their attention..
The only thing I want is the website and how to order online.
I&amp;#39;m on medicaid, my money could go for growing my own medicine, instead of making someone rich and im still suffering because
I&amp;#39;m out of money ??. COMPLETELY WRONG
This is my first month. Finding the right dosage has been difficult but the workers at the dispensary have helped me so much. I’m not pain
free nor do I ever expect to but I am happy that I have another choice to try to find the best way to live.
medicine
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Demonstrating chronic pain thru medical records is pretty difficult. For example, I’ve had back pain for years. My doctor and I tried different
strategies, but nothing seemed to work. So at some point you stop mentioning your chronic pain because there’s nothing to be done. I
wonder if an option to ask your dr. to say you suffer from chronic pain would be more practical.
quit with the greed, let us grow our own so we know what we are putting into plant, kick Rise put of so many NE ohio dispensaries seeing as
how they have the north coast locked down and always raise prices due to no other competition, North East Ohio is carrying 95% 2.83
containers which is holding us to the most expensive option and when they do get half ounces or ounces is low level quality and shake to
boot that is so ground up it destroys vaporizers which of course are also overpriced... you all have turned this into a money grab and could
care less about the patients including the politicians who have their greedy hands in every deal (recent arrest proves this) get marijuana
advocates top run the program not some 90 year old fool who is out of touch with the future events and has the reefer madness mentality...
you all should be ashamed of yourselves ripping senior citizens off who are trying to get away from opiates which also funds your greedy
The quality of flower could be much better. I&#39;ve had too many strains that aren&#39;t cured properly or have seeds in them. It&#39;s
pretty sad especially at the outrageous prices we have to pay. I also believe that a tenth of flower is less than a 2 day supply. You&#39;re
better off buying concentrates and carts that are the same daily supply so you don&#39;t reach your limit in 2 weeks.
I have not stopped purchasing it but I need to. It has put a huge financial strain on my family and I but because of the opioid crisis I was
taken off pain medication after 8 years.(even though it was doing its intended purpose)
The main reason I stopped using my card is because I do not want to support a program that doesn’t hold my interests above the interests
and investments of the ommcp cultivators/dispensary owners/board members. I am a medical patient who is seeking extremely
clean,powerful and affordable natural plant medicine. In order to obtain this sort of cannabis, extreme amounts of time/detail/ and care
are necessary. The only way I would be able to afford the amount of medicine I need to properly medicate is to grow. Many other states
allow homegrow to help their patients. Please take into account that some of us are very limited with the money we can use towards
medicine and other expenses. Allowing patients to buy a cheap yearly grow license could greatly benefit a large percentage of disadvantaged
individuals like myself. The other main issue with not being able to grow is product quality. If I can grow my own medicine I know exactly
We find the process of obtaining state approval overly cumbersome and expensive. We can afford it but many can&#39;t. That said,
medical marijuana has helped my wife greatly in being able to sleep and to reduce pain. So we are glad that Ohio has recognized the efficacy
of medical marijuana. FYI, neither of us ever used marijuana before so it has never been a recreational thing for us.
The pharmacist explain all products that I had questions about.
Please, work on 2 things. 1. The price! I think more patients will come on board if the price is lower which will generate more profit in the
long run. 2. Higher thc edibles/concentrates!! There are people with higher tolerances than others, and our program is overran with edibles
that are only 10mg per dose. More of a selection is crucial.
based on days
More options with higher thc, less cost. Why doesn’t alcohol have as much or more restriction!?!? Ridiculous that marijuana does. It’s the
same oppressive and special interest BS that plagues many parts of this country.
It was very easy to obtain my medical card! It has worked wonders using medical marijuana! It has truest been a blessing!
I guys rock....!!!
I now have a RX that helps with my chronic migraines, however, I only receive 10/per month. If I exceed that amount of migraines, I then use
medical marijuana (edibles). I have to renew my card though, as it has expired.
Wish it was cheaper
knowledge of dispensary employees and I think it&#39;s worth the price. I also go to a dispensary that offers discounts which helps with
costs.
I have no problems as of now.
N/a
I’m very happy with the program. I get great relief and the ability to live a normal life!
The program is very helpful with my pain.
Major confusion occurs when so many strains of marijuana crop up. Where do they get the original seeds? White widow, a strain from
Amsterdam, is available for mail order seeds. Why not invest in high quality strains and quit trying to be novel in the names.
medication from a pharmacy.
I can&amp;amp;#39;t afford it with the amount that I get. I&amp;amp;#39;m trying to control the DAILY PAIN that I experience. I have tried
the oil, vapor and the plant that&amp;amp;#39;s a $100 each week and I get the discount (SSI).
Too expensive There needs to be deal ‐deal of the day, birthday Surprise‐ 420 grab bag‐some deal for loyalty.
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is absolutely horrifying to think of where that extra profit is going. Ohio needs to fix this ASAP, it is about the people and the medicine! Profit
from this industry should be given back to the communities and schools, we have the means to make our State better working side by side
with the industry. We should also push for better educating the patients with knowledge of the different terpenes and how those affect the
body vs thc and cbd. I have found that not a lot of patients know of the differences and it is a HUGE deal on proper medication and
treatment styles.
consider lowering the price, as it is not covered by insurance. However, clearly it is needed a multitude of people for various ailments.
that the AARP News letter had an article about Medical Marijuana. They interviewed a Senior who gave an account of her condition and
how using these products has helped. Thanks.
Prices should be the same as seattle .detroit.alaska.not highway robbery like ohio 1 gram carts 4 for 80.00.not 90.00 55.00.5 for 100.00 got
best lawyers in ohio looking for change I will get it
Wish there was a better way to count days and keeping track.
medical marijuana program. Part of my satisfaction might also be due to the state&#39;s largest dispensary being a ten minute drive from
my house.
days, I would hope to be able to purchase the full amount allowed by law regardless of when I want to visit a dispensary. For example, I feel
penalized for multiple visits to the dispensary due to the point system. If I want to sample different strains and purchase one flower product
per day, it costs 2 points (0.1 ounces) each visit. This could total to 20 points out of 45 (1st half of 90 day period) over 10 calendar days but
only 1 ounce of flower actually purchased. If I did this another 10 days, costing another 20 points, I will have spent 40 out of 45 day supply
points, but only 2 ounces of flower purchased. There is never an opportunity to purchase the full 4 ounces allowed unless done on the first
day the patient is awarded 45 points. This requires patient to spend large sum of money in one visit versus spreading out purchases over
Replace current Patient advocate with a medicinal cannabis patient, create a patient advisory panel for regular input to board, days and the
math should make sense: 9 oz, 90 days, keep the 1/10th, transparency of ingredient listing on ALL edible, inhalable, &amp; topical products,
require listing of parent strains, terpenes, cannaboids on flower products &amp; menus so patients can make informed decisions, require
carb &amp; caloric content of edible meds, REFUND policy at dispensary so that patients don’t have to email, call, message manufacturers,
keep curbside pickup, allow more dispensaries, remove 70% limit on THC, disallow noncannabis derived terpenes, Put a photo on our
OMMCP Card to eliminate use of driver’s license at time of each purchase, reduce plastic waste, reduce disposable batteries, allow small
growers to expand, allow for transfer of flower into easy to open glass containers for at home storage the dispensary can print a 2nd label
do not know how to properly grow their product and harvest at the correct time and the curing is awful . Dry mostly Tums to dust. This
program needs to let us ohioans grow 10 plants for ourselves so we do not run out and we can actually afford to smoke it because the prices
are unchecked and a rip off. 60 bucks for 5.66 grams that don&amp;#39;t last a ptsd patient a day medicine that affordable is what we need
. Let us grow so we can have normal lives and still be able to pay our bills please folks
I was told that my card wouldn&#39;t be accepted 2 weeks BEFORE it actually expired. So I just passed on it.
is over 30 miles.
Some locations make you wait outside. I feel this is an invasion of privacy as I may not want the entire parking lot to know I’m a
patient.Lebanon specifically has this issue
favorite medical that you know helps you. And not if they run out of it you have to choose something different sometimes it works &amp;
others don’t.
I got my medical marijuana license in October of 2019 and made only one purchase shortly afterword. My answers to questions 14‐24 were
required but they are not correct as I only made one purchase 10 months ago.
We need protected rights in the work place. If you can have an opioid prescription and be fine you should be safe with medical cannabis
all been quite the disappointment. The side effects of the drugs I have been prescribed have been much worse than my actual pain and I
seemed to end up throwing away most of the pills prescribed for me. I did get brief relief but at what cost to my overall health. I am NOT a
fan of the pharmaceutical industry and I believe they honestly do more damage than help and they seem much more interested in profits
than helping people. I try to keep what I ingest as medicine to natural products and I try to avoid doctor prescribed pills, shots. etc.as I
believe this is in the best interest of my health. To that end, the medical marijuana program fits in perfectly with my philosophy of health
and I am extremely grateful to have access to this medical program. I get relief from my pain without damaging my health.
items are very high priced
Indigent people need to pay less. We&#39;re on a fixed income or none at all.
Allow tracking of days please and it would be nice if 1/10ths didn’t use up 2 days instead maybe 1 day and everything after to follow. It
would make sense at least for tier 1 flower. Thanks
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There is not enough product available from the best cultivators/processors in the state. I really enjoy Fire Rock/ Woodward and Ohio clean
leaf flower but there is never enough to go around. It sells out as quick as it came in. Some of the other cultivators have inferior products,
such as Grow Ohio, standard wellness, and firelands scientific. It would be nice to see more quality control in the program.
prices need to be lower....divided in to eighths of an ounce not tenththe vaporizing oil is sub par at bestso grateful for the program
priceseighths not tenths of floweroil is not very goodmore daysgrateful to purchase legally
I am very pleased with Have a Heart dispensary in Cincinnati. The place is spotless, a wealth of information, quick, efficient and the staff is
stellar! They are friendly, knowledgable, courteous and delightful to everyone in my personal experience.
2.83g is not right either.
drive its sometimes difficult to get a ride to take the patient to pick thier medicine up. it up I also think that alk dispensaries should have
some of the same products.. Most times stores all have different choices but all stores should always have the most popular strains and
stores should have more deals
and also the sizes are 1g, 8ths, 4ths, half’s an Oz and Oz containers of every single other medical marijuana program in the surrounding
states and also the 45 days and the days should go away.
Ohio still scares me to exist in with a medical card regarding the workplace. I won’t receive worker’s compensation if I get injured and my
employers can legally fire me on the spot just for using cannabis. This has very much restricted where I can get a job at. I’ve been using
cannabis for my colitis for 5 years now and it has helped as much as any prescription medication I’ve used if not more, so constantly being
worried about whether or not I’ll have a job in the future is scary, and these are based off of Ohio laws alone. #equalrights
Lack of second amendment rights protection., lack of Workers compensation rights. Only 1 dispensary within 25 miles. Can only get access to
about 4‐6 different cultivators through that one dispensary not a wide variety of growers.
through both their website and Leafly. There are not pictures for all of their products and not all of the products have descriptions or they
are very short and vague. There is not enough variety in product selection. When filtering the dispensary&#39;s product categories, the
flower always has the largest amount of product. The other categories like disposable vapes and tropicals are very, very limited. For
customers who are not necessarily able to purchase reusable vape pens and all the needed accessories, including the cartridges at the
dispensary, they do not have options.
treatment.
Prices plz as it is very challenging for people to afford the prices in Ohio and the amount u pay for isn&#39;t the normal 3.5g and it&#39;s
nearly impossible in these unforeseen times even to afford medicine at at dispensarieswith no discount deals or any promotions is very hard
to afford a month supply.Like paying $50 for under 3.5 g of medical cannabis is highway robbery I understand the laboratory testing and
everything but it&#39;s very way over price for people that are sick and can&#39;t afford it!
Alternative Medicine Center in Sandusky, Oh is the nicest most caring place I’ve ever been too. Thank you [REDACTED]
Please consider lowering prices. Some people need this and cant afford the crazy prices.
and informative. It is stress‐free. The only negative is the price of flower compared to the amount received. I would pay the same price for a
larger amount.
I feel it needs to be less expensive .
the pricing is very high in my opinion and I&#39;d like to see more dispensaries available around town. The product is however, excellent.
I take inconsistently based on the frequency and severity of my symptoms. Sometimes I go several days without taking it. The cost definitely
impacts my use and access also.
Everything is adequate with the process.
because I was just handed a menu at my first visit. If you have any questions let me know is what I was told. It was not informative at all.
NOTHING was explained to me. I had to figure it all out on my own. Very disappointing customer service that day. I think someone should
be assigned to you on your first visit that is an expert and can answer all of you questions about your condition and product choices. I have
never had that. I feel like I’m on my own. Rise are the only dispensaries I have shopped at. Hopefully as I try others patient service will
improve.
I am still learning about the products but it has helped me tremendously in being able to sleep through the night and I wake up feeling much
more refreshed and alert. I&#39;ve also noticed that some small cuts or sores and skin irritations that seemed to take forever to heal
appeared to heal almost overnight when I used marijuana prior to bedtime. I used to have to get up 2 to 3 times a night but it allows me to
sleep through the night without having to get up to urinate. That alone is a major improvement!!!
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and poor... How is someone supposed to live off of $600 a month? I can&#39;t even cover all of my bills, I can barely afford a trip to a
dispensary for medical products that help me. I am either allergic too, or have no effects of several types of pain treatments. The numbers
game to this program, amounts, limits, etc is absurd and makes no sense whatsoever. Myself, as I am sure most of the folks on this program
have cognitive issues, the numbers game needs to be VERY simple and to the point.
The program has been wonderful I went from almost bedridden with pain and vomiting since I began program I have improved greatly but
still struggle on a daily basis with pain and nausea however I have lost 103 pounds on the program due to being about to control pain a little
better then usual. I have also discontinued my depression medicine and have been off of it for over a year with no issues.
The cost of the Medical Marijuana seems to be extremely high of the amount you purchase
Price too high and selection limited
Prices too high. Open Athens county shop. Taking two years to meet about them not opening another store is unacceptable, especially for a
new program. Let patients grow and cook and smoke their own plants. Other states have much looser regulations, why must ohio use red
tape to ruin the potential this medicine has to help people. We need reciprocity with other states! I should have the right to grow harvest
cook and SMOKE my own medicine. This program is riddled with rules and regulations that just cost everyone money and Then puts that
money in a very few pockets. We are being treated like cash cows. Athens store not opening has caused me to drive over 40 miles one way
to the next closest store. This program needs some common sense. This program has no transparency or any public involvement, this is
brutally apparent because this is the first time you’ve even reached out to us! My doctor dropped my other medication because i have a
The products are expensive. The wait times are ridiculous. The service is horrible. I have a hard time finding half ounces and ounces without
paying an astronomical price on top of already high prices. I have to drive an hour or more to go through the hassle only to find out I have to
pay extra to get what I want. The program needs fixed.
Hoping that eventually every dispensary will have more info on websites when ordering like thc/ cbd content and maybe pictures as well
The days supply system makes it impossible for patients to know how many days they have and when the days reset. Why does plant
material and edibles use up so many days while vape pens and concentrates with way more THC only use 1 day? People like me who use
plant material and edibles do not have enough days to purchase what they need. I am usually at least 10‐15 days short and suffer when I
cannot purchase. I use 2 or 3 different strains per day to treat different symptoms, usually morning, afternoon and evening. Switching strains
helps the tolerance stay low. Maybe make it so the flower and edible days supply are equal to the days supply on concentrates and vape
pens so that it is fair to all patients no matter which form they choose? Prices are still high. Product is hard to find and is not always available
in all dispensaries so sometimes I need to drive to the bigger cities and stock up on my favorites. I will never step foot again in CY after
Allow the patients to be able to track the days’ supply I have remaining. Ridiculous.
The choices available are extremely overpriced.
Make it legal
Currently seeking employment. Reclassify schedule of drug to make sense. It&#39;s keeping intelligent people from making a living.
honest
It is a little expensive. I think this should be more readily available for more people and conditions.
The prices are to high and I have to skip a lot of days so i&#39;m in pain when I can&#39;t afford it. The ability to be able to grow your own
plant material would be more cost effective and then the treatment would be helpful. I suffer a lot because I can&#39;t afford treatment.
As patients providing their own medicine, there should be some sort of tax relief. The cost of medical marijuana is high compared to say
&quot;on the streets&quot;. Lower the price to law abiding medical patients, and put drug dealers out of buisness.Provide a tax break to
Ohioans please.Medical marijuana has given me great relief without the use of any pills. Thanks to the State of Ohio.
we have to sevrely budget to afford the necessary medical marijuana. i would love to hace terpene information more avaialble at the
dispensaries, rather than inly the THC levels so we can target the medicine more precisely for ailments
I am most concerned with the overall cost of the products. As well the quality and testing of every product. When it comes to other states
with medical marijuana programs, Ohio in most cases is double the cost, if not more. I’ve heard people, while waiting in line at the
dispensary, talking about going to Michigan because everything is half the cost of Ohio. After researching it, I found out that it’s illegal. So
that’s not a viable option for me. I also think the “day” system and tiering is very confusing.
Prices are a little bit too high for flowers. Not a large variety of flower products
I think its great that Marijuana has finally Been recognized as A much needed medicine! Downfall is that ThePrices are way too hiGh! Prices
on the streets are much cheaper, so that probably will stop a lot of people from getting their license.
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unemployed, due to unrelenting pain, and other debilitating conditions.Why are we having to pay for the privilege of using these overpriced,
much‐needed products? I&#39;ve had the same pain doctor for nearly a decade, yet I have to pay 250.00 a year to get his blessing to use
MMJ plus pay the state too? I pay 40.00 for an office call every month + meds + MMJ. My only income is SS. Eventually, I&#39;ll be forced to
stop buying MMJ because I simply can&#39;t afford them. The products and prices of MMJ in Michigan are a fraction of the cost and their
products are superior to anything Ohio has. Ohio&#39;s program is not giving us the help and support we need to continue using MMJ.
People are being forced to buy off the streets because they need it and can&#39;t afford it. This program is to blame. Ohio loses and those
It was not fair or right to mislead or not inform patients that if they did participate in the program and lived in HUD housing, they would be
evicted, based on the fact it was still a schedule 1 at the federal level. I would not have gone to the $300 + expense of seeing the mandated
Dr. only to find out I&#39;d be homeless if I participated. It was horribly unfair to the low income and disabled patients who needed this
most of all. The whole program was poorly implemented. It leaves me with significant agitation and frustration.
Specifically I am referring to a lack of Cannabis flower for vaporization available on the market. Many new patients get their cards daily and I
do not think our current grow facilities are going to be able to keep up. Also, many new companies have started processing without grow
facilities which also depletes supplies. I would like to see more grow facilities and extensions to grow facilities in the future to help prevent
pricing hikes. I also know due to prices several patients leave our state and travel to Michigan to purchase cannabis. This is illegal but it is
happening and that is tax dollars and dollars for our cannabis industry that we are losing. I understand that we may not be able to compete
with a recreational state in prices but we have to at least take the reality of the situation into effect and at least try.
thankful for my medicine.
I do believe the cost of many products are too expensive
parties. The days/supply for flower makes no sense and is very confusing. This should change soon. When people run out of days
prematurely they don&#39;t get medicine and the dispensary/state lose potential dollars. That&#39;s a lose, lose ,lose. Should be easy
enough to reverse to a win, win ,win. Look to other successful programs in other States if in doubt. There should also be an option to
cultivate a personal amount of medicine by the patient/caregiver.
perfect after consumption and I always would take precautions as to not drive etc. I&#39;d say the only downside is the price which makes it
really hard to be on regularly when you really need it.
Stopped due to recent pregnancy looking to start back due to current health conditions
I believe the prices are to high and would like to see them lowered
people need certain strains but can&#39;t afford to pay for an oz or half because that quantity is only available. Would like if all strains to be
available at the lowest weight of an Ohio 1/8th. With that, also its pointless to purchase a large amount if you need to try the strain. I
don&#39;t need to be stuck with a copious amount of meds that don&#39;t work an no money to get something that does work. We do
need those smaller amounts because strains that helped last week may not be available next week, so we may have to try a new strain and
we may not be able to afford an oz of the strain needed.
The program has helped me so much with my fibromyalgia symptoms.. I can now go about my day with no pain.. The only thing that is
concerning is the prices . Other than that the program has been a very beneficial tool to have as a patient..
Keeping track of my days is a nightmare so I’m not a big flower person and the vapes you can’t see I have also purchased a non working cart.
This is helping lots of people it’s helping me tremendously and I am very thankful....
medication. the inability to use a credit card to purchase medicine is stupid and morally corrupt. costs should be lower for licensing and
medication.
Just started
Prices are still really high for me since I am on very limited income waiting on disability
I always run out of days.
Some times the prices are just too much for certain products. I have had to steer away from top tier products because of the price, which is
kind of a concern because there are products I would like to try but it becomes unaffordable at a certain point.
marijuana, if they lower costs!
Increase in daily limit for flower
Prices are too high. All product needs to be more affordable, especially in the Covid 19 times. I am partially laid‐off. Way too expensive.
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artist, and my hands are the most affected. And pain prevented me from sleep. Now I can use 1 (10mg) indica gummy an hour before bed,
and feel SO much relief from pain that I sleep for several consistent hours. This means I don’t have to rely on addictive prescription sleep‐aids
OR dangerous N‐SAIDS for pain relief. I would never consider using or procuring marijuana illegally, so this program has truly saved me.
Because I’m self‐employed, I don’t have to worry about an employer prohibiting me from using this medicine. I feel sick for those who don’t
have that same opportunity. Hopefully, this is something that will change in the future. And, hopefully, the future will bring more selection of
indica edibles. (I can’t use hybrids or sativa.) But I am infinitely thankful for what I have!
Tier one and two flower shouldn’t be a thing . Days are confusing and stressful and hard to track . Websites are not accurate On products.
There needs to be a patient portal where we can track stuff . Prices are very high except on flower .
Delivery would be a good option
More dispensary locations would cut down on wait times and selection wouldn&#39;t be as sparse...kudos to The Botanist in Canton and
Columbus for their outstanding staff knowledge and experience
can&#39;t smoke it???Really!!! In what freaking parallel universe are this people living??? Get your shit together and make this gift from God
available to everyone ??
Please find a way to decrease the prices. Cheaper in other states
I would like to have an easier way to keep track of the days I have left on my prescription.
edibles. More days should be supplied or be able to purchase more per refill. Changing of the scale of how product is prepackaged so instead
of 2.83 grams give us 3.5 or both options etc...
spreading Covid19. All patients have medical issues and don’t need to compromise them by having to go to the dispensary to buy small
quantities at outrageous prices.
Would like more information on the growers.
We should be able to grow our own plants
I am extremely happy Ohio has offered medical marijuana being a cancer survivor it has really been a blessing to me!I believe the state
should make recreational marijuana legal ,it would surely help the state economy. THANKS again
The prices are very high. It is difficult to afford the medicine.
Doctors should be free to write prescriptions based upon a patient&amp;#39;s condition not this blanket one size fits all nonsense we have
now. PLEASE STOP TRYING TO RE‐INVENT THE WHEEL. Look at other states with successful programs and copy their methods. Also, allow
more dispensaries to open. It&amp;#39;s a sin not to have at least one dispensary in each county. This may also help bring down
prescription costs as most products are FAR too expensive. The pills we&amp;#39;re trying to get off of are FAR cheaper.
sugar.
This is a godsend for people in pain‐‐both psychological and physical. My only concern is that it be available forever and eventually at least
partially covered by insurance.
The tier program for flower needs to be done away with. The daily allotment of flower should be simplified by one day equaling 2.83 grams.
Having the manufacturers change to 2.5 would be a ridiculous waste of resources, time and money, which would result in higher prices.
Patients should be informed how their products are handled and given the option to grow their own flower. The limits on edibles (mg per
serving) is entirely too low, and the prices are too high for the amount. The quality of the concentrates is mediocre at best. Reciprocity with
other medicinal states would be convenient for those of us who travel but don&#39;t want to break federal laws.
pricing is high even with my VA discount. Indica always seems to have a limited selection.
excuse that the flower is only for vaping is a joke, and all the reason this program can use that against its patients to supply subpar products.
The flower is harsh, cured improperly and rushed and finally they are awful genetics. I get to totally cough up a lung while smoking the
product, cause let’s be honest for a second... Who can say how a patient can administer their meds when it comes to cannabis? I’ve been
smoking cannabis since I was fifteen, and now you’re all going to tell me that I can’t roll a joint. That makes so much sense, and let me tell
you how a real cannabis program works. It starts with genetics, and whatever they are selling in every dispensary across the state is junk.
Should be thrown in the trash. It’s oppressive being a medical cannabis patient in Ohio. The product is the problem; along with all the
Need more dispensaries in higher populated suburbs, shouldn&#39;t have to drive to either the boons or the middle of the ghetto to get
medicine. Open up more in Warren and Butler county
Why is the man in charge getting arrested fkr a 60 mil bribe case? Why is a person who doesnt even use MMJ a patient advocate?? Do better
ohio we desreve better
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amounts in regards to thc content for various modes of consumption is not easily available and my card login has not been tracking my
days.3) Growing. I would love to be able to grow a plant or two. I have a number of allergies including many foods and an unending list of
chemicals. I have to be very careful with foods/lotions/etc which my body&#39;s preferred delivery method. Being able to cultivate my own
plant, know exactly what chemicals were or were not used on the plant and allow me to make edibles and topicals that my body won&#39;t
reject Also, I live in a rural area and it&#39;s a 40 minute drive to the closest dispensary and I hate it ‐ it&#39;s an hour to my preferred
store.
lower costs. Allow home grow. Open reciprocity with other states. Allow smoking of flower products. Loosen marketing restrictions on
dispos.
went they were out of all of the affordable options and I ended out buying something twice the price of what I had seen on the website and
had actually gone in for, spending $100. When I use it, I don&#39;t use very much, so one of the vapes tends to last me weeks if not a
month, but I would be happier if I could get more options. I know I&#39;ve seen microdosing options in other states, and they&#39;re not
even looking into it here, even though they&#39;re commercially sold elsewhere. I&#39;ve seen the prices in other states and I kind of feel
like we&#39;re all just being gouged due to pain we have no choice in having, and some of us are just tired of fighting being addicted to pain
pills, so we&#39;re stuck in a terrible place with this new organization trying to find new and unusual ways to scrape us for all we&#39;re
dispensaries stack discounts for those that are of veteran or indigent status? When is Bubba Tangier coming back and if available where?
Why do Vapes and concentrates mostly only cost 1 day but the flower product take so many of our days? And why such a huge jump
(penalty) for the tier 2 products that for some patients is the only one that will work and other patients can only tolerate tier 1. That&#39;s
unfair. Shouldn&#39;t be penalized for needing stronger medicine.
Only concern is prices
told me and my wife i should get it off the street so his boss can not see what im getting i find that wrong that patients have no privacy for
what they are purchasing i feel only the recommending dr &amp;amp; dispensaries should be able to view things like that! When I was
going prices were pretty steep which made it hard to get the amount needed to last me.it helped with so many issues when I have when i
was able to go id like to be able to go back
Delivery should be allowed and the current online system patents have access to should display days remains days and days used matched to
products purchased with those days. Price and selection seem to vary greatly by geographic region.
The regulations set in place by the State of Ohio have allowed either the dispensary or supplier to take advantage of Ohio&#39;s Patients.
The restriction on the 1/10th (2.83g) unit size, as the only allowed weight have not only disrupted what has been known in the cannabis
community for generations as the acceptable units of measurements (1/8,1/4,1/2etc...), but it essentially cost the patient more in the long
run. Ohio, could possibly have the most expensive per gram cost to patients because of this regulation. Though prices have dropped in most
dispensaries, as a patient, one almost feels shorted 7/10ths of a gram every time. Additionally, the quality of concentrates are, at best,
subpar. No one seems concerned if the patient&#39;s of Ohio are sincerely enjoying the products. The program seems to ultimately benefit
the cultivators, processors, and dispensaries more so than the patient. Legal affordable access should not compromise or jeopardize a
Days remaining on a recommendation need to be accessed via the MMCP website.Prices for ounces need to drop $20‐30.The 1/10th system
is garbage and should be changed to what we&#39;ve all always used. Eighths are sold as 3.5 grams!!More dispensaries need to open across
the state. Let more businesses into the market. Finally, being able to enjoy this much needed medicine legally is one of the best things the
great state of Ohio has accomplished. I thank you all for your support and common sense in this matter.
Ohio prices are extreme thus I go to Michigan. Ohio will not get any of my hard earned money until the prices and supply are remedied. It
would cost me 3‐4 times more in Ohio. No one can effectively use THC paying Ohio prices unless you are wealthy. I’ve waited 2 yrs and still
Ohio is taking advantage of the medical patients who want to feel healthier. Please HELP!!!
Care givers should be allowed to grow and produce edibles for patients.
I&#39;ve noticed the program has been slowly but surly getting better. Even consistancy with products and strains have improved.
There&#39;s still room for improvement, but seing progress has kept me plenty patient.
time
It would be nice if it was covered through my insurance like the rest of my medication
to cheaper prices.3. I&#39;ve been denied employment twice because I use medical marijuana. What&#39;s the point if there&#39;s no
protections?
Everytime I make a purchase
sizes are weird. Online menus needto be updated way faster. So you dont make the drive to be told its sold out. Social media needs to be a
thing. We don&#39;t need 2 different tiers. Cash only needs to change. Larger quantities need to be more available. Allow us to view
pictures of the flower online. More cultivators. Home grows should be allowed. The amount we can buy in 45 days needs to be updated.
Prices need to be lowered
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The current way the tracking of days works is very confusing and provides little information to the patient. There is no way to track your
days and it would be much simpler if the system would simply change to a total amount of weight per period instead.
individuals Who can barely afford it
thousand dollars for a months worth of medications. I often have to travel all over the state just to find affordable prices for medicines ive
for that work.Take a look at other states menus they list all kinds of info including what conditions a strain will treat. This is not existent in
ohio. Ohio mmj is literally a buy it to try it program. There&#39;s zero direction in which medicine are for what. While ohio it own made
names for strains. So you can&#39;t even Google for help. Some dispensaries are beginning to list lineage. But they are far and few between.
Its a start but seriously hours are spent weekly trying to figure out whats what. Consistency or product and prices at any given dispensary
change daily. How can any properly medicate like this? Could you imagine a diabetic having to guess what meds to take? And meds only
I feel everything is very pricey for the amount of product you get
of my pain and the costs are even worse. Certain products like edibles and transdermal patches and topical creams the state has a very
limited selection and the strength and effectiveness of the products just aren’t there. Thankfully I don’t have cancer or I’d be even more
upset with the program the state of Ohio has in place. It’s business focused on profit and not patient focused to give patients the best
quality product for the fairest price.
unfortunately incorrect and considering flower takes 2 of the patient days it would simply just be nice, correct, and worth those 2 days. If the
wax and other items are more potent, it makes sense for perhaps those items to be worth the 2 days because the flower doesn&#39;t
weight as it is so it would be more affordable all the way around and especially for the lower income population. Just a thought but overall
very pleased with the arraignments here in Ohio and grateful that we as a state have come to this point. It has helped me in multiple ways.
Also, peer support consultation, medical marijuana is also a great natural medically assisted treatment option for addiction and mental
health. Hiring peer supporters and offering a survey to find out about mental health and addiction background. Just suggestions, Keep it up
Nothing has a pleasant taste ...very monopolized.. I might move outta state for better treatment and go to a friendly state.. the control
program was set up by people with crummy cuts fo begin with. I dont approve thus far..
medicated.
Would like to see products from outside of Ohio brought in. Many states are way ahead of Ohio in their production of products and would
enable the pricing to be competitive.
experience knowledge and understanding of cannibis, I have chronic debilitating conditions. I believe smoking is for people who want to
smoke, i believe smoking is better suited for acute issues, edibles etc are not practical and they are expensive. Cannibis oil extract is the true
medicine. The tintures are watered down and costly, and when all this stuff is processed there are too many quality components that are lost
in the process, such as all the polyphenols and micronutrients. But i guess when all you&amp;amp;#39;re do is reselling a prepackaged
product for profit, you loose the true purpose of the plant. God gave us the poppy plant for chronic pain and mood improvement, he gave us
the cannibis plant for sickness, disease and illness. And he said to consume the plants not to smoke them.
A++
All of a sudden the dispensary in Monroe strawberry field how to stop taking phone calls they refuse to answer the phone and people that
are high‐risk it&#39;s hard to call in your order because they have different stuff online than what they do when you call or when you go in
person other than that. Dispenser has been absolutely above and beyond amazing
the program is great product weights and pricing could get better though.
within my mind , however I did feel some relief with my physical pain . I honestly don&amp;#39;t enjoy the side effects of marijuana as it
tends to increase my sense of paranoia regardless of the THC content and it&amp;#39;s no where near being enjoyable . I dissected and
analyzed this dilemma of having to experience negative effects in order to have some of my physical pain relieved and have decided to just
occasionally experiment with CBD oils and or chemicals .
Prices are still high.
I do feel prices are higher than the street. Maybe more discounts for people on disability should be looked at in the future.
on. I just wasted my money
The only issue I have is for the price you should get a full 3 grams, and keep more of the flavors. Like the Garlic cookies had a great body high
that let my back muscle&#39;s loosen real good, but who knows will I ever be able to get it again. There are some strands that help better
than others but they come and there gone.Thank you for what you do. I sill suffer form side effects form pain management, where they gave
me too much drugs that did more harm then good, I even got chronic kidney stage 1. This is a much better solution, by far.
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New strains keep coming and it&#39;s hard to tell what strain kills pain well due to lack of info. I don&#39;t like narcotics and it&#39;s been
great not complaining about pain all day. I have depression, which the pain fuels. I stay away from High THC sativa&#39;s. They make me
more anxious and impaired badly. I&#39;d like more information on strains stating what it&#39;s good for, not just it&#39;s THC/CBD
amount. Some labeling says terepenes included, but not amount. Maybe it&#39;s cost prohibitive. I haven&#39;t found that higher THC or
CBD, or which terepenes and terepenoids, and what ratio of what gets me relief. All I&#39;ve determined over through www.hytiva.com in
1.5 years of this is Sundae Driver and ogkb 2.0 works well for pain. Hindu Kush works well for pain, and most of the *cakes. Tinctures are
good for pain, particularly if pain is in day without much impairment. I have a terepene_chart.pdf that&#39;s helpful some, but it&#39;s still
patients know what they are buying and how to use the product. Because sometimes the dispensary gets a new product and knows nothing
about it unless the tech purchases it themselves.
If I did stop purchasing medical marijuana it would be because I couldn’t afford it.
I&#39;ve lost over 60 lbs in 16 months and only use Humira injection pen and medical marijuana. My VA primary care provider is very happy
with transformation as well. However, I lost my job/career because of the medicine that helps so much and it shows. My overall well‐being is
so much better and I&#39;m thankful for that fact. Thank you!
qualifying condition.
Products are So expensiveI don’t understand why I can’t we use hsa since I have a prescription
the price is quite high and selections are not very good
Where is my renewal? I had the visit paid the bill and then heard nothing soI do not have new card
The Warren, Ohio Gleaf has amazing worker. They have always been very helpful and take the time needed to help and explain to you any
questions you may have. Love all the workers there. Blessed to get to deal with such amazing people.
There&#39;s always a line and there should be more options locally. My town needs a dispensary.
PLEASE ALLOW HOME GROW AND HOME DELIVERY!!!!
was told.
I feel that the Bud tenders should not sell cannabis based on percentages. There needs to be an accurate way to determine remaining days.
The discrepancy from one dispensary to another can be a difference of 10 days. The overall program is fantastic. Curbside pickup is great for
mobility impacted patients. The cost per gram per dispensary is about avg. Overall I feel there needs to be more patient representation in
the program to meet the needs of the patients. The board does not utilize cannabis the way the patients do, so you are unaware of the
difficulties that we face. We all have issues with day calculations. Product quality and now avenue to do anything about it.
The prices are way too high making it difficult to purchase enough supply for condition.
Prices are way too high.Price gouging at some locations HAH Cincy is almost to expensive to go to
Why is your supply you can obtain limited. Why are we counting days. For the type of money being spend. Stop cou nting days it not as id its
free we paid for everything recieved. And its not cheap
Your comparison to other states is deplorable. I dont understand how ohio can operate that differently?
manage my symptoms adequately. Please work on federal mandates that prohibit credit card purchases for legal program registrants as the
costs of these products is such that leaves many older individuals with disabilities, who traveling to dispensaries, in possession of large sums
of money and feeling incredibly vulnerable.
I wish there was a dispensary closer to me, like within 5‐10 miles.
I feel I should be able to grow and use flower in my own way
when I am not working. If I had a prescription for an opioid to treat my pain, my employer could not fire me unless I showed up to work
intoxicated and unable to do my job. It seems unreasonable that cannabis cannot get the same protection as opioids. One of these drugs can
kill the people that use it and the other does not. The less toxic option is treated as far more dangerous and still carries a social stigma and
the constant threat that you could lose your job. This is just plain wrong.
Medical Cost is just so high but I need the products to live without pain. Hoping that our state catches up with Colorado as far as medical
prices. I have a friend there and they pay about 1/3 of the cost we have to here.
N/A come a long way since the beginning. I would love to see prices keep coming down to reasonable prices and so far I see it happening
slowly but It def is happening.Thank you for listening to the patients needs .
Strongly disagree with reducing the daily unit to 2.5g. Please raise the potency restrictIons on concentrates the cap makes it impossible for
processors to provide true solventless medicine and forces them to cut products.
The prices are too high. The selection is often inadequate. There are frequently no descriptions as to the product. I have to do my research
using other sources as to the quality of the product.
I would like to see the dispensary that I prefer to go to, to offer online ordering and curbside pickup
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at 2.83 G, then 2.83 G should count as one day, right? No. It&amp;#39;s two. Also, if you are trying to experiment with different strains to
find which one really deals with your pain the best, you are penalized by mixing and matching them, for example, two different tier 1 strains
cost you four days, while two of the same t1 would cost 3. It doesn&amp;#39;t make any sense at all and it seems like these rules exist to
make the process more difficult for patients.
Prices have got to be lowered. It&#39;s very hard when you find something that finally works but is so expensive to afford!
On several visits to the dispensary, I was given flower that had been on the shelf for over a year. They took it back after I told them at the
counter. This is so stupid, it seems they cannot keep track of there inventory. I have purchased flower via the black market that was better
than what I am purchasing from the dispensary. I&#39;ve purchased several strains over the last several months and the dispensary product
is mediocre at best. There is no difference between strains even though it is marketed as such.I am really disappointed in the Ohio MMJ
program. The folks who work at the dispensary are nice but have a severe lack of knowledge of their product. At some point in the near
future I will grow my own. I am sick and tired of purchasing high priced marijuana that does very little for me. Just a bunch of corp growers.
they don&#39;t have a problem with out of state companies.I hate prepackaged 1/10s. Wastefulness in plastic/glass. Why can&#39;t I go to
a dispensary and they pull product from a jar and weigh it out for me?How many pesticides does Ohio test for in their Marijuana products?
Hopefully more than Colorado with the price passed to the consumer.Is Ohio testing concentrates and edibles for Myco (fungus) toxins? If
flowers fail for a spore test/yeast test it is really easy to take those flowers and make a new product that contains toxins but they won&#39;t
show up as a failure on a simple spore test.Why can&#39;t I grow my own cannabis?Is ohio&#39;s marijuana safe?Due to the price and very
very long wait times I tend to purchase marijuana with my medical card from outside the state.
immediately quell the pain and discomfort and allow my digestive system to do it&#39;s job, but I haven&#39;t been able to buy it because
it&#39;s prohibitively expensive. I need 1 gram of concentrate every 3‐4 days, but I only have a budget of ~$300 a month to spend, so the
math just doesn&#39;t work out in my favor. I&#39;ve worked around this, but I would rather not have to and have the prices actually be
reasonable. Waxes should be capped at $35 a gram, because it takes about an 1/8th of flower to to produce 1g of concentrate, and
there&#39;s plenty of places where I can get a 1/10th for $25 so I know the potential is there for these prices, and they&#39;re simply
artificially high.
nurses follow cannabis patients just like we have trained nurses follow diabetics, cancer patients, anti‐coagulation patients, etc. We also
need to stress to growers that there needs to be more medical flower (THC: CBD) and products and not just flower with THC. It is hard to find
strains that meet that criteria.
I would like it noted that, even though I struggle w/ cost &amp; selection of cannabis medicine, I am incredibly grateful for my access. This
medicine provides me with relief and benefits me so much more than any other pharmaceutical treatment I have ever tried to help with my
condition. Medical marijuana has changed my life and my family’s life for the better.
I have had to reduce my usage for effective pain control because I can&#39;t get the specific strains I use for pain control, migraine relief,
and severe dystonia of muscles. What I use I have tried alternatives and they just do not work effectively. This affects me in a very negative
way. Others I have spoken to have the same problem, that the growers can&#39;t keep up with the demands of specific products needed.
my other medicines...So Most of the time I need to decide whether I’m going to fill my prescription for my pills or pay for medical marijuana
to help my chronic issues...
I would like information explaining what tinctures are and how to use them.
It cost too much.
Drop the prices. Disabled veterans shouldn’t have to pay so much. All I have is my pension
without paying for a 2.83 gram sample. In Colorado for instance, you can buy 3 different types of flower by the gram for the same price as
you can buy a 2.83 gram amount here in Ohio. I think your sales could possible increase even if you did this. Without the option of buying by
the gram, it limits patients’ ability to find medicine more quickly that help with their qualifying conditions due to cost. Speaking of cost, when
will the prices come down. I understand that in states that have a new medical marijuana program, costs are high. It’s simple economics. The
medical marijuana program in Ohio has been around lond enough to start lowering the prices a bit. Saying all of that,Iam thankful that your
program exists to help me legally with my condition.I really appreciate what everyone does at the state and local levels to support its
The cost is so high expensive
It has helped a lot with my pain and my attitude about the extreme pain that I suffer.
way too high
I feel the price is very high, and not sustainable for most people who need it.
Make edibles more available. Can&amp;#39;t smoke due to cancer of the throat
consistent and accurate dosage and results when used. There currently are few options in general in Ohio dispensaries compared to most
other states, and the types we do have are the ones I find harder to control and more difficult to discretely use in a household with a family
(flower has a powerful odor).
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Cost is my biggest concern. c
Prices are very high for us women with children
Need to catch up to Michigan.
I love medical marijuana and truly believe it has helped
recreational in other states. It’s also super frustrating that a dispensary 2‐3 hours from where I live is 50% cheaper. Why the disparity? Why
not have MAP pricing for cannabis?The weights are also confusing, cannabis should be available in eighth, quarter, half, etc. The days system
also makes no sense. I’ve been to CO, CA, and NV to their recreational dispensaries, The dispensaries, quality, and pricing are great. They also
offer online ordering and delivery for their medical patients. I know that Ohio is a young program and there is a lot to learn. But as a patient
who relies on cannabis to help with my PTSD symptoms, I am overall disappointed in how Ohio has chosen to regulate the program in very
arbitrary ways.Pricing regulation. Remove the THC restrictions. Make changes to how flower is weighed and sold.
were taken from me and should not have been. And I&amp;#39;m NOT talking about the flower. I FINALLY understand how that calculates. I
got edibles and disposable vapes and the mg didn&amp;#39;t add up! Very disappointed with how the board calculates days!!! It seems
they don&amp;#39;t even follow their own guidelines.
The products are too expensive
function safely. Vaping helped most but it brought on chest tightness and difficult breathing. At the dispensary each person who helped told
me what worked for THEM. So I would try it. I need a knowledgeable person to tell me what will work for ME, at my age with my conditions
and how much to take and how often. I gave up. I&amp;#39;m taking prescription pain medication with all its side effects but my pain is
relieved.
1/8th&#39;s. So the average price for tier1 products (low THC) is around 40‐45 dollars. So an ounce costs 400‐450 dollars. Tier2 products
have a higher THC and average 80‐85 dollars or $850. An ounce lasts about a month depending on the quality/THC level. That is too high. If
it continues this way I will go back to getting my pot off the street at 250ish. I&#39;m a 57 year old veteran. I hurt everywhere all the time.
Pot has been the only medicine that has helped my Pain, PTSD, and with sleeping without causing other issues. I&#39;ll commit suicide
before I go without pot for pain relief. I understand that our government thinks they are helping. Growing my own so I see what goes into
the pot i smoke. It should not be about rich companies making money.
I used marijuana prior to it being legalized and it was difficult and sometimes scary to have to go to dealers for the only thing that helped
me. I have always been a law abiding citizen and was extremely relieved when the State of Ohio legalized it for medical use especially since it
creates jobs, increases tax revenue and keeps many otherwise law abiding citizens safer.
Thank you for legalizing medical marijuana
chronic condition? That is an extra $300 per year to get the doctor&amp;#39;s appointment. I understand perhaps paying the $50 / year to
renew my card, but once you have a chronic condition, that is just a barrier. I&amp;#39;d rather spend the money on product than on a
televisit.
great deal of pain. I refused to take opiods the doctor was prescribing due to the side effects and risk of addiction. I have lost roughly 100
pounds and amazed my doctor. because I use marijuana my pain is greatly diminished and this allows me to be more active and actually
excersise. also my emotional well being is better. I have a more positive outlook on life and could not and still cannot belive that this plant
has helped me in so many ways, there simply is not enough room here to explain all the good things medical cannabis has done for me. The
only negative is the cost.
For me, medical marijuana has been a breakthrough for living with my back pain. I also take a drug called Lyrica that helps take the dge off
and marijuana helps me forget about it, know what I mean?
hammer! I struggle to be able to afford pain relief not covered by any of my insurance! It is infuriating not to be able to open the packaging. I
know seniors licensed for MM but do not understand the process, product or delivery systems, hated their dispensary experience so have
stopped purchasing. Other providers are required to understand seniors special needs re:packaging, understanding dosage etc.
Understanding pharmaceuticals is much easier! Overall, seniors have money to support rapid sales and a burning desire to find safe pain
relief. You need to up your game! I would certainly consider moving to a state with MM laws that better reflect the needs of Senior citizens. I
am one and studied my cohort in college in my 50&#39;s. In this situation we are under served.
Cost is extremely high! Hard to afford when on disability.
90 days to assess my condition and recommends products apropos to my needs. I find him so much more qualified than working with a bud
tender at a medical marijuana shop who has only taken a short course and is in my opinion not very equipped in most cases to make correct
and useful suggestions regarding which products are appropriate to use.
Thank you..
Overall: satisfied
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We should be allowed to purchase more. The days don’t last long. I’ve currently been without days for 3 weeks.
Prices for medicine compared to Michigan are astonishingly higher in Ohio. Please offer comparable pricing.
I think there should be a better way of tracking your days.
Lower pricing would be nice. Those of us on a fixed income makes it a little difficult but well worth the pain it relives.
I’m thankful the program exists. It saves me from unimaginable pain.
pain, and has allowed me to cut my pill medication in half. The way doctor &amp; dispensary visits have been handled during the Pandemic
have been exemplary.
I think the tiny amount of flower you can purchase compared to Detroit is ridiculous
improved my condition, however, I was laid off and am now looking for a job and I am concerned that I will be disqualified for some because
of my medication. I am concerned that I will need to find an alternative treatment depending on a future employers drug testing policy. I
fear that I will have to decide to either stop use for a good job or continue use and remain unemployed. I have tried several other treatments
on multiple occasions and they do not provide the same relief and the side effects are in some cases just as debilitating as the pain. People
with a prescription should be protected.
lower prices
Need more consistency in availability. I found a product (specific strain and format) my wife likes but it has never been available again.
No comment.
We need more choices and cheaper prices. I have to spend near 12000 dollars a year to keep my ptsd subdued that i got from military
service. This is the only thing that really helps and i have to spend nearly half my income on medicine that the government wont pay for.
Would love more education, and don&#39;t want the selection of edibles diminished.
I find it very difficult to determine how much I have used/ have left toward my monthly allotment. However, it is not a problem for me
because I buy only small amounts each time. It would just be nice to know.
the cost is too much, i do it legal, but i know I could get stuff cheaper on the street....I just like the tincture better and you cant get it
otherwise, because I dont like to inhale stuff, makes me cough.if you want better compliance, the cost has to come down. It&amp;#39;s too
easy to get it cheaper if you want to vape, etc. I mean, they have videos on youtube on how to make the vape juice...
Americans who support the bill of rights‐ no Bueno and unconstitutional.inconsistent availability of strains I know worksmall quantities, BIiIG
prices! its like buying crack in the hood, 2.833 grams wth is that? between this and figuring out days‐ a LOT of money is wasted. also. the
processing of flower to the sizes that fit in these small packages destroy the tricromes‐i dont think ive seen a tri yet...get inhalersoverall a
great effort, you ARE helping people. now , please, stop breaking them with these prices...we are brokethank you‐an Ohioanthis only
increases visits to the store which IS a vector for china syndromeany way the dispensary can facilitate larger quantities of strain I like straight
from the producer and pick up at store? how hard would that be to implement?
Medical in ohio is to expensive and im scared to travel across state lines.
smart informed workers
I have found the shortage on several flower products, particularly the high CBD strains to be challenging in managing my pain. The same can
be said for the tinctures. It&#39;s hard to find the products that that finally work for you.
The cap set on thc amounts. It’s medicine so shouldn’t the doctors decided how much or little you need?
Getting to a dispensary is hard unless you live in a major city. I have to drive an hour one way.
approach. the worries and stresses over not being able to control my medicine not being able to find my medicine not being able to return
anything if anything goes wrong not being able to look at the medicine before I purchase there are so many things that are wrong with the
program and the patients don&#39;t have appropriate representation
I think the tier system is stupid and I think its funny that because you wanted it to look like MEDICAL you changed the weights from 3.5 to
2.83 lol???? So it looks more medical? Thats so silly! Stop the stupid tier system and stop your stupid weight system please! I really
can&#39;t complain to to much because at least I&#39;m fortunate enough to find relief by using Marijuana.
ounce prices but giving patients 2.83 and 5.88 grams respectively when they should be 3.5 and 7.0 grams. That’s one of my biggest
complaints and I’m sure that I’m not the only person. They don’t do this out west so why are you all doing it here? Greed isn’t going to get
you anywhere. People are going to buy regardless due to illnesses but don’t take advantage of people for that extra money. Give people
what they pay for that’s all I’m asking. If you’re going to short people lower the prices.
The cost to go to the dr for the medicalmarjuana is too expensive. I am also not allowed to stay on perscription pain killers that are covered
by my insurance.Legalize it already for God sake!
Efficient, knowledgeable, compassionate
all are doing a great job.
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be half of north on many products. Tracking system, tier 1&amp;2 and odd sizes on flower is too cumbersome. Without home grow, and
with pricing where it is at, program is not patient friendly. Growing needs to be an option. Thank you for the good work you do in
supporting Ohio&#39;s patients.
pay for play scheme and I foresee the system collapsing if the current course continues. Over‐regulation and unclear rules make for a very
confusing and unpleasant experience. There should be much more variety and competition within the state and it&#39;s evident the state
only caters to the bigger companies who have lobbying money to spend. Very sad to see such a broken system where patients are made to
suffer despite already suffering from their qualified condition
I have not stopped using medical marijuana however my employer does not allow it. I hope that someday soon employers will become
educated on the benefits and controlled use of medical marijuana.
I would like the chance to obtain my CCW but understand that I can&#39;t while having my medical marijuana card. This is keeping. Y from
wanting to renew my medical marijuana license. Should not discriminate against my American right to protect my family!
Can you lower the price.
we go to a local dispensary we have to wait 2 + hours to buy products. The staff isn’t educated as well as they should be on products, dose,
uses, strains... I had a medical marijuana card in the state of Montana for years and their program and dispensaries were easier to deal with
and better educated staff. Each medical marijuana cardholder had one dispensary they could visit so staff can get to know each patient to
better serve the patients needs, doses, uses... Not to mention prices were better. I am thankful that Ohio has Medical Marijuana but there
are kinks to iron out.
1/10oz as confusing, along with untrackable days used, it is a joke. Legal states are raking in money with lower cost product and more
selection. This is 2020, not 1980. If it isn&#39;t clear, it should be, the nation is changing. Heavy‐handed regulation is completely
unnecessary. Please give more control to the user. If I can&#39;t afford my prescription because of program mismanagement and general
lack of communication with the community, then we need a change please. It is a joke system, truly disappointing currently.
be lower in price. Because the dispensary is not in my community of Strongsville I have to drive to another community and purchase in bulk
so I don&#39;t have to drive in inclement weather (winter). I would like to see a dispensary in my community and a medical doctor in my
community too. Right now I have to go to North Ridgeville to see the doctor and Elyria for the dispensary. I am up in years and need doctor
and dispensary within my community.
Thank heaven i am able to obtain this product legally.
Cost is a factor sine patient is on limited budget. Availability of choices between dispensaries is confusing and often unclear.
Cost is twice as much as it should be. Potency is marginal. We need consistantly quality and more competition among growers
Prices are outrageous and items are hard to get because of covid
The prices and selections are horrible. It’s still more affordable AND Better quality to buy my product black market. It’s sad. I had such high
hopes for this program but it has disappointed me from the beginning. The cannabis program in Ohio needs revamped and modeled after
other states that have successful programs. California, Michigan, Colorado.
Why the THC 70% Cap as your products have way too many chemicals and using PGRs because of your regulations? Why use North Coast
Testing when their numbers are padded and elevated as no other lab across the country can see these elevated values? Why so much
money to buy these crappy products that contain seeds and not properly cured? Why do most people who work in Ohio marijuana industry
have no education on products or how to do anything properly? Why can&#39;t you allow people who have been in trouble for pot to be
the key proponents in this industry to help grow it, instead YOU condemn it? Why can&#39;t it be delivered to me, considering my ailments
during covid? Why no app to order online like California has been doing over 10 + years? Why does the dispensary never answer their
phones for this so‐called curb pick‐up system? Why not recreational like most states? Why doesn&#39;t the board listen to the patients?
The cost is too high monthly for disabled husband.
cant smell or see before you purchase which is a big downside. Im not gonna take someones word for it that looks like they weren&#39;t
even born before I started smoking. Ohio your marijuana prices are too high for a tenth of strains I never heard of before.... and too much for
ounces even, your 2.8 does not suffice enough for a one day supply... and i only have tourettes syndrome, so somebody with terminal illness
can go through that 2.8 in a few hours. You don&#39;t offer medical marijuana for other conditions such as stress, insomnia, herpes, chronic
pain and eating disorders or even arthritis. get your shit together ohio.
On receipt it would be nice to have the total bought so far in 45 day cycle and amount remaining in the 45 day cycle. Most product packaging
do not have how many days worth are in the package.
questions.
I am grateful to have a healthier option for pain management than opiods, anti‐inflamatories, and steroids.
Need more curbside pick up
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They all should have online ordering available, especially with everything that is going on right now.
Between the gas you spend driving to the the prices you can&#39;t buy large amounts. To make it worth the trip.
N/a
Buyers.
The prices are so expensive it is difficult for someone like me to purchase the medical marijuana that I need to help control my pain. When I
asked about the indigent discount, I was basically told that most people do not qualify and pushed not to pursue it. When I can afford the
medication it does help with my pain so it truly upsets me that, I was turned away trying to get help to pay for it.
Need I show violent crime stats in YO?Physical security is not impressive, just saying. Some not all, hire shady employees. It makes this
program look unprofessional. Also you the program need to talk with Ohio doctors and get these people on board. I hate that most PCP still
view cannabis as taboo care. I have tough skin, but you need to support your program with better education and awareness to healthcare
providers. Promote this as real treatment. Help change people’s minds with education published by you. It grieves me how I have a
prescription to use cannabis for service connected PTSD, but I’m looked upon as a drug addict to all Ohio employers and healthcare staff. Fix
that! Finally, who made up the prices? Drug dealers? This program allows greedy business men to overcharge patients for medicine. V/R,A
may others non natural pain medicines to now medical marijuana, this medicine, and I say this with great respect, it is a multi‐multi‐
dispesible medicine for many diseasments, and used as a medicine to tritate, which also heals, as a biopsy did show of my Vigorious
Achalasia w Nutcracker had improved after being the worst Cleveland Clinic had seen.I also believe Insurance should pick up cost, as it has
taken me of 4 pain killers fail, and 4 muscle relaxers and valium and seizure drugs,, it is still a challenge, and I see the difference in my life
how awake, and viable, I am saddened that it is so expensive, but I want to not take narcotics, my mother died this way. thank you for
making it available..
It is a great program that helps many people! Thank you for all you do!
The Medical Marijuana Control Program is an excellent program. Very helpful and convenient.
they stop growing it. The excessive cross breading is ruining things. If I have a prescription for Xanax and one day I&#39;m told at the
pharmacy, &quot;Oh they don&#39;t make that anymore try this instead&quot; . That&#39;s the most discouraging thing about the
program. If it was legalized nationally, there would then be more strains available across the states and then you could just order it in. The
cross breeding and renaming is out of control. It&#39;s hard for patients to constantly do research on what they are buying. If a grower buys
&quot;ABC&quot; seeds, or &quot;Purple Ape&quot; seeds from another company, they shouldn&#39;t be allowed to rename the plant
when it&#39;s grown. It&#39;s very damn annoying.
I was really hoping this would be the answer to helping my health issues, but it would have just added to my already exorbitant medical
costs. I wasted my very limited money on a license for a product I could never afford to use apparently.
I would like to see more info on migraines,what strains to try while fighting migraines,what kind to use before bed,and or during the day
when you want your migraine to stop ,but still be alert and active .
Lower pricing would help my situation.
growers. There should be a standard and all the same. I have a drawer full of them, such a waste. There should be a recycling program for
used cartridges and chargers. I shouldn’t be forced to buy a different one every time I purchase a different cartridge.I Was able to check my
days online and that is gone now, and I must ask at the dispensary.
break you financially.
I love it, it’s a wonderful thing. I only wish it was more assessable for more people.
feedback about it. Making a daily unit of 2.52g won&#39;t solve any problems. Sure there is an array of products but, the cap for 70% on
concentrates is ridiculous. It is no more &quot;dangerous&quot;. The flower tier system is dumb because it just eats your days for anything
of quality. You should allow homegrow because again it is ridiculous that is not allowed.
It is a very good program and I am very satisfied with it. I go to the Akron dispensary, and everyone there is so polite, pleasant and helpful.
I was prescribed Oxycontin for over 12 years from a bad car accident in 2006. Was told i would need to take the Oxycontin for the rest of my
life. Then, a doctor explained to me how the oxycontyn was not helping my pain and i weened myself off of 40 mg daily over 4 weeks. The
pain level and daily discomfort dropped dramatically. However, there was still an everyday discomfort that was now different. About 13
months of this, I registered for my medical card. My life has forever changed. I have lost 95 pounds and have never felt better looking at 40
around the corner. I am an example of why medical marijuana works and how it can help if consumed appropriately.
The products that are now coming into the dispensaries are top notch. HOWEVER, We HAVE to do something about the price or the
discounts available. As a Veteran of the Fire service and a Critical Care Paramedic with PTSD, I feel there should have been a discount of
retired(qualified) Public service personal such as Firefighter/Paramedics that no longer serve but are being treated for PTSD like me. Why
only veterans? Just a thought. Especially when Prices are still this high in ohio when other medical states west are half the price.
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None
I love the program, but it needs to look at other states and take notes if they want it to be successful. Some dispensaries have the same stuff
on the menu from a year ago! That’s no fun, especially when you get one of those jars and it’s just so dry and harsh to vape.
more than street prices. Prices come down and medical insurance cover it, I&#39;d be one happy patient able to smoke as much as I need to
to obtain the pain relief and feel more level headed
the pricing
Compared to Michigan, cost of medical marijuana in Ohio is extremely expensive!
wait time are longer than they should be. That is ok I don&#39;t mind the wait as long as I can get it cheaper. The only gripe about the
dispensaries is I wish you can get ahold of them by phone in a reasonable amount of time. I tried one day I waited 25 mins I said the heck
with it, I&#39;ll just go there , I would rather do curbside with this covid 19 business but you can&#39;t get a hold of the dispensary, I only
got to do curbside one time. That&#39;s pretty much it . All of the dispensaries I have been to the customer service is I would rate it 10 and
above , the workers are very knowledgeable and eager to help you, and answer any questions you have.
I would like to have growers rights and also consistent access to strains that are useful instead of it being so inconsistent. Also better terpene
labeling such as percentages of terpenes in the product and making it a requirement to list the terpenes on the label.
medications to manage pain as they don&#39;t work &amp; I have had serious medical complications from over using them.I stay away from
pharmaceuticals as much as possible. I believe there should be no limit regarding what I need. I also believe it is overpriced. I am very
grateful to be able to have the ability to legally purchase and choose what works with my body chemistry. I think it is regrettable that Ohio
chose The Board of Pharmacy to manage the program.
I love this program, it got my pain meds low and under control, the medical marijuana helps me so much with pain and sleep. every
dispensary i have been to the staff is so good and helpful, they make me feel like family. keep up the good work.
Vape prices are too high.
Why does Ohio control it so much
to high. I truly thought this was gonna help but it&amp;#39;s truly making it alot worse. Between days an cost. Something needs to change
fast
More suppliers, better variety and greater choices are needed.
The prices in Ohio are above other states and they need to be lowered. I cannot afford the cost of products due to lay‐off of Covid‐19.
usage experience data
I&#39;m very pleased with the program!!! I can say I&#39;m not pleased with some of the workers one has a very bad attitude at the
dispensary on market Street in Boardman Ohio. If he&#39;s working his name is Josh and if I call my order in ahead of time I always have to
wait longer they pull more people in in front of me so I try to go when he&#39;s not working.
pain.
Would like a better selection and Lower prices.
I would like to have a physician in the program located in Washington Co. Also desire lower pricing.
I get veteran status discounts. If the cheapest you can get 1 day uses for is 30 dollars, times 90 days. 2700 plus tax. Times 4 90 day periods.
10800 per year. Further more this medical marijuana is keeping me off of xanax, ibuprofen, and a list of other harmful long term uses that
the VA gives out like candy. This allows me to be a father, worker, and citizen.
Grateful for the Program. Thank you.
Prices in Ohio are not reasonable. They are four times the cost of Michigan medicine.
Stop with the supply numbers or stop making flower more points than other items. Increase allowances if need be. Cut the prices of the
products, it is still cheaper to use the black market.
The products, especially the edibles, are not strong enough. I am an experienced user of Marijuana and I&amp;amp;#39;ve had products
from other states that were much stronger than what is available in Ohio. I&amp;amp;#39;m not sure what is going on but I
shouldn&amp;amp;#39;t be able to eat a whole container of gummies and not feel much effect. Normally I&amp;amp;#39;m able to use
Marijuana to substitute for pain medication which is why I purchased the card. However, due to the weakness of the products,
I&amp;amp;#39;m not able to reduce my pain medication but much at all. Even the liquid THC isn&amp;amp;#39;t strong at all. I know you
don&amp;amp;#39;t want people ending up in the hospital but when I make my own edibles, I&amp;amp;#39;m able to do all the things the
dispensary can&amp;amp;#39;t. My edibles are potent and help my relief unlike the edibles at the dispensary. I&amp;amp;#39;d spend
dispensaries websites. Thank you.
I would ask that the sales associates have more patience with customers and provide more information about products and their effects.
Always feel I am rushed and my questions are not answered.
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Bring price down. Open one in Anderson
I think the price of medical is entirely too expensive for the quantity that you receive!! Quit frankly is lees expensive on the street
it were available. It would be great if you had a recycling program so the containers the product comes in can be disposed of in a more
confidential way instead of putting them in my trash. I don&#39;t want to give anyone any reason to break into my home. This would be a
wonderful service if it were offered.
Ohio got it wrong.
A specific strain works perfectly for the nerve damage symptoms in my legs. When it runs out at the dispensary, a replacement strain is hard
to find. The reason is there are too many options for higher potency THC flower, not enough options in the 14% to 15.5% range. Tons of
options for Tier 2 flower options. The strain has to be an indica flower in order to alleviate the symptoms. I have never found any drug that
helps until I started using medicinal marijuana. Medicinal marijuana makes the symptoms completely disappear.
plan out your days vs money spent is not cutting it. There is too much hassle counting days and all that. If you&#39;re not going to just give
us access and just leave us alone, at least make the money go farther. Let the strain names be the same as everywhere else, you guys are just
confusing the crap out of all the people in this program. It makes it hard to research and get accurate information because everything is
different here. Other than that things are good.
Need to increase the daily limit. Tier 2 should not take more days than tier 1.
Please make it completely legal
I would like to try medical marijuana more, however I am not a smoker and the costs are prohibitive.
I had to drop my card because it is not legal by federal standards. Pain management will not allow usage even though it would majorly cut
back in the need for pain meds.
No concerns.Always a good experience.
The scale of days based on the products is way off. Meaning the amount of flower does not equate to the days assigned to it.
Works well for me , chronic pain and stress, sleeping..
Keep up the good work! You all are great.
It would be nice to have some written material as a guide.
Prices are just to high
Get the costs down or find a way to make insurance cover it
Make more affordable. Or make able to be covered by insurance as is a prescription.
There absolutely needs to be a way for patients to check their days, or just do away with the day requirements as it is confusing and
unnecessary. Pricing needs to go down but it only keeps going up, and the 70% limit on concentrates is beyond stupid.
For the love of god, stop trying to micromanage the program. Put a reasonable cap on daily, or weekly purchases and let people get what
they need. For whatever reason Ohio seems to think that they have to reinvent the wheel. MANY MANY states have already had this
program in place for years. Why in the world would you waste our time and money trying to find a new way to skin a cat. Step back, let
people buy their medicine in the quantities that they need/want and stop trying to be up everyone&#39;s behind with a magnifying glass.
I&#39;m delighted that Ohio finally jumped on the weed train to help people and grateful to be able to drive 15 minutes away and get lab
tested safe cannabis to help me with my PTSD. Honeslty, it&#39;s the only way I can fall asleep without taking a bunch of alcohol or drugs. I
need something to help me sleep and this works best of everything I&#39;ve tried so please please stop messing up the program with more
Show how many days are remaining. You use to have it then you stopped. If you could do it for 60 days you could probably figure out 45
days. Product should also tell how many days
Don&#39;t know why pain management frowns on something that is prescribed to you
The medicine costs entirely too much money. It&#39;s clear the state is using this as a means to please many different parties, while at the
same time jacking the prices so high few can afford to regularly get treatment. There is no reason that in some states some medicine is two
to three times cheaper recreationaly, than it is medicinally in Ohio. Why does it cost so incredibly much? This is a medicine that helps so
many people, yet the state is pricing people out of that ability for who knows what reason....
Not being able to see the product before you buy is some bs
dispensaries charge
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uncomfortable carrying a lot of cash to the dispensary. I would like to see the concentration caps raised. So that my vape is thc, and no
fillers to lower the concentration. It would be nice to be able to log on to the registry and see how many days I have left. Or even access to
my own personal OAARS, in a view only mode. Again, view only, mine only. Some dispensaries will not give you your days over the phone,
they are claiming it is a hippa violation, which I believe is incorrect. Please clarify this for them.Would LOVE to see expanded info on the
menus, including all info on terpenes, percentages, cannabinoids, strain info..... I often buy product based on the above info, to meet my
medication needs. Would like to see some isolates, for example cbn.And lower prices, lots of folks can&#39;t afford their meds. Thanks for
I do not buy from Ohio dispensaries because they are overpriced and the potency is less than other states have available.You need to open
up to everything to become competitive in this industry and Ohio is slow to figure this out unfortunately. ALSO....Your system shorted me a
month in my license renewal. My expiration should be December 2020.
I feel fortunate we have been given a choice to use natural ways of helping us deal with our circumstances.
With flower already being allowed, it would be nice to be able to buy flower in &amp;quot;Pre‐Rolled&amp;quot; packs so you know the
amount that is in each pre‐roll in lieu of grinding and making it out on your own.Thank you,
I have a caretaker at the present time for which I am extremely grateful.
The supplies and the variety are terrible in my state. Very weak strains or very poor quality. Edibles are practically non‐existent and frankly
the flavor and quality is not good. Chewables tasted like rubbery blobs of burnt pot mixed with awful flavoring. Please fix this situation.
Prices need to be lowered by about $5‐$10...Especially for those who have to travel each time about 30 miles one way....Or, Open
dispensaries closer to Clermont County.
A dispensary in every Ohio county would be nice.
I am so glad that this program exists it has helped in so many ways .Thank you .
anywhere.
Though still continuing taking my proscribed medications, in conjunction with my medical marijuana I can sleep comfortably, and lead a
relatively normal active normal life.
no competition. Too few flower options at larger sizes creating a lot of waste and the cost to patients are higher due to having to purchase
many single day items instead of bulk. Items are available a day before a sale, not available the day of a sale, then available again the day
after a sale. Certain brands have no availability in NEO such as Ohio Clean Leaf. Instead of increasing the 90 day limit to 9 ounces to keep
daily limits the same you chose the hard way limiting our daily limit even smaller.
I feel the quality and selection has been superb in my area. My only complaint is that the extracts are too expensive. This problem may
correct itself when there are more suppliers and processors in the area.
Columbus. The cost is also a barrier; it&#39;s around $250/year to maintain my medical card plus $100‐$200/month at dispensaries, and I
don&#39;t come close to using my full days so I&#39;d imagine other people are spending much more. My annual spending is probably
around $2,000/year for marijuana, which is higher than the deductible of my health insurance. This is a big barrier/point of frustration. You
must have a fairly significant amount of money to access this medication and that is not right; most people do not have an extra $200/month
they can spend. I would like to see more lobbying at the federal level to legalize so that insurance companies can at least have the option of
covering some costs, including Medicaid. Would help reduce stigma as well, to legitimize it as medicine.
killers. I feel like some or a majority of the dispensaries could use more education on Marijuana and the different forms of administration. I
wish the prices were more affordable.
In this digital age, I should be able to look up and see the number of days I have left on my prescription without having to do my own math.
The amount of days is confusing. I wish there was some wiggle room in the amount allowed to buy. for example..last month maybe have
been a good month with whatever medical condition but this month is bad. The person is capped at 3 ounces in 90 days but they may need
to use more in that time frame. It needs to be somewhat flexible to meet the unpredictability of flare ups of medical conditions.The ups and
downs which is more accurate.The prices are high for medicine that people need to function. Edibles, capsules, patches, creams, and
tinctures are too expensive right now. CBD products are too expensive. The lack of strain information to make specific choices for particular
medical issues. Like strains that target pain, muscle spasms, stress, nausea...etc...sucks. I hope this will be improved instead of blind buying
due to Ohio regulations they could not make a return. If a product is defective there should be a procedure to get a refund, I would have
gladly mailed the pen for testing somewhere as there was something wrong with it and it didn&#39;t seem safe to use. If you all are
receiving the tax dollars you should stand behind the products for patients.
pain, sleep. The dispensaries also need to improve their websites and have their menus available online so we don&#39;t have to wait so
long.
and flavor. Ohio carts have been very tasty and organic. The bad: Concentrate and edible pricing seems high; there should be more qualifying
conditions including mental and emotional disorders. Marijuana should be available to more people who want alternatives to OTC meds,
prescription drugs and ‐ let’s be honest ‐ alcohol.THANK YOU!!!!
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Go days without meds because run out of medsNeeds to be a better system in place for prescription amount and dosing
Prices seem very high
The program is outstanding! I am finally able to control my pain levels and my quality of life has improved tremendously.
It would be nice to know how to keep track of how many days I have used.
I can only use it sparingly and not as much a needed due to financial reasons.
Ohio is too expensive... not a lot of choices!
It is sometimes hard to afford the medical marijuana products. I wish this was covered under my medical insurance as I struggle to afford it.
the initial cost is alot for someone on a fixed income to come up with at once
Why not full 1/8 or 3.5 grams per package .,2.88 ?? What is reasoning ,odd weight .hard to follow .!
none
Measuring quantity by the tenth of an ounce is just weird and confusing. The amounts that equal one day&amp;#39;s worth of product
seem totally arbitrary when comparing product types.
Thank you so much for making medical marijuana available I tried pills and they don’t work marijuana is the only thing that helps my back
pain I love it best thing Ohio ever did hopefully it can become recreational soon
&quot;2&quot; day supply is sufficient. It is also very frustrating when trying to keep my consumption down so I don&#39;t run out.
Someone with a higher tolerance consumes more flower .. and it&#39;s frustrating to try and make 2.83 grams last 2 days .. I shouldn&#39;t
suffer because you think that I should only consume so much.
My mother died, so we are no longer using the product. It gave her incredible relief managing pain and nausea and we are extremely
grateful. While our family was able to afford the products, without insurance covering costs, i could see them being extremely prohibitive to
many people. My biggest complaint is that insurance does not cover any of the cost.
I think patients/caregivers should be more adequately informed on the different products as well as better explanation of terpenes and what
strains have certain medicinal qualities.
for someone who worked all their like and in the past 15 years couldnt work because of a brain disease its really hard to afford this
...although it way better than having liver cirrhosis due to loads of pills they wanna shove down my throat for free
The costs to obtain a license to use is extremely high as well as the costs of the products. This includes the doctor, state of Ohio and cost of
products. For us on limited incomes, it adds up quickly.
The Medical Marijuana program in Ohio has been life‐changing. I have never found something that helps me manage my chronic pain even
half as well as marijuana and therefore am incredibly grateful for this program. However, prices are still rather high and it sets me back quite
a bit when I pick up my medicine. I&#39;d love to see lower prices.
I hope some day we can pay by credit card. We are working to get my Mom on Medicaid and I&#39;d like to be able to track our expenses
via credit card for the medical marijuana we purchase.
The prices need to be cheaper, because a lot of people are on fixed income and can&#39;t afford the high prices!!!!
Too expensive.
My concern is having an accurate way to tell me how many days supply I have purchased and how many days more I can purchase, whether
it&#39;s through a receipt and/or online. Take the guessing game out of it. In your seminar I saw you were working on a program such as
that? I don&#39;t necessarily think the products are too pricy, but I think products should be covered under insurance, whether fully or
partially. While there is somewhat a variety of products, I would like to see more. You go to any other state and they overshadow the
dispensaries here. Don&#39;t limit yourselves or us! The program is a start and can be built up to much more and with high standards.
Curbside delivery should be available at all dispensaries.
There are not enough dispensaries!
my medical marijuana because it helps me tremendously I just wish the vapor products were more affordable so I didnt have to worry about
how I&#39;m going to come up with the money to pay. I prefer the vapor because it&#39;s easier and there is no smell it also helps me
more than the flower ever did.
Online ordering and better product descriptions would be extremely helpful and efficient.
I wish there was one in Darke county closer to where I live the drive is very difficult on me both physically and monetarily. I live at poverty
level and have not been able to get my card charged to status for help due to silly requirements to meet like having to take my socail security
number off my letter from disability. The prices are too high and have not helped me to get off my pain meds which are way cheaper!
Very good employees very helpful this is a great help for people with pain a good way to not take pain meds that are full of bad side effects
thanks for the help thank you very much.
I feel program has been very helpful to. Ease. .pain it took a while for the program to come to Ohio So very glad it is here
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You can buy flowers on the street cheaper, some of the people don’t know what they are doing, I bought gummies had the package with me
got the wrong stuff and couldn’t return it, that’s bullshit
they are not always in stock locally.I would like to suggest making it possible for the dispensaries to special order products for a patient if
they are out of stock, similar to what a regular pharmacy would do. Lastly, I would like you to know how much the East Liverpool FRX
Dispensary&#39;s pharmacist, Joe Jeffries, has gone above and beyond to help me find the correct products and dosages to get maximum
pain relief with minimal side effects. I had no previous experience with Marijuana and am grateful for his help. His employees are also very
helpful, knowledgeable and friendly and I would highly recommend that dispensary.At times I have gone to Leaf Relief in Youngstown due to
product availability, and they are not bad but definitely have a more corporate mindset.and are less knowledgeable.
would benefit from more training on the types of products and the companies that provide them, though I realize that their menus (through
no fault of their own) change daily. 2) Allow‐‐or require‐‐cultivators to provide more detailed information on the strains that are the bases
for their products, on the dispensaries&#39; websites and/or Leafly.com.
I feel that I was given way too much product for a first visit. I was also contacted after by text and email to come back soon and get deals. I
feel that there is way too much product being dispensed and that the excess is probably being sold on the street.
I feel extremely welcome and confident when going into my dispensary. I always get the information that I ask about and the products are
always great quality! Some products I feel are over priced but mainly everything is splendid.Thank you for all that you do!
enough how to’s. I get the most help from fellow customers standing in line who we’re willing to share their information and experiences.
But by learning that way you get a lot of misinformation. I really expected the budtenders to be more helpful but it’s a very fast in and out
process once you get into the store.Also the prices between dispensary’s are SO different. Some menus are not clear online and are better in
person, but that makes shopping before you get there hardA sample pack with discounted days for new users might be nice. I have had great
luck finding a daytime strain but finding the right nighttime strain has been hard. I would be willing to take classes to learn how to use
certain products. YouTube helps but it’s a lot of sifting through to find that 1 helpful video.I have read all the info I was sent from my dr but
Too expensiveConfusing 45‐day quota systemArbitrary and confusing 2.83 portion size (make it 1/4 oz, 1/2 oz, 1 oz, etc.)Dispensaries poorly
run (long wait times on phone and in person, bad online menus)Patient website doesn&#39;t work (can&#39;t check days remaining)Tier 1
&amp; 2 not neededIncomplete labeling on packaging
Pricing. I get a VA discount. Helps , that&#39;s why I don&#39;t purchase a lot at a time. Is price.
Meeting with my doctors during covid so I can maintaine my liscence.
Its so expensive to get the card or even renew the card. I would like to keep my license but I am unable to afford the renewal
Prices are absolutely ridiculous. There needs to be more grow sites and more competition. I have visited many other medical states and our
prices are 2‐3x more expensive, especially oils. With the $200 doctor visit, $50 for the license, and no insurance coverage these prices are
gouging sick people&#39;s pockets. Medical Marijuana is very helpful for a lot of people but with the current prices many cannot afford it.
There are so many people that either go to another state or just buy from the black market because of these prices.
Too expensive! It’s cheaper on the streets
The permit does not protect my rights in a “drug free workplace”.
I am hesitant to go to the dispensary due to COVID‐19 and would appreciate a delivery option.
I agree with the other states that are more in tune with what their doing! A patient in a legal State should be able to have their own grow so
they can fulfill they&amp;#39;re cannabis needs, it&amp;#39;s called (home grow)
Because of the price of the marijuana, the dr’s yearly fee and paying the state yearly is outrageous. I just can’t afford this type of treatment
any longer. This makes me very sad!!!
Just too expensive.
What a wonderful gift, to be able to medicate for pain and brain fog. Marijuana really helps in allowing me to have more of a
&quot;normal&quot; day to day existence. It helps immensely with construction of my thoughts as well as provides me with the ability to
settle down and more clearly view the things I am trying to view. This is such a wonderful medicine and I am thoroughly thankful for the
opportunity to obtain and use a natural medication in my home state. Medical Marijuana helps to give me my life back.
I think that patients of the MMCP need more access and a wider variety available. They are limited by Ohio only products and sometimes
places are out of products that may assist them in a time of need at that moment. At times that is the only time they are able to leave the
house. More locations and access to a wider range of products.
weakness due to decreased intake of food and liquid. Problem should improve after needed surgery 2 weeks from now and resumption of
mm should resume by September.
It is super expensive I wish that they would completely legalize it medicinally in all of the United States and I would like to see the veterans
affairs prescribe it and that insurance would cover it. I feel that it helps me more than any other medicine that the VA has prescribed me.
Very expensive products.Lack of edibles that are allergy friendly
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Ive bought 3 vapes that did not work or quit working and still had material in cartridges. Not pleased about that. Wont purchase again.
should be a delivery option available for those who don&#39;t drive or have mobility issues. My mother has Parkinsons and a rod in her
back. Sometimes its hard for her to get to a dispensary plus she is on a fixed income and prices are double it not triple than street price and
West Coast dispensary prices. You will sell alot more if you lower the prices and keep patients out of the black market. Need better
regulation on growers honesty of the strain. There are alot of growers marking strains as &quot;skunk&quot; when there isn&#39;t a trace
of it. Or a sativa strain as a indica. That could really screw up someone experience if they had a long day ahead and their uplifting, creativity
enhancing sativa was actually a couch sinking indica that now has you lethargic and now causing you anxiety.
I think it meeds to be moved from yhe ohio 10th to an eighth. 3.5 grams. Not 2.83. People wouldn&#39;t complain about the price as much.
We need to move the amount we can get to 2 ounces a day or a system like that. It is way to hard to medicate when you cant get the
product. I dont believe in the street stuff. Fully dispo now. We need to be able to get enough to fully medicate
The quantity’s need to be right instead of 2.8 it should be 3.5,5.66 should be 7 and 11.32 should be the full 14 grams. With the prices you’re
giving we should be able to get the full quantity
have exhausted all other means of pain relief, including epidural injections, ketamine infusions, cortisone injections, and various surgeries. I
couldn&#39;t imagine life without it at this point! I only wish it was more affordable, I know the prices are coming down, but still.........think
about it, the folks who need this most are usually in a lower income or even fixed income bracket (such as myself) and we have to scrape
every penny, dime and nickel to be able to get a few day&#39;s worth of blessed relief. PLEASE, for the love of God, regulate the pricing
better!
Prices are high. Would be nice if insurance would help. Overall I&amp;#39;m pleased other than that
purchase.!
The cost should be picked up by my prescription drug coverage. This is my biggest frustration with the process.
Thank you
Lower the prices and quit providing batteries for vapes. I do not need a new battery eveytime I buy a vape cartridge. Would rather have
lower prices than see more batteries in a landfill.
The price on all products has went way up while the quality and thc levels on same products has went way down. Example 22% thc for a
product dropped down to 12% thc while the price went from 180$ up to 300$ all while thc levels drop
I run out of days for my supply about 10 days before my refill every month. It’d be nice if they did the days a little different. Plus, if they
didn’t have a higher tier and it was all one tier, when I want to get good medicine it shouldn’t use extra days. Also, I understand the medicine
is better than in the street but it’s a lot more expensive than it is in the street. It shouldn’t be a huge gap.
Concentrated forms are extremely overpriced considering that they are only a one day unit.
The prices are a little high...the weight isn&#39;t right...there is so much more that we can benefit from...if we can follow like some states
out west I believe everyone would be better...patients and state.
pain with virtually no side effects, but it has also enabled me to dramatically reduce my consumption of opioid medication. TY for the
availability of these products. Life saver.
the last 6‐8 years. And some of the flower is extremely over priced sometimes as well. The limitation on amounts purchased within a time
frame is ridiculous as well. Some people react differently and to limit amounts and for most prices to be such high amounts it feels like
it&#39;s more about making money than providing alternative means of medicine to patients. I am a veteran so most places give 15‐ 20 +%
discount and even then the prices are much higher than most states. Some regulations need an overall change. Recreation use should be
permitted even keeping pricing how it is now the same and those who have medical purpose cards prices should be much lower. Also
growing plants , even with limits should be permitted. Ohio should look at and possibly adopt some of Colorado&#39;s methods/regulations
can’t purchase them?
Like to see the prices come down so I can afford it
Just my days is always a concern...
45 day supply is not enough to manage my pain. Please increase amount patients can purchase. I have decreased my other pain medication
and I have some relief from the side effects of the other medication. Medical marijuana make my pain manageable without side effects
Please get rid of this point system!! It is THE WORST!! It is literally my only complaint about the medical industry in Ohio. The product is
amazing and I love the particular dispensary that I visit (Ohio Valley Natural Relief‐wintersville, oh) but the points stress me out. I’m always
worried about whether I will be able to have the product I need and that alone gives me anxiety. My aunt has her medical card in PA and
does not have these same restrictions so her visits to the dispensary are not stressful and she can get what she wants without having to
worry. Ohio needs to get on the same page. I would never have another complaint if the point system was terminated. Thank you
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Price is a issue. I will not be able to afford the amount I need to feel as good as I do right now by using it daily. Need more details of each
product including there effects on the person.
the cap on meds some patients exceed and have to stay in pain. And i would like to see a few plants able to be grown by patient for personal
use. Alot of other states have that. But all around its the price of medicine that is ohios programs pitfall. People are poor all around me in
ohio we need affordable medication like every other state.
difficult to find larger amounts of product, we in Ohio are being forced to buy multiple 1‐2 day supplies instead of being able to purchase a
half ounce or more.The price differential between 1‐2 day supplies and a half ounce is upwards of $12 a gram. It’s ridiculous. I understand
the state needs to take in all the money, but if it was available in larger amounts for people like me who can’t leave my house every day. I’m
supposed to spend $25 a gram on 1‐2 day supplies versus $10 a gram for a half ounce which could last me much longer and wouldn’t be such
an epipen type business model.
cost and amount of the product for the cost first timer trail and error so with the cost it is hard to find my need
Drive thru pharmacy pick up or curb side delivery would be best for patients who may have lowered immune response and do not feel safe
going inside because of Covid.
We need to make a drug that is prescribed by a doctor legal. Why is oxy legal to work on but thx not? Makes no sense. Also Ohio prices are
way out of line. Why are edibles from same company $30 different from Ohio to Michigan?
The price needs to come down, it&#39;s hard for us to afford our medicine.
medicine for PTSD if I have to endure major anxiety to go into the dispensary, wait in line for an unknown time period, and get it. Pre‐COVID,
I have no issues with going into the dispensary; however this pandemic is not going away. Please allow the dispensaries to make
accommodations for us to have curbside or online ordering. I always check the menu to know what I am going to get and do not even need
to go in the back to look at products.Also pricing is still super high and is definitely a barrier to being able to access medication. I do really
appreciate this program though ‐ it has greatly enhanced my quality of life much more than I expected. THANK YOU for allowing feedback!
I would really benefit from delivery or curb side pick up. I&#39;m high risk, disabled and I have a small child. It has been very difficult to pick
up medication when I&#39;m close to being out. I have to have someone watch my child. I can&#39;t leave her in the car because the area is
not nice and the wait is too long. Even if I call ahead. I still have to wait and go inside.
these cultivators need to be able to expand to meet the needs of patients. When this program is obviously very little supply with high
demand. Of course the prices will be higher for patients. Cultivators and dispensaries need to open at a faster rate so patients can be better
served and not have to drive so far. Also, listing terpenes on products and being able to discuss the medical benefits of them with the
budtender. My doctor has failed to help me out medically in any way and this program is the first chance I&#39;ve had at pain relief. Please
make it more affordable and expand!
higher than other states probably because of the lack of competition. We live outside of Dublin and have to drive the distance to a
dispensary.
More pre approved conditions.
Too expensive
calculated. As well as not properly informing patients of what to expect once they arrive at a dispensary for the first time, leaving that
education to the dispensing agents to give all new patients. It is important that the physicians recommending this product actually get to
experience what a dispensary is like before giving out medical cards. I also believe that the dispensing agents work harder than normal retail
employees and deserve to receive tips from patients if the patients want to leave them. Patients who work at the dispensaries also deserve
an employee discount, up to the same limit that veterans and indigent receive. With the lack of hazard pay being given to dispensing agents,
tips could help alleviate any hardships going on in the current climate, along with increase moral.
sense to the masses who are barely skating by with minimum wage. Other then pricing, I feel the dispensary I frequent The Botanist in Akron
is absolutely top notch! From staff to cleanliness and practicing co‐vid guidelines they go out of their way to ensure a proper and efficient
visit.
haven&#39;t had to stop yet because of a job but probably might have too because of job or i retire..also the product is expensive and hard
for me to obtain...only a fluke that i have been able to purchase my prescription
Growers should be granted more flexibility to ensure the strains that work most effectively are available. Every time I come in, there is a
large selection, but the curtains strains work well for me, but are &#39;no longer&#39; or &#39;rarely&#39; available. Thank you.
The prices are excessive. Ohio can do better.
content); these menus should be updated daily. Wait times at dispensaries are absurdly long. Some dispensaries &quot;offer&quot; call‐in
ordering, but never answer the phone. My particular dispensary recently added online ordering for pickup, but it can only be done the day
of, and only during store hours, so I can&#39;t even place an order until 11:00 A.M. and only on the day I plan to go. I should be able to place
an order several days out, and show up at anytime on the pickup day, not at a predetermined time.
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There should be protections for patients with their employer to be able to use medical marijuana at home!
I will always wish it wasn&#39;t so high priced. People on SSI only get so much money every month. A bigger discount for us or military. That
would be real nice. Thank you
The day supply value for certain products does not make any sense ‐ why are concentrates and edibles only 1 day, when flower is 2 days? I
prefer to purchase flower, but it uses up a lot of my days. The prices are still pretty high as well.
wait time is so long that standing in the sun and baking when standing is difficult because of my pain issues makes it hard for me. Also, the
wait even if you have ordered online is very long.
Would love to be able to grow my own.
responsibility to pay. I don&#39;t have financial help from anyone else so it is very hard to chose between medication that helps and paying
my bills.
Thankful for it
percent off; example=I can get a 20% off 1 item of my choice typically on Tuesdays and the welfare/poor person gets 30% off. That to me
that is so unfair since all the Medical Marijuana is so stinking expensive. I believe everyone should be able to get a better price on all
products and not have one price for one class of people over another. Just lower prices on everything so everyone can afford to buy the
medical help they need to be able to function without pain using natural medicines that is Marijuana.
I feel that more conditions should be added to the list OR find a way for everyone to benefit from this medicine. Also I feel prices need to be
a little more affordable so more people can find relief.
don&amp;#39;t feel like I can find out much about terpene profiles that would most benefit me. That&amp;#39;s probably a moot point
because as a relatively light user, if I find a strain I like once I can never find it again. The Ohio system of names for strains only grown in Ohio
also makes this more difficult. Overall, it&amp;#39;s very expensive for the average person to participate in the program. This is especially
sad since so many patients have limited income because of their disabilities, or are retirees. It seems obvious the program was set up mostly
to make money for the industry, not to help consumers. From what I&amp;#39;ve read, the ongoing behavior of the board bears this out.
It&amp;#39;s barely better than nothing.
Products are too expensive. Daily dosage is too low.
it&#39;s in ohio.
for me because the tinctures are in short supply. I fear one day I won&#39;t be able to get it at all. Also no information is available for the
tinctures as to the strains and terpenes present, which forces me to buy things to &quot;try&quot; which may end up having undesired
effects. There is always plenty of flower product ( but vaping is to imprecise for my (medical) use, and there is always plenty of high THC
products for people who just want to get stoned. That is not medical use. I use a 1:1 ratio of cbd to thc in a tincture that can be measured. I
truly may have to stop using my only available pain option because of the cost. I am on SSI , Medicare and Medicaid; I am disabled and
don&#39;&#39;t have much income after paying other medical bills which are not covered.
program is great.
ALL products are waaay too expensive!!!
informed on these amounts. Needs to be reported on patient account updated daily.The pdf chart does not explain this information
accurately or informatively. Do not understand what products count for how many days. Limits should be changed to 1 ounce with weekly
reset.Costs are to high for medical use. Vaporizers, pens, ect. are expensive and confusing to use.New conditions need to be allowed such as
autism and anxiety issues.You do not know what the quality, type, medication (flower) you are getting. Cannot see items online. No place to
read or view standardized reviews of these products.New forms of use need to be approved in the form of smoking.Personal home grow
needs to be allowed.Reciprocity with other states need to be initiated.Delivery needs to be allowed to protect from covid‐19 and to protect
Very friendly staff
It to expensive, enough said
I wish there was an app or a website I could get on to check my days instead of having to call a dispensary
There needs to be daily updated menus on all dispensary pages. Mad River does not do this. Also, a wider selection would be nice.
The prices are a little high.
Get rid of ohio tenths!!! Quit trying to rape us on the prices. Sell cheaper half and whole ounces sell quarter and half pound packages .
cannabis by stacking employee discount with their military discount, which they then sell to their friends/family on the street at a slight
profit to the seller and discount to the recreational buyer. This program is hurting sick people and benefiting recreational smokers who have
social connections.
It would be nice to have a clear cut way to find out my remaining days without having to call the dispensary
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small amounts) due to cost of medicine, feel my primary doctor is not supportive of cannabis, so being open on the success is limited for
feedback either way. I feel access is difficult due to cost obstacles to patients &amp; differences in opinions by physicians.Overall I have had
great success with not using chemical pain meds, Drastically different for my PTSD too!More apps would be nice to compare prices and
calculate days left.Another glitch is how they calculate the T1 &amp;T2 on days available. This is a inaccurate count of what a patient is
really getting. (1grm of T2 is = to double that on days) so system says you got 2g instead of 1g even know you only got 1g ,it shrinks
available days and provides inaccurate counts. Thank you
and a nasty MERSA infection (ventral hernia) that has left me in chronic pain from periferal neuropathy. All over the course of two years,
2013‐2014.
Before medical
marijuana I had tried Gavapentin and oxycontin which just left me dopey loopy and did not relieve my pain. Now the pain has slowed down
and I have had better results overall with gummies at night and tincture or vape during the day. My nerves are damaged and I am on edge
most of the day and can not sleep more than two hours at night, MM really does help. I hardly felt any high the first week and now
don&#39;t feel any effects except pain relief, I thank the Lord I finally found something that h
Prices need to be regulated better, stop fucking price gouging.
The veteran discount makes it barely affordable to me and even then I have to watch for sales and such.
a teller machine inside of a business to buy there. Home delivery should be offered sooner than later. More explanation is required about
what we are buying. Products should be clearly labeled sativa or Indica or the appropriate blend. It&#39;s imperative to know medically
what we are taking into or bodies and what to expect when we use it.
This program has given me the opportunity to have adequate pain relief. It has drastically reduced amount of seizures I&#39;m having. My
depression has improved and sodding in stress. Thank you
Very new to this so i would like more info
I’m happy that we have it in Ohio. I suffer from Sickle Cell but also have pain because of hip replacement due to my illness and I have learned
which herbals treat which condition and it has been effective in my care.
Just a big thank you for helping manage and relief my body pains!!!!
It is a great program, it is too bad that it didn&#39;t start earlier. Thank you OHIO
Dispensery need to be listing what tier it is. A cap on price needs to be introduced. No more than 40 dollars after tax for tier 2 for a tenth.
You cap concentrate at around 70% thc yet allow companies to charge up to 90 dollars for a gram of concentrate. Rediculous when you look
at the price of street products. Your forcing your patients away from the dispensery
The program allowed me to stop taking opioids to manage my pain.
I feel the pharmacy board and the MMCP should review its current restrictions. Just because I require Tier II products for pain relief
&amp;amp; sleep I am doubly restricted. It is unrealistic to allow such non‐restriction of Tier 1 products &amp;amp; use without
consideration that someone who lives in the pain that I do may require the same non‐restriction to treat my pain adequately. I really do not
understand the restriction that edibles &amp;amp; flower are not used TOGETHER in the same day for said relief. To count them as separate
&amp;quot;days&amp;quot; simply shows that the powers that be really do not understand the proper use of medical marijuana. It is no
surprise to me that there is a heroin crisis. The State created it and now seems to unduly restrict the only product that allows me to live
without opiods in my life. I know of whence I speak, I spent over 20 years (miserably) functionally addicted to high doses of oxycodone,
I love g‐leaf. It’s 5 minutes from my house. It’s so convenient. The curbside works very well.
Michigan is more affordable and many more choices. Ohio would be better served following Michigan’s lead.
It was confusing renewing my license because you go by the date I was diagnosed Not by the date I got my license. It didn’t make sense.
had a bad experience at any Ohio dispensary. I would like to continue to see the pricing drop a little, especially on cartridges for
vaporization. I love having the option to do online ordering Now with Verdant!!! Also, using MMJ has helped my anxiety and my neck and
back pain significantly and I will continue to shop my local dispensary!
N/A
I think that the price points are a little high, and the edibles should have a higher milligram of thc. As for employees, they are very
knowledgeable and have helped me tremendously.
Employment drug screening should not include THC.
extremely high! An Ohio tenth (at $40‐$50) can multiply out to be between 400‐500 dollars per ounce?!!!? In my opinion, that sure
won&#39;t incentivize people with medical problems to go medical marijuana vs the street. Also, having to go further than 20 miles to find
what one needs on occasion is frustrating.
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when i visit the dispensary in newark on chuch street they never have what i want! they have said they have it at times but then have to give
me a refund when they find out they don&amp;#39;t have it after all. this has happened more then once! this dispensary is 5 minutes from
my house. i now drive 35 miles one way and go to the one in Coshocton. they ALWAYS have what i use and are so nice and helpful.
Giving a 20% discount to veterans is a great thing. The overall process is easy to navigate.
I find the dispensary pricing way out of touch. There is no reason for them to keystone the prices onto the patients. That is all.
how the OMMCP works or exists. Suggest remove strain names and replace with medical cannabis. Disseminate informational memo to all
Ohio physicians of the OMMCP.Employ the use of walk up windows and drive thru windows. This provides a safer environment for patients
and dispensary employees.Permit CTR Docs to communicate with dispensary Pharmacist/designee in respect to patient
care...&quot;standard of care&quot;.Present language changes to permit broader business and industry marketing, educational and
interaction rights.Present PSA&#39;s as educational awareness insights.
smaller amounts. There being a max thc for flower allowed is also ridiculous. While I understand the tier system encourages availability of
higher end medicine by pricing it accordingly I think the tier cap if kept should be raised to close to if not 30%. We also need to facilitate
more dispensaries because to get decent service at one I have to drive 30 mins to get away from urban areas or the wait is outrageous. I
would love to see more competition from both the dispensaries and the growers because right now, even with my military discount and
taking advantage of promotions I can barely afford to stay medicated.
reason why...?!?!!???
Not enough days per patient. I usually run out of days and can’t get medicine
It would be nice if there were no point system. Because when My symptoms start up it takes a little more to flower to help with my pain
extra. But is still a lot better than having to take any kind of pills.chance of addiction is far less with flower then pills. I speak from experience.
So I am thankful for what flower that I can use.NO MORE PAIN PILLS IN MY BODY.
too expensive and going to Dr 2x a year kust to keep my prescription is too expensive also..
If medical marijuana is Prescribed by a doctor I should not have to keep paying cash for every doctors appointment or my medication, this
should be covered by my insurance. If it is required that I go to a doctor it should be covered under my insurance. If I went to a doctor to get
hydrocodone or fentanyl patches my appointment would be covered in the medication would be covered. I also feel that I should not be
penalized if I go to try and get a job and have to take a drug test. If this is all covered by a doctor I shouldn’t be penalized from getting a job
for it. Also the dispensary I go to always has edibles, however not always the the dose of THC/CBD I want.
The call time for ordering was well over 45 mins. I arrived at the dispensary and waited 35 mins for my order.
The price is way to high
It would be nice to see product before buying it.
Pricing is ridiculous and the amount allowed is ridiculous as well. It makes no sense.
Y&amp;amp;#39;all get 2 or 3x that. It&amp;amp;#39;s medicine not recreational. We are poor and need this med. It&amp;amp;#39;s
medicinal geez...
It&#39;s expensive to maintain a yearly card, and the dispensary prices are ridiculously high, the menus are confusing and the amount you
can use and purchase makes no sense and there is no way to track it
You are doing a fine job but the purchase conditions days/amounts are a little complicated.
your strawberry fields ‐monroe dispensary does not give me my indigent discount . this has caused me great &amp; undue stress .
I often have to ration my medical marijuana due to the high cost. I am definitely not dosing myself as often as I should, but I simply cannot
afford what I need. I know there isn&amp;#39;t anything you can do about it, but having zero insurance assistance is difficult, especially
when coming from the financial situation so many of us are dealing with at this time.
this hard we should be able to grow it in a garden so poor people can get there medicine and could help others as well!!! This is a
government monopoly of the market not a caring group it all about money and not helping the people I feel because must spend to much to
get good quality some dispensaries can not get strains the other dispensary can not buy the same strain and is selling lower quality product
at same price as others for lower thc amounts
Get rid of the day supply system.
Medically helps with depression and anxiety but those have yet to be qualifying conditions
A single Jar of Honey is 5 days while a vape pen is 1 day. Both have the same amount of thc. The Days system is broken and is limiting the
amount of revenue substantially.
dispensary.
Other than the price being too high I am very happy with my dispensaries
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legislature&#39;s fear of the Ohio public&#39;s needs and wants, and under Larry Householder&#39;s legislature, rigidly controlled policies
manipulating and controlling and documenting every aspect of the programs definitions, goals, exclusions, requirements, monitoring,
providers, dispensaries, products, use, and ownership.Long waits, extreme requirements, duplicitous inputing of data when purchasing,
extreme costs, etc., this program is terrible and needs complete revision and lessening of regulations, based on patient needs and not on the
legislatures police‐state type controls.
I love the access to medical marijuana. I think prices are a little on the pricey side. But all in all I like it
Ummm, the weights!! Really?
Having to change your account password every 3 months becomes very tedious very quickly.
Possible adverse reaction with prescription medications.
i prefer Michigan because ohio is still so much higher priced.
Needs to be less expensive!! And should be recognized by employers.
Patients should be protected from loss of employment due to using medical Marijuana.
don&#39;t like 45 day system, some times allowance is to little especially during higher pain periods. To many restraints on dispensary on
how they can recommend. Need more guidance thru whole system. Could utilize more if prices would come down significantly like 50%.
Sometimes allow use of less opiods and if not less it usually great addition to. Help relaxation and tension of muscles and stiffness and overall
mental state. There is many days I don&#39;t laugh or even feel like smiling and the marijuana allows me to do both. If nothing else that
would be enough, but some tropicals are amazing in relief they can bring to shallow or small joint: ie hands, elbows , sometimes knees
[REDACTED]
I would like tohave some edible options available.
Daily tracking is very difficult.
I would like to see delivery from a qualified dispensary be allowed. This is especially needed now in the face of the COVID‐19 pandemic. I
understand there are legislative and retaliatory hurdles; but this would serve patients well. This is not at all different from prescription drug
or alcohol deliveries. In addition, I would like to see educational materials from either the pharmacy board or from the dispensaries on how
cannabinoids interact with the human body. On the effects you should experience, things patients should do as a patient to ensure our
bodies maximize our medicine; not just the “high” but the entire “entourage” of cannabinoids which quell the patient’s medical condition.
Perhaps these should be condition specific?Finally, I would love to see the board make an effort to end the stigma against cannabis use and
medical patients. We are your neighbors, your fellow congregants, perhaps even the respected person you interact with at a business; we
I enjoy the gummies and have taken advantage of the discounts for the appreciation days
Insurance or flexible spending accounts should be able to be utilized to help offset the cost of the product. It is difficult to obtain what is
needed because of cost. Using medical marijuana has helped me stop using a variety of other medications, which is great, but insurance
covered those medications to make it more affordable. Without insurance covering medical marijuana, it makes it difficult to get what I need
to be an all round healthier person that is less reliant on prescription medications.
gram, it costs nearly or over $100, and it&#39;s not as good. In MI you can get concentrates as low as $15 a gram. These aren&#39;t top
shelf, but they&#39;re a far cry from being bad. The price in OH is too high. Which is why I will continue to travel 5.5hrs round trip and give
my money to a state that actually cares about patients getting their medicine.
growers and dispensaries more ways to hurt your pocket!!! The price of vape cartridges is out of this world high, as well as edibles,
oil/distillate, the flower prices are OK. I think all cultivators should have to offer so many units of bulk flower (half ounce, ounce) instead of
nickel &amp; diming us to death with the 2.83g. Not only that if cultivators with a license have not yet started growing let the cultivators that
are growing have more square footage to grow. I feel Ohio&#39;s medical marijuana program is WAY behind the times, we have plenty of
other states to use as an example. LISTEN TO THE PATIENTS!!!!!!
It has definitely helped me deal with chronic pain. I just hope the prices well be reduced
Medical cannabis is my own personal Miracle it has gotten me off of many harmful medications that gave me horrible side effects
dispensaries in this state treat you like sheep the products are very low‐quality overpriced. I strongly believe we should be able to grow our
own medicine you can drive 80 miles north and grow your own medicine and in many other states but not this one and I believe that is very
unreasonable and unfair this medical program is a joke I strongly support cannabis as a medicine, people who know nothing about this
medicine and how it affects every single person differently are putting crazy limits and restrictions on our medicine it is very biased and
unfair, how is a person who lives on a fixed income supposed to supply their medicinal needs with a miracle medicine and support their self
financially it cannot be done we should be allowed to grow our own medicine and at least be able to grow 12 to 20 flowering plants per
The MM works well for the PTSD and Fibromyalgia but the Degenerative disc disease is brutal and I may have to forego the MM and get back
on pain medicine because the doctors won&amp;#39;t allow both, even though that&amp;#39;s what works.
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Lower the prices!
Home delivery ,cheaper prices and, more half ounce selections .
I like seeing how Ohio&#39;s program has grown. My biggest concerns lay in the variety of products, and more so some of the more
recognizable products, and price. Prices are good but not great. I mean better than nothing, right?
Yay Marijuana! Let&amp;#39;s go recreational Ohio! Ohio cannabis company rules!
I think prices are way to high and if they could allow insurance to help pay cost.
Love iit
there.I have also had issues consistently finding the products I desire, ones that I has purchased at that dispensary in the past. The wait
times and lack of product consistency is frustrating.
products! Ohio concentrates are terrible. Some of the worst i ever had. I throw away more concentrates then i vaporize from ohio. Ohio
processing conpanies got crc before we got 5* live rosin. You only care about money and not us patients! Your flower is decent, if it
wasn&#39;t for all the plant growth regulators.
It is not affordable, but other than that a great program and everything is very informative.
But the price for the about of supply’s is ridiculous. Saving money with a medical card is not positive. 41 dollers for 2.83 grams of flower is
unrealistic. Especially during a pandemic. People are getting help with Their prescriptions at pharmacy’s during the cov19 so , shin that set an
example for medical marijuana. Price is unrealistic for the amount of time they make you wait. I’ll have to call three or four times to place a
pick up order because they never call me back like they tell me they will. Lines suck. And getting your medication is definitely a pain in the
ass. You ask questions like how much they supply you have and they refused to answer them especially when you call now. Asking questions
seems really hard at any dispensary in Ohio so far. No one seems to want to take the time to help somebody have the right medication and
not waste their money and their supplies. Sometimes I’m wasting the amount of my supplies. Because employees don’t want to explain
Ohio needs more dispensary’s. I would never wait 30 minutes to pick up a prescription from Kroger. I would just go to a different store or
location. Not the case with dispensary’s.
limit. It can be calculated easy.
Letting the patient be aware of how much of their 45 day supply remains with every visit.
Having gone to dispensaries in Michigan as well as here in Ohio, I recommend following Michigan&#39;s lead in the overall atmosphere of
their dispensaries, services they provide, and their more affordable prices on products.
need at a limit / cap per day per customer. Stay medical only but lower prices , increases to correct cannabis world weight . Let us be able to
get our medicines !!!! It’s not this hard Ohio . Look to the other states for example it’s said Ohio could be a leader state but were a coward
follower state .
me bad service so I wrote about it. Next time there they told me my license was expired. It expired may 2 when everything was shut down.
I tried to explain and was treated completely rude about it. I flew here may 22 where in the world was I going to get it during a pandemic???
All because I wrote a bad review. Im a medical patient by the way. Thanks
The prices are still a bit too high for me, but conserving has made it more manageable.
me on all of the product &amp; devices. I’d be willing to sit through a class or schedule a consultation if the personnel was available. I wish
there individuals on the sales floor to help separate from the ones checking you out at the register so I felt comfortable asking questions
&amp; not having people waiting in line behind me. I feel rushed to make a decision since there are limited individuals in the actual
dispensary.
It’s to expensive for a little amount 2.5gm for $45 is a lot of money for so little
I worry about my job even though I would never medicate prior to work but with no good testing, and too much stigma still it’s unnerving
since it’s the safest and best choice for effectively dealing with my disease symptoms.
It gave me my life back. Controlling pain, anxiety, it has also helped with appetite. This is important when you are terminal.
I would like to be informed on how to renew my medical card at the end of the year
covering it. The cost is outrageous, most dispensaries here are rude, and know that they Have a monopoly and don’t have to be
professional. There is no other reason than bureaucracy for why patients can’t grow up to 12 flowering plants like in Michigan. As an Ohio
state buckeye, I hate that I hve to say Michigan shits on the buckeye state as far as their empathy toward the patients. Keep dispensaries
medical only, and only allow patients/caregivers to grow... allow for laundry mat style services for concentration and lab testing of materials.
We can eat carrots and buy carrots but can’t grow carrots.. makes no sense. It’s 2020. Let’s see some reform and some freedom at the same
time! God bless the USA!!!!
The prices in the weight is too high an to little!
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used to using certain strains and they can not be found in this state. The growers seem to be focusing on high dollar, high thc strains as that
is mostly all I can find. I would love to find some legacy strains like Sour Diesel, Skunk 1, and Green Crush but since none of the growers are
willing to grow these I am stuck wasting more money trying everything so I can figure out what works and what does not. Bulk options are
pathetic but I can not afford to buy in 1/10ths. Buying .5‐1oz at a time I am still spending $500‐$600 per month on my medicine and it would
be a lot more if I was buying 1/10ths or 1/5ths. Dispensaries should receive flower in bulk and then dispense it in their own containers, like a
normal pharmacy. This would get rid of a lot of unnecessary packaging. Also allow rewards points to be used on cannabis products!
My only two complaints/concerns are with prices and availability of bulk flower deals in my area.
only problem. Give us more days or better yet, get rid of the days all together. Why didn&#39;t ohio just copy another state like Michigan?
They seen to have their stuff together.You people have made it sho difficult to understand. I should not have to do advanced damn math to
figure out my days. Ugh!
wasted over $400.00 just trying to get what the employeee told me would work. Well it didnt and they sold me something that was a
dabtabs and o ne can get them to work. The dispensary will not refund me for the product and said i need to go through the ohio board.
Thank you.
Everything is way too expensive! EVERYTHING!
arriving.
The MMCP Needs to get the number of days allowance increased for patients or do away with them all together so a patient doesn’t have to
run out of their medication.
I have had to pause the use of my medication following furloughs due to covid 19. I am concerned about the restrictions my employer places
on the use of medical cannabis and can no longer risk losing my job. I intend to resume because my pain is not manageable, but I do so at
risk to my financial stability as the sole income in my household. Ohio should offer strong protections to employees in the program.
won&#39;t insurance cover any of bill? I would be perfectly happy taking pain relieving prescription, but unfortunately someone decided all
doctors are no longer able to treat their patients how they see fit. Even though the doctor went to school for many years to study the
treatment and care of a patient experiencing severe pain.
Would love to see prescriptions run in 30 days increments. Sometimes I run out
I was at Strawberry fields in Dayton, where a mask is required, and the employees were not turning away people without masks or requiring
that they be worn properly in line. There are many immunocompromised people who rely on medical marijuana, and I was really
disappointed to see this behavior from both the patrons and employees.
The &quot;rounding issue&quot; regarding days&#39; supply is EXTREMELY frustrating and constantly prevents my patient from obtaining
the full allotment to which she is entitled. With COVID, we are consolidating trips to the dispensary as much as possible, however, that my
patient can only obtain around 3.5 ounces out of her 4 ounce 45 day allotment hinders us. Please fix the rounding issue as it is the single
most frustrating thing about the program.Similarly the decision to only allow patients to to only get 45 days supply at a time instead of 90
days was frustrating.Manufacturers (Simple Standard) seem to be overstating the THC content of &quot;shake&quot; products. Patient
recently bought some shake products in order to stretch budget, but patient found that shake products were not nearly as potent as other
flower products with similar stated THC content. Manufacturers seem to be stating THC content of shake as equal to the THC content of the
medical marijuana.
Exceptional program.
Easier understanding of the 45 day timeframes and how to calculate. Also, &quot;1 day supply&quot; calculation... does not equal 1/10 so
how are you supposed to figure out how much you can purchase? Two topics that are too confusing any way you look at it!
We would like to have the option to homegrow our own medicine completely ORGANIC.
need to provide more, accurate, complete info on products on‐line (% THC, etc.); Ridiculously long wait times on phone &amp; at
dispensaries; Difficult to reach dispensaries to ask questions. Difficult to find flower amounts greater than 1/10; Poor quality flower/curing;
Need ability to check remaining # of days w/accuracy; purchase of a vape battery should not be charged as a day (makes no sense); Tier
system is impractical and illogical and Tier 2 % is too low; Some dispensaries not requiring face masks and are crowding their wait rooms (e.g.
Verdant Columbus). Why are fewer days charged for bulk (bulk products very limited) but not multiple smaller purchases? Please do not
allow less than 1/10oz. flower size because prices are too high as it is.
longer able to use medical marijuana!! UH hospitals would rather put me on a pain medication that is bad for my liver then letting me use
medical marijuana isn’t that amazing!!
I feel Medical Marijuana is extremely expensive! I feel like Ohio and the dispensaries are taking advantage of people with disabilities and just
trying to make as much money as possible!!
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normal price. Whether we need more growers, more dispensaries, or both, competition drives price down. Right now we have little to no
competition. This is also a reason for long lines and waits at the dispensaries. Maybe regulated pricing where the state can set a maximum?
An ounce of Marijuana should not cost $400‐500. That&#39;s crazy. We are getting gouged and I feel bad for anyone with a less than
favorable financial situation. I&#39;m lucky to be able to mostly afford it, but still I let sales and discounts drive my purchases. This is my only
complaint, prices! Everything else has been great.
great! Thank you
Prices of items have not come down, too expensive.
flower.
The days allotted for plant material make no sense. The plant material I purchase is the highest amount of days=4. I have been unable to
purchase at times because I don’t have the days available. And a lot of the time the plant material I want to purchase is not available.Also,
the flower I purchase is so sought after that it sells out within a few days and then it’s another month before it’s available again. I have
hoped that they would get an expansion and would be able to grow more for all the patients who use their product.
Price price price to much and supply is sparse and not consistent hear in the south
is extremely expensive.
It is too expensive.
It would be nice for those who choose to have a monthly menu email to them.
It would be better/safer if all dispensaries had curb side pickup... we also need a dispensary near Medina...I travel to Akron and spend more
time getting there than waiting and buying product!
Please find a way to lower cost $49 for a tenth is way too much!!!!!!
Please lower the price
Dispensaries in Ohio seem to have a very limited selection of strains/products
Although the program was off to a slow start, things got much better as time progressed. I have had no real issues with any aspect of the
program lately. I would just suggest that the allowable conditions be expanded, possibly including allowing the medical marijuana doctors to
certify any condition they feel would be helped by medical marijuana. Good job overall!
The cost of the products is super high especially since insurance doesn&#39;t cover anything. I hope that the price goes down for the
products as well as the renewal of the license
patients.
NA
the drug completely.
Quality is excellent. Prices are too high and aren&#39;t dropping/normalizing quickly enough. The website should show remaining days.
I&#39;d like to see the % cap removed from concentrates. But mostly, please allow home grow.
Prices are ridiculous. So is tracking days.
I am extremely new to the program and have only visited twice.
consider raising the amount to 9 ounces every 90‐days. Also the day quantities and tier system are very confusing, and I have to do serious
computations before purchasing to make my supply stretches as long as I can. I also prefer to buy in bulk, and the cultivators that I prefer
only sell in small quantities, so I&#39;ll end up buying 10 tenths, which is really expensive and inefficient.It is very difficult to track days, and
there is no way to see them on the registry. I ask you to please allow us to track our purchases and days remaining on the registry website ‐ it
would make a huge difference.I know you do not regulate pricing, but any influence you can have would be much appreciated. I greatly rely
on this program, but do not want to go broke in the process.Thank you for your time, this program has been a blessing, but could be better.
I would like to see the 10th price drop or the weight of it go up. I would like to see more strains, and flavors of flower and concentrates
I the last 6 mo. I have probably spent over $ 4000.00I went cold turkey with drawal symptoms are horrible would not wish them on
anybody.it has been over 6 weeks and still have them!!
I believe the point system still needs to be simplified in order for patients to be able to calculate the remaining days left in the cycle. If
possible you should be able to access your account online to see what you&#39;ve purchased
Even with a caregiver and in perfect weather minus a pandemic, it&amp;#39;s extremely difficult getting into a van that it 15 years old and
junk, to even get to a dispensary. But versus the side effects of years of man made medications that made life suck. I will not let those
barriers of the state of Ohio, block me from getting the only medication that works. Thank you! Please allow delivery. Veterans, disabled,
unlicensed ill humans could use a little understanding and compassion. Please remember.. As with all of society, those closest to the
problem are closest to the solution.
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I&#39;m a caregiver to one medical marijuana user, and the last time I attempted to buy her supplies, which was in February I think, I waited
fifteen minutes, and then was told that I couldn&#39;t be served because there was a duplicate profile for my patient and that I would have
to leave immediately. I did ask what was meant by &quot;duplicate profile&quot;, but was simply told I&#39;d receive a call on Monday
when they&#39;d &quot;sorted things out&quot;, and that was the total explanation. I never received a call, and felt that something else
was behind my being asked to leave, but not sure what since I received no explanation. My status as caregiver was never questioned.
I&#39;m just thinking there needs to be a better way to check on a user&#39;s status and that there could have been a better explanation of
the problem so that if we needed to get in touch with the state to manage the problem we could do so. I get that this isn&#39;t something
Strawberry Fields in Monroe is the worst dispensary I have been to.Their selection is awesome, but their customer care is horrendous. As far
as I am concerned, I will boycott them for the rest of my life. Tell the guy that makes people wait for HOURS at the front door that he
doesn&#39;t need a damn gun in Monroe when they don&#39;t have people with guns in Cincinnati.
annoying
It cost more than the pain pills I was taking. Cost to much. To much experimenting to find what worked for me , budtenders not much help.
have the option to choose a different container. The prices could be less. Recycle the glass containers. Last, be able to purchase just a tank or
be able to refill your own instead of getting tank with battery. Thank you for having this program available for us, it has made a world of
difference.
Consistent supply of a particular strain that works. It is expensive to find something that works and then not being able to rely on availability
and having to try to find something comparable is problematic for the patient. Also, telemedicine made it possible for me to access the
program. Without a caregiver I would be unable to access the dispensary. For my primary illness there is no cure, no treatment, no medical
education, minimal research funding and no access to palliative care and this program provides at least a measure of relief.
The types of products are finally becoming more widely available. That’s great. But the state needs to offer lower pricing. And the state of
Ohio needs to approve anxiety as a medical condition.
dispensary. I&amp;#39;ve attempted to call and order many times and the phone rings and rings. Michigan&amp;#39;s rules are so much
more progressive and their selection and availability are far superior to that of Ohio. I do not wish to go through the expense of renewing my
card and plan to travel north for future products.
The cost does hinder me from trying other and much needed strands, I believe. I have to stick to low cost options that work and workin the
Tier 1 mostly flower and edibles to find something that will work for my medical needs. That is the only part that gets me nexuses I know
there are better options and they cost too much for my budget right now.
program. Thank you.
It would be helpful to list the “days supply” on each product so patients and better plan their purchases to ensure what we are getting will
last and we do not run out of days
Legalization would be best. This program is horrible and prices are stupidly high on the cost. Thanks for your Monopoly
I always feel welcome and relaxed when I go, everyone that has served me was very friendly and helpful, I recommend this program to
anyone that has to live with major pain, I&#39;m grateful for being a patient , thank u very much for helping people like me
was told it’s because of covid. Why wasn’t there a sign stating that? I was told then, we close in 3 minutes, you can’t come in. So when is the
real closing time? 5, 10, 15, minutes before? I knee exactly what I wanted, it would have taken little time to fill it. Terrasana in Garfield Hts
Ohio
I still use medical marijuana even though my employer prohibits it. This is a huge problem. Medical marijuana helps with epilepsy, I can be
fired for treating my medical condition that I will never out grow. I was born this way. Why or how is it right to limit my choices of treatment
for an inherited condition (I had no choice in my condition.)because a job doesn&#39;t agree? How is this not discrimination for a medical
condition? I want to be able to choose my own treatment without fear of retribution.
We need better prices.
Lack of variety
PEOPLE are hurting my pocketbook. You clearly arent being friendly to dispensaries and growers and you should feel ASHAMED of how you
treat patients. After coming from other states with medical programs you have set the standard as the most incompetent impractical state
regulatory body I have yet to engage with. You all disgust me.
taxes and fees.
The prices are outrageous and the amounts sold are too small. They should sell more ounces and halves at least.
Please legalize our medicine it could help so many and drive our costs down.
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Long waits to order by phone and that is if you can get through. Ordered on line once it was confusing. Also order in morning and by the
time I pick up that evening they have sold out. I think online or phone orders in the morning should be filled before the people in line get it.I
think your system should be able to convert orders over and know that it&amp;#39;s gone before walk in people.
I am very happy with the service and education that the dispensary I have visited offers.
taken the product. I think sometimes the edible products may not get the full effect of the Medical Marijuana. I like gummies and it seems
that sometimes the product at the end of the supply is more potent. The only other complaint I have is the cost of some of the items are high
for what you get and trying to figure out what works best for me product wise. The staff at the dispensary are friendly and helpful, but not
always sure what to recommend for my health conditions. Its more trial and error on my part. My doctor was helpful in getting me evaluated
and into the program.
The edibles are way overpriced for the dosage received. It shouldn&#39;t cost $45‐$55/per one full night of sleep. Sadly, I&#39;m finding
after almost two months of using medical marijuana that it is too costly an alternative. I compared gummies from Ohio vs California. I paid
$75 for 10 gummies totaling 220 mg yet my friend in CA can get 10 totaling 500 mg for $35. Ohioans are being robbed.
oxycodone, and many OTC meds without much success and too many side effects. Now I use marijuana products and maybe an Advil once
in a while. It&#39;s not the silver bullet. Nothing is cured, but it&#39;s so much better than what I had been going through the last 16
years.
instead of cash. Especially with Covid‐19, I try to avoid cash if I can. Also, I wish there was a thing online where we could see our purchases
and the number of days we&#39;ve used and have left. I do have a hard time with that. Fortunately, I don&#39;t need that much so I
don&#39;t get close to using them all up, but I still never know what I have left. Also, there are products that are worth different amount of
days and I wish I could figure that out but it&#39;s not a huge deal. Thank you.
be available for purchase. Wish the dispensaries had same products so there is no need to wait that long. Need higher dosages along with
more product for the price.
because they are perpetually understaffed. I am led to believe that this is due to many months of lead time for Board approval of
employee(s)?* It is nearly impossible for patients to monitor their days and usage without asking a dispensary staff member. The registry
website does not list days used or remaining anywhere. (though it objectively should)* I advocate that we DO NOT decrease the daily
allotment of 1/10th of flower (2.83G) to the proposed 2.5G. In fact I rather suggest selling in conventional amounts either by number of
grams or by the 1/8th. The price/value break between current 1/5oz a half oz is inconvenient. I would rather it be 1/4oz. Sizes above that
(1/2oz, 1oz etc) can remain consistent.* I think the THC cap on products (percentage etc) is an unnecessary limiter of quality. Especially for
The worst is the weights in which flower are measured and priced. The whole tenth of an ounce thing does not make sense. You need to
change it to normal weights, gram, eighth, quarter, half oz and oz. There also needs to.be more dispensary locations that are more
convenient for patients.
The wait times at dispensaries can be quite severe in length and I hope there can be more efficient methods for more effective dispensing.
Prices are to high for low income patients!no insurance pays for prescriptions or for the Doctors Visits,visits are expensive for fixed incomes
patients,low income who have to try to save up for visits!
We need real curbside and delivery that protects the patient. We need more affordable products. We need more dispensaries. We need
better educated dispensary personnel. The dispensary personnel don&amp;#39;t know enough. They should have to take a course that
teaches them what to do in helping patients and trains them on terpenes and cannabinoids. Product manufacturers should have more
education so that their sales reps know more about how the products work in the patient&amp;#39;s body. We need more terpene and
cannabinoid reporting. We need more products with more information for patients. We need more patient education.
&amp;quot;medical&amp;quot; oils and concentrates. Employers still testing for the medicine, and not caring about your Rx.The stigma that
the state creates, making medical marijuana patients the bad people.Paying taxes for a Rx. Too many bosses.Made up measures of medicine
for the patients.Lack of access &amp;#39;hours of operation&amp;#39;.No assistance in cost for patients.
although I am disabled because my ex‐husband occasionally pays his alimony. Why do I not get a discount? My income is sporadic, this
year so far I&#39;ve only received $1800 in alimony, my whole income this year besides the stimulus check. The products are so seriously
overpriced, I have to get money from my 91 yr old dad to purchase medicine. All my other prescriptions are paid for by medicaid. I do not
want to go back to taking narcotics but if the pricing remains this high and I dont get any discount I may have to. I know my back isn&#39;t
going to get better with the rods and 20 screws in it. Please also consider doing quality control with this cartridges. I have purchased many
and when the company doesn&#39;t put all the oil in it they don&#39;t want to be responsible for their mistake, visit these companies, do
Hoping for more consistent availability of flower in bulk amounts
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business in Ohio. I am thinking about moving my business to Michigan because it’s cheaper. It’s better quality. And I am getting more bang
for my buck. The program going to exceed expectations. Because Ohio medical marijuana sold out to big corporations. What buckeyes relief
is doing with wAnna gummies should be criminal anywhere else in the United States would be criminal. Price jacking the same bottle 45
bucks. We call that price gouging. They gouge on the backs of patients. Instead of helping us you hurt us. You do everything you can to keep
us in pain! It’s so sad because I am spending so much on medication just to stay out of pain. While you get rich over paid salaries do nothing
but listen to “fake” doctors who says we shouldn’t be able to use up to 9 ounces. Such a joke. Mark my words program won’t reach over
I just feel that the prices are too high. Most people who need the products are disabled in some way due to illness or they could not obtain a
card. As a result, most have low incomes. Even with the discount from my dispensary, I still struggle with the money to make my purchases.
dispensaries for less just in different location . Sometimes its the same company selling the product for 1 price in columbus but the same
item is cheaper in springfield and its the same dispensary chain example Terrasana . Also in columbus 4 dispensaries is not enough to service
the entire city . One Dispensary Terrasana is refusing to allow patients to come in the store unless they do a phone order or call ahead .
Patients may not have tech knowledge to complete online order and may not be able to wait on phone forever due to anxiety. BOP needs to
reconsider delivery for sick and at risk patients . All dispensaries should us same online ordering system and post all info thc terpenes and
lineage on websites . Me and a few other patients have created our own patient advisory board you will be hearing from us soon.
the current prices.
It seems that Ohio’s MMJ powers that be have taken advantage of the legal status of MMJ, exploiting the legal nature of buying from a
dispensary (versus the black market) to charge unreasonably high prices.
PEOPLE OVER 65 SHOULD NOT HAVE TO PAY STATE TAX &amp;#39;S ON ANY PURCHASE. THANK&amp;#39;S
NO COMMENTS
now having to make a decision, can I afford both. My child will go to college, so I may have to stop my medical treatment to help pay for her
to continue her education and it scares me as my treatment has helped so much the past 2 years. We did take advantage of the scholarship
offer and hoping she gets accepted. Thank you for offering that.
Prices are high. I struggle at time to be able to afford it. But it has helped me a lot.
The price is very hard to keep up with, it makes it hard to afford to do anything else.
The availability of preferred products is inconsistent.
Vosts is biggest factor. I&#39;m a veteran which I am lucky to get 30% discount. But everyone also gets same discount if they purchase
enough product. I am not complaining that normal customers are getting discounts is just everybody gets the discounts whether a vet,
indigent or regular customer. Costs are way too elevated. You will never rid the state of black market with pricing structure that is currently
being used. I have family that could easily qualify for mmc but when a person can go to cvs and pay 2.00 for a script of Xanax or just about
any other drug that has been deemed a narcotic. It makes it difficult to justify changing to a much safer medication but COST is the factor.
Prices are out of my budget. Need to try and cut back on necessary items to purchase.
The high amount of supplies for the flower a day is too low i have to buy 4 bottles of the 2.83 grams just to last me 3 days we need better
supplies to last longer every person is diff in how much they can smoke i run outta my days in a months time it dont last me 45 days when
I&#39;m done then I have to go with out till my scripts are ready again
Prices per ounce are still a little steep. The days situation is a lot better.
COLO, MICH, D.C., MARYLAND, WASH, IL, AND OREGON !!!!STOP BEING GREEDY OHIO; MEDICAL FEES: $250+ !!!!!!!OTHER STATES THAT
HAVE BEEN MENTIONED EARLIER FEES RANGE FROM: $25‐$55...... STOP BEING GREEDY OHIO ‐ OR THIS STATE WILL REMAIN BEING CALLED,
&quot;SLO‐HIO&quot; GET IT ?!!!
containers to an extent, but would prefer glass or recycled material. The worst is the batteries that come with vaping material. I have far too
many I do not need and I&#39;m sure it effects the pricing as well. Being able to only purchase syringes and cartridges without the batteries
would be great!
We are grateful for the Ohio Medical Marijuana program, it has give us great relief.
excessive price gouging for basic products as there is no competition in lot of areas. For how many people there are in this state, there
should be significantly more allowed sqft of cultivation space as well. I feel the BOP is over‐regulating the industry and artificially increasing
prices by not allowing businesses to operate. Yes, this is a medical product, but it is not a pharmaceutical product. People are choosing
Cannabis over pharmaceuticals for a reason. The limited buying power from the days system is prohibitive for anyone with a tolerance and
needlessly confusing and hard to track. In Colorado, a state that has had a ton of success, they had an ounce a day limit, which is
significantly higher then out 5‐8 ounces in 90. Why is there no one day supply for flower? Why cant dispo&#39;s handle customer
I wish there was better education at the point of purchase on how to use the product
I want my indigent status to purchase cheaper medical marijuana
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Unfortunately, my comments are negative. 3 months ago I stopped purchasing medical marijuana, for 2 reasons. First reason is I&amp;#39;m
not certain I like the effects of marijuana. I guess I still need to figure that out. The second reason is significant to me. I&amp;#39;m not
comfortable with the staff at the dispensary near me (Wickliffe). This isn&amp;#39;t about all of the staff at the facility, but one individual in
particular. An older man who seems to care less about me as a customer. He&amp;#39;s not friendly or pleasant at all. Seems to not care if
the customer gets attention or not.For example, during the days when curbside dispensing was the only thing available, I pulled up to the
building and all of the parking spots marked for their customers were occupied. I pulled in the very next spot. He ignored me. When I got his
attention by calling him from my window, he told me I needed to move over 1 spot. So I did. Then he decided to not service me at all. Only
patient in the state of Ohio, however. Being a patient is not a simple task. The time required at each dispensary is not pleasant, the variety of
products is limited, there are only 4 dispensaries within a one hour drive of Dayton. Only a couple are worth visiting. I know the disgraced
&amp;amp; ousted Speaker Householder played a sizable roll during the passing of this legislation. I hope moving forward things will change.
Thank you.
concentrates, tinctures, oils, etc. The total amount of THC in any plant product is WAY less and yet it counts as about twice as much towards
my daily supply. This really needs to be addressed. I&#39;d also very much like to see the total cost come down as it is still very expensive
compared to other states.
again. Overall the prices are too expensive. Especially when you consider none of us can submit our medicine needs to insurance like with
REAL medical medications. Drop the prices by 75% overall. My biggest frustration with the program is my inability to ever, and I mean ever,
get the EXACT same product, for the same price, on more than one occasion. Once I think I have found a brand that works well for me
medicinally, not to mention financially, it&#39;s never there again, ever! FIX THIS. We must have access to the same product every time if
needed in order for this to work well. It also greatly bothers me that we Veterans are discriminated against in the sense that I am NEVER
eligible to take part in a sale offer or promotion, AND receive my veterans discount at the same time. This is highly unethical. Lower the
Too expensive, I&#39;m on disability and can&#39;t afford to buy enough for the month
Program works great for me, overall heath has greatly improved, no longer require pain medication and symptoms are easy to manage
Nice clean, knowledgeable people. Dom at Blooms is my man. So he is able to really help. I’d love to be able to call or order and have it
delivered. Hope they would get one in town! As the drive is hindering.
&amp; more. I don’t take narcotics bc they don’t help, the drs are worthless and fear of addiction..... this helps me so much everyday.
Thankful to have this avail. The prices are way to high even with my discount. But manage best I can on fixed income. The staff at the
Canton Botanist on Greentree are amazing. So professional helpful thoughtful kind considerate. I’ve worked in corporate America for 40
years and cust Svc all my life. These employees excel. Many thx
I would like to see more detailed information about the strains and effects of the products listed on the item&#39;s web page.
We need drive thru s......
Hello I am very glad I get to express my thoughts on Ohio dispensaries. Lets start with all Ohio Dispo&#39;s online menu&#39;s suck they are
awful. PUT IN MORE EFFORT with WEBSITES please!!1st‐ Delivery and Ordering Online should already be a thing, what is Ohio waiting for it is
very neglecting towards patients that Ohio doesn&#39;t offer that.2nd‐ ONLINE MENUS FOR ALL OHIO DISPO&#39;S NEED TO BE 100%
accurate/updated 24/7 that should be REQUIRED. Also Having The Exact Strain Name and a Detailed List of How The Strain Makes you Feel
and % of how much THC and CBD( ALL OF WHAT I JUST LISTED SHOULD BE ON EVERY SINGLE WEBSITE MENU) i&#39;m sorry but it is
Complete Bullshit how Ohio is doing medical cannabis IT NEEDS CHANGED. 3rd‐ The Prices are to much Why are you charging almost 100$
for not even a FULL GRAM OF WAX. I bet if you sold wax for 45‐65$ OHIO WOULD SALE SO MUCH MORE WAX AND PRODUCTS IF YOU FIX
doctors need better info/training
No concerns, Thank You!
took other forms of payment besides cash only, I don&amp;#39;t like carrying large sums of cash. The program days confuse me but
I&amp;#39;m new to this so hopefully I figure them out over time. Hope to have more dispensaries in my area one day. Although
I&amp;#39;m very happy with veri life dispensary. Extremely pleased that medical marijuana is legal and available in my state, Ohio. It truly
helps with my medical conditions.
Take away the 45/45 split and let the limit be 1‐2 oz a day like Michigan !!!!!!
I am very happy with my dispensary. People are very helpful and informative.
a good experience so I haven&#39;t gone back in almost a year. I may consider it again if there were online/delivery options. I&#39;m not
leaving the house due to Covid.
Without warning I recurved an email stating my medical card had been revoked. This was after having my medical card for Over four months.
I have attempted to reach the prescribing physician but the Ohio green team will not return my calls.
Due to coronavirus I believe that I should be able to pick up a higher supply to limit trips
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Everyone has been very helpful. I always appreciate their recommendations
2020. I was told there that the card was no longer valid as the ISSUE date was June 20, 2019 so it had expired on June 20, 2020 despite the
expiration date written on it. I had driven 60 miles to this dispensary. They told me that this kind of thing occurs there daily. This is
completely unacceptable. They could not even tell me who to contact in order to register a complaint n. I can no longer afford the $150 cost
(which is not covered by health insurance) of seeing a doctor to renew my card. I am without a card now.
Availability of bulk flower is an issue. Pricing is ridiculous. Should be regulated more.
Wildly different pricing
It is virtually impossible to keep track of how many days supply I have left. Just do away with this provision in the law.
Remove the day system. It&#39;s complicated and one of the major hurdles which causes excessive wait times for patients. See below for
further. Fix Remove the tier system. It&#39;s arbitrary as product strength is relative to terpene delivery &amp; patient tolerance, as well as
other factors.Remove the 70% THC cap on concentrates/oils. Processors have begun adding CBD or additional [sometimes non‐native]
terpenes in order to cut the product down below the required strength, and it affects patient medication levels.Remove nonstandard sizing
(2.83/5.66/8.49) packages. It interferes with the standardization process in MMJ production/packaging/website design/etc. Sell in standard
sizes which exist in every other state (1/3.5/7.07/14.15/28.3). Replace the day system with the maximum product allowed.Establish a
caregiver/patient grow system to the state of Michigan&#39;s in order to provide medication to patients with less money. It will force the
It should be available for more medical conditions because it is beneficial to so many more
Why can I still be fired from my job if they find out I am oUsing medical marijuana for a job that does not require me to operate heavy
machinery or other safety issues. And Why can I still be refused work for testing positive for marijuana during hiring drug screen. If I have a
medical marijuana card and am not under the influence during work?
Pricing is expensive but the selection is nice and it has been very helpful with my pain.
The cost of the products is double than other states. My 78 year old mother cannot afford the medical marijuana, so I pay for other things
so that she can afford the marijuana.
Nothing at this time
It’s simply unaffordable. It costs way too much to get a months supply of Medical Marijuana. So I haven’t use the dispensaries for the last six
months because I can’t afford it it
N/A
See my previous purchases. Raise limits. Reduce the prices. Some things that could be done to achieve this: standardize packaging with no
branding besides the information label so money is being spent on the products instead of packaging; use already standardized dispensing
containers and amounts,do not provide batteries‐these last for years,can be easily bought for a one time cost which is lower than receiving a
&quot;disposable&quot; battery every time which also requires specific recycling; separate the products into categories and allow for them
to be purchased by different units,they are different types of products with different uses; remove the hard deadlines for fills and allow one
year recommendations with a rotating fill period that starts at the limit of some units set,a purchase deducts an amount,every day after the
purchase adds a used day&#39;s units back until the limit is reached again; more units per day to help small purchases,e.g. 4 units for oil,
Need a delivery option as a cancer patient.
I personally think that the medical marijuana prices are too high and need to be lowered! $40+ dollars for less than 3 grams is rather
expensive and that needs to be adjusted.
The medical marijuana has helped me get off 3 medications.
and I am not legally protected. Also prices are very high, ic a product works well for me I have to keep searching and travel further because
product is not available. I feel due t OJ regulations I am being discriminated to use th IU s medication on my rented apartment as well as job
wise
It is difficult to call in an order regardless of which dispensary I use. The hold wait times are ridiculous. It is quicker to go in. I just found out I
can order on‐line. Will see how easy that is.
Prices are too high.
Need to lower prices in Ohio.Need to allow the medical card holders grow there own marijuana!
The prices are way TOO HIGH in Ohio. Other states have far more selection and are less than 1/2 the price. Ohio is very limited with options.
I would like to see a dispensary closer to my county.
I feel you should have physicians available to accept patients that are on medical marijuana. Around here once your PCP finds out you are
on medical marijuana they label you as a druggie and stop seeing you as a patient.
the staff at both dispensaries I go to are well educated, professional and always helpful
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my medication! I don’t have to have a card to get any other medicine! QUIT BEING GREEDY,PEOPLE NEED THEIR MEDICATION! There also
shouldn’t be a stupid limit and time period bullshit! It doesn’t make sense.. it’s like I’m being punished for not being able to go to dispensary
everyday! I can only go when I can barely afford it! I can’t even get my card renewed because I DONT HAVE 200 to pay the doctor AGAIN and
another 50 FOR THE DAMN CARD! It’s greedy and irresponsible of the state of OHIO to be doing this to people who like me REQUIRE IT TO
FUNCTION WITHOUT PHYSICAL AND MENTAL PAIN!! I CANT GET MY MEDS BECAUSE I CANT AFFORD ALL THIS ADDED NONSENSE! THANKS
FOR NOTHING!!
thanks
I dont support the Ohio unit. The state needs to offer 3.5 or 1 gram increments. This offers more buying options for patients needs. 2.8 is the
smallest amount available for consumption? The new unit program doesn’t make much sense at all. Vaporizer cartridges are outrageously
too expensive for such a little amount. Same goes for concentrate and edibles. There’s no variety offered to patients across the board, seeing
as every dispensary offers the same products on their menus. I would imagine that would be because you don’t offer outside businesses the
opportunity to open already established branded cannabis companies in the state of Ohio(which you seriously should reconsider to save the
program). Also, it makes no sense why the state puts such a small cap on the allotment allowed for a patient and horrible system put in place
to keep track. In short, be more like Michigan. Offer other states access to medicine, not just Ohioans. Raise the amount you can purchase
Home grow should be an option available to all patients.
The Monroe Strawberry dispensaries has only one phone line for call in or not enough people to answer the phone for call in orders, I tried
online and couldn’t get through it either. Need to update systems and hire more people to answer phone lines.
It’s expensive, so I make fewer trips and always by the small portions. The shake they offer doesn’t rid of my swelling so I buy the 2.5 ounces
which cost more. I do wish it was more affordable so I can get more relief for my health issues
Prices are too high is my only problem. Thanks
Laws and regulations that make up this program are completely arbitrary and deters potential patients away from a program that helps
people. The day cost for flower makes zero sense.
To high on price and the limits in days suck
view my days?
Full product information needs to be available online. The prices are too high for amount of product given. Either prices should be lower or
standard 1/4 system implemented with current pricing.
Husband got laid off 3‐16‐2020 and his unemployment is way less money then when we was working and I have very little money left sfter I
pay my bills. So I haven&amp;#39;t been going, When I get some extra money I will be back.
The prices are very high. I prefer using edibles but I cannot afford them as they are priced much higher than plant material which is already
very expensive (600.00+) monthly. This is a real hardship on someone retired on a fixed income.
The days system is frankly confusing, with the way each individual patient responds to cannabis there should be no limit to amounts
purchased or cannabinoid content. I have personally noticed that tolerance builds rapidly but once my system is saturated the pain relief
became much more effective. Also, I would rather use less product with a higher percentage to get my relief.
flower.
Very satisfied. My life is so much better. Thank you!
be very costly.
advice from staff is subjective based on their own experience. The price of the products is outlandishly expensive ‐ it is almost criminal. And I
am routinely hearing of people who have a mm card and are buying and reselling on the street. This is unacceptable. The staff is very kind
and friendly though and they are trying their best.
Products need to be sold in monthly, bi‐monthly, or bulk packaging to reduce costs, wait times at dispensary, and travel expenses. More
dispensaries would help drive costs down and end the horrible wait times. Would also be nice as a patient to be able to grow 2 or 3 plants a
year to save money, waiting at dispensaries, and travel 30‐60 miles one way, two times a month.
complaints thoroughly. The prices are ridiculous considering cannabis is to be for people suffering in our state. People with PTSD like myself
run out of supply days too soon because we need it to help us remain calm. The program is ran like a state dictatorship. The program also
feels like its about money and not about helping ill people.
We need lower prices or more consistency on stronger tier2 products
Ohio&#39;s pricing/weight system needs to look to Colorado/California cannabis is an abundant resource , $300 dollar ounces are ridiculous
, 10 other states have same for $80 up to $275 for the same ounce , weight and quality , point being patients deserve AFFORDABLE cannabis
to use how it suits THEM and there NEEDS , thank you !!!
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I have been using medical marijuana for over 4 years. I discovered I had osteoporious which explained the pain that i experienced. Ouch!!
Thank you Medical marijuana!!!!! No pain pills for me.
I would like to see more discounts on large purchases. I put in an online order and the dispensary couldn’t find it?? And I got to wait anyway.
Not pleased. I don’t like the people in Bloom open carrying firearms. It is unnerving and intimidating.
The prices are too high and my private insurance doesn&#39;t pay for any of it despite the fact it is medically prescribed by my doctors for
many different health reasons.
don&amp;#39;t have money left for any product. This is supposed to help people but some can&amp;#39;t afford it. It&amp;#39;s too
expensive! Even just to get the card! I don&amp;#39;t work and haven&amp;#39;t been able to get on disability yet so have no income. So I
am just sitting here with the card and still suffering.
START CHECKING EXPERATION DATES, IVE HAD EXPIRED PRODUCT, CHECK THE LABEL, CAN U SELL EXPIRED FLOWER?
I am so grateful to this program because cannabis has helped me so much. I&#39;ve been able to avoid strong meds that would have had
bad side effects and higher risk.
drivers license had an expired date. But due to being high risk for being infected by C19, I exercised my option to wait to to renew, as
suggested on the Ohio BMV website.I was told that the management said “The license bureau is open so they can get it renewed.” The state
clearly recognizes a 90 day extension to the state ID expiration date. I shouldn’t be denied access to my medication because of this, as
without it my quality of life is seriously decreased and the only alternative are very highly addictive medications. Not one dispensary in the
area has online ordering and one dispensary puts you on hold for 20 ‐30 minutes every time I tried to make an order for pick up.
Need more days Do away with the 45 and 90
The prices should come down
1. The daily limits and 45 day allotments is unnecessary and confusing for patients. People require varying amounts of thc and putting an
arbitrary number on how much patients can purchase does not make sense2. Cost is too high. It’s cruel to charge people so much for
medicine. Approving more licenses for growers and processors would lower prices and increase competition.3. Allow patients to grow their
own cannabis. Many patients can’t even shop at dispensaries because of the high prices. Allowing patients to grow personal amounts of
medicine would expand access and allow people to have safe access to medicine4. Get rid of the 70% cap on concentrates. Get rid of tier 1
and tier 2 flower system. No other regulated market does this. Processors are actually cutting concentrates with cbd isolate in order to get
their products below 70%. This cbd isolate isn’t made in Ohio and is often times not tested and subjected to the same stringent testing as
No
no tiers..
We need more dispensaries
I would like to share that my quality of life (mentally and physically)has improved greatly since becoming a Medical Marijuana patient.
I never get to use my medical marijuana. This has been the case for over a decade since I have always worked in healthcare. I can&#39;t even
responsibly use my medication in the privacy of my own home. It sucks. How many lives does alcohol destroy? And in shockingly brutal
fashion. Thank you for legalizing medical marijuana Ohio but this patient never gets to actually use it.
Prices are too high. Prices to obtain card too high. Ridicilous.
The vape pens! I wish I could buy just the cartridge. Why must they sell the pen too?? I have a collection of pens which I don’t know what to
do with?? Recycle? Safe for trash?? Sell only the cartridge
This has changed my life, for the better. I am so grateful for this program. And changing the days has been a lot better as it’s easier for us to
keep track of the days used and what is left within the cycle. I hope you keep the calculation of days like it is now.
This is by far the worst cannabis program i&amp;#39;ve used. You don&amp;#39;t even see the patients or employees as people,
recommending doctors NEED proper cannabis training need to be monitored for scamming patients money, if they have negative biases with
weed they shouldn&amp;#39;t be allowed to provide recommendations, all you guys do is see us as a cash cow for the state and its
disgusting.You realise this makes people go back to using opiates,give dispensaries &amp;amp; cultivators more options
power&amp;amp;control over how this is run because unlike doctors &amp;amp; the state THEY ACTUALLY HAVE PROPER TRAINING,
EDUCATION (most of the employees have worked in other legal states ‐ they know what to do if youd let them work)&amp;amp; CARE FOR
THE PATIENTS.Get rid of the current day count &amp;amp;Ohio weights, use the common systems of measurement 1 gram, 2 gram 8ths
The card and registration only is 12 months at a time. Expected it to be closer to a drivers license expiration:4 years.
but those tend to get clogged and half of what you paid for is waisted and at the prices that are charged is high. You can buy black market
carts for 40.00 a whole gram with flavors clean carts, and runts. I am sharing this with you so you have knowledge on why people may have
their cards but are forced to the streets and back alley or conner dealers. I prefer my medical products but if it is costing a arm and leg and
down the street you can buy two for the price of one people are going to go where they can get to get their meds at a price they can afford.
So price and product quality are the main concerns.
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purchased.
The program is working quite well from my perspective.
Sales and discounts should not be limited to disabled people as we all have some type of ailment that is allowing for us to be patients. I think
that prices should be controlled based on the tier and still not try to make it so expensive. I find a huge benefit from the program but also
needs to fix the flaws. For example, the days and how it is controlled is really not great. Some days may be better than others and it should
not go by days. Or at least fix it to where you cant lose or be without days to purchase.
Prices are too high!
Michigan&#39;s level
cannot question my provider.
Pricing a little high Example. 10 gummies $45Otherwise good experience and it’s helping my issues.
responsibility of determining dosage and how much medicine they need to keep on hand to meet their needs, not the dispensary or the
state.
Price and variety are still a big issue. Also, I can not understand how to track my &quot;remaining supply&quot; at all. It make zero sense to
me. I just go and hope they&#39;ll give me what I ask for.
The program has enabled me to live a daily better quality of life.
My wife cannot get her caregiver card even though she has been approved. Can you help.? I don’t understand what the staff is saying
The prices are too high! I can find better products on the street for less money. Too difficult to get product from dispensaries... they do not
answer their phone... I have wasted entire days dialing and dialing the dispensary, only to be disconnected... you get through only chance.
On‐line, you get too little product description or product unavailability.
There are too few dispensaries causing little competition and too high prices.
All is good other than pricing of the products. I’d like to see prices come down.
It costs to much to be able to purchase enough to get my pain under control. The track your purchases and available days left really sucks
I believe that while the intentions of the State of Ohio are good the views of medical marijuana are skewed. The tiering system is pointless
and unfortunately the way things are priced at the dispensaries some people cant afford to buy at a dispensary and are still going to street
dealers to get lower prices. I can fortunately afford to purchase all of my medical marijuana at dispensaries but the people who really need it
can not afford the doctor fee&#39;s to get verified and even if they could they can not afford the prices.
1/3 of the prices here.
THE MENUS AVAILABLE ONLINE FROM THE MONROE OJIO DISPENSARY DO NOT GIVE THE THC/CBD INFO ON THE MENU.
Wait times are excessive. No shelter from weather while waiting in line
It is very expensive for its Mount that is a given weed on the streets you get a lot more for a lot less and I&#39;m just being honest
all of the drugs and able to maintain a healthy lifestyle post cancer. The staff was so helpful explaining all the strains and what was best for
my condition.
distribution are illogical. The prices shouldn’t be as expensive as they are &amp;amp; all dispensaries should follow the standard 28 gram
ounce model. All high to low end strains should be priced accordingly including quantities that are lower than 28 grams i.e. (14g, 7g, 3.5g
&amp;amp; 1g). Also the monopoly of permits issued for dispensaries &amp;amp; distribution warehouses are disproportional. Another
issue is oil cartridges they should be sold standard from 1g to .5g. Final note patients should be able view plant products via a microscope to
get a better understanding of the medicine being purchased. Other than those issues I hope you appreciate my constructive criticism.
Hopefully these surveys will change the program for the better &amp;amp; will cater to patients who have a card but can not afford
triple street prices.
The state needs to allow more growers so theirs bigger sections in the dispensary &amp; so the price can come down. It&#39;s kinda
expensive &amp; I think it&#39;s hard to find a oz
Need to work on pricing and better selection.
SO MUCH MORE EXPENSIVE THAN ANY OTHER STATE,MIGHT NOT BE SO BAD IF YOU COULD GET AN EIGHTH FOR $50 OR LESS INSTEAD OF
2.83 GRAMS (RIP OFF)
Medical marijuana as a reliever of chronic pain seems to be very &amp;quot;trial and error&amp;quot;. I have had limited success so far.
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dispensary&amp;#39;s menu (Terrasana) is missing at least one piece of information. Descriptions are incomplete and sometimes
misleading. I have been told different things about the same products (misinformed twice about one of them). I feel the staff and the menu
are not complete in sharing correct information about each product. Also, the availability is inconsistent. I prefer to skip the dispensary
altogether‐ there is much better and less expensive product on the street. The state of Ohio made a real mess of this program and have left
us with an inadequate system that overcharges and doesn&amp;#39;t do much to help chronic conditions‐ it seems like this was just a
moneymaker for Republicans without patients&amp;#39; needs in mind. I am extremely dissatisfied with our state&amp;#39;s approach to
The product I like is usually out, but I can always find something else to purchase. I can’t go to dispensary as often because it’s a little
expensive. Street prices are better.
Its bad enough we pay more n have less selections than elsewhere. Then when you find something you like they never have it!
I am so glad we have a great program like this. Please keep this program. It is helping so many people. THANK YOU.
It&#39;s expensive and currently I am unemployed so it&#39;s unfortunately not going to last too much longer unless I can find employment
soon after being unemployed due to medical complications and COVID‐19
The prices in ohio dispensaries are too high
have to go without it
pricing has placed an unfair burden on us. Even with discounts. Other states have allowed it so I don’t see why in Ohio we can’t do the
same!!!!!
The staff at the Springfield dispensary are very friendly and helpful.
program as opposed to OR and CO is the serving size (2.83 grams instead of 1/8 oz. 1/4 oz, etc. portions) and selection. Products like
concentrates, oil cartridges and edibles are becoming more available but pricing is still about twice what the same amount would cost in CO
and OR. I also have trouble finding the strains I found most helpful in CO and OR.
I am satisfied with the relief it has given me and my ability to sleep
because no dispensary in OH offered sugar free edibles. Only recently, I found one dispensary had only one sugar free edible (chocolate bar)
&amp; it was rather pricey. I’m very disappointed how “behind the curve” that OH is pertaining to medical marijuana products. From my
point of view, no one even gave a 2nd thought to diabetic patients. That is extremely unfortunate. I’ve been upset, stressed out and utterly
disappointed at surrounding states that offer sugar free edibles, larger variety of edibles &amp; lower cost. The State of OH needs to move
forward quickly to “catch up” with other states. Medical marijuana in OH is subpar &amp; needs dramatic improvements made.
the patients are unraveling with its use. There are going to be a lot of unemployable people, simply due to the fact that those who make the
rules about hiring have very little (if any ) information about the benefits and how this avenue is an absolute life saver for most. This route
for me is far better than any medical coverage I have ever had.
We really need the cost to come down.
Lack of consistent supply, strains change to often leaving people when they find a strain that works wondering if they will ever see it more
then once.People on SSD should be given the lower rates automatically.
disparity.
curing procedures, but my husband hasn’t been able to get a certain strain that really really helps him for about 4 weeks now. There needs
to be more product grown so that way patients don’t have to find something else that might work but if it doesn’t or it’s too harsh then the
patient is out that money and medication. Verdant Chillicothe has always been clean and employees take their jobs seriously and are
knowledgeable about products. My husband has Lupus this program has truly improved his quality of life.
to keep track without having to ask an associate to look into it. Otherwise, I greatly appreciate that any of this is even possible and want to
include that this program has helped me immensely.
Would be very helpful if medical insurance picked up part of the cost; very expensive, but appreciate having this option vs use of opioids that
I was being prescribed for over ten years.
I have not tried to purchase anything since COVID19 has been around. Afraid to go out in public like that. Will look into curbside.
It is very expensive. Could definitely use lower prices.
I get what I can and as much as I can then I try and make it last as long as possible because not always do I have the money for it. Sometimes
it&#39;s expensive so I do everything I can to make what I get last. But I do enjoy using it when Im able to buy alot to last me.
It costs too much. It should be covered like my other perscriptions.
Needs to be priced lower.
to wait. I&#39;m in pain constantly, but I have no help paying for pain medicine. I wish I could find help with paying for pain meds. It&#39;s
way to costly when you have mortgage, electric, gas, phone,and water. If you can help that would be great,if not I&#39;ll keep choosing
Bill&#39;s over pain meds not by choice but by having place to live.
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WAY too over priced!
to get what I need then the following month purchase a fresh batch of that same strain. Currently, this is not possible/capable. I have to
monitor the variety BEFORE venturing to dispensary just to ensure it’s in‐stock. One wouldn’t take Immodium if you need a Nexium. We
need constant strain supply.Secondly, The variety name changes are creating confusions, both Ohio mandated and company product
naming. You can not locate information on these strains and have to rely on “similar” to see if benefits will achieve goals. Example, I can not
locate any information regarding ‘Kings Mustache’ but presume it has something to do with the 3Kings crossbreed, but with what is unclear.
There is no lineage markers to make this easy. If you are going to force a name change, you need to provide its root variety somewhere that
I think the 45 days is stupid and also the amount you can buy in those 45 days is dumb I have a high tolerance and not only that it shouldn’t
matter how much I buy because y’all making money off everything I buy anyway.
Some of the Doctors are flaky !
I would like to see the form of consumption changed within the state, to add the ability to openly combust. While the vaping method does
help, the activation time can take longer.
It should not be controlled. It should be free market.
To far of a drive, please allow more to open. They are all in the same area in central Ohio, all franklin county, all by downtown. Need more
options in Delaware county not only Franklin! Shouldn’t have to drive 30 minutes each way.
This marijuana program is the worst program in the entire country.
dispensary a second chance. Still uninformed, non listening, attendants with extremely high prices. Even Michigan is highly priced. The Ohio
dispensary visits were not made in the last 6 months so my answers are in reference to michigan dispensaries. I don’t go to Ohio any more.
Sure would like to, though. I would like to grow my own so I can use the cannabinoids that treat my conditions. EX: CBN will help me sleep. It
is hard finding reliable sources. I can’t seem to find a product that works for me a second time. This is usually a tincture. If I could grow the
strains I need, I could make the tinctures I need without worry that I won’t be able to find the product again, or have to pay for a product
that didn’t do what I thought it would do for me. Thank you for checking with us to see how it is going. Medical Marijuana has been a God
Lower prices would be great. More information about strains/products. More options available, especially with CBD along with THC.
It has changed my life. No pain now.And is safe.I thank you for this service with all my heart.
Happy to be able to use medical for pain, but very expensive. The “days” are very confusing and to be honest irrelevant. It’s legal (should be
federally), quit with the “days.”
Please add the ability to grow at home. Dispensary product is great but with such a high price people are being driven to Michigan or black
market sources. Homegrow would allow patients easier access to medication.
The cost is outrageous. I would like to see more clearly marked terepenes information on the products. The product needs to be hand
trimmed and fresher. Most flower that I have purchased has been overly dried.
The process and expire dates for renewing cards are extremely confusing. Tracking day&#39;s supply is terribly confusing and cumbersome.
Great effort so far. Kind people.
Please sell 1/8 and 1/4 ounces instead of 1/10 and 1/5 ounces
Get rid of the tier system and make each 1/10 equal a one day supply.
I just think it is very expensive for the marijuana being that it is just a plant. So expensive wish it was cheaper for all.
The prices in Ohio are absolutely ridiculous. You can LITERALLY go to any dispensary in Ohio and get any product, and as soon as you cross
the boarder to Michigan you pay only a fraction of the cost for the exact same products. Obviously some products are not available in both
states, but there are plenty of products that you get the same product, same brand, same type, same quantity, and you pay 1/2 the price in
Michigan than you do in Ohio, sometimes even less. Ohio prohibits smoking or combusting, but the concentrates and edibles are extremely
lacking in selection and availability. Again, cross into Michigan and they have abundantly more products available In The concentrates and
edibles categories. I’m extremely disappointed and very frustrated with Ohio and how they are handling medical marijuana. The wait times
are very long, menus are not kept updated, product choice is horrible and very small, and prices are significantly higher than other states.
for praise and also, I am not a stigma stoner, and neither are many patients today, especially veterans. I am an athlete, although hurt and
healing. I am a mother, a wife. I own my own business. I do yoga, Taekwondo. Marijuana helps me do all these things I couldn&amp;#39;t do
immediately before and after discharge from service. So here are a few things:Uotal plant use is key, but can use more days when treating
PTSD: vaporization is fineCan&amp;#39;t limit how much one person has for everybody!Different conditions require different plant matter,
therefore different tiers, and different purchases. Some people just need more or have higher tolerance. There&amp;#39;s research and
more to be done, and Ohio is capable of bringing medicinal revolutions, so to speak. So either make it fully legal, or give patients with
The prices are more crippling than the conditions that it is needed for. Restrictions are criminal in themselves. Legalize and decriminalize. Let
down the 45/90 restriction because it is hurting more than it’s helping.
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I use the About Wellness dispensary in Lebanon. The staff is excellent. Very friendly, knowledgeable and helpful. Bravo!
updated to calculate days left? The employees at the dispensary are counting days on the screen manually! This is 2020, the website should
be able to do this
I only take it at night and it’s life changing with no bowl effects like pain meds and no hangover like sleep meds that don’t really work to
begin with.
enjoy paying $50 for an edible that only has a small amount in it to help with my pain. I end up having to eat more than packaged with no
effect at all or ease to my pain.
Way OVERPRICED ??
cultivation. It would cut down on costs while still providing revenue via the stores for gear and seed, taxes for the state, but those who can
grow could save themselves some money.
I don’t like control on days And how much I can buy
isn’t that great. Again the cost per the amount you get is not affordable at all. It’s much cheaper to go to Michigan and get product. And you
get more for the money. The quality is much better too.
dispensary in Michigan, and that is a 220 mile round trip drive. I have a dispensary 8 miles from my home, but the prices are just too high. I
have purchased Ohio products this year, and the quality was subpar to Michigan. My pain from my fibromyalgia wasn’t even touched.
Products from Michigan keep me very satisfied.
Cost is absurd. This is something I need and keeps me for using opioid medications.
The prices are really too high. You shouldn&#39;t be forced to choose between medicine or basic needs.
more like a money grab.
There needs to be a constant supply of product . Example : if I buy a flower product this month that works well for my ptsd it may never be
back in stock at the same dispensary or it may be months for the same product to return . This makes it hard to treat an ailment if the
products aren’t constantly in stock or if are changed all the time . Also there are not enough teir 2 flower products .
Get in line with Michigan!!!!
Pricey but enjoy knowing there are checks in place to protect the quality
I am on total disability is there price discount for me.
money for other life expenses. Mental Health treatment should not be either/or. I should not be restricted from having access to the medical
substance which prevents PTSD due to socio‐economic constraints, or at least I would argue such a system is morally wrong. So many things
about Ohio&#39;s program is wrong and intentionally designed to be expensive and cluttered with red tape. I&#39;d rather more republican
legislators not decide if I get to feel like a full human being based on how much money I have (or don&#39;t) to fund medicinal costs. At this
point the program seems like a cruel joke.
me to go back for a refund. The last time I went to a dispensary the double charged me on days with every single product I got. The charged
me 60 days!!!! That cost me two hours of my time once I had found out because the only way to fix it was to return to the dispensary that
over charged me since they wouldn’t answer my phone calls. Verdant in Newark is where most of my problems occur not to mention
horrible customer service.
aware that there is significant risk smoking vs other methods, however vaporization does still leave limited thc in the flower without any
beneficial terpenes remaining this wastes money. Given the high cost, combined with lack of any insurance that will cover the cost, we
should be able to make the decision after consulting a doctor . While it might seem minor the amount left over can be the difference
between taking or not taking our medication for a couple days when money is short.
I wish I could find a store in eaton Ohio it is just hard to ride long rides
by and we&#39;re not able to get the medication that is needed unfortunately it helps me out in public to where I can work I am also a
veteran and I don&#39;t understand we automatically get a discount for being a veteran however we&#39;re not allowed to get any of the
discounts that the other customers get which means we really don&#39;t get much that much of a discount because the dispensary is always
giving discounts to regular customers
Besides kinda expensive for me I&#39;m happy with medical marijuana
Seems the dispensaries in Ohio are big business making big profits. Not as much concerned with helping people get the right products at an
affordable price. The one even bragged about having a digital toilet that cost $5000 and then sold my husband on several products he could
not use. They were the wrong strain and produced manic type symptoms. That was before I had my caregiver card and could in with him.
I have limited my purchases because it is cost‐prohibitive. Since it is not covered by insurance, it is difficult to afford to purchase adequate
amounts, so I am utilizing this in tandem with my other pain medications instead of replacing those medications like I had desired.
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with my pain related, anxiety, sleep, ability to eat. But the cost is ungodly and the purchasing program unwieldy. Both defeat the purpose.
Also the product quality is inconsistent and stock isn&#39;t always consistently available. How about asking users how to develop a program
that truly benefits patients?
I like the controls over quality.
Need to carry larger amounts in single bags.
employer.
I am grateful this program is finally available to those who need it. This saves me from having to take multiple unnecessary medications. The
dispensary employees are very helpful and the place is pristine.
I pray we can eventually order online and do a drive through. This is still very embarrassing for some people to even be using it.
reduce pricing between 25‐50% off so a person can buy without sacificing something else needed
so i find stain that works but its not there next visit its a guessing game at the counter
It is very helpful. My lower feels better when I lay down
buy a strain that doesn&amp;#39;t help at all, so I have to try a different strain... All that is taking my money and the amount I can obtain...
whilst I am trying to get one that works.
nurses. It&#39;s sad that you have to get the government to let you do it. As if we&#39;re children and have NO control over what we to
with our own bodies.
medication‐vaporization only is silly, combustion should be legal‐dispensaries should list the amount of days each item will cost you in the
menu‐online portal is a joke. No way to easily see what you have left‐45 day supply is not enough for chronic pain if your tolerance is even
slightly above average‐a wider variety of distributors is needed ‐beneleaves peach hypno gummies need to be banned for human
consumption. They are HORRIBLE they taste like burnt tiresThanks for everything you guys do for us. While there are numerous flaws with
our system I am so thankful I can finally obtain my medication legally.
I have no idea why marijuana is illegal in the first place. What&#39;s the difference besides that and alcohol? Weed makes you more mellow
and alcohol makes you more emotional and sometimes violent and angry. Weed makes you listen to the details and slows you down so you
can smell the roses...really smell the roses. Alcohol makes you skip right over the roses.
not agree with him or his seizure disorder. Please reevaluate the rules and understand that not all bodies metabolize products the same way
or as intended. My son is a very rare case and definitely a minority when it comes to how he can use medical Marijuana. Marijuana is his life
line and is the only medicine that keeps his seizures and self injurous behavior controlled. He use to have 35 seizures a day until we started
giving him cannabis. Four years seizure free. Please change the laws. For the sake of my sons life.
N/A
I think it’s a wonderful option for treating my conditions. It’s helped me a great deal.
When dispensaries allow patients to order ahead, please create a separate line for those who are there to pick up. I order product before I
arrive because I do not want to wait in the long line. If I&#39;m having a hard day, I just want to get my product and get home asap. When I
go to Bloom Medicinals, there&#39;s a line wrapping around the building and it&#39;s all one line for those who ordered ahead and those
who are there to shop. I had to wait outside for over an hour one day and then wait more once I was inside the waiting room.
The prices could be a lot better.
OLobby for medical insurance to at least pay for the topicals...please.
away. Who walks into a store as a consumer and pays different prices because of their income, no one, we can either afford it or do without,
but when it comes to medical there is a way to get some help with prices based on income. None of this would affend me if insurance was
able to participate. Why not it&amp;#39;s medical needs right!
Price is too high!
It really has not helped either migraines or back pain. Soooo expensive compared to Michigan.
The 45‐Day limit needs to be explained better. It&#39;s very difficult to figure out based on the &quot;form&quot; the website tells us to
download and print. We need to see the same information that the dispensary sees. It shouldn&#39;t be mystery information to the patient.
Prices are too high, not enough dispensaries, no need for days and tiers.
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The day system is the biggest problem always changing limits and no way to see Days and it amplifies other Issues one being never any bulk
(oz &amp; up) available so forced to use more days on smaller quantity’s at Higher prices Another thing is the extreme price differences
From dispensary to dispensary Some times almost double price causing either pay the price or ride hours to Another Dispensary that has the
right product and price I have also had a bad issue with unusable, bad and Incorrect product and trying to contact both the brand and the
Dispensary to be totally ignored also the Testing system needs be looked at there is extreme differences in quality from products that are
testing verry similar numbers I got flower tested at 30%thc to pull 18 seeds out of 1 gram thats impossible also The concentrates are being
extremely overpriced average 50‐60$ a 1/2 gram in ohio in Comparison to 12‐25$ For 1 gram In other medical state the whole tier1 tier2
moved to the terminal list. It helps when I find the right strain. It either becomes unavailable or limits get in the way. Calculation on days also
hinders trying new strains to see if they may work better. If you get a &amp;quot;bad&amp;quot; strain for you, you&amp;#39;re stuck with
it until you get more days. It works,when it works.
I visit the Ohio cannabis company alot! All the employees are wonderful ?? Would like to have more flower to chose from, when u visit as
much as I do u run out of flower to try! Also I noticed other dispensary have deals almost everyday, not Coshocton though :( And the pricing
of the medical marijuana is outrageous!!!! Talk about price gouging ??
Michigan so I&amp;#39;ve found that most people go to Michigan from Ohio to buy their medicine. Because of this, Michigan runs out more
often. The Ohio prices are just insane. It&amp;#39;s medicine! Why is it so expensive? Because of the medical marijuana I was able to get rid
of my oxycodone script and my Vicodin script and I have been clear of those kinds of drugs for over a year. Those were ruining my life! So
this was an alternative that actually helped! Even heard that people are finding black market pot so much cheaper but I am not willing to
play that gamble. We are supposed to be in this together Ohio! Fix the pricing! At least be competitive with our neighboring state so the
money can stay in Ohio! Come on Ohio! Loosing so much money to Michigan and I know this because I work at a Michigan dispensary.
Found to be extremely helpful,cannot afford cost !!!!!!
About wellness ohio is a great asset to myself and others who require medical cannabis. The staff are always friendly, fast, and efficient. Also
they have consistent employees who are highly knowledgeable and happy to help.
I think that the tier system is unfair. There should not be a difference in days between tier 1 and tier 2. I cannot get the effects I need for my
lesser THC strain and I feel that tear 2 Should the same as tier one. Buying tier 2 product means I have less access to medicine. So either
straighten that out or give us more days because I do run out of days.
I am very happy using medical marijuana because it doesn’t have the side effects of drugs and works very well for me.
The cost of this product is a barrier to obtaining the amount of pain or anxiety medication that I need.
I have not stopped purchasing but have not used a whole lot due to lack of product that suits me. It&#39;s hard to find information on what
will help me and when I find a strain that may, it isn&#39;t available anywhere around in Ohio. I don&#39;t want to feel super high or dizzy
and to try and find something that won&#39;t make me dizzy is almost impossible with what&#39;s offered and what information is offered
in the different strains. Topicals and patches etc are so expensive. And the whole &quot;Days&quot; thing is Confusing as heck.
It would be nice for Cuyahoga to go down on vape products. It will prevent a person from having to go out of town to because the product is
cheaper. Plus it keeps your money in ohio
The prices are extremely high for people who need to use on a daily basis
I strongly feel that it way over priced for what little u give us alot and I mean alot of people can not afford your prices everywhere else i have
seen in so many states are lower than Ohio prices when I have to get my medicine i have to stretch it like it was the last time I will ever be
able to get any medicine I think the weights and prices are very un fair
The renewal fee every year is a bit overboard and distance I have to travel for a dispensary is tiring but I do what I need for my meds
That they are out of stock on so much, I have to substitute for what I want.
Please get more cartridges that aren’t so darn expensive
1. I am becoming very concerned with the thought of my days running out. Currently, I am dosing 25mg of THC with edibles for my Chiari
Malformation caused by a TBI. I am requiring more THC for pain as my body becomes used to it daily. Your daily intake guideline will prevent
me from purchasing what my body needs. I try to skip taking gummies for a few days to Lower my dosing requirement for relief, but the pain
is overwhelming. Perhaps we would be allowed to purchase more than required if our Doctor recommends needing more THC than the daily
dosing permitted. This way we can purchase what our dosing needs are. I am at this point. Sigh!!2. Cost Point. Currently, I am dosing
@100mg Daily. Cost $40 DAILY. AVERAGE MONTHLY COST: $1,200 Give me a minute, my mouth is hanging open too. Help us please. The
medical community offers us zero for pain relief. Medical marijuana has given me my life back. I have become an active citizen again!Thank
I wish insurance would help with the costs.
Just worried about vaping and what it can do to my lungs
None
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I recently switched to another dispensary in our town and am much more satisfied with their services and availability of the products I use,
their helpfulness and knowledge and less wait time. This dispensary is great!! The products I use help tremendously withmy chronic pain
symptoms! I am so happy to have the products available now! Thank you!
I should have a new card today . How do I get it . Saw doctor mid July. [REDACTED]
More growers are needed because it&#39;s usually slim pickings for flower, especially if buying any amount larger than a tenth. I don&#39;t
think tier 2 products should use up extra days because using medical marijuana daily for things like PTSD and pain builds up a tolerance
which means either more marijuana or stronger marijuana is needed to achieve the same level of relief.
The Botanist is my preferred dispensary by far
The prices are still too high for the product. There needs to be more variety in product and more dispensaries available.
they will start to offer more flower in bulk packages because it saves my days and is alot cheaper to buy in bulk. I struggle paying 55 dollars
for a 2.83 when I can buy a half for 140.
Price is a little high
out. One issue I am having is the 2 doctors I have been to, do not seem to know much about treating my condition with medical marijuana
and did not ask for any records to prove my condition and I have heard this from others on multiple occasions and that some doctors are
even &quot;making up a condition&quot;, such as PTSD. Some dispensary employees seem to know a lot and others don&#39;t seem to
know much at all and therefore confusing if you are not sure or have questions, as you get conflicting answers. Therefore, it takes a little
while to figure out what type of products work best and doses which can be a bit frustrating. I am happy to have access, but prices and
consistency need to stabilize and a more lenient adult use program available before I only utilize dispensaries.
It needs to be legalized for recreational use. Also it needs to be sold at a reasonable cost.
this is to fucking long go away
Too expensive!!! Maybe try and cap the percentage the dispensary can up charge the customer. I work in the industry and know the
dispensaries are marking up sometimes up to 100%
The prices are very high, I&#39;m sure prohibitive for some. I&#39;m happy to contribute to the state by buying the products, but honestly,
I can get them on the street or in another state for half the price. Then when they charge TAX on top of the high prices, it almost becomes
more about the state making money than helping the people.
I am able function and interact with life in the best way possible for me. One of the biggest advantages of your program is that people using
marijuana for health reasons do not have to deal with a criminal element to get the product they need. Thank you for that. Many blessings
to all your staff.
Limits are incredibly low and managing them creates increased stress. Have had card in other states, and am unable to purchase the amount
recommended I use daily here. Pricing even with discounts is very high, especially from suppliers who do not sell their strains in greater
amounts. The tier system seems arbitrary and punishes those patients with a need for stronger meds due to high levels of pain, by making
them choose between stronger meds and limited supply. Due to managing multiple chronic conditions, and having my medical options
limited by reactions to many prescriptions, I have yet to go through a fill period where I, 1. Did not use all the available days. 2. Did not wish I
had the ability to purchase more, to help conditions, regardless of the fact that I might find products to be overpriced. It&#39;s agreed that
strains have different benefits, however the system makes it hard to stock up on multiple strains to have available at the same time, for
there are not many products with a 4 CBD to 1 THC available and no products with a 20 CBD to one THC ratio. I am forced to either use 2 CBD
to 1 THC or use plant material and try to create the 20 or 100 to 1 ratio i would prefer. In addition the refusal of the &quot;Control
Program&quot; to permit dispensaries to discuss decarboxylation and provide meaningful education on the process for creating my own
edibles has forced me to rely on the internet for information ‐‐ this being unsafe in the extreme i am forced to vape plant material which i
mix myself to something approximating my preferred ratio which is imprecise at best ‐ I hate the idea of vaping or smoking as both are
medically risky for a 69yr old ex smoker. Ido not want or need to get high i just want relief from pain without any risk, low or otherwise, of
I have been extremely pleased with the different types of products available to me as a medical marijuana patient. I hope as our Ohio
program continues the pricing will come down.
The COVID‐19 protections at the dispensary have been exceptionally good. Prices remain too high for all products. The staff is always
professional and extremely helpful. Thank you for keeping our dispensaries open in this challenging time!
This program is to strict with potency of oil or concentrates. It does not make sense to limit the potency to 70%. If the potency was able to
reach a higher percent I would have to use less meaning I would spend less money.
Always run out of days. Not all people are the same and are going to require more than others.
i feel that my insurance should cover my medical marijuana , becouse it is for my medical condition.
The prices are way too high because of the limited amount of product and dispensaries. One dispensary for an entire city is ridiculous.
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The amounts of Medical Marijuana should be looked at. From a personal view, some people need more than the maximum amount. Also the
amount the dispensary can sell and earn. If they can sell us more in quantity the price should also come down.
Would prefer to have a dispensary little closer to my residence...
The dispensary that I use I am very comfortable going to, the professionalism is above standard and the care from them is abundant!
I ran out of days and I also can&#39;t afford these insane prices for the amount that I need.
racist views on cannabis and THC. I am surprised that they have yet to fully realize that their knowledge is based on mostly racist lies. I also
hate the apparent lack of thought into not allowing caregivers to go back into the dispensary with their paitents (people with PTSD).
Sometimes the mentally disabled leave their homes and need assistance in loud and crowded areas. You are essentially denying them equal
status. Also if a patient is also a caregiver, you should allow that patient/caregiver to have a caregiver of their own. Especially during a
pandemic. You need an educated and informed patient advocate to serve on the board to stand up for patient rights. Also, invest in an
online platform to allow sick people to understand how many days they have left, instead of making them drive 30+ miles to find out. And
also believe the list of conditions should be expanded somewhat, as the health benefits from cannabis products are more widely known to
help many conditions safely.
Very thankful for knowledgeable and friendly associates.
The prices are still way too high. Border state is 1/3 of the price
Better access to ommcp website to check on days left on prescription, I was blocked from logging on.
due to it&#39;s price.
I hope the online menus get better updates and all have curbside pickup
The price needs to come down, average people not considered indigent still struggle at the cost of the products
So glad medical marijuana is available. It has helped greatly.
I haven&amp;#39;t bought any because I could not afford a doctors visit and buy what I need too.
It would be better if the products were more affordable. I often run out of my medical marijuana because I cant afford to get the amount I
need . Also it would be nice if the veteran discount would also include a spouse of a veteran seeing as they share an income . Prices should
be more affordable as some patients are living on a fixed or low income paycheck to paycheck.
I would love to see more high CBD products. Few dispensaries in Franklin County carry high CBD flower.
Little less on the price tags ???
when it comes to wanting to get a better job. I have abstained for over a month in order to get a highly desired job that despite meeting all
qualifications and experience, I feel will disqualify me for testing positive on a preemployment drug test. I do not use medical marijuana on
the job, and use it in my private time. PLEASE change this. Whether it&#39;s changing how its tested, measured, etc. I feel my quality of life
has considerably decreased being in a job I feel stuck in and cant get what I want fearing the stigma, discrimination, and misunderstanding of
using medical marijuana on my own private time. Testing positive even though not using 2 days prior doesnt seem fair, and doesnt
accurately measure impairment.
I&#39;m extremely glad the state of Ohio has stepped up and provided high‐quality options for medical marijuana my only hope going
forward is that with increased suppliers the prices can be brought down to a more affordable level.
town of 1 million people? I waited over 2 hours at one point, outside to get waited on because dispensaries don’t know what they’re doing,
they went from having hardly any customers to being overwhelmed all at once. Phone systems don’t work, so placing phone orders are
nearly impossible, online orders also don’t work because not all dispensaries are putting all the information about their products on their
websites as well as payments not being a part of online ordering.
pretty expensive as is but definitely cheaper than the dispensaries I’ve gone to in Michigan and the product is usually much better here in
Ohio.
Thank you ??
I feel the cost are still very high. People can still purchase flower cheaper on the streets
There needs to be more growers supplying the dispensaries.
The main concern is the cost. I would experiment more with different products if they weren&#39;t so expensive.
Price is high. Difference in strain prices don&#39;t always relate to better/worse medicine. Online menus aren&#39;t accurate causing
purchase issues with online orders.
My concern is being able to purchase the same flower everytime. It takes time to treak the product so you find what works for you.
Registration and pharmacy fees to high.
If my medicine was alittle bit cheaper I would be able to have a 30 day supply but I am unable to afford my medicine thank you
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what do you do when your card exspires?
dispensary plus the gas to get to a dispensary, it was not worth the money. It is WAY cheaper to just buy off the street and take my chances
with a possession fine. Also I prefer cartridges but the Price of a cartridge in Ohio is absolutely ridiculous! I can buy one off the street with
almost 93% thc for $40 tops but couldn&amp;#39;t touch one at a dispensary with anywhere close to that percentage (average of 65%) for
no cheaper than $100.. Your prices need to be more competitive with states like Colorado and California since I can buy quality medicinal
products off the street for much, much cheaper.
I feel the days&#39; or amounts should be increased slightly.
Ohio is the only state I have been in that gives limits over the period of a month and a half as opposed to a daily limit. Also think the law that
still allows the state to fine people for smoking marijuana is ridiculous.
patients and they need to have a max % in place. The maximum % thc levels need to not be regulated, you dont regulate how strong
prescription pills are, why this? No other states do. The Ohio Tenth is ridiculous and an obvious way for the rich to get richer. There should
absolutely be a home grow program in place for us patients, we would still use dispensaries too. Educated people need to be in charge of
the program, i have been educated on the plant as have many other people, i went to school for it, why do we have clueless people in charge
of the whole program? It should be recreationalized and controlled like alcohol.
I drive about 15 miles out of my way to go to Strawberry fields dispensary in Monroe, Ohio because the staff is phenomenal!!
I think the prices were too high to begin with but they have started coming down now and I hope they continue to come down even further
more easily accessible. As a single parent and disabled adult, my income prohibits the ability to purchase the *actua*l recommended dosage
and methods of administration. I truly believe if health care needs &amp; products such as these were more readily accessible,available, that
there would be a whole host of new treatments. So that forms and dosages for a true daily regiment to be effective, it absolutely MUST be
affordable. Though I have experienced relief to varying degrees, and benefits of implementing it into my life. The other thing I would love to
see is the possibility of a &quot;fixed income&quot; discount across the board, as opposed to each store choosing it&#39;s policy. In order to
see the true efficacy of a plant based, widely available natural medicine, it should absolutely be treated equal to or better than traditional
They seem very efficient and friendly but do not offer to educate me. I just ordered gummies at the first visit But in the beginning I ordered
these because they are easier for me to access. Maybe an offer to talk or ask if they were happy with the product chosen.
There are not enough dispensaries near me.
I use m.m. for chronic muscular pain but as a side effect from m.m. I have a greatly improved sleeping schedule.....Thanks Ohio!!
describes..
Limited days are a problem for those of us who have been smoking for many years
The price is way to high everywhere. I don’t think the dispensary should be allowed to set the prices
I am very impressed with the knowledge of your employees and their willingness to help. Unfortunately I have a hard time understanding all
the different products, but hopefully will get a better understanding as time goes on. Thank you
how many days it takes away from your total..I don&#39;t buy marijuana based on what % it is..I buy it based on what helps me but at times
I&#39;m at a crossroad because tier 2 takes away your days faster...45 days would be good if everything was based off 1 pt each just like the
concentrates...but I gotta watch how I space my points out because flower works the best for me and the way you have it setup
..concentrates are the way to go because there only 1 day..don&#39;t regulate the flower so much. It&#39;s not fair someone who likes
vapes more can hold down a 45 day supply based on 1 day each. Someone who uses flower more runs out of points. Point being we
shouldn&#39;t have to pick and choose to spread your points out for the 45 days.
The amount I’m allowed to purchase is too low. I consume more then a beginner. I consume 2‐3 10ths a day. It’s too costly and not enough
product is able to be purchased.
Would like to see lower pricing when buying in larger quantities. Paying for all the packaging on itty itty amounts is a waste.
My license are expired waiting on the new appt
Bring prices down.
marijuana is dangerous, why is it our preferred form of use. We would be better off smoking the natural product without any additives. Also,
concentrates made from butane should be outlawed. The same process can be done with CO2. A petroleum product should not be used to
make medicine.
The tiering system and &quot;days&quot; criteria is extremely confusing and difficult to track. A clearer system would be appreciated.
none
Not enough flower choices
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I work at a dispensary. These suggestions would be beneficial to patients, caregivers, &amp; staff.Require more education about day supply
system when patients go to the doctor. Patients come in clueless. Change the expiration date on the medical card. Patients depend on that
date because it&#39;s the date can easily see. Put the recommendation expiration date on the card as well! We&#39;ve had to turn away
patients at LEAST 300 times (in a year) because of this avoidable discrepancy. Please! I do not enjoy telling patients we can&#39;t dispense
to them because their recommendation is expired when they thought they were good to purchase. Patients get VERY angry at this, as you
could imagine. Some patients need 60 days to purchase within a 45 day period. Offer the 60 days as an option to doctors. Offer delivery for
product!! Not everyone has someone to be their caregiver.Let us use online ordering! that would be extremely helpful. We appreciate The
people with pay by the minute plans could cost as much as the medical product you are trying to buy. The system needs more reform. Please
read my comment i have many more :)
I would like to see more Sativa products to help me with my chronic fatigue and pain due fibromyalgia
When I run out, I dont always purchase. Times I dont have any, others I do. Just depends on my day..
You need a statewide system to list all strains available there typical effects and terpene profile considering ohio has them change the name
making it harder for us to find what strain we need.
turned 65, the same month she got her card. I&#39;m afraid I&#39;ll lose my status when I turn 65 because they might do that to me. Why
can&#39;t regular social security get a discount?
None
I think the products are too expensive. Also the quantities are too small.
these prices for a product that cost a fraction to make. Also there&#39;s something people have called TOLERANCE, where you HAVE to USE
more. Why is it fair to charge me about 500$/week for Dispensary stuff just because I got tolerance, and the next guy doesn&#39;t even
have to break 100$ when doing their weekly shopping. THINK ABOUT THIS. It&#39;s universally UN‐FAIR, and also I want to sue the FUCK out
of those companies still offerring plastic PICs with their concentrate sales. Whose idea was this? Plastic must be cheaper than metal, right?
Thats why you did it, right? To save money. Do you know what the effects are from inhaling burnt plastic ?? Me either. I guess i&#39;ll find
out. Thanks a LOT 4 listening to people&#39;s opinions... Since you listen so well, this will be the 1 year anniversary of PLASTIC PICs !!!
If my employer finds out I will lose my job. I had to give up my ccw which is very unfair. I do not take pain meds. I drink alcohol two or three
times a year. Maybe. And I have to work in pain all day because I cannot use this medical marijuana in the daytime.
have been a patient since affirmative defense letters. I do not think it is fair to limit the THC on concentrates because it further diminishes
the value. I don&#39;t agree that this pricing is because of testing. Michigan has STATE licensed shops where it is a requirement that all
product be lab tested and it is about 1/3 to 1/4 the price of Ohio and better quality and the ability to buy any quantity. I&#39;ve spent
approximately $25,000 since the start of the program in MICHIGAN. Hope their schools and roads are doing well because Ohio pricing for
MEDICAL is 2x the price of RECREATIONAL in Michigan and the quality of the Ohio&#39;s products are half of that. I&#39;ve spent
approximately $500 in Ohio dispensaries. Also, it is very expensive to get a recommendation in Ohio and for no real benefit. Treat me like a
I feel that anxiety disorder should be added. PTSD is on there and that is a anxiety disorder we&#39;re were
none at this time
Pricing could come down a bit. Some of the product is expensive compared to out if state.
Price and not being covered by insurance co‐pay.
Ohio should have gone with the standard 1/8th instead of this 1/10th stuff they did.
I am very concerned about possible issues with my employer. We need better protections in place for the patients rights to use the legal
marijuana program. I would like to be able to grow my own medicine because: 1. There have been some shortages since the COVID ‐19. 2. I
would rather not be out picking up my medicine during this pandemic. 3. The products are very expensive at the dispensaries.
explaining how many days you purchased, how many days left you can purchase, and when your 45 days are up. Also it could be more
affordable, I would prefer to get off prescriptions but have to stay on some because I have Medicaid and they pay for all my meds versus
having to purchase medical marijuana out of pocket it&#39;s not very affordable, especially when you need higher THC products. The fear of
not getting a job due to medical marijuana is an issue, as well as fearing losing certain important meds due to medicating with medicinal
marijuana and doctors already being so uncomfortable about prescribing meds to relieve pain, anxiety, etc.
The extremely high cost of medical marijuana compared to local marijuana growers. I still buy from the dispensary, although I must go
without a lot due to the exhorbitant cost of any kind of marijuana. Additionally, if I purchase any products on sale, I am charged the full
price with my indigent discount. I feel I should get the sale price and the indigent discount. This program is making a lot of money on the
backs of elderly people like me who just wants to live seizure free. I can not afford enough to keep me seizure free, especially towards the
end of the month because my SSD check does not arrive until the 3rd of each month.
It&#39;s too expensive in Ohio vs Michigan. Due to covid &amp; my immune system I have not visited a dispensary.
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Wait for phone ordering was long‐ no one answered between 9‐10 am and then on hold for over 30 minutes at 10:15 am
Prices have been high and selection has been slim.
Cost of travel on top of expensive product will soon be prohibitory to me.
expensive and use up Days Supply quickly when trying to find the best medicine for my condition. I think that the tracking of days is horrible.
I have had multiple instances that the days I am told I have from the dispensary do not match my record. There is no good way to have an
accurate, consistent tracking as of now. The associates at dispensaries have expressed that it is difficult as well. I also don&#39;t feel that the
Tier1 vs Tier2 days supply used is accurate. THC% alone does not always determine the effectiveness and relief. I have had both Tier1 and
Tier2 medicine relieve my pain and discomfort, but find that my &quot;Days Supply&quot; is used quicker with the Tier2. Ultimately, I am
thankful that there is an alternative natural medicine available in Ohio that can treat my chronic severe pain &amp; discomfort. Thank you
staff. The 2 places I have been are very nice clean and safe and serene but the neighborhood is iffy. When the stigma changes I hope to find
them next to CVS and Target instead of a run down plaza. Nice to see the changes because this has helped me tremendously during the
pandemic.
OARRS updated the day system but did not update the way we as patients can go online and view our days and to be honest I think the day
system is pointless. Also for the patients who are not able to receive a discount I believe the prices are waaaaaay too expensive.
the prices are high in many regards to amount given and the amount charged. some growers do have affordable prices and others are
ridiculous.the main reason for my complaint about these high prices is because ,as a buyer, i have limited knowledge of what i am buying, its
taste, its smell, its vape temperature, and how long it will last before deterioration of product. this is not cost effective. and many times i
ended up with a product i did not find palatable or even usable.plain speaking, some flower vape/smoke is harsher than others, some
expand in the lungs which makes for uncomfortable coughing, and others simply taste bad.when this happens, the product is useless.money
was wasted, and i have no recourse for return on product, or money back.maybe more knowledge needs to be given to patients and
dispensary staff on how the product will taste/feel/smell before purchase, or sample packages can be given, or one time/ first time patient
The license costs too much. Otherwise, I&#39;ve been happy with it ‐ I take much less pain medication...
All dispensaries need to show THC percentage on their online menu and also need more of higher THC Percentage strains. most flower
product I buy is not as fresh as it should be especially for the price and also new strains need to arrive sooner than they do.
more
The prices for medical marijuana in Ohio are absurd.
customer wearing a mask the other time or two before the mandate. As it is a medical establishment where people with serious health
conditions visit for their medicine, masks should be required long term through the Coronavirus crisis. I also consider it our duty to protect
dispensary workers as well.
always have time to let my vaporization device heat up. I feel like Ohio should consider allowing burning plant material. Everyone knows it
goes on regardless. I prefer vaporization, and understand the benefits. I just don’t want the fear of prosecution in circumstances in which I
need immediate medication delivery.
Lower costs and more selection would be nice.
more common! There also need to be many more cultivators and producers, because the dispensaries that I can drive to rarely have the
proper products for my condition, and when there is something that fits my needs, it is VERY expensive and there are no alternatives. Please
allow more businesses at every level of the supply chain so that folks like me can find what we need without painful, medically challenging
trips all over my part of the state. I also wish that you would allow dispensaries to advise me proactively and call me when products that fit
my needs are available. I would like for them to be able to email me when they are running a sale or special so that I can save some money.
With my disability, I cannot drive to the dispensaries over and over to try to find products and good prices. Let them contact me and give
works well it is usually not available anymore the next time I go to the dispensary. It&#39;s very difficult to find similarly effective strains
even with help.
Need to offer help toward expenses people on Medicaid can’t afford it
Nothing I want to do delivery
All staff friendly and helpful.Sometimes we like a certain product but then next time it is not available. would like more consistency.
Has been very happy with the products and dispensary staff are always friendly and helpful
I feel patients with anxiety and other mental health issues would benefit Or it should be legalized for everyone’s use.An easier method of
determining the prescription amount left to use.
Prices are very high for the quantity you get.
illness less impactful
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The prices are too high for the quantity. They should have larger and cheaper deals. As in the more you purchase the cheaper per gram it is. I
do not like the tenths that it is packaged in. It is also hard to figure out how many days each visit takes from your script.
Wish there was more selection of plant CBD. They usually only have 1 or 2 strains and very expensive.I also wish you could get smaller
amounts to see if you do well with it. It seems alot is bigger amounts and I have found some I cant tolerate . Then I&amp;#39;m stuck with it
because I couldnt purchase a smaller amounts t.Need sample packs to purchase
Price is too expensive.Poor and retired people should be allowed to grow their own,(they already suffer enough).Medicare should help
because Marijuana replaces the pain pills such as Vicodin, that Medicare would cover.
day system I run out of days weeks before they reset. My usage of MMJ has not increased, it seems that patients are only being given 5/7
days of the week to be able to use medical marijuana as Saturday and Sunday are not included in the 45 days. There should be a different
way to calculate days, as well as being able to track/calculate my own days.
I just wish the price would go down. I am sick and cannot work.
Weights are weird, prices are high, percentages of thc/cbd in products are insistent between visits.
Would like prices to be lower.
that every visit isn&#39;t a 2 hour adventure. There needs to be a larger variety of products available. We need to be able to easily track
our days. We need more concentrates with CBD included. We need terpenes on the label just like THC is. We need the whole supply and
distribution chain to be more robust and cost effective.
and that is exactly what the program and products have done. I was a skeptic but I am a true believer in what the products have done for
me. I truly grateful that it&#39;s available to me.
Need more days in the plan. 45 isn’t enough.
It&#39;s really cost more than a person on a fixed income to stay out of pain and stay out of pain management., and using the drugs that
they give you., That can make you sicker.
N/A
When a person is disabled, their income is very limited. Deals would be great!
I wish it could be delivered or shipped.
Price:While I do understand that you get what you pay for I do feel that the prices are kinda high. They&amp;#39;re probably out of reach
for those who are on a fixed income.
It would be nice if products were more affordable.
My chronic migraines keep me from being able to work, but I have to spend $1000 a month on medicine... do you see the problem here?
Please work to make this medicine affordable.
I have only recently discovered that there is a dispensary in my own city, when I have been traveling about 30 miles. I little higher profile or
better advertising would be greatly appreciated.
My biggest concern is that my employer prohibits the use of medicinal Marijuana
I would like to receive more information on which products work best for my conditions, such as pain, anxiety, neuropathy, insomnia?
I also have Huntington&#39;s Disease and CRPS. Please add Huntington&#39;s Disease and CRPS to the online patient intake questioner
and this patient survey. Thank you.
This is a great program. More diagnoses could benefit from medical marijuana, such as Anxiety and Sleep disorders. I would like to see the
list of conditions expanded in order to help more people.
amounts for bulk pick up. It is quite difficult to find 14g/28g at once so that I do not have to make more trips to the dispensary during the
pandemic. I also believe that the weights of the product is confusing. Cartridges being sold under .5g produces a large amount of waste,
which is harmful to the environment. I would like to use cartridges due to allergies with my sinuses, but they are far too expensive and
don&#39;t come in large amounts. Thanks.
I would like to be able to find information regarding indigent qualifications easier.
moving.
Prices too high! Should be able to grow a few plants per patient. Like ca or co!
expense. I find it very helpful and beneficial to my health and pain management and it would be nice to use more often if cost could come
down. Other areas of the country it isn&#39;t this high of a price. I greatly appreciate the products I am able to use and their availability
though.
Tracking the days is the most difficult thing to figure out. I understand I have 45 days, but there is no clear‐cut way to figure how each
different product affects those days. It would be nice if the label listed how many days supply each product counts toward.
intelligent gov had ever done.
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Delivery of medication would help as I am a disabled veteran without the ability to transport myself where I want when I want Aside from i
pay for my own Just a little help guys
All the dispensaries that I&amp;#39;ve ever visited the staff is all very nice polite and they explain everything to me
2/3 less. The prices of product overall in general from flower to topical are too much. They are more expensive than my traditional
prescription medications. There should also be more transparency from growers and distributors about harvesting and testing with patients.
Home growing should be an option as well since there is no consistency of strains available for purchase. One strain I prefer best to manage
my pain I haven’t seen in months So I am forced to hoard what little I have and try others to find something comparable. If home growing is
allowed I would still visit a dispensary but also be able to have a particular flower available at all times.
I think we need the ability to have our medicine tested by a third party. I don&amp;#39;t trust all mu medicine being tested by one lab. I
also believe that a limited number of plants should be allowed to be grown by patients.
Really wish you could track days on your website.Wish menus had more info... not every product list mg of each
very very very costly
I have to drive way too far to visit a dispensary and those in my area are very limited with selection. The potency restriction of 70% is not
helpful, and because of that rule I need to purchase more products than I would in other states. I also hate buying a battery every time I
purchase a vape cartridge. Its completely pointless and also adds an necessary expense.
cost of the products are to high. it is a lot cheaper to buy on the street
I. Need It. It also helps with Depression
Prices still too high. It is messed up when non medical marijuana is cheaper on the street than for a medical user from the dispensary.
Besides that, MMJ has been a life saver for my MS.
I feel like Medicaid should pay for my medical marijuana.
things needing work. Which, I feel is normal and I can&#39;t wait to see it grow. I&#39;d like more selection, especially on stronger strains.
I&#39;m not a newbie. The whole vape situation needs a complete overhaul. Those syringes are the absolute devil for arthritis patients. The
days are a little confusing and hard for us to track, as patients. The websites of the dispensaries need serious improvement, though that may
not be in your control as that&#39;s secular. Little to no information on strains is a huge issue, especially as these strains aren&#39;t
common and you can&#39;t even research them yourself half the time. Budtenders need more education and I&#39;ve even considered
learning myself so people like me would have someone in there who gets it and knows what is what for what. I know it will get better, and
I feel the cost of getting my card was expensive $300. Then I learn I cannot afford the product that truly works for me!
My physician has discontinued his medical marijuana program and referred me to another provider. In the meantime, I was told that I
needed a new referral from a provider in order to purchase product. My ID card does not expire until April 2021. The sign‐up/referral
portion of this program is too difficult and need to be revised to online/call‐in system for referral when patient&#39;s ID is active.
Price is to much.
eighth, quarter, half, and whole ounce system it would make things easier. Also the way to calculate days is hard to keep up with and if you
don&#39;t use all your days there is the possibility that you can lose them. You should allow for carryover if there are any unused days from
one period to another.
The expense is too high.
It has allowed me to cease the usage of narcotic.
I understand people are trying to make money, but goodness these prices are just insane!
Tracking the days is extremely confusing, though I don’t purchase enough to hit the limit apparently.It’s hard to find cartridges w/out pens.
Not having the option to say no to another pen set up is costing me double and feels incredibly wasteful.
Please make this medicine affordable to all! I work 5‐6 days per week and make good money I feel! However I could never afford to get
medicine for every day use or my family would go hungry or homeless!
Pricing is too high. Why I prefer to obtain on my own. I have never bought medical marijuana through a dispensary.I tried to leave those
questions blank, but they&#39;re required. There should be a N/A choice to select. I know quite a few people with medical cards that grow
and process their own because pricing is way too high.
bills
back pain and then they never appear on the menu again. This is true with tinctures as well. It would be great if they would have the best
products on a regular basis. As a whole, the program works very well for me and my situation and has helped me have a better life than
was possible without it.
I feel the price of products is very prohibitive.
I think marijuana should be passed recreational and the patient should be able to grow his own to save on money
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Thank you for keeping our medicine safe and accessible!
results (as above), and more info on terpenes. I am also happy that there are a fair amount of products with sufficient CBD amts to help with
pain.
I&amp;#39;d like it to return to being able to order up to a 90 day supply anytime within your 90 day window. Cutting it up in half has made
things more difficult and costly.
huron should have a dispensary, because most of the time sanduskys doesnt have the better quality flower like elyria
I have really had a good experience when I go to a dispensary. The staff is very helpful and knowledgeable!!
it would be better for fixed income people to have more help with priceing it cost to munch. I belave the cost could be reduced
I did not want to vape or smoke and the gummies haven&#39;t helped with the nephropathy in my fingers from the chemo. I need better
educated on what will help my symptoms.
lack of protection for patients with employment. An employer should not be able to discriminate against me in employment for my use of
prescribed medication on personal time that does not affect my ability to perform the necessary tasks.•I am concerned about criticism and
harassment from Children’s Protective Services over proper legal use of my medication especially because cannabis has less risk and side
effects than other “acceptable” prescription medications for my symptoms.•I should be able to legally grow my own plant for medication to
supplement my needs especially because of costs. Further, this should no longer be considered “child endangerment” to grow a plant at
one‘s own home if a patient has minors in the household.
to low.
make broad pronouncements and speeches about the perceived concerns regarding legalizing any form of marijuana. For those of us with no
other effective treatment options, and whose lives have been irrevocable harmed by disease, this can prove to be genuine palliative care.
Hopefully Ohio will someday consider expanding the program to other illnesses, and perhaps even allow for supervised treatments utilizing
psychedelics.
new each time I visit!! Want to also thank them because they keep everything clean! Always cleaning, wiping down, and using clean
pens.Thank you to their entire team for all they do!!
Find a way to reduce cost to consumers
It would be nice if we had something like leafly where it breaks down what each strain is good for. It would help take the guessing out of
what strain to by for what symptoms.
isn&#39;t sold anymore.
The Promise this Medicine has is Amazing for so many various Conditions but the Hardest Issue for a Patient with Multiple and Chronic
Health Issues is that Medically Documented diagnosis such as Complex Pain Syndrome and Depression/Bi‐Polar being Forced to Choose
between Legal Medical Treatments where Cannabis voids the Right of a Patient to still receive other established Pain Treatments.
completely unruly. High count thc is what helps me but you charge the most. What about the helpless? We don’t all support the
pharmaceutical. Thank you. [REDACTED] growers are amazing Ohio
abundantly clear the people who set the system up had dollars in mind, not the patients care. Why is it that any concrete only cost you one
day but on average is upwards of 70$ and dosent last long at all. But the more affordable longer lasting options like flower cost a boat load
of days for the same dollar amount spent. Im going to look into if anyone on the pharmacy board owns stock in the medical marijuana
business in ohio. Im disappointed in either the greed or the lack of knowledge. Im not sure which one it is but im sure this system needs to
go. Thank you.
We need more variety and lower prices. Strain‐specific information is practically nonexistent.
I have not purchased in several months due to cost. I would like to now, but COVID is a concern as I am high‐risk for medical reasons. I do
hope to purchase in the near future as medical marijuana is the most helpful avenue for feeling more comfortable in my body.
doctors affiliated with any of the major hospital networks prohibit the use of MM stating &quot;it is still illegal under federal law and
therefore not permitted.&quot; They still test for THC during my urine screens and I am risking my ability to get both my normal pain
medication and medical marijuana. I need both as the pain mgmt. doctors are now limited and so controlled that they are paranoid to
prescribe what is needed for me to remain even a functional person. The State of Ohio and the medical community need to make some type
of agreement to no longer test for THC/Cannibinoids unless it may be a factor in emergency care!
You get such a small amount for your money
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I&#39;m very new to this program and I&#39;ve only ever been to one dispensary at this point, but I see a lot of potential for the program
and hope to continue to see it grow. Particularly, at this point, from my own perspective, but also that of a lot of other people who are new
to the program that I have spoken with whilst spending time at the dispensary‐‐‐I&#39;d love to see more education being offered through
the dispensary. That could take many different forms, but I think, offering various free or very low cost classes to dispensary
patients/clients/caregivers on various medical marijuana topics (see question 13 above) would be a good start. With the COVID‐19 stuff
going on, that might best be accomplished electronically, at this point. In the future, however, I wouldn&#39;t mind attending something like
that‐‐‐set up by my dispensary. As someone who is new to the program, it&#39;s just a lot of information all at once‐‐‐which can be
I wish the State of Ohio wouldn&#39;t put so much restriction on how much you can buy. Some states don&#39;t have restrictions on how
much you can purchase. I have chronic pain and I always seem run out of days. Once my days run out, I have to rely on muscle relaxers
prescribed by my family physician to cope with the pain. I understand some people will and have taken advantage of the process. I also
understand there are people who don&#39;t try to take advantage of the process. I would be associated with the latter.
Medical marijuana has helped tremendously for my sons seizures. He prefers edibles and tincture oils with are the most expensive products
at the dispensary. At this time we can’t afford his marijuana medicine. Example: on average $50.00‐$75.00 a bottle of 10 gummies. give or
take... my son is up to one gummy a day at minimum. Half in the morning and half in the afternoon. We can’t afford to pay that amount of
money per gummy per day. Credit cards not an option. He could even benefit from 1 and a half to 2 gummies a day to achieve the full
medical benefits. THC is not as strong per gummy in Ohio compared to other states. This means he needs to consume more product for same
effect which makes even more expensive. During this pandemic, traveling to the dispensary is very hard bc my son is not at school and I’m
caregiving for him 24/7. He has severe autism and not able to travel safely due to unpredictable aggressive behaviors. Home product delivery
I find it quite expensive.. being on SS DISABILITY I have a fixed income and it makes it hard to get the cash together..
Not being allowed to purchase product on the day my dr recommendation expires even though my mmc was good for another 28 days.
I have been very pleased with the cleanliness and the help I have received from the employees at the dispensary.
It has been a very helpful addition to my options for dealing with fibromyalgia symptoms and managing the pain and anxiety that comes
with it. I wish there was less of a stigma around it and that employers would see it as a prescription medication instead of an illegal drug.
I&#39;m not sure what would happen if I needed to change jobs or had random drug screening at work
California that understand the necessity for greater accessibility to medicine, the right to grow your own or designate a caregiver to cultivate
your medicine, and that allow entry to the regulated market for craft producers and vertically integrated micro‐businesses. Ohio’s program
offers a reasonable standard of quality for dried flower, but with so many barriers in terms of THC limits (especially for concentrates),
excessive strain and marketing restrictions, no home cultivation, outrageous licensing restrictions, and high prices this more resembles a
recreational market for the rich than a patient‐centric model for medicinal cannabis. Ohio can and must do a better job of working towards
an accessible, patient‐focused market with opportunity for all.
Thank you to everyone in the industry for all they are doing especially in these hard COVID times.
My 45 day supply runs out before 45 days. Increase in daily dosage is needed
Prices are too highWait times are long
This medication has helped the patient immensely.
purchase.
Overall it&#39;s been a good experience. I&#39;m not fond of the super strict Mask policy but I understand they are just enforcing what the
Governors deemed as mandatory. It would be nice if more strains were readily available since it seems very limited especially flower.
none at this time
Dispensaries have been very helpful in product selection for your specific needs
Cost is way too high
90 days
travel. Ohio shouldn&#39;t have so many restrictions on the number of dispensaries and the product available. Most other states, like
Michigan, allow entrepreneurs to compete which results in lower prices. I can&#39;t even imagine the politics involved in how Ohio&#39;s
system was created but it is our to shame by neighboring states.
I strongly feel patients should be permitted to grow their own medications.
Marijuana gave me back my life. Thank you
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For older patients, it&#39;s important to have product label (info) with bigger print even if not affixed to actual container.SOLUTION:Add
separate sheet at checkout (upon request) or have cultivators/processors share product info on websites so patients can access specifics‐this
would also allow patients to do research before placing orders.Or QR codes on all products. PreCOVID, disp agents rushed to get people in‐
out.Retail focused not patient focused.Tiny eligible print adding to unnecessary confusion.It’s great to have choices w/many methods of
administration &amp; strains‐it’s daunting for experienced patients.SOLUTION:C/P websites, list products, include conditions,symptoms,or
desired relief for which it was produced.SOMETHING.Workaround limitations of making claims!Ohio specific isn’t Leafly! Patients deserve the
info created by the sources that serve them; Ohio Cultivators/Processors w/consistent, credible info about the products they create, &amp;
Im just grateful that Im able to naturally help my body and no longer have to use addictive pain medications.
I like the program I&#39;m in less pain and sleep better
Calm your nerves down
I feel like I was tricked into buying a vape pen. I was told that I would be able to purchase the cartridge only after buying the pen. The next
time I came to the dispensary I was told that I cannot do that and that I had to purchase a different device.
It would be nice if the products were a little stronger or more affordable so I wouldn&#39;t have to break the bank to get relief.
I don’t have any other issues right now and thank you for allowing MM for us !!!! Blessings for sure
this form of medicine has helped me greatly,and the ppl.at my despensary are educational
Stop limiting strength to 70% there is no point other than fear of a safe medicine
Thank you. It has been a maricle.
medicine.
Medical marijuana has saved my life.
I have only just gotten my MMC. Therefore, I’ve only been to a dispensary once. I need additional help in choosing other products as what I
purchased isn’t working for me. I don’t want to give up yet.
I know this is Ohio’s second year but these prices need to come down or Michigan will keep getting Ohio’s money!!
I am new to it I think it is amazing and really stating to help me I think prices are a little high besides that I love it!
Pretty satisfied so far. Verilife Cincinnati is a great dispensary to do business with
I think they should takeaway tiers.
for level 2 cultivators to expand to provide more product to patients and bring down the price of products overall. The lack of reciprocity
with other states, namely MichiganThe limit of 8oz even though a patient is allowed 90 day supply of one‐tenth oz products.The lack of
delivery, and home cultivation are forcing people to leave their homes during a pandemic.The disparity in product availability and pricing.
Only patients within driving distance of Dayton have access to flower at prices around $200/oz meanwhile prices in the north of the state are
$400‐500.Are PGRs required to be disclosed?
marijuana program in Ohio.
I feel its still too high priced for both Vets and non, and there needs to be more dispensaries and adequate supply (Legal)
When will insurance start helping people pay for it. It is a Rx. It&#39;s way to expensive in Ohio.
and availability of product. But wow they spend a lot on pretty package requirements. I see people and have myself taken prescribed pain
medicine and it is a joke when people say marijuana is worse. Not to mention the side effects to your gut and bowels from the prescribed
medication.
states in quality and quantity.
It is pricey therefor i will have to ration my medication very carefully. I love the serviceI get everyone is very nice and online ordering has
made things go very very smooth. I love my time picking up at the dispensaries. Specifically enjoy the botinist
Products can be expensive. It would be nice to see things priced lower.
The cost of the medicine compared to the amount I need is out of my budget range.
I think the weight system should be changed to 3.5g,7g,14,g,28g instead of 2.83g,5.66g etc... Prices could be betrer but I know it takes time.
than likely get you denied on a background check to purchase now due to this. I feel my rights are violated and i didn&#39;t even know they
would be prior.
The service and the available medicines are very good. The prices are extremely taxing for my only relief. It is hard to place that much money
in it when other prescriptions are cheaper. However those drugs have bad side effects. Please see that the greed around the prices are
hurting people. It would be easier to accept if I didn&#39;t know that many other states have much more affordable products.
I think you should visit the thought of adding more illnesses that are accepted. There are other diseases and conditions that would have
many possible benefits from treatments from marijuana.
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I don’t have the choices that patients in California have! It’s much cheaper and better quality on the street!!!
Trying to get put on that low income status but need certain letter to get put on and trying to get it from SSA but it&amp;#39;s slow going!!
So I haven&amp;#39;t gone to dispensary for a while. Just to expensive for so little!!!
N
It does not work as well as prescription drugs that I can purchase at a much cheaper price with insurance coverage.
My only problems with this is the price, It’s becoming too expensive and I’m on a fixed income and it is becoming affordable and Keeping
the product in stock that works for you It’s a constant Hunt for the right strain
I am very happy with all despensaries everyone is very helpful and extremely friendly
As a caregiver I have been satisfied with the doctor that is seen ahead that writes the RX. Very helpful and empathetic . Staff in the
dispensary helpful and knowledgeable.
Prices need to. Be lower!!!!!
Please bring down the prices.
Lower the cost
i HAVENT ATTEMPTED TO USE MY CARD YET AS i DO NOT WANT TO GO BY MYSELF
No
NO PROBLEMS
to equal the Michigan supply chain soon. The categories for patient eligibility are lacking for mental health conditions which leave hundreds
of people alienated from medical grade products and open to the dangerous, exploitative influences of the black market to address their
discomfort. Finally, there are very real irreconcilable differences between state and federal policy that often forces people with chronic
conditions who are in dire pain to choose between treatment in the federal system (VA) and achieving a survivable level of pain control
utilizing the medical marijuana options that often results in an enhanced quality of life with fewer opiate dependency issues.
Mo comments ,except why can&#39;t i use my medical card care source...
I think Medicare should help pay !
Online ordering is not easy, it does not save time due to they wait on the people in line first then get to you. T%he online ordering needs
updated as to waht products are availabvle.
Medical Marijuana has been extremely helpful for me to decrease the severity of my symptoms of PTSD.
This is just such an outstanding program, I cannot begin to tell you what a wonderful difference this has made in my life. Being able to
control my anxiety in this way has been such a relief. My biggest problem had always been consistency and continuity. And lack of
education. Early on, my local dispensary didn&#39;t do well in keeping the same‐or similar‐products available. That caused me to spend a
horrible amount of money trying to duplicate the effects. I then had to start travelling to other dispensaries to find the relief I was needing.
PTSD and travel do not go well together. I am pleased to say my local dispensary(Eagle Dispensary in Wapak) has been much better in both
listening and providing me with information and consistent similar product. Now, if I could just get them onto Weedmaps. Your
dispensaries have done an OUTSTANDING job through this pandemic. Just outstanding. Always felt safe. Again thank you for the program
wanna gummed are $15 a jar in other states, while $45 in Ohio. WTF????
Pricing is way to high. I don’t know how anyone affords this?
The products are very cost prohibitive.
online and being texted that the order is ready took about 35 minutes of waiting in the parking lot. My pharmacist can ring up purchases for
medications in 5‐10 minutes at most, so the wait time for the medical marijuana is really excessive.There are early hrs (like 9‐10am) set aside
for vulnerable clients but 1) this is not shown on the website , and 2) you cannot order by phone until 10am when it is open for
everyone.Having Parkinson&amp;#39;s Disease makes it difficult to stand or sit for long periods while waiting at these dispensaries. This
needs to be addressed.
long.
laid out, explained, and compared/contrasted with my original request. Bloom management lets everyone know that private consultation
rooms are available if needed, they explain specifics when questions are asked (more than a yes/no), and are always cheerful, even with
COVID and crappy weather!
have been good. I&#39;ve not had any seizures and it keeps my pain manageable, anxiety down and helps me sleep. So thank you for this
wonderful program!
I love this program and feel very grateful it is available to help with my medical conditions.
I think this new 45 day system sucks. It&#39;s hard to understand and not even dispensary workers could barely explain it to me.
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I would like to see an Medical Marijuana Ohio Expo about Cannabis to showcase products like how to make butters and oils they have them
in Detroit all the time. Maybe after COVID.
Prices are about double what they should be. One of these days Ohio will get it together and offer medical marijuana at an affordable price.
I am sorry but $44 for 2.8 grams is $440/ounce and it is a total rip off. Marijuana is a weed and it is not very hard to grow weeds!!!
It should be 9 ounces instead of 8, because myself and alot of ppl I know run out of meds a week or so before days restart......
its too expensive i can buy it on the street for half the price and just as good medical marijuana is just a money grab in my opinion
feel lost. Doctors literally just give the card and send patients on their way with no guidance. if they are the ones dishing out the
prescriptions they need to be educated themselves so they can educate their patients as well. Also, prices are outrageous and people should
not have to skip meals to afford their MEDICINE. there has to be a better system. People are dying from opiates bc they can’t afford
alternative and safer medicine!
Since mm is not covered by insurance, lower prices would be wonderful. However, even if insurance could provide 20% assistance in
purchasing, I believe it would be beneficial for many patients.
None
marijuana is still looked at as a drug the federal government looms over there head making my life Hell! I have been in the system a long
time do to my injuries.The fact that marijuana works with the lower base opiate was a surprise.I wish I could afford more.Work with pain
management doctors. By doing that it would protect the rights of the patient, secondly it would provide data upon data that this works.
Faster way to get it insured. Have have meet the grower afternoon. Marijuana sampling. Helps the patient know more what they like and
what they don&#39;t like. Or I guess I should say what they would prefer.
Cost too much
I am disappointed in the lack of consistent strains of flower. The should offer the same stains regularly. Additionally, I am not comfortable
waiting on the street for up to an hour just to enter a dispensary. I don’t want to advertise that I’m there.
Price of medical marijuana in Ohio is 3‐4 times higher than the state I used to live
are quite high This is true for most medicines outside of medical marijuana, but still. Even just slightly lowering the prices would help a lot of
people out. Coming from a full time student who can only work part time, it&#39;s hard to be able to afford the medicine that allows me to
go to school and work in the first place. Also, I depend a lot on high‐CBD flower for my chronic pain, as high THC will give me
paranoia/anxiety or headaches. I know it&#39;s a less &quot;popular&quot; variety of marijuana so there is less selection, but I have been to
dispensaries where they do not have any CBD strains available whatsoever. The dispensary I am close to and regularly go to, luckily, keeps at
least two in stock, but just something I wanted to mention. Thank you for your time and consideration.
The 90day program and how the days are counted are aweful for patients who can only get out there once or twice a month. I think how the
days are counted and the control program needs some altering.
Staff is very knowledgeable &amp; helpful. Lower prices would be better so more people could afford to manage their pain.
Pricing seems to be much higher in Ohio compared to other states example Michigan
Have been very impressed with professionalism of everyone involved.
Would like other options than cash. Not comfortable carrying that kind of cash in.
with descriptions and price on weed map, others don&#39;t. Covit 19 has slowed them down some but they are handling it great. KEEP UP
THE GREAT SERVICE GUYS.
no comments
Education is lacking.
I think product prices are too high.
fix your stupid website
I feel overall the program operates successfully. My in‐depth observation at this time is that it should be legal for all Ohioans.
I like the rigorous testing in the program, but would love to see pricing drop to make medicine more affordable.
The prices are a little high. After going through steps to be able to legally obtain the medication that helps me I feel that the prices
shouldn&#39;t be the same or even higher than what they are on the street.
The thc limits need to be raised in the products to give maximum relief to patients. Also the 90 day fill period should be removed so if you
are having bad weeks or months you dont need to worry about running out of medicine.
Price is way too high compared to other states. Greed has no place in medicine. Disappointed to see Ohio is ok with the price when other
states offer greater protections for patients.
As much as possible I purchase my marijuana off the street because the prices in the dispensary are ridiculous. I’d say that most of your
purchasing customers currently are either older ppl who just don’t know where else to get it or ppl who don’t have a regular weed guy.
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Not now
Day limit is still stupid without a consistent stream of effective products. Checking in takes way too long. Checking my ID again before
purchase is unnecessary especially after having to wait so long the first time.Listing terpenes in testing results is the best thing you&#39;re
doing. DONT STOP THIS. Terpenes affect the entourage effect. Terpenes is how I determine if a strain will be effective for me. Terpenes are
very important! I would like to see terpenes listed on extracts, including vape carts. Terpenes are very important!
Employees are very helpful
It has done wonders for my rainy arthritis days!
Products need to be stronger and cheaper Col. Calf. Are cheaper and 2 time&#39;s The potency
In my opinion it’s such a great thing that this has become available for people who have conditions it helps! It just gets costly.
I have no complaints, the legalization is a life saver.
Confusing system of days, tiers, and product sizes. I also want better access to how many days remaining I have online.
Please reconsider packaging requirements. If my caregiver isn’t home I can’t open some of the flower containers. I can open medicine bottles
but these packages are ridiculous.
having it running on your side and the patients suffered. Dispensaries can’t give days supply out over the phone anymore, so they’re forced
to make a trip just to check days. It has also made check in times way longer for patients too since employees have to manually plug in issue
dates, count up and subtract used days before dispensing. Why this still hasn’t been fixed or updated is very disappointing. Also the very
obvious, prices need to come down.
I&amp;#39;m also unable to find a consistent supply of the product I found works best for me or one close enough with a supply.
Using cash isn&#39;t the best payment in 2020
The prices could be lower please.
First, thank you for the program. I&#39;m a strong advocate for cannabis. However:There are restrictive rules for using the medicine. I have
tried many forms and nothing seems to have the consistency, speed, ease and accurate dose as smoking. I also had to spend several hundred
dollars on equipment to learn this. But I can legally buy and smoke tobacco? Theres a monopoly on dispensaries. None are BIPOC owned.
The high cost of business entry keeps this new industry unobtainable by start up companies. I could not find organic medicine easily. I would
think that if you don&#39;t let us smoke then you would also prohibit the manufacturers from using dangerous chemicals.I can go to the
urgent care and say my shoulder hurts and get a bottle of pills that can easily kill me. But for some cannabis I need a seperate doctor, special
pharmacy, and a clumsy licence to carry around?There isn&#39;t enough room in this survey to state points clearly and politely. sorry for
Wish it was covered by insurance
On disability just can&#39;t spend that much a month,.also doesn&#39;t seem to help with my pain ,like Percocet does
The cost is still relatively expensive for products, even compared to other midwestern states.
more drive throughs and home delivery would be helpful
I came this route to get off of opioids, but the cost of the product is so expensive in comparison I’m thinking of returning.
and it makes it difficult to make a selection. I deal with extreme pain and rely on my CBD/THC to ease my pain to continue to make a living
and be a productive citizen. I travel out of state and other neighboring states are cheaper and well knowledgeable. Michigan, for example,
has a reciprocating law that allows others to travel from outside the state to receive their medicine. Prices are way cheaper and most
products are of better quality. I understand that Ohio is just starting, and I love that opportunity, but, the prices have to drop significantly.
Thank you again for giving us an all‐natural option in medication.
Employee protection
I’m very thankful for the program but very expensive. Prices need to be lower
Product preferred is often not available. I have to settle for a different product
I am very annoyed at the weights at which oils are sold at, as well as cartridges and flower.
Has been very expensive to find the right combination that helps with my symptoms. Lower prices would help me with being able to
experiment more. This has changed my life for the better, it is greatly appreciated to have this opportunity.
I have no questions or comments. I appreciate having the products available. Pricing is not as attractive as in states where its legal.
CBD is what I&#39;m supposed to have more of, but the high THC content is what calms my anxiety and pain. The biggest reason I don&#39;t
buy CBD capsules or a transdermal patch is the price!! I don&#39;t like the drops taste.
Medical marijuana has changed my life for the better! I&#39;m more social, less depressed and anxious and I get necessary tasks done with
much less pain. THANK YOU!!!
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would be so helpful to have a chart or resource available (if it even exists) to explain how many “days” each product costs, so that I could
plan out my 45 days more concretely.
Ohio is making it very hard to understand this program as a patient. I added a caregiver to my account in order to help and even they are
confused. Please simplify it and approve more local dispensaries.
Continue to offer more carts only (or pods) ‐ frustrating that had to always buy battery until recently....but would like more options. Pricing
seems super high compared to other markets for similar products
Should be allowed to grow a few plants for personal use
Limited growers / selection to choose from, products that are available are not affordable due to high demand / dispensary mark‐up. Prices
are far too high for the same products other State&amp;#39;s MMJ programs are able to provide their patients (i.e. Wana, Cresco).
&amp;quot;Days&amp;quot; make the purchasing process incredibly complicated. There is no way for me to check how many days I have
remaining by myself, without putting an online order and &amp;#39;hoping for the best&amp;#39; once I stand in a crowded line for 30+
minutes, or call and hope I can get through to a human without waiting 45+ minutes. I am grateful to have access to a medicine that helps
me treat the pain I battle with while allowing me to function optimally ‐ I truly THANK YOU for that. However, seeing the high medicine
prices, long wait times, and an incredibly complex &amp;#39;day&amp;#39; system makes it feel as if this program was designed to make it
I will not be able to do this much longer due to cost. On the low end of the spectrum $50 a day isn’t an option. Vaping flower uses too much
and the concentrate amounts are very small. Sad because it is a god send.
could come up with. &amp;quot;Let&amp;#39;s have processors cut full‐spectrum extracts with disgusting commercial terpenes,
brilliant!&amp;quot; The &amp;quot;35% rule&amp;quot; for flower is a close second. Actually, now that I think about it, the &amp;quot;no
heat element contact&amp;quot; rule for vapes might actually be tied for first place in the Stupid Ohio Rules competition. And, max 60
dispensaries? lol, ok.Petty micromanaging bureaucrats, go get real jobs.
Prices are so high that I may not be able to continue using.
have multiple dates in the system with inadequate descriptions. Also, the previous amounts allowed to purchase was not at all lucid and had
to be changed. Another indication of extremely poor management at the top. Dispensary staff has been helpful. One complaint there, they
had a sale and couldn&amp;#39;t handle the traffic. People stood outside in freezing weather and many left. Forced to stand outside for
more than a half hour, and my bad back can&#39;t take that. And, Q25 should be rewritten by someone who knows how to write survey
questions. Additional answer options are needed, like No, I haven&#39;t stopped, or I stopped because my card expired.
function at all with some pain but to make them last a little longer cuz of price. It would be great to have a day without pain completely!
It&#39;s exhausting!
Whoever is in charge of implementing Medical Marijuana in Ohio needs to be fired and replaced with competent people immediately. This
circus you clowns have created is an absolute joke. Why is it any asshole over 21 can walk into a fucking grocery store and under 3 minutes
buy cigarettes and alcohol, but to get my medicine at a dispensary I have to jump thru fucking hoops and be escorted around like a 5 year
old who can&#39;t be trusted alone. How difficult is it for you idiots in charge to understand how supply and demand works? You have
proved how fucking incompetent the people in charge are. Has anyone on the Ohio Pharma board ever run a business in their life? Are they
aware of how Capitalism in America works? The people who work these dispensaries have been great and helpful, but you morons in charge
are a joke. The ass clowns in charge need to wake the fuck up, just legalize it and tax it cause the system you idiots created is a fucking insult
Make products cheaper. Sell vape cartridge separately from pen
The tier level restriction on days is ridiculous.
There has been a big deal on the 45 to 90 day purchase limit. At the front desk at the dispensary. Terranzanni in Garfield heights. I was told
by the receptionist I had 3 days left to purchase, and that my 45 days start over on August 8. Things changed significantly when I was called
to the dispense area in the back. . Mary who was at the front desk with receptionist earlier said, I had no more days left. I asked to speak to
the Manager Ean and he said I was over 2 days that someone miscalculated the days at the last dispensary.&amp;quot;he said
rudely&amp;quot;. In my response&amp;quot; I said are you both looking at the same screen&amp;quot;. No response from either of them.
Then I asked for there names and if they could give me the number to state board. the The manager said &amp;quot;Why would you call
state board&amp;quot; and I said &amp;quot;because I am getting three different stories from there different individuals&amp;quot;. And
The days system is very hard to track even for dispensary employees. I never get the same answer from 2 different dispensaries. The lines are
excessive and even online ordering requires you to stand in line just as long. The employees are not knowledgeable and do not know the
difference between strains. Multiple dispensaries I have visited had this problem. The customer service is not good, it’s hard to get enough
attention and ask enough questions. You have to know what you want or you get scammed. I am in the Dayton/Cinci area, for reference.
Saw the doctor when no dispensaries were in this area. Paid the doctor and the State. Never got the opportunity to visit or purchase. I have
multiple sclerosis and it is progressive. Help me please.
patient voices to be heard.
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seizure a night . with awful side effects from the pills. That would range from no appetite unable to focus or to stay on task weight loss
Suicidal Thoughts anger issues insomnia just to name a few of the side effects from the prescribed pills but never controlled my seizures.
Since starting medical marijuana I can stay focused I have a great appetite I get ample amount of sleep at night I&#39;m a very happy
energetic human being again.
More day allotment and lower prices
I have put off getting a card for a long time but after I tried all my other traditional options I decided to try this avenue.It has changed my life
for the better and I am finally sleeping almost a full night.Thank You
I was never able to come in and get anything .
advised to avoid going indoors in all but life‐threatening situations. Terrasana Columbus offers only online pickup where patients are
required to enter the building and dispensary to obtain our meds. I can’t do that while the number of COVID‐19 cases are rising and the
infection rate is high. My husband and son are disabled and at times seriously ill. I feel very concerned because I can’t risk an infection. I am
very worried about this because my supply is running low and the meds help so much with my pain and mobility issues. I don’t have anyone
who can be my designated caregiver. I wonder why this is the situation when we receive prescriptions by delivery and have telemedicine
sessions with our medical teams.
I issue with the program, such as the packaging is hard to open for someone with arthritis. The limit of days it ridiculous.. either more days
or more quantity would help. Delivery should diffidently be a thing!lower the cost and limit the profits
i ,like many, are usually concerned with the fact that we can be let go at our employment due to marijuana use, even though we are
obtaining it legally. also the fact that we have to go every three months and pay at least 75$ is not ideal either. it should be able to be a
yearly thing for certain conditions that are never going to go away such as chronic pain. We need protected legally and monetarily. its like we
are being taxed to do something that is at best sort of legal. We have a lot of work to do to make this a better and safer program.
Nope
I think, that, the medical marijuana program, is improving, constantly, always listening to the input of patients, I really feel that they work
together to improve , the entire experience ,
a long time because I do not consume much. I endure more pain that I probably have to, but I also do not want to over consume. I do not
use MMJ for recreational purposes. When I need it for pain relief, I want it to work. I must admit that it does take a bit more product now
than when I first purchased it, when it was so fresh. Thank you Ohio for the program. It allows for pain relief without the extra burden(s) of
fear from impure products and the anxiety of being illegal.
I believe the cost of all forms of medicinal marijuana is a huge deterrent for Ohioans trying to find affordable medicine. And even going to
Michigan has gotten more expensive after their full legalization_ opposite of what happened in California or Colorado where prices for
medicinal patients substantially went down when their legal market started.It&amp;#39;s been a lifechanging step for Ohio to allow
medical marijuana_ but Ohio still needs work, when most patients have to drive to Michigan to find affordable medicine.
I have no problem with it
Would like to see it be covered by insurance (costs) doctor office visits and product.
MM really helps me. Thank you!
My doctor prescribes pain meds for my chronic pain. He won&amp;amp;#39;t prescribe pain meds if I use medical marijuana. The medical
marijuana would cost too much if I used enough for the pain and quit taking pain meds.
I wish there was a closer dispensery to the extreme southern portion of Ohio. The price also varies drastically from North to South with a
large variance in products available. The prices are high at the closest dispensery which is more than an hour away. More information
regarding the differences of all the products and whats best for what diagnosis.
for an eighth is what it needs to be and an eighth can be a 3 day supply! This whole tenth for product amount is ridiculous and needs
amended asap!
I’ve had a bi‐lateral brain stem stroke so I’m on disability. Is there a discount program I can use. Things are so expensive. Thanks
none
Product is a bit expensive. I hope that it will go down with time.
I received email stating masks were required at strawberry fields, but when I arrived I had to stand in long line with maskless people who
were allowed in and served. I was disappointed
believe that closer monitoring needs to be done for those whose brain is still developing; current research actively proves that brain
development is ongoing to approximately age 25. For example, Tier 2 products should be regulated for those individuals. I strongly feel that
more education needs to be provided to schools, both secondary and post‐secondary on the use and effect of products. Furthermore,
patients under the age of 21 should be required to have a caregiver.
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It is very expensive
Prices too high and dispensaries need better menus that are available online
up the definition of indigent to show the employee, he didn&#39;t seem to care! On that note my friend has no money, no assets, no job,
but was told he had to receive social security to be indigent. In other words one must have money to be poor!! He doesn&#39;t get SS and
is living example of an indigent person. Another friend gets indigent status and receives $750 a month SS.I should be able to see the product
(flower) before leaving the dispensary.
Overall a good program. Costs for a card are really high. Cash only is a pain. Staff know little about terpenes. Selection varies a lot.
I wish I had more education And the products weren’t so expensive.
away very confusing always
I feel that this is a great option for managing my PTSD symptoms. It is natural and does not have adverse side affects that other medications
have. Thank you for this service!
I don&#39;t like the fact that so many of the vape cruises come with vape pens. I have a pax that holds most cartridges, I think it&#39;s a
waste of product and money. I don&#39;t agree with there being taken on it either, being that it is medical.
Need 1 day supplies for medical marijuana. Everyone&amp;#39;s tolerance is different. Matter fact take away the day supply altogether!!!
I have had intractable pain and am in a palliative care program with a palliative care provider. For 1.5 years there was no pain medication
that helped my nerve type severe pain. I was likley one of the first patients who went to the rather new dispensary. The staff spent much
time with me educating and assisting me to pick from the array of types of medication available. At first, nothing seemed to work. Beinbg a
non‐smoker and older I just could not get the &quot;hang&quot; of vaping. Tinctures did not seem to help. I did not go for a few agonizing
months. I went back and the staff helped me choose a &quot;honey.&quot; This product has joyfully been the answer for my pian!!! I cannot
believe how much it helps me. I use a sugar free chocolate bar with almonds when I am out that helps too. I am thrilled and have less painful
days than I have had in the past. I appreciate the availability of medical marijuana. It has been the answer for me...when I did not expect it
I wish the prices were a bit lower.
need to know this stuff in order to advise patients correctly. I had to buy another vape and I am on SS and cannot afford to have to
repurchase things because the agent honestly made a mistake!
It would be appreciated if we could log back in to the control site and see the number of days we have remaining. I do appreciate that
receipts from dispensaries have this information, but it’s easily lost. The costs of flower have come down significantly, but I am still waiting
on consistent supply of favorite strains. The quality of all is excellent.
days is to call the dispensary.
Since having the card I feel my life is better than it used to be due to all health products available
I would like to see the price of products to be cheaper. They still cost more at a legal dispensary than they cost on the black market.
The quality and variety have gone down over the past year, while costs remain high. If it weren&#39;t so incredibly effective at managing my
symptoms I would have gone back to other rx a long time ago. This is all out of pocket, the least the State can do is allow more processors
and dispensaries and make it easier to get the medicine. My families other medicine can be delivered, and is covered by insurance... do
more (or at least get out of the way and let the markets improve access and pricing!)
It took me over an hour to get through in the phones, so I don’t use that. I don’t use online ordering because the prices are different when
you get to the dispensary. Many things in the menu are sold out and then when you get back to get it, they don’t have it
typical pot dealers with nicer clothes. Everything was trial and error and it cost too much to &quot;test &amp; try&quot; until finding
something that worked. The staff recommend items but, I had to deal with the reactions my body experienced. I didn&#39;t do well with
any product and the staff and my referring doctor were not interested in returning my calls. Additionally, my referring doctor appeared to
have NO understanding of the products and pretty much disengaged after the recommendation. I had to return to my formal treatment
because it works best for me.
The price needs to be lowered considerably or the Medicaid program needs to cover the cost of the marijuana for medical purposes.
Products are expensive
I would like more selection with lower prices. I can not use my full prescription or try other products due to the cost.
Great program
I&amp;#39;m really glad that it is available to help me.
couldn&#39;t buy for him. I was able to buy on my card which says I&#39;m a patient and a caregiver. He has since passed away on
[REDACTED]. I bought a vape pen with a cartridge in it. They also sold me 2 replacement cartridges. I could not get them to exchange. One of
the glass tubes broke, cutting me. 3. The state has to have a vape pen or tell us about other ways to use the flower.4. Don&#39;t understand
what is a dose amount.
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I&#39;d like to be able to travel freely with medicine.
personal usage
worse
Ohio.
Need more products for epilepsy condition
and convenient although at times I&#39;ve asked questions about specific strains and effects and the staff just look it up on Leafly. So some
improvement on staff knowledge and I wish the prices were more reasonable. However overall have been satisfied with the process and
have found some strains that are really working for me.
Prices are way too high. By setting prices this high, you are allowing black market marijuana products to thrive. Prices are basically 2‐4 times
as high as the illegal marijuana product trade.
Its cost to much an dont weight as it should
children&quot; are prohibited and in 2019 we had a MAJOR VAPING CRISIS WITH CHILDREN! So our law is backwards and the method they
advocate is the most attractive to children.The price of product for such low THC quantities feels like am immense rip off. An &quot;Ohio
tenth&quot; is the stupidest measurement. It literally feels like you wanted to slap your state name all over the place BUT REALLY 1/8th is a
more acceptable quantity in medical programs but this state. So you charge more... for less.... and a lower THC content.
feel that there should be a standard instead of switching strains all the time if someone find something to help them they should be able to
get it or grow it
To expensive for the average person to keep up with yes there are deals sometimes but not often or it sells out quick. Somebody is getting
rich off of poor people that’s the truth!!!!
Having short gut syndrome an unable to vape or smoke and the tinctures don&#39;t work I need help finding whats most effective for me.
Noone at either three dispensaries know how to help me.
Too much product packaging and battery waste. Need a recycle program. Need more growers and suppliers to get costs down.
Not nearly enough dispensaries. Lack of competition leads to rudeness and lack of parient empathy. Why I have to deive 2 hours for decent
selection and prices? Ohio has failed? Will they fix it? Do they care enough to fix it?
Too expensive to renew licence every year.
The price is TOO high. I can only afford a little bit at a time. I would greatly appreciate if the dispensary ‘s came down on their prices. I have
lost 45 lbs. and never have felt better. Thank you and have a nice day.
Price way too high and there needs to better understanding on products offered and how days remaining work
grow your own.
Odd pricing and weights for flower.
need. Also, there seems to be slight price differences between dispensaries. I try to get a few months supply when I go because I do not want
to be out in public with covid19 and don&#39;t always feel that the waiting rooms, or the people sitting in them are following proper
covid19 protocol. I&#39;ve tried to order online to make the trip quicker with less people‐to‐people contact, but the websites don&#39;t
always work
Need better prices and better selection of affordable products
I don&#39;t agree with indigent discount rule. Meaning, I don&#39;t agree with the difference between someone receiving SSID and OPERS.
Disability benefits is all the same, a fixed income.
varieties to find out what works best for you. This causes us to buy a large quantity at one time so we are not charged additional days. If I
have 45 days I should be able to buy 45 days of tier one product no matter the strain. My wife always needs a sativa and an indica for
nighttime so by purchasing two varieties we automatically lose 2 days, and if we don&#39;t buy the product all at once we lose a day each
time we make a purchase. This just doesn&#39;t make sense to me. Earlier on we ran out of product because we didn&#39;t understand
how many days you lost by trying different varieties. Sorry about running on and on but this needs changed. Thanks, [REDACTED]
Would like to have a strong CBD cream available for use.
Calculating days needs to be simplified. It would be nice to be able to login and see how many days I have remaining, and how many days
each item on the menu “costs”. The dispensary closest to me does not have whole flower in 14.15g very often. I have to check their menu
daily or purchase in a smaller size and go back more frequently. This is inconvenient.
Needs to be more affordable
I would like to see more availability of edibles. The prices are still so expensive compared to states with recreational marijuana. It
doesn&amp;#39;t seem fair to medicinal patients that we should pay more. We need more dispensaries.
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Figuring out the days supply remaining is very difficult. I am disappointed that you no longer have the days supply calculation on your
website. I used to be able to compare my calculations to what you had on your website but that is no longer there. It needs to be simpler
and I need to be able to verify what I have figured with what the State of Ohio shows.
Products are still 2x more expensive than Michigan.
The cost of Marijuana is too high.
dispensary, but there is no ability to see or smell the medicine before purchasing it, so finding strains that help me is somewhat hit or miss.
But I am happy that my state is finally recognising marijuana as the beneficial herbal medicine that it is, pills for pain make me sick and feel
wrong in the head and are addictive and potentially fatal, so having the choice to use marijuana which is nice and safe is a blessing. I have
seen the online discussion forums people angry about the program and simply want to thank you all who are running the program and say
you are appreciated.
Need dispensaries in smaller towns. And more selection.I have to drive an hour and a half one way because places closer to me charge way
too much and selection is very limited.
I am not getting my military discount. Am not working at this moment and the little bit of discount would help me to be able to afford
Information of the difference in jonathan qadry Terry and jonathan Terry
I have cut back on this because we simply cannot afford it.
prohibitive.
the price of the marijuana could be reduced, lower some of the strains.
The price in Ohio is very high compared to other states.
I do believe the prices of products is high. I appreciate the sales different dispensaries provide, but if the products overall were 20% lower, I
think medical patients would rejoice!
Nothing to add
2.8grams for about 50$, plus crazy wait times, sold out products, they don&#39;t manage their websites or answer the phone. Sold out
products at noon are still listed at 6pm. Prices are different online than in store, lol 60$ i drive 30 mins to find out its 90$. Thats false
advertising and fraud. Then i wait an hour and ask to at least have my atm fee comped so it doesn&#39;t cost an extra 5$ on‐top of the 10$
tax for 2 grams of the smallest lowest quality marijuana. I mean its a joke and totally disrespectful if you&#39;re serious about this being
&quot;medicine&quot;, come on now. At least demand a class 1 narcotic distributer runs better than a actual weed dealer. Isn&#39;t that
offer discounts and you order ahead but when you get there they&#39;re sold out. Its just a giant price gouge. There&#39;s no competition.
Prices are too high to keep myself supplied with enough product to stay out of pain
and the people there are so amazing, friendly and helpful. Having medical marijuana has made a huge difference for the better in my life.
You guys are doing a good job, keep it up!!
with any Revenues the State is earning, but would likely increase in Card fees once more people converted to Medicinal Canabis if they could
produce their own Medicine.
how much time is left in 45 day window. wait times and pricing would be better with more dispensories and suppliers. has to be better way
to control wait times at dispensories. in july, i preordered and still had to wait over an hour outside in 90+ degree heat and sun with no
shade in order to just pick up and pay for my medicine. this is not good for myself and others who are in dire need to get their medicine and
get relief
once a month it is very hard for people like that especially when the medical marijuana is so high priced very grateful to have it it has helps
tremendously what&amp;#39;s different health issues but when you can&amp;#39;t afford it all the time it makes you it harder for us then
you&amp;#39;re right back where you started from in the beginning hurting all over again because you can&amp;#39;t afford to get the
medical marijuana no more I feel there should be some classes on how you can make food with it and classes on how to use the medical
marijuana the proper way with the vaping the pens the syringes the crumble all of it some people don&amp;#39;t even really know what
they are doing with it thank you for allowing us to participate in this survey God bless
Prices are to hight
I believe that the criteria for government subsidy should include other types of consumers in addition to VA and SSI. This could be
discriminatory as federal and state law changes regarding marijuana consumption and should be revisited. A discriminatory culture would
negate the healing benefits and social influence intended in its natural and purest origin.
There is no educational material available for me to take home so I can make an informed decision on the type of product for me to buy
[REDACTED], and decide to get A room, you will see large, anti marijuana posters right at the window. I was hired in as A hotel manager
there. I was told by the owner that me and my marijuana was not allowed on her property!!? I am absolutely devastated that I have been
discriminated against and have lost my position, due to medical marijuana. [REDACTED]
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deal with the pain and discomfort and I have extra bad days feeling wise and pain related because of maximum amount im allowed to
purchase. Sometimes the products i use are too expensive such as the edible products and i have to go with out until I can find a deal I can
afford. I need more affordable tinctures and edible products because it the only product that works and it keeps me away from
compromising my respiratory system by use other products just bc they cost less at the moment. I hope this is helpful to make necessary
changes to the system and perhaps individual prescriptions bc the 45 day allotment is sometimes not enough and I continue to remain
productive in society and my work life. Please help??
The cost of seeing the doctors disabled people have to see in order to first get the approval then having to update the approval every 3 to 6
months is unbelievable. My first appointment with a medical marijuana doctor was $300.00 and I have to go back every 6 months and that
cost is $100.00. These costs along with the fee that has to be paid to the state and the cost of the medical marijuana is very expensive.Most
disabled people are on fixed incomes and we don&#39;t have that kind of money. I understand the reason for doctors needing to keep an
eye on their patients using medical marijuana but the cost of seeing these approval doctors should be monitored.
I haven’t had any issues with dispensing or products at this time.
I really feel Medicaid should help people who are disabled and unable to work. Even possibly add an addition “Part” with Medicare. ANY
type of help with the cost of my medicinal marijuana would be wonderful.
I use a capsule form medication 25 mg that the Mad River Dispensary suggested for my medical need. It works and replaces Cymbalta that
left me in mental fog. I get sleep and relief from small fiber nephropathy... Here are my thoughts about the program at this time: 1. There
needs to be more medical information can be put out into the public eye. 2. Web Based Videos need to be linked with your website. 3. Non‐
smoke capsule type product needs to be encouraged for other dispensaries like Mad River Dispensary has done for me. I have a non‐smoking
family. I hate the stigma the smoking products have on THIS MEDICINE you provide me. It works and my family agrees.
has helped me reduce my use of opioid pain medicine by over 50%. I would like to continue to improve and eventually I hope to not need
other pain medication. I wish there was more variety of marijuana flower to purchase. There are so few dispensaries in the Cincy metro
where I live and several focus far more on the oils and edibles. What is very frustrating is finally finding a few strains that work very well and
then the dispensary may not have the product again for several months... if ever. I am so grateful to have the privilege to use medical
marijuana it has really changed my life for the better. Never using marijuana until this program my family and I are so thrilled that it has
helped me live a more normal life again.
purchased from dispensaries.
I feel that all dispensaries should check the temperature of every patient entering the building upon arrival as ALL Doctors offices do. during
this pandemic! You are putting Employees and patients at risk. Does not do any good to just have employees checked!
Being on a fixed income makes it hard to purchase.
dispensary, I have also went for products that the dispensary has advertised as sale products almost as soon as they opened only to be told
they are out of the product, I have also waited for an hour outside dispensary for an order placed for an hour before being told only to be
told that the product I ordered was out even though my order was placed before other customers who received their product first and
ordered after I did, and I am concerned that due to the military discount mu husband is getting cheated because they will have a 20% of sale
and only let him use his military discount on top of sale price when they have done so before the pandemic. If the dispensary that we go to
was not close to our house we would probably try a different dispensary.However, the actual program I believe is working well despite the
Made one by phone order. Picked up at Dispensary. Couldn’t see/comment on what was being put in the bag. Got home and only 1 of the 2
shark shocks that I ordered were in the bag. Had to go back the next day to get what I had already paid for.
lock, creativity, happy, tired, etc. The prices are Still 10% to 50% higher than they are at Colorado or California dispensaries. We need more,
better, growers in Ohio and we need far more dispensaries. I live in Cleveland and there are only 3 or 4 dispenseries in the entire city, and
they all suck. I have to drive to Akron in order to find a 1/2 way decent dispensary. There is no excuse for that other than a lack of foresight
from the people who planned this mess. Any time the government tries to control a market place the prices are artificially higher and of the
choices are more limited than they would be in a free marketplace. That is a simple fact of economics that government employees do not
seem to be able to grasp.
This has helped my husband so much with pain and nausea. Also helps with seizures. We are so thankful it is legal now.
Should not have to keep buying new pens if they can be refilled. It is a waste of money and bad for the landfill.
The prices are crazy no way anybody will with a family can afford it.
I wish that there was a dispensary in my county.
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THANK YOU FOR BEING OPEN TO COMMENTS. Way to many obstacles,rules. Counting days supply is equal to someone? Not Me, or my
Doctor, Deciding a GENERIC GENERAL script/dosage of medication for many,many different patients, and conditions. The counting of days
supply is wrong!! Some patients, on some days (they are all different) Need more than the 1.3Gdosage amount decided for the patient. Is
the MMCP preparing NOW! ways to protect the medical patients needs when, Cannabis becomes RECR‐ IT WILL!! The MMCP is still not
accessible for all people who want to STOP taking pain killer Pharmacy drugs. I&#39;m one of them, no more! oxy, Vicodin, Lyrica, or nerve
killing, all with bad side effects, once a month Doc visits, no more! The Pain and condition Did not go away though! Everyday is different,
some days i need a little more cannabis than I have been prescribed/allowed, I do not want to be out of MM, or cant get painrelief MM,
consequences. The daily supply has to go. It’s ridiculous. The amount of people being turned away do to daily supply is just a loss of money
to the program. When customers can’t get marijuana at the dispensary, they simply go back to the streets. Marijuana is not the same as
opiates and it would be beneficial if the industry in Ohio did not treat it that way. Marijuana saved my life. I mean that in every sense of the
word. Also, I would think it’s good to mention that just because a doctor took a quick class on marijuana to be able to make $300 in a 15
minute visit, does not make them an expert. Let’s leave that job to the budtenders please. Maybe pay them a little more instead.
for 90 days, I could never go through that much. But that&#39;s not how much you&#39;re allowed to get at all? Another major issue is that
you as a patient in a new industry should go out and try several different products, but you&#39;re penalized for doing so. It costs 2 days to
buy a tenth of tier one. It costs 2 more days to buy a tenth of a different type. Penalty for trying variety? Isn&#39;t that against code of the
program?The quality of cure in product should be absolutely illegal. Cannabis when not properly cured and dried correctly is more harmful
than a pure, cleaner product done right from start to finish.The cost of product is still too high for concentrates and flower. Dispensaries
pricing as they want is just horrible and criminal.The packaging is absurdly wasteful and unnecessary. At least require recycling at
My main concerns are the cost combined with being unable to see / smell the product I&#39;m purchasing. Terpines are very important to
my patient and the dispensary employees can&#39;t really describe it.
I would like to see more dispensaries in my area. I have waited over an hour to enter a dispensary due to COVID restrictions. The precautions
are important; however, the wait may be less if there were more dispensaries to choose from.
bit.
have the same products. I.e. I cannot get the same product month after month. I have to guess and try something new when they do not
have my medication.
All is good, the price is a little high, and I wish since its for medical that my health insurance would cover some of it, but I&#39;m good.
Way too expensive, even before taxes. Days left program is nonsensical, even after the revision/update
Keep up the great work &amp;amp; y’all Stay Safe ??
The price needs to go down. It is still cheaper to buy on the street or go out of state to a rec legal state. We need more vape and concentrate
selection due to the no smoking law for flower.
I paid for my license renewal on 5/19/2020. I participated in a Telemed appointment with Telemed North on 6/2/2020. My license is
expiring and has not shown up as renewed. I did not keep the name of the doctor who performed my evaluation.
Lower prices!
This program has been a complete blessing. I feel no side effects of Medical Marijuana and it helps me to stay off or limit the amount of
opiods I have to use. I hope they keep expanding the program.
None
anything and sadly it can be purchased much cheaper from growers I’ve heard but I don’t want to go to jail for buying it that way. It makes it
hard to make ends meet and buy from the dispensary because it’s illegal any other way. Everyone has their hands in each other’s pockets
and the one that needs it has to make tough decisions. Canada makes it work and people don’t frown against it or label you as a drug addict
and have the cops watching, Why is this on the product stating “This product is illegal to smoke in Ohio”? WHAT? State makes money for the
card that you have to pay a doctor for a visit to get it, like a fishing license (buy every year part).Dispensaries are all different so you have to
find one that has something that helps and hope they don’t run out. Have ADHD makes finding stuff that helps hard to do .
Should have kept the 90 day supply at a usage of 45 days instead of 45days for 45 days, some day the chronic pain is worse than others
which require more product usage
no income, could you share on your website if there&amp;#39;s help for people who really really need it. If there isn&amp;#39;t any kind of
help, can you guys think of a way to help people who have worked their whole lives, are losing everything, can&amp;#39;t work anymore
and have not a dime to their name, but need relief from the pain.....
I would like to know if there is financial assistance not only to receive my medical card again, but to be able to purchase needed product.
I have had to reduce my hours at work and can no longer afford to have my medical card. I had amazing results with my use of cannabis for
my PTSD and would love to be a patient again when I can afford to do so.
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supply” for most people. The limits on potency percentages are also a huge negative and truly offer no benefit to the patient
whatsoever.Ohio Medical program has so much potential.. the quality and variety is getting there.. but the prices are so ridiculous that most
average people will have a hard time affording their medicine.
Rise Dispensaries should be the model for all others to follow. Their staff is worlds apart better than most of the competition.
The cost was too high to keep buying. Medical marijuana. Her brain stopped working without it. She went down hill fast and died. It was
more than 6 months ago. Have not been to a dispensary. No covid experience at dispensary. Sorry. I am not s good survey person. Thanks for
me to help. Help get the cost down so more people can afford their medicine
They could have left a little bit of the head buzz in the Medical Marijuana buds .Just Sayin ??
never have chosen on my own, and to great success. While I have had experience (with mostly plant material) in the past to manage my
chronic pain, I am so glad to be a part of the current program, having options (edibles &amp; tinctures especially) that I believe are far safer,
and far easier to &#39;dose&#39;. My chronic pain is much more manageable ‐ I rarely wake up anymore from the pain, and as an
unintended result, my anxiety levels are far lower, allowing me to scale back my prescription (for anxiety). I feel my overall wellbeing is
much improved. Thank you!
My main complaint or concern is the cost of the whole process and of the products. It is way too expensive for me to afford the amount of
product that is needed to maintain a reasonable level of relief , being that I am on a fixed income and can not get help from my medical
insurance to help with the costs involved to stay properly medicated.
There are two main issues: 1) No one at the dispensary seems to know what they are talking about. Each person I talk to gives me a different
answer. They really need to be better educated on which products best serve which health issues a patient has. It seems every person is
pulling answers out of a hat and this drastically reduces my confidence that I am receiving and paying for the right medication.2) The prices
are outrageous!! And it&#39;s very inconvenient to have to pay cash. The dispensary I go to has an ATM and even that is expensive. They
charge a $10 fee to use it! I am on Medicaid, but they don&#39;t accept it. So, yes, I am priced out of being able to use this medicine.
Medicare Part B should cover my medications, they&#39;ll cover pain pills which I refuse to take.
Prices for plant material are too high for the quantity received.
Lack of information or products to legally consume plant material at dispensary is a concern for me. And an app or printable chart to keep
track of days and spending would be nice.
little pricey for people that dont have alot of money can get it on the streets cheaper
&quot;days&quot; system that leaves me unable to purchase my medicine when I need a resupply for my medical condition. If I needed
pharmaceutical drugs that would literally kill me there would be none of this days limit nonsense that you arbitrarily push on legitimate
patients. The pricing of products is also too expensive compared to other states. My guess is that the only thing that matters to the board of
pharmacy is their bottom line and keeping patients and caregivers as medical prisoners instead of truly caring and respecting human life and
decency. Shame on you and corrupt organization.
It would be nice to see a lot more of high CBD products available ‐ I prefer this type of product during the day for pain
the products were non‐returnable. Additionally, the products were much more expensive than from recreational dispensaries in Colorado
and California, and I never had a bad reaction to those. I would like to experiment with other strains but I&#39;m concerned about spending
even more money on something that might not affect me well and that I cannot return. Lastly, I am applying for jobs and some of the
employers are drug testing, so I need to avoid it for that reason.
I have been very pleased with Terrasana.
Pricing needs to be better, compared to other states dispensaries and the street pricing, to keep people from buying it illegally. There also
needs to be more dispensaries available that aren’t so far away from each other.
Very Pricey
The only thing I would like to see change is pricing to make it more affordable.
Please help bring the cost down at the dispensarys. My regular dispensary just raised prices on most items I purchase.
should be amended to allow the smoking cannabis because all it is doing currently is causing people to lie.3. More dispensary are needed in
order to meet demand. All three dispensary in my area are at least a 45 min drive from my home.4. Lower the &quot;barrier to entry&quot;
required to open a dispensary. $250,000 in liquid assets is absurd and is more money than most fast food places require to open.5. Product
quality and inspection needs to be improved. I have bought MANY products that have had hair in them and I cannot return the product
because the seal is already broken!6. Update the pharmacy website to better track our days used.7. Allow the dispensary to sell &quot;pre‐
rolls&quot; like other states.8. Update qualifying conditions to include things like &quot;depression&quot; and &quot;anxiety&quot;.
personal health information.
pricing is still a concern, pretty expensive.
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along with carpal tunnel and a host of other physical ailments. She has had no trouble with using her products, but she did have trouble
understanding all about the products, how they work, etc. She accidentally let her license lapse, partly due to Covid and partly due to funds
being tight. (She is on Medicaid, yet they don&#39;t cover this type of treatment, as we well know.) I was getting ready to contact you about
this anyway, but is there any way she can have her license reinstated? My name, [REDACTED]. Her name, [REDACTED]. My email is
[REDACTED] is you could reply back to me. I would really appreciate it.
Im glad for pain and anxiety im glad to have choices for my condition , covid has stopped me to stay home scared anxiety to go anywhere
I have NEVER purchased products at an Ohio dispensary. Prices are WAY TOO HIGH !! I go to Michigan.
RX label
I am very satisfied with all aspects of the program
I am very thankful for this type of treatment. It has stopped my pain to the point that I can function almost normally in life. I very much
prefer this to all the pills I had to take to get nowhere near the same results. And no side effects ! Thank you Ohio for taking this step.
It cost a lot of money
Being low income its hard to get what i need to last the whole month couse of the cost , so im always run out before my next pay . thank u
I have seen such an improvement in my health that I’ve stopped going to the dr as much :) Please allow Flavored cartridges like they have in
Michigan! Much easier to consume than the unflavored carts.
I have not stopped purchasing, though I have to purchase less. Affording my medication out of pocket has been an uphill battle. Being that I
am a Lead Patient Consultant, I was set up for success when it came to understanding the OMMP along with Medical Cannabis. Other
patients and those who are not yet apart of the program have difficulties with numerous tasks; obtaining the right information, caregivers,
running out of days, inconsistent product. Ultimately the program could use people who work as a middle man between
researchers/processors, cultivators/dispensaries, doctors offices/dispensaries. It&#39;s as if Ohio said Yes Medical Marijuana is Essential and
Yes it has numerous medical benefits. We will not allow assistance, we will not expand to keep up with the demand, and we will remain
silent, scared and continuously keep information at bay. The research has been denied, let&#39;s leave that stereotype in the past and allow
medical marijuana.
I like using this program and the medicine is working great.
Prices are to high need more dispensaries with more and better selection the recommended shelf life is too long. The allowed amount is not
realistic. The days and tier system is very confusing
Dispensary is sometimes inconsistent on having my preferred product .
It is way too expensive with products. The percentage cap is also asinine as it just makes it harder for both suppliers and patients.
Home grow needs to be put into place blind cancer patients living on SSI can&#39;t afford this and able to live
The call ahead system is trash‐no one ever answers the phone. I have held for hours before. Online ordering is slightly better, but places like
Terrassana in Grandview &amp;amp;amp; Verdant in Columbus leave a lot to be desired. Also, Ohio cannabis is just trash compared to other
states with programs like California &amp;amp;amp; Colorado. The flower is always sub‐par at best no matter the cultivator. Additionally,
the flower selection is abhorrent. Why can’t we have classic selections as well as new ones? Stronger ones? We only ever get the same old
tired and not useful strains. And the prices are astronomical. I can get an above excellent 1oz vape pen cartridge in Cali for $12. Here it can
be $80. That’s ridiculous. Plus it’s not even good. This program really needs revamping. Especially with regards to patient and caregiver
education, resources, and medicine variations. Can we get some Green Crack? Granddaddy Purple? Mimosa? Laughing Buddha? Space
Have been in extreme pain, Helped during delay of surgery due to Covid. Recently, had extensive spine surgery. Helped reduce time on
opioids. Able to rest. Extremely grateful this is available.
Tracking days is an impossible task. Even the dispensary employees can’t get it right most of the time.
Prices are a little high
off a menu and hope for the best. Also it seems like they never order the same thing twice so if you like a product you can&#39;t get it again.
Everything on the menu is different. It&#39;s very frustrating. Idk if you can do anything about that but it&#39;s my only place to vent here!
??
these dispensarys need to provide more information on their sites as to amount of thc\cbd is in the products they are selling along with a
piece count when it comes to edibles
Wait times can he exhausting and too hot . Too difficult to know how many days used up or avail to get.
There are not enough different stores to choose from in my are ‐ just different locations of the same company.I would like to see updated
from the program when new stores will be opening.
Smoking should be considered a legal method of consumption.
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cigarettes and vape pens make me feel like i am smoking cigarettes and besides vape pens are so expensive i cannot afford the flower is
priced reasonably at times
The prices are extremely high for very small amounts. Very hard to afford right now.
I am very grateful for the program and I would not like to see any increases in price excluding when employees need increased wages.
Common sense initiatives have not resolve 3796:8‐2‐04‐B(1)a that incorrectly defines a 90 day supply of flowered product as 8 ounces, when
the program was design around 3796:8‐2‐04 which clearly defines a 90 day supply of flowered product as 9 ounces. This cause claims data to
be incorrect, and claims are round up. Rounding is not permissible when dealing with medications. How does 1 tenth, or 2.83 grams of
flowered medication equate to a 2 day supply??? It is a 1 day supply. However, OARS is an antiquated and outdated system that was
designed to count pill form medication, not flowered increments. Therefore I am constantly cheated by the system and the Board which has
ignored fixing to rule 3796:8‐2‐04‐B(1) to 9 ounces. This would resolve your OARS issue of rounding up my claims data.***Please pull licenses
from any company not open and operating, they are wasting resources, resulting in higher cost. The cost is absolutely robbery.***More
close to their previous working income. Its this that will eventually prevent me from obtaining what I will need for life. At your prices, it
actually drives many to get what they need off the streets, they are more than half the prices of your offerings. I mean come on,1 oz tincture
at $130 !!! That doesn&#39;t even last 1 month when taking only 1 eye‐dropper per day !!! Not many retirees can even afford
that.Obviously the state is profiting greatly and should be ashamed of taking advantage of people suffering. I&#39;ve dealt with my chronic
pain for 5 yrs now, Marijuana is only thing that&#39;s helped ‐ not even opoids helped me at all.
It is so expensive.Not worth the product for the money.Why 2.83g as opposed an eight? At $40‐45.00Per dram for tier 2, I was spending right
at $200.00 a month or more.It definitely helps with the pain and makes life better but,Too much...
product from shipping and handling and trimming. Patients should be allowed to grow their own medicine so they know what is in it and the
quality is on their shoulders not someone controlling bad quality product. Dispensary employees should know more about quality of
products then the patients. It&#39;s all about the money for false readings of % of products and that&#39;s not fair to the patients. More
growers should be organically grown plants. I&#39;ve noticed not seeing any amber color on the crystals and that means the product
isn&#39;t mature yet which also means less potent plants. We the people arn&#39;t stupid and don&#39;t like being treated like we are by a
monopolized program set up to benefit everyone but the patients. Thanks if you actually read even half of these surveys.
Lower prices would be great. I&amp;#39;m finally able to get this legally, now I can&amp;#39;t afford it ??
days. Along with this it should not be held against a patient to purchase 2 separate flower products of same amount/ same tier and costing
extra days as they are not the same. It makes no sense!
CBD products. I cant get enough medicine to help because of price. I work 6 days a week and the hours make it very difficult to get there and
get the products I need.
available and I end up driving an hour and half each way to get the product I need! Sativa flower and Indica flower in half oz below $110
each is rarely available at Verdant in Marion
flower is fairly high but the price of concentrate is outrageous. There are very few options for bulk purchase. Each dispensary seems to
calculate days left and days needed for certain items on a different scale. The day supply system in original documentation states one day as
2.83 grams but I have found that it is sold as 2 day supply. I’m not sure why after the change (in April) to day calculating/90 day to 45 day
supply at a time it seems the actual limit for the day supply has been halved as well? The day supply limit is one of the biggest factors
impeding this program. With marijuana not being a pharmaceutical, how can such a limit be put on this medicine? Symptoms are different
patient to patient which should allow for the dosage of medicine for the symptoms to vary also.
Products seem bitter to taste
became very rude to me. I had to get money out of the ATM. They made me wait curbside pick up for 2 hours. I sent them a message and no
one return my email. I’m very disappointed with them.
as such and not set the prices so high that it becomes prohibitively expensive to acquire enough to adequately address the medical needs of
the patient. And yet, I am forced to buy it, as the cultivation is still illegal. This system, as it currently stands, appears to be more a money
making scheme than something that is focused on a medical need. I pray that we, as a state, will create something better, but as it stands,
this is a cash grab.
It is time to introduce a system that is able to calculate a patient’s day supply electronically. This cannot possibly be that complicated for a
state‐run organization. Manual counting of days is absolutely ludicrous and riddled with potential error!
price in Ohio just can&#39;t compare. For example I bought a vape pen in Ohio which was .5 grams. You can get 1 gram in MI for less. This
vape pens strength was not even close and the vape smelled like pot which they shouldn&#39;t. Ohio needs to take a page from
Michigan&#39;s book. Selection and price is well worth the drive and Ohio is losing both tax money and money to local dispensaries.
It&#39;s not about quantity, although MI has a much better plan there too. I don&#39;t use that much. It&#39;s about selection, quality,
and price.
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I think the packaging needs to change it is too much waste and the prices need to come down.
from a dispensary (Lebanon, OH) due to my name being flagged as visiting multiple dispensaries when I’ve only ever been to that one. They
said it may be their error and they’d call me, but they never did. I called a week later and then there was no issue. So the system has flaws
that need fixed.
smoking the flower because it hurts &amp; often burns my throat. But it has helped me sleep &amp; alleviated my pain &amp; discomfort
due to my Crohn&#39;s.
cannot buy enough to last,have to make second trip,ridiculous!Then u run into problems that they have run out of what u need.Need to be
able to place an order day before so u can pick up next day knowing that they have everything u need.Need to be able to get pricing over the
phone,to much price difference between dispensaries,when ur paying that much u need to be able to shop for best price just like
prescription prescription drugs.So major problems are1. Consistent availability of the product once u found what is best for u,it comes up not
available when u need it.2. Tremendous price difference between dispensaries. 3. Just in general the prices are 3x the street prices. Lots of
times u can&#39;t afford dispensary prices.
I have only visited the Botanist in December,1999 &amp; the Forest in March, 2020. Each Dispensary once each. Each Dispensary/Staff was
very Professional &amp; assisted with product selection.
I wish there were more Sativa strains available. Also the prices are still very high. They are twice what is charged in Michigan. Also all
dispensary are cash only. After all this time, why isn&#39;t it possible to use a credit or debit card?
days. Also please consider lifting the 70% limit. It is costing processors twice as much to make products and in the end is costing more for us
as patients. Also, please consider letting dispensaries dispense the products instead of the growers. I believe the quality of the medicine will
increase. For example, dry flowers, old products etc. The growers can then focus on making quality medicines instead of making the
medicine and having the cost and overhead of weighing and packagin also. I believe that would help the cost of medicine for patients as well.
Thank you for your time. Please help this program blossom into something beautiful like it should be. OH‐IO
I have completed one year on the MMCP with outstanding results. I have not used Percocet or any other prescription pain medication
during this time. My overall health has improved drastically. I have been able to reduce my prescription medication intake to only 3. My
migraine frequency has been reduced by 75%. My entire life I was very against any sort of drug usage other than prescribed medication.
About a year ago, I was desperate, friends and family begged me to try the MMCP. I am so glad I gave it a shot ‐ this has been life changing!
Most people can’t afford the current prices. Please cut down the price.
please legalize medical marijuana delivery in ohio
I am trying to limit my visits to the dispensary, both because it&#39;s far away but more importantly to limit my exposures to covid.But I
cannot get my full amount of days allowed unless I get all the same strain because the state very unfairly rounds up.Please change the law so
that I can try different strains (or product forms) to find what works best for while still being able to limit my visits to the dispensary.I am
sure that many of us who go to the dispensary are immuno‐compromised, and we shouldn&#39;t have to go more often due to this
ridiculous law.Even if I wanted to use all the same strain or a limited amount, the dispensary may not have enough of that particular strain.I
should be allowed to get my full 45 day allocation no matter how many different kinds of products that I buy.Why on Earth would you round
up?!?I&#39;m not even healthy enough to drive myself to the dispensary, and I have to get a ride each time and then guess which strains will
inventory to choose from. Ohio has made it very difficult to research strains due to limitations on naming. Finding lineage and terpene
information shouldn&amp;#39;t be that difficult to find, especially since Ohio is a medicinal use state. Please help your patients with more
information, removing caps, and by lowering costs so we&amp;#39;re not forced to purchase in Michigan. For dispensaries, the
&amp;quot;Bud Tenders&amp;quot; should be able to receive tips. They&amp;#39;ve worked essential worker schedules through this
pandemic, looting, and riots, please let them have more than minimum wage.
More days for patients with a higher tolerance and allow patients to legally grow at home.
in the next 6 months. Then I will need to travel a minimum of 1 1/2 hours to visit a facility that has a selection greater 50 products at a price
10‐20% higher then a metropolitan area .
After spending $300 to get my medical MJ account and waiting in line 30 min. To make my first purchase, I was told that my drivers license
numbers were one digit off and that I couldn’t see anyone. I never used my card again after that. I’m on SS disability and live off of $990
per month. I can’t afford the yearly renewal dr exam and Ohio license. So I do without despite knowing it will help me.
None
I cannot afford the medical Marijuana products nor can find consistent supply of the products I find helpful. I have also found inconsistent
help &amp; information at one dispensary in particular.
The expense may very well cause me to stop using this product. If it&#39;s medicine, why isn&#39;t it covered by insurance. I may not be
able to afford to renew my licence because I&#39;m disabled and on a fixed income.
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The staff at the dispensary are exceptional. Always willing to assist and answer all questions. With regards to supply, somewhat
disappointed in the lack of consistency of product.
The price is too high. Even though I&#39;ve discussed the benefits with my specialists at OSU, and it does appear to be beneficial, I&#39;m
unsure if I&#39;ll be returning to use the products because it&#39;s cost prohibitive.
The prices are way to high especially when there is no insurance to off set these steep prices!
Currently not using due to side effect of diarrhea at times.
premium quality stuff goes first and C quality stuff is left at to high of cost. Dispensary is far away and long wait times. I dont mind premium
prices for premium product. But once the premium product is sold all that left is mediocre stuff that is not discounted enough to justify the
purchase. Expiration dates are far to long. I bought some stuff that was ten months old. Active ingredients evaporate with time. Ten month
old cannabis is awful. prices should be slashed after six months in my opinion.
afford their medication. Also due to the weights not being realistic, our amount available for days can be unhelpful for those with severe
pain or PTSD during this pandemic.
This product has really helped
Crazy expensive makes this unaffordable long term. Let people grow their own.
OMMCP registration site should have the capability of telling us how many days of product we have left available, not just when our days
reset. The tiers for flower is confusing and arbitrary and should be done away with. Patients are confused about how many days worth each
product is and there should be a much more simplified way for flower. The most simplistic way to fix this would be to increase the 90 day
limit to 9 oz and make 2.83 grams a 1 day supply. This would benefit patients, dispensaries, and growers.
affordable for patients
I&amp;#39;m glad we have a program and that you&amp;#39;re trying to get patients to ease into cannabis with some of the restrictions.
But, it is far from being the prosperous and patient friendly program that it could be. It is my concern that people were allowed on the board
to make decisions about my medicines who did not want the program to be successful. It&amp;#39;s like letting our mortal enemy pick and
chose what to eat every day we wouldn&amp;#39;t let that happen. So PROJECTSAM has got to go! This program was set up for rich people
and has so many restrictions that it is failing terribly. If you guys wanted to set up a get rich quick program you should have set up a
recreational program. For people who need cannabis the most it is unobtainable in Ohio. I feel sad for any cancer patient in Ohio who
doesn&amp;#39;t know how to use cannabis and feel even worse knowing to get high enough doses to kill cannabis in Ohio the patient will
Ohio is overpriced and underweight also the flower looks good but really isn&#39;t as potent
It would be nice if my local dispensaries could offer packages of larger quantities rather than the 2.83 gram packages all the time. It would
also be better if the staff were educated on terpene profiles and benefits of them.
Was surprised to find seeds in a couple different flower. Other than that the product is good quality.
It has helped me greatly with my health issues to have a better quality of life.
More ability to order my products on line and better access to pickup service. Overall, very happy with dispensary service.
There is a strong need for more dispensaries to fill geographic gaps, especially in northern Ohio.
Pricing is outrageous. Packages difficult to open. Need larger quantities of plant material.
Too much wait time and all dispensaries are too high priced
We do or we could use or I would prefer to have more grape flavored edibles
times I wondered why a vendor not able to make a route of delivery ,with all our technology? allow a permit to allow a Company to help get
our meds,some of us may not even drive ! have to get transported for over three hour round trip,added cost,Id pay for delivery ! biteing my
tongue
reimbursement. It is my opinion that marijuana use should be legalized at the federal level for so many reasons. The costs associated with
trying to police illegal marijuana use when the country has so much more important problems to deal with, especially now, is a change that
needs to happen. Also this could potentially reduce the overall costs of the product, as well as lessen the stigma now associated with the use
of any form of marijuana, whether it’s use is for a medical condition and prescribed by a doctor.
variety. I don’t feel like that should use up extra days. 2) Prices are way too high. Especially for vapes/concentrates/ edibles. 3) 10ths make
everything all the more confusing. Why not 8th, quarter, half, whole ounce? I hear we’re changing to 2.5 increments. Again this is not helpful
to the customer. 4) wait times at dispensaries are way too long. Some are getting it right with online ordering. Some places still make online
orderers wait just like walk ups. Makes no sense. Thanks for listening.
I have serious concerns with the price of products. Supply and demand obviously plays a large part in this, and I believe more cultivators and
processors could alleviate this. As it stands, lots of people are priced out of help they need.
too costly for most people
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